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STANDAMD WORKS PUBLISHED BY

Dr. WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY

OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Note.—The only authorized Editions of the above celebrated

Dictionary are those here described : no other Editions

published in England contain the Derivations and Etymolo

gical Notes of Dr. Mahn, who devoted several years to this

portion of the Work. See Notice on page 4.

WEBSTER'S GUINEA DICTIONARY

OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Thoroughly revised and improved

by Chatjnoet A. Goodrich, D.D., LL.D., and Noah Porter, D.D.,

of Yale College.

The peculiar features of this volume, which render it perhaps the most useful

Dictionary for general reference extant, as it is undoubtedly one of the cheapest

books ever published, are as follows :—

1. Completeness.—Itcontains 114,000

words— more by 10,0(10 than any other
Dictionary; and thet-e are, for the most
part, unusual or technical terms, for the
explanation of which a Dictionary Is most
wanted.

2. Accuracy of Definition.—hi this

department the labours of Dr. Webster
were most valuable, in correcting; the faulty
and redundant definitions of Dr. Johnson,
which had previously been almost univer
sally adopted. In the present edition all
the definitions have been carefully and
methodically analysed by W. G. Webster,
Esq., the Rev. Chauncey Goodrich, Prof.

Lyman, Prof. Whiiney, and Prof. Gilman,
with the assistance and under the super
intendence of Prrf. Goodr oh.

3. Scientific and Technic* I Terms.—

In order to secure the utmost completeness
ard accuracy of definition, this department
has been subdivided among eminent
Scholars and Experts, including Prof.Dana,

Prof. Lyman, &c.

4. Etymology.—The eminent philo

logist, Dr. (J. F. Mahs, has devoted five
years to perfecting this department.

The Volume contains 1576 pages, more than 3000 Illustrations, and is sold

for One Guinea. It will be found, on comparison, to be one of the cheapest

Volumes ever issued. Cloth, 21s. ; half-bound in calf, 30s. ; calf or half-russia,

31s. frJ. ; russia1 £2.

Booksellers. Published by

:eet, covent garden, London.

5. The Orthography is based as far as

possible on Fixed Principles. In all cases
of doubt an alternative spelling is given.

6. Pronunciation.—This has been en

trusted to Mr. W. G. Webster and Mr.
Wheeler, assisted by other scholars. The
pronunciation of each word is indicated by

typographical signs, which are explained
by reference to a Keyprinted at the bottom
of each page.

7. The Illustrative Citations.—No

labour has been spared to embody such
quotations from standard authors as may
throw light on the definitions, or pos
sess any special interest of thought or
language.

8. The Synonyms.—These are sub

joined to the words to which they belong,
and are very complete.

9. The Illustrations,which exceed 3000,

are inserted, not tor the sake of ornament,
but to elucidate the meaning of words
which cannot be satisfactorily explained
without pictorial aid.
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QEORQE SELL & SONS.

WEBSTER'S COMPLETE DICTIONARY

OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, AND GENERAL BOOK

OP LITERARY REFERENCE. With 3000 Illustrations. Tho

roughly revised and improved by Chauncey A. Goodrich, D.D.,

LL.D., and Noah Poetbb, D.D., of Yale College.

£n One Volume, Quarto, strongly bound in cloth, 1840 pages, price £1 11*. 6d.; half-calf,

£2; calf or half-russia, £2 2*.; russia, £2 104.

Besides the matter comprised in the Webster's Guinea Dictionary, this

volume contains the following Appendices, which will show that no pains have

been spared to makf it a complete literary Reference-book :—

A Brief History of the English Lan

guage. By Professor Jakes Hadlbt.
This Work shows the Philological Rela
tions of the English Language, and traces
the progress and influence of the causes
which have brought it to its present con
dition.

Principles of Pronunciation. By

Professor Goodrich and W. A. Wheblfr,
M.A. Including a Synopsis of Words
differently pronounced by different au
thorities.

A Short Treatise on Orthography,

By Abthdb W, Weight. Including a
Complete List of Words that are spelt in
two or more ways.

An Explanatory and Pronouncing

Vocabulary ot the Names jt Noted Fic
titious Persons and Places, &t. By W. A.
Whbki.kb, M.A. This Work includes not
only persons ai.d places noted in Fiction,
whether narrative, poetical, or dramatic,
bat Mythological and Mythical names,
names referring to the Angelology and De-
monology of various races, and those
found in the romance writers ; Pseu
donyms, Nick-nanifs of eminent persons
and parties, fcc., &c In Tact, it is best
describerl as explaining every name which
is not strictly historical. A reference is
given to the originator of each name, and
where the origin is unknown a quotation
is given to some well-known writer in
which the word o- curs.

This valuable Work may alto be had
ieparately, post Svo., 5$.

A Pronouncing Vocabulary of Greek

and Latin Proper Names. By Professor
Thachbr, of Tale College.

"The cheapest Dictionary ever published, as it Is
ductlon of small woodcut illustrations of technical and
utility of the l>tcUonary."—Churcftman.

A Pronouncing Vocabulary of Scrip

ture Proper Names. By W.A. Whbelbr,
M.A Including a List of the Variations
that occur in the Douay version of the
Bible.

An Etymological Vocabulary of Mo

dem Geographical Names. By the Rev.
C. H. Wheeler. Containing:—!. A List
of Prefixes, Terminations, and Formative
Syllables in various Languages, with their
meaning anJ derivation; n. A brief List
of Geographical Names (not explained by
the foregoing List), with their derivation
and signification, all doubtful and obscure
derivations being excluded.

Pronouncing Vocabularies of Modem

Geographical and Biographical Names.
By J. Thomas, M.D.

A Pronouncing Vocabulary of Com

mon Engikh Christian Names, with their
derivations, signification, and diminutives
(or nick-names), and their equivalents fn
several other languages.

A Dictionary of Quotations. Selected

and translated by Willtam G.Webster.
Containing all Words, Phrases, Proverbs,
and Colloquial Expressions from the
Greek, Latin, and Modern Foreign Lan
guages, which are frequently met with in
literature and conversation.

A list of Abbreviations, Contrac

tions, and Arbitrary Signs used m Writing
and Printing.

A Classified Selection of Pictorial

Illustrations (70 pages). With I
to the text.

one of the best. The intro-
terms adds greatly to the

LONDON; GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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STANDARD WORKS PUBLISHED BY

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY.

From the Qtjabtbbly Bevebw, Oct. 1873.

" " Seventy years passed before Johnson was followed by Webster, an

American writer, who faced the task of the English Dictionary with a

full appreciation of its requirements, leading to better practical results."

• • •

" His laborious comparison of twenty languages, though never pub

lished, bore fruit in his own mind, and his training placed him both in

knowledge and judgment far in advance of Johnson as a philologist.

Webster's ' American Dictionary of the English Language ' was pub

lished in 1828, and of course appeared at once in England, where

successive re-editing has at yet Icept it in tlie highest place as a practical

Dictionary."

" The acceptance of an American Dictionary in England has itself

had immense effect in keeping up the community of speech, to break

which would be a grievous harm, not to English-speaking nations

alone, but to mankind. The result of this has been that the common

Dictionary must suit both sides of the Atlantic." ....

" The good average business-like character of Webster's Dictionary,

both in style and matter, made it as distinctly suited as Johnson's was

distinctly unsuited to be expanded and re-edited by other hands.

Professor Goodrich's edition of 1847 is not much more than enlarged

and amended, but other revisions since have so much novelty of plan

as to be described as distinct works." ....

" The American revised Webster's Dictionary of 1864, published in

America and England, is of an altogether higher order than these last

[The London Imperial and Student's]. It bears on its title-page the

names of Drs. Goodrich and Porter, but inasmuch as its especial im

provement is in the etymological department, the care of which was

committed to Dr. Mahn, of Berlin, we prefer to describe it in short as

the Webster-Mahn Dictionary. Many other literary men, among them

Professors Whitney and Dana, aided in the task of compilation and

revision. On consideration it seems that the editors and contributors

have gone far toward improving Webster to the utmost that he will

bear improvement. The vocabulary has become almost complete, as

regards usual words, while the definitions keep throughout to Webster's

simple careful style, and the derivations are assigned with the aid of

good modern authorities."

" On the whole, the Webster-Mahn Dictionary as it stands, is most

lespectable, and CERTAINLY THE BEST PRACTICAL ENGLISH

DICTIONARY EXTANT."

LONDON: GEORGE BELL ft SONS, YOKK STREET COVENT GARDEN.
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GEORGE BELL A SONS.

SPECIAL DICTIONARIES AND WORKS

OF. REFERENCE.

Dr. Richardson's Philological Dictionary of the

ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Combining Explanation with Etymology,

and copiously illustrated by Quotations from the Best Authorities.

New Edition, with a Supplement containing additional Words and

further Illustrations. In 2 vols. 4to. £4 148. 6d. Half-bound in

Russia, £5 15s. 6d. Russia, £6 12s.

The Words, with those of the same family, are traced to their

origin. The Explanations are deduced from the primitive meaning

through the various usages. The Quotations are arranged chrono

logically, from the earliest period to the present time.

The Supplement separately. 4to. 12«.

An 8vo. edition, without the Quotations, 15s. Half-russia, 20».

Russia, 24«.

Synonyms and Antonyms of the English Language.

Collected and Contrasted. By the late "Ven. C. J. Smith, M.A.

Post 8vo. 5*.

Synonyms Discriminated. A Catalogue of Synonymous

Words in the English Language, with their various Shades of Mean

ing, &c. Illustrated by Quotations from Standard Writers. By the

late Ven. C. J. Smith, M.A. Demy 8vo. 16s. *

A New Biographical Dictionary. By Thompson Coopsb,

F.S.A., Editor of " Men of the Time," and Joint Editor of " Athens)

Cantabrigienses." 1 vol. 8vo. 12s.

This volume is not a mere repetition of the contents of previous works,

but embodies the results of many years' laborious research in rare publica

tions and unpublished documents. Any note of omission which may be

sent to the Publishers will be duly considered.
** It is an important original contribution to the literature of its class by a painstaking

scholar. .... It seems in every way admirable, and fully to justify the claims on its
behalf put forth by its editor."—British Quarterly Review.
" The mass of information which rt contains, especially as regards a number of authors

more or less obscure, is simply astonishing." —Spectator.
** Comprises in 1210 pages, printed very closely in double columns, an enormous amount

of information."—Examiner.
" Mr. Cooper takes credit to himself, and is, we think, justified in doing so, for the great

care bestowed upon the work to insure accuracy as to facts and dates; and he is right
perhaps in saying that his dictionary is the most comprehensive work of its kind In the
English language."—Pall JtiaU Gazettt.

A Biographical and Critical Dictionary of Painters

and Engravers. With a List of Ciphers, Monograms, and Marks.

By Michael Bryan. Enlarged Edition, with numerous additions, by

Georoe Stanley. Imperial 8vo. £2 Is.

A Supplement of Recent and Living Painters. By

Henry Ottley. 12».

The Cottage Gardener's Dictionary. With a Supple

ment, containing all the new plants and varieties to the year 1869.

Edited by George W. Johnson. Post 8vo. Cloth. 6». 6d.

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.



STANDARD WORKS PUBLISHED BY

THE ALDINE SERIES OF THE BRITISH POETS.

CHEAP EDITION.

In lifty-two Volumes, Bound in Oloth, at Eighteenpence eaoh

Volume.

Akenside, with Memoir by the Bev.

A. Lh'GE, and additional Letters. If. 6d.

Beattie, with Memoir by the Kev.

A. Dyce. Is. 6d.

Barm, with Memoir by Sir Harris

Nicolas, and additional Copyrlgbt Pieces.
3 vols. is. 6d.

Butler, with Memoir by the Eev. J.

MrrFORD. 2 vols. 3s.

Chaucer, edited by B- Morris, with

Memoir by Sir Harris Nicolas. 6 vols.

»«.

Churchill, Tooke's Edition, revised,

with Memoir, by James Hannay. 2 vols.

St.

Collins, edited, with Memoir, by W.

Mot Thomas. It. 60.

Cowper, including his Translations.

Edited, with Meniuir, and Additional
Copyright Pieces, by John Bruce, F.S. A.
8 vols. 4s. ml.

Dryden, with Memoir by the Bev.

R. Hoofer, F.S.A. Carefully revised,
6 vols. It. 6d.

Falconer, with Memoir by the Bev.

J. Mitforb. Is. 6d.

Goldsmith, with Memoir by the Bev.

J. Mitford. Revised. Id tki.

Gray, with Notes and Memoir by the

Bev. John Mitford. U. 6d.

Eirke White, with Memoir by Sir H.

Nicolas, and additional Notes. Carefully

revised. Is. 6d.

Milton, with3Memoir by the Bev. J.

Mitford. 3 vols. 4s. 6d.

Parnell, with Memoir by the Bev.

J. MrrFOBD. Is. ftd.

Pope, with Memoir by the Bev. A.

Dice. 3 vols. it. 6d.

Prior, with" Memoir by the Bev. J.

Mitford. 2 vols. 3s.

Shakespeare, with Memoir by the

Rev. A. Dtoe. l>. 6d.

Spenser, edited, with Memoir, by

J. Paynb Collier. 5 vols. 7*. 6d.

Surrey, edited, with Memoir, by
James Yeowell. Is. ftd.

Swift, with Memoir by the Bev. J.

Mitford. 3 vols. 4s. 6a.

Thomson, with Memoir by Sir H.

Nicolas. Annotated by Peter Cunning
ham, F.S.A., and additional Poems, care
fully revised. 2 vols. 3s.

Wyatt, edited, with Memoir, bv

James Yeowell. is. &cL

Young, with Memoir by the Bev. J.

Mitford, and additional Poems. 2 vols.

3s.

Complete sets may be obtained, bound in half-morocco. £9 9s.

N.B.—Copies of the Fine Paper Edition, with Portraits, may still be, had, price St. per

elume (except Collins, 3«. 6i).

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SOXS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.



GEORGE BELL & SONS.

THE ALDINE EDITION OF THE BRITISH POETS.

SUPPLEMENTARY SERIES.

The fifty-two volumes which have hitherto formed the well-known

Aldine Series, embody the works of nearly all the more popular English

poetical writers, whether lyric, epio, or satiric, up to the end of the

eighteenth century. But since that time the wonderful fertility of English

literature has produced many writers equal, and iu some eases far superior,,

to the majority of their predecessors; and the widely augmented roll of

acknowledged English poets now contains many names not represented

in the series of " Aldine Poets,"

With a view of providing for this want, and of making a series which

has long held a high place in public estimation a more adequate represen

tation of the whole body of English poetry, the Publishers have deter

mined to issue a second series, which will contain some of the older poets,

and the works of recent writers, so far as may be practicable by arrange

ment with the representatives of the poets whose works are still copyright.

One volume, or more, at a time will he issued at short intervals ; they

will be uniform in binding and style with the last fine-pa|>er edition of the

Aldine Poets, in fcap. 8vo. size, printed at the Chiswick Presi. Price

5«. per volume.

Each volume will be edited with notes where necessary for elucidation of

the text ; a memoir will be prefixed, and a portrait, where an authentic

one is accessible.

The following are already published:—

The Poems of William Blake. With Momoir by W. M. Rossetti

and portrait by Jeens. ' 1

The Poems of Samuel Rogers. With Memoir by Edward BelL ami

portrait by Jeens. -

The Poems of Thomas Chattebton. 2 vols. Edited by the Rev

W. Skeat, with Memoir by Edward Bell.

The Poems of Sib Waltek Raleigh, Sib Hugh Cotton, and Selec

tions from other Courtly Poets. With Introduction by the Rev. Dr

Hannah, and portrait of Sir W. Raleigh.

The Poems of Thomas Campbell. With Memoir by W. Allingham

and portrait by Jeens.

Thb Poems of Geohge Hebbebt. (Complete Edition.) With Memoir

by the Rev. A. B. Grosart, and portrait.

Thb Poems of John Keats. With Memoir by Lord Houghton, and

portrait by Jeens.

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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STANDARD WORKS PUBLISHED BY

In Ten Volumes, price 2s. Gd. each ; in half-morocco, £2 10».

the set.

CHEAP ALDINE EDITION OF

SHAKESPEARE'S DRAMATIC WORKS.

Edited by S. W. SINGER.

Uniform with the Cheap Edition of the Aldine Poets.

The formation of numerous Shakespeare Beading Societies lias created

a demand for a cheap portable edition, with legible type, that shall pro

vide a sound text with such notes as may help to elucidate the meaning

and assist in tho better understanding of the author. The Publishers

therefore determined to reprint Mr. Singer's well-known Edition, published

in 10 vols., small 8vo., for some time out of print, and issue it in a cheap

form, uniform with the well-known Aldine Edition of British Poets,

CONTENTS.

Vol. L The Life of Shakespeare. The Tempest. The Two Gentlemen

of Verona. The Merry Wives of Windsor. Measure for

Measure.

Vol. II. Comedy of Errors. Much Ado about Nothing. Love's Labour

Lost. Midsummer Nighfs Dream. Merchant of Venice.

Vol. III. As You Like It. Taming of the Shrew. All's Well that

Ends WeU. Twelfth Night, or What You Will.

Vol. IV. Winter's Tale. Pericles. King John. King Eichard II.

Vol. V. King Henry IV., Parts L and II. King Henry V.

Vol. VI. King Henry VI., Parts I. II. and III. King Bichard III.

Vol. VII. King Henry VIII. Troilus and Cressida. Coriolanus.

Vol. VIH. Titus Andronious. Borneo and Juliet. Timon of Athens.

Julius Csesar.

Vol. IX. Macbeth. Hamlet. King Lear.

Vol. X. Othello. Antony and Cleopatra. Oymbeline.

Uniform with the above, price 2g. 6d; in, half-morocco, 5s.

CBITICAL ESSAYS ON THE PLAYS OF SHAKESPEABE,

By William Watkiss Lloyd ;

Giving a succinct account of the origin and source of each play, where

ascertainable, and careful criticisms on the subject-matter of each.

A few copies of this Work have been minted to range with the fine-paper Edition'of Vie
Aldine Poets. The price for the Eleven Volumes (not sold separately) is £2 16*.

LONDON: GEOEGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.



GEORGE BELL & SONS.

POCKET VOLUMES.

A Sebies of Select Works of Favourite Authors, adapted for general reading •»
price, compact and elegant in form, and executed in a style fitting them to De perma

nently preserved. Imperial 32mo., cloth, gilt top.

Bacon's Essays. 2s. 6</.

Bonus's Poems. 3s,

Songs. 3s.

Coleridge's Poems. 3s.

C. Dibdin's Sea Songs and Ballads.

And others. 3s.

Midshipman, The. Autobiographical

Sketches of his own early Career, by Cap

tain Bash Hall, K.N., F.R.S. 3s. 6d.

Lieutenant and Commander. By

Captain Basil Hall, R.N., F.R.S. 3s. 64

George Herbert's Poems. 2s. tirf.

Bemains. 2s.

Works. 3s. 6rf.

The Sketch Book. By Washington

Ibvtng. 35. 6d.

Tales of a Traveller. By Washing

ton IltVING. 3s. 6d.

Charles Lamb's Tales from Shak-

speare. St.

Longfellow's Evangeline and Voices,

Sea-side, and Poems on Slavery. 3s.

Hilton's Paradise Lost. 3s.

Regained, & other Poems. 3s.

Bobin Hood Ballads. 3s.

Southey's Life of Nelson. 3s.

Walton's Complete Angler. Por

trait* and IUustrations. 3s.

Lives of Sonne, Wotton,

Hooker, &c. 3s. ed.

White's Natural History of Sel-

borne. 3s. 6d.IKVUflU. oa. Of*. 1
Shakspeare's Plays. Keightley's Edition. Thirteen Volumes in cloth case, 21s.

ELZEVIR SERIES.

Small fcap. 8vo.

Thesb Volumes are issued under the general title of M Elzevie Seeies," to distinguish
them from other collections. This general title has been adopted to indicate the spirit in which
they are prepared ; that is to say, with the greatest possible accuracy as regards text, and

the highest degree of beauty that can be attained in the workmanship.
They are printed at the Chiswick Press, on fine paper, with wide margins, and issued in

a neat cloth binding.

Irving's Sketch Book. 5s. With

Portrait.

Tales of a Traveller.

Hilton's Paradise Lost. 5s.

Portrait.

Regained. 5s.

Shakspeare's Plays and
Carefully edited by Thomas Kmghtlei .

In seven volumes. 5s. each.

Southey's Life of Kelson. 4s. 6<f.

With Portrait of Nelson.

Walton's Angler. 4s. 6d. With a

Frontispiece.

Lives of Donne, Hooker,

Herbert, 8cc. 6s. With Portrait.

Longfellow's Evangeline, Voices,

Sea-side and Fire-side. 4s. 60. With

Portrait.
——— Hiawatha, and The Golden

Legend. 4s. 6ii.
■ Wayside Inn, Miles Standish,

Spanish Student. 4s. 6d.

Borns's Poetical Works. 4s. ad.

With Portrait.Songs and Ballads. 4s. 6d.

These Editions contain all the copyright
pieces published in the Mdine Edition.

Cowper's Poetical Works. 2 vols.,

each 4s. 6d. With Portrait.

Coleridge's Poems. 4s. 6d. With

Portrait. .

5s.

Witt

Poems.

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS, TORE STREET, COVENT GARDEN.



STANDARD WORKS PUBLISHED BY

HISTORY AND TRAVELS.

Rome and the Campagna. A Historical and Topo

graphical Description of the Site, Buildings, and Neighbourhood of ancient Rome. By
the Rev. Robert Burn, late Fello.v and Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge. With
eighty engravings by jBwrrr, and numerous Maps and Plana. Demy 4to. £3 3s.

An additional Plan and an Appendix, bringing this Work down to 1876, has been.
added.

Ancient Athens; its History, Topography, and Re-

M A1NS. By Thomas Henry Dyer, LL.D., Author of " The History of the Kings of
Rome." Super-royal svo. Illustrated, cloth. £1 6s.

The History of the Kings of Rome. By Dr. T. H.

Dyer, Author of the " History of the City of Rome " Pompeii : its HiBtory,
'Antiquities," stc, with a Prefatory Dissertation on the Sources and Evidence of Early
Roman History. Svo. 16s.

Modem Europe, from the Fall of Constantinople in

1453. By Thomas Henry Dtsk, LL.D. Second Edition, Revised and Continued.
In 5 vols.

The Decline of the Roman Republic. By George Long,

M.A., Kditor of "Cfesar's Commentaries," "Cicero's Orations," &c 8vo.
Vol. I. From the Destruction of Carthage to the End of the Jugurthine War. 14*.

i Vol. II. To the Death of Sertorius. 14s.
VoL III. Including the third Mithrtdatic War, the Catiline Conspiracy, and the Con

sulship of <; Julius Cseaar. 14s.
VoL IV. History of Cassar's Gallic Campaigns and of contemporaneous events. 14*.
Vol. V. From the Invasion of Italy by Julius Ceesar to his Death. 14*.

A History of England during the Early and Middle
■ AGKS. By C. H. Pearson, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, and late Lecturer

In History at Trinity College, Cambridge. Second Kdition, revised and enlarged. 8vo.
VoL 1. to the Death of Cceur de Lion. 18». VoL IL to the Death of Edward I. 14s.

Historical Maps of England. By C. H. Pearson, M.A.

Folio. Second Edition, revised. 31s. 64
An Atlas containing Five Maps of England at different periods during the Early and

Middle Ages.

The Footsteps of our Lord and His Apostles in

PALKSTINK, SYRIA. GREECE, AND ITALY. By W. H. Bartlett. Seventh
Edition, with numerous Engravings. In one 4to. volume. Handsomely .bound in
walnut, 18s. Cloth gilt, Ills. 6i.

Forty Days in the Desert on the Track of the

ISRAELITES ; or, a Journey from Cairo to Mount Sinai and Petra. By W. H. Bari-
lett. 4to. With 26 Steel Engravings. Handsome walnut binding, 18s. Cloth gilt,
10s. ed.

The Nile Boat ; or, Glimpses in the Land of Egypt.

By W. H. BAETt-EiT. New Edition, Willi 33 Steel Engraviugs. 4to. Walnut, 18s.
Cloth gilt. 10s. id.

The Desert of the Exodus. Journeys on Foot in the

Wilderness of the Forty Years' Wanderings, undertaken in connection with the
Ordnance burvey of Sinai and the Palestine Exploration Fund. By E. H. Palher, M.A.,
Lord Almoner'* Proressor of Arabic and Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge,
Member ol the Asiatic Society, and of the Societe de Paris. With Maps and numerous
Illustrations from Photographs and Drawings taken on the spot by the Siual Surrey
Expedition and C. F. Tyrwbjtt Drake. 2 vols. 8vo. 38s.

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, YO&K STREET, COViNT GARDEN.
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GEORGE BELL <t SONS.

STANDARD WORKS.

Corpus Poetarum Latinorum. Edited by E. Walker.

One thick vol. 8to. Cloth, 18s.

'GontalnlDg:—Catullus, Lucretius, VlrgiUos, Hbullus, Propertius, Ovldius, Horatius,
Phaedrus, Lucanus, Persius, Juvenalis, Martialis, Sulpicia, Statius, Stilus Italicus, Valerius
Flaccus, Calpurntns Siculus, Ausonius, and Claudianus.

Cruden's Concordance to the Old and New Testament,

or an Alphabetical and Classified Index to the Holy Bible, specially adapted for Sunday
School Teachers, containing nearly 51,000 references. Thoroughly revised and con
densed by O. H. Uahhat. Fcap. It.

Perowne (Canon). The Book of Psalms. A New

Translation, with Introductions and Notes, Critical and Explanatory. By the Rev.
J. J. Stbwaet Pkrowne, B.D., Canon Residentiary of Llandaff, and Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge. 8vo. VoL I.. Fourth Edition, 18s. ; Vol. 11.. Third Edition, 16*.

Adams (Dr. E.). The Elements of the English Lan-

GUAGE. By Ebkest Adams. Ph.D. Fifteenth Edition. Post svo. 4s. 64

Whewell (Dr.). Elements of Morality, including Polity.

By W. Whkwmj, D.D., formerly Master of Trinity College, Cambridge. Fourth
Edition. In 1 vol. 8vo. 15s.
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

Dr. Karl Wieseler's Chronological Synopsis of the Four

Gospels has been long known to the theological student

as one of the most important contributions to the solution

of the difficult problem involved in the arrangement and

harmonizing of the facts of our Lord's Life, as contained

in the Gospels. Published at Hamburg in 1843, it was

speedily recognized as the ablest and most exhaustive

treatise on the subject, and as furnishing a storehouse of

exact information for all future investigators in the same

field. Wieseler's chronological system has recently become

more extensively known from having formed the basis

both of the Synopsis Evangelica of the learned and laborious

Tischendorf, and of the Historical Lectures on the Life of

Our Lord of the present able and excellent Bishop of

Gloucester and Bristol. Both of these writers, than whom

few are better qualified to pass a judgment on such points,

have fully recognized the claims of Wieseler's system as,

to say the least, the most probable of all the attempts

hitherto made to arrange the events of our Lord's Life in

the order of chronological succession, and though differing

widely from him in some of his conclusions, have accepted

it as a whole, as the foundation of their own synoptical

labours. Bp. Ellicott's commendatory words may well

be quoted here, both as forming the best introduction

of the work to those who may hitherto have been unac
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quainted with it, and also because the wish expressed in

the closing sentence was the first motive for undertaking

this ' translation. He says (p. 143, n. 2), " This oppor

tunity may properly be taken of especially recommending

to every thoughtful student who may be acquainted with

the language in which it is written this able treatise on

the succession of the events in the Gospel history. The

more recent Synopsis Evangelica of Tischendorf is based

nearly entirely on the researches and deductions of this

keen-sighted writer, and the present work owes a very

large part of what may be thought plausible or probable

in its chronological arrangement to the same intelligent

guide. A translation of it would be a very welcome aid

to the general reader." In a later part of his Lectures

(p. 244, n. 4) the Bishop, when again speaking of the

importance of the work, expresses his regret that the novel

interpretations propounded by Wieseler in some few im

portant passages, on which an almost universal sentence

of condemnation has been pronounced, have " led hasty

readers to rate so able a work below its real merits." In

this regret the translator must fully concur. It did not

fall within his province to indicate all the points on which

his own conclusions differed from those of his author, but

in the course of his work he has not unfrequently regretted

that so much learning and acuteness should have been

expended on the support of an untenable hypothesis, and

has been almost tempted to disencumber the treatise of

those portions which could only tend to depreciate it in

the eyes of theological students. To do this, however, was

on many accounts evidently impracticable. The translator

has therefore contented himself with stating in the more

prominent instances the ordinarily received view, and

referring to some of the principal authorities. These few

supplementary notes have been uniformly distinguished

by brackets. The only considerable addition he has
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thought it desirable to make has been a summary of

Zumpt's arguments in support of the earlier proconsulate

of Quirinus. His original treatise is not very accessible,

and it was thought that an outline of this portion of it

would not be an unacceptable supplement to AVieseler's

discussion of the subject of the census at our Lord's birth.

As regards the translation itself, the translator must

acknowledge that he has made no attempt to turn Wie6eler's

somewhat cumbrous and awkward phraseology into elegant

English. This might have produced a book much more

agreeable to read; but to have done so, would have, been

to rewrite the work ; an operation hardly consistent with

the fidelity properly demanded of a translator. The trans

lation has doubtless other faults and deficiencies for which

the author is not accountable. All the translator can say

is, that the utmost care has been taken to avoid them.

The translator has now the pleasing task of expressing

his obligations to several from whom he has received

much valuable aid. His thanks are especially due to the

Eev. Thomas Gordon, of Newbattle Manse, Dalkeith, for

his liberality in allowing him the use of a carefully

executed translation made by himself. This did not come

into the translator's hands until a large portion of his work

was completed, but it was of great service to him in the

task of revision. He has also to thank his old and valued

friends, the Eev. C. A. Swainson, Canon Eesidentiary of

Chichester, and the Eev. Professor Plumptie, of King's

College, for much important help most ungrudgingly

rendered during the progress of the work. The proofs of

the earlier pages had the advantage of passing under their

eye; and counsel and assistance was aiforded by them

through the whole.

Bonchurch, Isle of Wight,

April 5, 1864.



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

Opportunity has been taken in this edition, to revise and,

where needed, to amend the translation, and to add a very

few notes and references where they seemed required to

supplement or correct Dr. Wieseler's text. In these noies

use has been made of the author's later investigations on

the chronology of the Gospels given in his " Beitrage zur

richtigen Wurdigung der Evangelien und der Euangelischen

Oeschichte," published at Gotha in 1869 as a supplement

to his former work, especially when, as in the case of the^

date of the accession of Tiberius, he has found it necessary

to retract his former conclusion. The whole of this more

recent work deserves to be introduced by translation to

the English theological student. As Mr. Sanday has

observed, " there are few works that more deserve to be

inscribed with the German motto, ' Fleiss und Treue ' " i

[Diligence and Fidelity]. But to have annexed those

supplementary enquiries to tho present volume, would

have altered its character, and have swelled it to an

inconvenient bulk.

The Precentory, Lincoln,

Oct. 23, 1877.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

Whatever prefatory remarks I had to make on the internal

character of the subject of the present work have been

already given in a separate Introduction. Now that the

work is finished, I desire to add a few words for the

purpose of avoiding all possible misconception, as well as

to facilitate the work of the critic, on the method employed

in carrying out and realizing the fundamental principles

laid down in the Introduction, especially on the use made

of the existing literature.

It will be at orce apparent, even to the cursory reader,

that I have felt it my duty to devote my chief attention

and labour to the establishment of certain fundamental

dates, e.g. Our Lord's birth, His baptism, the length of His

public ministration, the Baptist's imprisonment, and our

Lord's death. When these have been once accurately

arranged, we readily secure a solid framework in which

the events of our Lord's life can be inserted chronolo

gically, and thus we arrive at a scientific chronological

system, the several parts of which mutually control and

establish one another. As long ■ as these main pillars

remain unshaken, it really matters very little whether

any particular portions of the superstiucture endure the

purifying fire of scientific criticism or not. The views

I have put forth and the deductions I have made may be

accepted or rejected; so much, however, 1 am hardly

wrong in believing, that the exegetist and historian can

have no hope of forming a real synopsis or harmony,
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based on the text of the Gospels, and as far as possible free

from all uncertainty, unless he is also willing, either

previously, or simultaneously, or subsequently, to under

take the labour of the chronological enquiry which

underlies the whole.

My hope is that I may find kind and unprejudiced

readers, convinced not only of the necessity but also of the

practicability of this enquiry. I can hardly fail to meet

with those who from their own experience can estimate

the difficulty and laboriousness of the task, and who can

discover, supply, and repair any deficiencies that may be

in it, and from whose hands whatever good it may contain

may receive improvement and embellishment.

The selection I have made from the existing literature

is in connection with the main object of the work, which is

before everything else to secure a firm immovable basis for

our chronological synopsis. This literature is remarkably

copious as long as we are concerned with the establishment

of a fundamental datum for this synopsis, but diminishes

as we lose sight of that object. Instead of entering on a

detailed criticism of the various theories, I thought I

might more suitably refer to the ordinarily accepted

exegetical authorities when seeking to establish my own

view more fully, especially when that was at variance

with those usually received. Taking into consideration

the infinite amount of exegetical apparatus relating to the

Gospels, both of ancient and modern date, a certain degree

of limitation was absolutely necessary. There is, however,

scarcely one of the larger works, especially of the German

Protestant literature, which has obtained currency, from

whatever quarter it might come, which I have entirely

passed over, if it appeared at all likely to forward the

object I had in view. Ephemeral literature reflecting the

passing tone of the day might be more easily neglected.

GOTTINGEN,

June 2, 1843.



INTEODUCTION.

I. The Object of the Work.

The present work professes in its title to be " A Chrono

logical Synopsis of the Four Gospels." To shew how this

title is to be understood, it will be necessary to explain

first, what is intended by the term " Synopsis," and

secondly, the exact force of the limitations implied

by the two predicates " of the Four Gospels " and

" Chronological."

By the term Synopsis, as here employed, I do not

understand the parallel arrangement of actual passages

of the Gospel Text, critically sifted, either really, con-

jecturally, or apparently corresponding, such as that

which, as is well known, has for convenience sake been

so often and with such constantly increasing success

undertaken, (especially by Griesbach,) for the purpose of

obtaining a general conspectus of the Criticism and

Exegesis of the text : but, on the contrary, the whole

process of the formation of this general conspectus,

together with the fuller establishment of the basis on

which it rests. The parallel passages and parallel sections

of the Sacred Text will indeed be arranged together, but

not printed "in extenso." At the same time, however,

we have endeavoured, as far as appears practicable, to

decide on sufficient data how far this parallelism is real,

or whether it exists only in appearance.

And while the Synopses above referred to aim at com

pleteness only as regards the first three Gospels, which on

that account are specially called Synoptical, and adduce

B
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parallels from the fourth Gospel only exceptionally and in

the most obvious cases, (e.g. the history of the Passion,)

the purpose of the present Synopsis is to subject the whole

of the four Canonical Gospels to the same treatment.

In conclusion, the aim of the present attempt is to form

a Chronological Synopsis of the Gospels. Its first and

essential object therefore is to understand the Gospels, and

all that is in any way connected with them, chrono

logically. By which I understand not merely the deter

mination of the date of certain marked epochs in our

Lord's Life, e.g. the year of His Birth—that in which

He commenced His public Ministry—the length of that

Ministry—the year and day of His Death, etc., but the

investigation and establishment of everything that goes

to form the idea of succession in the widest sense of the

word : i.e. (since this idea is identical with a development

in time and place) a determination, when practicable, of

the time and place of all the events in the Life of our

Lord, recorded either in the four Gospels or elsewhere in

the New Testament. Other historical investigations will

also occur, and perhaps pretty frequently ; as for example,

with the view of proving that a chronological datum is

not a priori false, because it informs us of a fact which is

not confirmed by any other trustworthy historical testi

mony. Such discussions, however, will only occur when,

and so far as they appear adapted to aid in any way in

attaining the end in view. The central point of our

synoptical and critical treatment of the sacred text must

never be forgotten, viz. the investigation and establish

ment of the exact order of succession of the events of our

Lord's Life.

II. The Necessity for, and Scientific Claims of the

Enquiry.

To shew the necessity which exists for such a work as

this at the present day, as well as to justify it on scientific

grounds, we propose to regard it in its relation, first, to

the present position of Harmonistic studies ; secondly, to

the two-fold nature of the contents of the Gospel history ;

and thirdly, to the objects of that Gospel literature, which
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is allied to, and organically connected with, the present

Synopsis.

1. No one can examine the history of the critical and

hannonistic study of the Gospels from the beginning of

the present century, with a scrutinizing eye, without per

ceiving that, in the midst of the most enormous fluctua

tions with regard to particular points, one common

tendency has prevailed, which must therefore, notwith

standing the varied subjectivity of the critics, have its

foundation and source in the actual relation of the Gospels

to one another. Whether the priority in rank was

assigned to Matthew as the apostolic, or to Mark as the

earliest Evangelist, or to Luke as the critical and prag

matic writer, these three Gospels have been always

regarded as forming one whole, and under the name of

the Synoptical Gospels have been contrasted with that of

John. This seems at once to plant a Dualism in the very

substance of the Canonical Gospels. To determine whether

this Dualism is merely apparent, or actually existing, is

the fundamental and all-important question, on the answer

to which the scientific claims of all harmonistic studies

depend, while its solution is a task on which the exegetical

theology of the present day is either consciously or uncon

sciously employed. Now if we supposed that each of the

two sides of the Gospel narrative had transmitted essen

tially true features of the portraiture of the Historical

Christ, would it not follow, on the supposition of their

absolute internal diversity, that the Dualism would be

transferred to the Historical Christ Himself, and that the

Docetic heresy, though in a somewhat different form,

would thus receive an historical justification ? It is true,

that -the Church, which, under the guidance of the Spirit,

admitted all four Gospels into the Canon, has thus made

once for all a practical declaration, which she has fre

quently enough since then declared by her mouthpieces and

organs, that in the four Gospels she possesses and recog

nizes the one, true, undivided, all-sided portraiture, of the

historical Christ. And it may seem to us difficult, nay

impossible, to imagine that the Church, the earnest op

ponent of Docetism, should have erred in this point.
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Nevertheless it still remains the province of thoughtful

Theological Science to employ the subjects which are

patent to all, for the purpose of investigating whether the

Church, while recognizing herself in the Canonical Gospels,

has not at the same time sanctioned an unconscious

Docetism in her own bosom. It may be replied, that

neither Christian Faith nor the Science of that Faith

recognize the historical truth of a Docetic Christ. But

what if in the apparent contrast between the Gospels an

original Dualism with respect to the portraiture of Christ

be really presented ? In this case Faith, and the Science

of Faith, just in proportion to the dread it feels of any

approach to Dualism in the person of Christ, must itself

wish and endeavour to demonstrate that that portion of

the contents of the Gospels hitherto regarded as canonical,

which in the common apprehension of mankind had suc

ceeded in establishing this Dualism, was* ipso facto, neither

canonical nor historical, and consequently to be either

expunged altogether from the Canon, or at any rate to be

regarded as deutero-canonical. If then we take an un

biassed view of the subject, it is evident that not only the

enemies of Christian faith, but faith itself, and the Church,

are interested in having the real nature of this apparent

Dualism investigated and discussed with all the acuteness

in the power of science, i.e. thoughtfully and calmly.

This is a work on which the Church has been long

engaged. Not now for the first time, but almost from her

very foundation, it has occupied her. But while the unity

of the Gospels has been hitherto principally reflected in

the immediate life of the Church, and has thus received

practical demonstration, it now specially requires to be

vindicated before and incorporated with Scientific Con

sciousness. "We cannot any longer revert to the earlier

direct line of proof, now that Criticism and Scepticism

have brought forward such trenchant objections. Bare

assertions are of no avail when men ask for proofs, and if

they did so less coarsely, may legitimately ask for them.

This is in fact acknowledged by all who have taken part

in this controversy, both in theory and practice, or at least

in theory if not always in practice, and conversely. The

present position of the treatment of the question of the
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mutual relation of the Gospels is however substantially as

follows.

There are some who with implicit faith assume the

unity of the synoptical Gospels with that of John. Their

faith is sufficient so long as it exists in its original

simplicity. But there is no one who has any living

connection with the theology of the present day, and,

as in duty bound, employs himself, according to the

measure of strength vouchsafed to him, in aiding in its

development, who can continue altogether exempt from

doubt. And when doubt has once entered his mind, it is

only through Knowledge that Faith can gain a permanent

victory. His Faith must become a Scientific Faith, and

must exercise itself to give a reason both to itself and to

others of what it believes.1 Faith must not remain with

out knowledge. For it is the nature of the living Faith

" which maketh free " to evolve from itself both the work

and the knowledge of faith. With this view several

writers have already endeavoured to establish the hypo

thesis of the unity of the Gospels, natural to faith, which

is now a subject of such keen controversy. Much of what

they have published has been most excellent ; and yet the

time the conflict has lasted, and the way in which it is

still waged, seems to be an incontrovertible proof that the

results hitherto arrived at, and the just hopes which these

results seemed fitted to awaken, are by no means such as

to warrant us in asserting that the claims of Faith and

Knowledge have as yet been equally satisfied. If we look

more closely into the nature of the conflict, we shall see

that the number of those who maintain that the two

members of the Gospel narrative are in the main of equal

authority, is far exceeded by that of those who give the

unconditional priority, in a greater or less degree, to one

or other of them. The history of the struggle shews us

that the Synoptical Gospels had first to give way to the

apostolical Gospel of John. This was the necessary con

sequence of the criticism which was first employed upon

them in investigating their characteristics and their re

spective sources. But it soon came to the turn of St.

1 Tit. i. 0.
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John's Gospel. Vigorous however as was the assault

made on it, the innate power of the Gospel, and the skill

of its champions were still greater. The Gospel was

vindicated on the whole, since even its most formidable

opponent 1 resolved upon a public recantation, declaring

that his end was gained. Such being the state of things,

it is not at all to be wondered at if the Synoptists were

not unfrequently thrust into the background, while on the

other hand, all salvation seemed to be looked for by some

from the Gospel of John alone. Then also there could not

fail to be a reaction. Later criticism brought about the

change in the most decided manner. Fully convinced

that the most palpable discrepancies can be pointed out in

the Gospels both when taken singly and in their mutual

relation to one another, the critics of the present day have

been wont to attach little value to them generally, and

least of all to that of John. While the one party were

exalting and maintaining the Gospel of John, the other

the Synoptists against one another, it came to pass that in

the particular cases where the two appeared to be at

variance, a third party without any fixed general rule,

often only in accordance with a certain principle of fair

ness, divided the truth between the two. " And thus,

though perhaps we cannot altogether approve of the mode

adopted, utterance was given to the correct feeling, that

the discrepancy of the members of the Gospel-whole had

been brought forward far too prominently.2

1 0. 6. Bretschneider, Probabil. de- Evang. et Epiet. loann. indole et

origirie, 1820. Retracted in the Magazine fur Christl. Frediger, n. 2,

p. 154.
s We can hardly resist the conclusion that the Synopses of the

Gospel already existing, though certainly very meritorious in them-

Belves, and quite indispensable as aids to criticism in its strictest

sense, have contributed their share in bringing this difference into

greater prominence. Their very existence depends on the unity of

the first three Gospels, as distinguished from that of John. Only

particular passages of the fourth Gospel find place in their scheme.

And thus, when used for private reading, or for public lectures, they

give countenance to the separate consideration of the Synoptists. And

consequently a synoptical arrangement of the four Gospels, based as

far as possible on principles of chronology, with the view of bringing

into fuller prominence their higher unity, has become perhaps one of

the chief wants of our day. Still "abusus non tollit usum." And
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. In this brief sketch I trust that I have given a correct

picture of the present position of the question of the

harinonistic study of the Gospels in general, and have

pointed out on what it depends. If this be so, an en

deavour to construct a chronological Synopsis of the Four

Gospels will not be merely justified per se, but will also be

seen to be based upon a special necessity. For on the one

hand, a Synopsis of this character is an investigation

which must precede every harmonistic system, since in no

other way is it possible to specify the proper places where

each fact and event is to be inserted, so that if the system

is to have better success than those before it, this is a

necessary pre-requisite. On the other hand, it is a portion,

and that not an unimportant one, of the harmonistic

literature, since the questions of time and place in

St. John's Gospel in relation to those given by the

Synoptists, have from the beginning, as is well known,

afforded no small difficulties to expositors.

2. Let us now consider the contents of the Gospel-

History as such, apart from the circumstance that it has

been narrated by four separate individuals, whose state

ments have first to be examined and combined in ac

cordance with their individual and mutual relations. It

is evident that as in the Person of Christ Himself, so also

in the Gospel History in which that Person is set forth,

two sides may be distinguished; one which presupposes

the Supernatural, the reality of the idea of Bevelation,

Miracle, and Prophecy : another, which belongs to the

province of natural events. These two are not simply

distinct from one another, but each is involved in the

other. Nor yet are they directly one, even as God and

Man are not directly one. Both however are necessary,

these comprehensive treatises and lectures on the life of Christ will at

any rate be of this service in future, that they will aid in confining

this " abuse" more and more within its proper limits. Quite recently

(1843) Gehringer has published a chronological harmony of the

Gospels (Tubingen, 1842) containing much that is valuable, with no

little that is defective. This could hardly be avoided. Every com

mencement is difficult. And the chronological character of the

Gospels had not been previously examined with due care. [Dr.

Wieseler writes apparently in complete ignorance of the works of

English theologians, Newcome, Greswell, Macbrido, etc.—Tb.]
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the one that a Divine Eevelation, the other that the

history of a Human Personality holding intercourse with

other men, may actually exist and be recognized therein.

Now wherever two sides are thus united to form one

Organic Whole, a relation must exist between them : and

in order that each may receive its due, it must be possible

to view them at first separately, and then to reunite them

again. This is an attempt which, as the experience of the

present day has unhappily proved, has not always been

made with due circumspection ; while if the two sides are

treated together, our task becomes exceedingly difficult,

nay almost impossible. We have, alas ! seen only too

often that the position occupied by the Critic towards the

Supernatural side has prescribed and determined the view

taken not of that side merely, but also of the Natural and

purely Historical. In this way mistakes were made on

both sides. We have seen that some, overstraining the

principle of interpretation that " all is of faith,"—true in

itself, but to be applied on proper occasions, and in a

proper way—have in an unscientific and uncritical manner

taken generally for granted Connection, Unity, the

Reconciliation of discrepancies, and this without demon

strating the validity of their assumption, even in cases

where it was absolutely required. We have seen also that

by insisting on the reality and truth of that which was

grammatically impossible, and at variance with context

and with history, they have afforded abundant occasions

for well-grounded censure, and laid themselves open to

attack ; so that instead of furthering the cause they

wished to serve, they have not unfrequently even exposed

it to public disgrace, while they led men to confound the

cause itself with their unsatisfactory advocacy of it. At

the present time, however, the greatest error has been that

of those who, starting from the opposite extreme, have

endeavoured by the aid of an unbounded hypercriticism—

which, be it observed, is not unfrequently connected with

a deficiency of the requisite knowledge—either wittingly

or unwittingly to bring the purely historical statements

of the Gospels into the greatest possible discrepancy with

one another. Their object has been simply to favour their

own subjective, philosophical view, by depriving those
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discourses and narratives contained in the Gospels which

border on the Transcendental, of the protection of a well-

established historical framework.

These two tendencies, which I have described in their

extremest form, and which in reality touch in many-

points, and assume the most various aspects, have one

error in common, viz. that while in their examination of

the Gospels each makes it its object to establish its own

exclusive validity, they treat historical criticism in a

pretty nearly equally unscientific manner ; and this

though the cause which leads them to it is perfectly

different ;—the one holding that criticism is to be sub

servient to a ready-made dogmatical science,, the other

that it is to be subservient to a certain fixed philosophical

view.

If then this suppression of the Natural snd Historical

side of the Gospels, in the way just described, is a defect

in the scientific treatment of the subject which continually

presents itself, and yet one which, through the struggle

now being carried on as to the true relation between Faith

and Science, and still higher as to Objectivity and Sub

jectivity in Eeligion, -manifests, and will, almost of

necessity, continue to manifest itself; then the attempt

to treat this Natural and Historical side, whether in its

whole extent, or in one specially important department,

by itself, and to the exclusion of all dogmatic and philoso

phic enquiries, may be considered a suitable and desirable

undertaking. This distinct treatment has been attempted

in the following pages, inasmuch as every particular of

time and place occurring in the Gospels must certainly bo

set down to the Natural side. And. yet since these two

elements form one in the Scriptures themselves, if we

would treat them aright they cannot remain thus isolated,

but must bo brought back again to their higher unity.

For this, however—which afl'ords a fresh argument in

favour of our undertaking—there can be no better prepara

tion than to commence by examining them separately.

For in course of this examination each element will be

treated by itself, and in its own special and general con

nection, and that in the surest and most successful manner,

because the suitable means are employed, and the desired
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object is constantly kept in view ; while at the same time

any degree of success in one department will have a highly

important reaction on the other, and vice versa. For

example, if we succeed in proving that the Natural and

Historical side of the Gospels is bond fide historical, it

cannot fail to have a strong reaction even upon the

opponents of the Gospel history, as being a victory won

upon the field of " the Natural," their own special Shib

boleth, and must furnish a most important augury for its

Transcendental side. I shall content myself with bringing

forward only one instance of this reaction, in reference to

a subject that has of late been warmly discussed—I mean

the question of the possibility of the existence of a Mythical

element in the Gospel history. If any one shall be con

vinced by the following investigation that the notes of

time and place scattered over the whole of the Gospel

narratives, which so often appear to be discrepant from

one another, and have confessedly been put forth without

the smallest intention of deceiving, do really, notwith

standing their number, and their partially incidental

character, furnish us with a picture essentially harmonious

in itself, and in accordance with historical facts derived

from other sources, it ' will be impossible for him to

continue to maintain the existence of any really Mythical

element in the composition of the Gospel history, unless

he is either ignorant of the meaning of his own words, or

Bhrinks from confronting his previous convictions with

the full import of these facts to which he had hitherto

been a stranger. Otherwise let it be shewn to be credible,

and be supported by examples, that in a knot of persons, by

hypothesis occupied with the development of myths, there

could possibly arise four works of a mythical character

acknowledged to be wholly or partially independent in

their origin, which could continue in essential harmony

with one another even in the region of the closest numerical

calculations.

3. We will now proceed to view the object we have

proposed to ourselves in its relation to the construction of

the Gospel literature in general. We must regard a " Life

of Jesus " as the highest aim in this department of litera

ture, to which however the way must be directly paved
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by a discussion of the Transcendental side of the contents

of the Gospels. It must be preceded by the investigations

which belong to the province of " Introductions," e.g. as to

the Authors, Original Sources, Age, etc., of the Gospels,

and after this, their arrangement in a Chronological

Synopsis. These latter subjects it appears to me advisable

to treat separately, both because if interwoven with a

" Life of Jesus " they would destroy its coherence, and

also because it would be impossible to treat them with the

proper thoroughness and detail. The works which have

at the present day appeared as " Lives of Jesus " have,

from this very reason, been in the habit of assuming as

proved a definite conclusion with regard to the points

above referred to, especially the critical investigation, or

at any rate, of rather indicating conclusions they have

arrived at than of developing and demonstrating them in

their own connection. Nor can it well be otherwise unless

these subjects are treated separately. It is however a

circumstance to be lamented, and if possible remedied,

especially in the present very unsettled state of opinion,

that persons should be unable to refer with confidence to

any existing book, substantially giving their own views,

together with the proofs on which they rest. It will

therefore be hardly necessary to say anything further to

shew that, from the nature of the case, the above-named

investigations, if any one will consent to undertake them,

must precede a " Life of Jesus," and the discussions on the

Transcendental element of the Gospel narratives which pre

pare the way for it. I wish however, before I go further,

briefly to remind my readers of the influence the result of

such enquiries must exercise on the correct representation

and establishment of the " Life of Jesus," and thus state

the reasons which have led me to undertake the Chrono

logical Synopsis before engaging in such a critical enquiry.

In the first place, the intimate connection of the critical

enquiry with the treatment of the "Life of Jesus" is

evident. For in this, as in every other Biography, we

must satisfy ourselves as to the nature and value of the

sources from which it is derived ; and inasmuch as in this

case these original sources are primarily to be found in the

canonical Gospels, we must satisfy ourselves as to the
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nature and value of these. And this can only be

established by an investigation into the Authorship,

Sources, and Age, etc., of each several Gospel.

Further, the chronological synopsis of the four Gospels

is of importance for the " Life of Jesus," not merely from

furnishing the correct harmony of the Gospels by which

alone the facts of our Lord's life can be obtained, and

from being itself an investigation of a particular class of

those facts, but also because it is identical with the

enquiry as to the order of succession in the events of our

Lord's life. And since the development of every human

life is conditioned by the idea of succession, the results

arrived at must for this reason also have considerable

influence on the representation of the " Life of Jesus."

Now if we were to suppose that it was utterly impossible

to arrive at any knowledge of this order of succession,

though the true idea of the Personality of Christ might

certainly have been conveyed to us, it would naturally be

altogether out of the question to speak of its confirmation

as an historical verity, and therefore of any narrative that

might reproduce His actual life, the unfolding of His

Being in time and place, or His development viewed as a

succession of influences reciprocally conditioning and

calling forth one another. The manifold utterances of-

His Being recorded in the Gospels would then in their

inner historical relation be almost like hieroglyphics, the

key to which has been lost ; or like fragments of a human

body, of which we know no more than that they originally

belonged to one and the same individual, but whose

organization, from our ignorance of the mode of their

arrangement, we were unable to determine with any

greater precision, and thereforo to place them again in

their original historical position. It is only therefore in

proportion to the correctness and certainty of our know

ledge of the order of succession of the events in our Lord's

life, derived from the Gospels, that it will be possible

for a Gospel history, composed in accordance with the

nature of its sources, to triumph over their unconnected

fragmentary character, and sketch out a lifelike and

characteristic portraiture of Christ, His Being, and His

Work ; His Life, and His Nature. To select one or two
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only of the most important points :—how can it be possible

for any one to develope from the Gospels a correct plan of

our Lord's Ministry, and the way in which it was carried

out in detail, if he is unacquainted with the order of the

events in which this plan was exhibited? Or how can

any one depict our Lord's mode of procedure in the

various stages of His office as Teacher if he has not first

investigated these stages with the utmost care ? But

since while determining the order of succession we are at

the same time enabled to determine with greater accuracy

the Character, Tendency, and Purport of certain periods

of our Lord's ministry, we should also, in conclusion,

probably obtain in this way special criteria for deciding

whether certain apparently similar narratives in the

several Gospels are really identical or not ; whether other

occurrences, related perhaps by only one Evangelist, can

really have happened at the time stated or not, and other

similar points.

It still remains for us to discuss the question why we

have undertaken the Chronological Synopsis before the

critical enquiry, which we have spoken of. The opposite

course might perhaps have been rather looked for. For it

would seem that an investigation into the authorship of

the Gospels and their credibility, would a priori throw a

very important light on the presumptive nature of the

chronological statements they contain. And yet, on the

contrary, the investigation may be well commenced with

the chronological enquiry. For while, as a preliminary

step, we leave these critical enquiries still undecided, we

can still carry on our investigation into the Unity and

Truth of the notes of time and place given by the Gospels,

and then avail ourselves of these results to proceed to the

consideration of those critical enquiries. And this is the

course which on several accounts we propose to adopt.

Partly in order that, in the midst of the general want of

agreement on the critical question, we may bring into the

field a new, and powerfully convincing form of demon

stration, already fully and separately investigated, and to

secure it to the utmost of our power from the abuses

which, as it appears to us, not unfrequently spring up

together with it. Partly, because we are of opinion that
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the difficult questions, belonging to the province of

" Introduction," with respect to the Composition and

Special Object of the Gospels, and the reasons of the

peculiar affinity existing between the so-called Synoptical

Gospels, would admit of a totally different answer when

once we had found ourselves compelled to come to a

definite decision with regard to the contents and limits

of the several periods in our Lord's Life. On the other

hand, it cannot be denied that some portions of the

present work, especially when the Gospel of St. Matthew

is treated of, will necessarily transgress the limits here

laid down, and enter on enquiries rather appropriate to an

"Introduction." This can however hardly be deemed a

defect in the arrangement we have adopted ; for these

topics can only be discussed here in connection with the

whole chronological enquiry, and consequently from a

novel point of view. The conclusions hereafter arrived at

may then meet with a still more complete establishment

in the so-called critical investigation in a stricter sense, to

which we refer our readers who are inclined at present to

withhold their agreement.1

The course we have here adopted in giving the priority

to the Chronological Synopsis is, in conclusion, further

commended to us by the fact, which though not indeed

directly based on the organization of the literature of the

Gospels, is yet certainly well worth consideration—that

this department is one which at the present day is much

overlooked and neglected, and therefore has a first claim

to be drawn out of its obscurity.

III. What the Eesolution of this Question requires,

and its possibility.

However important, desirable, and necessary it may be

to determine the dates of the Gospel facts, in the sense

1 Although the chronological synopsis appears here as an inde

pendent work, I consider my task not merely connected closely and

organically with the portions of Gospel literature mentioned above,

but intend, if God will, to bring out the other works belonging to this

department, viz., A Critical Introduction to the Four Gospels, and A

Life of Jesus. [These belong, and it is to be feared are likely still to

belong, to the list of unwritten books.—Tr.]
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indicated above, it must first of all be asked whether this

is possible, considering the nature of the accessible sources.

The literature of the present day viewed generally appears

far from favourable to the idea of its practicability. And

yet the doubts which this might at first give rise to will

be materially modified if we take a closer view both of the

manner in which the chronological enquiry has hitherto

been conducted, and also the peculiar difficulties which it

has had to contend with, either per se, or arising from a

way of looking at the Gospels generally, which either

wittingly or unwittingly has given them this bias.

In the present enquiry, as indeed must be the case in

any intricate investigation connected with the New

Testament, we have the difficult task of presenting the

contents of the New Testament pure and unmixed with

the views and traditions of later times ; and consequently,

when seeking to determine the former, we are exposed to

the danger of being led astray by the manifold forms

assumed by the latter, and their partial error. These

difficulties and this danger have never yet been met with

perfect success. Besides, even if our whole attention is

directed simply to the investigation of the statements of

the New Testament, many a priori hindrances of various

kinds arise to defeat our object. In the first place, success

cannot be calculated on unless the chronological problem

be undertaken to the full extent, and yet within the limits

specified above. For it is not till the statements of the

Gospels are considered as a whole that their chronology

loses the vagueness, uncertainty, and difficulty which must

in a still higher degree attach to special enquiries, and

finds its full confirmation and warranty : nor is it until

the whole compass of the four Gospels has been subjected

to a chronological investigation, that we can with any

security set up a chronological standard for the individual

Gospels, or even for those passages in them which possess

a chronological value ; while, without this strict limitation

of our enquiry to the chronological and historical depart

ment, extraneous influences and insufficient arguments

may easily intrude themselves, and disturb our line of

proof and its conclusions. In the second place, it is

evident how powerful an influence any view of the
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Gospels, either critically or historically erroneous, must

have on our decision as to their chronological character,

while experience has given us ample proof of the difficulty

of a correct determination of these two problems. For

there are certain views of the critical relation of the

Gospels which will not only prevent our arriving at any

correct arrangement, and consequently any solution of the

chronological problem ; but also, as the author knows

from his own experience, our even conceiving that such a

solution is possible. Nor will the result be different even

if we start with the hypothesis that the Gospels are

almost entirely of an unhistorical character. In the third

place, it is an essential pre-requisite that the qualifications

of a Chronologist and Exegetist should be united in the

person who undertakes to solve the chronological problem.

He must be a. Chronologist in order that he may be able

to comprehend and profit by the previous labours of

scholars in this particular department, as well as to appre

ciate them duly, and when necessary correct them. To do

this aright it is almost essential that he should be master

of the Semitic languages, that he may be able independently

to examine and decide on the data given by Jewish chro

nology, and the calculation of the Jewish year, which are

of so much importance in this enquiry. He must also be

an Exegetist, in order that he may be able to decide accu

rately on the import of the chronological materials con

tained in the New Testament, and make a proper application

of chronological calculation to them. These requisites, as

might be shewn by many examples, have been but seldom

united in a single person ; a fact which explains the unsatis

factory results of the undertaking hitherto. The greatest

services have been rendered to the chronological side of

the Gospel history by such men as Scaliger,1 Petavius,2

Ussher,3 Bengel,4 Sanclemente 6—men whose faith was

still unshaken in the historical character of the Gospels,

1 Joseph Scaliger, de Emend. Temp. Par. 1583, Gen. 1629.

2 Dionys. Petavii de Doctrin. Temp. Par. 1628, Antv. 1703.

* Annales V. et N. Tsct. auct. Jacob. U-serio. Gen. 1654 and 1722.

* J. Bengclii Ordo Temporum. Stuttg. 1742, ed. 3, 1770.

5 Henric. Sanclementii de Vulgaris serx Emendatione, Lib. IV. Eoni.

1703.
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and the complete harmony of the accounts given by them

severally. But since this mode of procedure rested partly

on an insecure basis—viz. on erroneous critical and

exegetical premises, and a false harmonistic method, while

the science of chronology has since their time made con

siderable progress, and several dates now well established

were not determined till after their time, and in some

degree by means of other departments, e.g. Numismatics,

Astronomy, and Jurisprudence, they were unable, not

withstanding the great acuteness and astonishing learning

( they brought to bear on their work, to arrive in every

case at satisfactory conclusions even in the very points

investigated by them. And yet though this be so, the

works of these writers still furnish a rich mine of chro

nological materials, and have deserved a more general

recognition from theologians. More recently, some writers

in the department of Chronology or Astronomy, as Ideler 1

and Wurm,2 have made very valuable contributions to our

means of determining certain important dates in the Life

of our Lord. And yet, even their conclusions cannot be

considered qiiite satisfactory, partly because they confined

their investigations to particular points—e.g. the year of

our Lord's birth, and that of His dfeath—and partly,

because they neither availed themselves of the whole of

the exegetical materials accessible, nor always made a

correct use of those they did employ. Still we must

acknowledge ourselves much indebted to them for the

establishment of several dates by means of astronomical

calculations. Men's minds, however, had been long

estranged from studies of this kind. This estrangement

had its commencement in the middle of the last century,

when the historical character of the Gospels began to be

depreciated, and was materially increased by the investi

gations into the critical relations of the first three Gospels

to one another (e.g. the hypothesis of an original Gospel,

etc.) which were prosecuted with so much eagerness

towards the end of the century. But even if the amount

1 Ideler, Handbuch der Chronohgie, Berl. 1825-6, and Lehrbuch der

Chronol. Berl. 1831.

8 Astronom. Beitrag. zur genfihrten Besiimm. des GeburU-und-Todes-

jahrs Jem. Bengcl, Archiv. Vol. H. pt. 1, p. 2 if; pt. 2, p. 261 ff.

c
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of attention bestowed on that preliminary critical enquiry

had allowed sufficient leisure for such a work, the con

clusions already formed would have precluded them from

undertaking any investigation of this kind.1 - Nor was it

in accordance with the general spirit of the age to treat

the " Life of Jesus " in any special and comprehensive

scientific connection. The only materials for obtaining a

clearer understanding of such a subject were fragmentary

notices in commentaries and separate treatises. Hase 2

was the first to introduce "A Life of Jesus" as a special

branch of study into theological literature. And when at

a later period Dr. Strauss published his celebrated critical

work, Das Leben Jesu, one cause of the sensation, not to

say alarm, it caused in the minds of many was the fact

that the branch assailed by him was still in its infancy.

The circumstances of the time demanded a speedy and

comprehensive refutation, in which the Dogmatic element

of the Gospels demanded principal attention. This is the

explanation of the fact that even in replies of such

acknowledged excellence as those of Neander, Tholuck,

Krabbe, etc., the chronological element has been treated

quite as a subordinate question ; and naturally enough,

since not only had this element been generally much

neglected up to this time, but even Strauss himself, to

refute whom was their first object, had assigned to the

chronological data—perhaps because it was almost self-

evident how little support his theory could derive from

them—a very inferior value. The contributions of more

recent days to New Testament chronology in its wider

sense, are almost exclusively confined to what Anger 3 has

published in his very profound work. But in this work

the subject specially treated of is the chronology of the

Acts of the Apostles, and the Gospels are only introduced

1 This remark is not intended to apply either exclusively or specially

to the rationalistic school. On the contrary, one of their most dis

tinguished representatives—Paulus of Heidelberg—has confessedly

treated the chronological question in several of his works, especially

his Exegetical Handbook to the first three Gospels, with more care than

it has received from any previous writer in modern times.

2 Das Leben Jesu, by Dr. Karl Hase. Leipzig. 1829, ed. 3, 1840.

3 De Temporum in Actis Apostol. rutione, Lips. 1833.
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to secure a well established starting-point for his calcula

tions, by determining the date of the year of our Lord's

death. This then being his object, Anger had no reason

to try to elucidate or demonstrate the order of succession

of the events recorded in the Gospels, either in their exact

connection or with the necessary fulness.

It follows therefore, from what we have adduced, that

if the prevailing doubts as to the chronological character

of the Gospels can be satisfactorily cleared up in the way

we have mentioned, and yet no attempt has ever been

made in later times to submit them to a scientific inves

tigation in the requisite connection, and with the aid of

the means already accessible,—if also the authors of the

Gospels were, as at least tradition asserts, either actual

Apostles, i.e. eye- and ear-witnesses of the facts recorded,

or disciples of the Apostles, and therefore able, if they

desired to do so, to narrate the several events of our Lord's

life in their real succession,—and if, as is, and indeed from

the premises before us must be generally admitted, it

was their desire to do this at any rate in some particular

order, whether more or less precise,—it is surely no

unwarrantable conclusion that there is no a priori reason

for questioning the possibility of an attempt to determine

the chronology of the Gospels conducted in the manner

we have already stated.

IV. Point of View of our Enquiry.

Is the Bible to be treated generally like any other

book? Is it to be examined with or without any pre-

•conceived views ? Or are there some portions where such

a bias is allowable, others where it is not ? If the former,

to which class does the subject which we desire to treat

of, and the mode in which we propose to treat of it,

belong ? The question here raised is, as is well known,

one that has given rise to much controversy. The replies

given to it by expositors of the present day have been

most opposite, nor can we pass over so important a matter

entirely unnoticed. If the preconceived notions with

which we are to approach the Bible include its absolute
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freedom from all error, even in non-essentials, we shall

such a notion, formed prior to all investigation. The

Church herself, no less than her individual members, has

always deemed herself at liberty to enter on this enquiry,

as is shewn by the decisions passed by her, from the

earliest days, on the sole source of true life, the Canon and

the Canonical in the Canon.1 When any one obstinately

pushes his dogmatical view of Inspiration to such a length, .

he is certainly bound to render the man who has a real

acquaintance with his Bible a reason for his assertions.

Exaggerated claims of this kind can have no effect but

to weaken truth itself, and the estimation in which it is

held. For the most part nowadays when people speak

of a preconceived notion, and freedom from preconceived

notions, something entirely different is intended.

When these terms are now used, the question implied is

whether in the interpretation of the Scriptures the reality

of the supernatural element contained therein is generally

to be assumed, through the direct assurance given us by

Faith, or if, on the contrary, its reality and existence are

to be denied. On the other hand, it is perfectly evident

'that we can only speak of a state of indifference in an

expositor towards the "Substance of Faith" contained in

the Bible, so long as it has to do with the historical under

standing, and not with the appropriating and verifying

for ourselves of that which is historically understood.

By the phrase " Substance of Faith " we xmderstand, in

accordance with the nature of Christian faith, whatever

in the Bible essentially belongs, either more indirectly

as in the Old Testament, or directly as in the New, to the

Image of Christ, as the One, Eternal, Universal Eedeemer

of mankind, and possesses the power of presenting this

Image to the mind and conscience of a receptive reader

with perpetually increasing truth and distinctness. In

reference to this Element of Faith we can speak of a

perfect freedom from all preconceived notions, only as

1 Of. Chrysostom. Prief. ad Matth. : el Se wepl naipuv t) t6ttuii Sicupipun

iir^yyeiAoi', rovro ovSey frxdicret twc eipTj/ievay t^v &\'f]$etav...iv rots

Ketpa\alois koX avvtxovatv Vf*®" T^ly oi&aftov tis auray, ou5e fiinphv

tiaipa>vti<ras eitpUrKeTai*

find not only many men, but
 

things contradicting
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regards the way in which it is to be understood histori

cally. And yet even in this department of mere historical

comprehension he will cceteris paribus be the best inter

preter who can livingly reproduce in himself, in his own

experience, the truths presented to Faith by the Scriptures,

and can interpret them to others. But as soon as the

question arises of their reception into his own life and

consciousness it is impossible for him not to enter upon

it with the preconceived notion either of belief or unbelief

in a Christ of this character. This being so he cannot

enter upon it free from preconceived notions. In the one

case he substantially assents to the truth of the Scriptures,

in the other he substantially denies it.

As long as Christian Faith—which the Consciousness of

the Church regards as essentially the effect of the operation

of God, and therefore supernatural—retains the assurance

of its own truth, and is not resolved to pronounce its own

condemnation, there is no other way in which it can conceive

of interpreting the Scriptures offered to Faith, except in

Faith ; i.e. in the assurance of the complete redemption

wrought out by Christ for every individual believer, as

well as for all believers of every age. This assurance sealed

inwardly by the Spirit of God to his spirit is to him both

the key of the correct understanding of the Scriptures, and

also the confirmation of them when understood. And this

with the same right by which every one in any depart

ment of concrete human knowledge refuses to allow any

a priori reasonings to destroy his belief in the facts which

are as directly cognizable by the personal experience of all

if they choose as by himself ; while, on the other hand,

he measures their truth by their agreement with this

universal experience, and its power of explaining and

establishing them scientifically. No claim indeed is made

either by belief in the Scriptures, or the faith conformable

thereto reproduced in a living member of the Church,

to be by itself any general scientific system; they only

supply the inalienable facts of Faith, which are to be

fashioned into a general scientific system by the power

of thought. Nay, even the enlightened religious thought

which may have truly comprehended the facts of Eeligious

Faith, and received them into itself without any curtail
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ment of its own powers, can never so take the place of

Faith as if that were either useless or to be dispensed

with. Such an assertion would be as idle as to fancy

that a flower can preserve all its life and freshness when

severed from the root, while it is from that it must con

tinually derive its living power and faculty of develop

ment. On the contrary, to require that the true expositor

of Scripture can be and ought to be without Faith, or rather

because an absolute indifferentism is founded on self-

deception, and is from the nature of the case impossible,

opposed to faith, rests upon a twofold positive defect,

each side of which mutually supplements the other.

Theoretically, on the assumption that Eeligion is originally

a science, and that of an imperfect character, not a practical

and fundamental tendency of the religious affections ; an

hypothesis which would naturally depreciate the facts of

religious experience, and rob Eeligion of its independence

of Science, and compel it thenceforward to borrow its

clearness and truth from its scientific development.

Practically, on the decay and weakness of the Eeligiou&

sense ; for if religious experience is wanting—if in a

man's own breast there is no consciousness of his need of

redemption nor of the satisfaction of his earnest longings-

for Eedemption, neither the value nor the truth of

religious Faith can be known or estimated as they deserve.

And thus the axiom is verified, " Ex nihilo nihil fit."

It is at the same time certain that the mistaken demand

for an absolute freedom from preconceived notions, would

not have met such general acceptance, in spite of this

fundamental defect, unless a degree of truth lay concealed

in the error : and it is the assertion of this often miscon

strued portion of truth—onesided though it be—that

furnishes the advocates of this demand with their just

claim to attention from a scientific point of view. We

of course refer to the other element of Holy Scripture,

existing side by side with the Supernatural element, or

element of Faith; I mean the Natural and Historical

element. In so far as Holy Scripture postulates in its

expositors the verification of the religious truths it contains,

it must certainly presuppose that they possess Faith and

Christian Experience. And yet it well deserves notice,
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that even in this respect we can only speak of Faith as a

prepossession, because and so long as persons exist who

have either not at all or not fully attained to a living

Faith in the Eedeemer ; while on the other hand, within

the circle of real Christians it is impossible to speak of

a prepossession of Faith for the special object of scriptural

exposition, since the very being of a Christian consists in

viewing everything with the eye of this very Faith. If

the day therefore shall ever arrive when all men shall

have attained to perfect ripeness in religion, the " perfect

man in Christ Jesus," when Christian faith and the forma

tion of the Christian character shall have become the chief

good of the whole human race, then, and not till then,

will it become universally impossible for us to speak of

a prepossession of faith in the case of any single spiritual

operation, such as that of the understanding of Scripture.

We must however remember that even this Supernatural

element of Holy Scripture has its Natural side. It

includes a considerable number of facts and narratives,

either really or apparently at variance with one another ;

it is set forth by different individuals ; and finally is

composed in a language which has a definite meaning.

The critical process of taking a general view of Holy

Scripture, and definitely determining on its actual contents,

lies almost entirely in the department of freedom from

preconceived notions. For it is to a considerable extent

identical with what we called above the historical under

standing of Scripture. Still more decidedly does the

treatment of the Natural and Historical side of Holy

Scripture belong to this department, and that entirely,

both as regards the determination of the contents, and its

further confirmation. Certainly, even in this mode of

treatment, no little is presupposed in the Expositor—

learning, acquaintance with the original language, pene

tration, the power of combination, familiarity with con

temporaneous works, and the like. But inasmuch as we

are wont to make the same requirements generally in the

case of the expositors of any book, and this is done even

by those who feel themselves obliged by their religious

views to regard the requirement of faith in the considera

tion of Holy Scripture as a special preconceived notion ;

i
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it follows that we are justified in dissociating the two

elements in the examination of Scripture—claiming for

the latter the predicate of Freedom from preconceived

notion, and for the former, though in the manner above

mentioned, the preconceived .notion of faith, until in the

course of time even this preconceived notion, being taken

for granted by all expositors, come to "be regarded as itself

freedom from prepossessions. The erroneousness of this

demand that the expositor of Scripture should be entirely

free from all preconceived notions appears to me to be

proved by the fact that while the Church is still in process

of development, Scripture offers two separate sides to its

interpreters, and not only so, but also one side in treating

of which the postulate of faith can hardly signify any else

than the absence of scientific proof.

It is evident that the province of our chronological

synopsis will be the treatment of questions belonging to

the natural and historical side of Scripture. For who in

establishing a date would dream of saying " thou believest

not, and therefore thou dost not perceive the truth of this

date?" It follows therefore that the whole treatise

belongs to the department of Freedom from preconceived

notions. And this is the meaning of the more exact

_definition appended to the title " A contribution to the

Apologetical literature of the Gospels on the basis of

Freedom from preconceived notions."

In proportion, then, to the easo with which men of all

shades of opinion, who are really engaged in seeking for

the truth, may unite in prosecuting the following investi

gation, is tho fervency of our wish that such may really

be the case, in order that we may see all that is inadmis

sible and defective in it gradually modified and improved,

and that from the basis which we have thus in common

reached we may continually advance with firm footsteps

to other and higher enquiries.

V. Principles of the Undertaking.

In prosecuting our enquiry the most essential point

will be to determine the correct mode of procedure, and

to confine it within its proper limits. This will of course
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be determined by the chronological character of the

separate Gospels, and their relations to one another.

Thus we obtain the following principles for our work.

(1) "When we take a general view of the chronological

character of the four Gospels, there can be no doubt,

indeed it is generally admitted, that the most numerous

or at least the most exact chronological dates and fulcra

are furnished by John and Luke. John, as is well known,

narrates the whole period of our Lord's public ministry

in connection with His journeys to Jerusalem for the

purpose of keeping the different Feasts,1 omitting no

single Passover occurring during this period, and even

mentioning the one which was not kept by Him in Jerusa

lem.2 He has therefore, by the very form of his narrative,

furnished us with just such a scheme as we should most

desire, in which to arrange the individual Gospel facts.

While Luke not only supplies us with several special

dates of the greatest importance (e.g. ii. 1, 2 ; iii. 23 ;

Acts i. 1, 3, and particularly Luke iii. 1, 2), but has in his

preface expressly stated his intention of narrating the

events he was about to record in this chronological order

(Ka0e£ijs).3 We find the same precision also in their

1 Job. ii. 13, v. 1, vi. 4, vii. 2, x. 22, xii. 1. > Joh. vi. 4.

3 The interpretation of KaBttv s given by Ebrard in hi8 otherwise able

and meritorious work, Wissenschaftliche Kritik d. Evangel. Geschichte,

is quite erroneous. His view, grounded perhaps on despair of attaining

chronological accuracy, is that /ca0e£5js is not to be interpreted in a

temporal sense, but as giving the Evangelist's purpose, viz. as contra

distinguished from the iroAXof, v. 1, of writing a narrative with a regular

arrangement, and free from all confusion. The basis of his arrangement

he believes to be not order of time, but the classification of the facts

recorded. It is certainly true that it is not necessary to understand ko$.

by itself of order of time. But, even apart from the more general scope

of the Gospel, it must certainly be so understood here. It Btands in

immediate intimato connection with &vw6ev. This must, without all

doubt, be interpreted in a temporal sense, " onwards from the begin

ning ; " and consequently the temporal force of Ka9effis is also deter

mined. This mistake respecting the fundamentally chronological

character of Luke's Gospel must exercise an important influence on the

whole chronological question: to which must be added that the author

thought it possible to obtain a strict sequence of events, without treat

ing the several—in the restricted sense—chronological data thoroughly

and in their entire connection. We trust that the results of our in

vestigation will prove that the sense attached by us, in common with

the great majority of commentators, to KaBtffis is the true one.
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notices of locality. Such being the character of these

two Gospels, it naturally follows that in such an enquiry

as ours, we must regard them, when compared with the

other two, as on the whole our proper guides, and as

decisive of any question that may arise between them.

Besides, the possibility of arriving in this way at a sound

conclusion is increased by the fact that the Gospel of

Luke has such an infinite number of points of contact

with those of Matthew and Mark, that the three are

combined under the common title of Synoptic Gospels,

so that there can be hardly any difficulty in arriving at

the chronological character of the other two Evangelists,

at least by way of approximation, from that of Luke.

But the more fully these fundamental principles of our

undertaking are established in the course of our work,

and the more clearly they lead us to a connected system

of the succession of events in our Lord's Life, the more

complete will be the dependence to be placed on them,

and the more certainly will the chronological character

of all four Gospels in every individual passage be re

cognized.

(2) It is certainly true that not even John and Luke

in their chronological method thoroughly and entirely

satisfy modern demands for precision and detail, or even,

perhaps, the subjective wish of the Christian to have as

well defined an image of Christ his Saviour as posiblo ;

and that on the contrary, we must be content with finding

many facts in the catalogue of events defined by such

expressions as fiera Tavra, tote, iv e/cttVatg rati Repair, etc.,

without enabling us to fix the day and precise date of

their occurrence. And yet that which the individual

Evangelist has not consciously given us, is often to be

derived from a combined survey of the definite particulars,

scattered up and down among all four, and that whether

they have or have not been made with an express chrono

logical purpose ; e.g. the narrative of the Star of the Wise

Men, Matt. ii. 1 ff. ; the mention of Herod's reign, w. 1, 13 ;

and of that of Archelaus, v. 22 ; the crdfifiaTov SevrepoirptoTov,

Luke vi. 1 ; the " forty and six years " of John ii. 20 ; the

reTpd.fx.rjvos, John iv. 35; the statement of the day of tho

week on which the first day of the Passover fell, and on
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which our Lord was crucified, the iviavrbv Kvpiov Scktov,

Luke iv. 19 ; the three years of Luke xiii. 7, etc. Oc

casionally we even find events of considerable importance

arranged in their order of succession in days, so that we are

either able to arrange them with the utmost exactness (e.g.

John i. 19—ii. 11 ; rfj ttravpiov, i. 29, 35, 44 ; rrj Tpirg fj/j.epa,

ii. 1), or since one link of the chain has an universally

recognizable date, we may fix that of the other links also

with the utmost chronological precision, e.g. the chronology

of Passion week, from the earliest times so dear to Christian

consciousness. And should we, even with all these aids, be

still unable to determine the exact day of the occurrence of

many events, we must bear in mind on the one hand, that

though the day cannot be fixed, we may still be able to

fix the year, and perhaps even something more ; and on

the other, that to require the fixing of the exact day is

a demand which even in modern times none but actual

diaries , can satisfy; while for the historical comprehen

sion of any human life, such a minute, I had almost said

painful, accuracy is entirely unnecessary. For this pur

pose indeed, the most important point is to discover the

order of succession of the several events of the life, and

consequently their appropriate position in connection

with its entire development, that thus we may be able to

point out with as much certainty as possible the internal

law of this development, its direction and progress. This

order of succession is however by no means merely iden

tical with the ability to determine the exact day and date

of each event, and may therefore be attained, where the

latter is unattainable. We shall therefore content our

selves with laying down two principles. (1) Never to

seek to determine a date with more—but certainly not

with less—precision than the data before us really warrant :

(2) to distinguish between the real value of our con

clusions, and to employ them when arrived at, according

to their greater or less degree of certainty.

(3) So far however as the course we propose to adopt

necessarily presupposes the synoptical treatment of all

four Gospels, as so many original sources of the Gospel

history, we must make it our aim to conduct this com

parison and general view or Synopsis in an appropriate
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manner. Now a mistake was committed principally by

the older harmonizers, in which, they have been followed

by some also of modern times, in insisting on the unity

at the expense of the individuality of the Gospels. But

while due account was not taken of their individuality,

the result was necessarily a forced and therefore a false

unity ; or at least one which the mode of treatment adopted

failed of establishing, and which consequently could not

fail to awaken a suspicion of its truth. After this arose

the opposite extreme of treating the Gospels separately,

at the expense of their unity, which of late years, in pro

portion to the growth of a disinclination to accept the

historical credibility of the Gospels, has led men to deny

the possibility of their reconciliation. The right mode

of proceeding consists, on the other hand, in a just union

of the two methods, the separate and the comprehensive.

It is only when the investigation is carried on at the

same time as to what the particular data can and do

mean in the context of the Gospel in which they stand,

that it is possible to determine whether, and if so how far,

the apparently corresponding data in the other Gospels

do really correspond ; as well as whether, and if so how

far they aid in establishing, extending, or rectifying

them ; and though such a method may at first sight

appear to render the reconciliation more difficult, yet, if

that can be really attained, it must in truth greatly

forward it. The relation thus existing between that

which is peculiar to some and that which is common to

all the Gospels gives rise to a phenomenon within them,

of great importance in an apologetic point of view,

though it must be confessed frequently employed in

controversy. For instance, the sections in Matthew and

Luke containing the so-called " history of the childhood

of our Lord;" together with other similarly related

sections of the synoptical Gospels which we shall sub

sequently investigate, set before us, generally, the in

dividuality of these synoptic Gospels, as decidedly, but

not more so, than on the other side their higher identity

is proved by the sections which are evidently common

to them all, the number of which is certainly far greater.

We shall find this recurring, only conversely, when we
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come to treat of the relation of John's Gospel to those of

the Synoptists. For while far the larger part of John's

Gospel, when compared with the corresponding sections

of the Synoptists, tears the evident stamp of originality,

there are yet other sections, as the history of our Lord's

Passion, which must convince even the most superficial

observer of their higher unity. From this it follows that

the four Gospels form only one single, great Gospel, or,

to adopt a very significant expression of the Fathers,

" the Gospel," to euayye'Atov, which presents to the com

prehensive observer, in fourfold delineation, each mutually

supplementing the deficiencies of the others, a living, and

in a higher sense single, Image of Christ. Thus their

peculiar features give to the individual Gospels fulness,

life, and colouring, while so far from the proof of their

historical credibility being damaged, the fact of their

existence, on the contrary, supplies their most striking

confirmation. Had not the several Gospels differed ap

parently from one another in greater or less degree, we

might have been tempted to trace them all back to one

and the same source, on the nature of which the whole

proof of their historical credibility would have depended ;

while, on the other hand, since the respective individuality

of their narratives declares them to be so many individual

sources, they must, since the weight of their testimony

is strengthened by their number, and in the same degree

in which the diversity which still apparently remains so

considerable, results, on a nearer view, in a substantial

unity, furnish a still more decided warrant for the truth

of each single statement.

(4) In seeking to establish the data which prove the

unity of the Gospels we shall base our demonstration on

the New Testament itself, without attaching any special

value as proofs to the traditions which have grown out of

it. Our object will be to guard our whole investigation

from being complicated or frustrated by traditional state

ments, in great part either uncertain or false. At the

same time, while maintaining this critical attitude towards

tradition generally, we shall gladly welcome anything by

which the facts we have already derived from the New

Testament may receive further proof and confirmation. It
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is evident, however, from the nature of the case, that such

confirmations are to be looked for principally in those

periods during which traditions relating to the Gospel

history could still have been derived from original and

unadulterated sources, in addition to the narratives con

tained in the New Testament—that is, in the very first-

ages of the Church, to which the subsequent period was

referred equally with ourselves, while the synoptical

mode of treating the subject then adopted, as is well

known, suffered under many, and not unimportant, defects.

(5) It will conduce to the attainment of the object we

have in view, if we divide the entire narrative of the Life

of Jesus as given in the different Gospels into separate

Sections, with the view of treating the narrative furnished

by any one of the four Evangelists, belonging to any

such Section, by itself, as well as in connection with the

other Sections. These Sections, so far as is consistent

with the nature of the Gospels, must not be too largo,

that so by its limitation it may furnish as exact a chro

nology as possible, nor too small, so as to facilitate the

comparative arrangement of the facts recorded in the

different Gospels. These limits, moreover, must when

possible coincide with turning-points in our Lord's history,

and also furnish epochs when the separate threads of the

Gospel narrative as given by the different Evangelists

evidently unite again, and must admit of precise chrono

logical determination, so that when employed as termini

they may impress a character of chronological precision on

the intervening periods.

If we pay due regard to each of these requisites we may,

I think, divide the Gospel History into the following six

Sections.

Section 1. The history of our Lord's Childhood. Luke

i. 5—ii. 52. Cf. iii. 23—38. Matt. i. ii.

Sect. 2. From the first public appearance of John the

Baptist, and then of our Lord, to the imprisonment of the

Baptist, and Christ's return to Galilee, after His journey

to the Feast of Purim. Luke iii. 1—iv. 13; Mark i. 1—

13 ; Matt. iii. 1—iv. 11 ; John i. 19—v. 47.
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Sect. 3. From our Lord's return to Galilee to His

journey to the Feast of Tabernacles. Luke iv. 14—ix.

50 ; Mark i. 14—ix. 50 ; Matt. iv. 12—xviii. 35 ; John vi.

1—vii. 1.

Sect. 4. From our Lord's journey to the Feast of Taber

nacles to His last regal entry into Jerusalem. Luke ix.

51—xix. 28 ; Mark x. 1—52 ; Matt. xix. 1—xx. 34 ; John

vii. 2—xii. 11.

Sect. 5. From our Lord's regal entry into Jerusalem to

the day of His Crucifixion and Burial. Luke xix. 29—

xxiii. 55; Mark xi. 1—15, 47; Matt. xxi. 1—xxvii. 61;

John xii. 12—xix. 42.

Sect. 6. From our Lord's Burial to His Ascension.

Luke xxiii. 56—xxiv. 53; Acts i. 1—11 ; Mark xvi. 1—8,

9—20 ; Matt, xxvii. 62—xxviii. 20 ; John xx. 1—31—xxi.

1—25.

The examination of each of these Six Sections singly

and in its connection with the others will be the object of

the following work, in which it will be our aim to discuss

every point which can aid us in investigating and deter

mining the time and place at which the events they

recorded occurred, as well as their credibility.





SECTION I.

THE BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD OF CHRIST.

The birth and childhood of our Lord are narrated by only

two of the Evangelists, Matthew and Luke.1 These two

Evangelists, and indeed the Synoptists generally, are

accustomed to narrate the events of the same period with

a remarkable identity of statement, which indeed is some

times almost verbal. Here, however, we notice a decided

discrepancy. The credibility of the history cannot,' it

is true, be affected by the additions made by Luke, the

more pragmatic historian, to the narrative of Matthew—

e.g. the birth of John the Baptist, our Lord's forerunner,

and the circumstances attending it, as well as his

subsequent development up to the period of the com

mencement of his public ministry2—our Lord's journey

when a boy of twelve years old, to the Passover at

Jerusalem, and the mention which follows of His growth

" in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God and

man " 3—or lastly, his introduction of our Lord's Genealogy

in a different place.4 And yet at first sight it is somewhat

startling that the very same events—viz. the Birth of

Christ, and its immediate details—should have been

narrated by them, with a considerable degree of apparent

discrepancy.5 The truth of this remark will be specially

apparent if we compare Luke ii. 1—40 with Matthew ii.

1—30. We have however seen above6 that an apparent

1 Matt. i. 1—ii. 23. Lu. i. 5—ii. 52. Cf. iii. 23—28.

» Lu. i. 5—25, 39—80. 3 Lu. ii. 41—52.

4 Lu. iii. 23—38. Cf. Matt. i. 1—17.
s Lu. i. 26—38 ; ii. 1-40. Cf. Matt. i. 18—ii. 23.

• Inlrod. p. 29.

D
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discrepancy, if capable of being proved to be a real

identity, only furnishes an additional confirmation of the

truth of the facts narrated ; and with this single remark,

we will now proceed to our proposed task, viz. the in

vestigation of the notes of time and place of our Lord's

birth, and their inner connection with one another, and

with similar data in subsequent parts of the Gospel.

Our enquiry divides itself into three heads :

(1) Where was Christ born?

(2) When was Christ born ?

(3) In what order did the events recorded in this

Section follow one another ?

The conclusions we may arrive at with regard to the first

two enquiries are essential to enable us to determine the

third. But they are more than this. They will bo found

to possess a more general value, and to influence questions

lying beyond the limits of the present Section. This will,

we think, sufficiently justify our treating them separately,

and in the order proposed.

CHAPTER I.

WHERE WAS CHRIST BORN?

To the enquiry as to the birthplace of Christ both

Matthew and Luke reply " in Bethlehem, the city of

David, in Judea." 1 Luke adds that the New-bom Child

was laid " in a manger," §6.tvt], because, in consequence of

the concourse of people who had come to Bethlehem for the

census, His parents could find no room in the inn ; and

were therefore obliged, probably in common with many

others of the poorer sort, to take up their quarters for the

* night in a stable.2 Some of the Fathers have accepted

the fact that Mary was delivered in a cave, while on her

journey to Bethlehem, and in the vicinity of the town.

1 Lu. ii. 4 ; Matt. ii. 1.

* Another proof of their poverty is proved by comparing Luke ii. 24

with Lev. xii. 8.
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But this is a mere apocryphal story,1 perhaps originating

from a desire to give an outward expression to the

beautiful idea that the new-born Saviour had come as

" Light in the Darkness : " Justin Martyr, however,'2

traces the origin of the tradition to the erroneous render

ing of Isa. xxxiii. 16, by the Septuagint.3

Notwithstanding this perfect agreement of the two

Evangelists the correctness of their account has been

called in question. This suspicion is chiefly grounded on the

fact that if the Messiah was really born in Bethlehem, an

Old Testament prophecy would have been fulfilled,4 while

every such prophecy is a priori pronounced impossible.

Could we have a more striking perversion of the true

principles of interpretation, when the very arguments

that ought to serve for the confirmation of the Gospel

narrative are employed for its overthrow ? However wo

shall not at present avail ourselves any further of this

argument, since it belongs to the dogmatical division of

the subject ; and we purpose to adhere strictly to the line

of demarcation already laid down between the dogmatic

and the historical.

Let us then hear the historical and exegetical objections

of our opponents. They say it is quite true that Matthew

agrees with Luke in fixing the Birth of our Lord at

Bethlehem, but that the former also places His parents'

original residence there, while Luke places it at Nazareth,5

and only brings them to Bethlehem as temporary sojourners

for the purposes of the taxation. No objection could arise

from Matthew's not having spoken of Nazareth as the

original residence of our Lord's parents before his second

chapter, if he had done so afterwards. But so far from

this, he seems expressly to forbid our regarding Nazareth

1 Protevang. Jac. c. 18.

« Dial. c. fryph. c. 78, p. 304.

* Neander, Life of Chriei, p. 23. ed. Bohn, thinks it " more likely

that the prophecy Isa. xxxiii. 16 was applied to this tradition after it

arose than that the tradition arose from this prophecy." [The

passage from Isaiah runs thus in the LXX. : OStos oik^mi if tyrihtji

tnrri\a.i(p nfrpas iaxvpas. Justin's words I. c. are, iv <m)Wf> nil

fftivtyyvs ttjs k&htis.—Tr.]

4 Micah v. 1. Cf. Matt. ii. 6.

» Lu. i 26, 56 ; ii. 4, 39.
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as their earlier home, by assigning the accession of

Archelaus as a special reason for their going thither on

their return from Egypt instead of to Judea. For the

only reason that could have induced our Lord's parents to

return to Judea instead of going to Nazareth must have

been that Matthew regarded Judea as their home. The

conclusion therefore is, that Luke makes Nazareth, Matthew

Bethlehem, the original residence of Mary and Joseph.

And on this point a reconciliation between the Evangelists

is impossible. While the uncertainty which thus arises

in determining where Joseph and Mary originally resided,

throws suspicion on the fact in which they certainly do

agree, viz. that our Lord was born at Bethlehem, which

stands in close connection with the former.1

The arguments of which we have given a summary, are

the most important which have been brought against the

credibility of this portion of the narrative. They rest how

ever entirely on the assumption that their view of Joseph's

original inclination to return to Judea, is correct. But

even if it be possible to decide a point of this kind, where

nothing is expressly stated by the Evangelist, it can only

be done by an examination of the context, and the general

character of the Gospel. A very little clearness of thought

however will discover other equally possible reasons ; 2 and

this may well make exegetists cautious, especially since

there is no discrepancy between the Evangelists on the

main point of the enquiry—our Lord's birth-place. Still

let us examine Matthew's words more closely. He employs

two different words when speaking of Joseph's original

intention of returning to Judea to settle there, and of his

going "into the parts of Galilee."3 In the former case

1 On this point Strauss, of course in consequence of his freedom

from dogmatic prejudices, since otherwise the prophecy' of Mioah

would have had its fulfilment in Christ, has come to the positive

conclusion that our Lord was born not in Bethlehem, but in Nazareth.

This is one of the very few features of the historical Christ that has

survived the processes of his philosophico-mythological chemistry.

2 Ebrard, p. 261, brings forward several reasons why Joseph and

Mary might have seen good grounds, even before their flight into

Egypt, for settling at Bethlehem, when they had once taken the

journey thither from Nazareth,

» Matt. ii. 22.
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he uses airt\6w; in the latter avaxtapetv. The word

aireXOelv, which signifies "to depart," "go away," not

" to return," does not give the least intimation that

Joseph had previously resided at Bethlehem, though if

Matthew had really thought so he could hardly have

avoided expressing it, especially as he had mentioned in

the same chapter that our Lord was horn there, and that

it was from thence that Joseph and Mary started on their

flight into Egypt. At the same time we have no objection

to admit that there was no actual necessity for his doing

this, since, in accordance with his plan in narrating the

life of Christ, it was more important for him to shew that

our Lord's birth at Bethlehem had fulfilled the prophetical

marks of the Messiah, than to tell us what was the original

dwelling-place of His parents.1 Only let our opponents be

equally fair on their part, and not require that if Matthew

agreed with Luke in regarding Nazareth ' as Joseph and

Mary's original place of residence, he must have expressly

stated it. This however he would have really done if we

could venture to render avaxwpuv in v. 22 by "return."

But though this meaning is to be found in various lexicons

(e.g. that of Wahl), it does not appear to be deducible

either from the ordinary use of the word, or from its use

in the New Testament generally, especially in Matthew.

In every passage in which the^word occurs,2 we find the

classical meaning " to withdraw," " to retire," (i.e. " from

human society," " from active or public life," " from

dangers," "from any business or trade,") quite satisfac-

" tory.3 The passage adduced by "Wahl, ol p,dyoi avex^prja-av

eis rrpr xwpav aviw,4 might at first eight appear to sup

port the meaning " to return." But even in this passage

the usual meaning affords a perfectly satisfactory sense ; for

1 Ebrard (p. 264) objects justly enough that Strauss, " starting on

the absurd hypothesis that the Evangelists must have made it a

principal object to furnish the most minute details on matters of

no religious importance, such as time and place, finds contradictions

everywhere."

2 We may refer to Matt. ii. 14, iv. 12, ix. 24, xiv. 13, xv. 21 ; Mark

iii. 7 ; John vi. 15 ; Acts xxiii. 19, xxvi. 31.

3 It is remarked in Stephani Thesaurus that Demosthenes uses

Swax^p^y iv' oTkov for " to return home," not amxo-'pelv simply.

4 Matt. ii. 12, cf. 13.
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tlio Magi did actually withdraw, i.e., as the context shews,

from Herod. That ava\iopitv was also a return depends

entirely on its connection with the words ets ttjv x®Pav

airttiv. This interpretation of a.vex<*>PWav> v. 22, is un-

questionaLly the most favourable that the word can bear

for our enquiry ; and yet I accept it, because I consider it

tho right one. Still even in this case all that can be

asserted is that Matthew has not told us whether Nazareth

was or was not Joseph's original residence : and nothing

but partizanship can see in Matthew's words a distinct

intimation that it was not so. The enquiry into the

reasons which led Matthew to ascribe to Joseph an inten

tion to settle in Judea, on his return from Egypt, and to

speak of a "turning aside" into Galilee, is entirely in

dependent of this conclusion. Taken by itself, we may

certainly attribute this to the fact that Joseph had been

domiciled in Bethlehem for a considerable time before his

flight into Egypt : but it can hardly be said .that this is a

reason which would naturally occur to any one who was

not already inclined to assume a discrepancy between

Matthew and Luke. Certainly it is not necessary. There

are, as we have already remarked, many other conceivable

reasons ; and one especially which would admirably agree

with the character of the Evangelist. This has already

been advanced by Heidenreich,1 viz. " that it must have

appeared to our Lord's parents most appropriate that the

Son of David who had been vouchsafed to them should be

brought up in the city of David." And certainly it is

only the ignorant who can bo deceived by Strauss' ex

clamation, " What ofSciousness to foist into the text that

which the text does not contain, because persons are

determined not to acknowledge that which it does contain,

viz. a contradiction I " And where, pray, in Matthew's

text do wo find Strauss' assumption that Bethlehem was

Joseph's original place of residence ? Surely this assump

tion stands in the same category as the conclusions of

Heidenreich and others, and originates in the desire

1 tjher die Unzulfissigkeit der Mythischen Aufammg u.s.f. I. p. 101.

" On the Inadmissibility of the mythical View" etc. Quoted by

Strauss, I. p. 318.
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to explain Joseph's original design of settling in Judea

on Ms return from Egypt. And if we grant that

these assumptions stand so far forth in the same rank,

that each furnishes a reason for this inclination of

Joseph, yet that put forward by Strauss and his friends

appears to a decided disadvantage, as being nothing but

mere assumption, since we do not find it expressly stated

anywhere in Scripture that Joseph was originally domiciled

in Bethlehem, but on the contrary, the exact reverse.

Besides, it admits of direct historic proof that about the

Christian era the idea prevailed that it was impossible

for the pillars of the Theocratic state—the Prophets, and

above all, the Messiah—to live and labour anywhere but

in Judea. This is explained, most naturally, from the

history of the people of Israel, which evidenced that the

very being of the Theocracy, especially subsequent to

the Captivity, was bound up with the kingdom of Judah

and the Temple service at Jerusalem. Thus our Lord

Himself said to the woman of Samaria, on 17 owijpia e/c rG>v

'IcroSaiW ia-Tiv.1 Surely this too is the only satisfactory

mode of explaining why St. Paul reckons among the

prerogatives on the possession of which as a Jew he might

boast2 that he was sprung from the tribe of Benjamin

($u\i}s Bena/iuV), since this tribe always maintained

unbroken union with the kingdom of Judah. Further,

the contempt with which the genuine Jews regarded the

Samaritans as a mongrel people, who had no share in the

true worship of God, is well known.3 The Galileans also

were regarded by them much in the same light,4 and

among them the people of Nazareth appear to have been

the most despised.5 Moreover, since at that period, the

orthodox Jewish life reached its highest point in the

kingdom of Judah, and multitudes of pious Jews, from all

parts of the world, to satisfy their religious instincts,

resorted to the one Temple in Jerusalem, especially at the

chief Festivals, a strong belief could hardly fail to arise

among them that any one who was called to place himself

1 John iv. 22.

3 John iv. 9 ; viii. 48

5 Johni. 47.

2 Phil. iii. 5.

4 Acts ii. 7.
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at the head of the religious movement, whether as a

Prophet or as the Messiah, would choose the sacred soil

of Judea, in the immediate neighbourhood of the great

and much frequented Sanctuary, as the scene of his life

and ministry. On this account the brethren of our Lord

style His ministry in Galilee a working " in secret "

(jroulv iv KpvTTTw), and call upon Him to quit the

province and go up to Judea that He might " shew Him-

Judea therefore was, in their view, the proper theatre for

the display of His ministry as a Eeformer and as the

Messiah, if indeed His claim were a true one. The Jews

at Jerusalem, also, who interpreted our Lord's words as

meaning that He purposed to leave them and go and

preach elsewhere, said mockingly,2 pit] ch ttjv Siao-n-opctv

rwv 'EW-jvwv /xiXXei 7rop€vco"6at Kai 8i8do~Keiv Toil's "EXXjjvas ;

and finally, the High Priests and Pharisees made answer

to the counsellor Nicodemus when he took our Lord's part

in their assembly,3 "Art thou also of Galilee?" (i.e. dost

thou too hold with the Galileans, which would be suitable

enough for a Galilean born ?) " Search " (in the Scrip

tures) "and look, for out of Galilee ariseth no prophet."4

Indeed the whole plan and development of John's Gospel

can hardly be rightly understood, unless we assume that

one object the Evangelist had in view was to shew that

although ~our Lord was called to His Messianic office in

Galilee, He at once directed His ministry to the salvation

1 John vii. 3—5. a John vii. 35.

3 John vii. 52.

4 It may appear strange (cf. Bretschneider, Prdbab. de Evang. Joann.

indol. et orig. p. 99 sq.) that the Pharisees, learned in the Scriptures,

should have made a statement concerning the Prophets at variance

with them. For it is probable that as many as three Prophets, Jonah,

Elijah, and Nahum, were born within the boundaries of the district

known in our Lord's days as Galilee. But it is not unusual for

arrogance and party spirit to be rash in its assertions. And with

regard to two of tliem, Elijah and Nahum, even in early times tradition

was not perfectly unanimous. It may have been however that they

did not mean to assert anything about the birthplace of the prophet,

but simply to deny that any of them had entered on his work, or

manifested himself first as a prophet in Galilee (the word lydpav

certainly indicates the prophetic call) : if so, their words might

certainly be reconcilable with the facts.

self to the world
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of the people of Judea, whom, on this account, he prefers

to designate according to their fundamental character, as

ol 'IouSaioi ; and that it was not until they had mani

fested the most decided opposition, and their hatred had

advanced to such a point as to lead them to resolve on

putting Him to death, that He was driven to undertake

the ministry in Galilee which is specially described by

the Synoptists, and that with the view of finally yielding

up His life in the Jewish Metropolis, at the Feast of the

Passover, in order to set the seal to His work and to make

an atonement for all. Now since the first Gospel was

confessedly composed originally for the Jewish Christians,

it was quito natural that the Evangelist should make it

clear to his readers that it was entirely due to the special

circumstances of the time that Christ was not brought up

in Judea, as was expected of the Messiah, but in the

despised province of Galilee, nay in Nazareth itself. This

appears also to bo intimated in the words ave)(wpr]o-ev cfc

to. fiipr] rljs raAiAatas, "He turned aside into the parts

of Galilee,"1 for Galilee they represent as an obscure

mean abode, in contradistinction to a residence in Judea,

before the eyes of all and in accordance with His character

as Messiah.2 We see thus that Matthew has never once

either directly or indirectly stated that Bethlehem was

the original dwelling-place of Joseph and Mary, and that

consequently in the sections of Matthew and Luke now

under review, there is not to be found a single incidental

statement which can with any justice throw suspicion on

their unanimous declaration that Bethlehem was the place

of our Lord's birth.

If therefore both the Evangelists agree that our Lord

was born at Bethlehem, consistency will oblige us, wher

ever they speak of Him as a " Nazarene," or generally in

1 Matt. ii. 22.

! See Matt. iv. 12, where, the same word, affx^PV^c tV

TaXiXa/ay, is employed to describe our Lord's return from Judea into

Galilee : also tv Kprnrf toitiv, John vii. 4. In the former passage

indeed it is possible, though, considering the fundamental character of

the Gospel referred to abovo, hardly probable, that the word may be

interpreted of our Lord's withdrawing Himself from the snares of the

Jews.
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connection with Nazareth,1 to attribute to them the inten

tion of pointing out Nazareth as the place where He was

brought up and passed His youth : as indeed they both

expressly state.2 This being so, any one who knows

anything of the close connection between Mark and the

other two Synoptists will at once allow that the same

holds good with regard to the passages in which he speaks

of Jesus in connection with Nazareth,3 especially as there

was no necessity for his distinguishing between our Lord's

birthplace and that where He was brought up, since, as is

well known, ho has entirely omitted the narratives relating

to Christ's birth and childhood. We must however

submit the passages in John's Gospel to a closer ex

amination, especially since at the present day his agree

ment with the Synoptists is the very last thing to be

assumed a priori.

After what has been already stated we cannot be

surprised if wo find our Lord spoken of in the fourth

Gospel, as well as in the other three, as a " Nazarene,"

and of "Nazareth."4 The expressions are to be similarly

interpreted. The only ground for hesitation would be, if

he had anywhere expressly excluded Bethlehem as our

Lord's birthplace ; and this some have imagined they

could prove from John vii. 41, 42. The Evangelist is

here, as elsewhere, depicting the different impressions

made on his hearers by the "Words and Person of our Lord,

for the purpose of shewing how certain of them, under the

influence of the Sanhedrim where the Pharisees had most

power, allowed themselves to be hurried into violent

measures. So we read {v. 40), " Many of the people

therefore, when they heard this saying, said, ' Of a truth

this is the Prophet' (v. 41). Others said, 'This is the

Christ.' But some said, ' Shall Christ come out of Galilee ?

(v. 42). Hath not the Scripture said, That Christ cometh

of the seed of David, and out of the town of Bethlehem,

where David was ? ' (v. 43). So there arose a division

1 Matt. ii. 23, xiii. 54, xxvi. 71 ; Lu. iv. 16, xviii. 37 ; Acts ii. 22,

iii. 6.
a Lu. iv. 16 ; Matt. ii. 23. 3 Mark i. 9 24 vi. 1, xiv. 67.

* John i. 46, xviii. 4, 7, xix. 19.
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among the people because of Him (». 44). And some of

them would have taken Him, but no man laid hands on

Him." It is argued that the speakers in vv. 41, 42 appear

on the one hand to take our Lord's Galilean origin for

granted, and on the other expressly to deny that He was

born at Bethlehem. I will not now press the argument

that the words probably have nothing at all to do with

Bethlehem as the birthplace of the Messiah, and that on

the contrary the aXAot appear to take offence at our

Lord's having first come forward as the Christ in Galilee,

instead of proceeding direct from Bethlehem ; even as

David, the type of the Messiah, was called from Bethlehem

to be King of Israel.1 This view may be supported by

observing that Bethlehem appears to be cited by the

relative clause oirov Aav'tS, " whore David was," as

the place of the Messiah's abode ; while, if His birthplace

had been intended, this must have been indicated more

precisely by the words K<l>fi.tj 56 ev rjv AaviS, "whence

David was." But even if we allow that the words have

reference to Bethlehem as the Messiah's birthplace, can

any conclusion be drawn from the fact that there were

some Jews to whom He was only known as the "Nazarene,"

and not also as the Bethlehemite ? Strauss himself is

reasonable enough to allow that on the expression of

doubts of this nature, which perhaps never reached His

ears, and at any rate were not directly addressed to Him,

our Lord was not called on to break in and explain how

the truth really stood. "But," says he, "if John had

not entertained the same opinion with them, he would

certainly have added some remark in way of refutation or

explanation, as he has done at verse 39." "Might have

added," he ought to have said. And yet what necessity

was there for his doing this? John himself describes

these as the words of strangers, and even enemies to

Christ : and could any reader really imagine that the

Evangelist made himself answerable for the truth of such

statements?2 Besides, it being John's object to depict

the life of our Lord, he is not in the habit of appending

1 1 Sam. xvi.

2 See Joh. vii. 52, and compare p. 3C, note I.
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any remarks of his own in explanation or confirmation of

the words of any but Christ Himself,1 except in cases

where he can shew how even His enemies were compelled

under a higher necessity to help forward the fulfilment of

the Divine purpose.2

But the fact of most importance in this enquiry is that

John has himself in a particular passage expressly con

firmed the statement of the Synoptists that our Lord was

born at Bethlehem. I refer to the much canvassed

passage, John iv. 44. It is certainly true that the pre

vailing interpretation of this verse refers iSta irarpls to

Galilee, or at any rate to a place in Galilee, Nazareth.

And yet the ablest commentators who have adopted this

view have laboured ineffectually to explain how the word

ydp connects this verse with v. 43, and to shew its connec

tion generally with the verses that precede and follow it.

Meyer's view is that v. 44 contains the reason for our

Lord's having allowed so long an interval to elapse before

returning to Galilee. But to say nothing of the fact that

it is on the contrary a leading purpose with John to shew

what circumstances influenced our Lord to carry on His

ministry at such an early period and for so long a time in

Galilee, to the seeming neglect of the inhabitants of Judea,

the main subject of the passage, and consequently the

leading idea which has to be explained by ydp, is only

brought in at v. 43. Tholuck assumes that " the causal ydp

sometimes precedes the clause, the cause of which is to

be assigned. John's object may have been to give his

ffeason for mentioning the friendly reception given Him

by the Galileans, viz. that our Lord had on a former

occasion testified the contrary of His native country." s

The causal yap, however, can hardly ever be allowed to

precede, as in this instance ; and even if that were con

ceivable, we could extract no satisfactory sense by placing

v. 44 after eScfavro avrov ol TaXiXaTot. This is only the

case if the idea of a quotation is interpolated, and the

principal emphasis laid upon it. OlshausSn refers to v. 46

1 See Joh. vii. 39, also ii. 21, 22, viii. 27, xi. 13, xii. 33, xviii. 9, etc

2 Joh. xi. 51, xix. 32, compared with xix. 21, 22.

8 Commentary on John's Gospel, pp. 144, 145 (Clark's ed.).
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for the clearer definition of eh rrjv Ta\., "He went to

Galilee, i.e. to Cana and not to Nazareth." But how can

it be allowable to complete a sentence arbitrarily from

that which follows, and then add the key-words " not to

Nazareth " entirely out of one's own head ? When we

come to eh rrjv TakiXaiav in v. 43 the same additions

would be equally necessary, or at least we ought to find

Kava instead of YaXiXaiav. For the words ore r/XOtv

are immediately followed by e&i£avro airov, i.e. by the

mention of the friendly reception given our Lord by the

Galileans ; while without doubt Nazareth was a city of

Galilee. My revered preceptor also, Dr. Lttcke, who in

the second edition of his Commentary had interpreted iSta

Trarpii of Judea, in his third edition understands it of

Galilee. His mode of interpreting the verse is as follows :

"For He Himself (not merely others who had made the

experiment) testified (whether then or previously is not

stated) of the Galileans that a prophet, etc." His view is

that the whole sentence is to be taken independently of

v. 43 as a preliminary explanation referring to the whole

of the following narrative : which seems to be very harsh.

Besides, if we take the words thus generally, can we say

that they express the truth ? Can it be said of Galilee in

particular that Jesus had no honour there ? Lticke urges

that our Lord did not meet with the proper kind of

honour from the Galileans. " On His return from Jeru

salem," he says, " the Galileans gave Him a friendly

reception, but only on account of His miracles which they

had seen in Jerusalem at the Feast, not as a Prophet on

His own word." But if such a censure was intended,

would it have been expressed in such words as those

of v. 45 ?

But why is it necessary that we should understand the

words either of Galilee or Nazareth at all? The chief

argument for this is certainly that the same verdict is

pronounced by our Lord, according to the Synoptical

Gospels, on Nazareth.1 And yet this will scarcely hinder

us from examining the sense in which the proverb is used

in John, since he is certainly the best interpreter of his

1 Lu. iv. 24 ; Mark vi. 4 ; Matt. xiii. 37.
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own words. Besides, if the parallel passages in the

Synoptical Gospels are to be considered decisive, we should

be driven to adopt Olshausen's view, and interpret traTpU

of Nazareth, and not of the whole of Galilee.1 Let us,

therefore, examine the context in John. The connection

of the sentences shews that the yap in v. 44 must supply

the reason for our Lord's going to Galilee, v. 43. Surely,

then, we may well think that the very last place that can

be identified with the TraTpfe, the contempt of which led

Him to leave it and depart to Galilee, is Galilee itself.

We arrive at the same conclusion when we consider that it

is not till after v. 44 (i.e. v. 45) that we read of what took

place on the arrival of our Lord at Galilee (the clause ore

ovv rj\0ev eis t. TaX. must evidently be immediately con

nected with aTnj\6ev eZs TaX.), and also that, as we learn

from v. 45, it was by the Galileans themselves that He

was honoured and gladly received (iStgavro airbv).

Having then excluded Galilee, let us consider whether

what immediately precedes will allow us to interpret

rraTpU of Samaria. This was certainly the district of

Palestine, in which our Lord was sojourning at the time

there referred to, and from it Ho passed direct into Galilee.2

But though the name Sa/iapetnys is on one occasion applied

to our Lord in contempt,3 we find nothing in the Synoptists

nor in John, to indicate that He was born or brought up

in Samaria. Besides, it is impossible that Samaria can be

intended by the TraTpis here spoken of, inasmuch as He

had tarried there scarcely more than two days, and had

been gladly welcomed by the people of the place, w. 39—

42 ; while the woman of Samaria with whom He conversed

at Jacob's well calls Him "a Jew," and expresses her

surprise that He should ask drink of her, v. 9. Besides,

1 Further on in this work we shall see that the contemptuous

treatment which, according to the Synoptists, our Lord met with in

Nazareth, which led to His applying to Himself the proverb of the

Prophet, must be placed at a later period than the journey into Galilee

related by John here.

2 See the opening words of v. 43, /ierh, Si t&s Suo ripepas. . . .

IxeWfv, the explanatory words v. 40, and the detailed account of our

Lord's journey through Samaria, vv. 4—12.

8 Joh. viii. 48.
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the journey through Samaria is spoken of merely as one

Ho " needs must " take, v. 4, inasmuch as it lay on the

road, while all mention of the province itself is entirely

omitted, both at the beginning and the end of tho nar

rative, since it was merely the middle stago of the journey.

Since then neither Galilee nor Samaria can bo identified

with tho ZSia irarpis rov 'Irjaov, it follows that the place

•intended must have been Judea.1 - The sense of the

passage according to our interpretation, suits Judea

perfectly, " Jesus went out of Judea into Galilee, for Jesus

Himself testified (viz. by tho reception given Him) to the

truth of the proverb, ' A prophet hath no honour in his own

country.' " The samo reason, viz. His rejection by tho

dominant party in Judea, i.e. tho Pharisees, is also

assigned by John, at the beginning of the chapter,2 for

our Lord's leaving Judea for Galileo, while we see from

John ii. 23—25, as well as from the fact that Nicodemus

was compelled to go to Him for instruction by night,3

what was the nature of His reception at an early period

of His ministry.

The importance given by John to representing Judea

as the original object of our Lord's ministry—the reason of

which we have already seen—is clearly indicated by his

seeking once and again to give the grounds of our Lord's

determination to leave Judea for Galilee.4

1 [Wieseler's conclusion will hardly meet with general acceptance.

Cf. Bp. Ellicott, Historical Lectures, p. 133, note 1 : " That iraTpiSi

does not refer to Judrea (Origen and Wieseler), but to Galilee, seems

almost certain from the mention of Ta\i\aia both in the preceding and

succeeding verses. The force of the yap is however less easy to decide

on, but is perhaps to be sought for in the fact that our Lord stayed

so short a time with the Samaritans, and avoided rather than courted

popularity." See in illustration of this Joh. iv. 1, 3, and cf. Maurice,

Gospel of St. John, p. 137. Meyer's explanation of this difficult passage

is to this effect. Our Lord having received no honour in His own

country, Galilee, had left it in order to announce and substantiate

His prophetic character at Jerusalem; and now the obstacle being

removed and the credentials secured, He returned, and the Galileans

received Him, having witnessed the miracles that Ho had done at

this feast. It has been truly remarked that few points in the Gospels

are so difficult as the exact reference of St. John's use of yip. Cf.

also Ewald, Chr. p. 172 ; Tischeudorf, Syn. Ev. p. xxvi.—Tn.]

8 Joh. iv. X. 3 Joh. iii. 1,2. * Joh. iv. 1—3, 43, 44.
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Besides, if our interpretation be accepted, all discrepancy

between John and the Synoptists is removed, since the

proverbial expression, " A propbet hath no honour in his

own country," becomes nothing more than a remark of the

Evangelist, while according to the Synoptists it was spoken

by Christ Himself. It is some encouragement to lis to

find that even such unprejudiced writers as Dr. Schwegler 1

have identified ZSi'a varpis with Judea. He, however, is

of opinion that Judea is so called, not as being our Lord's

birthplace, but as the country where, according to John's

view, He had spent a considerable time : very much, that

is, as the Synoptists apply the same term to Nazareth.

But when we remember that, even according to John's

narrative, our Lord had not spent more than about three

quarters of a year in all in Judea, between the commence

ment of His ministry in Galilee and the date of the events

recorded, John iv. 44, and that without ever settling down

there, but leaving it just as His duties as a Teacher might

require, and consider that even if a residence of so short a

duration and unsettled a character could have made Judea

His Tra-rpts, the proverb clearly could not have been applied'

to a irarpk of this kind, we must designate such an ex

pedient a mere subterfuge to avoid the necessity of ex-

, hibiting too favourable an evidence of the harmony, and

therefore of the credibility of the Gospel history. If then

we may conclude that Judea is really meant in this

passage, and that as being the country of our Lord's birth,

it follows that John, as well as the Synoptists, must have

regarded Bethlehem as His birthplace. Certainly no one

has even yet dreamt of claiming this for any other Judean

town. And this testimony of his is strengthened if

possible, if we suppose the writer of the Gospel to be the

Apostle John, since he was " the disciple whom Jesus

loved," during His life upon earth,2 and who subsequently

received His mother to his own home,3 and was also,

through his mother Salome (the sister of our Lord's

mother), first cousin to Jesus,4 and therefore, must

1 Theol. Jalirhuch von Zeller, Part I. p. 161.

2 Joh. xiii. 22—25. » Joh. xix. 27.

4 See my article, " The Sona of Zebedee, Cousins of our Lord," Stud,

u. Critih. 1840, Part in. p. 180.
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unquestionably have known where Jesus was horn. It

also deserves remark, that the words which, interpreted

naturally, decide the point, occur only incidentally and

entirely without any such design, and (to refer to the

objections of certain critics) without any direct reference

to Bethlehem, or to the prophecy of Micah, which gives

them so much offence.

We may add that the majority of the Fathers of the

Church agree in the view that Nazareth was Joseph's

original place of residence, while Bethlehem was the home

of his family and the birthplace of Jesus : so Justin : 1

Ave)*rj\v6ev (I(o(rri<f>) airo Na£aptr ivOa a>Kei cis B^^Xcc/a 56ev

Tjv2 airoypdi(/a(Tdar diro yap rrjs KaroiKovcrrjs rr/v yrjv iKttvrpr

tfrvXrjs 'Iov8a to yeVos rjv : where however Credner 3 is dis

posed erroneously to consider Bethlehem as the birthplace

of Jesus, but not as the home of Joseph's family.

CHAPTEK II.

WHEN WAS CHRIST BORN?

The enquiry as to the year of Christ's birth is one of

very considerable importance for the chronological

arrangement of the present section, as well as of the

Gospel history in general; and inasmuch as this epoch,

from the time of Dionysius Exiguus, i.e. from the sixth

century, has been taken, as is well known, for the start

ing-point of the Christian era, it has repeatedly received

a thorough investigation. "With the view of making our

progress sure, we propose first to treat of the year in which

1 Dial. c. Tryph. 78.

1 Cf. Luke ii. The words 8fl«v ?iv seem to me to be explained by

ydp. If Credner's interpretation were correct, nothing more would

have been added than that the home of His family was also the place

of His birth.

» Beitrag. zur Einleit. in das N. T. I. 217.

E
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Jesus must have been born, and then in the second place

enquire whether anything can be accurately determined
•with regard to the month and the day.

In the first place therefore let us enquire in what year

Christ was born. The first year of our chronology,

dating from the birth of Christ, or of the Dionysian era,

corresponds with the year 754 a.u.c. according to the

chronology of Varro,1 or 4714 of the Julian period.

Dionysius' indeed, as Ideler,2 following Sanclemente, has

pointed out, placed the birth of Christ at the- close of

754 a.u.c. ; and his view has lately been adopted by

Hase,3 even though he is unable to accept the credibility

of the Gospel narratives. However, at the present time

there as an almost universal conviction of the erroneous-

ness of this date. Let us examine into the grounds of

this general rejection, and then enquire whether a better

can be substituted for it.

We have in our Gospels four data on which our dis

cussion is based. (1) The reign of King Herod, the father

of Archelaus ; 4 (2) the appearance of the Star of the Wise

Men, and their arrival at Jerusalem ; 6 (3) the Census in

Judea under Augiistus ; 6 (4) the thirty years of our Lord's

age at the commencement of His ministry. The first,

third, and fourth of these data alone have the definite

object of fixing a date ; and as they are all to be found in

Luke's Gospel, we have at once an evidence of the stricter

chronological character of his narrative. The accuracy of

the conclusions which we derive from the separate con

sideration of these four data will depend on their agree

ment : and if all our investigations lead to one and the

1 Hero and throughout our work we calculate according to the

years from the building of Rome (a.c.c.) in order that we may have a

fixed standard distinct from the birth of Christ, by which to measure

the real years of Christ. The years a.tj.c. can be readily transformed

into years of the erroneous but universally accepted Christian era.

[The rule may be thus given—if the year a.u.c. be less than 754

subtract the years from 754, and the remainder will be the year B.C. :

if the year be not less than 754 subtract 753 from it, and the remainder

will be the years a.d.—Tr.]
s Eandbuch der Chronol. n. 383. Ideler's learned investigation of

this question deserves to be generally consulted.
 

' Matt. ii. 1 ; of. Luke i. 5.
■ Luke ii. 1.• Matt. ii. 2, 7, 16.
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same result, and this be confirmed by a complete chrono

logical system embracing . the Gospel history, it will be

scarcely possible to question its correctness.

L First Datum. Christ must have been born during

the reign of Herod the Great.1 How long then did Herod

reign, and when did he die ? The historian Josephus, who

as a Jew by birth has on this' point a special authority,

records 2 that Herod died in the thirty-seventh year after

his appointment as king through Eoman influence (i.e. by

Antony and Octavius by virtue of a decree of the Senate),

and in the thirty-fourth year from the death of Antigonus,

i.e. the commencement of his real sovereignty. This event,

which is mentioned Antiq. xiv. 14. 5, falls (according to

the two notes of time there given, viz. the 1 84th Olympiad,

and the consulate of Cn. Domitius Calvinus (for the second

time) and C. Asinius Pollio) in 714 A.u.c., and with this

the third note of time agrees, viz. that Herod was raised to

the throne by the joint influence of Antony and Octavius

(though principally by that of the former), since their

reconciliation took place immediately after the death of

the haughty Fulvia, i.e. according to Dio Cassius,8 at the

beginning of 714 A.u.c. On the other hand, the death of

Antigonus, and the conquest of Jerusalem by Herod and the

Romans, took place, according to Josephus,4 in 717 a.u.c.;6

and as Josephus expressly tells us, "in the third month,"6

1 Matt. ii. 1 ; Luke i. 5. 1 Antiq. xvn. 8. 1, de Bell. Jud. i. 32. 8.

* xi.vm. 43. 4 Antiq. xiv. 16.
s Dion Cassius erroneously places the taking of Jerusalem in the

consulship of Claudius and Norbanus, i.e. 716 a.u.c. See Ideler,

Bdbch. d. Chronol. n. p. 390, and Anger, «.s. p. 7.

4 The passage contains the following notes of time : tmtne&ovTos ir

'Pcofiv McfpKM 'Ayplirira Kal Kavivlov TdWov, inl tt)s ir€jii7rri)s Kal

hy$oi)KO(TTTjS Kal tKaroarris 'OXvfmitiSas Tip rpfotf) finvi, rp topry rrjs

vn<rrelas Sxrirep 4k Trepnpoirqs tt/s yevoptvn? 4icl Xlofmiftov tois 'lovSaiois

Mfjitpopas—Kal yap vir* 4ksIvov ttj auTT? kaKwuav rtfiepa—juerci frn elKOtfi

Kal k-mi. Anger, p. 191 sq. gives a different month, placing the

capture on the 10th of Tisri. His reasons are as follows : (1) Antigo

nus is said, Joseph. Ant. xx. 10, to have reigned three years and a

quarter in all. Now since his reign began shortly after Pentecost,

714 A.u.c. (Ant. xiv. 13. 10), it must have lasted beyond Sivan, 717

A.n.c. This argument is a complete misconception of the principle

adopted by the Jews in dating the regnal years of their monarchs, of

whioh more hereafter. According to this principle, Antigonus, even
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(Sivan), i.e. June or July. In accordance with these data

the majority of the chronolqgers of the present day

if his reign did not begin till Pentecost 714, had reigned three years

up to Nisan, 717 A.u.o. Consequently three years and three months
•would bring us exactly to the third month, Sivan, 717 A.u.o. (2) Anger

is of opinion that the words iopr^i Tijs vqarfias can only be interpreted

of the Fast-day proper, the Day of Atonement, or the 10th of Tisri.

But the fast-day mentioned here is expressly stated to have been one

in the third month, i.e. in Sivan, and not in Tisri. The conjectures by

which it has been endeavoured to evade this mention of the third

month will hardly meet with acceptation. Anger's idea is that the

words Ttf TfWif imrl, the month of the taking of Jerusalem by Pompey,

may have slipt into the text lrom Ant. xiv. 4. 3. This appears to me

all the more unlikely, since if taken in the sense it bears in the 6ther

passage it would here have no meaning at all. Jost again (Gesch. d.

Israelit. Vol. I. Appendix, p. 27 sq.) would understand it of the third

month of Antigonus. This, however, setting chronology aside, cannot

be, since it is the third month absolutely that is spoken of. On the

other hand, it is granted that Tip toi't^i finul cannot possibly be

interpreted in this passage of the third month of the siege of Jerusalem

by Herod and the Romans, which according to Josephus lasted till the

fifth month, because in Ant. xiv. 4. 3, we are compelled by the

parallel passage de Bell. Jud. I. 7. 4, t$ Tptrtp unvl tijs no\iopKlas,

to give it that interpretation. But if we interpret irepl rplrov

fif/va in this passage of the third month of the Jewish year, we should

in the parallel passage, considering rfjs ToXiOpxlas as genuine, besides

the statement that Jerusalem was besieged up to the third month,

which would be presupposed, only receive the additional information

that the siege had begun in the first month or Nisan. This agrees

perfectly with the narrative of Josephus, Ant. xiv. 3. 2, where we find

that Pompey had commenced his campaign with the first appear

ance of Spring, ivitXTafiivov rov capos avaXafihv t}\v tivvafitv 4k tuv

XciiiaSlar, and it is very unlikely that his easy expeditions to Damascus

and Cselo-Syria could have deferred his attack on Jerusalem to the

fifth month, which would be the case if, as Anger supposes, the city

was not taken until Tisri, or the seventh month. The principal weight

of Anger's interpretation resides, however, in the note of time, rfj

iopTfi TTjs yriarflas, which appears in both passages, Ant. xiv. 16.4, and

4. 3, after the mention of the third month. For though after the

Captivity the Jews had many public fasts (cf. Winer, R. W.ll. "Fasten")

it has hitherto proved impossible to point out one occurring in the

third month, or Sivan. Scaliger, who is followed by Casaubon, contrary

to all MSS. reads 7repl riraproy nyva, and Ussher, Annates ad A.M.

3940, p. 427, interprets the third month of Kisleu, and, in opposition

to Josephus' uniform mode of calculation, makes Tisri, which was

certainly the beginning of the Jewish civil year, the first month. Anger

has been forestalled in his view by Petavius and Stephan le Moyne,

Observationeg in V. S. We may however find means to render the

existence of such a fast-day in Sivan credible. In the month of Sivan,
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correctly place the death of Herod at the commence

ment of 750 A.u.c., and only a few (e.g. Paulus) in

751 A.u.c. But the writers who have sought to estab

lish this latter date have too commonly overlooked

the fact that in his chronology Josephus follows the well-

known principle of the Talmud,1 in reckoning the years

of the Jewish rulers from Nisan to Nisan ; and that in

such a manner that even every single day before and after

that month is reckoned as equal to a complete year. Let

me bring forward a few examples in proof of this.

One example we have already seen in the preceding

note in the three years and three months of Antigonus.

Another far more striking example occurs in the

same passage, where Jerusalem is said to have been

taken the same day on which it was taken by Pompey

twenty-seven years before. This however took place

691 a.u.c, and the other 717 A.u.c. Consequently, ac

cording to the ordinary mode of reckoning, there was only

an interval of twenty-six years between the two captures,

and Josephus has made a mistake of one whole year in

his reckoning.2 But we gain just this additional year

161 B.C. the offering of the daily sacrifice was abolished by Antiochus

Epiphanes, an unhallowed state of things which lasted till the 25th

of Kisleu, 165 B.C., when the temple was dedicated by Judas

Maccabseus. This gives the three-and-a-half years, Dan. ix. 27, xii. 7,

11, cf. xi. 31, for the terminm ad quern of which, this dedication of the

temple must be taken. (See my work, Zur Audeg. u. Kritik. d.

Apohalypt. Litteratur. des A. u. N. T. 1839, p. 109.) As the Feast of

the Dedication was introduced as a memorial of the end of this

calamitous period, so the Fast was established for the penitential

remembrance of its commencement.

1 Gemara Bab. tract, rsen wni. c. 1, fol. 3, p. 1. ed. Amstel. nt

ID'JD nbx D'dW? orb pjio, " non numerant in regibus nisi a Nisano."

n^n 13» Ninn 'l ton, "dixit B. Chasda: hoc non docent

nisi de regibus Israelitarum." Ibid. fol. 2, p. 2. d'DTO^> ravn eni )D':

awn raw n:»a irm on. " Nisan initium anni regibus ; ac dies quidem

unus in anno iustar anni computatur." Ibid. raw rnoa ins* dv

raw aiwn, "unus dies in anni fine pro anno numeratur." Cf. Anger,

p. 9, whom however this mode of calculation in Josephus has escaped.

2 Anger, it is true, admits, p. 9, " Josephum 'aliquando vel unum

diem post annum plenum pro anno integro sumere," and quotes this

example in his note. I do not however see whence he gets the one

day more, " annos viginti sex cum die uno," since the passages in
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if we reckon according to the rule of the Talmudists, for

then the period from the taking of Jerusalem, i.e. from

Sivan, 691, to Nisan, 692, is equal to a year, and the period

from Nisan to Sivan, 717, is again equal to a year, so that

a period of not more than one year, according to ordinary

computation, becomes equal to two. Again, Josephus 1

reckons from the commencement of the reign of Herod to

the destruction of the Temple under Titus, i.e. from

Sivan, 717, to the 10th of Abi, 823, a hundred and seven

years. But according to ordinary computation this period

amounts to no more than a hundred and six years, and

between one and two months ; while if we agree with

Anger in placing the commencement of the reign of

Herod on the 10th of Tisri, it is not so much as 106 years.

But I will not weary my readers with any more examples.

The principle may be at once practically verified in tho

reign of Herod and his immediate successors, and I hope

that by its recognition this portion also of the chronology

of Josephus will become perfectly intelligible. Let us

then now turn back to the two chronological data for the

death of Herod which we find in Ant. xvn. 8. 1. Thirty-

four years after the taking of Jerusalem in Sivan,

717 A.u.c., since the thirty-third year ends before the 1st

of Nisan, 750 a.u.c, only brings us to the commencement

of Nisan in that year. The same result is obtained from the

second datum, viz. that Herod died thirty-seven years after

his appointment as king in 714 a.u.c, which appointment

however we see from the corresponding datum quoted

Josephus tells us that Jerusalem was taken on the same day. On this

account others who have likewise not adopted the Jewish mode of

reckoning from Nisan described above, have boldly written " 26 years "

for 27 (e.g. Haverkamp in his edition of Josephus). Yet even

admitting the one day, who in ordinary reckoning would mak e one

day equivalent to a year ? The single example adduced by Anger,

p. 10, note 6, is very plausible, but in my opinion, apart from its

being a solitary one, not conclusive. We need only suppose that tho

words tt)s apxvs SwSckiitov eros irtirXTipaKiis, Ant. xx. 7. 1, indicate the

Nisan of 53 a.d. to arrive at the conclusion that Agrippa could not

have become master of Chalcis before Nisan, 50 a.d. Under this

hypothesis he would, according to the calculation we have adopted,

have still been, in the month Artemisius 66 a.d. when the Jewish

war began, in the 17th vear of his reign, as is asserted Joseph.

de B. J. u. 14. 4. 1 Antiq. xx. 10.
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above, the terminus a quo of which can bo determined even

to its very month (Sivan),1 cannot at the earliest have

taken place before the 1st of Nisan, 714 a.u.c.

An examination of the regnal years of Herod Antipas,

and Archelaus, the sons and immediate successors of

Herod the Great, supplies a proof of the correctness of

this mode of calculation. The former, as has been shewn

by Noris,2 was banished by Caligula to Lyons, about the

autumn of 792 a.u.c.,3 in the forty-third year of his reign.4

The forty-third year of his reign began on the first of

Nisan, 792 a.u.c, and if from this date we subtract the

remaining forty-two years, we shall arrive at the same

date, 750 A.u.c, though not later than the first of Nisan of

this year.

Archelaus, according to Dion Cassius,5 was banished

by Augustus to Vienne in the consulship of M. iEmilius

Lepidus and L. Arruntius, i.e. in 759 a.u.c : according to

Josephus,0 in the tenth, or, as he says elsewhere7—deviating

a little from the mode of reckoning he usually adopts, on

account of the introduction of the dream of the nine full

ears—in the ninth year of his reign, i.e. after he had reigned

nine years and a little over. These nine years reach from

the first of Nisan, 750 A.u.c, to the first of Nisan, 759 a.u.c. ;

and we get the ten years required if he was not banished

till after the first of Nisan, 759 A.u.c.8 All these data

1 It would have no effect on this conclusion if we were to adopt

Sivan instead of Tisri, for unless Herod's reign began before Nisan,

717, his 34th year would not end before Nisan, 750. In this case,

however, the commencement of the 37th year of his reign must also be

placed before Nisan, 714 a.u.c.

2 JSpistol. ad P. Ant. Pagium deNummis Herodis Ant. Opp. u. 646—

665."
s Cf. Joseph, Ant. zvm. 7. 2.

4 There are three of his coins bearing the inscription HPnAHS

TETPAPXH2 L. Mr, corresponding to the 43rd year of his reign.

Valliant and Galland assert that they had seen another coin with the

date MA, but its existence has with justice been questioned. Eckhel,

Doctr. Numin. Vett. Vol. in. p. 486—489. Sancleniente, De Vulg.
Mr. Emend, in. 1. s lv. 27.

6 Ant. xvn. 13. 2 ; cf. Vita, § 1. 7 De Bell. Jud. n. 7. 3.

8 With this the statement of Josephus agrees, Ant. xvm. 2. 1, that

the census of Quirinus was held in the 37th year after the battle

of Actiuin. This battle took place on Sept. 2, 723 A.U.C. 31 a.d. (Dioj
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lead to the conclusion that the death of Herod the Great

cannot be placed earlier than the first of Nisan, 750 a.u.c,

or later than the first of Nisan, 751 a.u.c. Between these

two termini, however, the day of Herod's death may be still

more accurately fixed. The Passover, i.e. the fifteenth of

Nisan, occurred immediately after the death of Herod,1

and before this came the funeral feast of seven days'

duration, which Archelaus appointed in honour of his

father.2 Consequently the death of Herod took place

about seven days before the Passover of 750, and there

fore in the first eight days of Nisan, 750 A.u.c.3 A

remarkable confirmation of this view appears in the fact

recorded by Josephus, that an eclipse of the moon occurred

a short time before Herod's death.4 Now Ideler and

Wurm have proved that such an eclipse of the moon,

visible at Jerusalem, actually occurred at that time, in the

night between the 12th and 13th of March, and according to

Ideler6 in the night between the 12th and 13th of March,

beginning 1 h. 48 m., and ending 4 h. 12 m. The full-

moon of Nisan, i.e. the 15th of Nisan, occurred in 750 a.u.c,

on the 12th of April.8 If therefore, as we have seen above,

li. 1 ; l. 10), which would make the 37th year commence on Sept. 2,

759 A.u.c. 1 Joseph. Antiq. xvn. 9. 3.

2 Joseph. Ant. xvn. 8. 4 ; de Sell. Jud. II. 1.

3 Some chronologists, e.g. Ussher, Annal. Vet. et Nov. Test. IV. A.C.

p. 570. Noris, p. 654, relying on the Apocryphal statement concerning

the day of Herod's death (Tract. ITjpn rhxo at the 7th Kisleu), place it

on Nov. 25. This is controverted by Ideler, Sandbuch d. Chronol.

Vol. n. p. 393, and Anger, p. 9.

4 Ant. xvn. 6. 4.

5 Handbuch d. Chronol. Vol. n. p. 392. Cf. Wurm in Bengel's

Archiv, Vol. H. p. 54. Wurm, considering that an astronomical datum

furnished a basis superior to all doubt, undertook the praiseworthy

labour of calculating all the lunar eclipses from 6 B.C. to 1 B.C., and

has tabulated the results. He shews that in the year 750 the only

lunar eclipse visible at Jerusalem was that already mentioned, and

that in 750—the only two years which can enter into consideration

for the year of Herod's death—there was not one. The next preceding

eclipse of the moon visible at Jerusalem had been on Sept. 15, 749

A.u.c. This supplies another clear proof that Herod must have died

at Easter 750.

6 See Piper, De Externa Vitse Jem Chronologia recte constituenda.

Gott. 1835, iv. p. 25. I must beg once for all to refer for calculations

regarding the Passover to my Excursus at the end of the Volume.
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Herod died some seven days before this, and consequently

at the beginning of April, this note of time would har

monize most excellently with the date of the eclipse of the

moon. Since then all these dates combine to prov.e that

Herod died in the first days of Nisan, 750 A.u.c, it follows

that since Jesus was born during his reign, His birth

must in any case have taken place before Nisan, 750 a.u.c,

and therefore the era of Dionysius must reckon at least

four years too little. This also is the view now generally

accepted by chronologers, though some, Anger for example,

are of opinion that the matter is one which cannot be

determined with any precision.

II. Second Datum, or " the Star of the wise men." 1 The

examination of this datum furnishes us with a still more

precise result. It must certainly be confessed that this,

which we may call " the Philosopher's Star," has often

been considered as hopeless of discovery as " the Philoso

pher's Stone." Yet it is self-evident that a prejudice of

this kind, at least in so far as it is nothing more than an

a priori assumption of the incredibility of the Gospel

narrative, should not hinder us from enquiring whether

or no it is possible to fix the date of its appearance.

The first question that arises is, whether the narrative

itself permits, or even obliges, us to conceive of a single

real star, or a group of real stars ; since, of course, it

is under this hypothesis alone that its appearance can

be brought under astronomical calculations. If however,

as many suppose, it was a mythical or historical meteor

of extraordinary nature, supernaturally created for a

temporary purpose, such calculations must be regarded as

a priori impossible.

But the following reasons plainly prove that the star

in question was a real one, to be determined by the aid of

astronomy. (1) The star was first noticed and its signi

fication perceived by Magi, i.e. according to the then

acceptation of the word, astronomers or astrologers by

profession. But why Magi, and why is this designation

brought forward so prominently, to the exclusion of every

other name, if the phenomenon were one which any un-

1 Matt. ii. 1—22.
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professional observer could have noticed just as well ? (2)

Besides, in the text there is not a single word to lead us

to infer that the ao-Trjp there mentioned either was, or was

spoken of, as a miraculous phenomenon : what right then

have we to assume that it was so? (3) Supposing that

it was a special miraculous phenomenon, it • is evident

that it would have been necessary for the Magi to have

received an extraordinary revelation to enable them to

recognize it as something betokening a birth, and this

birth that of the Jewish Messiah. Now there is not a

word of any such revelation in the text. Nay, even Herod

himself " was troubled " on simply hearing of the appear

ance of the star at that time, but did not express the

slightest doubt that it was necessarily connected with the

birth of the Messiah. (4) Further, everything that is said

of it leads to the conclusion that it was an ordinary star.

This is the purport of the words iv rfj avaroXij, whether we

prefer to interpret them with Ideler,1 of " the East," i.e.

" the Eastern quarter of the heavens," or, as is more proba

ble, " of the rising of the star or constellation " for which

avariXXeiv is the ordinary expression. Again, the word

Trpodyeiv (v. 9), denoting the motion of the star in the

sky in the direction of Bethlehem, to which the Magi too

were then going, and the use of a-Trjyai for standing above

a country, or a place (v. 9), lead to the same conclusion.2

The view that the star was no extraordinary phenomenon

receives additional support from the fact that it appeared

1 Ideler, who identifies the star with a conjunction of Jupiter and

Saturn, interprets uvaroKij of its first occurrence, which took place in

the East. As we agree with the view of a conjunction of the planets,

we have no positive objection to urge against this. Such a meaning

can, however, be hardly elicited from the text. For what connection

has the mention of the Eastern quarter of the heavens in v. 2 with

the enquiry, " Where is he that is born king of the Jews ? " while, on

the other hand, the rising (avaTohit) of the star was in the view of

astrologers undeniably connected with the birth of the Messiah.

The enquiry of Herod, also, concerning the time of toTi (tmivouzvov

iffTcpoi may perhaps be explained by this reference to their acquaint

ance with that avaroKi], since their reply to it would depend on the

existence of this knowledge.

2 Josephus in a similar way says, Inrep rV *6\iv iarpov iart\ fioiitpabf

■xapairxiiaiov, De Bell. Jud. vi. 5. 3, without wishing to imply that the

star remained fixed over the city.
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to the Magi not only in their own home,1 but also subse

quently when they were on their way to Bethlehem,

which we see, from verse 16, must have been two years

subsequent to its first appearance to them.2

The language used in v. 2 enables us to arrive at a still

more definite conclusion with regard to the nature of the

Star. It is there called the Star of the Messiah (6 do-njp

airov, sc. tov /3a<riX«os t. 'IovS.), and since it was this

which had led them to the conclusion that the Messiah

bad been born, they must have deemed that in an astro

logical point of view it had reference to Him. Now we

know that calculators of nativities foretold the destiny of

individuals according to the disposition and course of

real stars.

For these reasons there appear to be sufficient grounds

for holding that the language of Matthew not only allows,

but obliges us to base one section of our investigation

into the true date of the year of our Lord's birth on

astronomical calculations, derived from the appearance of

" the Star in the East," recorded by him.

Let us now enquire whether by means of the history of

the Messianic expectations then entertained, or of astrology,

1 Matt. ii. 2.

2 It ia strange that the words in v. 16, hth Sierouj ko! Kmwrlpm,

should have led several writers—e.g. Lardner and Munter—to the

belief that Christ attained His second year during Herod's lifetime,

and must therefore have been born at least two years before Herod's

death. To this it has been with justice answered, that the reason why

Herod ordered the children in Bethlehem of two years old and under

to be put to death, was not the time of our Lord's birth, of which he

could know nothing, but the time that he had ascertained by diligent

enquiry from the Wise men, i.e. as we see from v. 7, the time of the

appearing of the star. See Anger, p. 10. Herod's bloody decree,

therefore, was issued some two years after the appearing of the star,

and since this was a short time after the departure of the Magi to

their own land, vv. 12, 16, the star appeared a second time to the Magi,

after an interval of about two years. I may remark, in passing, that

under this view of the passage the objection to the credibility of the

account, grounded on the idea that such a decree was superfluously

barbarous, since Herod might have been content with the massacre of

the newly-born children, falls at once to the ground. For if he con

nected the appearance of the star, two years previously, with the birth

of the Messiah, to make sure of the destruction of the Infaut Christ,

the children of two years old were the very first to be put to death.
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we cannot establish something as to the nature of the

do-njp here spoken of. We learn from vv. 2, 3, that

Herod was the first person to whom the Magi com

municate their tale of the Star they have seen. On this

he, having privily, Xadpa, called them, enquires diligently

about the time of its appearance (v. 7), and gives them

directions with reference to the newborn Messiah. How

ever, the idea of a star, as a sign of the birth of the King

of the Jews, seems not to have originated with the Magi,

but to have already formed a constituent part of the

popular belief. For they not only speak of the Star of

the Messiah as a matter well known and universally

expected,—" We have seen His Star at its rising "—while

the hearers make no further enquiries as to its connection

with the birth of the Messiah ; but in consequence of the

intelligence brought by the Magi, " Herod and with him

all Jerusalem "—(i.e. even if the expression is used hyper-

bolically, a large part of Jerusalem, who must therefore

have believed in this connection)—were " troubled." But

even if we grant, as indeed we must do, that this narrative

proves that the Christology of that age expected the

appearance of a star as the sign of the birth of the Messiah,

still we do not at all detract from its historical- character.

Such an expectation was most natural in an age so

thoroughly devoted to astrology, and its existence may be

proved by reference to history. Winer says in his very

elaborate Article : 1 "It is well known that according to

the astrological belief of the old world, all extraordinary

events, especially the birth and death of men of high rank

or distinction, were portended by stars, especially comets,

and by constellations.2 That the Jews also connected

some celestial phenomenon with the birth of their Messiah,

can scarcely be doubted, when we consider the tendency

of the age to astrology, and remember from what an early

date the prophecy of Balaam 3 was regarded as relating to

the Messiah, though it is true that we have not any

1 B. W. B., Art. " Stern der Weisen."

2 Cf. Lucan, i. 529 ; Suet. Cues. 88 ; Seneo. Nat. Q. I. 1 ; Joseph.

Bell. Jud. vi. 5. 3; Serv. ad Virg. Eel. ix. 49; Justin, xxxvu. 2;

Lamprid. Alex. Sever. 12.

8 Numb. xxiv. 17.
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historical proof of this belief in the Star of the Messiah,

till after the Christian era." 1 Besides the passage now

before us and some Targums (whose view is shewn by

their translation of Numb. xxiv. 17), the earliest authori

ties are probably the following quotation from the Testamen-

tum xii. Patriarcharum? Kav dvareXei aarpov avrov iv ovpavia

<5)s /JacriAc'tos, tpwritpv <pws yvwtrccos, k.t.A., and the fact of

the pseudo-Messiah in the time of Hadrian, having, with

special reference to this passage in Numbers, called him

self N2Di3"13 = Son of a Star,3 and who commanded such

filled in him.

In later times this account of the Star received various

traditional embellishments, which are to be found in the

Apocryphal Gospels, and in some of the Fathers. Of these

a learned resume is given by Thilo.4

We must therefore accept it as a fact that the expecta

tion of a Star of the Messiah of this nature formed an

1 He refers to the Book " Sohar and Pesikta Sotarta." Cf. Berthold,

Christ, p. 55 sq.
s Testament. Duod. Patriarch. ; Test. Levi. 18. The Testament of the

Twelve Patriarchs was composed about 100 a.d. (See my work Zur

AusUgung u. Kritik, pp. 226, 329, note 8.) The tendency of the period

to connect the fate of mankind with the courses of the heavenly bodies

has been shewn in the endeavour to make the progress and close of

human development correspond chronologically with certain definite

cycles. The origin of this notion can hardly be made clear without

acquaintance with astronomy and astrological notions. In the above

work I have tried to throw light on some of the most obscure

portions.

3 Miinter, Jiidische Krieg unter den Kaisern Trajan u. Hadrian (" The

Jewish War under the Emperors Trajan and Hadrian"). 1821. I

have been unable, after much investigation, to discover any notice of

the date of Barcochab's birth. I may conjecture that since even the

celebrated Rabbi Akiba declared for him, and his specific Messianic

character was indicated by the surname, " Son of a Star," to be

interpreted by the prophecy of Balaam, that his birth was signalized

by the appearance of a constellation, an acquaintance with which

could not fail to throw great explanatory and confirmatory light on the

account -of the Evangelist. If I might hazard a conjecture from the

analogy of the Star of the Messiah, he must have been born 847

A.u.c. = 94 a.d., a date which would very well agree with the period of

his power as a pseudo-Messiah.

* Cod. Apocr. l. p. 390.
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integral part of the belief of the Jews at the time of our

Lord's birth. Even the mythical view cannot dispense

with it, for otherwise the origin of the narrative given by

Matthew would be quite incomprehensible.1

The credit of having been the first to employ the data

derived from astronomical and chronological calculations

respecting this ' Star, as the basis of his investigations

concerning the year of our Lord's birth, is due to the

celebrated astronomer Keppler. Several works were

published by him on this subject,2 which provoked violent

opposition from contemporary authors, e.g. Ebslin and

Sethus Calvisius. The learned Danish Bishop Miinter3

was the first to recall attention to the chronological

importance of Keppler's view, which had been for a long

time forgotten. After which it was again adopted and

expanded by the modern astronomers Pfaff,4 Schubert,5

Ideler, and Encke. At the close of 1603, the very time

that a violent controversy was raging among theologians

as to the year of our Lord's birth, a phenomenon appeared

in the sidereal heavens, which drew this celebrated

astronomer into the ranks of the combatants. On the

17th of December of that year there occurred a conjunction

of the planets Jupiter and Saturn. In the spring of 1604,

Mars also came to the same place, and, in the autumn an

entirely new body, resembling a fixed star, appeared in

the neighbourhood of those two planets at the east point of

Serpentarius,6 shining at first like a star of the first

1 Strauss, Lehen Jesu, ed. 2, p. 288. This author, however, for

reasons which it is easy to understand, draws no strong line of

demarcation between the Gospel account and later traditions concern

ing the nature of the Star.

2 Keppler's chief works were De J. Ch. Serv. nont. ver. ann. natalit.

Franc. 1606, and De ver. ann. quo astern. D. F. human natur. in Uter.

B. V. M. assumpsit, lb. 1614. He also published at Strasburg, in 1613,

a tract now seldom to be met with, giving a detailed history of the

controversy in which he had decidedly the better of all his opponents.

3 First in a pamphlet published in 1821, and then at greater length

in the often-quoted work, Der Stern der Weisen. Copenh. 1S27.

4 Das Licht u. die Weltgegenden Sammt einer Ahhandlung iiber

Planeten Conjunctionen und den Stern der drei Weisen. Bamberg. 1821,

p. 166 ff.

5 Miscellaneous Works, Vol. I. p. 71.
• Keppler, De Nova Stella in pede Serpenlarii. 1606.
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magnitude and very bright, but becoming gradually

dimmer until in October, 1605, it was scarcely visible, and

at last, in Marcb, 1606, bad totally disappeared. Keppler,

well aware tbat the astrologers of all times, and therefore

certainly also the Magi mentioned by Matthew, attached

great importance to the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn,

which recurs about every twenty years, and knowing that

for that very reason they had divided the Zodiac, which it

traverses in about 800 years, into four Trigons,1 he calcu

lated whether such a conjunction had taken place shortly

before the commencement of the era at which, according to

historical data, the birth of our Lord must be placed. He

arrived at the remarkable result that this conjunction had

happened three times in 747 a.u.c., and that in the last

half of Pisces, near the first point of Aries, while in the

spring of the following year the planet Mars also came to

the same spot. He therefore argued, that the star seen by

the Magi from the East, at the birth of Christ, was

identical with the conjunction of those three superior

planets,2 and that probably an extraordinary star, like

that which had blazed forth in the foot of Serpentarius in

his own time, was added to the group. Accordingly he

placed the birth of Jesus in the year 748 a.u.c. Ideler,

pursuing Keppler's view still further, has given us two

calculations of the conjunction of the two planets.8 The

later, and, in Encke's opinion, the more accurate of these

1 The four trigons are as follows :—

1 Aries, Leo, Sagittarius,

2 Taurus, Virgo, Capricornus

3 Gemini, Libra, Aquarius,

4 Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces.

The first of these was called the fiery, the second the earthy, the

third the aerial, the fourth the heavenly. See J. W. Pfaff, Aatrologia.

Numb. 1816, p. 119.

2 It has been objected that Matthew speaks only ofa single star, lurrtp,

not of a group of stars, &arpov. Ideler has replied that the interchange

of these two words is by no means uncommon (see for proof of this,

Miinter, p. 1 9), while, as Neander and Winer shew, no one can find any

difficulty in this, occurring in works intended for popular use. Besides,

the expected Star of the Messiah is expressly spoken of as &arpnv, e.g.

cf. Numb. xxiv. 17, LXX. and Test. xii. Patriarch, u. s.

3 Bandbuch der Chronol. Vol. n. p. 406, and his Lehrbveh der ChronoL

pp. 428, 429.
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furnishes us with the following data to determine the

three planetary conjunctions. The first took place on the

29th of May in 21° of Pisces, when the planets were

visible in the East before sunrise, and Jupiter and Saturn

were only one degree apart ; the second, on the first of

October, in 18° of Pisces ; and the third, on the 5th of

December, in 16° of Pisces. Ideler, therefore, as had been

previously done by Sanclemente on other grounds, which

Ideler accepts as valid, places the birth of Christ in

747 a.u.c.

We are however convinced that the reasons adduced for

accepting this date are invalid. For not only is it at

variance with the two chronological data we have still to

treat of, but it is directly contradicted by the Gospel

narrative itself. As we have already seen (p. 59, note 2),

the Magi did not visit Bethlehem till two years after they

had first seen the Star of the Messiah. The supposition

that Jesus was born two years before their arrival, though

not absolutely impossible if viewed independently, is also

excluded by the language of Matthew. For not only does

the entire narrative lead us to believe that the Magi came

to Bethlehem soon after his birth, v. 1, toC Se 'Irjcrov yevvrj-

6evTos...l8ov . . . irapeyevovro (cf. v. 10), but we also see that

Matthew speaks of Bethlehem as merely the temporary

dwelling-place of Joseph and Mary, not as their ordinary

residence. If therefore the arrival of the Magi must be

placed nearly contemporaneously with the birth 1 of Jesus,

and yet they did not arrive till two years after the

appearance of "the Star of the King," it follows that

1 As the Star predicted Numb. xxiv. 17 could not have been under

stood in this peculiar sense, except through a decided astrological

tendency, the expectation of the Messiah which this misconception

gave rise to cannot be regarded as an actual prophecy. Besides, aa

the importance of this Star lay in the belief of the Jews of that day,

not in the reality of our Lord's life as Messiah, no dogmatic danger

can be apprehended from the astrological character of our narrative.

Even Strauss, Vol. I. p. 267, reminds us of this, and the Fathers have

many reflections upon it. Thilo, Programma in Sacris Chr. Natal.

Hal. 1834, p. 14—17. If Matthew had regarded this star as the

fulfilment of an O. T. prophecy, ho would certainly, according to his

well-known custom (cf. i. 23, ii. 6, 15, 23, etc.), not have failed to

mention it expressly.
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since this appeared 747 A.u.c, our Lord must have been

born two years later, i.e. at earliest in the course of 749

a.u.c. ; or, if with Keppler we date from the conjunction

of Mars in the spring of 748, at latest at tho commence

ment of 750 a.u.c.

We find a remarkable proof of the astrological im

portance attached to a conjunction of the planets Jupiter

and Saturn, especially in the constellation of " Pisces,"

such as occurred in 747 A.u.c, in a passage of the learned

Eabbi Abarbanel's 1 Commentary on Daniel, entitled »yo

njJKTl, Wells of Salvation? " All changes in this sublunary

world," says he, " depend, according to astronomers, on

the changes in the positions of the planets ; and certainly

the most important are portended by the conjunction of

Jupiter and Saturn." Then he speaks of tho trigons

already mentioned, and the different periods of the con

junction, which are supposed to exercise sometimes greater

and sometimes less influence on the events of the world.

Experience alone can determine in which division of the

Zodiac the most influential conjunctions take place, but

none can have been more important than that which

happened in Pisces, 2365 a.m., three years before the

birth of Moses. He then endeavours to prove by five

cabalistical reasons that " Pisces " is the special con

stellation of the Israelites,3 after which he gives a general

1 Not having access to any copy of Abarbanel's work, I quote from

Ideler, n. p. 409, and Miinter, p. 55. Abarbanel, according to

Bartalocci, Biblioth. Rabbin. HL 874, 875, was born at Lisbon in 1437,

and died at Venice in 1508. He wrote the work I refer to in Apulia.

We hear from Miinter that Eabbi Chasdai of Alexandria, who lived in

the latter half of the eleventh century, also connected the appearance

of the Messiah with astrological observations.

2 p. 83. Amst., 1547.

3 These five reasons are given in detail by Miinter, p. 58. If

Pisces was the peculiar constellation of the Israelites, we can under

stand how it came to pass that the Magi, even though neither Jews

nor Jewish proselytes, and though ignorant of the general belief of

that age that a great King was to arise in Judea, on the appearance of

the important conjunction in that constellation, took for granted tho

birth of a king of the Jews, and at once set out for Jerusalem. See,

however, the proofs of tho wide-spread expectation of a Messiah to bo

found in Tacitus, Hist. v. 13, and Suetonius, Vespas. 4. Suetonius'

expressly says, " percrebuerat oricnte toto vetus et constans opinio

esse in fatis ut eo tempore Judfea profecti rerum potirentur."

F
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survey of the most remarkable events in the world's

history, specifying the place of each conjunction.

In conclusion he says : " A short time since (5224 a.m.

or 1463 a.d.) there again occurred one of the most

influential conjunctions of the two planets in " Pisces,"

nor can it be questioned that it will prove such as that

beheld at the birth of Moses, and will herald the birth

of the Divine Man, the Messiah.1 " Now taking into

consideration these confirmations of the astronomical

theory of the " Star of the Wise men " first broached

by Keppler, based on the language of Matthew, as

well as on the chronological views of the period, and

other documentary evidence still within our reach, I should

deem it almost a miracle if it should prove altogether

without foundation, and yet more miraculous that, if

erroneous, it should still harmonize so completely with the

other notes of time for our Lord's birth.

Assuming then that this theory of Keppler's is correct,

it follows from what has gone before that Jesus must

have been born, neither in 747 nor 748 a.u.c, but- not till

749, or at latest in the beginning of 750 a.u.c. The

probability of the correctness of this date is much increased

if we take into consideration the following computation.

Keppler had already hazarded the conjecture that an

extraordinary star, like that seen by him in Serpentariun,

or a comet, might have joined the conjunction of the

planets. Ebrard and others adopted this view. Ideler

rejects it, but only because it is an hypothesis which, he

considers, it is not in the least necessary to call in to our

aid. However, viewed astronomically, the appearance of

such a star has nothing at all against it. The well-known

astronomer, Von Littrow, remarks on it : 2 " However

great may be the revolutions that take place on the

surface of those fixed stars which are subject to this

variation of brilliancy . . . how different may have been

1 According to the principle, current as early as the time of Christ,

that the Messiah was to be a higher antitype of Moses. Cf. Gfrorer,

Gesch. des Urchristenthums (" History of Primitive Christianity "), Book

I. Part II. p. 318.

2 Hie Wonders of the Heavens, or a plain Exposition of the System of

the Universe. On New or Evanescent Stars, § 227.
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the changes experienced by those other stars which have

been seen suddenly to blaze forth in bright flames, in

quarters of the heavens where no star has ever before

been noticed, and then have gone out perhaps for ever."

He then gives a brief history of the stars of this nature,

which have always attracted the special attention of

astronomers. Of these, among which the star noticed by

Keppler at the foot of Serpentarius must be classed, I will

only select one of peculiar interest. " In the night of

Nov. 11, 1572," says Littrow, " aa Tycho Brahe was

crossing the court-yard of his house from his laboratory to

his observatory, he observed a new star of very remarkable

size on a spot in the constellation of Cassiopeia, where he

had previously observed none but very small stars. It

was so bright as to surpass even Jupiter and Venus in

brilliancy, and was visible even by day. During the

whole time that it was visible, Tycho was unable to notice

any alteration in its position, or any parallax. But after

a year this star gradually diminished in brilliancy, and at

last, in March, 1 574, sixteen months after its discovery, it

vanished altogether, nor has a single trace of it been

subsequently discoverable. When it first appeared its

light was of dazzling whiteness. In Jamiary, 1573, two

months after its discovery, it had become considerably

paler and of a yellowish hue. A few months later it

assumed a reddish tinge, like that of Mars or Aldebaran ;

and at the commencement of 1574, two or three months

before its total disappearance, it only glimmered with a

grey or leaden colour, like that of Saturn." Suppose now

that we are able to bring historic proof of the appearance

of a star of this nature about the time of the birth of

Christ, surely this would not only render the conjunction

above recorded still more remarkable, but would also

remove nearly all possible ground for questioning that the

journey of the Magi to Jerusalem must be very closely

connected with the appearance of that new star. I am

indebted for the possibility of adducing this proof to a

notice in Miinter,1 who, however, was unable to avail him

self of it in consequence of having, chiefly on other
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grounds, fixed our Lord's birth at the commencement of

that conjunction, i.e. in 747 a.u.c. I am surprised, how

ever, that hardly any other writer, not even Littrow, makes

any reference to it. Miinter says : " The astronomical

tables of the Chinese inform us that a new star appeared

at a time which would agree with the fourth year before

tho birth of our Lord, according to our ordinary chro

nology." In the note to this passage, he names the work

from which this notice is borrowed. Its title is : Tabula

chronologica historios Sinicce connexa cum cyclo qui vulgo Kia-

tse dicitur, latino sermone exhibita a Jo. Franc. Fouquet et ad

Ann. Clir. 1774 a Stephana Borgia perducta. In this, four

years ante ceram vulgarem, we read : " Stella nova a ccelo per

70 et amplius dies." This quotation 1 proved all tho more

striking to me because I had, long before I had met with

it, already fixed the year of our Lord's birth in the same

year, 750 a.u.c.

Pingre and Mailla both call the new star " a Comet," 2

and both of them record two comets, one of which must

have appeared in the fifth and the other in the fourth year

before the birth of Christ. However, as Pingre already

1 Miinter introduces this quotation with the words "doubtful

accounts state, etc." But there is not a word to establish his verdict

on the historic character of these Chinese tables. On the contrary,

they have been viewed as perfectly historical by professional judges,

although one neither does nor can attribute to the observations they

contain the same high degree of accuracy which may justly bo looked

for in astronomy of the present day. The astronomer Pingre, for

instance, iu his well-known Comelographie, Vols. I. n. Paris, 1783-4,

gives them this character, and the Comptes rendus hebdomadaires dee

seances de VAcademie des Sciences, Tom. xv. p. 895-6, contain a

memoir by M. Langier identifying the comet discovered at the Paris

Observatory iu Oct. 28, 1842, with that seen at Cambridge and in

China in 1301. As ono of the more important works on Chinese

chronology, I would mention Traite'de la Chronologie chinoise, compose"

par le pere Gaubil, missionaire a la Chine, et publie' pour servir de suite

aux me'moires concernant les Chinois, par M. Silvestre de Sacy. Paris,

1814. Stuhr has given a short and more general sketch of their

astronomical knowledge in his Untersuchungen iiber die Ursprunglichkeit

und Alterthiimlichkeit der Sternkunde unter den Chinesen und Indiern.

Berl. 1831.

2 Vol. I. p. 281. Histoire ge'nc'rale do la Chine, ou annates de cet

empire, traduites du Tong-Kien-Kang-Mou, publie'par M. VAbbe Groiser.

Vol. m. p. 214.
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conjectured, there was really only one ; a conclusion to

which the perfect agreement of the notes of time for each

forces us. According to Pingre, the supposed first comet

appeared in the first and second month, in the constellation

Nieou (the head of Capricornus) ; according to Mailla, " in

the star Kien-nieou." The second appeared " in the stars

Ho-hou (a Aquilse, and the neighbouring stars) north of

the constellation Kien-nieou (part of Capricornus)." Conse

quently they both appeared in nearly the same part of the

heavens ; the only difference being that the supposed

second comet was at the time a little further north. And

while the one appeared in the first two months of the year,

the other was seen in the third month. And yet the

former must have been also still visible in the third

month, for it is expressly added that it was seen for

seventy days, and consequently for more than two months.

However, if the two comets are one and the same, this

must have appeared in the first three months of the

Chinese Calendar (February, March, April) 4 B.C., i.e. 750

A.u.c. The erroneous calculation of its appearance may be

explained by the fact that it is specified according to the

regnal years of the then Emperor Gay-ti. Now the comet

appeared in the second year of the era Eien-ping,1 estab

lished by this emperor at the commencement of his reign.

We have, therefore, now only to suppose that the star

appeared at the close of this second year, to understand

how the two distinct years of these chronologers may be

made to agree. If, therefore, we suppose that the Star of

the Magi is identical with the star observed by the Chinese,

we obtain for the journey to Jerusalem and the sojourn

there the certain date February, March and April, a.u.c.

750.

Now, if wo combine this Chinese observation of a new

star, which can hardly have been borrowed from the

Christian religion, with the Star of the Magi recorded by

Matthew, the course of the events arranges itself in the

following manner. The conjunction of the planets Jupiter

and Saturn, which took place in the years 747, 748 a.u.c,

1 Oil this cera, see Couplet, Tabula Chronohgica Honarchix Sinicss,

Prsef. p. xis.
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in the constellation Pisces, had already put the eastern

astrologers in a state of suspense with respect to the

events immediately at hand. When, therefore, soon after

wards, that extraordinary star appeared, they immediately

set out on their journey to seek for the new-born king.

This supposition would, I think, furnish the easiest ex

planation of the fact that it was not till a considerable

time after that first conjunction1 that they reached

Jerusalem. If this calculation is correct, we should again

have, not 747 A.u.c.,2 but the beginning of 750 as the date

of our Lord's birth.

In connection with the view we have taken, we may

regard the two statements contained in the narrative as

historical, viz. that the star appeared when the Magi were

on their way from Jerusalem to Bethlehem,3 and that it

went before them thither (irpoij-yev). Let us first see how

these statements accord with the position of the planets

Jupiter and Saturn4 in February 750 A.u.c., the month

and year which I regard as the most probable date for the

birth of Jesus. . According to Dr. Goldschmidt's calculation

the geocentric longitude of Jupiter on February 1st, 750

a.u.c, was 55°. 58', that of Saturn 14°. 17'. Both the

planets were visible at that time, and Jupiter culminated

at 6 h. 42', and set for the latitude of Jerusalem 1 h. 32'

after midnight, 22°. 48' north by west. Saturn culminated

at 4 h. 4', and set 10 h. 13' in the evening, 4°. 17' north by

1 I wish, however, expressly to guard against the conclusion that if

this reason for the Magi having tarried so long does not prove satis

factory, no other can be discovered. I may merely mention, as

something remarkable, that according to Abarbanel, Moses was born

three years after such a conjunction. This view, if supposed to exist

in the time of our Lord, would warrant the conclusion that in the idea

of the Jews of that day the Messiah was to be born three years after

a conjunction of this kind. This conclusion, however, since the first

conjunction occurred in 747 A.u.c, would bring us to 750 a.u.c.
a Idelcr, Miinter, Winer, Ebrard, and many others, have decided in

favour of 747 as the year of our Lord's birth, with special reference to

the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn which then took place. Keppler,

on the other hand, has on the same grounds adopted 748 a.u.c.

3 Matt. ii. 9, 10.

4 For the astronomical data in proof of this I am indebted to the

communications of Dr. Goldschmidt, the astronomer of this place.

[Dr. Wieseler writes from GSttingen.—Tb.]
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west. Now, since they were more than 41° apart from one

another, only one of them could be taken into account.

Perhaps, therefore, the more probable view is that the star

which at that time went before the Magi was the new star

of which we have spoken. In that case, however, they

must have gone to Bethlehem in the morning, since the

constellation of Gapricornus in which it appeared was seen

in February in the south-east quarter of* the heavens in

the morning. In a psychological point of view, also, it is

easy +o understand that the thoughts of the Magi during

their monotonous journey to Bethlehem must have been

occupied with the star, which alone had brought them to

Jerusalem, there to seek the Messiah, and when it shone

again on their path, " they rejoiced with exceeding great

joy." 1 Its appearance at that particular time must, ac-.

cording to the universal principles of human nature, have

seemed as a good omen, the more so as it seemed to move

in the same direction, just as if it meant to be their guide.

And just as they caught sight of Bethlehem, the object of

their journey, lying on the summit of its bill, they also

saw the star standing above it. So they continued their

journey, full of inward joy, and reached the house where

they found the Saviour.2

III. Third Datum. This is given by the Taxing, de

creed by the Emperor Augustus, in pursuance of which

the parents of Jesus journeyed from Nazareth to Bethlehem,

where, during the time it was being held, Jesus was born.3

If we can ascertain the year of this taxing, then the year

of our Lord's birth is thereby determined. However, since

the very existence of such a general taxation of the empire

1 Matt ii. 10.

2 [For additional information on this subject cf. the Eev. C.

Pritchard's memoir On the Conjunctions of the Planets Jupiter and

Saturn, "Memoirs of the Royal Ast. Soc." Vol. xxv., and his article

"Star of the Wise Men" in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible. Mr.

Pritchard has made the necessary calculations afresh, and proves the

correctness of Wieseler's statement that the planets could not have

appeared as one star, since during the year in question " they never

appeared to have approached each other within double the apparent

diameter of the moon." See also Abp. Thomson's article "Jesus

Christ " in Smith's Dictionary, p. 1072 b.—Tb.]

» Luke ii. 1—7.
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as is here spoken of, has been questioned by some, before

examining in what year it was held, we must first firmly

establish the fact that it was held at all. In addition to

the ordinary Commentaries in loco, and the various " Lives

of Jesus," we must refer for investigations into the historical

character of the narrative to the monographs of Perizonius,1

Eeinold,2 and especially to that of Huschke.3

Five objections have been brought against the historical

truth of the census related in Luke. (1) It is at variance

with the other evidence of history, that Augustus should

have set on foot a census of the entire Eoman empire,4

while during his whole reign, and for some time after

wards, we read only of isolated provincial censuses:

(2) Admitting the possibility of a census of the empire,

it is impossible that at the time of our Lord's birth, that

is, during the reign of Herod,6 or at latest of Archelaus,

any Eoman census can have taken place in Judea, because

Judea at that time had not yet become a Eoman province.

(3) It is contrary to the regulation of a Eoman census

that Joseph should have been obliged to travel to tho

dwelling-place of his family, Bethlehem, since the Eomans

were accustomed to take the census at the places of

ordinary residence, and in the chief towns of the districts.

(4) The statement also appears suspicious that Mary, who

in her circumstances would certainly have been anxious to

remain at home, presented herself in person at the census.

(5) And, finally, the census mentioned is expressly placed

in the time that Quirinus was Governor, and therefore at

least ten years after the time when Jesus must have been

born. Luke, therefore, even if correct in stating that a

census took place at the time of the birth of Jesus, must

have confounded it with that under Quirinus.

1 De Augusti orbis descriptione. Oxon. 1738.

2 Census habitus nascente Christo. Franc. 1682.

3 Tfl>er den zur Zeit der Geburt J. Ch. gehaltenen Census. (" The

census held at the time of our Lord's birth.") Breslau, 1 810.

4 The expression iraaa r\ oiKovficvT], Luke ii. 1, cannot be restricted

to Judea, but must, in accordance with prevalent usage, adopted also

by Luke, be interpreted of the Eoman empire, the then orbis terrarum.

See Anger, p. 196.

6 Iv this rinipan htclvais, Luke ii. 1, cf. i. 5, 39.
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The exegesis of the New Testament could derive nothing

but advantage from the .full investigation of the first four

of these objections by a scholar like Huschke, possessed of

such stores of professional knowledge, and whose former

studies had led him to acquire a thorough acquaintance

with the Eoman system of taxation. But, while I gladly

acknowledge the multifarious information for which I am

indebted to his work, distinguished as it is by learning

and acumen, more especially as regards the juristic side of

the question, I must on the other hand openly confess,

that even on some essential particulars, to be specified

hereafter, I have been unable, after repeated examination,

to come to the same conclusions with him.

I. The first objection, which relates to the historical

fact of the occurrence of a general census of the empire in

the time of our Lord's birth, presents the greatest diffi

culties. These, however, have not unfrequently been

exaggerated both by friends and by foes. We therefore

turn to the text of Luke itself, for the purpose of as

certaining what it is that, supposing he is correct, must be

proved with regard to an imperial census of this kind. In

Luke ii. 1, 2, the expressions awoypacpea-daL and airoypa<pr)

are employed. The verb airoypatpto-Oat originally signifies

only " to register," " to enter m public books." But since

merely the names of- the individuals, and perhaps their

property also, would be entered in the register,—and

this in both cases with or without a view to taxation,—the

original idea becomes considerably extended ; and in pro

portion as we extend or restrict it, there will be more or

less to establish. On the other hand, the unambiguous

expression for taxation proper is d7roTiyu.i?o-is. So far,

indeed, as any distinction was made between a census of

Roman citizens and a provincial census, the word djroTi/x-

J7<ris in a peculiar sense, was used of the one,1 and d7ro-

ypoxprj of the other. The question then arises whether in

1 A Jurist of the second century, Fragment. Dosith. de jur. specieb.

et de manumissione, § 21, ed. Lachmann, says, " Sed in urbe Roma

tantum censum agi ratum est, in provinciis niagis professionibua

utuntur." Salmasius gives the Greek version thus : 'AM' iv rfj iriAet

'Voiixalwv \16vov aTror[p.r}tjiv &yitr6al SeS^AwTai iv 5e rats iirapxtats pSWuv

aira.-ypa<pa7s xp®VTai'
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the diroypa^r;, recorded Imke ii. 2, which may be called

both Eoman and Jewish, we are to understand a mere

register of individuals, or a taxing proper. The fact that

the a-n-oypatf)^ which took place under Quirinus, after the

death of Archelaus, was also such an assessment of pro

perty (in Josephus 1 it is sometimes called aTroypa<f>rj,

sometimes an-ort^o-is), and is likewise called by Luko 2

an airoypafyrj, certainly can decide nothing further as

regards this irroypa^-q. However, if this too were merely

a numbering of the population, it seems to me at least

very probable that Augustus arranged it with special

reference to taxation, which in this view would have been

a poll-tax. Indeed, what other object could ho have had

in ordering a measure so full of dangers and so burdened

with forms ? Satisfaction of his curiosity can hardly have

been the only object with so cautious a ruler. Nor can it

have been raising of troops, since, at their urgent request,

Rome had granted the Jews a general dispensation from

military service.8 Or perhaps it may appear a sufficient

reason for this registration that the Emperor was desirous

of informing himself at his leisure of the number of fight

ing men in Israel, that he might judge what resistance

they could offer in case of an insurrection. But could he

really have entertained so great anxiety about Judea ?

We therefore grant to our opponents that it is probable

that if Augustus ordered an ivoypacprj in the time of

Herod, he did so with the view of at the same time intro

ducing a regular system of taxation among the Jewish

nation.

Further, we read no more in Luke ii. 1, than that " in

those days there went out a decree (i£rj\8t Soy/to.) from

Cassar Augustus that all the world (otKov/nen;) should be

taxed." The Evangelist does not tell us where and how

the decree in its full extent was executed. For it is clear

from the text that the a-rroypacpri mentioned v. 2 must be

understood of a census of Palestine alone, not as a census

of the entire oiKov/xcvr]. This appears partly from the

general tenor of the narrative, partly from the clause

1 Antiq. xvn. 13. 5, xviu. 1. 2 Acts v. 87.

3 Joseph. Ant. xiv. 10. 6.
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which immediately follows, fiyep.ovevovTos Trjs Svpias

K-vprjvtov, however this may be understood. At all events,

so much is clear from Luke, that at that time, in con

sequence of the decree referred to, a census is said to have

been held in Palestine. However, we must not by any

means make our Evangelist answerable for the opinion

that this census embraced at the same time the rest of the

Roman empire. So the word Trpiarrj (v. 2) primarily

implies no moro than that this was the first time that a

census was held in Palestine in consequence of a decree

from Eome, not, although it is not improbable in itself,

that this census was also the first portion of the census of

the empire commanded in that decree that was carried

into execution. In conclusion, the decree for the census

(v. 1) extended to the whole olKov/ievr/. Now, by this

term we must certainly understand the orbis terrarum of

the Romans,1 though, rather excluding than including the

citizens of Rome itself. This sense, for example, we find

attached to the word in the celebrated Monument of

Ancyra,2 Res gestce Bivi Augusti quibus orbem terrarum

imperio populi ttomani subjecit. Besides, when we consider

the great difference there was between a census of Roman

citizens and a provincial census, which, even in the later

times of the Empire, when the census of the citizens had

degenerated into a mere form, was still maintained in

their distinctive titles,3 it may appear at least a priori

probable that Luke speaks of a general provincial census.

In order then to defend the credibility of the Evangelist

against the first objection, we must prove that Augustus

during his reign did hold a provincial census of this kind,

and published his decree to this effect before 750 a.u.c.

Now the fact is that we find a mention of this general

census in two authors besides Luke. Cassiodorus speaks

of it thus : " Augusti siquidem temporibus orbis Bomanus agria

divisus censuque descriptus est, ut possessio sua nulli haberelur

incerta, quam pro tributorum susceperat quantitate solvenda."i

Suidas remarks under the word a.Troypa<f>rj : 6 Si Kala-ap Av-

5 Cf. p. 72, note 4.

8 Suioer, Thee, n, p. 466 ; Eisner, Obss. p. 184 ; Wolf, Cur. p. 576.

3 Cf. p. 73, note. * Var. m. 52.
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■yovoros, 6 p-ovapfflo-as, c'koitiv avBpas rovi apio-rovi tov fiiov

koX tov rpoirov eirtAe^aynevos iirl iracrav Trjv yrjv tov VTnqKowv

i^€Trefi{j/€, 81 tov airoypcupas iiroirjO-aTO t£>v T€ &v0punrw Kail

ovcriCiv, avTdpKrj riva 7rpoo-Ta£as T<3 &rjpoo-L<o poipav £k tovtov

elcr<t>£p£cr8ai. Avrrj r) aTroypacprj irporrq iyCvero tov irpb avTOv

TOIS KCKTrjpiVOLS Tl a<pa,lpOVp,£vtDV <!>S CIVCU TOtS fVTTOpOl'S

bWip.6o-iov iyKk-qpa tov ttXovtov.1 Both these authors belong,

it is true, to a later period, and both are Christians. But

from the nature of their statement it is clear that they

must have had other independent sources, in addition to

Luke's narrative, at their command. For Cassiodorus,

in addition to a census, records a survey of the empire,

and Suidas, after telling vis of the appointment of twenty

men who went to superintend the taking of the census

in the provinces («rt iraaav tt)v yrjv tov virqKotav), mentions

the object Augustus had in making this provincial census,

and that in "perfect correspondence with his prudence,

viz. that he might thus, unlike his predecessors, place

the property of the rich in security by an accurate

determination of the amount of the tax to be paid.

It must certainly be confessed that with the exception

of Luke we have no express mention of the census of the

empire in any nearly contemporaneous author : but where

should we expect to find it ? And are we to lay down a

special rule for Luke alone, that in the case of his state

ments we may conclude more from a testimonium de taci-

turnitate than in any similar cases ? On this point

Huschko has the following excellent remarks : 2 " As, for

example, we obtain our information about the legis actiones

and their abrogation, both of which were certainly as

1 The remarks of Suidas on an airoypa^ (under the word AHyovaros),

have been quoted by Huschke, p. 4, but they do not appear to me to

relate to a census of the empire. The passage so often quoted from

Isidore of Seville seems to me equally irrelevant. Orig. v. 36, § 4 :

" Era singulorum annorum est oonstituta a Cajsare Augusto, quando

primum censum exegit ac Eomanum orbem descripsit. Dicta autem

era eo quod omnis orbis ses reddere professus est reipublica)." The

meaning attached by some to the passage principally rests on a com

parison of the commencement of a Spanish era, 716 A.u.c. with the year

Df our Lord's birth, connected with a false etymology of the word era.

Ideler, n. p. 422.

2 p. 36.
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important for the earlier periods of the history of Rome

as the census of the empire was for the later, not from the

histories of Livy, Polybius, or Dionysius, but from the

Institutions of Gaius; so, while it might well appear

strange to us if we found no mention of the census of

Augustus in the works of Paullus and Ulpian, if they

had come down to us entire, we cannot be surprised if it

does not appear in the ordinary histories of the age ; "

and again, " We may use as an analogy for the absence

of any mention of the census of the empire in Suetonius'

biography of Augustus, the precisely similar phenomenon

that Spartian in his ' Life of Hadrian ' never once alludes

to the Edictum perpetuum issued by him, which in later

times has rendered this emperor's memory famous." The

Annals of Tacitus commence with Tiberius. Of the fifty-

fifth book of the Roman History of Dio Cassius, containing

the years 745—761 a.u.c, we possess merely an epitome,

while even in this there is a chasm comprising the very

period (748—752), during which the birth of our Lord

must have occurred. Besides, if we consider that, on the

one hand, this census of the empire was a regulation

merely affecting the inhabitants of the provinces, and

that, on the Other hand, the edict commanding it was not

carried out immediately, or at the same time in all parts

of the empire (which would, of course, have rendered its

importance more apparent),1 we shall have less reason to

be surprised at the absence of any mention of it in earlier

times. All then that under these circumstances can be

fairly expected is, that we should be able to shew the

1 Huschke is of opinion that the imperial census embraced the

whole empire, including the citizens of Borne. In accordance with this

view he assumes that the census was held at the same time in Italy

and in the provinces. Now the first general census of the empire

must have been that recorded in the Monum. Ancyr. and elsewhere, in

the year 746 a.u.c, which, according to Dio, began 743 A.r.c. Huschke,

however, has been unable to adduce a single instance of a census having

been taken at that time in the provinces. This assumption that the

Jewish census under Herod is to be placed in the following year, 747

A.u.c, is an hypothesis connected with his view as to'the year of

Christ's birth, which, following Ideler and others, he places in that

same year, and falls to the ground as soon as erroneousness of that

is shewn.
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perfect internal harmony of Luke's account, taken in con

junction with the later records which supplement and

confirm it, with the development of Eoman state-life at

that period, and the history of their rulers. For this I

trust it will be found that we have ample proofs at

command.

It has been acknowledged by other writers, and it has

been conclusively shewn by Huschke,1 that the commence

ment of the imperial age was marked by a decisive

endeavour on the part of tho Eoman body politic, to

centralize in -the capital the management of all the

surrounding provinces. This tendency towards central

ization and unity was promoted, and indeed presupposed,

by the transference of the imperium to a single individual,

as was done in the case of Augustus, 726 a.u.c.,2 and

subsequently renewed with ever-increasing privileges.

Previous to 731 a.u.c. the census of the provinces was held

by the several governors. In that year Augustus had

received the proconsular dignity in the most extended

sense, so that all the provincial governors of the empire,

not even excepting those of the provinces still governed

directly by the Eoman people, were subjected to his

control. Can we then feel any surprise that when the

power of making the census had been thus vested in the

single person of the emperor, the census itself should have

been .carried out with a certain uniformity. And yet at

the same time it cannot be denied that this general census

was undertaken with the greatest possible consideration

for provincial and national peculiarities that the circum

stances allowed, and further, that it was carried out in

different years in the several provinces and divisions of

that vast empire. Indeed, the extent and difficulty of the

task would have rendered it impracticable to carry it out

everywhere at one and the same time, while the danger

of such an attempt would have made it unadvisable.

In pursuing our enquiry we cannot fail to give con

siderable weight to the fact that a short time before a

kindred measure, not less comprehensive in its nature,

had been already executed, viz. " The general Survey of

1 p. 16, ff. 2 Dio Cass, lhl 12, 14.
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the Empire," or " Descriptio Orbis," of the historical truth

of which, with the evidence we possess, it will bo im

possible to entertain any doubt. Among the authorities

I will quote Frontinus : 1 "Huic addenda} sunt mensura?

limitum et terminorum ex libris Augusti et Neronis

Csesarum ; sed et Balbi mensoris, qui temporibus Augusti

omnium provinciarum et civitatum formas et mensuras

compertas in commentaries retulit et legem agrariam pei

universitatem (al. diversitates) provinciarum distinxit et

declaravit ; " and again : 2 " Omnem terram suis tempo

ribus fecit (Augustus) remensurari." The fullest details,

however, of this survey of the empire are given in the

CosmograpMa ascribed to iEthicus Ister,3 where we read :

" Itaque Julius Cassar, bissextilis rationis inventor, divinis

humanisque rebus singulariter instructus, cum consulatus

sui fasces erigeret, ex senatus consulto censuit omnem

orbem jam Eomani nOminis admetiri per prudentissimos

viros et omni philosophise munere decoratos. Ergo a

Julio Caesare et M. Antonio, coss. orbis terrarum metiri

coepit, i.e. a consulatu suprascripto usque ad consulatum

Augusti III. et Crassi, annis xxi, mensibus v, diebus ix,

(a) Zenodoxo omnis oriens dimensus est, sicut inferius

demonstratur. A consulatu item Julii Csssaris et M. An-

tonii usque in consulatum Augusti x, annis xxix, mensibus

viii, diebus x, a Theodoto septentrionalis pars dimensa

(est) ut evidenter ostenditur. A consulatu similiter

Julii Cassaris usque in consulatum Saturni-(ni) et Cinnse

a Polyclito meridiana nars dimensa est, annis xxxii, mense

i, diebus x, sicut definita monstratur. Ac sic omnis orbis

terra? intra annos xxxii, a dimensoribus peragratus est et

de omni ejus continentia perlatum est ad senatum."

However sorely the text may have suffered from the

transcribers, so much at least is evident : first, that such

detailed statements cannot have fallen from the clouds ; *

1 De Coloniis in the Eei Agrar. Auctores, ed. Goes, p. 109.

8 Ex libro Balbi, p. 143. 3 Ed. Gronov. p. 26.

4 See Huschke, p. 7 sq., and the sterling treatise of the philologer

Jlitschl, Die Vermeming des Bomischen Beichs unter Aug. die Welt

Karte dee Agripp. u. die Cosmograph. des sogenannten JEthicus {Jul.

Monorius), Khein. Mus. f. Philol. von F. G. Welcker u. F. Ritschl.

New series. First yearly issue, pp. 481—523. This treatise contains
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and, secondly, that the laborious business of the survey of

the empire had been previously arranged by Cfesar, and

after a considerable interval (but still sometime before '

750 a.u.c.) completed by Augustus. Such a survey of

the empire was the best preparation for the census of the

empire, and we can hardly conceive that it had no

reference to it. The jurist, Von Savigny, whose thorough

acquaintance with the subject none will be inclined to

deny, says on this point, in a treatise on the Roman

system of taxation : 1 "It appears that together with the

commencement of the imperial form of government a

struggle arose in the provinces for an equal system of

taxation, which was evidenced by a desire to make the

land-tax general, and on the other hand to abolish all

fluctuating taxes. The notices of a general survey under

Augustus point to this, for its only value could have been

in reference to a land-tax."

In conclusion, we are told by Suetonius, that Augustus

had formed a rationarium, or breviarium totius imperii, the con

tents of which we learn from Tacitus:2 " Opes publicas con-

tinebantur ; quantum civium sociorumque in armis ; quot

regna, provincial, tributa aut vectigalia et necessitates ac

largitiones." How much importance Augustus set on this

catalogue is plain from the words immediately following :

" Qus cuncta sua manu prsescripserat Augustus," as well

as from the direction in his will that it should be publicly

read in the senate. This general survey of the resources

and revenues of the empire must have had a very close

connection with, even if it did not originate in the idea of

adopting uniform regulations with regard to their collec

tion and employment, especially as we find that Augustus

for some time prior to 731 a.u.c.3 had possessed a

" Breviarium " of this kind. Indeed, the more his heart

was set on having a perfectly accurate catalogue, the less

Beveral new explanations of the cosmography of JEthicus, and the

passage quoted above, as well as an important recension of this latter

from the Vatican MS. No. 3864. In an appendix to the second yearly

issue, p. 157, there is a facsimile of this passage from the Khediger MS.

1 Zeitschr. fur Gcsch. SecMswissennchaft, Vol. vi. p. 350.

8 Annal. I. 11. Cf. Sueton. Aug. xxvm. 101; Dio Mil. 30, lvi. 33.

8 Suet. Aug. xxvm. ; Dio, liii. 30.
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would he have been inclined to rely on the statements

of foreigners who had an interest in tampering with

the returns, and would have recourse to comprehensive

measures, so far as was consistent with moderation and

prudence. "We must also remark that the " socii " and

"regna " had also their places in this catalogue.

After this review of the evidence, both external and

internal, direct and indirect, the careful inquirer will

scarcely hesitate to acknowledge that the decree of

Augustus for a general census of the empire, recorded by

Luke, is a fact for the historical truth of which we have

the fullest guarantee. The time too in which Luke places

the publication of this decree, shortly before 750 a.u.c, is

one which the history of the period renders thoroughly

probable. At that time Augustus was at the very summit

of his power. Nearly the whole empire was in the enjoy

ment of profound peace, and a decree had been issued by

Augustus in 743 a.u.c., for the third time during his reign,

to close the temple of Janus, though, in consequence of

some disturbances in Dacia,1 it was not carried into effect

till 752 A.u.c.2 What time could be imagined more

favourable for extensive works of peace and for a firm

internal organization of the mighty Eoman empire ? 3

Huschke, however, has endeavoured4 to shew that a

general census of the empire was carried into execution in

a still more comprehensive sense than we are disposed to

maintain either from the language of the Evangelist, or

from our knowledge of the state of the Eoman empire at

that period. Before we enter upon a closer examination

of his views, we may premise that even if they should

prove to be correct, our chronological conclusions at any

rate would not be impugned.

Huschke starts on the supposition that the census of the

empire under Augustus comprehended the inhabitants of

1 Dio, liv. 36.

* Previously to the reign of Augustus the temple of Janua had

only been twice shut. This emperor alone was able to shut it three

times. See Casaubon's note on Sueton. August. 22.

3 For other important works of Augustus during this period, see

Huschke, p. 34 sq.

* p. 37 sq.

a
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the provinces including the citizens of Eome, and then

naturally enough maintains that these two forms of

census were held nearly at the same time. But the very

existence of a census of the empire in this sense, especially

at that early period, appears to me a priori exceedingly

improbable. The census of citizens was an essentially

Eoman institution, founded on their rights and duties as

such, and since it closed contemporaneously with the

lustrum, it assumed a definite religious character. The

census of the provincials differed from this in toto ; indeed

its essence consisted in this, that it had to do with those

who were not Eoman citizens at all. This wide distinction

could only have been done away by declaring all in

habitants of the provinces Eoman citizens ; a measure

which, it is true, I)io asserts was proposed by Meecenas,

though not without certain restrictions,1 but rejected by

Augustus as impracticable. The census of the provincials,

besides the special object of a census, was to determine

the quota of taxes to be paid by each, while, oh the con

trary, the citizens of Eome had now for seme time been

entirely free from taxation.2 How slender then is the

bond which could have united the census of the citizens

with that of the provincials. Besides, what end would

have been answered by the perilous attempt to identify

two institutions differing at that time so widely from

one another ? Indeed, as we have already noticed,3 the

distinction between the two forms of census, even in

their very designation, was maintained down to later

times. But further, even if under Augustus the census

was no longer held precisely as it had been in the days of

the Old Eepublic, we can hardly with justice draw the

conclusion that it was sinking into a mere general census of

the empire. For, on the one hand, those alterations had

already commenced before the time of Augustus, while on

the other, analogous phenomena are to be met with in the

other institutions of the Eepublic, the existence of which

inspired their rulers with an anxious feeling lest the use

1 irepl /Aev toiStou aZ9is aKpifreffrtpov fficcipSfieQa cfc xpj] Trpa^ai

Xva Kat wdvTa &9p6a avrois (rots ap^OjueVois) xaptircvfieOa.

* See Puchta, Cursus der Institutionen, Vol. I. p. 381.

3 p. 75.
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of the ancient forms might tinseasonahly conjure Tip the

ancient spirit with them.1

But now after these general observations let us examine

the passages regarded by Huschke as proofs of his view.

These are to be found partly in Dio Cassius, partly in

the Monumentum Ancyranum, a short autobiography of

Augustus,2 which he, by his will, directed to be engraved

on brazen tablets and set up before his mausoleum.3

The first mention of a census of the empire adduced by

Huschke is that of the year 743 A.u.c, and described by

Dio in the following words : 4 'Ev <J 8' ovv tK€iva iyiyvero,

Avyowros d.Troypa<pd,s re liroi-qaaro, iriivra to. VTrdp^ovTa ol,

Ka.6d.Trep Tts £S«!)T77S diroypai/'a/i€vos, ko.1 tt/v (3ov\r]v (caTeAe-

iaro. After having justly rejected as inexact the transla

tion of Eeimarus, " etiam facultatibus suis velut si pri

vatum quispiam esset descriptis," he gives the following

interpretation : 5 " Augustus set on foot a census the object

of which was the whole of the empire under his sway, as

if his relations to it were almost those of a private person,

i.e. as if he were its master, and in the same sense as a

private person is master of his own property." Now if

the interpretation is correct, a census of the empire, and

that too in Huschke's sense, is undoubtedly here spoken

of, for it may certainly be deduced from the clause kou

tt)v f3ov\r)v KareX. " et senatum legit," that a census of

Eoman citizens was held at the same time. I have not,

however, been able to convince myself of the correctness

" of this interpretation. For (1) in this connection every

body will interpret to. iirdp-^ovTa. ot8 of the property of

1 Cf. the admonition of Maecenas to Augustus, Dio, Ln. 20 : /tj)

ficvToi Kai Ttis tvvdfuis (Ttpuv ras apxcdas Trip^ays, 'Lva p.-^ to aura addis

s Chishul's text, with Oasaubon's animadversions, is printed in Wolfs

edition of Suetonius, Vol. n. p. 369. This important monument has

unfortunately come down to us in a very mutilated state.

3 Sueton. Aug. 101. 4 Dio, Liv. 35. 5 p. 40 sq.

6 Cf. Dio, lix. 14, lxxii. 12. Allowing that the words fiirapx"

aura could have been used in reference to Augustus when speaking of

the collective property of all the inhabitants of the Eoman empire, it

is scarcely likely that any one who desired to speak intelligibly would

have converted that predicate into a subject, and simply said tA

{mdpxovTti oi, to denote the property of Augustus in the extent
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Augustus, which however is not the same thing as the

property of the empire. Huschke's view would have been

expressed by Trao-av rrjv olKovjiivqv aTroypai/ra/t€vos, or

something of the kind. (2) The position occupied by

Augustus towards the property of the empire, i.e. in this

passage the property of the whole population of Italy and

the provinces, was not that of a private person towards

his private property. On the contrary, even the public

revenues of the empire at that period were still paid into

two separate treasuries—the revenues of the provinces

committed to Augustus, into his private treasury or Fiscus,

and those from the remaining divisions of the empire into

the public treasury or JErarium, as is sufficiently familiar

from Dio Cassius and the Monum. Ancyr. Even the passages

quoted by Huschke 1 from the philosopher Seneca, who

belonged to a later period,2 seem to me to prove just the

contrary to what he wishes them to prove ; for the em

peror's right of property, in the sense which Huschke

demands, is only asserted in the wider or political signifi

cation. On the contrary, the most natural way of

interpreting the passage appears to me as follows :

" Augustus set on foot a census, to which he allowed his

own private property to be submitted, just as if he was a

private person, that he might avoid all possible cause of

offence." The emphasis lies on the word tSitor^s- Dio's

object is to bring the circumstance prominently forward

that Augustus, in his position as avTOKpdrwp, did not come

under the census, but that nevertheless, in compliance

with the old custom, he had submitted himself to it.8

Remarks of this kind, which shew the prudence of

Augustus' conduct, and the gradual transition of Rome

from a republic with free institutions, into its later posi-

indicated. And if it had been a new form of census, viz. a census of

the empire, would Dio the first time he mentioned it have spoken of it

so vaguely?

1 p. 39, note 108. 2 Senec. de Benefic. vn. 4, 6.

8 The personal exemption of Augustus from the census is most

plainly evident from the words of Dio, liii. 23 : 2V Smrep efyijTaf f"»
KoX aii ror€\ijs uvtw • Kal avTOKpaTwp Kal tav-rov real to>v v6/x(i)v. Ttavra T€

2<ra $ov\oito mio'ii] Kal irdWa oaa av jui) /3oi\otTO irpdrTri. Cf. Dio,

un. 18.
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tion as an empire, are thoroughly in accordance with the

style of Dio Cassius.1 But in this case Dio only mentions

a census of Roman citizens, while the only point that

deserves attention in connection with our enquiry is, that

Augustus must in it have made communications from his

Breviarium totius imperii, which included also the provinces

placed under his immediate government.

The second passage of Dio 2 quoted by Huschke speaks

of a census held in the year 757 A.u.c, recorded by no

other author. The historian after relating a recension of

the senate which Augustus had caused to be made by

others, proceeds, airos 6e diroypcKpas twv hi rrj IraXCa

KCLTOlKOVVTOtV Kal fJLrj iXaTTW TT€VT£ fH.vpia.StOV (200,000 SeSteTCes)

ovtriav K€KTrjp.evwv irroirjo-aro, tovs yap a<r$cvc<TTepovs tovs T£

tfu) tj)s 'IraXtas ot/cowras ovk rfvayKacrev arroypdipao-Oai, Scleras

fir) veioTepwroOTi Tt rapa-^Oevra' Kal oVais ye p.r) S6£euv <I>s

TtfirjTrfi avTO ttouiv, Si orrep tlrrov rrpoTtpov, avOvrnxTOV e£ovo~iav

irpos re to tc'Xos twv drroypa(f)wv Kal irpos rrfv tov Kadapariov

iroirfa-iv Trpoo-tOcTo. Huschke reasons as follows : " The

dwellers in Italy are contrasted with those dwelling out of

Italy, i.e. the provincials. Now since Dio elsewhere gives

the reasons why the census of the provincials was not

taken at the same time as that of the citizens of Eome,

therefore the census of the empire (in his sense) must

have been already instituted at any rate previous to

757 a.u.c."

The admissibility of this demonstration undoubtedly

depends on the supposition that the provincials are meant

by ot 2£<t> t»}s 'iToAias oIkovvtcs. An idea which is more

than questionable. Dio elsewhere regularly calls the

provincials, ol mrqKooi, and if he had desired to include

the allies together with them he would have certainly

said ot re i-rrrjKooi. ko.1 ol o-vfifiaxoi. Nor can we suppose

that Dio would have expressed the liability to the census

by a reference to the place of residence (oJkoCvtcs) of those

of whom the census was to be taken, since the Eoman

census (as Huschke himself has learnedly proved3) was

1 Of. e.g. Dio, Lin. 1, where ho describes the resignation by Augustus

of his sixth consulship : Kal Sidp^asrhv '6pKov Kara tcl irdrpia e-niiyayt'

Kal t( fiev Kal ad0is ravra iTroirjffey ovk oifia.

» LV. 13. 3 p. 116 sq.
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not taken according to the place of residence, but accord

ing to the forum originis. In conclusion, since Dio had

immediately before spoken of a recension of the senate, it

must at once occur to the reader that he is here speaking

of a census of Roman citizens. The historian's purpose is

simply to inform us that Augustus had caused a census to

be taken at that time of those Eoman citizens only who

were dwelling in Italy, and were possessed of property to

the amount of 200,000 sesterces, not of those whose

property was less, or who resided out of Italy.1 Yet even

if for the sake of argument we suppose that ol i(. 'Ira. oIk.

might, without doing violence to the meaning of the

words and the sense of the context, refer to the pro

vincials, yet, on the other hand, there is no doubt that

they may also bear the sense we put upon them.

An interpretation which, even if we adopt Huschke's

hypothesis, is much to be preferred, inasmuch as this is

the only way in which the existence of a census of the

empire, in Huschke's sense, can be demonstrated to be an

historical fact, since otherwise we should by a petitio

principii take for granted that which had to be proved.

Huschke, it is true, attaches very great weight to the fact

that Augustus held the census, according to Dio, as

ai/OvTraToi, an office the mention of which indicates its

intimate connection with the provincials. All well and

good if the proconsulate of an Augustus had been merely

what it was in the earlier times of the Republic. But

that it was not so, as Huschke himself is ready to allow,2

is clear from Dio, Lin. 32. Augustus, who, to avoid giving

any offence to the citizens of Rome, never laid claim to the

hateful names of dictator or rex, invested himself with

nearly supreme power under the more modest title of a

proconsul perpetuus. The offers which, according to Dio,3

had been made to him in 732 a.u.c. of becoming censor for

1 Huschke, p. 117, cites the following passages to prove that it was

contrary to the regulation of the Eoman census for Eoman citizens

who lived out of Italy, not to present themselves there for registration.

Veil. Paterc. n. 15 : " Ut cives Eomanos ad censendum ex provinciis

in Italian revocaverint." Cic. Verr. Act. I. 18; Liv. xliu. 14. It

was charged as an abuse by C. Scipio, " absentes censeri, ut ad censum

neinini necessum sit venire." Aul. Gell. v. 19.

2 pp. 21—87. 3 liv. 2.
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life, had been rejected by him, and doubtless for the same

reason. But while persons were still elected to that office,

we find, as Dio expressly states,1 that much that belonged

to it was executed by him in his capacity of vop.oderrjs and

avroKpaTtop.2 Why-then should we be surprised at Dio's

statement, that Augustus wished to avoid tho appearance

of holding the census as a ti^tijs, and had therefore also

assumed the avBviraTos efovo-ta? What title was he more

likely to have taken for this purpose than that of pro

consul? Even Huschke himself is forced to admit that

Augustus,3 in his capacity of proconsul, could have held a

census of Eoman citizens.

We now come to the Monumentum Ancyranum.* Huschke,5

aware that nothing could tend to confirm his view so

powerfully as any arguments he could derive from this

monument, since thus it would, as it were, have the

approbation of Augustus himself, has put forth all his

acuteness to discover it there. With this object he has

made here and there some tolerably bold conjectures, with

the view of supplying the lacunce which are, alas ! pretty

numerous, to support his theory. The principal paragraph

of the monument in which Augustus records the census

1 Lin. 28.

3 Kal t<Jt€ 5?) 6 hiyovGTos Kattrep Ixeivuv tdptBtvrtav iroAAa twv es

avrovs avrtKivrtov <?7rpa£e. After having given an account of what

Augustus did as censor, he proceeds : xal iv iiiv tovtois t6 t€ tov

vo/j.o64tov koI to tov avroKoa ropos Kal Gxypa Ka^ fivofia iireSeinvvTo. The

end of Huschke's noto (70, p. 25) is at variance with the express words

of Dio.

3 p. 27, obs. 78. The passage there quoted from Dio (un. 17) is

of importance for our enquiry : avBiiraToi a e 1 S&dicts £ftu tov irufaiolov

&(riv, ovoyAQovTai : for it makes it clear that the regular title of the

emperors (his words are iti 6vofi.~), as soon as they were beyond the

Pomoerium, was proconsul. The census, however, was held in the

Campus Martius, which was outside the Pomoerium.

4 [See Theodore Bergk, Augusti res a se gestw, Gottingen, 1873 ; and

Theodore Mommsen, lies gestae Divi Augusti, Berlin, 18G5.—Tr.]

5 [Mommsen writes, p. 22, " Egit de hoc loco Huschkius diligenter

magis quam feliciter; ita tres hos census re diversos fuisse voluit,

propterea quod primus solus diserte appellator census populi ; neque

intellexit Augustum, uti par erat, primum usum esse rei plena

definitione, postea breviore significatione, et recte omnino Suetonium

(Aug. 27) hunc monumenti locum reddere his verbis, censum populi

ter egit.—Tb.]
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held by him stands in the " Tabula secunda a lseva." We

give the text of [Mommsen,1] putting his conjectural

additions in brackets.

PATRIC10RVM . NVMERVM . AVXI . CONSVL . QVINTVM .

IVSSV . POPVLI . ET SENATVS . SENA

TVM . TER . LEG! . ET . IN . CONSVLATV . SEXTO .

CENSVM . POPVLI . CONLEGA . M . AGRIPPA . EGI.

LVSTRVM POST . ANNVM . ALTERVM . ET QVADRAGEN-

SIMVM . FECI . QVO . LVSTRO . CIVI

VM . ROMANORVM . CENSA . SVNT . CAPITA . QVADRAGIENS

CENTVM . MILLIA . ET . SEXA

GINTA . TRIA . JIILLIA . [iTERVjM . O0NSVLARI * CVM .

IMPERIO . LVSTRVM.

2 SOLVS . FECI . C. CENS0RIN[o ET c] ASINIO . COS . QVO .

LVSTRO . CENSA . SVNT.

CIVIVM . ROMANORV[M . CAPITA] . QVADRAGIENS . CENTVM .

MILLIA . ET . DVCEN

TA . TRIGINTA . TRIA . M[lLLIA] [TERTIV]m CONSVLARI

CVM IMPERIO . LVSTRVM.

CONLEGA . TIB. CAE[SARE . FILIO . MEO . FECI .] SEX .

POMPEIO . ET . SEX . APPVLEIO . COS.

QVO . LVSTRO . CE[NSA . SVNT RO]mANORVM . CAPITVM .

QVADRAGIENS.

CENTVM . MILL[lA ET . NONGENTA . TR]lGINTA . ET .

SEPTEM MILLIA.

The threo censuses here mentioned must, according to

the consulates named, have been held in the years 726,

746, and 707 a.u.c. Augustus held the first and last with

a colleague, the second alone. The same censuses are

intended of which Suetonius writes,3 " Eecepit et morum

legumqne regimen seque perpetuum, quo jure, quamquam

sine censures honore, censum tamen populi ter egit :

primum ac tertium cum collega, medium solus." The

first census was quite distinct in form from the last two.

With regard to it, it is a census populi, and a lustrum that

1 [Mommsen's text has been substituted for that of Chishull, given by

Wieseler, as the more accurate.—Tn.]

8 [Mommsen omits cemumque, given by Chishull and others, for

which there is no room in the inscription.—Tr.1
a Aug. 27.
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is spoken of, with regard to the last two (in express

terms) only a lustrum ; for the conjectural addition (line 6)

censumque 1 is certainly erroneous. Further, Augustus

held the last two censuses consulari cum imperio, i.e. as

Huschke points out correctly (pp. 25, 26, cf. the passage

quoted from Dio, p. 77, supra), as proconsul. But Eoman

citizens are alone mentioned 2 as the object of both

censuses, while the language of Suetonius accords with

this, as he speaks only of a census populi. We have

already examined how much is to be concluded against

this view from the designation of Augustus as proconsul.

This passage of the Mmumentum Ancyranum, therefore

proves the exact reverse, viz. that there was no census

of the empire under Augustus which embraced at the

same time and under similar regulations, both citizens

of Eome and provincials. For this monument does not

afford the slightest ground for the notion that any one of

these three censuses of the Eoman citizens taken by

Augustus was conducted as an integral part of a general

census of the empire, which also embraced the inhabitants

of the provinces.

The second passage adduced from the Monum. Ancyr.

appears on the Tabula II. a dextra, and is contained in

lines 9, 10 of Chishull's text. So far as it has to do

with the present subject it is as follows [in Mommsen's

text] :

1 " Censum facere " is not the correct phrase, nor would the " census "

have been mentioned after the " lustrum." If the emendation proposed

by Huschke, " primus et," is correct, Augustus would be made to say

that he was the first, and up to the composition of this Descriptio,

the ouly one (primus et solus) who had held a census of the Roman

citizens as proconsul.

2 Huschke lays great stress in establishing his hypothesis on the

"etiam," in line 10, a reading which certainly seems correct [but is
rejected by Mommsen]. His interpretation is as follows : il In this

lustrum there were also registered, exclusive of the other subjects of the

empire, 4,037,000 Eoman citizens." But if this interpretation were

correct, " etiam " would have been more properly placed before " Bo-

manorum capitum," while in this case just the census of 746 would bo

described as not having been a general census of the empire, on account

of the want of the word " etiam." The word, in my opinion, imports

that in that " lustrum," in addition to other kindred matters, the

numbering of the Eoman citizens was also undertaken.
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OMNIUM . PROv[lNCIARUM . POPVLI . ROMANl] . QUIBUS .

FINITIMiE . FUERUNT .

GENTES . QUiE N[0NDUM PAREEENT . IMPERIO NOSTRjo.

FINES . AUX[l.] 1

Huschke gives the following reading, " Omnium pro-

vinciarum [censum egi 2 et earum] quibus . finitimss .

fuerunt . gentes quee [nondum parebant populo Eoman]o .

fines . auxi." The decisive words then, censum egi, or

censum accept, are conjectural. The necessity of such a

completion of the sense has however been maintained by

Huschke with much acuteness. But even if his conjectural

reading should prove correct, the fact that Augustus had

ordered a general census of the provinces would be affirmed,

which is just the view we have already sought to establish

by another process.8

We have thus attempted to refute in greater detail the

extreme hypothesis of a census of the empire under

Augustus, as maintained by Huschke, and we have done

so not only because it has found in him a very learned

and acute champion, but also because the conclusion at

length arrived at that it was untenable, might have made

it more difficult to reach the true view, which of itself

sufficiently vouches for the historical character of the

Gospel narrative. We may remark, however, that

Huschke's view had its origin in his adoption of the

erroneous theory that our Lord was born 747 a.u.c. For

if this were so, the census recorded by Luke must have

been held in the same year, in which case it would appear

1 [Bergk, p. xvi., reads the inscription thus : " Omnium prov[incia-

rum populi Bomani] quibus finitimse fuerunt gentes quae n[ostro

infestes erant imperijo fines auxi." The Greek has nearly perished, but

gives no support to Huschke's conjecture.—Te.]

3 I should prefer the alternative reading, " census accepi," for the

reasons given by Huschke, p. 53, note. [Mommsen remarks, " huic loco

Huschkius cenBiim intulit ex libris sacris supplens ' censum egi et

earum ' ; " sane perverse.—Tb.]

3 In what appears to bo an addition to the Monum. Ancyr. from

another hand (Tabula III. a dextra, lin. 29—41), the word "census"

appears twice towards the close, but the context is so mutilated that it

appears impossible to decipher the passage correctly, and probably on

this account Huschke has not attempted it.
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to follow that this provincial census was nearly con

temporaneous with the census of Eoman citizens held by

Augustus 746 a.u.c.

II. The second objection raised to the historical credi

bility of Luke's narrative is that, even if the principle of

a census of the empire had existed at the time of our

Lord's birth, it could not have been then put in operation

in Judea, since it was still governed by its native princes.

The earliest date at which this would have been" possible

was 759 A.u.c., when it became a Eoman province. This

objection is grounded on the fact that it was not so easy

to include the country of a rex sociua, such as Herod the

Great, in a Eoman census, as the provinces. But that it

was impossible to do so is still very far from having been

proved. So much, however, we are ready to admit, in

connection with our view of the census of the empire,

which indeed enjoined a wise regard for provincial and

national peculiarities, that in the kingdoms of their allies

the Eomans adopted at first a milder, and even when

circumstances dictated it, an excessively lenient form of

census. This we may be sure would have been the case

in the census of Palestine under Herod, who reigned over

the entire nation of the Jews, a people so much inclined

to revolt. It is probable that the forms for holding the

census, issued by Eome, were adapted as closely as possible

to the conditions of the country, while the execution of it

was, as far as practicable, entrusted to the sole manage

ment of Herod and his officers. The position of Herod as

a "rex socius" scarcely affords sufficient grounds for

questioning the probability of such a Eomano-Judean

census being held in his time. For when we look at

the position of the socii generally, we shall see that the

fundamental difference between them and the provinces

was more one of political form than a real one. Indeed

Huschke1 adduces from Tacitus a thoroughly analogous

case,2 viz. that of the Clitas, who although under the

1 p. 100 sq.

2 Tacit. Annal. VI. 41. " Per idem tempus Clitarnm natio, Cappadoci

Archelao subjecta, quia nostrum in modum deferro census, pati

tributa adigebatur, in juga montis Tauri abscessit." Cf. Huschke,

p. 102 sq.
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government of a Prince of their own, were yet subjected

to the Roman census. And further, if we look at the

relations in which Herod stood to Rome individually, we

shall see that they too were such as almost to do away

with any doubt of the possibility of a census being held

in his kingdom. We learn from Josephus1 that when

Pompey had taken Jerusalem he placed the Jews under

tribute. Of its amount we know nothing. We have

more distinct information with regard to the time of

Julius Ceesar, for Josephus2 has preserved two decrees

relating to the taxes of the Jewish nation. In the latter

we read : Taios Kcuo-ap, airoKparoip ro Sevrtpov eo-rrjcrev, Kar

iviavrov 6Va>9 TtKSxnv iirip tt/s tSiv lepocrokvpirotv TrdXews,

Ioinrijs vm^aipovp.ivr)s, Yft)pis toS i/3S6pov trows, ov iviavrov

%a/3/3aTiKov Trpo<rayop€vovcnv, cimSij iv avrm p^rfTf. diro tu>v

ScvSptov Kapirbv \ap./3dvovo~i pyyrz crirtipovo'v kcu iva iv %i&u>vi

to! SeuTepa) krti rbv (popov cLTroBtSSiaL, to reraprrov t!Z>v o"irapo-

pevwv Trpos TOVTOts in Kal 'YpKavtS Kal toIs renvois airov Tas

SeKaYas re\S>omiv, as iriXovv xal toIs irpoydvois avrtov. This

passage is generally misunderstood.3 The subject spoken

of is clearly a twofold tax which the Jews had to pay to

the Romans. For, in the one case they had to pay yearly

(kcit iviavrov), with the exception of the seventh or

Sabbatical year, while in the other they had to pay again

in the second year 4 (t(3 Stvripta irei), i.e. in the second year

of the usual Jewish seven-year or Sabbatical cycle which

closed with the Sabbatical year. That the second tax was

a land-tax is clear from the fact that it consisted of the

quarter of what had been sown.6 The former then, the

1 Antiq. xrv. 14. 4. 2 Ibid. xiv. 10. 5. 6.

8 This is the case even with Huschke, p. 110.

4 This same year is styled, in the first decree of the Emperor, iv r$

Sevrep<p rrjs juitrflwcrews fre/, " in the second year of the lease." The

tilling of the land began immediately after the seventh or Sabbatical

year, during which the land had to lie fallow. Cf. K. Kranold, De

Ann. Hebrseor. Jtibil. p. 30 sq.

5 It is assumed by Huschke and others that the Jews had every

year to pay the fourth part of what they had sown. To say nothing,

however, of the fact that a land-tax of this kind would have been very

onerous, the decree says expressly that this took place only in the

second year. This, in the six years during which the tax was paid,

would amount to a twenty-fourth part of the quantity sown. The

Jews, however, in addition to this, had to pay a tenth to Hyrcanus.
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amount of -which is not exactly stated, and which was

perhaps arbitrary, must certainly have been a poll-tax.

Besides, in 715 a.u.c. Antony, according to Appian,1

appointed Herod king of Idumea and Samaria, eiri c^opois

TtTay/uevois, which must certainly mean on the condition

of introducing the same or similar2 taxes as those that

had been imposed on Judea from the days of Julius Cajsar.

The same author states that the Jews had to pay a very

heavy poll-tax, which became the more oppressivo the more

frequently they rebelled.3 The regulation of this poll-tax

then certainly rendered it advisable that a census of the

Jews should be held.4 However, if we try to realize more

clearly Herod's exact position towards the Roman Emperor,

we shall see how littlo opposition he was likely to offer to

the adoption of such a resolution. He was a tributary

monarch who had received his kingly dignity from the

hands of Eome, in spite of the decided opposition of the

Jews, with whom, as a stranger on the throne of David,

it was impossible that he could ever become popular.

Nay, his deeds of violence springing from his suspicious

and cruel disposition, especially towards the end of his

life, must have continually made him more and more

detested by them. In consequence of his unhappy

relations to his own subjects, he had been already

compelled to throw himself more decidedly into the arms

of Rome. Besides, after the fall of Antony, Herod, in

common with the whole of the East, which had linked

itself to his fortunes, had fallen by the right of war into

the hands of the conqueror. It was therefore a mere

matter of grace on the part of Augustus if after this he

allowed Herod even a show of independence. We ought

1 De Bell. Civil, v. 75.

2 Even when Saturninus was governor of Syria there was an imperial

Sioi(c^Tij5, named. Fabatus, in Palestine. Joseph, de Bell. Jud. i. 29. 3;

Ant. xvn. 3. 2.

3 Kal 5t& rauT* tffrlv 'lovSatois airacriv 6 <p6pos ra>v eafiaruv fiapvrtpos

ttjs SaAtjs trepiovfflas.

4 The word k^vo-os, Matt. xxii. 17, 19, parall. seems to be identical

with a poll-tax, for the narrative speaks of a piece of money in which

that tax was paid. The land-tax, however, was certainly paid in kind,

as in the time of Caesar. The intimate connection between a census

and a poll-tax is well known.
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not therefore to feel any surprise that in all matters of

importance Herod was obliged to refer to Eome, and

receive the decision there given. "Without the sanction

of Eome he would not venture either to declare war, or

conclude peace,1 or settle disputes relating to his family

or the throne : nay even the directions of his will with

respect to the succession to the throne had to be confirmed

by Eome. Towards the end of the life of the aged Herod,

perhaps subsequently to the time that the. letter recorded

by Josephus was written,2 Augustus appears to have

displayed increased strictness in his supervision of Pales

tine. Perhaps at that time the idea may have already

occurred to him whether after the death of the old king

he should not convert Judea into a Eoman province. At

any rate, in spite of the resistance of some of the Jews, he

made the people take the oaths of allegiance to himself as

well as to Herod.3 Besides, the proposition made by a

deputation of the Jews that waited on Augustus in Eome

after the death of Herod, to constitute Palestine a part

of the Eoman province of Syria, may, as Tholuck acutely

conjectures,4 be looked upon as a proof that the events we

have just mentioned had had the effect of familiarizing the

Jewish nation with such an idea.

To sum up the argument. When we take into con

sideration on the one hand the necessity for holding a

census of the Jews for the purpose of carrying out an

improved and more appropriate system of taxation, and on

the other, the dependent position of the allies in general,

and of Herod in particular, as well as the traces which

present themselves of a systematic rigorous interference in

Jewish affairs on the part of Augustus, especially at the

close of Herod's reign, which is just the most important

period of his life for our enquiry ; and, further, when we

remember that Augustus had at that time already issued

the decree that " all the olKov/iivrj should be taxed," which

1 On his violating these conditions the Emperor addressed Herod in

the following strong terms : "On iti\<u xp^u-evos coitQ <plhcj> vvv inn\K6if

Xpiltrervu. Joseph. Ant. xvi. 9. 3.

8 Joseph. Ant. xvi. 9. 3. 3 lb. xvn. 2. 4.

4 Glaubwurdigkeit d. Evang. Geschichte (" Credibility of the Gospel

History "), p. 193, ed. 1.
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of course included the kingdom of Herod as a rex socius ;

and that the breviarium of Augustus, as is expressly stated,1

took cognizance of the resources and returns of the socii ;

and, finally, when we also bear in mind that the East had

been assigned to the special care and guardianship of

Augustus ;—it is scarcely possible that we should any

longer call in question the express declaration of the

Evangelist Luke, an almost contemporary writer, and

otherwise well worthy of attention, but must recognize

the census of Palestine recorded by him to have been held

in the time of Herod, as an historical fact. Even that

species of criticism, which is so ready to deduce the origin

of the Gospel narratives from an ideal of the Messiah

drawn from the Old Testament, is at a loss how to deal

with this census. Strauss, however, that he may have

something to say on the point, believes that the census

was invented for the purpose of making Christ born at

Bethlehem, in accordance with the prophecies of the Old

Testament. But why was a census necessary for this ?

And if we grant that a census was essential, then again,

the same critic objects (we shall hereafter examine the

worth of his objections) that it was contrary to the rules

of that census for Joseph and Mary to have to travel to

the original home of their family. The census is invented

to bring Joseph to the home of his family, Bethlehem ; yet

it is contrary to the rules of the census that Joseph should

in consequence of it have to go to the home of his family.

Here then we certainly have two assertions, mutually

excluding one another, unless we are willing to admit

that it was not without some grounds that Luke, or his

informant, recorded the census. But in that case again

the mythical view can afford no reason for the necessity

of the census.

We must now proceed to examine more minutely the

objection raised to the historical character of this census

from the writings of Josephus; and this we shall do,

because the probable solution of this difficulty appears, on

the contrary, to afford a remarkable proof of its historical

character, and also to furnish some more precise chrono-

i Of. p. 80.
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logical conclusions than any already attained. No one

feels any surprise 1 that Herod's census is not expressly

mentioned by profane writers ; but it is regarded, and

doubtless with far more apparent justice, as surprising

that Josephus, the Jewish historian, should mention the

census of Quirinus, but not that under Herod. And this

may appear all the more staggering, since the account of

the census hold by Quirinus renders it probable that even

in Herod's time the Jews would not have submitted

with perfect calmness to a taxing issuing from Eome.2

However, one cannot but recognize a great difference

between the census of Quirinus and that of Herod.

Certainly both proceeded primarily from the Emperor

Augustus. But, apart from its probably milder form, the

one was carried out immediately by the Koman official

Quirinus, the other by the native monarch, Herod. The

one stood in connection with the subjection of Judea to

the immediate dominion of the Romans : the other under

taken voluntarily, appeared, on the contrary, to guarantee

the relative independence of Judea, and the permanence

of the sovereignty of the Herods. If therefore the political

1 Huschke, p. 14, adduces a considerable number of censuses, the

historical credibility of which no one questions, though they are only

known to us through coins and inscriptions.

2 The dislike of the Jews to a numbering of the people, even when

set on foot by their own native princes, was founded on the Old

Testament scriptures. The numbering of the men of war of 20 years

old and upward (from which, however, the sacerdotal tribe of Levi was

excepted, Numb. i. 2 sq., xxvi. 1 sq.), held for military purposes, was

followed by the so-called temple-tax, through which Jehovah was to be

propitiated, and plagues averted from the land, Ex. xxx. 12—16.

King David, when at the summit of his prosperity he was induced to

command a complete enumeration of the people, was reproved by the

prophet Gad for his crime, and he and his people were punished by

pestilence, 2 Sam. xxiv. How greatly must this dislike have been

increased when it was set on foot by heathen rulers, and stamped upon

them the fact of their detested subjection to foreigners. Thus in the

history of the latest severe oppressions which the kingdom of Judah

had to undergo from Antiochus Epiphanes, at the time of the

Maccabees, we read of an &pxw <popoKoyias, who was at the vory

commencement of these troubles appointed in the various Jewish

towns. We may also refer to the ordinary language of the Gospels,

which shews that " publicans" and "sinners" were almost identical

notions in the mind of the Jewish nation.
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significance of the two taxings for Judea was so very

different, we can very well understand how Josephus came

to mention the more important one, that under Quirinus,

without therefore feeling it necessary also to mention the

one of less importance, that under Herod. Add to this,

that it is the object of this cautious historian to say as

little as possible of those occurrences or sentiments the

mention of which might in any way lead their Eoman

masters to question the permanent obedience of his nation.

From this tendency we may, for example, explain his

fragmentary representation of the Messianic expectations,

and their manifold influence over the life of the Jewish

nation.1 To this same category also belong the descrip

tion of the light in which many of the Jews regarded the

Eoman census, and of the disturbances which it had

more than once given rise to, and therefore might give

rise to hereafter. It is indeed evident that it was nothing

but the fear of exciting Eoman suspicion which induced

Josephus to express himself in the manner and with the

brevity he has done of Judas of Galilee and his party.2

Such being our historian's characteristics, it follows that

we are not to expect in his writings any express mention

of the Herodian census, and the excesses consequent upon

it, if (as is certainly probable) any such took place, but

rather a covert allusion to them ; such however as could

scarcely escape a reader familiar with his style. Many

writers, from Wernsdorff and Keppler down to Husehke,

have believed that they have found an allusion of this

kind in the order that the Jews should render the oath of

allegiance to the emperor as well as to Herod, issued when

Saturninus was governor of Syria, and the refusal of 6000

Pharisees to render obedience to it.3 But it is far from

being proved that there was any necessary connection

between the oath of allegiance and the census in the

dependent portions of the Eoman empire, and nothing at

all is here said of any insurrection or actual excesses

arising after that refusal. We find ourselves, on the

1 See Wieseler's Fur Audegung u. Kritik d. Apohahjpi. Litteratur det

A. und N. T. p. 133, and especially p. 143 sq.
a Ant. xvm. 1. 6.

 

xvn. 2. 4.
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contrary, led to regard the administration of this oath

of allegiance as a prudent preparatory step for deeper,

more comprehensive, and more menacing measures than

those of a mere census. And in fact Josephus narrates

that a short time before Herod's death a widespread

insurrection broke out among the zealots for the laws and

customs of their fathers, which we may certainly regard

as a consequence of the detested census.1 Martftas

MapyaXuiOov is named as the leader of thaj. insurrection,2

after him 'IovSas 6 2apt<£<u'ou.3 While Herod was suffer

ing from an alarming illness, they began to stir up their

countrymen against him, interpreting the various mis

fortunes which had befallen him, and especially this

sickness, as a Divine punishment for his violation of the

law.* Josephus then adds mysteriously, r/v yap t<3 'HpaiSij

Ttva Trpay/xaTevOevra Trapa rbv vojxov a 8r] tTreKaKovv ol wept

tov 'IowW Kal Mardtav. In the next sentence, how

ever, when speaking of certain unlawful acts, he only

expressly mentions the setting up of a golden eagle above

the great gate of the Temple, and that, before Herod's

decease a premature report of his death having been spread

abroad, the insurgents rushed fearlessly in troops to the

temple, that they might first of all destroy the Roman

eagle, the detested symbol of the power of Rome in the

Holy Place. But while they were hewing down the

image with axes, they learned too late the falsehood of

the rumour. The captain of the temple at once marched

thither with his troop. Taken unawares they were easily

dispersed, and about forty were taken -prisoners, among

whom were the leaders of the insurrection, Matthias and

Judas. They were brought to trial, on which it came out

that the high priest Matthias, who, as Josephus does not

neglect to prove by a very remarkable instance, was

faithfully attached to the customs of his ancestors, was

mixed up with the insurrection.6 He was displaced, and

1 Ant. xvii. 6. 2—4. 8 Ibid. xvn. 6. 4. 8 Ibid. 2.

4 As we read that David also was visited with pestilence, on account

of having numbered the people.

5 Even the other Jews of reputation, called by Josephus (Ant. xvn.

6. 3) oi iv reAei, by which he doubtless specially means the members

of the Sanhedrim, who were summoned by Herod to Jericho to hold a
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in his room Joazar the son of Boethus was chosen high

priest : and this expressly because he was attached to the

Eoman rule, and had, perhaps previously, when the census

was held, recommended the Jews to submit quietly to it.

At any rate the adherents of the rebel Matthias were

urgent with Archelaus for his removal,1 and it is expressly

stated that he was an advocate for the census under

Quirinus.2 On the other hand, Herod ordered the leader

of the insurrection, Matthias, and several of his adherents,

to be burnt alive.3 Besides, it appears to me very deserv

ing of consideration that among the grievances laid by

the Jews before Archelaus after his father's death, the

chief is one having in view 4 the diminution of the annual

taxes. For since we may infer from the words of

Josephus6 that this refers, if not solely, yet chiefly to the

poll-tax which had in fact to be paid to the Eomans every

year, those complaints appear to point to a census which

had been held a short time before with a view to the

levying of this poll-tax.

court there, were not disinclined to favour the cause of Matthias. For

the historian relates (§ 4, in init.) that it was only fear of Herod's

cruelty that led them to conceal their sympathy with the proceedings

of the insurgents. Besides, when Josephus records that the ring

leaders were much beloved by the people as their teachers and

interpreters of the law {Ant. xvn. 6. 2 and 3), that their party was not

quieted, but rather exasperated by their death (26. 9), and that when

their terrible opponent Herod the Great was really dead, they came

forward more decidedly, and being favoured by circumstances, caused

much bloodshed, and gave rise to a struggle of no small peril not only

for the Herodian family, but also for the Eomans ; and further, that

the Governor of Syria, Quintilius Varus, and the Quaestor (eirirpoiros)

Sabinus, came at once to the rescue, and treated this aet of resistance

as an insurrection against Rome ; and when Nicolaus remarks, in

defence of Archelaus, that these acts of animosity were directed by the

Jews only in appearance against him, but really against the Emperor

lb. 9. 6), it is easy to see that Josephus misrepresents the facts when

he gives us to understand {lb. 6. 2 and 3) that the captain of the

temple had attached too much weight to the destruction of the Koman

eagle, the only reason for this act being that the setting up of the

eagle, or as he naively says, the consecration of certain animals, avafleVeu

raw (dwv, was forbidden by the law.
1 Ant. xvn. 9. 1. a Ibid. xvm. 1. 1. 3 Ibid. xvn. 6. 4.

* In Ant. xvn. 1. 4: oi^tv t'ur<popas, fts tmuaims Afootev, fTrucovQlfcw

/Son xp&H*voi<
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Finally, a further proof of our view regarding the

insurrection of Matthias is furnished by Acts v. 36. The

Eabbi Gamaliel, in his speech before the assembled

Sanhedrim, makes mention of a certain Theudas, who had

gained some adherents in his day, but whose party had

fallen to pieces after his death. Several commentators

looking for him in Josephus, have identified this Theudas1

with the false prophet of the same name whom he else

where mentions,2 who in the time of the prefect Crispus

Fadus retreated to the Jordan, and was slain, together

with many of his adherents, by a body of Eoman cavalry

that unexpectedly attacked them. Luke, therefore, is

credited with a double mistake. In the first place, he

cannot have known that this Theudas made his appear

ance after Judas of Galilee, and in the second place, that

his insurrection took place many years subsequently to the

speech of Gamaliel ; the only ground for this assumption

being that Josephus does not mention any earlier Theudas

to whom the passage in the Acts can refer.

This is so damaging to Luke's historical accuracy, that

at first sight we are inclined to accept the assumption of

Olshausen, Tholuck, and others, that Josephus may have

altogether omitted the earlier Theudas. But since he is

mentioned together with " Judas of Galilee," he cannot

well have been any unknown individual, and there is

therefore at least the probability that Josephus must have

mentioned him somewhere. Certainly the attempt made

by Sonntag8 to identify this Theudas with the Simon

mentioned Ant. xvii. 10. 6, I consider a failure. For my

own part, however, I feel no doubt that he is identical

with the above-named Matthias, a celebrated teacher of

the law, who towards the close of Herod's reign hewed

down the Eoman eagle at the temple. All the marks

given in Luke, even the name, suit this Matthias. For

flJFID is only the Hebrew form of OcoSotos = fcuSSs,4 and

the interchange of the Hebrew and the Greek form is as

easily to be accounted for as, in the New Testament,

1 Cf. Winer, E. W. B. a. v. Theudas. 2 Ant. xx. 5. 1.

3 Stud. u. Kritik. 1837, No. 3, p. 622.

4 Winer, under the word Theudas, makes QtiSas = @e£$apos, which

answers our purpose equally well.
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IIcV/dos for K^as, and vice versa. Besides, if Theudas,

according to Luke, " boasted that he was somebody " (dvai

Tiva lavTov), it does not at all follow that he gave him

self out to be the Messiah. The probability is that, like

the Maccabees, he sought to free his nation from the

oppression of foreign dominion, and pagan customs and

institutions. And it deserves notice that such acts of

deliverance, apparently following the pattern set by Moses

and Aaron, and in later times by Zerubbabel and Joshua,

usually proceeded from two leaders, one of whom, as the

prime mover, took the highest place, while the other

acted chiefly as counsellor. Other instances of this are to

be seen in the times of the Maccabees, in Judas, who, on

account of his bravery, received the surname of MaKKa/3aio9,

and his brother Simon, who as Matthias said on his death

bed, was to be a father to his people,1—in the times of

Quirinus, in Judas the Galilean, and his comrade Zadok,

the Pharisee—nay even Barcochebas, in the days of

Hadrian, had his Babbi Akiba ; while according to

Josephus, 'Iou'Sas 2ap«£atou must have stood in a similar

relation to this Matthias.

If then, as I think we have good reason for admitting,

Theudas is to be considered identical with that Matthias,

this passage of the Acts appears to me to state two facts,

of considerable importance for our enquiry—-first, that the

insurrection under Theudas is put in the same category

with that under Judas of Galilee, who made his appear

ance at the period of a census ; and secondly, that Gamaliel

speaks of the census under Quirinus simply as the aTroypacjirj,

and therefore points it out, if another had been already

held at an earlier period, as the best known and the most

detested.2

The foregoing arguments appear to me sufficient to

shew not only that the second objection to the credibility

of the Evangelist's account of a census in the dependent

kingdom of Herod, is in itself unfounded, but also that it

may be completely removed by the positive evidence of

1 1 Mace. ii. 65, 66 ; iii. 1.

2 As we say " in the time of the French Revolution," meaning a

definite period' of French history, although there has been more than

one revolution in France.
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the existence of such a census derived from other historical

sources.

III. The third objection is, that Joseph and Mary were

not " taxed " in their place of residence, Nazareth, but in

the home of their family, Bethlehem ; while in accordance

with the laws of the census of Koman citizens, persons were

obliged to repair for taxation to their ordinary places of

residence, or the chief towns of the district. In answer to

this objection, it has been shewn by Huschke 1 that Eoman

law required the individual rather to be " taxed " where

he had his forum originis, which was of course far from

being always identical with his place of residence, or the

capital of his district.2 I must however express my doubt

whether the text of Luke's narrative is sufficiently satisfied

with this archaeological correction. For Luke does not

make Joseph travel to Bethlehem, " the city of David,"

because it was his forum originis, but because he was " of

the house and lineage of David " (8ia to iivai airov i£

o'kov kcu irarpias AaiuS).3 Or is it capable of actual

proof that all the descendants of David, nay all the 7raToiai

AaviS, had their forum originis in Bethlehem? We how

ever by no means allow the premiss on which this objection

rests, viz. that the place of the census must have been

determined in accordance with the regulations for a census

of Roman citizens. Having already, on the one hand, seen

that the census of the Empire decreed by Augustus had no

essential connection with a census of Boman citizens gene

rally, since it was an universal provincial census, with

what justice can we look for uniformity in the regulations

of the two ? But is not a census the regulations of which

1 pp. 116—120. * Cf. p. 86, supra.

8 The above words indicate a very accurate acquaintance with the

Jewish system of families. (Cf. Winer, R. W.B. s. v. St'ammo.) irorpii

( = ni3N rra) AautS is the higher idea in relation to oXkos Aaui'8, but the

lower in relation to vh» and nnsro. An comprised several

irarptal, i.e. all the families that could prove their descent in the male

line from this A certain number of mnspa or D'D^s. constituted

a Tribe Da&, of which, as is well known, there were twelve, Numb. i.

2, 18; Jos. vii. 14; 1 Sam. x. 19, 21. Besides it is plain from Micah

v. 1 that Bethlehem was the seat of an e£«.
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proceeded from Kome, one and the same thing with a

census of Koman citizens ? Admitting, however, that that

census of the Empire was really, with certain modifications,

a census of Roman citizens of more extended character than

usual, then, on the other hand, the only theory on which

we have succeeded in conceiving, or rather proving the

historical reality of a census of Palestine during the

sovereignty of Herod, is that it must have been carried

out in a mild form, and one adapting itself as much as

possible to the national peculiarities and constitution of

the Jews. From which it follows, that if Luke had told

us that the census had been carried out according to strict

Roman rule, it would have at once given rise to a doubt of

his historical accuracy ; but that Luke, or his authorities,

were in truth well informed about the Herodian census is

plain, since they have neither confounded the form in

which it was conducted with the universally known form

of the Roman census, nor with that of the census under

Quirinus,1 which at least was very familiar to the Jews.

And further, if we develop the idea more fully that

Augustus, in ordaining a census in the kingdom of Herod,

would have been likely to adapt himself as far as possible

to the Jewish nationality, we shall see an a priori reason

for thinking that he would, when practicable, have regard

to the divisions into tribes and families which had come

down from the earliest times ; and consequently, to that

element of Jewish nationality, his regard to which is

asserted in Luke ii. 4, and that with such a knowledge of

the facts of the case,2 that even on that account alone it is

impossible to question the truth of his report. But it

cannot have been mere political prudence which dictated

this line of action to Augustus, but also the nature of the

case,3 especially if, as is probable, that census was a mere

1 If Josephus is correct, the census related only to the province of

Syria, and the former dominions of Archelaus which had at that time

been added to Syria. It could therefore have hardly been taken

with any regard to the tribal connection of the Jews. This change

may perhaps have been one of the characteristics which rendered it so

hateful.

2 Cf. preceding page, note 3.

3 Even the ordinary Roman census took account of an individual's

social relations, and that in later as well as in earlier times, since he
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census capitum,1 specially arranged for the better raising of

the poll-tax.2 For in an enumeration of the Jewish nation,

the very groundwork of which lay in its division into

families, the labour of carrying it out must have been

essentially facilitated by the public genealogies 3 long

since kept by the Jewish authorities. But on the other

hand, it would be a complete misconception of the case

were we, for the purpose of explaining why Joseph and

Mary travelled to Bethlehem for the census, to appeal to a

passage in the Digests,4 which states that every one was

obliged to give in an account of his land in the chief town

of the district in which it lay ; since, on one hand, we do

not know that Joseph or Mary possessed a landed estate

at all, still less one in Bethlehem (the contrary would be

far more likely) ; and on the other hand, Luke's text

makes Joseph travel to Bethlehem because he was " of the

house and lineage of David."

IV. The fourth objection is grounded on the statement

of the Evangelist that Mary accompanied her husband to

Bethlehem. This, say they, was neither necessary accord

ing to the laws of the Eoman census, nor probable, con

sidering her pregnancy. This objection is undeniably the

most insignificant of all. With regard to the second half

of it, the improbability of Mary's taking the journey in

consequence of her condition, the critic would, I think, be

a little puzzled were he asked whether he is so thoroughly

acquainted with the wants and feelings of Mary at that

time, as to be able to pass so categorical a verdict.

Putting on one side the fact that women in similar

had to give in his nomen, prsenomen, his pater or his patronus, his tribus

and cognomen. Husohke, p. 118.

1 The census of Quirinus was, on the contrary, a census bonorum.

Josephus styles it airori^yiais tuv obffiwv.

2 Cf. pp. 93, 99.

3 These were the SeAToi Srnj.6<riai mentioned by Josephus, whence, as

he tells us, Vita, § 1, he derived his own genealogy. This is also

indicated by the term t\ SaSeK<i<pv\os, in the Protev. Jacob, c. 1. Cf.

Thilo, Cod. Apocryph. I. p. 166.

4 Digest. 50. 15 (de Censibus~), L. 4. § 2 : " Is vero qui agrum in

alia civitate habet in ea civitate profiteri debet in quo ager est;

agii enim tributum in cam civitatem debet levare in cujus territorio

possidetur "
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circumstances give way to abnormal impulses, it is surely

at least just as probable that Mary, especially amid the

bustle and tumult of a census, should have accompanied

Joseph to Bethlehem in order to be near her natural

protector, as that she tarried behind. Where possibilities

of this kind are allowed any weight, the best attested

facts of history may be stigmatized as unveracious. As

regards the other half of the objection, it is certainly true

that in a census of Roman citizens the wife had not to

appear personally.1 This too is quite what we should

expect, since the Roman census stood in the closest relation

to the rights of a citizen. The case is different with

the taxing of foreigners decreed by Rome : for there its

essence depended on certain payments, which had nothing

to do with the rights of a citizen. In this case, women also,

if liable to any taxation, had naturally to make a personal

appearance.2

V. If then, in spite of the fragmentary character of the

information with regard to the nature of the census of

that period which has come down to us, we have been

enabled to give such answers to the first four objections,

as to do away with all reason for doubting the credibility

of Luke's relation concerning the nature and arrangements

of the census placed by him at the time of our Lord's

birth, we may now pass on with greater confidence to the

consideration of the fifth objection, viz. that which relates

to the precise date given by the Evangelist. It is urged

that by the words r/yefiovevovros tt)s Supias Kvpiyvtou,8 he

has confounded the supposed census under Herod with

that of Quirinus, which must have been held at least nine

years later, 759 A.u.c.4

But if this objection is to have any degree of probability,

we must be able to shew that the historical, or more

1 The passage quoted by Tholuek from Dionys. Halic. iv. 15, proves

no more than that women and children had also to be specified at &

census. Winer had already shewn this, B. W. B. a. v. Schatzung. Cf.

Huschke, p. 121.

2 See the examples given by Huschke, p. 122, which enables us to

decide how far the conjecture of Kuhnol, Olshausen, and others, that

Mary was an heuess, is necessary.
 

4 Joseph. Ant. xvn. 13. 5.; xvm. 1. 2.
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accurately speaking, the chronological character of Luke's

writings is in general of such a nature (especially as he

promises to give special attention to the succession of

time1) that chronological errors would he nothing unusual.

We think however that we are entitled to assume that his

Gospel on the whole hespeaks no ordinary degree of

historical and chronological knowledge. Proofs of this

will be furnished in the progress of our work.2 Viewing

his Gospel therefore simply as a connected whole, it must

appear a priori improbable that the Evangelist has made

so gross a blunder in this particular case. And when we

come to consider the nature of the case more clearly, we

shall discover further arguments in his favour. The

Evangelist professes his intention of writing carefully

(ttKptySSs). Now is it conceivable that he should have

been ignorant 3 that the celebrated and well-known census

of Quirinus was contemporaneous with the transformation

of Judea into a Eoman province, and cannot therefore

have been held at the close of the reign of Herod the

Great, the period at which he places the birth of Jesus ?

Or, if he was ignorant of this, could he not, with the

expenditure of a very little conscientious labour, have

learnt it from some other source? But further. Luke

himself mentions the census under Quirinus,4 speaks of it

as a taxing universally known,6 and in several particulars

gives evidence of an acquaintance with it perfectly

harmonizing with the account of Josephus. On the other

hand, as we have seen, he gives thoroughly true and

correct details of the census held at the birth of Christ. Is

1 Luke i. 3.

2 See on this characteristic of Luke, Tholuck, Glaubwurdig. d.

Evang. Geschichte, p. 161—177, 378.

3 Luke's own Gospel supplies an indirect proof that he did not

consider the conversion of Judea into a Roman province as nearly

contemporaneous with the death of Herod the Great, and that he has

not therefore altogether left out the nine years of his son Archelaus'

reign. We shall find this if we compare the " 30 years," Luke iii. 23,

with Luke iii. 1. For the sum total of the years from 759 A.u.c, when

Judea became a Eoman province, to the commencement of our Lord's

public ministry, would be 21 years (vide infra), i.e. exactly nine years

too few.

4 Acts v. 37. 6 Of. p. 102.
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not then tho conviction almost forced on us, that in fixing

the date also, he has correctly distinguished between the

two censuses, that under Herod and that of Quirinus ?

From these remarks it will be evident that we cannot

admit such an astonishing error, unless we are actually

forced to do so ; nay that to do so would, even in accordance

with a rule that holds good in all ancient MSS., be less

admissible than a conjectural alteration of the text,1

provided it were in any degree probable. In what follows,

after first examining the MSS. with the view of establish

ing the correct text, we shall notice the best and most

generally received 2 modes of solving the difficulty.

Perhaps the result will be not only a simple criticism of

these attempts, but also a new solution altogether.

The Textus Receptus (Elzevir) of Luke ii. 2, runs : Avr>7

tl airoypa^r) Trpvirrj eye'vero rjyep.ovevovTO's ttjs Svpias K.vpr]vwv.

All the various readings, passing over the different modes

of writing the name Quirinus, relate either to the article

fj, which is sometimes given, sometimes omitted, or to tho

position of irpwrrj and d.Troypa<j>rj Trparr]. According to

the larger edition of the New Testament by Lachmann

(Berlin, 1842, Vol. I.), A. has the article rj, which is

omitted by B.D.3 Lachmann reads : avnq airoypa^r] irpia-rq

eyevero Tjyc/iovevovTos ttjs Supias KvpiVou. [Tischendorf, in

his eighth edition (Leipsic, 1869), reads avrq airoypa<t>ri

lyevero woco-ny, with K, omitting the article r/.~\ We would

here simply remark at the outset that the authority

of MSS. is in favour of the omission of the article.

The internal evidence against the article may be thus

stated. In the first place its introduction by a reader

or transcriber may be very readily explained, but not

its omission. Misunderstanding the true Greek con-

1 Some conjectural emendations have not the least show ofprobability,

e.g. the alteration of the name Quirinus, or to consider the whole verse

a gloss.

2 See Winer, E. W. B. s. v. Quirinus, for a general critical statement

of the exegesis of the passage. While he grants that the holding of

an a-aoypaipi] in the time of Herod the Great is an historical fact,

he attributes the name Quirinus to a " lapsus memoriae " on Luke's

Dart.

3 The article is also wanting in Cod. Veron. 131. Cf. Sohulz's

edition of the N.T., Berlin, 1827.
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struction, avnj arraypa<j>ri iyivero, i.e. " this became 1 (not

was, since yiyveo-Oai is not identical with cTvai) an

wKoyftdt^rj" or "" in consequence of this an arroypa<pri took

place," avTT] was construed with arroypafprj, and. thus of

course the insertion of the article became necessary.

In the second place avrt] fj anroypa<prj would give a sense

at variance not only with the well-known historical

facts, but also with the Evangelist's intention. For

in this case, avrt] ^ airaypa^rj, " this census," by its

intimate connection with the words rrao-av rrjv olKovp.ivt]v

a.rroypa.<par9ai (v. 1), would be characterized as a general

provincial census, and consequently a contemporaneous

census in all the provinces and kingdoms under the

power of Eome would be asserted; which, however, as

we have seen, is opposed to all probability, and all

existing historical data. It is too equally opposed to the

meaning of the Evangelist. For he on the one hand

describes the census at the time of our Lord's birth in such

a way that it is easy for us to see that one particular

census is intended, since he puts it in a definite relation

to the time when a provincial governor, Quirinus, was in

authority : 2 while on the other hand, the details that

follow forbid us to3 think of any but a census decreed for

Palestine.4 Besides, it is surprising that the commentators

should have troubled themselves so little about the

omission or retention of the article, since the sense and

construction of the verse depend entirely upon it. On the

position of rrpwnq we will at the outset only remark that

1 ASttj refers to v. 1, " the circumstance that Augustus issued a

decree that all the world should be taxed, became issued in an diro-

ypatpfi ; " the pronoun taking the gender of the predicate immediately

following, by attraction. Luke viii. 11, xxii. 53. Of. Winer,

Grammar, § 63.

2 Cf. pp. 74, ff.

8 Gersdorf, Spracheharakter. d. n. 7, p. 213 sq. directs attention to a

peculiarity of Luke in placing the demonstrative last, so that he

would not have written outij 7j itiroypacp^, but 7] airoyptufti avrrj.

Against this, see Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. ix. 48, xviii. 11. Gersdorf
lias, however, proved that such is Luke's rule ; nor in this case will ■»

the rule have been violated if the article is omitted. Gersdorf, there

fore, is wrong in reading oOW;.

4 Cf. what has been already said on the words 5ict rb thai abrby it

oXkov kcU Ttaroias AavtS.
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according to Lachmann, ABb(!)c. have airoypa^rj irpumj

iyivero,1 D. iyiv. airoyp. irpwn], and a. (Vera) " prima

facta est professio," and that consequently the Cod. Vera,

which is the only one that reads irpum] before airoyp.,

can hardly be thought to give the true reading.

In order to clear away the difficulty raised by the words

ijy. ttJs %vp. Kvp. it has been assumed 2 that Quirinus also

conducted the census under Herod, and that consequently

he had "taxed" Judea twice. But since at the end of

Herod's reign he was not governor of Syria at all,8 we

must in this case suppose that he held the earlier census

as an extraordinary 4 imperial commissioner, perhaps as

one of the " viginti viri " mentioned by Suidas. In

1 Cod. C, also, according to TischendorPs latest collection, Cod. Eph.

Syr. reecriptus, Lipsise, 1843, gives the reading : avrri t) aiwypaxpTi Trpami

eyevero Tiye/xovevovros ttjj Xvptas Kvp-qviov.

1 This view, which has been accepted by Neander (Life of Christ,

Bohn's edit. p. 23, note) and Hug, Gutachten iiber das Leben Jem von

Dr. Strauss (Frieburg, Zeitschr. f. Theol. Vol. i. part 2) has been

defended at great length, and with much learning by Sanclemente.

3 We are perfectly well acquainted with the names and dates of the

governors of Syria during the whole time that is of importance for our

enquiry, i.e. up to the death of Herod, 750 A.u.c. Sentius Satuminus

filled the office 744—748, and his successor Quintilius Varus was still

governor when Herod died, Nisan 750. Quirinus was not appointed

till after the banishment of Archelaus, 759, and held the office till

764. We may also remark that Varus must have succeeded Saturninus,

not later than the summer of 748, for we have a coin of Antioch bearing

his image and the date xxv. This date refers to the 2Era Actiaca,

the 26th year of which began with the autumn of 748. Cf. Sanclem.

in. c. 3, 4, p. 338—348. Ideler, Vol. H. p. 394. [A. W. Zumpt how

ever has" rendered it probable that Quirinus may have been twice

governor'of Syria ; the first time about the period of our Lord's birth.

See additional note at the end of the chapter.—Tb.]

* Sanclemente considers that Saturninus was governor of Judea at

the time of our Lord's birth, appealing to the words of Tertullian, Adv.

Mareion. iv. 19 : " Sed et census constat actos sub Augusto nunc in

Judsea per Sentium Saturninum, apud quos genus ejus inquirere

potuissent." He has been followed by several of those who place our

Lord's birth in 747 A.u.c. It is evident however that this argument is

far from decisive, for the New Testament itself supplies far better

aids for determining this question than the discordant ecclesiastical

traditions, different fathers giving different dates, which may be

appealed to with equal justice ; while Tertullian is inconsistent with

himself, since Advers. Jud. 8, he gives 751 A.u.o. as the year of our

Lord's birth.
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support of this view the statement of Tacitus1 has been

adduced, which tells us that about this time Quirinus

was intrusted with several extraordinary missions in

the East. But to say nothing of the objection that any

such appointment must remain a mere conjecture, the text

of the Gospel appears to protest very decidedly against

such a union of offices. For in this case the expression

of Luke, rrye/jL. t. Sup. Kvp., which is certainly intended

to define the date of the census under Herod, would be

very ambiguous, and therefore very ill chosen, because,

to say the least, it might at the same time designate

Quirinus as governor of Syria, in which capacity, though

not till a later period, he held a well-known census.

Besides, the expression could scarcely indicate an extra

ordinary Imperial Commissioner,2 but only the ordinary

governor of the province of Syria.

But even if Quirinus is really described as governor

of Syria, in v. 2, there is a second mode of defending the

chronological accuracy of Luke, viz. by assuming that by

this airoypa^rj the Evangelist really intended the census

of Quirinus in 759 a.u.c. This view has been supported

by Paulus.3 He wishes to read avrri, v. 2, for avrrj—which

indeed cannot be strictly termed a correction, since the

most ancient Codices are written without breathings or

accents—and renders it " the first enumeration itself

occurred, while Quirinus was governor of Syria." Ebrard,

who in other respects follows him exactly, gives a better

translation—" the arroyp. itself occurred—as the first, in

the proconsulate of Quirinus." His view is that Ayevero,

v. 2, is contrasted with IgqX&ev, v. 1, i.e. the actual holding

of the airoyp. with the issuing of the decree for it—and

that the latter took place while Quirinus was governor

of Syria. And yet if it was only the decree which went

forth under Herod, while the airoypa<pr] did not take place

1 Annul, m. 48.
s There would however be nothing to oppose to this interpretation,

if with Syr. Hier. we omit ttjs 'S.vpias. For then Quirinus would be

merely spoken of as at the head of the i.iroypa<f>-l\.

8 Exeget. Hdbch. Vol. I. 1, p. 174. He is followed with slight

modifications by Krabbe, Mack, Ebrard, and Tholuck. All but Ebrard

however deem the change of outtj into aiirii unnecessary.
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till nine or ten years later, how came it that everybody

set out on the journey at this time, to have themselves

" taxed " ? We cannot possibly explain v. 3 with Paulus,

" And yet all journeyed," since his view as elsewhere

given, would lead us to expect the exact contrary. He

thinks, however, that the aTroypatp-q really commenced

under Herod, hut that it was not brought to a conclusion

until the time of Quirinus. But in that case if what took

place in Herod's reign was something more than the mere

issuing of the edict, and we are to keep up the antithesis

between v. 1 and v. 2, instead of iyevcro we should surely

have found a word indicating not the simple occurrence

but the completion of the diroypa^. Besides, v. 2 is taken

by him as a parenthesis, in order to connect kcu hroptvovTo,

v. 3, immediately with v. 1. This construction is allowable,

if with Paulus we limit irao-av rrjv otfcov/*eVrjv, to Palestine.

But when Ebrard correctly enough understands this of

the orbis Bomanus, and yet at the same time agrees with

Paulus in regarding v. 2 as a parenthesis, he must at the

same moment have abandoned his views again, since he

there interprets the airoyp. mentioned v. 1, of an airoyp. of

Palestine. A fresh objection to his view is presented by

v. 3: since if this verse is immediately connected1 with

v. 1, ■jravTts must signify all the inhabitants of the Empire.

" Augustus decreed that the whole Empire should be

taxed, and all went to be taxed." And, consequently,

it would be asserted that at the time of our Lord's birth

a census was held contemporaneously in all parts of the

empire ; a statement at variance with history. However,

the greater part of these mistakes would never have arisen

if critics had observed that all external and internal

evidence leads to the conclusion that the article rj, v. 2,2

must be struck out. For had this been done v. 2 would

certainly not have been taken as a parenthesis, still less

would the airq have been written for the true reading

avrr]. Now, if adopting the correct reading we try to

explain the passage in Luke, in accordance with the views

1 For the reasons already given we must reject the conjecture

proposed by Kiihnol, Olshausen, and others, which is indeed contrary

to all MS. authority, that v. 2 is to be looked on as a mere gloss.

» Cf. p. 107.
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of these critics, it would run thus—" In the days of Herod,

Augustus issued the decree that all the empire should bo

taxed. In consequence a first taxing came to pass (in

Palestine) when Quirinus was governor of Syria. And

all (the inhabitants of Palestine) went to be taxed, every

one in his own city." It must then be likewise assumed

that the census had been already begun under Herod, but

having been interrupted by his death,1 was not completed

till the time of Quirinus : and further, that the date of

the census is defined by the year in which it was con

cluded. This is certainly quite in accordance with ancient

precedent : in this passage 2 however it involves a con

siderable degree of harshness.

It is however possible that the student may not be

satisfied with this solution of the difficulty. If so we

may in conclusion—-thus exhausting the whole round of

possible solutions, unless indeed one were disposed to

erase the name Quirinus altogether—attempt to prove

that Luke himself has distinguished the census under

Herod from that of Quirinus. This has been done by

those 3 who have understood Trpwrr] in a comparative sense

(almost like irporepa) and made the genitive rjyep.. Kvplvov

dependent on it. Now that the superlative joined with

the genitive may include the notion of the comparative,

is a point which can be subject to no doubt either on

philosophic grounds, or in accordance with the usus

loquendi. Huschke, following Hermann,4 says that " this

construction was employed if it was intended to intimate

that anything was at one and the same time greater with

reference to another, and, by itself, the greatest." Eegard-

ing the origin of this form of expression, it might perhaps

be more accurately described by saying that the speaker

by the addition of the genitive, immediately limits the

opinion expressed in the widest generality by the super-

1 This assumption agrees most admirably with the date we give to

this census, which places it a very short time before the death of

Herod.

2 Cf. Huschke, p. 12, note 22.

8 By Clericus, Perizonius, Ussher, Potavius, Noris, Ernesti, etc.

among older writers ; in later times by Tholuck and Huschke.

« Ad Viger. p. 717.
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lative. "We may adduce as examples of this idiom, a-eio 8'

'A^tXXev Ovtis avrjp rrpoTrapoidt /xa/cdoraTos ovt ap oVtVcru),1

i.e. " No one was previously a happiest,—viz. happier than

thou ;" oi£,vp&TaTov aW<i>v,2 miserrimum unum ante alios.3 Ss

Kal aXXoTpiMTcrros rot tH>v irai'cW koX r/o"aw K^apidpcvoi tov

avSpos cart,4 " who is to thee not only the very strangest,

viz. stranger than thy children " (the words refer to ono

who does not belong to the class of children), " but also is

less dear to thee than thy husband." 'EXirwras tov irdAe/w

piyav re eaecrOai Kal a£io\oydiTa,Tov tS>v Trpoyeyevrjp.ivwv.^

AcTTToraTOV yap ttuvtwv tu>v vypSiv to vSap icrri Kal avrov

eXaiov.6

We are indebted to HuscKke for having taken the

trouble to collect a crowd of examples in illustration of

this use of wptoTos. One can only regret that he has not

distinguished with sufficient accuracy the instances in

which it retains its superlative force from those in which

it is used in a purely comparative sense 7 like irporipa—a

use which is very familiar and is also mentioned by

Passow in his Lexicon under TrpStros. To the second

category, the well-known passages John i. 15, 30, 7rpu>Tos

p,ov, xv. 18, TrpSrrov ip.uiv, may also belong ; while, on the

other hand, a very apposite example of the former class

is found in 2 Maccab. vii. 41, co-^d-ny twv vlu>v rj p.rjrr]p

ETeXeunjo-e, " The mother died last of all, and later than

her sons." Now it has long been familiar to everybody

that wpSTcs, especially when used as a comparative, may

govern a genitive ; but it has been questioned how far

this construction was admissible in Luke ii. 2, because

it would then have after it the genitive of a participial

clause : instead of which it was argued 8 we ought to have

1 Odyss. xi. 481, 482. 2 lb. v. 103.

3 See Nitzsch on both these passages, Erhldrend. Anmerkungen zu

Homers Odyssee, and the examples there quoted.

4 Herod, m. 119.

6 Thucyd. i. 1. Other examples from Thucydides are collected by

Poppo, Prolegomena, 172, 173.

6 Aristot. de Sensu, c. i.

7 This construction is connected with the radical meaning of tho

word, which being derived from tw6, includes, of itself, the idea of

comparison.

8 In later times by Krabbe, Winer, Meyer, Olshausen, etc.

I
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had the construction with the infinitive tov fjyefioveveiv

or 7) r/yefioveveiv tov HLvpivov, or at least the article tov

before fiye/jLovevovTos, by which it would have received the

form of an adjective agreeing with KvpU-ov. But if it is

admitted that 717x07-77, when used as a comparative, may

govern a genitive, there appears to me no rational ground

why this genitive may not be the genitive of a participial

clause. The case is essentially the same as when <xkovu>,

for example, which generally governs a genitive, is

followed by a genitive of a participial clause, as in Homer,1

criOev £uovtos aKovwv, " hearing that thou art alive." But

examples may also be adduced to prove that the genitive

of a participial clause is actually used in this sense.

Among these is the example already quoted by Tholuck,

Huschke, and others from the LXX., vo-repov e£eA0ojros

'lt)(ov£ov i£ 'lepovcraXrjp. 2= varepov rj i^tkOtiv I«X- lep- Also

ep.01 yap ovSeis dfio)S coral yd/xos p.ctfwi' <p*p*o~6ai crou KaXws

r/youp.cVov,3 which Hermann renders (in Zoc), " Mihi nullum

merito connubium potius erit, quod consequar, quam quod

tibi probetur." I am inclined to take a similar view of

the two passages, o-ov irpao-o-ovros cutv^us . . . ovBiv K-nj/ia

Ti/xiwTtpov,4 and immediately afterwards, 7-1 yap iraTpbs

6d\\ovTo<; .' . . ayaX/xa /j,eI£oi/.5 Besides, it is clear from the

nature of the case, that in every instance where the com

parative does not possess a temporal signification, as in

Jerem. xxix. 9, it may also be regarded as a genitive

absolute. I can, for example, interpret the first passage

from the Antigone so as to render crow KaA<3s r;y. " if thou

approvest of the marriage," and then complete the object

of the comparison indicated by the genitive, " than the

marriage approved by thee." The only question is, which

of the two explanations recommends itself the most by

its greater simplicity ; which can, I think, scarcely admit

of a doubt. However, we have at any rate an example in

Jerem. xxix. 2, which cannot be set aside.

The foregoing remarks may have proved that the

syntax at any rate offers no obstacle to our regarding the

1 H. xxiv. 490. See, for other examples of this construction,

Matthiso, Gr. Gramm. u. § 548.

» Jerem. xxix. 2. » Soph. Antig. C37, 638. 4 76. 701, 702.

8 lb. 703, 704.
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genitive rjyep.. Kvp. as dependent on tho irpinr). Now, we

may add that the text when critically corrected even

favours this construction. Wo saw, when wo gave Lacli-

mann's collations, that a.7roypa(p7) izpuj-rq sometimes precedes

and sometimes follows iyevero.1 If now we accept the

former as the true reading, the passage may bo rendered

thus : " In consequence of which there came to pass a

first airoyp. in relation to Quirinus' governorship of Syria,"

i.e. " the wiroyp. was a first one in relation to that governor

ship." In this case however the arrangement of the words

does not immediately indicate the close connection of irpwrr]

with the genitive rryep.. Kvp. This is more clearly seen,

if, with several MSS., wo read airoy. -Kpwrr\ after eyevcro ;

since then Trpwrrj stands immediately before this genitive,

and we can also render it " this was an airoyp., a first one

■f/yep.. Kvp." This latter construction becomes almost

necessary, if, as I believe we ought to do, wo read avrr]

airoypa<pr) iyevero, Trpwrrj 2 r/ytpovevovroi t. 2. Kvp. That

&7Toyp. eyev. TTpdrr]. is the original reading might indeed

be proved by the fact that the two other readings, diroyp.

irpitiTr] iyiv. and cyw. arroyp. irpwry], can be derived from it

most readily. If for example we wished to connect Trpoyrq

more closely with dxoyp. we could either write irpun-q after

aTToyp. or a.Troy. after Trpmrr]. In the first case, the read

ing airoyp. Trpwrt) iyiv. arose ; in the second, tho reading

iyiv. aTToyp. irpwrq. If then the reading given above be

the original one, even the arrangement of the words

would of itself shew that the participial clause ip/cp. Kvp.

is not to be referred to the whole clause, but entirely to

TTpiiTTj.

1 p. 107. Lachmaun is in error in reckoning Cod. b. Veron. as one of

those which place the words irpdrri iiroypa<pr) first. According to

Blanchini, who, as Lachmann informs us, Prsef. p. xii., has been

verified by Buttman, this MS. rather belongs to the same class

with the Codex Bezse, D, as Scholz and other critics have already

stated.

2 If we suppose that irptSrij is to be read immediately before iryen.

the conjectural reading wpb Tijs for irpdrm, which, though removing an

acknowledged difficulty, is not necessary, might be defended, while wpb

ri)s before lyivero yields no sense. If we place irpiSrTj before iyevero,

the conjectural reading npb ttjs before fyyeju- must have been entirely

unauthorized.
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In conclusion, when we consider the excessive im

probability of the view that Luke has confounded the

period of the government of Quirinus with the reign of

Herod, it scarcely requires to be pointed out that the

whole connection of ideas in the passage gives the most

decided support to our interpretation.

But inasmuch as irpu>rq, as we have seen, can take the

genitive after it, both when it has merely its pure com

parative meaning, and also when it keeps its superlative

force, it still remains to be decided which of the two

meanings is to be adopted here. Our conclusion however

can have no more than a general hermeneutical import

ance, and can exercise no influence on the credibility of

the Evangelic account, which would be confirmed in either

case. We then declare ourselves in favour of the latter

view, and explain Tpdrrj yp/. t. % K. as follows, " the

airoyp. took place as tho first, and before Quirinus was

governor of Syria." Our reasons for this are, (1) the

census under Herod was really the first census of Palestine

decreed by Eome. Why then should we not adhere to

■the literal meaning of Trpw-nj ? (2) The Evangelist seems

to have considered it remarkable that the birth of Jesus

should have coincided exactly with the first Eoman census

of Judea, which was at the same time an integral part of

a census of the empire. Unless I am mistaken, he wishes

to tell us that the particular country of Palestine was in

truth received into the complex body of the universal

Eoman empire, at the very time that the Universal

Redeemer was to be born in it : and that by His being

registered in the returns of tho Eoman empire, He was

from the very first designated not merely as a citizen of

the petty province of Palestine, but as belonging to the

Tracra fj oiKovfiivr)—the whole World itself. In this too I

discover the same tendency to regard his subject in its

wide universal aspect, which is repeatedly observable in

this Evangelist, e.g. in the Genealogy of our Lord, as com

pared with that given by Matthew.

We may then, I think, removo this fifth and last

objection, by stating that so far is Luke from confounding

the census of Quirinus with that under Herod, that on the

contrary, he expressly distinguishes the one from the
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other. If, therefore, the statements of the Evangelist

with regard to the census of Palestine occurring about the

time of our Lord's birth prove, on a closer consideration,

capable of being fully defended against all the suspicion,

nearer or more remote, by which this portion of his history

has been specially assailed ; this example alone, " instar

omnium," would warrant us in recognizing in him an

historian and chronologer of the most trustworthy and

careful character. " He that hath ears to hear, let him

hear ! "

Having now established the historical character of the

census related in Luke, we will, in conclusion, seek more

accurately to determine its date. "VVe have fixed it broadly

at the close of the reign of Herod the Great. However, in

the course of the investigation, wo have obtained a moro

exact date, if we are correct in our belief that the

insurrection of Matthias or Theudas was principally

occasioned by a census held at that time.1 For since we

know exactly the day of his execution, March 12th, 750

a.u.c., the census must have been held a short time

previously. Consequently, if as the Evangelist informs

us, Jesus was born at the time of this census, His birth

must have taken place in the winter of 740—750 a.u.c,

and at least before the 12th of March, 750, the day when

Matthias was put to death.2

IV. The Fourth Datum. This is furnished by the words

6 'Irjcrovi r/v <Wei irwv rpiaKovra.,3 which give the age of

Jesus at the time of His Baptism, or the commencement

of His public ministry. If then we can by some other

means accurately fix the date of this event, we shall only

have to subtract wo-et trq rpiaKovra to obtain the year of

our Lord's birth. This datum therefore, which is derived

immediately from the life of Christ as a member of a

complete chronological system, would, if such a system bo

1 Cf. pp. 97 ff.

2 [Wieseler's mode of treating the subject of the census was complete

and exhaustive at the time it was written. Since then, however,

Zumpt's Dissertation has thrown a fresh and important light on the

whole question. For a summary of his arguments and conclusions,

see the additional note at the end of the chapter.—Tn.]

3 Lu. iii. 23.
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recognized at all, of itself suffice to prove our point, even

though our previous demonstrations should bo found

imperfect, or even worthless.

Our first duty will be to develop the sense and

signification of the words. This is one of the texts which

have been interpreted in the most different manner,1

especially as the MSS. offer no small number of various

readings. Most of these, however, we may pass over,

since the words with which our Lord's genealogy is

introduced, utv vlos, ws ivopiL^tro tov 'Im<rrj<f>, tov 'HA.t k.t.X.,

as well as the genealogy itself, have at present no further

claim on our attention.

The ordinary text runs thus, koL avrbs rjv 6 'Iijo-oCs wo-tl

lrS>v rpiaKovra apxap-evos. According to the authorities

cited 2 by Schulz and Lachmann, there can be no doubt on

diplomatic grounds of the authenticity and correct position

of the words /cat aii-ds 6 'Itjo-oCs. Since then of these

various readings wo disregard <Ls for u><m as not at all

affecting the sense, the only question left to be decided is

whether dpx°7«>'°s should stand before or after ixrei irmv

rpidx. According to Lachmann, the three MSS. ADa

(Vera) confirm the textus receptus in the position of

u/jYo/Aevos ; on the other hand, three other MSS. Bb

(Veron.), c (Colbert) have dpxd/«yos before uxrd ir. Tpid*.,

a reading which is followed by the Vulgate, Origen,

Irenaaus ("quasi incipiens xxx. annorum"). So much

weight did Lachmann indeed give to the authorities

adduced, that he did not venture to express his decided

approval of the established reading, but placed the other

over against it as of equal authority. But in Schulz's

edition of the New Testament, we find a crowd of MSS.

which Lachmann, according to his principle of criticism,

could make no use of in his recension of the text, nearly

all of which 3 place apxop-ws first. Manuscript authority

1 Of. Wolf, in loo., Cur. Fkilohg. et Crit. ; Kooher, Analect. Thilol.

ct Exeg. ; Kuhnol, Comment.

2 According to Tischendorf Cod. C. is defective in this passage.

8 e.g. L. 1. 118. 131. 209. Germ. i. To the samo class belong all

codices which place apxi/itvos first, even though the structure of the

sentence in other respects is somewhat different, e.g. 13. 09. 121, which

read & 'Irj&ovs apxoiievoi thai is irwv Tpiixoma.
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therefore alone is enough to warrant our regarding the

reading apx- ">cei ir. rpuxK. as of equal authority with the

textus receptus.1

This decision of external criticism will however be fully

confirmed by the internal, i.e. by the interpretation of the

verse in question.

For if we read dpYop-evos after ixrei It. rpid*., passing

over the absurd construction proposed by Pauli, dpxdp.ecos

ii/ <Ls evo/u£ero,2 there appear to be only two interpreta

tions to select from. (1) The genitive <i>o-ti erav rpiax.

may be made dependent on apxop-zvo<s. So Meyer, " Jesus

found Himself at the commencement of about thirty years."

Bengel,3 however, replies to this with the forcible

objection, " Initium hoc loco innuitur non aimi trigesimi,

quod neque cardinalis numerus neque particula quasi

ferebat." (2) The other explanation is more generally

accepted (Bengel, Grotius, Kuhnol, de Wette, Olshausen,

etc.). "And He, 'i.e. Jesus,' was about thirty years old,

when he began," i.e. to teach, or to execute His Messianic

office. 1 have nothing to say against the sense of this

explanation, but I confess that like Meyer I am unable to

see how apxop-evos, " beginning," or " at the beginning,"

can in this passage express this sense, without the addition

of SiSdo-Keiv. The case is evidently quite different with

dpxd/u.o'os, Acts xi. 4, where the infinitive iKTide<x6ai may

be supplied from I&tLOzto which follows immediately.

Passages like Acts i. 22, x. 37, are still less to the purpose.

And then how dislocated is the whole construction ! The

structure of the period is in this way already interrupted

by the explanatory 6 'Iijo-oOs,4 while if we adopt this view

of the passage, the isolated position of the participle

apxp/jLevos is still more offensive, for then we should have a

1 [This is the reading adopted by Tisclie idcrf in his 8th critical

Edition. Leipzig, 1869.]

2 For a refutation of this, see Kuhnol and Meyer in he.

3 Gnomon N. T. in loc. It would be better to connect inrti with

apxd/j-cvos, and read wcrel itpxintvos ir. rpidx. As far as we can judge

from the Latiu translation, Irena)us appears to follow this reading in

the passage quoted above.

4 We cannot render it, " And Jesus Himself (not others merely) was

about 30 years old," for in this case air6s could not be separated from

'ItjctoDj by fy.
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6econd participle &v immediately following, in an entirely

different relation to the verb of the principal clause rjv.

On the other hand, the language of the Evangelist

becomes perfectly clear and intelligible, if, following the

many and excellent authorities named above, we read

a.f>x6/j.£vos before txrel iruiv rptafc., and then connect the

whole thus : Kai airos v)v, 6 'ItjctoSs S.pxo/j.evO's, axrei ItC>v

rpuxKovTo., t>v inos, k.t.A., i.e. "And He was—viz. Jesus,

when He began," or, as we should say, " at the beginning

—about thirty years old, being the Son, etc." The

following reasons, apart from the untenableness of the

other, convince me of the correctness of this interpreta

tion. (1) The bare adjunct, 6 'Ir/o-oCs, by which avrds,

immediately preceding, must be explained, has in it at

first sight something surprising, since after the verses

which immediately precede it, no one can doubt that it

refers to Jesus. But as we understand the passage, this

clause is not only not superfluous, but actually essential,

since if ap\6p,tvo^ had stood alone, the reader would have

naturally been led to connect it directly with rpi (r)v

apxp/j-evos = riptaro). (2) Luke himself appears to favour

our interpretation of apxap-zvo?, in Acts i. 1, 2, where he

gives a brief summary of tho contents of his Gospel, if,

i.e., we have distinct grounds for the opinion that r/pfaro

in v. 1 refers to apxpnevos in this passage, and that the

words S>v r/ptjaro 6 'Irj&ovs ttomiv re ko.1 Si&daKciv, a^pi ijs

rj/xepas—avtk-q<fi6rj should be rendered " that which Jesus

did and taught at the commencement,1 until the day that

Ho was taken up to heaven ; " a view which must be

maintained in opposition to Meyer, both on account of tho

emphatic position of T/pfai-o before 6 'Iiyo-oOs, and its close

connection with the succeeding o^pi fjq ■qp.epa's. (3) And

lastly, the object and connection of the section, Luke iii.

23—38, is also perfectly plain. Its object is to introduce

into the narrative of the Baptism of Jesus, w. 21, 22, two

statements, first of His age at that time, and secondly of

His Messianic genealogy. But since the beginning of the

fourth chapter is immediately connected with the account

1 For examples of this use of £pxE<r"t" with the infinitive, see Acts

xxv ii. 35, ijp^aro iaSUm, "primus eomedit," and Fritzsohe on Matt,

xvi. 21.
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of the Baptism, its general import is that of a dependent

or parenthetical explanatory clause.1 Its form is also in

accordance with its character as a dependent explanatory

clause,2 for we have first the copula, then the pronoun, then

the neuter verb, yv, etc.

We now proceed to investigate the meaning of the word

&>crd : a question of no small importance in a chronological

point of view. We may just mention that even Scaliger 3

regarded it merely as the so-called " ? veritatis " of

Hebrew, i.e. as merely superfluous. In refutation of his

view, however, as well as that of Anger 4 and many other

commentators who, we must not forget, had no other way

of making the verse square with their chronology, we

shall now go on to prove that uxru does not bear the

indefinite chronological character they assign it, but that

it must be taken in its closest sense, and with precision.

According to my view Luke intends to say that Jesus,

when He was baptized, was eiw rpidKovra, but not exactly

thirty years old, but ixrd er. rpidx., which may imply

1 If our construction of v. 23, and our rendering of this verse in

connection with what goes beforo and what follows be correct, it

follows that apxi/j-syas coincides chronologically with iSaimS^uecos, for

avr6s, v. 21, refers to the same person as i3cmri£6pevos, v. 21 ; con

sequently our Lord's baptism by His forerunner John is pointed out as

the apxh of His Messianic office, an idea which is indeed expressed in

the words of the Baptist, John i. 81, 33, and which we see from the

words of Justin (Dial. c. Tryph. p. 145, Kal rhv 'HXiau XP1<"U ".vThv

i\$6i/Tay p. 110, ju<=xpiy ay t\d&!V 'HXias XP'lcrV o.urhv Kal <pavepbv iraffL

TTot-fia-ri), was an element of the Jewish view of the Messiah, grounded

on 'fPM, Ps. ii. 6.

2 Even Huschko, p. 97, has overlooked tho intimate connection

between Luke iii. 22, and iv. 1 sq., for he interprets v. 23 as follows :

"and the same (to whom this very remarkable anointing with the

Spirit and recognition by a voice from heaven had happened) was

Jesus, who (consequently as a man) of about 30 years old began (His

ministry) being," etc. The Evangelist could not have spoken in this

manner, except at the close of a longer section treating of Jesus.

But apart from this, how hard and formal is the rendering of apx- iffl

ir. rpiaK. ; and, finally, the principal clause, " the same was Jesus,"

would be merely a repetition of a statement already sufficiently well

known from vv. 21, 22. All these refinements, however, are adopted

with the view of proving that &xre\ ir. rpidx. may include a period

of about 35 years, since Huschke places our Lord's birth in 747

A U.O.

3 De Emend, temp. p. 540 sq. 4 pp. 18—20.
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either, " He was thirty years old, and a little under, but

not so much as to make Him only twenty-nine," or " He

was thirty years old, and a little over, but not so much as

to make Him quite thirty-one." However, the latter is

the most natural view.1

Taken by itself the clause, " Jesus was about thirty

years old," might no doubt also mean that He was some

years older or younger ; since the number thirty may be

taken as a round number, which however is only admis

sible when we are speaking of thirty-one or twenty-nine

years, or generally of some number not divisible by ten.

The probability that the number thirty was not intended

to be taken exactly, would certainly be much increased if

it could be proved that, in accordance with some custom or

law of His nation, it was necessary for our Lord to have

been thirty years old at the entrance on His office : for it

is well known both from Paul,2 and more particularly

from Luke,3 that Christ as much as possible adapted Him

self to the customs and laws of His fathers. Writers have

usually referred the " thirty years " mentioned here to the

Mosaic ordinance,4 which enjoined that the Levite should

be thirty years old when he entered his office. But what

has Jesus, the Messiah, to do with the official standing of

a Levite? Besides, according to Numb. viii. 23—26, the

Levite need be only twenty-five, and subsequently, accord

ing to 2 Chron. xxxi. 17, cf. 1 Esd. iii., even no more than

twenty years old when he entered on his office. It might

rather have been expected that Jesus would conform to

the regulations of the priests ; since, according to Ps. ex. 4,

as well as the general expectation of the Jews, He was, as

Messiah, to be " an High Priest for ever after the order of

Melchizedok." 6 The Old Testament however is silent as

to the official age of the priests. The enquiry therefore

1 Similarly we find, Luke i. 56, uail firjms rpeis, i.e. (compared with

vc. 26, 57) probably a little more than three months, but certainly not

merely two months, or four, or even five, six, seven, etc. We have an

example of the second class, Luke ix. 28, were! r/fifpoi oktu. Cf. Mark

ix. 2, Matt. xvii. 1.

2 Gal. iv. 4, yevofievov iwb v6nov. 3 Luke ii. 21, 22, 42, 51.

4 Numb. iv. 3, 23, 30, 47. Cf. 1 Chron. xxiii. 3. " Twenty years,"

1 Ch. xxiii. 24, is certainly an ancient correction of tho text, from

2 Ch. xxxi. 17. 5 Cf. particularly the Epistle to the Hebrews.
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is open to us, whether this was left undetermined by law,

or was subject to the same rule as with the Levites. The

latter view certainly appears to me 1 the more probable,

and it is, I think, confirmed by the tradition of the

Talmud, that no priest 2 was admitted to the performance

of his office before his twentieth year. Under this

hypothesis the thirty years of our Evangelist might

certainly have an internal reference to the canonical age 3

of the Priests and Levites, as defined in the Pentateuch

(m.s.), which, according to 1 Chron. xxiii. 3, was in force

in the normal period of Jewish history, I mean that of

David ; in which case our Lord would have at once made

it clear, by the very time of life at which He came publicly

forward, that from that time He purposed to exorcise the

priestly office of Mediator. Schoettgen, in his Hot: Hebr.

quotes, on this verse, a passage from the Avod Sara,

fol. 15, 2, where the question is answered what should

be the age of a vir doctus, or Eabbi, before he can instruct

others. As a rule, forty 4 is named, but several exceptions

are immediately li.entioned. It is of course open to

question whether this rule was in existence in the time

of Christ, and, further, we have no positive proof, even if

we are to regard Him somewhat in the light of a Eabbi,

that it was essential for Jesus, in accordance with the

custom of His time, to commence His public life as soon as

He had attained his thirtieth year. Still less can we

adopt any ago as incontrovertibly defined by the custom

of the time, if we regard our Lord's office as an unfettered,

extraordinary office resembling that of the Prophets.

1 Bahr, Symbolik, Vol. n. pp. 41, 42.

2 The assumption of the High Priesthood by Aristobulus, when only

a lad of 17, was certainly exceptional, and took place at a time when

such great illegalities in the mode of conferring the high priesthood

prevailed, as to call forth the bitterest complaints on the part of

Josephus, Ant. xx. 10.

3 It is open to question whether the canonical age of 30, fixed in

early times for a presbyter (Rheinwald, Kirchlich ArcMologie, § 17),

had reference to Jewish precedent, or tho example of Christ.

4 This rule was probably derived from the example of Moses, tho

chief of all teachers of the law, who, according to tradition, after being

instructed in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, began first to care for

tho welfare of his brethren, ws 4ir\i\puno avrcp TeiTaapaKoyrafTijs

xpimi, Acts vii. 22, 23, where see Lightfoot.
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Besides, wnether our Lord chose His thirtieth year for the

commencement of His public ministry with reference to an

existing custom of His people or not, so much at least is

plain, that the selection of this climacterical year in the

development to a riper manhood, may of itself be con

sidered very suitable, and that it was also in perfect

accordance with the circumstances of the time.

My reasons for not regarding the thirty years of the

Evangelist as a round 1 number are however of a totally

different kind, and are based partly on the general

character of the Gospel, partly on the meaning and

connection of the verse as already explained. (1) Luke

makes it his object in general *to speak with chronological

precision.2 The presumption therefore is that he has

done so in this passage, especially since he is treating of

an epoch in the life of Jesus of the highest importance,

viz. the commencement of His public ministry. (2) Accord

ing to the interpretation of this verse, which we have

endeavoured to demonstrate to be the correct one, oxm eiw

rpiaK. must be regarded as the predicate of the principal

clause, while the determination of the date of His baptism

appears to be the secondary object of the verse. (3) And

finally, and this is the strongest reason, while the Evange

list informs us that Jesus was about thirty years old, he

appends the supplementary clause, clearly to guard against

all mistake, that he is here speaking of Jesus as apx6/ievo>;,

i.e. at the commencement of His ministry. This supple

mentary clause not only furnishes us with a most striking

instance of the Evangelist's anxiety to give as accurate

a chronology as possible, but is only intelligible on the

supposition that he does not intend oxrci to be understood

so indefinitely that it may denote several years beyond

thirty. For since we learn from tho three Synoptists

that our Lord's public ministry lasted at most about three

years, or as some think no more than one year, the end as

1 Reinold, Huschke, Paulus, and others have, on the contrary, urged

the hypothesis, which certainly is not without foundation, that Luke,

without saying anything expressly on the subject, intended by his

mention of 30 years, to allude to tho legal age of tho priests, to prove

that it is to be taken as a round number.

2 Cf. especially iii. 1, ii. 1, 2.
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■well as the beginning of His ministry might have been

indicated by such a phrase as wcrti erw rpiaKovra.

On these grounds it seems to me certain that Luke can

only intend to say that Jesus, at the time of His Baptism,

was thirty years old, and a little more (or a little less),

but neither thirty-one nor twenty-nine. Now since the

first Passover which John mentions 1 must be placed in

the year 781 A.u.c., the Baptism of Jesus (as will be proved,

subsequently) took place at latest at the close of 780 a.u.c.

and probably in the summer of that year. If then we

reckon the thirty years backwards, from the year 780, or

more exactly from the summer of that year, we shall

arrive at the summer of 750 A.u.c. : while if we remember

that Luke places our Lord's birth in the lifetime of Herod

the Great, who died at the beginning of the April of that

year, we shall be satisfied that Luke, by adding ixrtl to

the " thirty years," marks out our Lord as a few months

above,2 not below the ago of thirty years. However,

starting from the summer of 750 a.u.c. the word W

will only conduct us with certainty to the beginning of

780 a.u.c. ; hardly much further, for otherwise the ago

of our Lord must have been given, not as about thirty,

but, on the contrary, as about one and thirty years. This

test of the calculation will have proved that Luke's

chronological datum is as precise and consistent as could

be desired.

Proceeding now to compare the general results of our

investigation of the four chronological data given in the

Gospels, by the help of which wo proposed to determine

the year of our Lord's birth, we shall discover the follow

ing remarkable agreement. (1) If Jesus was born in the

lifetime of Herod the Great, He must have been born

before April 750 a.u.c, since Herod died at the beginning

of that month. This is the extremest terminus ad quem

of the birth of Jesus. (2) The star which led the wise

men from the East to Jerusalem to visit the Messiah,

appeared during the months of February, March, and

1 John ii. 13.

2 Tio-ei -would have the same force if wo were to assume it as proved

that our Lord, in compliance with a custom of His country, did not

enter on His office till He had completed His thirtieth year.
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April, 750 a.u.c. (3) The census which was the cause

of our Lord's birth taking place at Bethlehem, must have

been held at the close of the reign of Herod the Great,

probably a short time before the 12th of March, 750 a.u.c,

on which day the insurgent Matthias, the Theudas of the

New Testament, was executed. (4) About thirty years,

reckoned back from the Baptism of Jesus,1 i.e. the summer

of 780 A.u.c, brings us back again to a date somewhat

earlier than April, 750 a.u.c, but scarcely earlier than the

Deginning of that year.

These four chronological data lead us to the same year,2

750 a.u.c, and, what is mor6, the same period of the year,

viz. its beginning. While then we consider it not impos

sible that Jesus was born towards the end of 749 a.u.c,

5 B.C., yet we must on these grounds hold it to be far more

probable that Ho was born in one of the early months of

750 a.u.c, = 4 B.C.3

Having thus determined the year of our Lord's birth,

we must now proceed in the second place to enquire in

what month, and on what day this occurred. Arid this

1 Luke iii. 23.

5 Early ecclesiastical tradition hesitates between the years 750, 751,

752, A.u.c. as the date of our Lord's birth. It is not till a somewhat

later period that it seems to have adopted the view of Dionysius that

Jesus was born in 754 A.u.c Of. Gieseler's Eccl. Hist. I. 54, Clark's

edit. ; Ideler, Hdbch. d. Chron. n. p. 385.

3 This will perhaps be the fittest place to mention briefly the latest

theory about the date of our Lord's birth contained in the little work

of W. D. Block, Das wahre Geburtsjahr Cliristi. And this I do,

because the surprising nature of its conclusions may perhaps startle

the unlearned reader, and lead him to the belief that no certain con

clusions can be arrived at on this point. The object of the author is

to prove that our Lord was born 19 years before the Dionysian era, i.e.

735 A.u.c. The prevailing characteristic of the work is a most un

critical over-estimate of the apocryphal accounts of the later Rabbis,

and the key to it is the idea that the era of the Seleucidse, or Minjan

slaroth, does not date from the autumn of 312 a.u.c, but 19 years

earlier, 331 a.u.c. See Ideler, I. 531. Ecclesiastical writers were in

the habit of employing this era, which unfortunately was mistaken by

Dionysius Exiguus, who placed it 19 years too late. This gave rise to

great chronological confusion (e.g. placing the death of Herod the

Great in 739 a.u.c), which the author (who, however, furnishes much

useful matter about the Jewish Calendar) thinks himself bound to

support to the uttermost.
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we do partly by a critical survey of the various statements

of ecclesiastical tradition, partly under the idea that the

conclusions already arrived at may be confirmed by other

arguments, and even determined with still greater chrono

logical accuracy, partly with the view of making a more

searching investigation into the history of our Lord's

childhood, so specially the object of the attacks of hostile

criticism, in the hope of in this way proving its authen

ticity in some other particulars related to that now to be

discussed.

The first Christians very early made the month and

day 1 of our Lord's birth the object of their investigations.

Clemens Alexandrinus 2 states the various opinions held

on this point in ancient times, particularly 3 in Egypt,

where the science of Chronology especially flourished.

Only two of the dates fixed, however, have had any

acceptance in the Church, viz. the 25th of December,

on which day we still keep Christmas, and the 6th of

January, the Feast of the Epiphany.4 Both of these

1 See Ittigius, De ritufe'st. nat. Chr. die xxv. Dec. celebrandi Dissertat.

3. Salomon van Til, De anno mense et die nafi Christi. Jablonsky,

De origine fest. natio. Chr. opp. ed. Water, Vol. m. p. 317.

2 Stromata, I. p. 339, 340, ed. Sylburg.

3 According to Clemens, our Lord's birth has been placed on the

following davs : 25 Paction = May 20 ; 15 Tybi = Jan. 10 ; 11 Tybi =

Jan. 6 ; 24 or 25 Pharmuthi = Ap. 19 or 20. The dates Jan. 6 or 10

might certainly be referred simply to His Baptism, since the words

immediately preceding ol Si curb BaotXeiSov Kal toS Panr i a par o s

avrov tV fifiepav copTa.£ov<ri may be explained in this way. But as

Jablonsky has rightly decided, these are to be rendered, "the

followers of Basilides keep the day of His birth as that of His

Baptism." We thus see how it happened that Clemens could speak

of the day of His Baptism in this connection, and also discover the

meaning of the difficult passage «al tou ^amiap-aros . . . ioprd&vai.

Epiphanius expressly tells us that the Egyptians kept our Lord's

Birth on the 11th Tybi, Adv. Hmres. 51. 29. We have evidence too

that the birth and baptism of our Lord were kept together on the

Feast of Epiphany, which occurred on that day. Further on we shall

see Clemens' own view on this point.

4 In opposition to Neander and Augusti, I agree with Gieseler,

Eecl. Hist. I. 52, 273, in holding that, in the Eastern Church, the

Feast of the Epiphany, even in very early times, was kept at the same

time as the Festival of the Birth and of the Baptism of our Lord,

although the latter appears to have predominated. The two days

were made to coincide, because ao-ei', Luke iii. 23, did not admit of a
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dates 1 appear to occur in the passage cited above, from

Clement. How stands it now with their historical truth ?

We will first speak of the 25th of December. If wo

combine this date for our Lord's birth with the other

corresponding dates, viz. March 25th as the day of the

Annunciation, June 24th as the day of the Baptist's birth,

and lastly Sept. 24th as the day of Elizabeth's conception

(a date presupposed by the preceding one), it can scarcely,

I think, be doubted, apart from all other reasons, that we

are not here dealing with strict historical dates, inasmuch

as these four dates correspond exactly to the four divisions

of the year2 in the Julian Calendar as settled by Julius

more precise chronological determination. From the 4th century

there was a division between the East and West on this point ; tho

former regarding Dec. 25 as the Festival of the Birth, the latter keep

ing the Epiphany on Jan. 6. Both, however, agreed in treating the

Epiphany simply as the Festival of the Baptism, not that of the

Birth. Its original connection with the Birth of our Lord is indicated

by its beiug kept as the Festival of the three Kings, which soon

became its predominant character in the West. Cf. Bheinwald,

u. g. p. 209.

1 With regard to Jan. 6, this is clearly made out. It would also be

plain with regard to Dec. 25, if we agree with Ideler, II. p. 387, that

the Christians of Egypt, confounding the 9th month of the

Jewish Calendar with their 9th month, spoke of the 25th of Pachon

instead of the 25th of Kisleu, which nearly corresponds with our

December.

2 For the sake of analogy, I may mention that the day of our Lord's

death also was formerly wont to be identified with the Vernal Equinox,

or Mar. 25. Augustin. Be Trin. iv. 5: "Octavo ealendas Aprilis

conceptus traditur Christus quo et passus. Natus traditur octavo

ealendas Januarias." The great antiquity of this view is clear from

the fact that it was expressed in Hippolytus' Easter Cycle of 112

years, and that of the Latin Church of 84 years. Ideler, II. p. 421.

The view attributed by Clement, Strom. 1. c., to some good calculators,

that our Lord died on the 25th of Phamenoth = Mar. 21, is based on a

better acquaintance with the true vernal equinox at that period.

Ideler, I. 78, II. 199. Subsequently our Lord's Resurrection was also

placed on Mar. 25. Ideler, n. p. 331. These dates are not strictly

historical, but essentially allegorical and typical. It may be that

they were connected with the idea that Christ, the second Adam, the

new creation, ought to correspond with the creation of the world,

which was wont, for reasons we can readily understand, to be placed

on the 25th of March. Ideler, n. 279. They are only so far forth

historical that our Lord's death and resurrection must have happened

about that time.
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Csesar.1 But while we cannot deny that, in the want of

any other certain historical dates, these four dates have

been very skilfully selected, and that they furnish very

abundant materials for allegorical interpretations, we can

hardly allow that any mere idealistic view, which may

still be assumed, will entirely account for their origin.2

Thus, for example, the interval between the birth of Jesus

and that of the Baptist evidently rests on Luke's state

ment.3 But after we have proved that the birth of Jesus

must at all events be placed in the winter six months,

749—750 a.u.c., we are, I think, entitled to assume, since

each of these four dates establishes the correctness of the

other three, though certainly only in the main outline,

that they correctly furnish us with the true time, though

only very generally,4 in which the circumstances narrated

took place. This assumption is confirmed by the fact

that the second view mentioned above, which was more

generally accepted by the Church, and was perhaps of

earlier origin, fixes on almost the same date for our Lord's

birth, viz. on the 11th of Tybi = Jan. 6.

To test the historic value of these statements, it would

be well if we could ascertain their origin. That they

preserve to us the authentic date of the birth of Jesus, is

a priori improbable when we consider the nature of the

1 Cf. Ideler, n. p. 124.
s The view maintained by Jablonsiy, «. s., following Petavius and

Harduin, that the choice of Dec. 25 for the Christinas Festival in Borne

was determined by a desire to give the necessary counterpoise to the

license of the pagan festival of the " Natalis Solis invicti," which was

held in Rome on the same day, certainly explains the origin of our

Christmas Festival in a purely historical way, i.e. without the inter

vention of any ideal element. It is difficult, however, to divest this

view of a degree of one-sidedness, since it severs this date from all

connection with the three corresponding dates already mentioned;

while it may be confuted on the ground that Dec. 25 appears to have

been generally recognized as the date of our Lord's birth, before it

became a Church Festival at all. And yet it is easy to conceive that

the choice of Dec. 25 for the Christmas Festival may have been at the

same time, for the reason given by Jablonsky, particularly acceptable

to the Christian community in Rome.

3 Lu. i. 26.

4 See also the similar conduct of the first Christians in determining

the day of our Lord's death and resurrection, note 2 on preceding page.

K
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subject, and of the tradition relating to it. However, it

is quite possible that this date might have been based

upon some tolerably precise calculation derived from the

Gospels, or some other ancient sources. As this supposi

tion, as I shall presently endeavour to show, is not ipso

facto improbable, I must now proceed to refute a theory

which, though pretty widely received, I deem erroneous.

Jablonsky 1 endeavours to prove that the Festival of the

inventio Osiridis was celebrated in Egypt on the 11th of

Tybi = Jan. 6. He argues that since the Basilidians in

Egypt, as we learn from Clemens Alexandrinus, celebrated

the birth and baptism of Christ on this same day, we may

consider it as certain that they borrowed the date of the

feast from the heathen festival of the Sun-god Osiris; just

as the Christians in Borne borrowed theirs from the natal

feast of Sol inviclus. The Feast of the Epiphany would

thus have passed over from the heretical sect of the

Basilidians to the Catholic Church. The accuracy of this

reasoning is, I think, open to objection on many accounts.

Indeed the entire premises on which it is so ingeniously

built, are not improbably erroneous. The Festival of tho

inventio Osiridis was not celebrated on the 6th of January,

but on the 17th or 18th of November. The principal

passage regarding this Festival of Osiris is in Plutarch,2

where we learn that Osiris disappeared in the month

Athyr, about our November, and that then four days of

mourning were kept from the 17th to the 20th of Athyr

= Nov. 13th—17th.3 Immediately after this we read tq

S' ivvarrj lirl oYxa vvktos IttI 06Xao-<Ta.v (carcicrt, and that then

the Priests brought out the holy Ark with the golden

KipwTiov into which drinking-water had been poured :

immediately on this the cry of joy was raised by those

who were present (is tiprj/jLevov rov 'Oo-ipiSos. According

to Plutarch4 therefore the 19th of Athyr was the date of

1 Jablonsky has been followed by Creuzer, Symbolik, I. p. 763, and

Ullman, ibid. iv. Appendix, 2.

3 De laid, et Osirid. c. 39.

3 The correctness of this statement is granted by Jablonsky. It is

placed beyond all doubt by the parallel de Is. et Oeir. c. 13 and 42.

4 I would further remark, that we gather from Plutarch that Osiris

was not represented in this festival as the Sun-god, but as the
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the inventio Oairidis. Jablonsky not only changes the day

by writing ivS^Kary instead of ivvdrr] iirl Se'xa, but also the

month by introducing /m/i/os Tu/8i: and so he deduces the

exact contrary of what Plutarch says. It may indeed

be correct that the date of the 19th or rather the 20th1

of Athyr is not suitable, because the festival of the

" inventio " was one of joy, while on the twentieth of

that month, the four days' mourning beginning with the

17th, was still being celebrated. This, however, hardly

justifies such a radical correction. It certainly appears

an unwarrantable assumption that the name of the

month should have been altogether lost. On the contrary,

errors in numbers repeatedly occur. I conjecture that

instead of the 19th, the 20th of Athyr, fj eiKoo-Trj, was

the original reading, for which the 19th, ij cucocrri} /uas

Seouo-tys = the ivvarrj «ri ScKa, was afterwards substituted,

because in what preceded really only a four days' celebra

tion was spoken of, which, beginning with the 17th, must

have been already over by the 21st. In this case the

inventio Osiridis would have fallen on the 21st Athyr =

17th or 18th of November,2 and would therefore, according

to the context, have immediately succeeded that mourning.

Jablonsky, however, believes that he is warranted in

making the above correction of Plutarch's text from the

striking similarity between the Feast of the Epiphany

and this Festival of Osiris, a vessel of water being used

fertilizing principle, as set forth by the water of the Nile, with which

the ceremonial of the Festival was in perfect accordance.

1 He is speaking of the night of the 19th, and therefore of the

commencement of the 20th of Athyr.

1 I am confirmed in the above view, which commends itself to me

by its simplicity, by the fact that Clemens Alexandrinus has actually

placed our Lord's birth on the 21st of Athyr. From the death of

Commodus, Dec. 31, 192 a.d., to the birth of Christ, he reckons (Strom.

i. p. 340) 194 years, 1 month, 13 days, so that in his view, as Sal. van

Til has already remarked, our Lord was born on Nov. 17, 751 A.r.o =

according to the Egyptian mode of reckoning, 21st of Athyr. For

" one month" brings us to Nov. 30, after which the 13 days have still

to be subtracted. Besides, even if it is thought that we have made a

mistake as to the day of Athyr mentioned by Plutarch, his words

would at any rate prove, and this is what we are chiefly concerned

with, that the eleventh of Tybi cannot be taken for the " terminus " of

the Festival.
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in both. But as Epiphanius 1 remarks, since this custom

arose not in Egypt only, but in other parts of Christendom

also, we may certainly conclude that it cannot have had

its origin in any local type peculiar to pagan Egypt. We

should rather conclude that the custom observed by the

early Christians at the Epiphany was connected with its

identification with the day of our Lord's Baptism, imply

ing that by His Baptism Christ had hallowed the element

of water.2 For the same reason Christ's miracle at the

marriage at Cana, the changing the water into wine, was

transferred to the Feast of the Epiphany,3 a miracle in

which the Gospel narrative mentions the drawing of water.

Why, then, should we have recourse to heathen practices

to explain this rite, when it has been already sufficiently

illustrated by the original signification of the Christian

festival? Whether the heathen element may not have

been in certain points intermingled with the Christian

is a point we cannot determine. Since then all idea of a

local and Egyptian origin for the festival of Epiphany

falls to the ground, I am all the more inclined to assent

to Neander's view,4 that it did not, as Jablonsky holds,

pass over to the Catholic Church from the detested sect

of the Basilidians, but that its date was not originally

peculiar to them, but was also observed by the Christians

of Syria and Palestine. Now although the view so

generally adopted by the primitive Church that Jesus

was born on the 6th of January, might certainly have

some historical tradition or calculation to rest on, and

would also accord very-well with the conclusions we have

previously arrived at, yet we must be on our guard against

recognizing it as so thoroughly authentic as, without

further enquiry, to lead us actually to modify our view

1 Uteres. LI. 3a

5 This is not a mere faney, but has been repeatedly stated by the

Fathers, e.g. Chrysostom, Homily on the Baptism of Christ, n- P- 369 D.

ed. Montfaucon : avrt] ydp itrrtv y TjfjLepa leaf? *qv IfSairTiaano Kal rijv ruv

vSdrtcy ijyicure tpvtriv Sid rot tovto Kal fieffowKrlip kcitr v^jv kopT^it

rairnv airavrts iSptuffantvoi, k. r. A. For further proofs, see Bhein-

wald, Kirchl. Archiiologie, p. 214. [Dictionary of Christian Antiquities,

Vol. I. p. 618.]
s Epiphan. Hares. Li. 29.

4 Church History, I. 411, Clark's Edition.
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in accordance with it. Such a modification, if at all

possible, can only be effected by means of our canonical

Gospels, not by the help of traditions which, especially

on this point, are so greatly at variance with one another.

(1) One such datum is afforded by the Gospels in the

statement in Luke that Zacharias the father of the Baptist

belonged to " the order of Abia," 1 the eighth of the twenty-

four orders of Priests arranged by David,2 and as a member

of it was offering incense in the Temple 3 at the time that

he received the promise of his son's birth. Since then

Elizabeth became pregnant soon after this,4 and Mary in

the sixth month from that time,5 the addition of about

fifteen months at the conclusion of the Temple-service of

the course of Abia at that time, or, with the Evangelist,

to the time <!>s iir\rja'$rj(Tav al rifiipai ttjs AetToupyias avrov,

would give us a very precise date for our Lord's birth.

The question then is, whether we are able to fix the

time when Zacharias officiated in the Temple, with such

accuracy? Now as we have already proved that Jesus

was born at the beginning of 750 a.u.c., nothing is easier

than to do this, provided that during the whole period that

the Temple service continued uninterrupted in Jerusalem,

up to the period of our Saviour's birth, Only one single

fact can be ascertained by which the sacerdotal cycle then

in operation, and the periodic succession of its separate

courses, could be reduced to certain rule. For if we can

determine this, we have only to ascertain whether the

class of Abia officiated in the autumn of 748 a.u.c, and

if so at what precise date. And if it should prove that

it was really at that time engaged in the Temple-service,

we should at once have a striking proof of the correctness

of our view of the date of our Lord's birth.

1 Lu. i. 5. The Greek term ifprintpta is used because each of the

24 classes had to execute the priest's office for a certain number of

days, viz. a week, so that every 24 weeks each was once in office. For

the continuance of this ordinance of David, in the times after the

Captivity, see Winer, M. W. B. " Priester."

2 1 Chron. xxiv. 4 sq. 3 Lu. i. 8, 9.

4 Mero rairas ras rifiepas seems to be a vague statement of time, but

it is to be supplemented by t^s \eiT0up7k1 aurov, which precedes.

5 Lu. i. 24, 26.
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The celebrated Scaliger1 was the first who employed

Luke's mention of the course of Abia as a chronological

element. His calculation, however, was necessarily erro

neous, both because of the mistaken date he assigns to

our Lord's birth, which he places 751 a.u.c, and from the

want of a certain terminus a quo to start from. As such

he takes, according to 1 Mace. iv. 28 sq., the 25th of Kisleu,

165 b.c, assuming that as at that time the Temple-service

after long interruption was restored by Judas Maccabeus,

the first order of priests, that of Jehoiarib, began to

officiate, and thus calculating that the 28th of July,

750 a.u.c, was the day on which the course of Abia went

out of office in the days of Zachariah. But it is a mere

hypothesis that at the Feast of the Dedication the first

course of priests entered on their ministry, and it is at

any rate equally probable that the course which was next

in order before the interruption of the Temple-service

resumed office ; an idea which has been well developed

by Paulus.2

Salomon van Til, on the other hand, and Bengel,3 have

shewn the right method of procedure, at least as far as

concerns the terminus a quo of the calculation, by availing

themselves of the Talmudical tradition,4 which expressly

states that the Temple was destroyed by Titus on the

9th of Ab, 70 A.D., just when the first course of Jehoiarib

had entered on their office. Although it is of itself not

at all improbable that the memory of the Jews has faith

fully preserved this liturgical fact belonging to an epoch

which could never be forgotten by them, yet we are

fortunate enough to possess other arguments in favour of

its credibility. The date of this destruction is preserved

to us by Josephus.5 He tells us that it happened on the

10th of Lous, the same month and day that Solomon's

temple was destroyed by the Babylonians. Now we learn

1 De Emendat. temp, and Lib. lit. Canon. Isagog. p. 303—305, ed.

Amstel. 1656.

2 Exeg. Handb. Lu. i. 5.

* Ordo temp. ed. Hellwag, p. 201 sqq.

4 Tract mpn, fol. 29. 1. Scaliger, De Emend, temp. Append, p 56.

Bengel, Ord. temp. 1. c.

» De Bell. Jud. TL 4. 5. 8
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from 2 Kings 1 that this was destroyed on the 7th, or as

Jeremiah states,2 on the 10th of Ab. Josephus, then, and

the Talmud agree perfectly as regards the month. Do

they also as regards the day? Josephus names the 10th

of Lous or Ab (evidently referring to Jeremiah Hi. 12) ;

the Talmud the 9th, at evening, i.e. disregarding the

Jewish mode of expression,3 which considers the evening

of the previous day as the commencement of the following

day, the 8th of Ab, at the time that it was verging to the

beginning of the 9th. In perfect accordance with this,

Josephus informs us4 that the Temple was first set on

fire 5 on the 8th of Lous = Ab. When therefore he after

wards names the 10th of Lous, his object is only to point

out the end of the destruction of the Temple, in order to

make the parallel with Jer. Hi. 12 as exact as possible.

The correctness of the date given by the Talmud is also

vouched for by the Jewish Calendar of Festivals, in which

the 9th of Ab stands as a general fast-day in memory of

the destruction of the Temple.6 Another proof of correct

ness of the date given in the Talmud may be deduced as

follows. The true new moon for the month Ab fell in

70 a.d., in the evening of Thursday, the 26th of July, and

therefore the new moon after the phasis, or the 1st of Ab,

fell on Saturday, the 28th of July. Consequently, the

8th of Ab or the 4th of August was again a Saturday,

and if the course of Jehoiarib began its ministry on the

9 th of Ab = 5th of August, they entered ofiBce, according

to our mode of reckoning, on the evening of the 4th of

August (the 8th of Lous of Josephus) immediately the

Sabbath was over. This result is in complete accordance

with the arrangement of the orbis hieraticus, which ordained

that each sacerdotal course should commence their seven

days' ministry at the close of the seventh day, or the

Sabbath.7

1 2 Kings xsv. 8. 2 Jer. lii. 12.

3 This is a point which must be attended to. From a forgetfulness

of this have arisen the misconceptions and complaints of the in

accuracy of the date given in the Talmud, -which may be seen in

Paulus, u. «. 4 De Bell. Jud. VI. 4. 1 and 2.
B 'F.Keivtjv fiev oZv r^v T)fxipav Kal tV liciovaav vvkto. rb irvp i-TreKpdrei.

6 Cf. Ideler, I. 528 and 567.

7 See Lightfoot On Lev. i. 5. His opinion, however, about the
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If then we assume, as we may now reasonably do, that

the course of Jehoiarib entered on its Temple-service on

the 5th of August, 823 a.u.c, or rather on the preceding

evening, it follows that the class of Abia was in office in

748 a.u.c, from the 3rd to the 9th of October. Between

the 5th of August, 823 a.u.c, and the 3rd of October,

748 a.u.c, there are 74 years, 10 months, and 2 days,

among which were 19 leap years, and therefore altogether

27,335 days, or 162 sacerdotal cycles, and 119 days. The

excess of .119 days equals 7 x 17 days, and consequently

brings us from the day when the first course, that of

Jehoiarib, entered again on their office, to the day when

the course of Abia, the seventeenth from the end, did so.

Since Zacharias left the temple on the evening of the

9th of October, and might therefore have reached his

home on the 10th, if we assume nine months from that

date for the pregnancy of Elizabeth, and add to it the

six months, mentioned Luke i. 26, and therefore reckon

a year and three months in all, we should obtain the

10th of January as the date of the birth of Jesus. And

it deserves notice that the Basilidians fixed the day of our

Lord's birth and baptism, some on the 10th, others the

duration of the "orbis hieraticus," that, though it only comprised

24 weeks, it came round exactly twice in the year, is not only very

improbable of itself, but is also directly refuted by the only passage

he brings forward in proof, viz. a gloss by a late writer to Midr.

Colieleth, fol. 82. 4. For if the first sacerdotal class regularly began

its ministrations on the 1st of Nisan, it would follow either that the

Jewish year must have always begun with a Sabbath, an idea which

must be decidedly rejected, or that the classes did not always enter on

their duties at the close of a Sabbath, as the author of the gloss

himself affirms. But there is a still more decisive argument, for the

author, in his explanation of the statement of Midrash that there were

seven complete (niD'pri, Lev. xxiii. 15) weeks between the Passover

and Pentecost, when in the interval the class of Joshua (the ninth)

and Zachariah (the tenth) did not officiate, presupposes that the 1st

of Nisan only sometimes fell on a Sabbath, and that it was only some

times that the first class began its duties on a Sabbath. For other

wise there would have been always complete weeks between the

Passover and Pentecost. Certainly the other classes helped those who

were officiating in the extraordinary and numerous services at the

great festivals, but the regular duties, especially the daily sacrifice,

were reserved for those whose turn it was to minister. Cf. Mishna,

Tr. Succa, c. 5, § 7, ed. Surenhus. Tom. n. p. 279, and Scaliger, I. c.
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6th of January.1 This latter date seems only a modifica

tion of the former, and perhaps had its origin from

calculating the nine months of pregnancy more exactly

as nine lunar months, which leads us precisely to that

date. We seem then in that ancient date for the festival

of Epiphany really to possess a calculation of the date

of our Lord's birth2 based on a solid foundation, i.e. the

mention of the course of Abia : nor need this cause us any

surprise, since that date had its origin in the circle of

Oriental, perhaps Palestinian Christians. Be that as it

may, it is however clear that the text of the Gospel does

not offer the necessary warrant for any such minute

accuracy as this. On the contrary, the calculation has

been based on several very unlikely hypotheses, e.g.

Elizabeth's conception is placed on the first day that

Zacharias could possibly have reached his home after the

completion of his ministry. Thus much however we may

safely deduce from our data, that Jesus could hardly have

been born before the commencement of January, 750 a.u.c,

and probably a little later.3

1 Clemens Alex. Stromat. I. p. 339 : *oul 8£ ehai rb irevTcicai$eKa.Toi/

eros Ti&eplov Kaltrapos t^j/ irevTeKatSeKirriv rod TujSl jUijc&s (Jan. 10)

Tivts 5e avrfy evBeKdryv rod htjv6s (Jan. 6).

2 Tradition has usually placed the period of Zachariah's service in

the Temple about the month of October, and this even at a later

period, when it went so far astray as to make him officiate as High

Priest on the Day of Atonement (10th Tisri), or on the first day of the

Feast of Tabernacles (15th Tisri). It is perfectly obvious that this

view is completely at variance with the Gospel narrative, which only

allows us to think of an ordinary priest. See Jablonsky, u. s. p. 340.

Lightfoot, Luke i. 5.

3 The view that our Lord was born at the close of December might

be just made to tally with the mention of the course of Abia, if, on

the one hand, we took for granted that Elizabeth's conception was

contemporaneous with Zachariah's departure from the Temple, and on

the other, interpreted the expression, " in the sixth (current) month,"

with the utmost possible precision. [Greswell, Proleg. ad Harm.

p. 123, makes the course of Abia enter office Sep. 30, and leave it

Oct. 7 ; thus almost exactly coinciding with Wieseler's calculations.

Caspari also calculates that in the year 748 A.u.c. the course of Abia

would come out of office on the 10th of April and the 1st of October.

Chronol. and Geograph. Introd. p. 57, Eng. transl. Caspari adds, not

without sufficient reason, " How little reliance is to be placed upon

conclusions of this kind will be evident to all."—Tb.]
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(2) Now if we take into account the succession of the

separate portions of the narrative of which the history

of our Lord's childhood consists, we shall obtain a new

criterion for determining the month of our Lord's birth.

The presentation of Jesus in the Temple 1 must, as I hope

to shew further on, have preceded the visit of the Magi

to the infant Christ.2 Now since Herod was still alive

at that time, and also when immediately afterwards the

parents of Jesus took their journey into Egypt, and when,

almost contemporaneously, the massacre of the children

of Bethlehem of " two years old 3 and under " took place,

while according to the law of Moses4 it was necessary

that new-born children should be presented forty days

after their birth; it follows that at latest Jesus must

have been born forty odd days before Herod's death,

which brings us to February, 750 A.u.c, as the latest date

for the birth of Jesus.

(3) Since, therefore, for the reasons above stated, our

choice lies in point of fact between the months of January

and February, it is possible that Luke's statement,5 that

at that time shepherds passed the night by their flocks

in the open air, or perhaps in huts, may enable us to

decide between the two. From this indeed it has been

inferred that our Lord's birth cannot have occurred in the

winter half-year, since the tradition of the Talmudists6

informs us that the flocks were driven out in March, and

were brought home again at the beginning of November.

We cannot, however, suppose 7 that this statement, which

1 Lu. ii. 22 sq. • Matt. ii. 10—12.

8 It deserves notice that the heathen writer Macrobius confuses

the " Massacre of the Innocents " with the execution of Antipater, the

son of Herod the Great. Saturnal. n. 4 : " Cum enim audisset

(Augustus) inter pueros quos in Syria Herodes rex Judaeorum infra

bimatum jussit interfici filium quoque ejus (Antipatrum) occisum, ait

' melius est Herodis porcum (if) esse quam filium (vtov).' " For it is

plain that the two events must in fact have been nearly contem

poraneous. The execution of Antipater however took place five days

before Herod's death. Joseph. Ant. xvn. 8. 1. Cf. xvn. 7.

4 Lev. xii. 2 sq. » Lu. ii. 8.

6 Cf. Lightfoot, Luke ii. 8.

7 For the temperature of Palestine, and Jerusalem in particular, at

the present day, see Schubert, Reise in das Morgenland, Vol. m. p. 103

Eobinson, Vol. ii. p. 305. Winer, It. W. B. s. v. " Witterung."
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is of later date than Luke's account, is intended to be

taken so strictly as that in no one of the many years in

which certainly the temperature did not always remain

quite the same, and in no single place, and under no

special circumstances, the flocks ever left their winter-

quarters before March. For example, the great variations

of temperature in certain districts, connected with the

enormous difference of altitude between closely adjacent

places, must he taken into account.1 If the Talmudists

either could not or would not enter into any more precise

detail, their statement must naturally be looked on as

general and vague : indeed it is easy to see that they have

only given, quite generally, the period of the early and

the latter rain as the extreme limits within which the

flocks of Palestine were accustomed to be driven forth.

Besides, the Evangelist never once asserts that the flocks

were at that time passing the night in the open air at a

season when they were regularly accustomed to be out of

doors, every year, or that at that time they had been

driven out everywhere. Considering the great crowds

of people which were at that time collected in Bethlehem

for the census, and who on account of the deficiency of

room were in such great straits to find a lodging, that,

as we see from the case of the parents of Jesus, they were

fain to put up with stables as quarters for the night, we

1 Schubert, p. 104, says, " In the present position of science, the

question may well be asked, where in the world has such a juxta

position of elevation and depression been seen or heard of as here—in

the neighbourhood of Jerusalem—where, in a journey of seven hours,

in a straight line, one finds a depression of at least 600 feet below the

level of the sea, and an elevation of more than four times as much

above it 1 " [The plunge is even more extraordinary than here stated ;

the northern end of the Dead Sea is 1317 feet below the level of the

Mediterranean ; the Mount of Olives 2724 above it.—Tk.] Robinson,

Vol. n. p. 99, says, " The barley-harvest precedes the wheat-harvest by

a week or a fortnight. On the 4th and 5th of June, the people of

Hebron were just beginning to gather their wheat ; on the 11th and

12th the threshing-floors on the Mount of Olives were in full

operation. We had already seen the harvest in the same state of

progress on the -plains of Gaza, on the 19th of May, while at Jericho,

on the 12th of May, the threshing-floors had nearly completed their

work." Josephus observes of Jericho and the adjacent district, De

Bell. Jud. IV. 8. 3 : itrrl 5£ koI rb tnpUxov oiirais tbupwrov &s Ktvovv

afxipievvvadai tous eVi^wp/ous pupoptvris ttjs (&AA.17S 'lot/Sofas.
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can very well conceive that the shepherds of Bethlehem,

if the temperature at all allowed it, may have at that

time already driven their flocks into one of the warmer

valleys in their vicinity. On these grounds I believe

that we may recognize the statement of the Evangelist

concerning the shepherds of Bethlehem passing the night

in the open air as historically correct, without on that

account being obliged to admit that, in consequence of

the statement of the Talmud, it must necessarily bring

us down at least to the month of March : a date which

would by no means accord with the conclusion we have

already arrived at.

If then, bearing the climate of Palestine in mind, we

enquire in which month it was most likely that the

shepherds would bring their flocks out of their winter-

quarters, January or February, we must decide for

February. (1) Even at the present day, spring begins

to shew itself in February, while January is the very

depth of winter, and in the preceding months, November

and December, violent and continual rains are wont to

fall. Schubert,1 after remarking that the heat usually

continues very great in the autumnal months, says,

" and also after the spring rains, which fall in the interval

between the Autumnal Equinox and the Winter Solstice,

about seven weeks before Christmas, have refreshed the

parched ground with their copious streams, the S.W. winds

bring again such mild days that the Christmas season is

often here one of the most delightful times of the whole

year.2 As a rule, about the middle of January the cold

1 p. 107.
* Schubert himself limits the above remark, which evidently refers

to Christmas time, by a note, which says, " yet not always." With

this we should compare Robinson's description, pp. 505, 506 : " The

autumnal rains, the early rains of Scripture, usually commence in the

latter half of October or beginning of November ; not suddenly, but by

degrees; whieh gives opportunity for the husbandman to sow his

fields of wheat and barley. The rains come mostly from the west or

S.W., continuing for two or three days at a time, and falling especially

during the nights. Then the wind chops round to the north or east,

and several days of fine weather succeed. During the months of

November and December the rains continue to fall heavily ; afterwards

they return, only at longer intervals, and are less heavy ; but at no

period during the winter do they entirely cease to occur. Snow often
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becomes more settled, and it sometimes freezes even as

late as February." Again,1 " The first tree whose blossoms

appear before the period of the latter rain, and, in the

deeper valleys, open even before the commencement of

the cold days of February, is the Loz or Almond tree : we

found the district of Bethlehem and Hebron adorned in

March with fruit-trees in blossom, among which were the

Apricot, the Apple, and the Pear." It is plain, however,

from a comparison of the above-named works, that, as

their authors themselves acknowledge, they are insufficient

thoroughly to elucidate the relations of the weather and

the temperature of modern Palestine.2 (2) The climate

of Palestine must have somewhat altered in the course

of centuries, so that the effects of winter reach further

into spring than was the case in our Lord's time. These

phenomena manifest themselves everywhere when a

country gradually sinks into barbarism, and the gloomy

powers of nature are no longer tamed and bridled by the

hand and spirit of man as they were of yore. This asser

tion has been often made with regard to Palestine, and

it appears to me to follow necessarily from the following

considerations. The legal date for the commencement of

harvest was the 16th of Nisan, which not unfrequently

fell towards the end of March. According to Eobinson,3

the early and the latter rains have at present lost their

fixed limits. Several kinds of trees which require a

milder climate, e.g. the Palm,4 have almost entirely dis-

falls in Jerusalem in January and February to the depth of one foot

or more ; but does not usually lie long. The ground never freezes ;

but Mr. Whiting had seen the pool at the back of his house

(Hezekiah's) covered with thin ice for one or two days. Bain

continues to fall more or less through the month of March, but is

rare after that period. During the present season there has been

little or none in March, and indeed the whole quantity of rain had

been less than usual."

1 p. 114.
2 [On the climate of Palestine, see Smith's Dictionary of the Bible,

Vol. II. pp. 692, 693. Thomson, Land and Book, p. 90. Edinburgh Neio

Philos. Journ. for April, 1862 ; also a paper by Schouw, Vol. vm. of

same periodical.]

3 ». 8. p. 306.
4 Schubert says, p. 114, "together with the victorious power of the

land, the token of victory, the palm, has been lost. The palm groves
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appeared, as Schubert expressly states, when speaking

of the Flora" of Palestine. Besides, the dates we have

furnished for the time of harvest in various districts of

Palestine, which must be the ordinary dates, for if not

Eobinson would have stated it, lead to the conclusion that

the grain ripens considerably later than in our Lord's

days. At that time, the harvest must, in obedience to the

law, have been everywhere completed by the commence

ment of Pentecost, or fifty days after the 16th of Nisan.

In conclusion, this view may be confirmed by several

quotations from Josephus, when, for example, he states

" that Herod set out with his army to besiege Jerusalem

before the end of winter." For since he took Jerusalem

in Sivan, the third Jewish month = our June, after he

had besieged it for five months, the end of winter 1 must

at that time have coincided with the beginning of

February.

The result of our investigation as to the exact date of

our Lord's birth, then, is as follows—that the day cannot

now be determined at all ; while, as regards the months,

our choice lies between the close of December, January,

and February, of which, however, December is the least

probable, January more so, and February decidedly the

most probable of all.

of Jericho have almost entirely vanished." What the character of the

vicinity of Jericho was in earlier times we learn from Josephus, De

Bell. Jud. iv. 8. 3. From in. 10. 8, we learn that Palms grew also on

the delightful shores of the Sea of Galilee, ot Kaifiari rpetpovTai.

1 Cf. p. 46. Joseph. De Bell. Jud. I. 17. 8. {wtos or \u<piiaavTot

rov xEi^dpos, Ant. xiv. 15. 14.
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Additional Note on the earlier proconsulate of Quirinus

as maintained by Aug. W. Zumpt, De Syria, Boman-

orum provincid ab Ccesare Augusto ad T. Vespasianuw ; ,

Commentationes Epigraphies, Part II. pp. 84—104.1

Zumpt shews 2 that M. Titius was succeeded in the government of

Syria by C. Sentius Saturninus, 9 B.C.3 He was followed by T.

Quintilius Varus, so well known from his disastrous campaign in

Germany. He is first mentioned by Josephus,4 in connection with

the trial of Antipater by his father Herod, which took place 5 B.C.

Herod died at the beginning of April in the following year. Varus

appears on coins referred to by Noris 5 and Eckhel,6 as governor of

Syria in the years 6, 5, and 4, B.C., and it is certain, from facts

recorded by Josephus, that he retained his office at least till the end

of 4 B.C. After this, we lose sight of him till we find him appointed

to his command in Germany, where he perished with his legions in

the Teutoburgian Forest 7 a.d.7 Now just at this point there is a

remarkable hiatus in both of Josephus' historical works ; his narratives

passing over a period of ten years by no means barren of incident,

from the accession of Archelaus till his deposition and banishment.

He therefore affords us no help in determining when Varus left the

province. The next governor of Syria expressly recorded is P.

Sulpicius Quirinus 8 (the Cyrenius of St. Luke and Josephus) in 6

A.D. Now if we enquire whether Varus could have remained governor

for the whole of this interval, from 6 B.C. to 6 a.d., the answer must be

in the negative. For it was a standing rule with Augustus, according

to the policy recommended by Maecenas,9 that no one should hold a

governorship less than three or more than five years : the object being

to ensure the governor's complete acquaintance with the province, and

yet to prevent his becoming so firmly settled in it as to attempt to

become independent of the Emperor. There was, indeed, no law to

this effect, but such being Augustus' principle, we can hardly suppose

that one of the chief provinces, furnished with three legions, should

have been left in the hands of one man for more than double the

longest period allowed.

Were there then other governors of Syria during this interval ; and

1 There is an able summary of Zumpt's investigations in the Christian Beformer,
Vol. xi. p. 623 ff. 1855, to which I must acknowledge my obligation.

• p. 84 sq. 3 Joseph. Ant. xvi. 9. 1. Cf. n. 3. and xvn. 2. 1.
• Ant. xvn. 5. 2. Ct. Bell. Jud. i. 31. 6. • Diss. m. } 7.

• Vol. m. p. 275. ' Veil. Paterc, n. 120.

" The true orthography of this name is matter of controversy. Zumpt follows
Lipsius, and the editors of Tacitus, Beck, Ritter, and Doderlein, in writing Quirinius.
This is the spelling adopted also by Winer, B. W. B. and Merivale. Quirinus, however,
appears to be the more correct form, and, according to Ernesti (Tac. Ann n. 30) and
Ryckius, is found on coins and in inscriptions. It is adopted by J. Gronovius and
Orelli, the latter remarking, without, however, giving any examples, that the form
Kvpijvtov, or Kupt'wof, found inStrabo, Josephus, Dio, etc., arises from the Greek mode
of writing in -tor, Latin names in -us. Meyer, in loc.

' Dio, w. 23.
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if so, who were they ? The name of one, L. Volusius Saturninns, has

been discovered, who appears as " legatus Syria? " on a coin of

Antioch 1 of the year 35 of the Actiac Era = 4—5 B.C. He must,

according to the above-quoted rule, have remained in office till the

arrival of Quirinus, 6 a.d. His presidency however cannot, in accord

ance with the same policy, have rilled up the whole of the eleven

years ; and consequently, one if not two governors have to be supplied

Here then the passage of St. Luke 2 presents itself, and the enquiry

arises, whether, in accordance with what appears to be the plain

sense of his words, it is possible that Quirinus, who was certainly

governor of Syria in 6 a.d., may also have filled that office as successor

to Varus, about the time that the census recorded by the Evangelist

was being held ?

This is the question to the resolution of which Zumpt devotes him

self, and the result of which he gives, p. 104, "jam . . . efficitur ut

P. Sulpicius Quirinus, cum P. Quinctilius Varus paullo post mortem

Regis Herodis exeunte anno, 4 a.d. decessisset Romam, in legationem

Syriacam successerit."

What then do we know about Quirinus ? The fullest details of his

public services we possess are given by Tacitus,3 when narrating his

death and public funeral 21 a.d. From this we learn that soon after

his consulship (which he held from Jan. to Aug., 12 B.C.) he gained

the honour of a triumph for reducing the fortresses of the Homona-

denses, a tribe of Cilicia, " Impiger militias et acribus ministeriis

consulatum sub. D. Aug., mox expugnatis per Ciliciam Homonadensium

castellis insignia triumphi adeptus."

Of what province was he governor when he gained this success ?

To determine this we must ascertain the position of the Homonadenses.

Both Pliny 4 and Strabo 5 agree in placing them in the mountain

valleys of Cilicia near the Isaurians, and the latter mentions their

reduction by Quirinus : 'Exelvovs Si Kvpiyws i&ir6p6ii<r£ kcu Terpa-

Kiffxtkiovs apSpas l£(ltypn<rt koL avviltKitrtv els ras 4yybs irdAeiy, rijv Si

X&pav aireAtire ^prffjLoy rwv eV aKfir}.

Of what province then is it likely that Quirinus was governor at

the time that he dislodged the Homonadenses ? Zumpt names four,

or at most five—Asia, Bithynia and Pontus, Galatia, and Cilicia—

which can by any possibility have had any connection with this

tribe, and by a very elaborate process of exhaustion eliminates all but

the last.

(1) It cannot have been Asia, for we learn from Florus6 that

Quirinus had been proconsul of Africa, probably in 6 B.C., and it was

unheard of in the times of the Emperors for the same man to be

appointed over more than one of the consular or praetorian provinces

which were in the power of the senate. Besides, even if Quirinus had

been proconsul of Asia, the Homonadenses were too remote for him to

' Eckhel, nr. 21S. • Chap. ii. 1, 2. ■ Ann. m. 48.
• Bitl. Nat. v. 23. 91. » xn. 6. 6, XIV. 4. I. 24.
• iv. 12. 40. The older editions erroneously give Turmius for Quirinus, which, with

slight variations of form, is the reading of all the MSS.
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have made war upon them ; while Asia, an old and tranquil province,

had no legions quartered in it.1

(2) Very much the same objections apply to Bithynia and Pontus.

Galatia lay between this province and Cilicia; it was a senatorial

province ; and had no legions quartered in it. - Besides, as we know

from Dio,2—the exception of Pliny the younger only serving to prove

the rule—the province was usually assigned to men of praitorian, not

consular rank.

(3) More may be said in support of Galatia. But though the

Homonadenses lay very near its frontier they were not within it, as

Strabo proves, and a Boman praetor had no power to make war beyond

the boundaries of his own province. Nor did the prretor of Galatia

command any legion which would have enabled him to carry on a war

worthy of a triumph ; and lastly, it was a province always entrusted to

men of praetorian rank.

(4) Having thus eliminated Asia, Bithynia and Pontus, and

Galatia, Cilicia alone remains, which indeed is the first that would

occur to us, the tribe in question being situated within it. Cilicia,

however, at this time was far more contracted than when it had

Cicero for its governor, when it reached as far as Caria and Phrygia.

Part had been added to the province of Asia, part assigned to the

government of Amyntas, king of Galatia, little being left besides

" Cilicia Campestris," a tranquil region, though exposed to attacks

from the neighbouring mountain tribes. On this account, when

Augustus was handing over to the senate the more peaceful provinces

in 27 B.C., he reserved this, together with Cyprus which had long been

united to it, to himself, to be governed by a praetorian.3 But when

Amyntas died, to whom, as we have seen, a large part of Cilicia had

been given, Augustus having constituted the new province of Galatia,

without, however, attaching any permanent army to it, felt that there

were still some fierce mountain tribes remaining in Cilicia, which

required a stronger hand than that of Archelaus of Cappadocia, to

whom he had assigned the subjugation of " Cilicia Aspera." He

therefore separated Cyprus from Cilicia, and gave that over, 22 B.C.,

to the senate as a perfectly tranquil province.4 What then became of

Cilicia ? Authorities are silent. It cannot be supposed that Dio

intended to include it in his mention of Cyprus, for this was a

praitorian province, and as Quirinus reduced the Homonadenses after

his consulate, any province held by him—and Cilicia, as we have seen,

is the only province left of which he could have been governor at this

time—must have been a consular province, and therefore could not at

this time have been merged in Cyprus. Cilicia, then, being divided

from Cyprus, must have either been a province of itself, or have been

united to some other. The former is most unlikely ; for after the loss

of Galatia, it was of very contracted dimensions, and, as we learn from

Dio, without the protection of a legion. For which reason also, when

the emperor assumed the province (and that he did assume it must be

inferred from his separating it from Cyprus, when he gave that to the

1 Tac.'Ann. rv. 5. ■ lttt. 12.

* Dio, us, 12. * lb. liv. 1.

L
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senate), he could not place it under a man of consular rank, and

therefore not under Quirinus. We must thereforo embrace the other

alternative, that Cilicia was united to some other province. What

then was this province ? Now that it could not have been under the

proconsul of Asia, is plain from what was said above about Quirinus'

proconsulate of Africa. Strabo shews that it was not joined to

Galatia, the boundaries of which he lays down carefully. Pontus and

Bithynia were too far distant. What then remains but to conclude

that it was united to Syria ?

This reasoning makes it at least exceedingly probable that Cilicia

was united to Syria at the period when Quirinus reduced the Homona-

denses, and Zumpt now proceeds to confirm this by more direct

historical testimonies.

The first of these is the fact, that Piso, when attempting to recover

his province of Syria, of which he had been deprived by Germanicus

by force of arms, sent Domitius Celer, one of his most intimate friends,

to Laodicea in Syria, and himself applied by letter for aid to the

chiefs of the mountain tribes of Taurus in Cilicia—" ipse regulis

Cilicum ut auxiliis sese juvarent scribit." 1 They accordingly sent

him troops, which Piso, when he made his attempt, incorporated with

his other forces. Now how could he have ventured to demand troops

from Cilician chiefs, and what would have induced them to send him

such aid, especially against Germanicus and his friends, whose power

was then so very great, unless his position gave him authority to

make such a demand ? Now his position was that of governor of

Syria. It must have been then in this capacity that the Cilician

chiefs obeyed him, which goes far to prove that Cilicia was at that

time united to Syria. But further—Piso's first step of open hostility

against the party of Germanicus was to seize on a fortress named

Celenderis.2 Where then was Celenderis ? Not in Syria, but, as

Strabo informs us,3 in Cilicia Aspera. Now, if we enquire in what

light this attempt was viewed by the Emperor and the authorities at

Home, we shall have an additional argument in favour of the supposed

union of Syria and Cilicia. For among the charges brought against

Piso by Tiberius to the senate was that of endeavouring to recover

his province by force of arms. " Armis repetita provincial'4

Nothing is said about his having attacked a province not belonging to

him. That would have been an act of civil war, which Tiberius

would never have thought of pardoning. His offence was clearly

that, having been removed from his province by Germanicus, and

others having been placed in it for the interim, instead of waiting and

appealing to the Emperor, he had taken the law into his own hands,

and endeavoured to settle the matter by arms. And therefore Tacitus

reckons among other reasons why Piso perished, that the Emperor

was implacable, " ob bellum provincise illatum."5 This appears also

from the letter he wrote just before his death to Tiberius, interceding

for his sons, one of whom, he says, was all the while in Borne, the
other, probably one of his father's lieutenants, u repetere Syriam

" Tae. Ann. n. BO, ■ ' xiv. 4. 3.
• Ann. ill. 14.

1 Tac. Ann. n. 78.
* Tac. Ann. ill. 12.
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dehortatus est ; " 1 while, as we have seen, his attempt to recover

Syria consisted in seizing on a fort in Cilicia.

This conclusion as to the union of Syria and Cilicia may be

strengthened by evidence drawn from a somewhat later period in the

history of the Empire. We read in Tacitus 2 of a certain tribe called

the Clitse, who on two occasions, 30 a.d. and 53 a.d., from impatience

at the tribute and taxes imposed upon them, withdrew to the mountain

fastnesses of Taurus ; where they maintained themselves for a time :

on the second occasion extending their ravages to the sea, and the

adjacent towns. Who then were these Clitse ? Tacitus himself

informs us that they were a tribe in the western part of " Cilicia

Aspera," near neighbours of the Homonadenses : and as we learn

from the same authority that on each occasion troops were despatched

by the governor of Syria (who in 30 a.d. was Vitellius) to quell the

disturbances, we cannot doubt that Cilicia was under his jurisdiction,

and was united to his province.

Znmpt having, as he believes, thus established the fact that

Quirinus, at the time he reduced the Homonadenses, was " legatus

Augusti," and governor of Syria, proceeds to enquire when he held

this office. The passage of Tacitus, which serves as the groundwork

of his whole argument,3 places it between his consulship, 12 B.C., and

the death of Caius Caesar, the adopted son of Augustus, 4 a.d. This

at once forbids our thinking of his well-known governorship of Syria

mentioned by Josephus and many others, which commenced in 6 a.d.,

and we have to enquire at what period, during the fifteen years which

the words of Tacitus allow, it is possible that he may have held this

office. Other governors, about whom there is no question, bring us

down from 12 b.c. to 4 B.C., reducing the period of fifteen years to

seven or eight. Have we any materials for determining the date more

exactly ? Zumpt thinks he discovers such in the connection mentioned

by Tacitus between Quirinus and Caius Caesar. Tacitus states that

Quirinus was appointed adviser to that prince when directing

operations in Armenia,4 whither he had been sent to settle the contests

arising from a disputed succession. We must therefore enquire when

he held this important commission.

We know from Suetonius 5 that this office was at one time filled by

Marcus Lollius, and we have to determine whether Quirinus preceded

or succeeded him. Noris thinks the latter, but, as Zumpt believes,

erroneously.

To decide this point he traces the circumstances of C. Caesar's

Asiatic journey very carefully. His arguments are too long to be

fully reproduced here, but he believes that he has established the

following points. C. Caesar left Rome at the beginning of 1 B.C.,6 and

crossing first to Greece, where he visited the most celebrated spots,

passed next to Egypt, and then by the coast of Palestine to Samcs,

where he wintered, and where Tiberius, then living at Ithodes as a

1 Ann. m. 16. * Ann. vr. 41, xn. 65. * Ann. nr. 48.
• Ann. in. 48 : " datnsque rector Caio CEesari Armeniam obtinenti."
• Tiber. 12, 13 : "crimioationibua M. Lollii comitis et rectoris ejus."
• Velleius, rr. 101. Dio, lv. 11. Zonaras, x. 35.
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kind of political exile, waited upon him. Suetonius, speaking of this

visit, mentions Lollius as being then C. Caesar's " rector," and that he

endeavoured to produce an estrangement between them.1 Here also

Caius entered on his consulship for 1 a.d., and then proceeded to Asia

and Syria. After various letters had passed between him and Phraates,

king of the Parthians, and the chief obstacle to Roman influence in

Armenia, Phraates towards the end of the year inclined to peace, and

an interview took place between Caius and the son of the Parthian

king at the beginning of the following year, 2 a.d.,2 at which Caius,

hearing of the treachery of Lollius, dismissed him from his household,

and gave up all intercourse with him.3 Peace having been made with

Phraates, Caius commenced hostilities against Tigranes, the Ar

menian pretender, was treacherously wounded in besieging Artagira,

probably at the close of 3 a.d., and died 21 Feb. of the following year,

at Limyra in Lycia, when on his return to Italy.

It would seem, therefore, that Lollius was " rector " to Caius Caesar

from the end of 1 B.C. or the beginning of 1 A.D., when he was

wintering at Samos, to some time in 2 a.d., when he died by his own

hand, soon after losing the favour of the prince. And if Noris' view

that Quirinus succeeded Lollius as official adviser to Caius is correct,

it will bring him down too late, and nullify the preceding argument.

Noris4 builds his theory on the words of Tacitus, "Armenian

obtinenti," Armenia not having been brought into the power of the

Romans till 2 a.d. This, however, is based on a mistaken view of the

phrase " provinciam obtinere," which does not necessarily denote to

take possession of a conquered country, but to have it assigned to one

as a province or a field of operations. And it was the settlement of

the affairs of Armenia which had been committed to C. Csesar.on his

leaving Rome. There are also two other objections to Noris' view.

The first is found in the statement of Tacitus, "Tiberius quoque

Rhodi agentem coluerat," which does not, as Noris supposes, imply

that Quirinus had paid court to Tiberius at Rhodes before he gained

his triumphal insignia and was made " rector " to Caesar, for the

pluperfect tense does not refer to these, but to his funeral. On the

contrary, Zumpt thinks it evident that the triumphal honours were

gained, his appointment as " rector " to Caius made, and court paid to

Tiberius at or about the same time, when he was holding office in the

East. Besides, when we remember that Tiberius had been residing

for some years at Bhodes, and, as Zumpt appears to prove, left it

2 a.d., almost immediately after Lojlius had ceased to be "rector" to

Caesar, we shall readily conclude that Noris is in error, and that

Quirinus was the predecessor, not the successor, of Lollius in this

office. But there is another argument against Noris' conclusion.

Tacitus,5 when narrating the funeral of Quirinus, states that he was

unpopular with the Roman people, " propter intenta Lepidae pericula,"

referring to the charges brought by him against her, previously related

by him.0 Suetonius, when speaking of the same charge,7 uses these

words—" dimissam earn e matrimonio post vigesimum annum veneni

1 Sueton. Tib. 12. • Veil. n. 101. * Plin. Hist. Nat. x. 35.
* Cenotaph. Pisan. rt. 9. • Ann. m. 48. • lb. 22 * Tib. 49.
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olim in se comparati arguebat." This took place at the close of 20 a.d.

From this it follows that Lepida had married Quirinus twenty years

before these proceedings, but this could not have been till after

2 AC, in which year her betrothed husband, L. Caesar, C. Caesar's

brother, died ; at which time, therefore, Quirinus must have been in

Kome, and not in Syria, as Noris supposes, as successor to Lolling.

Zumpt's inference, therefore, is that Quirinus was the official adviser

of C. Csesar at the commencement of his mission to the East, 1 B.c ,

and held the office for about a year, until 1 a.d., when he was

succeeded by Lollius. Lollius in his turn was followed by C. Marcius

Censorinus, as we learn from Velleius,1 " sed quam hunc (Lollium)

deeessisse lsetati homines, tam paulo post obiisse Censoriuum iu iisdem

provinciis graviter tulit civitas." It is significant and confirmatory of

Zumpt's view that the plural form " iisdem provinciis," not " eadem

provincia," is employed by Velleius.

Zumpt concludes this portiou of his dissertation by investigating

the position and duties of the person who filled this office of " rector."

He shews them to have been of so much importanoe that an officer of

ability and experience would naturally be chosen, and that as the affairs

devolving on the young prince were such as would otherwise have

been executed by the proconsul of Syria, he would be the most obvious

person to select for so responsible a post. The case of Germanicus he

shews to be one in point. Tiberius being anxious to diminish his

nephew's growing popularity and bring about his death, when he sent

him on a mission to Armenia and the East, very similar to that of C.

Csesar, removed the then governor of Syria, Creticus Silanus, who was

a friend of Germanicus, and appointed Piso, whom he knew to bo his

enemy, for the purpose of obstructing and harassing him, though

ostensibly to give him every aid in his power. In this case the word

" adjutor," not " rector," is used ; but the latter would have been

quite out of place for Germanicus, an experienced and successful com

mander, though suitable enough for Caius, a raw youth of twenty.

We may therefore conclude, that since the natural requirements of

the case would point out the governor of Syria for the time being as

the official adviser of a young prince in the position of Caius or

Germanicus, and these offices were really united in Piso, they would

also be held conjointly by Quirinus. And as we know that he was

" rector " of C. Coesar at this time, we obtain a fresh confirmation of the

view that he occupied the post of governor of Syria previous to his

well-known governorship, 6 A.D., and at a time nearly corresponding to

the birth of our Lord.

It may be well, before we dismiss the subject, to sum up briefly the

chief results of Zumpt's investigation, of which we have already given

the heads. For the arguments in full we must refer the reader to the

original dissertation. The succession of governors of Syria, according

to him, was as follows :—

(1) Sentins Saturninus, from 9 B.C. to 6 B.C.

(2) Quintilius Varus, from 6 B.C. till after the death of Herod, in

April, 4 b.o.

1 n. 132.
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(3) Publius Sulpiciua Quirinus, probably about the end of 4 B.C.,

remaining about three years. He reduced the Homonadenses of Cilicia,

and in the last year of his government was "rector" to C. Oaisar, till

the end of 1 B.C., when he returned to Rome.

(4) M. Lollius, who was also " rector " of Coesar, probably from 1 B.C.

to 2 a.d., when, having been dismissed by Caius for receiving

bribes, and revealing state secrets, he, according to Pliny, poisoned

himself.

(5) Caius Marcius Censorinus, who died probably in the next year,

3 a.d., or not later than the beginning of 4 a.d., certainly before the

death of C. Ctesar, to whom he also was official adviser in the

February of that year.

(G) L. Volusius Saturninus appears as governor, 4 a.d.

(7) P. Sulp. Quirinus (for the second time), appointed 6 a.d.,

immediately after the deposition of Archelaus, to convert Judea into

a Roman province, and take a census of its inhabitants. We know

nothing of the time that he quitted the province, but as his successor

Creticus Silanus was in office 11 a.d., it is probable that he remained

the full period of five years.

It will be remarked that Zumpt's conclusions do not altogether

remove the difficulty, for he does not place the commencement

of Quirinus' governorship till after the death of Herod, i.e. at earliest

some months after the awoypatj)^ had summoned the parents of our

Lord to Bethlehem. However, it reduces the difficulty so considerably,

that, as Alford remarks, " Any slight error in calculation, or even the

latitude allowed by the words irpdrri lyevero, might well cover

it." It is very confirmatory of the correctness of Zumpt's conclusion

that so learned and conscientious an historian as Dean Merivale has

accepted them, Hist, of the Romans, iv. 457. His view is that

" the enumeration begun or appointed under Varus, and before the

death of Herod, was completed after that event by Quirinius."



CHAPTER III.

SUCCESSION OF EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF OUR LORD'S

CHILDHOOD.

The portions of the Gospel narrative which contain the

events which we have now to arrange in order, are

Lu. i. 5—ii. 52. Cf. iii. 23—38. Matt. i. ii.

(1) No difficulty is involved in harmonizing Lu. i. 5—

80, iii. 23—28, with Matt. i. And since we have already

discussed the chronological data,1 nothing now remains

to be investigated but what is said about the dwelling-

place of the parents of the Baptist. This is stated to

have been irdAts 'Iou'Sa, which some have tried to identify

with some definite place, e.g. Jerusalem, the capital of

1 I must make one additional chronological remark on Luke i. 56.

The ordinary view that Mary had returned to Nazareth before the

birth of the Baptist appears at first sight the natural one ; for this is

not mentioned before v. 57, and it is nowhere stated that Mary was

present. Hut if we oompare the words Siaei lirjvai TpeTs with v. 26 it

would appear that the Virgin staid with her cousin Elizabeth for more

than three months, and left her immediately before her delivery.

This appears to me so unlikely, that I prefer to imagine that, with

the view of completing all he had to say about Mary's journey at once,

the Evangelist spoke of her return, and its date in v. 56, although he

had still something to tell that occurred before that return home.

Indeed, in the immediately subsequent passage he does not adhere to

strict chronological arrangement, for he continues his life of John

from his birth to the commencement of his public ministry, and does

not introduce the large interval that preceded the birth of Christ till

the commencement of the second chapter. If, however, Mary was

present at the delivery of Elizabeth, the dates Sirei privets rpets, v. 56,

and iv Ttf nr)v\ rtf exr?, v. 26, lead to the inference that Mary's

conception took place towards the end of the sixth month of Eliza

beth's pregnancy. But inasmuch as this calculation cannot be

regarded as at all certain, since Mary may have had many reasons,

with which we are not acquainted, for leaving Elizabeth before her

delivery, it throws no fresh light on the month of our Lord's birth. It

agrees, however, exceedingly well with our previous results.
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Judah, or Jutta, a sacerdotal city in the tribe of Judah,1

since it is evident from i. 65 it must have belonged to

Judea. The first idea needs no refutation. The second

would be suitable enough, but appears only admissible

if we consider 'WSa as an error of the scribe for 'lovda,

which must have been of the highest antiquity, since it

has passed into all the MSS.2 But why should we suppose 3

that Luke mentioned the name of the otherwise unknown

dwelling-place of the parents of the Baptist, whose life

it was not his object to narrate particularly ? Its general

position is determined with quite sufficient accuracy by

the word opuv-ij, which, in consequence of the appended

clause «is ttoXiv 'IovSa, we may understand more exactly

as the opuvrj -njs 'IovSaias.4 If Luke had cared to give the

name of their dwelling-place expressly, ho would certainly

have stated it when ho made the first mention of the

Baptist's parents, as the chief personages,6 and not

merely in passing, and as a kind of after-thought. How

thoroughly different is the Evangelist's way of proceeding

with regard to Nazareth, the dwelling-place of our Lord's

parents, i. 26, ii. 4. We believe then that nothing more

certain can be determined as regards the dwelling-place

of the parents of the Baptist, than that it was a sacerdotal

city in the opcivr) r^s 'IovSatas. The specification of the

sacerdotal city of Hebron6 can hardly be more than

Rabbinical tradition.

(2) Greater difficulties seem to present themselves in

the arrangement of the narrative of the birth of Jesus,

and the circumstances immediately connected with it.7

But since we have seen that the main subjects of these

two series of narratives, Luke's mention of the census

under Herod, and Matthew's narrative of the visit of the

Magi after the appearance of the Star of the Messiah,

are facts harmonizing together chronologically, we may

venture at the outset to assume that the same harmony

also exists between the various narratives connected with

1 Jos. xv. 55; xxi. 16. Cf. Reland, Paulus, Meyer, Rauroer, etc.

5 For nan or ncs Jos. xv. 55, the LXX. have 'Irdv, Josephus, 'Urri.

No single authority gives 'loitia ; naturally to avoid confusion.

» Cf. De Wette in loc. * Cf. i. 65. » i. 5, or at least i. 23.

« Beza, Wolf, Lightfoot. 7 Lu. ii. 1—39. Matt. ii.
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them. We have then to enquire whether this assumption

can be made good, and that in detail.

The beginning and end of the section under review at

all events agree. For both the Evangelists begin with

the mention of the birth of Jesus in Bethlehem,1 and close

with the return of His parents to Nazareth as a permanent

residence.2 Within these limits, however, the narrative

of the two Evangelists embraces very different topics.

But it is at once apparent, that the selection of these was

determined by their inner connection, as well as by the

special character of the Gospels in which they are found.

In Matthew, the visit of the Magi and what they relate

about the Star of the Messiah is the cause of Herod's

suspicion, while this suspicion is the cause both of the

murder of the children at Bethlehem, and of the flight

of the parents of Jesus to Egypt ; while, finally, the spirit

of persecution awakened in the Herodian dynasty is the

cause of the resolution taken by Joseph after their return,

not to settle in Bethlehem, which was close to Jerusalem,

but at Nazareth. Thus the events form a chain of cause

and effect, the first link being the visit of the Magi to

Jerusalem. Since Luke did not admit this into his

narrative, he was obliged to pass over the other events

also in silence. In regard, however, to the sojourn in

Egypt in particular, our chronological investigation

proves it to have been of very short duration ; while

from the early period in the life of Jesus at which it

took place, it can have exercised no influence at all on

His development,3 so that its independent claim to be

mentioned was little or none. Luke, on the other hand,

details the lowliness of the birth of Jesus, and how at the

very same moment He was glorified by the angels' song

of praise, as well as by the awe and astonishment of the

shepherds ; he narrates His Circumcision according to the

1 Lu. ii. 1 sq. Matt. ii. 1. Cf. i. 25.

3 Lu. ii. 39. Matt. ii. 23.

8 The " flight into Egypt " can have been little more than a journey

there and back again. For the parents of Jesus set out shortly

before the death of the aged Herod, who was already affected with a

mortal sickness, and returned to Palestine as soon as they heard that

Archelaus reigned over Judea in his father's room. Matt. ii. 22.
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law, the Purification of Himself and Mary according to

the law, and the prophetical words of blessing then

uttered by Simeon and Anna. This is again a chain

of narrative to which the narratives of Matthew do not

belong, unless the train of■ thought had been altogether

changed, or at any rate brought forward in a less definite

form. Each of the Evangelists, however, has selected

that which corresponded to the individuality of his

Gospel. Matthew relates how the wise men of the East

bring their homage to the new-born Child, with the view

of provoking the Jews, who prided themselves on their

knowledge of God, to imitate them. The Pauline Luke

describes Him Who in His incarnation took on Him the

form of a servant, and was yet a King ; Whom shepherds,

" the foolish things of the world," were the first to honour ;

Who submitted to the law, and was yet appointed to fulfil

the law and the prophets. Matthew gives in detail the

reason why it was that Jesus was not brought up in

Bethlehem, the city of David. Luke merely tells us that

Jesus, by His enrolment in the register of the Imperial

Census, became, as soon as born, a citizen of the universal

Roman empire, as it were to shew that He and His king

dom were not to belong to this or that nation, but to

become a heritage for the whole world. Each in his

narrative exhibits himself in his complete individuality,

and yet neither excludes the credibility of the other. Is

not this also the case as regards their chronology? And

if so, what is the chronological thread that unites two

such distinct narratives ?

The narrative in Matthew evidently forms a chain of

events chronologically inseparable. It must therefore be

inserted somewhere in that of Luke. Now Luke's chrono

logical arrangement is as follows :—(1) The birth of Jesus,

ii. 1—20. (2) His Circumcision on the eighth day, ii. 21.1

(3) The Purification of Mary forty days after the birth,

ii. 22—38. Lev. xii. 2, 4. Numb. iii. 40. (4) The

return of our Lord's parents to Nazareth, ii. 39. In this

we see two points at which an insertion may be deemed

possible, first, during the forty days before the Purification

of Mary, and secondly, before His parents returned with

1 Cf. Lev. xii. 3. God. xxi. 4.
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the Child to Nazareth. Some, for instance Hug,1 adopt

the first view. But in opposition to this, we have not

only the fact that, according to the requirements of the

law, the mother had to remain the whole of the forty

days at home, hut also that in this interval it is scarcely .

possible for all that Matthew records—the journey of the

Magi to Jerusalem, and their sojourn there, their journey

to Bethlehem, the flight of the parents of Jesus into

Egypt, and their return thence—to have occurred. Hug

certainly assumes that Mary did not comply with the

law of Purification until after her return from Egypt,

since the Mosaic period of forty days must have been

necessarily departed from in a case like this, when the

mother and child were forced to quit the country before

this period. But in Luke ii. 22 2 the period fixed in the

law is expressly named as the date of the Purification.

Besides, we cannot imagine that the parents of Jesus

would have returned to Jerusalem after the Massacre

of the Children at Bethlehem, since they would have

had reason to apprehend the machinations of Archelaus.

Hug, indeed, finds another way out of the difficulty by

imagining that Mary's Presentation in the Temple may

have taken place at the time that Archelaus, shortly

after his father's death, took his journey to Koine to

receive the confirmation of his power from Augustus.

But Matthew expressly states, ii. 22, that through fear,

Joseph did not go to Judea at that time, but turned aside

to Nazareth in Galilee (c^o/Jt^ eicet airtXQtiv), while

neither the grammar nor the context allows of Hug's

interpretation, " He went there with trembling heart."

If, then, the events in Matthew cannot be brought within

Luke's forty days, it only remains for us to try to insert

them before Joseph's return to Nazareth.3 And I know

not why this should be impossible.

It is indeed objected that Luke in this place says

nothing of Joseph having sojourned any longer in Beth

lehem, but makes him, after having satisfied the require-

1 Gutaclden iiber das Deben Jesu hritisch bearbeitct von Dr. David

Strauss. (" Observations on Strauss' Leben Jesu.") Freiburg,

Zeitechr.f. Theol. Vol. i. Part 2, p. 66.

3 Of. Lu. ii. 21. » Lu. ii. 39
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raents of the law, return to Nazareth. But that Joseph

did at that time return first to Bethlehem, as we should

gather from Matt, ii. 1 sq., may with perfect certainty

be inferred from Matthew's narrative, since, at a still

later period,1 he gives a special reason for Joseph's deter

mination not to return to Bethlehem ; which presupposes

that he had at first determined on the contrary course,

or would have done so had the original state of things

remained unchanged. Luke, it is true, passes over

Joseph's very brief sojourn at Bethlehem after Mary's

Purification, and his sojourn in Egypt, which was also

certainly very short, in perfect silence ; this, however,

is not at all the same thing as expressly denying these

facts. To take the most unfavourable case. Suppose

Luke was ignorant of these facts. This is certainly

possible, since I do not believe that the knowledge of

the facts of the life of Christ came to him in any

supernatural way, but, as he himself asserts in the preface

to his Gospel, from the written or oral communications

of eye-witnesses, so that many facts, especially those of

inferior importance, may have remained unknown to him.

But, if this be so, what sober enquirer would conclude

from it that Matthew's supplementary account was un

authentic, or, especially when he took into account ihe

slight importance of these omissions for the spiritual

development of Jesus, would infer that Luke was im

perfectly acquainted with the facts generally ? Of course

a criticism like that employed by Strauss, Fritzsche, and

others, which makes it a real misfortune for the historical

enquirer if one of his authorities appears to be supplemen

tary to the others, cannot lead him astray. On the other

hand, it is perfectly conceivable that Luke was acquainted

with the whole of the events narrated in Matthew, with

out choosing to tell of Joseph's return to Bethlehem and

his flight to Egypt ; partly, perhaps, because this did not

suit the object of his narrative, and partly because it could

not have been understood apart from that which precedes

and follows it in Matthew, and partly also because it was

by itself of too transient a character, and exercised too

slight an influence on the internal development of the

1 ii. 23.
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infant Messiah, to give it necessarily any very high value

in Luke's eyes, whose treatment of the history of the

childhood is of a very summary character, giving a single

verse for a period of nearly twelve years,1 and again a

single verse2 for a period of about eighteen years. We

therefore introduce the paragraphs in Matthew imme

diately after the Purification of Mary, (a) The visit of

the Magi to Bethlehem.3 (6) Immediately after this the

Flight into Egypt, and the Massacre of the Innocents.4

(c) The return, not to Bethlehem, but to Nazareth.5 •

We shall now proceed to give a more exact chronological

investigation of the separate facts. If we consider that

forty days had already passed before the Purification of

Mary, and that then Matthew's paragraphs (a) and (6)

come in, it follows that Jesus must have been born at

least forty or forty-five days before the death of Herod,

which took place at the beginning of April. The san

guinary order with regard to the children at Bethlehem

would then take place in the last days of Herod's life,6

and is most readily explained from the physical and mental

diseases under which he was then suffering. We should

get a somewhat longer interval could we conclude from

Matt. ii. 14, 19, that the parents of Jesus reached Egypt

before Herod died.7 But the only thing necessarily implied

by the tenor of the narrative (the object of which is in-

contestably to give the reason why they left Bethlehem

towards the close of Herod's reign, and even after his

death refused to return thither, Archelaus being on the

throne) is that which is plainly expressed, that they

journeyed from Bethlehem while Herod was still on the

throne, and had already reached Egypt when they learnt

his death. But even if they first heard of his death in

1 Lu. ii. 40. 2 ii. 52. 3 Matt. ii. 1—12.

4 ii. 13—18. 5 ii. 19—23. Cf. Lu. ii. 39.

6 In addition to hia son's execution, we may instance the savage

order issued by Herod, shortly before his death, to kill a number of

each of the principal families on the day of his death, in order that

in consequence of the general mourning, no one should have occasion

for joy at his death. Ant. xvn. 6. 6.

7 A traveller can easily reach the Egyptian frontier at Rhinokolura,

from Bethlehem, in 3 or 4 days, and our Lord's parents would in their

flight have travelled as rapidly as possible.
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Egypt the assumption is not thereby excluded that it took

place before their arrival there ; on the contrary, the one

would only be probable if we assumed the other. But if

we accept the opposite hypothesis, which certainly is more

in accordance with the language used, we should be

obliged to push the date of our Lord's birth further back

to an earlier part of February, and in the extremest and

least probable case even into January.

The fact of the Flight into Egypt however stands firm,

authenticating the series of events in which it occurs,

while it is authenticated by it. What place could have

been more suitable for Joseph to take refuge in from

Herod the Great, who was still sovereign of the whole

of Palestine, than Egypt, where there were such large

numbers who adopted the Jewish religion? Neander's

remark is a just one, that even if in other instances we

admitted the hypothesis that some of the Gospel facts

may have had their origin in the expectations then pre

vailing regarding the Messiah, it is impossible to conceive

that this can have been so here. For the words of the

prophet Hosea,1 which in their original sense apply to

the people of Israel, but are interpreted 2 as typifying the

sojourn of Jesus, the Messiah, in Egypt, could not have

been interpreted as they are by the Evangelist, except

under the hypothesis that the Flight into Egypt was an

acknowledged fact which he desired to find prefigured in

the Old Testament. There is, however, as little probability

that this fact originated in Hosea's language as that the

word Is. xi. 1, should have given rise to the belief

that Jesus should be brought up in Nazareth.3 Gfrorer

certainly starts the idea 4 that the Messianic expectations

of that age looked for a Messiah out of Egypt, because

Moses, the prototype of the Messiah, came out of Egypt.

However, he has neither proved that the same Messiah

who came out of Bethlehem was also to come out of Egypt,

nor is Jesus in Egypt, according to Matthew, the antitype

of Moses, but of the whole nation of Israel.

(3) The only section giving any further account of

1 Hos. xi. 1.

8 Matt. ii. 23.

2 Matt. ii. 15.

4 Gfrorer, Jahrh. dm HeiU, Part n. p. 3G2.
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the youth of our Lord is Luke ii. 41—52. The date

of the single event which is here given, viz. our Lord's

journey when a boy of twelve years old to Jerusalem at

the Passover,1 may be readily determined, since 12 added

to 750 a.u.c., the year of our Lord's birth, gives the year

762 A.u.c. It was then the Passover of 702 that Jesus

first attended, as a full-grown member of the theocratic

community. The ethnarch Archelaus, against whose

machinations His parents had previously guarded them

selves, had been banished by the Komans 759 a.u.c.,8 and

Judea was at that time a Eoman province.

1 Lu. ii. 41—51. ' Cf. p. 55.



SECTION II.

from the beginning of the public ministry of john the

baptist and of christ, to the baptist's imprisonment

and Christ's return from Jerusalem to galilee after

the feast of purim.

The text of the period we propose now to treat of is found

Lu. iii. 1—iv. 13. Mark i. 1—13. Matt. iii. 1—iv. 11.

John i. 19—v. 47. First, we have to prove the general

harmony of this portion of the Gospels ; and then, secondly,

to subject the two limits of this period, i.e. its beginning

and end, to the strictest possible chronological investiga

tion ; and, thirdly, to arrange and fix in proper order of

succession the events between these limits.

CHAPTER I.

THE GENERAL HARMONY OF THE TEXT.

The harmony of the text in the Synoptical Gospels is self-

evident, and is indeed universally acknowledged. It

appears however a more difficult task to combine it with

that of John. However, since in this section all the

Evangelists commence their narrative of the Messianic

ministry of Jesus, it merely remains to shew, in the next

place, that they all bring the section to a close at about

the same point in His life. Before we go any further, we

may shew how this results from the following particulars.
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(1) In the Synoptists the terminus ad quern is evidently

the account of the imprisonment of the Baptist on which

Jesus goes to Galilee.1 Where then is the corresponding

journey to Galilee to bo found in John ? Before the close

of the passage under consideration, John mentions two

occasions on which our Lord sojourned in Galilee.2 But

neither of these can be that intended by the Synoptists.

Not the first, since the Baptist was even after that in full

activity,3 and, as is expressly affirmed,4 " was not yet cast

into prison." Nor was it the second, since at the beginning

of this journey of Jesus to Galilee the Baptist was still

exercising his ministry in perfect freedom.5 The journey

to Galilee mentioned in John vi. 1, is therefore the earliest

that can be intended, and it is that also which must be

intended; for, on the one hand, John does not anywhere

else in his Gospel speak of any residence of Christ in

Galilee that at all corresponds in duration or importance

to His ministry there as described by the Synoptists in

this period ; while on the other hand, during this residence

in Galilee, we meet with several express parallels between

John's narrative and that of the Synoptists.6

(2) The date of the Baptist's imprisonment, however,

is not the only proof of the harmony of the text belong

ing to this period. The same is demonstrated by the

unanimous statement of the Evangelists as to the locality

in which our Lord was sojourning at its close. John,

who treats of this section of our Lord's Messianic work

the most fully, narrates that He went to Jerusalem to a

feast of the Jews," and returned thence (consequently

from Judea) to Galilee.8 The Synoptists also at the close

of this section use language implying that our Lord had

been recently absent from Galilee. Luke says, iv. 14,

inrffrrpetj/tv eis rrjv Ta\. : Mark i. 14, rj\6tv cis rrjv Tak. :

Matt. iv. 12, avi)(yipr}<T(v eis rrjv Tak. But from whence,

1 Matt. iv. 12. Mark i. 14. Lu. iv. 14. Cf. iii. 20.
a Joh. ii. 1—12 ; iv. 45—54. 3 Joh. iii. 22—36.

4 Joh. iii. 24. 5 Joh. iv. 1—3.

6 Joh. vi. 1—15. Lu. ix. 10—17. Mar. vi. 30—44. Matt. xiv. 13—21.

Joh. vi. 16—21. Mar. vi. 45—53. Matt. xiv. 22—34. Joh. vi. 66—70.

Lu. ix. 18—20. Mar. viii. 27—20. Matt. xvi. 13—16.

7 Joh. v. 1. 8 Joh. vi. 1.
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according to the Synoptical Gospels, did Jesus at that

time go to Galilee ? The passage in Matthew appears

to answer this question. We have already seen 1 that

dvcx- £« "7" TaX. cannot be read, "He returned," but

"He withdrew into Galilee." Consequently, apart from

all chronological objections, we cannot interpret avcx^PW*"

of the return of Jesus from the wilderness, whither He had

gone " to be tempted of the devil," 2 since He would have

enjoyed far greater retirement in the wilderness than in

the populous Galilee. But since it is equally impossible

that avax<0p£v can be interpreted of a retirement from

fear of the cruelty of Herod Antipas, who had already

imprisoned the Baptist, because in this case He would

certainly not have retired to Galilee, for that would have

been to place Himself in Herod's power, it follows that

Galilee must be spoken of here as a place where Jesus

lived in retirement, in contradistinction to some other

stage on which it would have become Him, as the Messiah,

to have worked in public. This can, of itself, and

especially in Matthew, be no other country but Judea.

It follows therefore that the synoptical relation also pre

supposes that Jesus, at the close of this section, had not

only not been sojourning in Galilee but in Judea.

(3) On this account therefore John i. 19—v. 47, must be

inserted before Matt. iv. 12, and the parallels, because the

lengthened Judean ministry of our Lord there related finds

no place at any later period of the synoptical relation.

The three foregoing reasons, all leading to the same

conclusion, may be sufficient to prove the harmony of the

passages of the four Gospels under consideration in a

preliminary way. The complete proof will be given

hereafter, where I hope to demonstrate that the mode

of treatment based on this hypothesis, with reference to

the separate data of the Gospels, leads us to a consistent

chronological system. We may further remark that the

first and third of these data, in their most general bearing

on the synoptical view of the four Gospels, are given

with such direct proof that even Eusebius substantially

acknowledges their validity, when in the important

1 p. 37. 2 Matt. iv. 1.
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passage in which he treats of our canonical Gospels, he

says : 1 ru>v avaypacfSevruiv rpiutv (the first three Gospels) ew

irdvTas rjSn] Kai eis avrov (John) SiaSeSofievwv a.Tro8e£acr0ai fiiv

tpcwiv aXrjOeiav avroli i7ri/JiapTvprjcravTa, p.6vrjv Si apa Xeiirecrdai

Trj ypacpy) rrjv irepl tS>v ev irptoTOi's Kai Karapfflv tov Kr/pvyfiaTOS

vtro tov Xpi&Tov ireirpayf).evu>v oimrjcnv. So far the tradition

anterior to Eusebius and transmitted by him with regard

to the Gospel of John and its relation to the other

Evangelists, in which the synoptical relation of the

Gospels to each other is on the whole stated with perfect

correctness, and in a manner warranted by the facts, even

if the hypothesis that the fourth Evangelist reviewed the

works of the Synoptists with a special object, and filled

up their gaps, by which that relation is explained, should

prove erroneous. After giving the ecclesiastical tradition,

Eusebius' offers the following arguments in its support :

Kai a\rj6r)% ye 6 Aoyos. Tovs aAAovs yovv Tpeis euayy^Aca-Tas

crvviSelv irapeori, p.ova to fiera. rrjv ev t<3 Secrfuiynqpiu \<odvvov

tov paTTTKTTOV KaOeipfciv e<p eva eviavrbv Treirpayp-eya ™ crarrrjpi

trvyyeypa^xjTas avro re tovt «7riaT7p.?jvap.6vovs Karap^ai Trjs

avru>v Joroptas. Mtra yovv recrcrepaKOVTa.-qfi.epov vrjcrTeCav Kai

tov iir avrfj ireipao~p.bv tov xpovov T77S tSias ypacprj'; 6 /icv

MaT0aIos 817X0! Xeycov " aKovcras Si on 'Icodwrj's TrapeSoOrj

dve^wprjcrev dirb Trjs 'lovSalas eh tt)v VaXiXaxav." 'O 8c MapKos

cho-avTws- " Mera Si to irapaSoOrjvai" cprjcriv, " Icodwrjv rjXOev

'Irjcrovs ets Trjv Ta\i\aiav." Kai 6 AovkSs Si irplv ap^acrdai

tcov tov '\yjcrov irpd^eiov TrapaTrX-qcriws eiriTrjpei cf>dcrKcov " <5>s

apa TrpocrOel'; 'Hpw8r;s ots Sieirpd^aro Trovrjpois KaTeKXeio-e tov

'icodvvrjv iv cpvXaKrj." To justify this synoptical view, he

immediately afterwards remarks that John intimates it

[/.vrj/xovevcravTa tov fjairricrTov, fiera^v twv 'lrjaov irpd^ecav, <J)S

eTi fSairri^ovros ev Aiiw eyyvs tov SaA^p., and takes it for

granted when he says ovttoi yap r/v 'IcodVv^s f3ej3\ijji.evo<; eis

tpvXaKTjv. He says in conclusion, ols Kai liricrrqo-avTi ovKeT

av 86£ai SLacpiaveLv dAA-^Aois Ta. eiayyeXia, t<3 to p;ev KaTa

'Itodwrjv Ta. irpcuTa tS>v tov XpicrTov irpd^ecov irepiey(eiv, to. Si

Aoiira t»/v £7rt Tc'Ati toC XpoVov avr<3 yeyevr)\).evT[v icrropiav. At

the present time also, many exegetists have recognized the

general correctness of this self-evident synoptical relation

1 Hist. Eccl. in. 24,
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of the four Gospels. But it has not yet been sufficiently

demonstrated in every particular, so that it is continually

called in question. This probably arises partly from the

fact that the fundamental notes of time have not been

examined with sufficient care, and in their complete con

nection ; and partly, that when a more precise chronology

was attempted by them their conclusions were again

hampered by the ordinarily received view that the journey

of Jesus into Galilee, related John iv. 43, corresponds to

that mentioned Matt. iv. 12, and the parallels. May that

which follows be a contribution towards determining the

true state of the case.

CHAPTEE n.

A CHRONOLOGICAL DETERMINATION OF THE TWO LIMITING

POINTS OF THE PERIOD.

Both the " terminus a quo " and the " terminus ad quern "

of this period, as is intimated in the heading of the section,

are doubly defined ; by facts in the life of our Lord, and

in that of the Baptist. We shall, however, endeavour

first of all to fix the date of the former, in order that we

may afterwards arrive at that of the latter. For it might

certainly be expected, that in a biography of Jesus, to

write which we know to have been the general object of

the Evangelists, if attempted by them with any reference

to chronology, their chief object would have been to

ietermine the chronology of_the facts of the life of the

principal person.

The "Terminus a quo" of this Period.

§ 1. The beginning of the Messianic Ministry of Jesus,

or Mis Baptism by John.

In order to arrive at a properly adjusted harmony, we

must first of all examine the statements of the individual

Evangelists.
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The Evangelist John, after the passage i. 31—34,

cf. i. 26, which assumes the Baptism of Jesus, records

a Passover1 kept hy Jesus in Jerusalem. Now if the

date of this could be fixed, we should have a terminus ad

quern which, according to John, must at any rate have been

preceded by His Baptism. Now this it is quite possible

to do. For, in the first place, we possess in John ii. 20 a

remark made at that time containing a date. Teo-o-apa-

Kovra Kal e£ ctvtlv (pKooofL-qOr) 6 vabs ovros. The Temple

referred to, as is clear from the oStos, was the so-called

Herodian. Forty-six years had been already spent in

its construction, as it then stood, while, according to

Josephus,2 it was not fully completed till a short time

before the beginning of the Jewish war. If then we add

46 years to the date when Herod began to restore the

so-called " second Temple," we shall get the year of the

Passover in which these words were spoken by the Jews

to JeRus. Now we know that the restoration of the

Temple was commenced in the 18th year of Herod's

reign,3 reckoned from the death of Antigonus (the third

month of 717 A.u.c), i.e. Nisan, 734, to Nisan, 735 A.u.c. ;

and it is exceedingly probable that the foundation-stone

of the restored Temple was laid in the month Kisleu,

1 Joh. ii. 13. 2 Ant. xx. 9. 7.

3 Ant. xv. 11. 1. It is true that the present text of Josephus gives

the 15th year, De Bell. Jud. i. 21. 1. This, however, if not a correction,

is an error of the transcriber, such as occurs so frequently in other

MSS., and especially in those of Josephus. I have adduced a large

number of instances in my work Zur Auslegung und Kritik u. s. w.

p. 139. [The 15th year was reckoned from his being declared king

by the Eomans, 714 A.u.c. Greswell, Diss. I. 188—223.—Tr.] This

follows from the fact that the gift of the possessions of Zenodorus to

Herod, which Josephus, Ant. xv. 10. 3, places at the close of the 17th

year of his reign, i.e. at earliest on the 1st of Nisan, 734, and Dion,

Lrv. 7, also places in the same year, is stated by Josephus to have

been connected with the preceding events, and was therefore, in

consequence of the circumstances which led to it, or at least occurred

at the same time, e.g. the rebellion of the Gadarenes, in which

Zenodorus took part, one of the reasons which led Herod to determine

on restoring the Temple. Cf. Anger, pp. 22, 23. Anger's idea that

the addition of the forty-and-six years to the date of the commence

ment of the restoration of the Temple gives the year 782 a.u.c, can

have been adopted simply on account of his foregone conclusion that

our Lord's death is to be placed in 784 A.u.c.
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734 A.tr.c, and, very appropriately, on the Feast of the

Dedication. Since then we learn from Josephus1 that

the external part of the Temple buildings was completed

in eight years, and the internal portion, on which the

priests alone worked, in one year and six months, making

altogether nine years and six months when a Thanks

giving-day was held and that on the very same day on

which Herod commenced his reign, i.e. in the third month,

or Sivan,2 it follows that, by reckoning six months back

from Sivan, we get Kisleu as the month in which the

re-edification of the Temple was begun. Now if this really

took place in Kisleu, 734 A.u.c, or at any rate before the

Passover, i.e. before the 15th of Nisan, 735 (for the 18th

year of Herod's reign was completed before the first of

Nisan, 735 a.u.c), it follows that the Passover, mentioned

by John, at which forty-six years had elapsed since the

commencement of the building of the Temple, must have

been that of 781 a.u.c. We reach the same date, in the

second place, if we compare the epoch of this Passover

with the last Passover recorded by John, which was that

at which Jesus was crucified. Between these two—if

with the greater part of the exegetists of the present day,

we for the present agree in regarding the ioprtj tSsv 'lov-

ScuW, John v. 1, as not a passover at all—only one single

Passover is recorded by John, viz. that mentioned John

vi. 4. Consequently, if the Passover under consideration

took place 781 a.u.c, the last Passover must be placed

783 A.u.c And it is certainly a striking fact, that the

first day of the Passover (15th Nisan) in that year, on

which day our Lord was crucified, was a Friday, the day

of the week on which, as will be shewn hereafter, the

whole of the Evangelists agree in placing His Death.

It is therefore so thoroughly established as an incontro

vertible fact, that the Baptism of our Lord, according to

the Evangelist John, is to be placed at latest before the

15th of Nisan = 30th of March, that if it should prove

impossible to make the synoptical accounts harmonize

with this date which stands so plainly in John, we should

have at once openly to acknowledge that with regard to

i Ant. xv. 11. 5, 6. * Cf. p. 52.
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this point there is a contradiction between John and the

Synoptists:

However, this terminus ad quern of the Baptism of Jesus

may be determined with greater precision, or perhaps

even a terminus a quo discovered in John's Gospel, if we

now endeavour fully to investigate the question whether

in John i. 29—34, the Evangelist is speaking of the day

of our Lord's Baptism, or not.

There is nothing at all to support this view in the

> context. But when we look to the synoptic Gospels, it

appears surprising that the Baptist1 is represented as

using language after the Baptism of Jesus, similar to that

which, according to the synoptical relation,2 he used before

it. On the other hand, a comparison of the synoptic

narrative with that of John should guard us against this

erroneous assumption, because the forty days during

which, according to the Synoptists, Jesus was tempted

immediately after His Baptism, cannot be brought into

any chronological arrangement, unless we place them

before the beginning of John's narrative of the life of

Jesus, and consequently before John i. 19.8 But this

apparent harmony begins to vanish if we consider that if

a real parallel existed, the very precise note of time in

John, rfj iiravpiov ("the next day")4 would correspond

to the general expressions, tot* in Matt. iii. 13, and lv

ckeiWs tcus rj/xepan in Mark i. 9, and disappears altogether

if we bear in mind that John i. 27 (cf. the synoptical

parallels) contains a declaration of the Baptist, in which

he expresses his relation to the Messiah in a kind of

formula. I mean that the one stereotyped predicate

which he applies to the Messiah in His relation to himself,

6 oTTLa-to iaov epxopevos, is no more than the correlative to

the Old Testament idea of a forerunner, applied to the

Baptist, both by himself and by Jesus, and was con

sequently sanctioned by the Old Testament ;5 and that the

1 Joh. i. 27. a Matt. iii. 11, and the parallel passages.

8 Cf. Liicke on Joh. i. 29. 4 Joh. i. 29.

5 Is. xl. 3. Cf. Joh. i. 23, iii. 28 ; Matt. iii. 3 ; Mar. i. 3 ; Lu. iii. 4—6 ;

also Malachi iii. 1. Cf. Lu. vii. 27 ; Matt. xi. 10 ; Mar. i. 2 ; Lu. i. 17, 76,

compared with Malachi iv. 5, 6. We discover the stereotyped character

of the formula by comparing Lu. iii. 16, Acts xiii. 25, Matt. iii. 11,
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other stereotyped formula, in which he set forth his

subordinate position to the Lord by employing the image

of the shoe-latchet which the servant has to unloose, was

certainly particularly well suited to express the funda

mental idea of his submissive reverence towards the

Mighty Coming One. And thus we find the Baptist

uniformly (and that not merely in the Synoptists, but

■ in John's Gospel, e.g. i. 26, 33) speaking of his baptism

as a baptism in water, and that of the Messiah, on the

contrary, as a baptism in the Holy Ghost, a description

selected from its exact correspondence with the nature of

the case. But if we confine ourselves to the context in

the Gospel of John, who must certainly afford us the

greatest help in interpreting his own words, we shall find

nothing at all to favour the view that in John i. 29—34,

the day of the Baptism of Jesus is intended, but rather

the express contrary. For the Evangelist does not here

tell us that Jesus had not been baptized before that day,

but only what, according to his own testimony, the

Baptist had gained for his personal knowledge of the

Messiah from the Baptism of Jesus, and its attendant

circumstances ; a testimony which, naturally enough, he

could have given at any subsequent period. Indeed, from

the vividness of John's narrative, it is improbable that

he should bring forward the Baptist stating what had

happened on the day of the Baptism of Jesus, without

himself adding that the words of the Baptist were

spoken on the selfsame day. Besides, the Baptist expressly

mentions 1 that the personal acquaintance with our Lord's

call to the Messiahship which he had thus obtained, was

a consequence of an extraordinary manifestation granted

him at the time of the Baptism. And yet he had, on the

previous day, declared his acquaintance with the Messiah,

Who had actually appeared, in the words " there standeth

One in the midst of you Whom ye know not." Conse-

Mar. Hi. 7 ; but especially from John himself, who tells us that the

Baptist used the same expression in essentially the same form on

three different occasions, first to his disciples, Joh. i. 30, cf. verse

15, then before the members of the Sanhedrim, Joh. i. 27, 28, and

lastly, not long before his imprisonment, Joh. iii. 28—30.
i Joh. i. 31, 33.
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quently the Baptism of Jesus must, according to John,

have taken place previously to that day, i.e. previously

to the events narrated,1 i. 19.

Now, if we take into account that, in accordance with

the national custom, our Lord must have arrived in Jeru

salem some little time before the Passover of the year 781

a.d.c. (in which year the 15th of Nisan corresponded with

the 30th of March), and at least five days before it,2—that

previously to this must be placed His journey to the Holy

City, and His sojourn at Capernaum, where with His

mother, His brethren, and His disciples He tarried ov

iroXXai ij/Aepas,8 an expression which, though decidedly

indefinite,4 may easily include a month or more—still

further, that if, in accordance with the prevailing Jewish

custom,5 we reckon the duration of the marriage at Cana

at seven days, about a fortnight elapsed from the events

related, John i. 19,—and lastly, to mention this at the

same time, that even if our Lord had set out for Bethany

in Peraoa,6 immediately after His temptation in the wilder

ness, yet at any rate His journey thither, and the forty

days of His temptation, would have to be added to the

above sum,—we shall arrive at a terminus ad quern for the

Baptism of our Lord, certainly of a somewhat vague

character, and yet such as to warrant us in placing it in

the year 780 a.u.c, and in regarding its date, viewed thus

generally, as fixed and determined. John's narrative, on

the other hand, does not furnish grounds for arriving at

1 See Bemhard Jacobi, ilber die Data zur Chronologie de$ Lebens

Jesu in dem Evangelium dee Johannes. Stud, u Krit. 1838, Part 4,

pp. 850- S52.

2 Exod. xii. 3. 3 Joh. ii. 12.

4 The expression ^eri tovto also appears to suppose no longer

interval than the journey from Cana to Capernaum. For since His

mother and brethren accompanied Him, and remained there, Caper

naum seems to have been our Lord's residence instead of the earlier

Nazareth. In addition to other reasons that may have inclined Him

to the choice, our Ijord may perhaps have been determined by the

circumstance that Dim isa = " the village of Nahnm " (the prophet)

denotes etymologically "the village of the Comforter" (an a form like

oirn), and that Jesus was in fact the true am. Our Lord did not

despise such symbolical actions, if they presented themselves to Him

naturally. ' Jud. xiv. 12, 15 ; Tob. xi. 20.

6 Joh. i. 28, " Bethabara beyond Jordan," in the Textus Beceptus
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any more certain terminus a quo of our Lord's Baptism,

since, as we have seen, this is at its very outset presup

posed as having already taken place. Only it may be

conjectured, with the greatest probability, that it cannot

have taken place several years previously, since otherwise

many events worthy of notice must have certainly already

occurred in the life of Christ, which John could not have

passed over without notice, even within the limits of the

biography he had in view. But if this narrative begins

intentionally with the day on which the Baptist, after the

Baptism of the Messiah had already taken place, delivered

his first official testimony regarding himself and his rela

tions to the Messiah before the Jews,1 and particularly

before their highest theocratic court, the Sanhedrim of

Jerusalem (a date of the highest importance, because

immediately subsequent to it the band of disciples from

which the Apostles were afterwards formed began to

gather about the Lord2)—it follows that the Synoptists

have described independently, not merely the preparatory

Ministry of His Forerunner, but also the Baptism of Jesus

by his hands. Consequently it is in the Synoptists, if

anywhere, that we must look for a more exact deter

mination of the terminus a quo of the Baptism.

Of the Synoptists, Matthew and Mark, in the sections

relating to this period,8 have, it is true, furnished us with

the events in their true order of succession, but, as is

customary with them, without any distinct chronological

marks such as we are seeking for. With regard to the

first appearance of the Baptist, it is stated by Matthew,

iii. 1, that it took place iv t<us ^/nepcus cVccirais, that is, as

appears from ii. 23, in the time that Jesus was still dwell

ing at Nazareth. Mark says no more, i. 1—8, than that

his public appearance had begun, or prepared the way for

the Gospel of Jesus Christ, in accordance with the pro

phecies of the Old Testament. In the same way, the

Baptism of our Lord is introduced by them, merely with

the general formulas tote,4 and iv e/ceiWs reus ^uepais.5

1 Oi 'IouSaioi, i. 19. s Joh. i. 35 sq.

8 Matt. iii. 1—iv. 11. Mar. i. 1—13.

4 Matt. iii. 13 6 Mar. i. 9.
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On the other hand, we may at the outset look for greater

chronological precision in the parallel sections of Luke,

who generally pays more attention to chronology.1 And

such is the fact. Luke says expressly, iii. 23, that our

Lord at the time of His Baptism was about 30 years old,

i. e. as we pointed out above, thirty and a little more, but

not yet thirty-one. Now if we combine with this the

conclusion arrived at in our consideration of John's Gospel,

viz. that Jesus was baptized at all events before the com

mencement of the year 781, and therefore, at latest, at the

close of the preceding year, 780, it follows that, inasmuch

as our Lord was born in February, 750 a.u.c, we have at

once the most complete harmony between John and Luke,

in their determination of the date of the Baptism of

Christ, which, according to their statements, is placed in

the year 780 a.u.c, or more precisely, between February

and the end of that year.

There is, however, another, and certainly a very pre

cise chronological statement in Lu. iii. 1, 2, which we

must now proceed to examine more narrowly, especially

since at first sight it appears to disturb this apparent

harmony.

We read in Luke iii. 1, 2, 'Ev erei Se ireyTe/caiSeicaTa) rrjs

i^yep-ovtas Tifiepwv Kaurapos, ^yep.ovevoi'TOS Tlovriov IIiXaTOi)

Trjs 'IouSatas, Kal Terpap^owTos -rijs TaXtXaias 'HpcoSou, 4>tXiir-

irov 8e toC a.Se\<pov avrov TeTpapxovvros tt)s Trovpai'as Kal

Tpa^tovmSos X'vpa'i, Kal AvaavLov -rijs 'AfiiXrjvrjs rerpapxovv-

tos, iir dpxiepeW "Awa Kal Ka'ia<£a, iyevero prip-a ®eov eiri

'Itaawqv rov tov Za^aptou vlbv ev tt; ip-qpM. We will first

determine with greater precision the dates given here,

which mutually regulate one another, and then enquire

what is the fact that Luke desires to indicate by their

means.

(1) 'Ev eVet Se 7reiTefcatSeKaTo) rrji ^yep.ovLai Ti^3eptou Kai-

crapos. Augustus died on the 19th of August, 767: 3

therefore, since the reign of Tiberius commences from

that date, "the 15th year of the Emperor Tiberius"

reaches from the 19th of August, 781, to the same date in

1 Lu. iii. 1—iv. 13.

2 Sueton. Oct. 100.
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782. This conclusion 1 has been however evaded in two

ways, either by the assumption that Luke is not reckoning

by the years of the sole, but of the joint sovereignty of

Tiberius, or, that he calculated the sole sovereignty of the

Roman Emperor not according to the Roman custom,

from the day of his predecessor's death, but (at the very

best a Jewish method) from some other month of the year

in which he ascended the throne. To support the first

assumption, the fact is appealed to, that Tiberius had

already been associated in the supreme power through a

decree of the Senate, prompted by Augustus, more than

two years previously, i.e. either in the end of the year

764, or, which is more probable, the January of 765,2 so

that the 15th year of Tiberius would nearly correspond

with the year 780. Now it is true that this view would

on the whole tally well enough with the public appearance

of the Baptist, according to our calculation, and yet I look

upon it as quite inadmissible, since no ancient writer, not

even Josephus,3 has adopted this mode of calculation. Now

if we adopt the second hypothesis, that Luke calculated

the years of Tiberius' reign in the way that the Jews did

the regnal years of their own princes,4 the first year of

Tiberius would have closed before the 1st of Nisan, 768,

1 Wiirm, Astronomisch. Beitrag. Bengel's Arohiv, Vol. u. Part I.

p. 5. [In his more recent Beitrage (Gotha, 1869), Dr. Wieseler

corrects his former conclusion as given in the text, and accepts the

commencement of the joint sovereignty of Tiberius as the terminus

a quo of St. Luke's reckoning. His arguments, pp. 177 sq., are as

follows :—(1) The break between republican and imperial insti

tutions was smoothed over as much as possible: accordingly, the

emperors counted the number of times they had held the consular

or tribunician powers rather than the years of their reign in the strict

sense. (2) This general proposition is proved from coins, etc. (3)

He produces direct evidence from coins of the particular proposition

that the reign of Tiberius was thus reckoned. Wieseler also in his

article " Zeitrechnung," Herzog. Beal Encyclopadie, vol. xxi p. 547,

also refers to coins of Alexandria dating from the adoption of Tiberius

A.u.c. 757, and mentions that Clement of Alexandria assigns a longer

space by about four years to the reign of Tiberius than if its com

mencement had been dated from his sole rule. Stromata. I. p. 147,

ed. Potter.—Tr.]
a Veil. Patera H. 21. Tacit. Awnal. I. 2. Sueton. Tib. 20, 21. See

Eckhel, Doctrin Numm. vi. 186. [Cf. Greswell, Diss. I. 271—280.—Tn.1

> Ant. xviii. 4. 6. * Cf. p. 53.
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and his 15th year would therefore answer to the period

from the 1st of Nisan, 781, to the same date in 782, and

would consequently differ from the 15th year, according

to the Eoman calculation, by about six months. The

Jews, however, only calculated the regnal years of the

Jewish, princes from the 1st of Nisan. This is made per

fectly clear for the epoch of our Lord from the words of

the Jewish historian Josepbus, who adopts the national

mode of calculation in reference to the native rulers, but

calculates the years of the Eoman emperors entirely in

the Eoman method. But if the regnal years of the Eoman

emperors were reckoned in the customary mode even by

the Jew, Josephus, a fortiori would this have been done

by Luke, himself a Gentile Christian,1 and writing for

Gentile Christians. How striking a proof is this of the

perplexities in which these writers must have found them

selves involved under their view of the chronology of our

Lord's life, that they should have resorted to a shift of

this kind in a matter so clear and obvious.

We must go on to enquire whether the other notes of

time agree with this fundamental date, the 15th of the

reign of Tiberius.

tius Pilate, the well-known Eoman governor under whom

our Lord suffered and died,2 was recalled from his post by

Tiberius before the Passover of 789, after he had occupied

it ten years,3 i.e. from the end of 778 or the beginning of

779 to 789 4 A.U.C.

(3) <tiA.i7nrov Si tov a.SeX.(j>ov avrov Terpap^ovvroi rrjs

'lrovpaias Kat Tpa^covtVtSos x<"Pas- Philip became tetrarch

after the death of Herod the Great6 (Nisan 750), and

died6 in the 23rd year of Tiberius, in the 37th year of his

reign, i.e. according to the Jewish mode of dating, before

the 1st of Nisan, 787, and according to the Eoman, subse-

' quently to the 19th of August, 786 a.u.C.

(4) Kai TtTpapxovvTOS rrjs raAiAaias HpwSov. Herod

1 Col. iv. 14. Cf. iv. 10, 11.

8 Matt, xxvii. Mar. xv. Lu. xxiii. Joh. xviii. xix. Acts iii. 13,

iv 27, xiii. 28. 1 Tim. vi. 13. 3 Joseph. Ant. xvin. 4. 2.

* Cf. Winer, B.W.B. " Pilatus." [Greswell, u. «., 289—292.]

 

'lovSaia's. Pon-

5 Joseph. Ant. xvn. 8. 1. 6 lb. xvin. 4. 6.
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Antipas is here meant, the governor of our Lord's pro

vince,1 who, at the instigation of Herodias, who had

previously heen his brother Philip's wife (not the tetrarch

Philip mentioned above), ordered the Baptist's execution.2

He obtained his tetrarchy after the death of his father

Herod,8 and was deposed in the autumn of 792.4 His

reign, with that of the tetrarch Philip, lasted during the

whole of our Lord's public ministry. Thus far then

Luke's statements are in perfect harmony with one

another and with history.

(5) Ka» Avaaviov Trjs 'APiXyjvrjs TorpapYowros. Now in

asmuch as Luke stands alone in his mention of the ex

istence of a tetrarch of Abilene named Lysanias, in the

15th year of Tiberius, hostile critics have at once assumed

that he has been guilty of a chronological blunder, while

they ought rather to have rejoiced to recognize an addition

to the scanty and incidental notices of the dynasty of

Lysanias that have come down to us. They hold that the

Lysanias here meant, must be that Lysanias who, accord

ing to Josephus,5 was put to death at the instigation of

Cleopatra, 718 a.u.c, and whose possessions were at that

time in part bestowed on her. With this Lysanias the

dynasty, henceforward deprived of its possessions, must

have ceased to exist. But this Lysanias died more than

sixty years before the time that the Lysanias mentioned

in Luke must have reigned. Besides, Josephus nowhere

calls him sovereign of Abilene, although this appears to

have been a portion of his kingdom. Nor, again, is he ever

called "Tetrarch," though even in Josephus, as we shall

soon see, we do find a tetrarchy of Lysanias. The identity

of this Lysanias with the Lysanias in Luke, in the midst

of these decided differences, depends on the bare fact that

a Lysanias, undoubtedly our Lysanias' ancestor, must at an

earlier period have reigned in nearly the same district. Is

there anything very astonishing in such a similarity of

names ? Or does not the history of almost every dynasty

furnish us with multitudes of analogous examples ? And

1 Lu. xxiii. 7. s Matt. xiv. 4, parall.

» Nisan, 750. « Cf. p. 55.

5 Ant. xv. 4. 1. Dio Cass. XLix. 32.
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what an amount of carelessness must we impute to Luke,

if in a passage, the chronology of which was already so

precisely determined, and therefore without any necessity,

he has introduced this date derived from the reign of

Lysanias, although he neither knew nor was able to learn

the date when Lysanias really reigned. In the most

favourable case, censure is passed on one who was a close

contemporary of the period, and that without reflecting

on the incidental and concise character of the notices of

the history of Lysanias at our command.

Even then, if all other sources of information as regards

this Lysanias were silent, still, from the reasons adduced,

Luke would beentitled tocredit for correctness. "However,"

it is objected, " we can prove from Josephus the positive

truth of the assertion, that at the time of our Lord's public

teaching no younger Lysanias can possibly have reigned

over Abilene." This proof is given in the fullest manner

by Paulus.1 He endeavours to shew that the tetrarch

Philip had at that time obtained possession of the tetrarchy

of Lysanias, and that the text of the Evangelist fully

accords with this view. In support of the latter part of

his assertion, in both editions of his Commentary he pro

poses either, with Cod. L., to strike out 'Kpihqvijs after

TCTpap-)(ovvTos, or to read kcu ti)s Avaravlov 'AftiArjvtjs te-

Tpapxpvvros ; 2 a reading which would oblige us to make

rerpap-^ovvTO's agree with <J>iA.«nrov alone. At the same

time, as he is brought into straits by the weight of the

MSS., he gives it as his opinion that the words, even in

their received order, Avcraviov rrj<s 'AftL\.r)vrjs Terpap^ovvTO's

may have the same sense which he had previously en

deavoured to obtain by his conjectural reading. Paulus

therefore, in his mode of dealing with this passage, must

not be identified with those who dispute Luke's historical

knowledge ; still, the way in which he has sought to

vindicate it must, when taken in connection with the

development of modern exegesis, contribute to throw

suspicion upon it. His conjecture, on a confessedly ob-

1 Qmmentar. u. Exeg. Hndbch. Lu. iii. 1.

2 As Josephus has in fact mentioned the town 'Afllka with the

epithet fi Avtravlov, in the same way Luke is supposed to speak of

the district as 'AfaK^in) Avowiov.
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scure part of profane history,1 cautious as it is, as far

as its philological element goes, may be shewn to be

inadmissible when we examine the two grounds on which

it rests. As regards the one point, it is true that the

interpretation of Paulus has been anticipated by the Latin

MSS.,2 which read " Lysanise (genitive) . . . tetrarcha," or

"Lysanias . . . tetrarcha?." These, however, are only

erroneous translations, which on their part at all events

take for granted as- the original text that furnished by

all the Greek MSS., with the exception of L. Such being

the state of the MSS., the radical correction njs Ava-avwv

'AyStXj/v^s, though grammatically and syntactically admis

sible, can only be accepted in case of absolute necessity.

With regard to the second point, Paulus has given us no

proof that after the death of Herod the Great, in addition

to other provinces, Philip also received the tetrarchy of

Lysanias. This, however, is just the point the truth of

which " negative criticism " 3 is wont at once to take for

granted in support of its views. Josephus, in various

passages of his writings, has given us with great par

ticularity the names of the several districts which fell to

Philip's share : but among these the province or tetrarchy

of Lysanias is nowhere mentioned. On the contrary, in

both the principal passages in which we read of the

1 It can only be maintained on philological grounds, by adopting

Einck's modification (Angefochtenen Erzdhlungen in dem Leben Jem,

p. 18), who employs both the amendments proposed by Paulus at

once, reading roX rijs Avtravlov 'hfiihr)vris. See Schneckenburger, Stud,

u. Krit. 1833, No. 4, p. 1056.

2 See Lachmann, Ed. Maj.

3 Among the negative critics on this as well as on other passages,

we must also reckon De Wette in his popular Exeget. Handbuch z. N. T.

Partly to meet the many calumnies of late directed against this

meritorious writer, partly to avoid being misunderstood myself, I here

state, once for all, that it does not seem to me right to class this

aut'aor with the mass of modern critics and exegetists. However

frequently I may be obliged to dissent from his conclusions, I cannot

but pay the highest honour to his solid learning, and his indefatigable

spirit of investigation. It is very different with the labours of the

so-called modern school of criticism. For example, Hug has admirably

shewn, in his oft-quoted Gutachten, what is the state of the case as

regards the independence and thoroughness of the historical and

exegetical investigations even of a Strauss.
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ratification of the testamentary dispositions of Herod the

Great by Augustus,1 we find uniformly that Philip re

ceived Trachonitis, Batanaea, Atiranitis,2 uvv nvi juepei

oikov tov Zrjvo&wpov \eyofievov,3 or xai fJ-eprj Tiva tov Zijvwvoi

o'kov to. irtpl 'lafivtav.* Such being the case, how does

Paulus establish his view? He assumes that by oTkos,

the former estate of Zcno or Zenodorus, the tetrarchy of

Lysanias is intended. But to say nothing of the protest

of the Evangelist against such a view, even Josephus

contradicts it. (1) In the first place, he certainly tells

us that Zenodorus possessed tov olkov tov Kvo-avCov, not

as owner, but as tenant.5 On the other hand, he merely

states that the possessions of Zenodorus were, after his

death, bestowed by Augustus on Herod the Great, and

it is a portion of these which is evidently intended by

Josephus.6 (2) In the second place, the tetrarchy of

Lysanias is expressly distinguished from that of Philip ; 7

and that this never came into the hands of Herod the

Great is at all events distinctly asserted by him.8 (3)

And finally, if Josephus, when speaking of the portion

of the oikos of Zenodorus,9 had intended the tetrarchy of

Lysanias, he would probably have spoken of it by that

name, especially if, as is taken for granted, it was one of

such currency that our historian, writing more than fifty

years afterwards, could employ it without leading any

1 Ant. xvii. 11. 4; de Sell. Jud. n. 63.

2 Instead of Auranitis, Josephus has Gaulonitis, Ant. xviti. 4. 6.

Cf. xvii. 8. 1.

3 Ant. I. c.

4 De Bell. Jud. I.e.

5 Ant. XV, 10. 1 : ZyvAfiwpds Tis ^ue/xiVflaiTo Thy oIkov tov Avaaviov.

De Dell. Jud. I. 20. 4 : Zrjvo'o'ccpos 6 tov Avtravlov fieuio-Qaifievos oJkov.

6 Josephus writes concerning the possessions of Zenodorus given by

Augustus to Herod the Great, Ant. xv. 10. 3. : Kaiaap 5e Kal tV tovtov
fiotpav ovk oXiynv olo-av 'Hpc65?j 5i5a><ri, /t€ra£i» tov rVp6.xa>vo> Kc^

TaAiAaias Oukddav /cat TlavidSa Kal T^v tsoi| y&pav. Nothing is

said of Abilene, but Panias belonged to that district, and indeed this

same Panias really takes the place of fnipn two. oIkov tov Zi\voliipov,

Ant. xvii. 8. 1.

7 Ant. XVIII. 6. 10: Kai jWi,\c'a Ro&iaT-rtoiv oaitov (Agrippa I.) tt\s

^tXtvnov TtTpapxias 5a>p7j<rcfyievos aitTtp Kal tijv Avaaviov TeTpapxiav.
s Ant. xix. 5. 1 ; de Bell. Jud. II. 11. 5.

9 Ant. xvii. 11.4.

N
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of his readers to think of any other Lysanias than the

one of bygone days.

If, then, it is demonstrated that there is no reason to

discredit the fact of a younger Lysanias having reigned

over Abilene at the time of our Lord's public ministry,

on the ground that a foreign prince was at that time

ruling there, it follows that there is in reality no objective

ground for questioning the statement of the almost con

temporary Evangelist. For even if it could be proved

more satisfactorily than appears possible or has hitherto

been done, that the territory of the elder Lysanias was

annexed to the Roman province of Syria immediately on

his death or shortly afterwards, yet no one who has

even a slight acquaintance with what Jpsephus and other

authors have stated of the manner in which the Eoman

emperors dealt with the separate provinces of S.W. Asia,

would be disposed to conclude, in face of a direct testimony

to the contrary, that Abilene might not, at a later period,

have been granted, either whole or in part, to a descendant

of the former Lysanias. We need not, however, content

ourselves with appealing to such universally known facts ;

we may, I think, in another way give a positive proof

of the credibility of our Evangelist.1 We have already

adduced the passages from Josephus and Dio Cassius in

proof of the fact that a Lysanias, who reigned in the

province of Abilene,2 lost his life, 718 a.u.c, through the

intrigues of the ambitious Cleopatra. Josephus tells

nothing of the title he bore, but Dio3 expressly informs

See Hug, in the Gutachten already so often referred to; also

Winer, It. W. B. s. v. "Abilene," Tholuck, Kuhn, Krabbe, in their

various " Lives of Jesus ; " and Siiskind, Stud, und Krit. 1836, Part n.

p. 445, in a separate article on this passage. The view that there

were two Lysaniases may be said to be that generally received. This

view was supported by Eusebius, H. E. i. 10.

2 He was a son of Ptolemy, the son of Mennseus, Ant. xm. 16. 3,

xiv. 12. 1, a prince in the neighbourhood of Damascus, Ant. xix. 3. 2,

and potentate of Chalcis on Lebanon. Ib. 7. 4.

3 Dio, in speaking of the relations of Antony and Cleopatra, uses

language applicable here : Ka! 8ti iroWa /ifv ttjj 'ApaSias ttjj re Md\xov

(Arabic© Nabatiete) koI tt)s twv 'Irovpaloiv (rbv y&p Avaaviav, by avrbs

jSa<n\ea a(fmy ^ireTrtu^Ket, aireKTCivev, ra tov TIok6}Ov irpd^avra) TroWa

H T7jy ^oivIktjs ttjs T€ Tla\aitTTlvrjs Kp^Tijs t« Ttva koI Kvp-1}VT]V T^V Tt

Kvirpov outoTs (his children by Cleopatra) ixaP^aaT0-
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us, that towards the end of his life he was not tetrarch, but

king (/Jao-iAevs) of Ituroea, a dignity to which he had been

raised by Antony, probably at a time when some addition

was made to his dominions. However, Antony did not

present Cleopatra with the whole of the possessions of

Lysanias, but only with a large portion of them, as we see

from Dio, 7roA.Aa rrj<; 'Apa/9tas rrj's tuxv 'IrupcuW. Josephus

too agrees with him, provided (which the context seems

almost to require) we are to understand by rrjv ru>v

'Apdfttov,1 the province of the Arabian princes Malchus and

Lysanias. We may infer, therefore, that the remainder,

which was not given to Cleopatra, would have continued

in the possession of the heirs of Lysanias. In fact,

Josephus, if we are right in interpreting ttjv tu>v 'Kpafitov

as the province of Lysanias, speaks of some one reigning

(/foo-iAeiw) over it, immediately after his death.2 But

there is as little ground for concluding that because a

portion of the province of Lysanias was given to Cleopatra

his "dynasty had become entirely extinct, as there is for

the inference that because Herod was obliged at the

same time to resign a portion of his dominions, his

dynasty also came to an end. We do not, therefore,

require the otherwise not improbable hypothesis of. Hug,

that Augustus, after having become master of the East

by the defeat of Antony, might have restored to the

heirs of Lysanias 3 the province which had been unjustly

wrested from them by Augustus, either entirely or in

part, and which after Cleopatra's death had been without

1 The passage runs : Avaavlav oZv rby Uro\ep.alov IldpBovs oitio-

ffa[x4m] tois -np6ryiia(nv endytiv h.V0KTivvvt?iv fp"ei 5e Trap' 'Avrteviov T^i

Te 'lovSaiav koI t^v twv 'Apa/3tov (Dio also speaks of Lysanias' province

as extending to Arabia) a^iovaa rovs fia&ikevovTas aurai' cwpeAarflat.

Josephus immediately afterwards says that, for the sake of his repu

tation, Antony did not acquiesce in all Cleopatra's requests, W oiv

p-'ijT* apvf]9r] TravTaircuri ^t)t Stra TrpocreTctTTCi/ intim] Siawpa^d/xevos 4lc

tpavepov 86£t) Kaicbs, fiepT] rrjs %d>pas exarepov irap€\6fjL€yos rovrots avrhv

idwpfoaTo. The full import of these passages has not hitherto been

noticed.

1 Joseph. I. c. See preceding Note.

3 It is expressly stated (Ant. xv. 7. 3 ; de Bell. Jud. I. 20. 3) that

the districts which had been taken away from Herod were restored to

him by Augustus immediately after the battle of Actium.
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a ruler. We are told by Josephus,1 that Cleopatra farmed

out to Herod the districts of Arabia bestowed on her by-

Augustus, and he appears to have retained them as tenant

up to her death.

About this time we find mention of a certain Zenodorus

as farming the oTkos of Lysanias.2 It is therefore probable

that the heirs of the elder Lysanias were still under age,

and that their possessions were in the hands of guardians.

This Zenodorus, who, according to Dio Cassius 3 and

several coins,4 was a tetrarch, and whose connection with

Auranitis is described as that of an eparch, in the first

year of the Actian era (fiera rrjv irputrrjv 'A/cnaSa), in

consequence of a charge which had been brought against

him of favouring the banditti of Trachonitis, was deprived

of Trachonitis, Batansea, and Auranitis,5 provinces which

were bestowed by Augustus on Herod the Great. Whether

at the same time he lost his position as farmer of the oTxog

of Lysanias, we are not informed. When, at last, after

many fruitless plots against Herod, Zenodorus died," the

whole of his inheritance was bestowed on Herod. Some

considerable time after this, however, the dominions of

Lysanias are mentioned by Josephus under the name of

a tetrarchy, as in the Gospel of Luke, and from this time

forwards, whenever they are mentioned by him, they

always bear this name. The tetrarchy of Lysanias is

mentioned for the first time 790 A.U.c.,7 the year in which

Caius Caligula ascended the throne, at which time it was

1 Ant. xv. 4. 2. 2 Ant. xv. 10. 1 ; de Bell. Jud. I. 20. 4. 8 LIV. 9.

4 Mionnet (Description des Mcdailles Antiques, Tom. v. p. 576)

mentions four coins of his belonging to the period 280—287, of the

era of the Seleucidse = 33—26 B.C. He states, however, that the date

280 is defective on one of the coins. As this bears the head of

Octavianus, who did not become master of the East until the battle

of Actium, 282, tho date must be stated incorrectly. On the other

hand, we have a coin with the date 282. It is possible that Augustus

at that time assigned to Zenodorus some provinces that had become

vacant by Cleopatra's death. The expression inapxia in Josephus

perhaps indicates this.

5 De Bell. Jud. I. 20. 4. Cf. Ant. xv. 10. 1.

6 His death is placed by Josephus, de Bell. Jud. I. 20. 4, about ten

years later; but according to Ant. xv. 10. 3, in the 17th year of Herod,

i.e. 734 a.u.c. Dio agrees with this, liv. 9.

» Ant. xvm. 6. 10.
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bestowed by him on the elder Agrippa, together with the

former tetrarchy of Philip. Caligula's successor, Claridius,

not merely confirmed his predecessor's gift, but added

several other fresh possessions.1 Among these, *A/?iAa fj

Ava-avLov2 appears, which therefore, although an original

member of the tetrarchy of Lysanias, cannot have been

comprised in Caligula's grant. Besides, we are expressly

assured by Josephus, the last time ho makes mention of

the tetrarchy of Lysanias, that Abila really originally

belonged to it.3 These passages from Josophus force us to

the conclusion that, in perfect accordance with the state

ment of Luke, a younger Lysanias must have been reign

ing over Abilene, and that as tetrarch, between the years

734 and 790. Even the period of his reign had been

determined with no small precision, by means of the

clever mode of examination of his title of tetrarch, adopted

by Hug. He says (I. c), " The division of Palestine into

tetrarchies was not resolved on until after the death of

Herod. The Romans, farsighted in all their measures,

were indisposed to leave widespread territories in the

hand of an individual, who might easily have become too

powerful. They therefore divided Galatia into four

principalities, adding a portion of Lycaonia to make up

the number, and called them Tetrarchies, and their

governors Tetrarchs. The same course was also adopted

by them in other places. The dominions left by Herod

were dealt with by them in the following manner.

Archelaus received his portion, and as a mark of

superiority, the name of Ethnarch. Herod Antipas

received the second portion as a tetrarchy, Philip, the

third, under a like character, and to complete the four,

the possessions of Lysanias were included under the new

appellation of the Tetrarchy of Abilene. The matter is so

1 Joseph. Ant. xix. 5. 1.
2 yA/3iAav 5e r^v Avaaviov zeal 6ir6aa £v ™ Aifidt/tp upei 4k tS>v avrov

TcpoanlBet. Hug and others are incorrect in saying that the Emperor

Claudius only confirmed Caligula's gift of the tetrarchy of Lysanias.

3 UpoadfXs tiV Tpax^vtTiy avv 'Afii\a. hvaavia 5e avTrj tyeySvti

TtTpopx'"- Ant. xx. 7. 1. Since in this passage Abila is made

identical with the entire tetrarchy of Lysanias, it is evident that

the town of this name, now Ncbi Abel, must have been the capital.
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obvious, that it is difficult to conceive how it could have

been overlooked." As a necessary complement,1 however,

to this investigation of Hug, we must add the remark,

that his view of the origin of the tetrarchy of our

Lysanias seems even to derive confirmation from the

passage in Luke. The tetrarchy of Lysanias was neither

a constituent part of the kingdom of Herod, nor a district

frequently resorted to either by our Lord or the Baptist

during their ministry, nor yet a country whose rulers

were better known than others of their age, so as to

furnish a convenient note of time for the determination of

the epoch. How then can the mention of it in Luke be

explained, except on the view that this tetrarchy stood in

some peculiar relations to the other kingdoms mentioned

here, a view which Hug was the first to develop in the

passage given above ? For in Luke iii. 1, we have actually

just the four tetrarchies, and the four tetrarchs, supposed

by Hug, with the exception that, as was to be expected at

the time, in place of Archelaus, the ethnarch of Judea, the

Roman governor Pontius Pilate is introduced. In addition

to these passages of Josephus, the existence of our

Lysanias is supported by a coin, which on its superscrip

tion bears the name of a tetrarch Lysanias,2 as well as by

an inscription discovered by Pococke in a Doric temple on

the hill of Nebi Abel, the ancient Abila, fifteen English

miles from Damascus. This inscription, though somewhat

defaced, he tells us, gives not only the year when the

temple was built (though unfortunately he does not inform

us what year it was), but also the name of Lysanias as

tetrarch of Abilene.8

We may therefore bring our investigation concerning

1 This remark is essential, because we learn from the history of

that period that the namo Tetrarch was sometimes bestowed as a

mere title, and without any corresponding division of territory. Of.

Noldii, de Vita et Gestis Herodum, p. 255.

2 Sestini, Lettere e Dissertations Numismatiche, Tom. VI. Pirenze,

1819, p. 101, Tab. n. Hug was the first, as far as I know, to bring

forward this fact.

3 Pococko, n. § 177. AT5ANIOT TETPAPXOT KAI APXIEPEflS.

Schubert saw the remains of the temple, and bore in mind the Greek

inscription which Pococke discovered, but was unable to find it

Reise, vol. iii. p. 310.
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Lysanias to a close with Hug's concluding remark : " We

have another opportunity of proving that in the cases in

which the endeavour has been made to convict Luke of

a want of knowledge of facts, the honour, such as it is,

belongs elsewhere."

(5) 'E71-1 dp;(iep«os "Awa xai Kcua<£a. Annas, who is

here mentioned, the son of Seth, was high-priest at the

time of the census of Quirinus, i.e. 759 a.u.c.,1 but was

deposed at the commencement of the reign of Tiberius

(i.e. after the 19th of August, 767 a.u.c), by the recently

appointed governor, Valerius Gratus.2 His successor was

Ishmael, the son of Phabi, who was in his turn deprived

of his office, per ov 7roXv, i.e. as the context shews, probably

in much less than a year, and was succeeded by Eleazar,

another son of the same Annas. After the interval of a

year he was replaced by Simon, the son of Camithus, and

again after a year's time by Joseph Caiaphas. It follows

therefore that the Caiaphas of the Gospels entered on the

high-priest's office in 770,8 from which he was not removed

until the Passover of 789, about the same time that Pilate

was recalled.4 Consequently, Caiaphas was the acting

high-priest of the Jews during the whole time of the

public ministry of our Lord and John the Baptist. It is

clear, then, from Josephus that the two dpxiepeis, Annas

and Caiaphas, were actually at the head of the Jewish

theocracy at the time of our Lord's public ministry. It

is, however, remarkable that Annas is mentioned by Luke

along with Caiaphas, since it never happened that two

individuals filled the office of high-priest at the same time

—indeed, in this instance the very contrary is expressly

stated by Josephus to have been the case—and still more

remarkable that Annas is even named by himself as

apXiepevs.5

1 Joseph. Ant. xvm. 2. 1.

2 This agrees with the statement of Josephus, that Gfratus spent

eleven years in Judea. For eleven added to 7G7 gives us the year

778 a.it.c, towards the closo of which Gratus was succeeded by

Pontius Pilate.

8 Joseph. Ant. xvm. 2. 2. 4 Ibid. i. 3.

5 It is now almost universally acknowledged that the plural apx'e-

pcuv, which we find in the Textus receptus, is a later correction for the
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Passing over the thoroughly unhistorical view that

Annas and Caiaphas at that period performed the functions

of the office alternately, there remain the following

attempts at a solution of the difficulty which deserve

notice.1 (1) It is assumed that Annas bears the title of

dpX'*pei5s in this passage, as one who had formerly filled

the office, and the introduction of his name is justified on

the ground that, as we see from Acts iv. 6, John xviii. 13,

he was even at a later period possessed of considerable

personal influence. Even Strauss" professes himself

satisfied with this view. Its correctness may, however,

be questioned on very sufficient grounds. For not to

mention the strangeness of such a mode of fixing a date,

as " at the time of the late high-priest Annas," w« should,

on the one hand, have to enquire into the reasons of the

superior influence attributed to Annas in these passages,

which accurate investigation proves not to have belonged

to him in a private capacity ; while, on the other hand, it

is grammatically inadmissible for ap^iepe'ws in this passage

to bo regarded in any other light than as denoting a

permanent official dignity : for otherwise the article tov

must certainly have stood before dpxiepews, which itself

would have been more appropriately placed after "Awa.

Besides, even if the clause had run iirl 'Awa tov dpviepcW,

the context would have obliged us to have referred it to

some ruler, since none but such are there mentioned.

Since, then, the words admit of no other translation than

this, " in the time of the high-priesthood of Annas, and

in the time of Caiaphas ; " those commentators have

unquestionably come to a more correct conclusion who

regard apx^pevs as denoting an official position filled by

Annas, either as JJD,3 or high-priest's deputy (as is

singular ipxiepias. Indeed this is proved by a reference to the MSS.

See Sehulz and Lachmann.

1 For the history of the exegesis of this passage, see Wolf and

Kocher, in I»c.

2 Leben Jem, I. p. 359.
• It may be that this office is nothing but a rabbinical fiction. At

least, though Kiihnol in loc. quotes Josephus, Ant. xvn. 6. 4, in proof

of its existence, Anger has shewn (de temporum in Actis Ap. ratione,

p. 94) that the Joseph there spoken of, the son of Ellem, though ho

only discharged the duties of the high-priest for a single day, is
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maintained by Lightfoot, Eeland, Wolf, Kuhnol, Paulus, Do

Wette), or as K'W, i.e. President of the Great Sanhedrim,

as is assumed by Selden.1 These, however, are no more

than conjectures, which cannot be strictly proved either

from history, or by the general use of the word ap^upevi.

And yet I believe, if only we examine the parallel passages

of the New Testament more closely than has hitherto been

done, and endeavour to harmonize the conclusions thus

attained, we shall be able to arrive at some more precise

and certain conclusion.

We have then two questions to solve : (1) how could

the Evangelist represent Annas as a ruling dpxiepcus,

when he was not the acting high-priest? and (2) how

could he give Annas the priority to the acting high-

priest of the day ? Until these two questions have been

answered satisfactorily, we cannot assert that no further

objections can be brought against Luke's statement.

Now, since the predicate apx^p^s, in spite of its being

placed first in the clause, can be referred to Annas alone,

it must belong to him in an entirely different sense to

that in which it could also have been applied to Caiaphas.

. This, therefore, leads us to enquire whether any other

official personage besides the high-priest can be denoted

by apx'tp^'s. Now if we pay attention to the usus loquendi

of the New Testament, and Luke in particular, it will

shew us that the title apxiepevs marks out Annas as the

Nasi, i.e. the President of the great Sanhedrim, the

highest civil and spiritual court of the Jews, which, after

Judea had ceased to be governed by native princes, was

invested with the most absolute authority. If this be

correct, we have at once a most satisfactory reply to the

first, and partially to the second enquiry.

We may regard it as an established fact, that dp^tepeus

looked upon by Josephus, who, we must remember, lived while the

temple was still standing, and was not merely a Jew, but himself of

a priestly family, as an actual high-priest. Against the idea of a

Sagan being intended in this passage, see Vitringa, Obmrv. Sacr. vi.

p. 529.
1 De Synedriis et prsefecturis juridicis veterum Ebreomm, n. 655.

He also holds that Caiaphas was ]yl n'3 3*>, the second in authority

in the Sanhedrim.
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may signify a member of the Sanhedrim who was of the

priestly tribe. In proof of this, we may refer to the

constantly recurring expression, ol apxupels koI ol irptcr-

pvrtpoi, to which is sometimes added ol ypap.fjLa.Ttis, by

which the different ranks of the members of the Sanhe

drim were denoted.1 It is also perfectly clear, that the

President of the Sanhedrim, the Nasi, might bear this

name, especially from Acts v. 21, 27, vii. 1, ix. 1, 2,

xxii. 5, xxiii. 2, 4, xxiv. 1, in which passages the word

apxuptvs uniformly denotes either persons who summoned

the Sanhedrim, or who spoke first in it, and issued orders ;

in short, the president. Every conclusion, however, which

might he drawn from this, would be evaded, if it were

true, as not a few 2 have imagined, that the high-priest was

eo ipso President of the great Sanhedrim : and in this caso

Annas 3 would not even have been president, but the high-

priest Caiaphas. But the presidentship of the high-priest

cannot be inferred even for earlier times from Deut. xvii.

8 sqq., while the matter was certainly arranged differently

in New Testament times. This is evident from Acts v.

17 sqq., where, while tho president is termed through

out dpxiepeu's,4 6 lepevs 5 is distinguished from him.6 By

this last word, the rendering of the Old Testament jnsn

= Sitan jnisn, only the Mgh-priest can be denoted. It

follows, then, that in this case the high-priest7 and the

Nasi were not the same person.

The language of Acts xxiii. 1 sqq. (cf. xxiv. 1), is still

more explicit. It is certainly possible that at the time of

1 Cf. e.g. Matt, xxvii. 1, Mar. xv. 1, Lu. xxii. 6G, etc

4 For a proof of the contrary from the Talmud, see Selden, De

Synedriis, it p. 437 If., 498 ff. The mere comparison of the traditional

list of the Presidents of tho Sanhedrim given by Selden, unless indeed

it is devoid of historical foundation, is enough to prove that they were

not the same, for the catalogue of the high-priests given by Josephus

is perfectly different.

3 Lu. iii. 2. « w. 17, 21, 27.

5 The latest commentators on tho Acts, Do Wette, Olshausen, and

Meyer, unanimously decide in favour of the genuineness of & hptvs.

6 v. 24.

7 We may perhaps assume that Luke in general, wnen speaking of

the Nasi, and of the high-priest, calls the one 6 Uptis and the other

& aox'epeis. For Lu. xxii. 54, seo the section on our Lord's Passion
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Paul's hearing before the Sanhedrim^ which is here

mentioned, when Ananias acted as president, he was also

acting high-priest. Ananias, the son of Nebedaeus, was

elected high-priest by Herod, king of Chalcis, brother of

Agrippa I., in 801 a.u.c.,1 and, notwithstanding the charges

brought against him in Rome (805 a.u.c, or 806 at latest),

of which, however, he was acquitted,2 held his office till 8

the appointment of Ishmael, the son of Phabi.4 Now,

since this Ishmael was certainly appointed under the

procurator Felix, and, as appears probable from Josephus,

only a short time before his departure (although we have

1 Joseph. Ant. xx. 5. 8. Cf. Ant. xx.7.1.

3 Ant. xx. 6. 2. 3.

3 Many writers have indeed conjectured that Jonathan, who is

really called A apx'epzfo by Josephus, Ant. xx. 8. 5, de Bell. Jud. n.

13. 3, succeeded Ananias immediately after his accusation in 805 a.c.o.

But they are certainly in error. For, on the one hand, this title,

which may be understood in so many different ways, of itself proves

nothing, and as Anger, p. 94, has well shewn against Eeland on

Ant. xx. 8. 5, ed. Haverk., the 28 high-priests reckoned by Josephus

from Herod the Great to the destruction of Jerusalem are fully mado

up, even if this Jonathan is omitted. On the other hand, the number

28 remains, even if Jonathan was Ananias' successor, if we suppose

that this Jonathan was the same with Jonathan the son of Annas,

who at an earlier period had enjoyed the high-priest's office. Ant. xvm.

4. 3 ; 5. 3. For Josephus, in his list, only counts the individual priests

once, even though they were invested with the office more than once

at intervals. But it is hard to believe that Jonathan the son of

Annas would have accepted his renewed elevation to the high-priest's

dignity, since he had previously (Ant. xix. 6. 4) refused it, saying

that God had judged him unworthy of this dignity, and that he was

content with having held it once. Jonathan, therefore, as an adherent

of the law, behaved in accordance with the custom mentioned, Ant.

XV. 3. 1. Besides, Josephus, Ant. xix. 8. 6, de Bell. Jud. n. 13. 5,

speaks of the appearance of the Egyptian false prophet, mentioned

Acts xxi. 38, after the murder of Jonathan, which agrees with the

statement (de B. J. u. 13. 3) that he was the first to fall into the

hands of the a-ixapioi, or banditti. We leam from the Acts that this

insurrection occurred about the time of the apprehension of Paul by

the chief captain, when this hearing before Ananias took place, but
■xpb Tolnwv rwv fifiepuy. There is therefore an additional reason why

the death of this Jonathan must have preceded this hearing. Finally,

it is Josephus' rule to mention expressly the accession of a new

high-priest, and the only exception in the whole list would be this

Jonathan.

4 Ant. xx. 8. 8.
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here the somewhat indefinite expression Kara tovtov tov

Kaipov), it is at any rate possible, I might even say

probable, that at the time of Paul's imprisonment, Ananias

was still acting high-priest, so that he was at that time

invested at once with the office of high-priest and Nasi.1

We draw this conclusion from the fact that, according to

Acts xxiv. 27, Felix was not recalled from his province

till two years after the hearing of Paul before the

Sanhedrim (Sici-tas Tr\r)pu>8(.la-q<C), recorded in that passage.

But if Ananias, the president -of the Sanhedrim, was at

that time also the officiating high-priest, it may still be

demonstrated from the narrative in the Acts, that he did

not preside in his character of high-priest, and that he

might consequently have acted as president if he had

ceased to fill that office. This appears, first, from the

fact that Paul could excuse himself 2 by saying that he

" wist not that " Ananias " was high-priest," 3 since, if the

high-priest as such had filled the position of Nasi, he

would have appeared in the Sanhedrim as high-priest, and

therefore in his sacerdotal costume, so that Paul must

have immediately recognized him. But if the office of

Nasi was no integral part of the high-priest's office, so

that the Nasi was not as such obliged to officiate as high-

priest, Ananias, oven though he might happen to be

high-priest as well, would have necessarily appeared, not

in the sacerdotal costume, but in the ordinary dress of a

citizen, as was always the case when he was not fulfilling

his sacerdotal office.4 Secondly, we come to the same

conclusion from the fact that Paul grounds his duty of

paying respect to Ananias on Exod. xxii. 27, a text which

has express reference to the person of the Nasi,5 not that

of the high-priest, which he could not have done unless

1 According to Josephus, Ant, xx. 9. 1, Annas, the tyrannical son of

the Nasi Annas, by whom James the brother of our Lord was con

demned to death, was at the same time high-priest and Nasi.

2 Acts xxiii. 5.

3 Cf. Meyer in loc. in refutation of other modes of interpreting

ovk ijb'eiv.

* Ant. xvnr. 4. 3.

5 "Apxovra tov \aov ffov ovk ipets kokus is the rendering of the

original Hebrew T5>P? so that Hpxovra tov Kaov actually

answers to T???
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the office of Nasi was still distinct from that of high-

priest, and Ananias could claim the reverence of Paul as

Nasi for the time hoing. But if the office of Nasi and

high-priest were not necessarily united in the same

Luke (iii. 2) informs us (according to our view of the

passage), that in the fifteenth year of Tiberus, Annas was

Nasi, and Caiaphas, high-priest.

The correctness of our view may, however, ho confirmed

by other dates referring more particularly to Annas. First,

from Acts iv. 5, 6. Here we find that no long time after

the ascension of our Lord the Sanhedrim was gathered

together for the purpose of trying the apostles Peter

and John. Annas again appears as the Nasi of the day,

as is proved by the fact that he stands at the head of the

members of the Sanhedrim, who are particularly mentioned

as persons of influence, and is thus undoubtedly pointed

out as the chief person, and also that to him the predicate

dpxiepevs is applied, which, as we have seen in the passages

cited above, can in this connection, when the subject

spoken of is the assembling of the Sanhedrim, denote the

Nasi alone : while if the theory we are contending against

were correct, Caiaphas, who is certainly mentioned as the

acting high-priest, must have been named first, and would

certainly have been designated by the title of dpxiepeus.

Secondly, we may prove the same from John's Gospel, in

which, just as in Luke, Caiaphas is named as the acting

high-priest at that time,1 but does not appear as the

president of the Sanhedrim which assembled then, but

merely as efs -rts among the rest (v. 49), exactly as in

Acts iv. 6. John, however, mentions Annas together

with Caiaphas ; 2 indeed, according to his statement, the

Saviour, after His apprehension, was led to Annas first

(71-pos "Awav irpSiTov). It is certain that this weighty

influence cannot have belonged to him as a private

individual, nor yet as father-in-law to the high-priest

Caiaphas, for we are told that he conducted the previous

examination of our Lord as apxiepevs, v. 19, that the .

 

1 Joh. xi. 51, 52 ; ib. 49, 50. Cf. xviii. 13 14, 24.

* Joh. xviii. 13, 15—24.
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officers of justice were assembled at his house, and

especially that one of them used the words, ovros a-jroKpivy

to dpxiepet, and that our Lord was smitten for want of

respect to the apxicpevs, a circumstance which throws

light on the analogous event in the life of Paul.1 It

follows, therefore, that in John, too, Annas appears as

acting dp^ttpevs together with (the high-priest) Caiaphas,

i.e. as Nasi of the Sanhedrim. If then, when Luke is

fixing the date of the events recorded,2 he gives the Nasi

Annas the precedence over Caiaphas the high-priest of the

day, this may be easily explained, (even apart from all his

purely personal relations, e.g. that he was Caiaphas' senior,

and also his father-in-law,8 that he had already filled the

office of high-priest, that he and his family had long

enjoyed the highest consideration among the Jews,4) from

the great influence over Jewish affairs generally, claimed

by the Sanhedrim, the highest civil and religious court

among the Jews, of which Annas was the president,

especially at a time when the native sovereigns of Judah

had ceased to exercise any authority at all ; of which we

may see an example in the official enquiry instituted by it

into the authority by which John the Baptist exercised

his office as Teacher.6 It is also elucidated by the context,

in which Annas, the president of a mixed court, would

form the most suitable point of transition from the purely

civil rulers mentioned in Luke iii. 1, to Caiaphas, the

purely ecclesiastical chief of the Jews—as well as by the

decisive influence exercised by the Sanhedrim in general,

and Annas its president in particular, on the history of

our Lord, who, as we know, received His sentence of

death before the bar of this court.6

We have now subjected the whole of the notes of time

1 Acts xxiii. 1—5. 2 Lu. iii. 2. 8 Joh. xviii. 13.

4 On this point Josephus says of Annas, Ant. xx. 9. 1 : rovrov St

ipa<r\ rhv Trpctrfidraroy * kvvav fvrvx^ffTarov yevtaOar Wire yelp €0"X€

7ro7Sas, Kol Toirovs Tr&vras (TvvifSi) apxieparevGcu t$ 0€<p, aitrbs Kal

irp6npov tt)s Ti/iijy 4vl vhuffrov airo\av(rasm 'direp ovfievl ovvtjit} ruv Trap'

ij[ilv apxiepewv. 5 Joh. i, 19 sq.

6 The previous resolution to put our Lord to death had already

issued from the same Sanhedrim, Joh. xi. 47—53. Cf. ix. 22,

Lu. xxii. 1—6, parall. Joh. xviii. IS -24, Lu. xxii. GG—xxiii. 1,

Mar. xiv. 55—65, xv. 1, Matt. xxvi. 59—G% xxvii. 1, 2.
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to a strict examination, and we can arrive at no other con

clusion than this, which cannot be impressed too frequently

or too decidedly on the opponents of a New Testament

chronology, that while, up to this point, Luke has not

only shewn his desire to proceed in strict chronological

principles, but may be proved to have actually done so, he

has in these two verses attested both his endeavour after

and his knowledge of chronology in a very evident

manner : for he has not made a single statement which

does not harmonize most perfectly with the leading date,

the fifteenth year of Tiberius, i.e. 19 Aug., 781 A.u.c.—

19 Aug., 782 a.u.c.

The question now arises, what is the fact that is deter

mined by this date ? a question the solution of which is

not only of the greatest importance for the chronological

character of the Gospel of Luke, and of the whole Gospel-

history in general, but also, if I am not mistaken, pretty

nearly decisive in favour of the synoptical unity of the

four Gospels. This is what I must plead in justification

for the length to which our argument on this point will

extend.

Sanclemente, whose views we shall examine hereafter, is

almost the only writer who does not proceed on the view

that Luke intended by the above dates to fix the time of

the Baptist's first public appearance, which, on this sup

position, must have taken place in the fifteenth year of

Tiberius, i.e. at earliest, the end of August, 781 a.u.c, and

our Lord's baptism about half a year later. However, if

this hypothesis be correct, there will at once appear—to go

no further at present than the most general objections—

a direct contradiction to the conclusion arrived at above,

viz. that our Lord was baptized 780 a.u.c, and at latest at

the end of that year. Nay, Luke would be made to

contradict his own earlier statements,' since, as we have

seen, he places the baptism of our Lord in His thirty-first

year, while, according to this view, the dates given would

fix it in the year 782. Consequently, our Lord must have

been born at the close of 751 a.u.c, or more probably

752 A.u.c1 But the same Evangelist has already fixed the

1 The Fathers argue in this way, when (as is not unfrequently the
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date of our Lord's birth by the following notes of time :

the reign of Herod the Great, and still further back, the

census in Judea not long after the imperial edicts ordain

ing the census of the empire, which carry us back at least

beyond Nisan 750, when Herod was already dead. It

follows, then, that Luke must have had so little acquaint

ance with the whole history of the period which com

prehended the sacred narrative he treats of, as to imagine

that these two events took place two full years after they

really occurred; an ignorance which, when we consider

his chronological knowledge (of which we have already

adduced instances, and at the very outset proved by a

striking example), must at once appear a priori highly

improbable. We could hardly pardon such an error, and

should be led strongly to suspect a general carelessness

throughout his history. For even if it only related to the

date of an event in our Lord's life, there would not be

wanting exegetists to ascribe so palpable a mistake either

to the scantiness of his information, or the unauthentic

character of the sources from which he derived it. But

here we have to do with the fixing of dates in profane

history, for acquaintance with which no Evangelist was

needed, and besides, with dates so well known that if the

author had taken the slightest pains he could not have

remained in ignorance of them. Having, therefore, such

decided indications to the contrary, the reasons in support

of such an opinion must indeed be very convincing, if we

are to assume that the date of the first public appearance

of the Baptist is really determined by the chronological

statements, Luke iii. 1, 2.

What then are these reasons ? So completely has this

opinion been taken as a fundamental axiom, without any

further investigation, in framing a synoptical view of the

Gospels, that authors have not been in the habit of stating

their reasons for entertaining it. There are reasons, how

ever, operating in the dark, which are certainly not

destitute of plausibility; such perhaps as the following.

In the first place, it appears to have been assumed, more

case, cf. p. 126, note 2) they make the year of our Lord's birth con

temporaneous with 751 and 752 a.c.c.
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or less consciously, that because the other two Synoptists

had given a special description of the first public appear

ance of the Baptist,1 Luke must have done the same, and

if so, it can only be in Luke iii. 1 sqq. But even if I

were ready to grant the correctness of the conclusion,

though we have already had an allusion to the first public

appearance of the Baptist,2 yet I must deny the justice of

the premiss. It is, in fact, nothing more than a relic of

that antiquated harmonizing tendency which led men to

imagine that whatever one of the Synoptists has stated must

be stated by the others also. We must, however, before

we advance, enquire whether it was Luke's intention to

relate the same fact ; which can, of course, only be deter

mined from Luke's own words, and the connection of his

whole narrative. Now, it must be confessed that Luke's

words seem in a remarkable degree to lend support to that

view, and that not only when viewed by themselves, but

also when compared with the synoptical parallels. For

(1) we read, Luke iii. 2, iytvero prjp-a ®eov im 'Icoav. Za^.

viov, a clause which seems to intimate the first awakening

of the spirit of the Baptist followed by any important

consequences, with which the notice that it took place iv

T7j iprjfiM* perfectly agrees. But the Greek expression

pijfw. @€oC, which answers to the Hebrew niiV-UI., may

just as well denote a later awakening (it is certainly

nowhere asserted that it was the first), and why should

not that have happened in the desert to one who was

emphatically a man of the desert ? Indeed, we shall here

after see that such was really the case. We must further

notice that the precise theatre of John's ministry is, in

fact, defined differently by Luke and the other two

Synoptists. The two former4 speak of the wilderness

from which John now and then betook himself to the

Jordan for the purposes of baptism ; Luke, of the xeptYwpos

toC 'lopSdvovf

(2) It may appear singular that the Baptist, after his

second awakening, should have spoken almost the same

1 Matt. iii. 1 sqq., Mark i. sqq. a Lu. i. 80.

» Cf. Matt. iii. 1, Mar. i. 3, 4. * Matt. iii. 1, Mar. i. 4.

4 Lu. iii. 3.
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words as at his earlier.1 And yet, even in this respect,

the similarity is hardly greater than the dissimilarity.

What Luke has in common with the two Synoptists, only

appears in theAsingle verse in which the Baptist describes

his subordinate relation to the Lord; a declaration which

appears to have had generally something of a stereotyped

character with him.2 While there are decided variations

in Lu. iii. 1, 2, 18—20, the only instances of striking

agreement are in Lu. iii. 7—9. (Cf. Matt. iii. 7—10.)

Lu. iii. 17. (Cf. Matt. iii. 12.) If, then, we consider on

the one hand, the chronological position of Matthew in

his discourses, and on the other, Luke's strict chronological

bias, which is so markedly apparent in this passage, it will

scarcely seem surprising if we maintain that it is Luke

who has given the correct chronological arrangement of

the Baptist's discourses. Still, we have no objection to

admit that the words which Luke has in common with

Matthew may have been already spoken by the Baptist,

in this sense, after his first awakening. But he must

have spoken similar words at his subsequent awakening,

about two years later, in the fifteenth year of Tiberius ;

since both in substance and form they express the essential

characteristics of his preparatory preaching in which he

called the people to repentance. It was necessary for

Luke to portray the Baptist's ministry in its individuality

and importance to supply his readers with the reasons

which led Herod Antipas to imprison him at that time.3

This he did, while that he might add as little as possible

of his own he adopted the words of a previous authority,

and then in v. IS gave a connecting link with the event

narrated in w. 19, 20. Can we then quarrel with him for

this objectivity in the form of his narration ? If, then,

we may conclude with certainty from the foregoing in

vestigation, that the ordinary view based on Lu. iii. 1,

which places the first public appearance of the Baptist in

the fifteenth year of Tiberius, is connected with a one

sided system of harmony, the inadmissibility of which

1 Lu. iii. 7—10. Cf. Matt. iii. 7—10. Lu. iii. 16, 17. Cf. Matt. iii.

11, 12. Mar. i. 7, 8.

1 Lu. iii. 16. Cf. Matt. iii. 11, Mar. i. 7, 8.
a Lu. iii. 7—17, 19, 20
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could only remain concealed because the Evangelist's

fundamental data had not been accurately determined ;

it follows that the proof of its inadmissibility must be

immensely strengthened if it can be shewn what particular

awakening of the Baptist is intended in Lu. iii. 1. I

think that the one intended was that which, as we learn

from Lu. iii. 20, was speedily followed by the Baptist's

imprisonment, from which it follows that it is the Bap

tist's imprisonment, and not his first public appearance,

which is defined by the fifteenth year of the reign of

Tiberius.

In support of this view the following reasons may be

adduced. (1) Eemarkably enough, the section closes with

the mention of this imprisonment.1 Now to evade the

conclusion that the date of this event is that fixed by the

15th year of Tiberius, it may certainly be supposed that

the Evangelist having mentioned the Baptist was anxious

to finish all he had to say about him at once, much as he

had previously done.2 This view, however, is assumed

without any necessity ; since if his object had really been

to bring his narrative of the Baptist's history to a final

close, he would not have contented himself with stating

that Herod cast him into prison, but would certainly have

added that he also put him to death. If it is said that

perhaps Luke himself was ignorant of his violent death,

this is at once contradicted by Luke ix. 7—9. (2) It has

appeared surprising to some writers 3 that the most precise

1 Lu. iii. 20. 2 Lu. i. 80.

* See Strauss, Leben Jesu, i. p. 361 ff. This argument is employed

by Sanclemente in his Exercitatio Clironologica, appended to his larger

work, De Vulg. JEr. Emendat., as by us, to prove that Lu. iii. 1, 2, does

not refer to the first commencement of the Baptist's ministry. The

acute Jesuit has, however, been more successful in overthrowing than

in building up. He seeks to prove, p. 559 sq. " Annum xv. Tiberii

non ad initium rninisterii Joannis, non ad baptismum a Christi in

Jordane susceptum, sed ad ipsius passionis et crucifixionis tempus

ipso evangelista ducc atque interprete esse referendum." For unfor

tunately he a priori accepts the erroneous tradition of the ancient

Latin Church, that our Lord was crucified in the consulate of the

two Gemini, March 25, 782 a.u.c, and as this consulate coincides

with the 15th year of Tiberius, that date must refer to the year of our

Lord's death. We see at once, however, how little the passage under

consideration accords with the positive side of his view, when, to
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chronological statement in the Gospel of Luke refers to

a fact in the life of the Baptist. And reasonably enough,

since the Evangelist's object was to write the life of

Christ. Our view of the passage at once removes this

objection. For if it is the date of the Baptist's imprison

ment that is fixed by Luke iii. 1, 2, the date of a most impor

tant epoch in the life of our Lord is also determined at the

same time, since the comprehensive Galilean ministry of

Christ dated from the imprisonment of His forerunner.1

(3) Luke, who must surely be admitted to be his own best

interpreter, in other passages of his writings (for that the

Gospel of St. Luke and the Acts proceeded from the same

author is universally acknowledged and is beyond all

doubt 2) sets forth the Baptist's imprisonment as the great

turning-point in the life of our Lord.8 It is true that in

the first passage we may share Ktihnol's doubts, whether on

account of the word ap^dfuevoi 4 the /SaxTio-jna 'Itadwov may

not refer to the Baptism of our Lord by John. But since

the expression to {janrrio-iAa 'luiawov, taken in this sense,

would involve a harsh ellipse, we would rather understand

&p£. of the baptism of John, i.e. the baptism preached by

John,5 and then of course its termination, which coincided

with his imprisonment.6 It must also be borne in mind

that it is only from this time that we can assert, as is done

Acts i. 22, that those who were hereafter to be His

Apostles constantly associated with Christ. For the other

Apostles were certainly set apart to their office shortly

after the Baptist's imprisonment,7 while our Lord imme

diately after His own Baptism had not as yet a single

disciple ; and yet nothing could have been required of the

new members of the band that was either impossible or

fairly exceeded what was required from the other Apostles.

prove his position, he places a note of admiration (sic !) after KaU<t>a,

with the view of separating that date entirely from the appearance of

the Baptist, and referring it immediately to the Passion and Death of

our Lord. The natural consequence has been, that what was true in

his reasoning has been completely disregarded when it appeared in

this objectionable shape.

1 Mar. i. 14, Matt. iv. 12. 2 Cf. Lu. i. 3, Acts i. 1.

3 Acts i. 22, x. 37, xiii. 24. 1 Cf. Lu. iii. 23.

5 Cf. Meyer and De Wette, Acts i. 22.

6 Mar. i. 14, Matt. iv. 12. 7 Lu. vi. 13, Mar. iii. 14.
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In conclusion, our interpretation of the words ftaTrr. 'Icodw.

is confirmed by the parallel passages in the Acts,1 and

most strikingly by the first passage, in which /xera to

jSdirT. o enripv£ev 'Imavv.3 corresponds to d-jro tov /3a.7TT.

'Imdw. thus ieaving no doubt of the meaning of the latter.8

(4) It is a point of peculiar importance that Luke in

Acts xiii. 25, i.e. in a passage in which allusion is evidently

made to the Baptist's speech related Luke iii. 16, gives its

date expressly by the words S>s Se i-n-Xrjpov 6 'Iwdvvrjq rbv

Spopov. If now we understand the Spd/xos of the Baptist,

not of his course to the goal of life marked out for him

by a higher Hand, but (as is plain from the preceding

verse 4) of his course to fulfil the mission appointed him

in reference to Christ, i.e. of his public ministry; it

follows by reason of the word orAjjpov6 with which it

is introduced, that he must have uttered his testimony to

Jesus, according to Luke's own account, only a short time

1 Acta x. 37, xiii. 24.

2 The words ap^d/xevos, Acts i. 22, and apliiicvov, Acts x. 37 (cf.

Lu. xxiii. 5), as used by Luke, therefore, point out the end of John's

Baptism, which was brought about by his imprisonment, as an epoch

of so much importance in our Lord's Messianic career tto-oSos

auToO, Acts xiii. 24), when compared with its actual commencement in

His Baptism, Lu. iii. 23, that this retires into the shade, and the other

comes forward as the true apxti . With this the words of the Evangelist

at the opening of his Gospel agree, Lu. i. 2, oi cu? apxns air6-irrai wo!

frmjpeVai yevS/xemt rod \6yov. The position of the words evidently

shews that those are meant " who were from the beginning (era-' apxvs)

both eyewitnesses and ministers of the word," i.e. the apostles; for

there are none but these to whom the double description " eyewitnesses

and ministers of the word from the beginning " would apply. For it is

not till after the Baptist's imprisonment that they were set apart as

apostles or ministers of the word, Lu. vi. 13, Mar. iii. 14. Prom which

it follows that this period is mentioned here as the apxh of our Lord's

Messianic ministry. Cf. Lu. xxiv. 47, where ip^dntvov also indicates

a new epoch in the preaching of Jesus by means of His disciples.

3 Cf. De Wette and Meyer in loe. 4 Acts xiii. 24.
s De Wette and Meyer correctly explain lirxfipov, " when John was

on the point (imperf.) of completing his course." Heinrichs, on the

other hand, with Ktthnol and Olshausen, in defiance of the meaning

of the word and the context, understands iirK. of the middle of the

Baptist's course. This is easily to be explained from the fact that he

compared the chronological import of the word, with Lu. iii., where

he was of opinion that the first publio appearance of the Baptist was

described.
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before his imprisonment.1 This testimony, however, was

delivered, according to the Gospel, in the 15th year of

Tiberius. It follows therefore that this last note of time

must have been intended by Luke to fix the date not of

the first public appearance, but of the imprisonment of the

Baptist. (5) It would certainly be very remarkable if it

were merely accidental, that the Apostle John, who cer

tainly places our Lord's Baptism in 780 a.u.c, should

nevertheless, as we shall subsequently see to be the case,

give a date for the Baptist's imprisonment perfectly corre

sponding to the 15th year of Tiberius.

These reasons are quite enough to satisfy us at this

preliminary stage. But if, by virtue of the reasons

adduced above, we can assume that Luke gives the 15th

year of Tiberius as the date for the final awakening of the

Baptist, and his imprisonment which followed thereon, the

narrative in his Gospel will be found to proceed as follows.

He commences the public ministry of our Lord with the

termination of the Baptist's ministry, i.e. with his im

prisonment and the circumstances immediately preceding

it, in the 15th year of Tiberius or 782 a.u.c.2 Then he

introduces the account of the Baptism of Christ in His

31st year, i.e. 780 A.u.c. (which he therefore does not con

sider a point of equal importance in the life of our Lord),8

and of His temptation,4 which followed immediately upon

His baptism,6 so as to be able again to take up at iv. 14

the thread dropped at iii. 20, and to describe the ministry of

Christ immediately after the imprisonment of His fore

runner. Eemarkably enough, too, the synoptical parallels

to the last passage 6 introduce the same note of time //.era

to Trapa&oOrjvtu 'lioavvrjv.

The progression in the Gospel of Luke here exhibited

has nothing at all obscure in it, and certainly could not

have been overlooked by Theophilus, the reader for whom

it was originally intended. For setting aside the fact that

he must have been familiar at any rate with the outlines

1 Cf. Joh. iii. 38. 2 Lu. iii. 1—20.

3 Cf. p. 191. Lu. iii. 21—38.

* Lu. iv. 1—13.

6 Lu. iv. 1. Cf. iii. 21, 22.

6 Mar. i. 14, Matt. iv. 12.
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of the Gospel-history,1 Luke himself is most careful to

intimate that the series of events recorded by hima

occurred before the 15th year of Tiberius. For in the

first place he remarks at the very outset that the Baptism

of Jesus took place when He was about thirty years old,8

a statement which, when taken in connection with the

dates he had given previously for determining our Lord's

birth, excludes all doubt that it is to be placed about two

years before the 15th year of Tiberius mentioned Luke

iii. 1.

Indeed, the introduction of the words 5 'I^o-oCs apxo/j.evo's*

which, as we have seen,6 form a supplementary clause

inserted for the purpose of expressly connecting the

thirtieth year of our Lord's life with the time of His

Baptism, seems, according to its logical necessity, to be

only explicable on the assumption that Luke had shortly

before spoken in such a way of a later epoch in our Lord's

life—I mean the imprisonment of the Baptist, Luke iii. 20

—that without this express supplemental clause the thirty

years might perhaps have been also referred to that. In

the second place, the Evangelist says, at the close of the last

narrative of this series, the Temptation of Jesus, that the

devil departed from Him, a^pi Kcupov,6 and thus con

sequently again places a longer interval between this

and the subsequent narrative, iv. 14 sqq. As often, then,

as we submit Luke's statements to the proof, which will

be done most fully in the course of the general investiga

tion we are entering on, we always obtain the same result,

viz. that according to this Evangelist also we must place

the Baptism of our Lord in the year 780 a.u.c.

While then the Gospel according to John gives the

1 Luke says expressly, tya iiriyvips irepl wv kotijx^is tV

2 Lu. iii. 21—iv. 13. 3 Lu. iii. 23.

« Lu. iii. 23. 5 p. 120.

6 Lu. iv. 13. Our synoptical arrangement seems to lead to the

conclusion that the temptation of the Devil, which recommenced after

the interval indicated by SxP' tcupov, must be understood of the

persecutions of the Jews which began at that time to assail our Lord,

Joh. v. 15—18 ff. For, as we have already seen, and shall see here

after, our Lord's return to Galilee, Lu. iv. 14, is parallel with His

journey mentioned Joh vi. 1.
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end of the year 780 A.u.c. as the extreme terminus ad quern,

that according to Luke gives February 780 as the extreme

terminus a' quo, since at that time our Lord was already

thirty years old, having been born in February 750. It

follows therefore that Jesus must have been baptized by

John between February, 780 A.U.C., and the end of that

year = 27 a.d. With this our investigation, which, it must

be confessed, has gained much in Certainty, is brought

back again to its starting-point.1

This general result is quite sufficient for the chrono

logical requirements of the New Testament. I may, how

ever, add that it appears to me exceedingly probable that

our Lord was baptized in the summer or even in the

spring of 780 A.u.c. For, on the one hand, the number

and nature of the events to be arranged certainly carry us

a good way back beyond the end of 780 a.u.c, while, in

addition to this, the winter-months appear scarcely suitable

for our Lord's sojourn in the wilderness to which He

retired soon after His Baptism ; 8 and, on the other hand,

it is not improbable from Luke iii. 23, that our Lord was

baptized soon after the completion of His thirtieth year,

which He attained in the month of February. This view

will receive additional support from the parable of the

Barren Fig-tree,8 if, as is certainly very probable,4 the

Tpta Zrrj of v. 7 contain an allusion to the duration of our

Lord's ministry up to the time when these words were

spoken, i.e. as we shall see hereafter, the commencement of

783 a.u.c. For our Lord, by this parable of the tree which

was to be cut down unless it brought forth fruit, intended

to exemplify to His Jewish hearers the purport of His

words, v. 5, iav pr] /xtTavorjTt, Wires airoXficrOe. The fig-

tree on which the Lord had sought fruit three years in

vain is therefore indisputably the Jewish nation, which

refused to amend at the preaching of Christ. The Lord

of the vineyard is God; the "dresser of the vineyard

(afxTreXovpyos)," who prays for forbearance, is Christ.

When we consider how close is the reference of the parable

to our Lord's personal relations to the Jewish nation, it is

i p. 157. * Lu. iv. 1—12 parall. » Lu. xiii. 6—9.

* Of. Bengel, (human ; Olshausen, Commentar. in loc., and others.
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scarcely conceivable that it should not be also apparent in

the number of years stated to have been spent in tending ,

the fig-tree. Otherwise our Lord would have merely

obscured the true sense of the parable by these words. It

follows, therefore, that in the rpia h-q we have a chrono

logical fact, and not merely a so-called round number put

down for example's sake. However, if we adopt this view,

we are not obliged to take the rpia trq as exactly three

years, neither more nor less, for a calculation by months

and days would not be suitable to the character of a

parable ; but still, if we are to recognize in it a chrono

logical fact at all, it must intimate a period of at least

from 2| to 3 years, or at most 3| years and a little less ;

for otherwise our Lord would have said in the one case

" two years " and in the other " four." If then we count

at least two and a half years back 1 from the date of this

parable—since we have already proved that our Lord can

not have been baptized before February, 780 A.u.c, when

He completed His thirtieth year—we obtain the summer

or spring of 780 A.u.c. as the date of our Lord's Baptism

and first public appearance. This view is commended, in

fine, by the opinion prevailing in the ancient Church, that

our Lord exercised His ministry for three years.2 Since if

Jesus did not commence His work till the end of 780 a.u.c.

He would not have spent more than two years and a

quarter, or a little over, in teaching, even if we include

the forty days during which He showed Himself to His

disciples after His death ; 8 while if His ministry had

already commenced in the summer or spring of that year,

1 I may remark, in passing, that I consider Christ's cursing of the

fig-tree (Mar. xi. 12—14, 20, 21, Matt. xxi. 18—20) at a time when the

Jewish people brought forth so little fruit, that they were even seek

ing to put their Lord and Saviour to death, an action to which I agree

with Neander and others in attributing a predominating symbolical

meaning, as the final fulfilment of the threat to cut down the barren

tree uttered no long time before.

2 This is not totally at variance with the tradition that Jesus'

ministry lasted a single year. This depends on whether His ministry

is to be calculated from the day of His baptism, or from the imprison

ment of the Baptist, which forms a special epoch in it. In the latter

case we really obtain a ministry of a year and two or three months

over.

8 Acts i. 3.
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we obtain very nearly the three years mentioned by the

tradition.

§ 2. The Date of the Commencement of the Baptist's

Ministry.

The Evangelists have not furnished ns with any express

chronological data to determine the commencement of the

public ministry of the Baptist, since, as we have already

seen, Luke iii. 1, 2 is not to be regarded in this light.

Nor ought we to see anything surprising in this seeming

deficiency, if we consider that it was not the Evangelist's

special object to write the life of the Baptist,1 except so

far as it was connected with the life of our Lord and

might serve to elucidate it and render it intelligible.

And yet, even looking at it from this point of view, the

relation in which the Baptist stood to Christ supplies us

with certain points of connection, which enable us with

a fair degree of probability to determine the period of his

first public appearance. For on the one hand, since at all

events the fact is established by the testimony of all the

Evangelists that John had been exercising his ministry

some time before he baptized Christ, an event which must

be placed in the spring or summer of 780 a.u.g, it follows

that the Baptist must have begun his work some time be

fore this date. On the other hand, especially if the regard

paid to the completion of the thirtieth year is really

founded on any established Jewish custom, it would not

be improbable that the Baptist, as well as our Lord, was

thirty years old when he began his public ministry. If

this be so, inasmuch as John was born six months before

our Lord, i.e. Aug., 749 a.u.c., we should have a tolerably

well-defined interval, within which the Baptist's ministry

must have commenced—viz. from August, 779 a.u.c, to the

summer of 780 a.u.c. At the same time we must not con

ceal from ourselves that it is only the terminus ad quern

that can be regarded as established, and that the narratives

of the Evangelists do not warrant our regarding anything

more as certainly proved than that 'the Baptist cannot

have commenced his ministry several years before he

1 Of. the remarks on the Baptist's birth-place, section I. oh, iii.
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baptized our Lord. It was not till some considerable time

after he commenced bis work that be attracted tbe atten

tion of tbe Sanhedrim.1 It is, however, well worth

attention that shortly before John had completed his

thirtieth year (i.e. between the autumn (Tisri) of 779 and

that of 780 a.u.c.) a Sabbatical year occurred, and since

this was especially devoted by the Jews to religious

meditation on account of its peculiar sanctity and the

cessation of all agricultural labour, it must have awakened

in the highest degree the natural hopes excited in the

Baptist's mind of a favourable issue to his mission. Now

we learn that such Sabbatical years—which, as is well

known, occurred every seven years—happened at the

periods recorded in 1 Maccab. vi. 49—53,2 the end of those

years corresponding respectively with the periods between

the autumns of 590—591 a.u.c. (i.e. the 150th year of the

era of the Seleucidee), 618—619 a.u.c, and 716—717 a.u.c.

■—as well as, according to Eabbinical tradition, in the year

before the destruction of Jerusalem, i.e. 821—822 a.u.c.3

From these data it follows that a Sabbatical year must

have occurred 189 years subsequently to the first period

named, and 42 years before the last, i.e. the autumn of 779

a.u.c. I consider it therefore probable that John began

his call to repentance immediately after the completion of

his thirtieth year, at the commencement of the Sabbatical

year 4 which then occurred. However this may be, the

Baptism of Jesus took place, at any rate, in the middle of

this Sabbatical year.

The "Terminus ad quem" of the Period.

The "terminus ad quem" of the period we are here

treating of, is determined in a twofold manner in the

1 Joh. i. 19—27.

2 Jos. Ant. xn. 8. 1 ; 7. 4. Ibid. xiv. 16. 2 ; xv. 1. 2. Cf. 1 Maccab.

xvi. 14—16. 3 See Anger, p. 38.

4 On the Sabbatical year, which always began with the autumn,

and indeed with the month Tisri, see the Mosaic ordinances, Lev. xv.,

Deut. xv. ; also Winer, R. W.B. s.v. " Sabbathsjahr " and K. Kranold,

I)e Anno Hebrseorum Jubilseo, p. 28 ff.
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Gospels. In John1 this is given hy the return of our

Lord to Galilee after His journey to the feast of Purim ;

in the Synoptists,2 by His return to Galilee after the

imprisonment of the Baptist. Each of these will require

a separate treatment.

§ 1. Our Lord's return to Galilee, after His journey to

Jerusalem at the Feast of Purim.

It is plain that the question to be here discussed, is the

exact import of the koprr] iw 'IovSaiW, mentioned John v.

1, on which there has been so much controversy. Now if

we can only first learn the name of the feast, which the

Evangelist has left nameless, we shall not only be able

to determine the day (since the Jews celebrated these

festivals at fixed dates with which we are perfectly well

acquainted), but also the year, since, as we have seen,

p. 166, the last Passover which preceded this ioprrj fell on

the 15th of Nisan, 781 a.u.c.

Before we proceed to furnish the reasons for believing

that by the word eoprrj we are to understand the feast

of Purim, we will first enquire what was the precise length

of the interval between this festival and the 1 5th of Nisan

in the year 782 A.U.C. Now this year was an intercalated

year, i.e. before Nisan, the first month in the Jewish

Calendar, a Veadar, or a second Adar, was intercalated.

This results from the fact that, as we have just shewn, the

period between the autumns of 779—780 was a Sabbatical

year. In accordance with the rule of the Talmud, which

is founded on the nature of the case, there was no inter

calation either in the Sabbatical year, or—to prevent the

harvest being retarded a month—at the conclusion of the

Jewish year, before the autumn of which (Tisri) the

Sabbatical year came to an end. In two successive years,

therefore, there was no intercalation, which rendered it all

the more necessary that there should be one previous to the

Nisan of the year preceding the Sabbatical year, and that of

the second year after its conclusion. From this it follows

that a Veadar was intercalated before the Nisan of 779,

1 Joh. vi. 1 sqq. Cf. v. 1.
s Mar. i. 14, Matt. iv. 12, Lu. iv. 14. Cf. iii. 20 (sup. 198).
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and again in 782 a.u.c. The festival of Purim,1 which

commemorated the former deliverance of the Jews by

Esther and Mordecai, must (from the date of the events

on which it was founded2) have been kept on the 14th or

15th of Adar.3 The question then is, in which of the two

Adars was the feast of Furim kept in an intercalary

year ?

The ordinary answer to this question 4 has been a very

simple one : viz. that in the intercalated year the festival

of Purim was kept twice, in Adar and in Veadar, one

celebration having the name of " little" (I^P), the other of

" great" (^113). This answer, however, does not distinguish

with sufficient care between the different stages of develop

ment of this festival. I believe that passages from the

Talmud will bear out the theory of a double celebration

in the second or third century after Christ ; but, as we

shall soon see, these very passages jprove that even then it

was a verj' modern institution, which could scarcely extend

so far back as the time of Christ. It is not even once

mentioned in the Book of Esther. And if the eighty-five

elders are said to have so warmly opposed the appointment

of the festival of Purim, simply as an unlawful innova

tion,5 we certainly can scarcely imagine that a second

similar festival would have been established so soon after

wards. This preliminary enquiry, however, would be of

1 la Hebrew the feast is called nniD, Esth. ix. 26, 29, 32, nnisn w»

ix. 28. The name is derived, ix. 26, from T3 =Wu, a lot, which is

probably to be explained from the Persian (see the Lexicons). The

LXX. translate nnia by <ppoupal, as an indeclinable noun, Esth. ix.

26—29, which, however, can scarcely be regarded as an ancient error

for <povpal, since Josephus has rinepas (ppovpalovs, Ant. xi. 6. 13, and only

the Latin interpreter gives Phursea. Its being rendered by (ppavpal

(the at corresponds to the Aramaic plural N» ), seems to shew that it

was referred to the Hebrew root ns, to break in pieces, and "ins, piece

=portio, part, or lot. Its other Greet name is fi fiptpa MapSoxaiK-fi,

2 Mace. xv. 37. That of " Haman's feast " is not known to the Jews.

3 Esth. ix. 17, 18. 8 Esth. ix. 21. Cf. Joseph. Ant., xi. 6. 13.

4 Schickhart, Purim sice Bacchanalia Judseorum, Tubing. 1634,

printed in the Gritioi Sacri, ed. Amstel. n. p. 1183 if. Buxtorf,

Synagoga Judaica (4th ed.), p. 553 ft". Carpzov. Apparat. Hist. Grit.

Antiq. sac. cod. el gent. Hebr. p. 469—471. Winer, B. W.B. s.v. " Purim."

5 Lightfoot, Joh. x. 22.
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little importance for our investigation, if we chose to

assume that even if there had been two Purims in our

Lord's time, He would in any case have gone up to Jeru

salem for the more important' one.

We pass on therefore to the more difficult question, in

which of the two Adars the feast of Purim was originally

kept in the intercalated year. The original festival would

in the time of Christ have at any rate been the more im

portant one. It would have considerable influence on this

investigation if we could determine whether the real place

of the intercalary month was in Adar, or in Veadar, since

it scarcely admits a doubt that Purim was originally

placed not in the intercalary Adar, but in the Adar in

which it was celebrated in an ordinary year. Winer,1

Wurm,2 Anger,8 and others, tell us that Veadar was the

intercalary month, influenced, it would seem, principally

by the names 11$) — " and an Adar," i.e. one added, as

they think, to the already completed year, or "fix =

" the second Adar." In opposition to this, Ideler4 correctly

remarks, " The actual intercalary month is not, as some

erroneously believe, Veadar, but the first Adar, as is

indeed clear from the circumstance that the feast of

Purim, which falls in Adar, is in the intercalated year

celebrated in Veadar." Ideler offers no further proofs

for his opinion : but we shall immediately proceed to

confirm his remark about the true position of the feast

of Purim from the most ancient Talmudical writings.

Besides, the view that the former Adar is the true inter

calary month is supported by the fact that this month

alone contains thirty days, while the Adar in ordinary

years has twenty-nine.5 We shall now proceed to adduce

from the Talmud, which is the only source for deciding

the point, the passages in support of this view. The most

i B.W.B. b. v. "Jahr."

* Bengel's Archiv. n. p. 262 ff.

8 De temp, in Act. Apost. ratione, p. 32.

* Handbuch der Chronol. i. p. 539. Cf. p. 565.

5 Ideler, u. s. p. 565. Cf. p. 540. Gemar. Hierosolym. tract rfaD,

o. 1, § 7. idpi )D']S -|idd TIN ohiyh, " semper Adar qui est proximus

Nisan est defioiens."
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ancient part of the Talmud, the Mishna, composed, accord

ing to Zunz,1 about 200 a.d., states2 that the only difference

between the first and second Adars is, that in the second

alone the Book of Esther (the rfpm) was read, and alms

were given to the poor. Now, since the feast of Purim

consisted of these two observances, it follows that the

feast is here placed in the second Adar, and excluded

from the first. The principal passage in the Mishna for

the position of the intercalary month is as follows : *

" They testified that the year might be intercalated

throughout the entire month of Adar, since it has been

formerly said it only holds good till Purim (the 14th of

Adar). They testified that the intercalation might be

made conditionally." In explanation of this passage it

is added that on one occasion the members of the Sanhe

drim, in the absence of their Nasi, Gamaliel, had inter

calated the year on condition that their act was sanctioned

by him on his return, as was actually the case. This

passage affords us several pieces of information : (1) that

the place of the intercalary month was indisputably the

first Adar, and that the intercalation was wont to be made

up to the feast of Purim (i.e. before the 14th of Adar),

which thus rendered it clear that the current month was

to be considered an intercalary month, the feast of Purim

1 Die Gottesdienstlicher Vortrage der Juden, p. 50.
a pa px wn nttt nniK pip rwn maprui pwnn Twa rfonn ntt imp

mnd1? nuriBi rbian nsnp vhx <j»n -nab jwin ns. The words after

pa p* are by no means open to misconstruction ; they can signify

nothing but " there is no difference between the first Adar and the

second Adar, except the reading of the Megillah and the gifts." In

connection with these words, the meaning of which is bo clear, the

former part of the sentence can signify nothing but " if the Megillah

has been read in the first Adar " (meaning of course that no inter

calary month has been inserted), " and the intercalation is then first

taken in hand, yet it is read again in the second Adar," i.e. the

reading of the Megillah is so essential for the second Adar, that even

in such a case it must be repeated. It cannot be intended that the

rule was the Megillah should be read in the first Adar also, for the

oontrary has been expressly stated immediately before by the words

pa pn. Tract rhia, cap. 1.

3 l-ryn jrpDHisn -ip anon* vn» tin San rneri ns papnp vrpnjn

Tract mnp, cap. 7, § 7. stbn by ravn n« yayDV
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being evidently taken as a limit, to prevent the occurrence

of a double celebration of the festival ; and (2) that even

at that early period the inclination was shewing itself to

keep a double feast of Purim, out of regard to the in

tegrity of the calendar, i.e. to maintain the accuracy of

the intercalation. For some Eabbins already maintained,

on the one hand, that the intercalation might be made

through the whole of Adar, i.e. with the exception of the

last day of the month, which as KHp E'SO belonged to the

following month, i.e. to a time when the feast was already

over : while, on the other hand, they declared that the

intercalation might be made conditionally ; and this, as

the condition was not necessarily realized, must of course

have led to a double celebration. We find additional

confirmation of what has been here said (except that a

further development of the principles expressed in the

Mishna is apparent) in the Tosafta, or supplement to

the Mishna, which, according to Zunz, I. c. was but a very

little later in its composition. It is expressly said in the

Tosafta n2B>n EW, c. 1, § 10, that Purim was celebrated in

the second Adar.1

The passages quoted above from the Mishna, tract n^3D.

are, on the other hand, applied somewhat differently in

the Tosafta, r&JO. c. 1, § 3, where we find it assigned as a

reason,2 " For all the ordinances which are observed in the

second Adar are also observed in the first Adar." The

reading of the Megillah in the first Adar is therefore here

assumed as the rule, while in the other passage it appears

as an exception. It is however immediately added, that

Eabbi Eliezer, the son of Eabbi Joses, opposed the double

reading of the Megillah, since he maintained as a funda

mental principle that " all the ordinances which are

observed in the second Adar are not observed in the first

Adar, with the exception of the mourning and the fasting

(the fast of Esther on the 13th of Adar is intended), which

1 tameri <:sd 'jsrn tw )'nxv lrrw ppnn on, " Eabi constituit ut

egrederentur " (legati Synedrii) "etiam in Adar eecundo propter

Purim."
■ 8 jwfon nia miTu wn nta rrurrov rosa bin.
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are observed in both." The relatione of the two Adars,

and the position of the intercalation, was a point on which

there was a vehement controversy among the Eabbins, as

we learn from the Jerusalem Gemara, tract n^OD, c. 1, § 7.

We will only quote two passages. Eabbi Aban says (in

the name of Rabbi Eliezer),1 " In all years the intercalated

year is the same as the ordinary year : as in the ordinary

year the month Adar stands next to Nisan, so in the

intercalated year Adar is next to Nisan." Rabbi

Simeon too, the son of Gamaliel, says,2 " The ordinances

which are observed in the second Adar are not observed in

the first Adar, with the exception of the mourning and

fasting, which is the same in both." These passages are

sufficient to prove that if our Lord kept the feast of Purim

at Jerusalem in 782 a.u.c, He must have spent the 14th

of Veadar in that city.

The question now arises whether the feast of Purim is

intended by the ioprr] rmv 'IovScuW.8 It has been established,

1 nrm raw no ri-nipD raw ravh rraijro N'n» raw wpn roan raw Ssa
r\Dyih -pDD rraipD ktiw raw p'A -pDO nt* maipa

a ropnn pi isDn p yin pwsm -nta nurra p& wn Tma maman nuto

.toi nn pw pe

3 John v. 1. In the exegesis of the passage, see Wolf, Curse,

Koeher, Analecla, the commentaries of Kiihnol, Lampe, and especially

Liicke (ed. 3). From the earliest times there is hardly any possible

feast, Passover, Pentecost, Tabernacles, that has not had its pup-

porters. More recently, however, only the feasts of Passover and

Purim have been advocated. The feast of Passover has been sup

ported by Paulus and Hengstenberg (Christolog. Clark's Transl. nr.

241—248), the latter opposed by Liicke in loc. On the other hand,

the feast of Purim has had the greatest number of advocates. Follow

ing the example of Keppler, Petavius, and Lampe (Apparat. Chronol. I.

c. 6, § 2), it has been supported by Hug, Einleit. in N. T. n. 227 ff.,

Liicke, Comment, ed. 1 [Ellicott], Olehansen, Neander, Winer, Krabbe,

Jacobi, Ebrard, etc. ; but by none perhaps so fully and thoroughly

as by Anger, de Temp, in Act. Ap. rat. p. 23—28. To these two views

a third has been added, viz. that it is no longer possible to determine

accurately what feast it was ; among others, Liicke, ed. 3 [De Wette,

Tholuck, Alford], and Schweizer, the first of whom seeks to prove

with great ingenuity that the Evangelist had a purpose in not naming

the feast, and the last assumes that he could not do so, because he

had forgotten it. [Caspari believes that he has demonstrated that

" alike in the passage and in ch. vii. 8, the Day of Atonement is that

which is meant," Chronol. and, Geograph. Introduction to the Life of

Christ, p. 131, Eng. Tr.]

P
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on exegetical and critical grounds, that the article r) which

is found in some MSS. (vide Schulz and Laehmann) before

ioprq t. 'IovS. is a later correction. There is, therefore, less

ground for denying that the Evangelist has not in this

passage directly, identified this feast with some particular

feast. On this ground we must reject every hypothesis

which, from its being described as ioprrj r. 'IovS., identifies

it with some particular feast. Hug's hypothesis is one of

these, who, laying an emphasis on tw IovSaiW, adduces

this, among his other arguments in favour of the feast of

Purim, that there is no other to which the expression

" feast of the Jews " will so readily apply : an error against

which he ought to have been guarded, by the fact that

this definition is employed by John in connection with

other feasts.1

To the same class also belong those who, in spite of the

want of the article before loprr),% understand it simply of

" the feast," and refer it sometimes to one, sometimes to

another of the three great feasts, either the Passover, or

Pentecost, or the feast of Tabernacles,—an arbitrary

assumption, which could not be expected to produce any

unanimity of opinion. John, with whose mode of expres

sion alone we have to do here, never speaks of a feast

simply.8 Throughout his Gospel when he mentions the

Passover, he uses tho appropriate term to ir<xo~)(a. ;* nay, he

does not even iise r) ioprrj, with the article, of this feast,

except in those cases in which its special reference is made

perfectly clear by what precedes.6 In the same manner

also, we find the feast of Tabernacles under its proper

title r/ o-Kr/vorrriyto., vii. 2 : nor is it until all misconception

has been thus done away, that we meet with the retro

spective reference, 17 ioprrj.* Nor again can there be any

1 Joh. ii. 13, vi. 4, vii. 2, xi. 55.

1 Teschendorf, in Mb Eighth Critical Edition of the New Testament,

gives the article fi eopri], which is found in the codex Sinaiticus and

the codex Ephr. Sy.

* Lttcke and Anger have proved, in opposition to Paulus, that even

in the synoptical Gospels we only find ^ iopri\, and that too with the

limitation developed above in John's Gospel, as an immediate desig

nation of the PaBSover, and never eop'Hj alone.

4 ii. 13, 23, vi. 4, xi. 55, xii. 1, xiri. 1.

8 iv. 45. Cf. ii. 23, xi. 56, xiL 12. 6 vii. 8, 10, 11, 14.
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doubt that if the Evangelist had mentioned the feast of

Pentecost in his Gospel he would have specified it by name.

If, then, the Jewish feast left undefined by John (v. 1)

cannot be more exactly defined either from the context, or

from the parallel passages of the Synoptista, its name must

certainly still remain unknown to us. Thus far we must

unconditionally side with the supporters of the third view

mentioned above.1 I believe, however, that we have so

many data of other kinds, all tending to the same point, as

to furnish us with as certain knowledge concerning this

anonymous festival, as if its name had been expressly

given. I shall now at once proceed to furnish the reasons

which, in my opinion, force us to the conclusion that the

feast of Purim, and not the Passover, or any other Jewish

festival, was here intended by John.

(1) In so far as relates to the designation of the feast,

as ioprri t. 'I. without the article, we have already seen

that the words, viewed independently, lead us neither to

the Passover, nor to any other Jewish feast, nor even to

that of Purim, but merely indicate a feast, without

determining which, and may therefore, of themselves,

refer to any one of them.2 That is not the case, however,

if we take into consideration the Evangelist's usus loquendi,

and systematic mode of description, by which we must,

beyond all question, be here guided. For, as we have

seen above, if John had intended one of the three great

festivals, he would have expressly named it. This would

be peculiarly the case with the Passover, since he evidently

arranges his narrative of our Lord's public ministry with

reference to this festival,3 which, as we know, was cele

brated in the first month of the Jewish Calendar, Nisan.

Besides, he has also expressly named the feast of the

dedication of the Temple : 1 so that if that festival had

been intended here, he must, in consistency with his

usual practice, and its grounds, have in this place also

mentioned it by name. When, therefore, we apply to

1 See Note on page 209.

2 Thus we find even Josephus (Ant. xx. 6. 2, of. de Bell. Jud. n.

12. 6) speaking of the Passover merely as irdrpios iopr^.

» Cf. Introd. p. 25.

< Joh. x. 22.
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Jolin v. 1, the Evangelist's general rule in specifying

Jewish festivals, scarcely any other of the actual feasts

remains, except Purim, to which the term iopryj can be

understood to refer. While, then, the co/mj is left unde

fined 1 in the passage itself, this is by no means the case,

if we view it in connection with the entire system of

reference usual in John.

(2) An evident confirmation of our view is given by the

words spoken by our Lord to His disciples on his previous

journey through Samaria : a Oix £/«iS Aeyere on en Terpa/x^vos

icrri Kal 6 Otpicrpibi Ipxerai ; t8ov Aeyai vplv iirapare roiis

o<f>6a\p.ovs vfj.S>v Kal $edcra(r6e Tas ^to/Das on Aevicat el<ri wpos

6epicrp.bv ^8r/. It is true that Liicke, De Wette, and others

regard the words en TtTpa.p.rp/6% corn koX 6 6epicrp,bs

Ipx^rai as a proverbial expression, meaning " in four

months from the time of sowing the harvest is wont to

arrive ; " and refer to a similar proverb in Matt. xvi. 2,

also introduced by Aeyere. In this case, however, as

Lucke says, we can scarcely recognize in these words any

chronological datum, since, in fact, a proverbial expression

of this nature might have been spoken at any time and in

any place. However, apart from the objection urged by

Meyer/that at the present day we do not meet with this

or any similar proverb, which may of course be merely

accidental, sufficient reasons may be urged to prove the

incorrectness of this view. The use of Aeyere, of course,

proves nothing more than that the words may be under

stood in a proverbial sense, not that they must be so. All

1 The certainty of this conclusion would not be damaged even

though we were now unable to determine why the Evangelist did

not specify this feast by name. Anger, however, seems to me exactly

to have hit on the right reason, pp. 27, 28 : " Sin de Estheris festo

cogitaveris neque difficultatibua illis tua laborabit seutentia, et ido-

neam videbis causam cur evangelista propria hanc solennitatem

appellatione non insigniverit. Nam cum reliqua qua? commemoravit

festa vel Grsecis magis cognita essent quorum in usum Joannes

evangelium scripsisse videtur (ut pascha et scenopegia, quippe qua?

essent ex magnis Judseorum festis), vel Grsecis vocarentur nominibus

(ut VKTivoTniyla. et iyitaivia), neutrum Estheris diebus competit, et minus

notis, et vocabulo cui aures Grseca? assuetso non erant dictis ; appel

latione enim insigniebatur rSn> (ppoupat vel <poupal vel rrjs MapSoxttici)s

rificpas."
s Joh. iv. 35.
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therefore depends on the connection in which it occurs,

which appears to me decidedly at variance with the notion

of its being a proverb. I am certainly not inclined to allow

much weight to the archaeological difficulty which rerpa-

fiyvos in this case might involve. For since the commence

ment of the harvest was certainly contemporaneous with

the 16th of Nisan, on which day it was legally commenced

by the offering of the first sheaf,1 the interval between

seed-time and harvest might, according to the passages

from the Talmud collected by Lightfoot here and Matt,

xii. 1, as well as the report of modem travellers on the

period ofthe wheat-sowing (which takes place in the month

Marchesvan2), on the average have amounted not to four,

but to six or seven months. Though then I do not

venture to assert that the assumption that four months

must of necessity be reckoned from the close of the seed

time to the beginning of the harvest, is decidedly erroneous,

it is only because, on the one hand, our knowledge of the

climatology of Palestine at that period does not reach to

this degree of definiteness, and on the other, because some

passages in the Talmud* state that the seed-time was

protracted from Tisri to the middle of the month Chisleu.

On the contrary, I must lay particular stress on the fact

that the opponents of our view must assume, in support of

their hitherto undemonstrated hypothesis, that the interval

between seed-time and harvest in our Lord's days on the

average extended to the " four months " here mentioned.

Besides, in this case the proverb must have run thus, in

TtTpd/jLtivos eori Kal 6 0epio-/xos ipytrai, " there are yet four

1 Lev. xxiii. 10 sq., Deut. xvi. 9.

2 In the Targum of Jonathan on Deut. i. 14, xxviii. 12, the early

rain which was wont to follow the sowing of the winter crops is

removed to Marchesvan. Pliny (if. N. vi. 7) says of Egypt, the

climate of which cannot differ very much from that of Palestine:

" In .SSgypto sexto a satu mense hordeum, frumenta " (wheat)

" septimo metuntur." Salomon van Til discusses the point well,

De vero temp. Sabbat. Deuteroproti.

3 See, for example, the passage given by Lightfoot, Joh. iv. 35, from

the Bava Mezia, fol. 106. 2, which assumes six seasons each of two

months' duration, and speaks of the period from the middle of Tisri

to the middle of Chisleu as the first season, or the time of sowing.

Liicke, however, questions whether these divisions are sufficiently

ancient to be applicable here
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months and then cometh the harvest," a proverb which I

am afraid would have been quite unintelligible, since there

is not a single word to point out the terminus a quo of the

rcTpa/AT/i/os, the period of the seed-time. And yet this, in

my opinion, was all the more necessary, since in,1 " yet,"

certainly refers back to a definite terminus a quo, which it

follows must have been the journey our Lord was "then

making through Samaria.3 If I mistake not, if the clause

were to be thus interpreted, it must, to have been

intelligible, have been preceded by some such note of

time as TrXrjpwOevTos tov aporov, " Are you not wont to say

when the seed-time is over, ' There are yet four months

before the harvest comes ' ? " On similar grounds the note

of time, oi/ztas yevop-anrji, is added.8 In conclusion, even if

the words hi Terpdp.rjvo's tori, k.t.A., are to be regarded as

a proverb, still the rfrr) at the close of verse 35 makes it

perfectly clear that the words were uttered four months

before the harvest. For in that case the connection of the

verse would be as follows : " You have the proverb—There

are yet four months, and then, and not till then, cometh

the harvest. But I say to you, Lift up your eyes and look

unto the fields, that they are white already—not four

months hence—to harvest."

If then the preceding line of reasoning is correct, we

have in these words a weighty chronological datum, and

our Lord's journey through Samaria, during which these

words were spoken, must be placed four months before the

6epKT/ji.6s, or the 16th of Nisan, and therefore, if there was

no intercalation before Nisan, 782 a.u.c, in the month of

Chisleu. But since, as we have already seen,4 a second

Adar was intercalated in that year, we must place it in the

following month, Thebet, and after the feast of the

Dedication (25th Chisleu), which affords another reason

for our not identifying the eoprij of John v. 1, with that

festival.

The next Jewish feast then to which Jesus could have

1 Even in ancient times (ti caused a difficulty, and consequently,

as we see from Schulze's ed. of the N. T., it was omitted in some

codicos
• Cf. Anger, I e. p. 25. 8 Matt. xvi.

4 p. 204.
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gone up was Purim, which in the intercalated year of that

age, fell on the 14th of Veadar, which at once gives us

an a priori argument in favour of the probability of our

conjecture, that this is the festival spoken of here. This

conjecture, however, becomes certainty if we consider, on

the one hand, that if the loprq t. 'I. is not to be understood

of Purim, since our preceding investigation has shewn

that it was not a Passover, it must have been a feast after

the Passover ; and that in this case John, according to his

custom, would have previously mentioned the occurrence

of a Passover, even though Jesus did not attend it ; 1 and,

on the other hand, that immediately after the mention of

our Lord's return from this loprij, the feast of the Passover

is expressly mentioned as nigh at hand, rjv 8k iyyvs to

Tracr^a fj ioprr] Ttov 'IovSaiW.2

(3) The remark has often been made, and with much

justice, that it is highly improbable that our Lord should

have been absent from Jerusalem for the space of a year

and a half during the course of His public ministry as the

Messiah. This, however, would have been the case if by

this ioprrj 3 we were to understand a Passover, since He

spent the next Passover in Galilee,4 and did not journey

again to Jerusalem till the next ensuing feast of Taber

nacles.6

(4) It is no less improbable that for a period of nearly

an entire year, and that within the limits of his history,

the Evangelist John should not have had a single word to

fiay concerning the ministry and teaching of our Lord.

Since if this iop-n] is to be understood of a Passover, all

that is recorded in the chapter must be placed during

the period of that Passover, while the journey in Galilee,

spoken of at the opening of ch. vi., must again be placed

a short time before a Passover, v. 4. However, if we take

an unprejudiced view of the matter, the connection of

John's text would appear expressly to indicate that the

journey through Galilee must have taken place a very

short time subsequently to the occurrences at that unnamed

feast. We read, vi. 1, " After these things," fitra tuvto,

» Ct Jan. vi 4. » Joh. tL 4. » Joh. y. 1.
* Joh. vL 4. ■ Joh. vii. 2.
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Jesus went into Perasa, i.e. subsequently to the occurrence

of the events recorded by John as taking place on that

sabbath at the time of the feast, ch. v. 9—16.

Is it at all probable that fiera ravra can include a

period of a year, especially as the Evangelist expressly

mentions 1 that even at the time of that feast the Jews

were laying plots against the life of Jesus, a circumstance

which we may well suppose would have led Him to leave

the neighbourhood of Jerusalem with all the greater speed ?

Were the opposite view correct, we should have to admit

an incongruity in the narrative to which I should not

know where to find an analogous example in the whole

Gospel.

(5) If we now look to the Synoptists, we see that our

Lord's journey 8 recorded by them answers to His return to

Galilee 8 mentioned by John.. If then we suppose that

this feast was a Passover, all synchronism between John

and the Synoptists will be completely destroyed. For

since another Passover is mentioned, John vi. 4, this Evan

gelist would make two years of our Lord's ministry pass

while the Synoptists give us only one. They also, it must

be remarked, give us the account of the plucking of the

ears of corn by the disciples some weeks after our Lord's

return to Galilee,4 which confessedly brings us to the Pass

over, thus agreeing with John vi. 4.

(6) Our Lord was crucified at the Passover of 783

A.u.c, in which-year the 15th of Nisan fell on a Friday.

But since the Passover mentioned John ii. 13 must be

placed in the year 781, only one Passover could have in

tervened, viz. that mentioned John vi. 4. The iopri)

t. 'I., John v. 1, cannot therefore have been a Passover,

and must be placed before the Passover, 782 a.u.c. But

since this festival did not take place, according to John

iv. 35, till after the " feast of Dedication," and therefore

between that and the Passover, no other alternative re

mains but that it was the feast of Purim.

(7) Let us compare the words, John v. 9, " And on the

1 Joh. v. 16, 18. 2 Joh. vi. 1.

* Mar. i. 14, Matt. iv. 12, Lu. iv. 14.

4 Mar. ii. 23 sq., Lu. vi. 1 sq., Matt. xii. 1 sq.
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same day was a sabbath," with v. 1 . The most natural

interpretation of the passage is certainly that the unnamed

festival which our Lord was then attending fell on a

sabbath. Now the 15th of Nisan, 782 a.u.c., fell on

Monday, the 18th of April ; and as the Veadar has twenty-

nine days, if we subtract thirty days from the fifteenth

of Nisan, we arrive at the date of the feast of Purim in

782 a.u.c, i.e. the 14th of Veadar. It follows that the

feast of Purim, 782 a.u.c, actually fell on Saturday,

March 19th. No other feast fell on a Saturday during

the whole of this year. Conversely, then, the day given

by St. John as that of the feast of Purim is again a con

vincing proof that we have placed it correctly in the year

782. Lamy 1 also has already adopted the same line of

argument deduced from the day on which the feast of

Purim was held. He has, however, fallen into an error as

to the year, for he placed his Purim three years later, i.e.

785 a.u.c. =32 a.d., when certainly the 15th of Nisan fell

again on a Monday, and therefore Purim on a sabbath.

Hengstenberg, however, among the other arguments

against the feast named being that of Purim, adduces this,

that Purim never could fall on a sabbath. In proof of

this he appeals to Eeland.2 However, in making this

assertion, he has not made a critical distinction between

earlier and later times. Certainly, in the existing Jewish

calendar of festivals, the 14th of Adar, and in the inter

calated year the 14th of Veadar, can never fall on a

Saturday ; nor can the 15th of Nisan (the two being in

close connection) ever fall on a Monday.3 By a similar

change in the calendar, the 15th of Nisan can no longer

fall on a Friday, though our Lord was crucified on that day,

which was then a Friday. The period of transition which

the Mishna presents is very remarkable. At the time it

was written the 14th of Adar could still be a Saturday,4

but in that case the reading of the Megillah was deferred

to another day.6 At last, when a new calendar was fixed,

1 Commentar. in Harmon. Quat. Evang. p. 271.

2 Antiq. Sacr. IV. 9, and Schickard, oZe festo Purim.

3 See Ideler's Handbuch, L p. 561. 4 Tract nSffi, e. 1, § 5, 6.

5 On this point the views of the different schools of the Babbis

may be consulted, Gemar. Eierosolym. c. I.
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the 14th of Adar was so placed that it never could fall on

a sabbath.

It can hardly, we think, be doubted, after an examina

tion of the foregoing reasons, that the anonymous festival1

was the feast of Purim, on the 14th of Veadar, 782 a.u.c.

Before we quit the subject, however, let us advert to some

objections which we have not yet noticed. The most

powerful argument in favour of Hengstenberg's view,

that this festival was a Passover, for which he has the

authority of several Fathers, particularly Theodoret, is

evidently the prophecy Dan. ix. 27. For with Havernick

and others, he holds that the half week of years, or three

years and a half, mentioned there, must be understood of

our Lord's public ministry during that period. But as we

think we have already demonstrated the erroneousness of

his conclusion, we have also, in another place,2 endeavoured

to shew the erroneousness of Hengstenberg's premisses,

since these three years and a half can hardly refer to the

ministry of Jesus as the Messiah, but to the reign of the

Syrian king Antiochus Epiphanes.

No other objection now remains to be noticed but that

which certainly is often urged, viz. that our Lord would

have been far more likely to have gone up to Jerusalem

to one of the three great feasts than to that of Purim,

which was then comparatively obscure, and the celebration

of which did not at all require His presence at Jerusalem.

Now such an argument might certainly be of weight in

cases where the choice between an indefinite number of

feasts was still open, and there was nothing whatsoever

to specify the feast to be selected. But having, as we

think, satisfactorily proved that our Lord did really go up

to the feast of Purim, we must certainly admit that He

had reasons for so doing. We have here another proof of

the caution which ought to be exercised in determining

the motives which may be supposed to have actuated our

Lord in His various actions, when the text of the Gospels

gives us no information on the point ; and that the ex

positor, when passing judgment on what is authentic, must

1 Joh. v. 1.

1 Zur Auslegung n. Kritih d. Apocalypt. Litterat. pp. 75—S6.
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not venture to take into account, as established facts, those

motives which have been entirely called into existence by

himself. I will not, however, deny that the supporters of

Purim have occasionally shewn themselves over-zealous in

endeavouring to prove, as I think uncritically, that even

at that time it was a festival held in high estimation by

the Jews. On the contrary, the Evangelist himself, by.

leaving it without a name, has indicated that he regarded

it as comparatively obscure. Besides, the " feast of the
Dedication M1 may serve as an analogous example to

establish the fact that our Lord attended festivals which

it was not necessary should be kept in Jerusalem.

If then we enter seriously into the enquiry for what

reasons our Lord may have been led to attend this celebra

tion of Purim, we shall find several answers, all probable

enough. We may, for instance, assume that His reason

for taking the journey did not lie so much in the celebra

tion of the feast itself, but rather in His intention of

spending a longer time, and particularly the season of the

Passover, which would take place four weeks afterwards,

in Judea and Jerusalem. In this case His departure

before the Passover would have been forced upon Him,

against His will. Such is the view held by Anger,

Neander, and Krabbe. Its historical foundation lies in

the express statement of the Evangelist3 that the Jews,

in consequence of what took place at the feast of Purim,

sought to kill Jesus. We must, however, certainly

connect with this view the supposition that one object of

His journey to Jerusalem was to keep the feast of Purim

there : otherwise, why did He go up at this particular

time? The word, di/e/fy8 also expressly connects His

journey with tho feast mentioned in the same verse.

What then was the feast of Purim ? It was properly a

festival of the Jewish nationality, dedicated to the com

memoration of an extraordinary deliverance of the nation

from the hands of the heathen, which had taken place no

very long time previously, from which arose the merri

ment which then prevailed, and not unfrequently amounted

almost to Bacchanalian revelry. The climax of this jubilee

1 Joh. x. 22. » Joh. v. 16, J 8. ! Joh. v. L
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was reached above all in Jerusalem, the true mother of the

Jewish national life. Our Lord then, by keeping this

feast in Jerusalem, made an open acknowledgment before

the eyes of all that He desired to become a Saviour even

of the Jewish nationality, and that He neither scorned nor

contemned it. Besides, at this feast eating and drinking

went on, the most universal joy prevailed. Could it be,

then, that 1 by going up to this feast, in the same way as

previously by His presence at the marriage at Cana, which

is also recorded by the same Evangelist, our Lord desired

to give a practical proof of His approbation of mirth, as

opposed to any high esteem for asceticism, as recommended

by the self-righteous Pharisees,2 and practised by John,

the preacher of repentance ? 8 Purim also was a festival of

the poor,4 when they received gifts, and were feasted in

order that they too might share in the joy ; while we may

gather, not from one or two isolated passages, but from

His whole life, that our Lord was a father and a friend to

the poor and needy.

We think that we have now shewn that the feast of

Purim combined in itself a sufficient number of spiritual

marks to lead our Lord, as the Messiah, to go up to

Jerusalem for its celebration. Which of them all, however,

may have been the original actuating motive, or whether

all combined, we shall leave to the reader's judgment,

especially as Scripture itself is silent on the point.

The feast of Purim, as we have seen, fell in 782 A.u.c.

on a Saturday,6 being the 19th of March. To avoid the

plots of the Jews, it is probable that our Lord left Jeru

salem immediately after the feast.6 His concluding words

to the Jews 7 sound very like the parting words of One

who for the first time gives up His hope of a favourable

hearing. According to the Synoptists, of whom we shall

speak hereafter, we find Jesus on the next sabbath in the

synagogue at Nazareth.

1 Cf. Hug.
a Matt. vi. 16—19, ix. 14—17, Lu. xviii. 12.

» Matt. iii. 4, ix. 14, 17, xi. 18, 19, parall.

* Esth. ix. 22.

5 Joh. v. 9—16. « vv. 16, 18. 1 vv 42—47.
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§ 2. The Return of our Lord after the Imprisonment of

John the Baptist.

As our Lord's return to Galilee 1 in the Synoptists runs

parallel with His journey to Galilee ' in John, and the

former is placed in immediate connection with the im

prisonment of the Baptist,8 this must be placed in the

year 782 A.u.c. = 29 a.d., and about the feast of Purim,

which happened that year on the 19th of March. This

precise date results at once from our chronological arrange

ment. Does it, however, admit of any other kind of

proof? I certainly think it does, and of course every

fresh evidence is a fresh ground of the correctness of

our arrangement.

(1) St. John gives us to understand 4 that the Baptist

was still at liberty and fulfilling his ministry when Jesus

set out for Galilee (which He did about four months before

the 16th of Nisan = 18th of April, i.e. at the close of 781,

or the beginning of 782 a.u.c.5), and therefore certainly

he was so at an earlier period. Consequently the fourth

Gospel evidently harmonizes with the date furnished by

1 Mar. i. 14, Matt. iv. 12, Lu. iv. 14.
s Joh. vi. 1 eq.

3 In Mark by the clause perk to Tapa&oBrjvw rhv 'laivv., in Matthew

by the almost identical clause anoitras Sti 'lwivv. vapeSiOri. Lamy's

hypothesis of a double imprisonment of the Baptist, first by the great

Sanhedrim, and thus after his release by Herod Antipas, is singular.

For the first imprisonment he refers to Matt. iv. 12, Mar. i. 14, and

introduces it before the marriage at Cana, Joh. ii. 1, as a consequence

of the enquiry of the Sanhedrim, Joh. i. 19 ff. The second imprison

ment is pointed out in Matt. xiv. 3—11, Mar. vi. 17—28. This

important mistake of Lamy's has its influence on his interpretations of

the participial clause oKovtras, k.t.K., Matt. iv. 12. For he makes its

reference causal, not as in Mar. i. 14 temporal, so that the account of

the imprisonment of the Baptist appears as the reason for Christ's

return to Galilee, and the hypothesis becomes very natural that this

imprisonment did not proceed from Herod, the tetraroh of Galilee, for

our Lord would then have run right into his hands. Lamy's hypothesis

has been also fully refuted by Sal. van Til in hie Dissertat. de Joh.

Bapt. incarcerationefictitia, Berodiana vincula antecedenle, Opp. Analyt.

n. p. 38 ff., as well as by Hottinger, Joh. Bapt. historia chronologica,

Dissert, in., in his ireVras Dissertat. Biblico-ohronolog. p. 210 if.

4 Joh. iv. 1. 5 c. iv. 35.
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the Synoptist, viz. that the imprisonment of the Baptist

cannot have taken place at earliest before January,782 a.u.c.

It must, however, according to John, have occurred very

soon afterwards, and nothing in his Gospel hinders us from

supposing it to have occurred about the time of the feast of

Purim next following. For, from the time of our Lord's

journey to this feast, he not only tells us nothing of any

ministerial work of the Baptist, which he previously

delineates with so much pleasure, but he even speaks of

him shortly afterwards as already dead,1 " All that John

said of this man was true."

(2) The Synoptists, after having give the Baptist's

imprisonment as a chronological datum,2 state that the

opening days of Nisan fell a few weeks afterwards,3 which

certainly brings us to the period of the feast of Purim.

(3) Luke, who has besides defined the year of the

Baptist's imprisonment by several other precise notes of

time,4 places it in the 15th year of the reign of Tiberius,

viz. Aug. 19, 781—Aug. 19, 782.6 Now, since the feast

of Purim which our Lord attended fell on March 19th,

782 A.u.c, this date harmonizes most remarkably with

those furnished both by the Synoptists and by John.

(4) Once more, Luke furnishes a remarkable confirma

tion of the view here advanced in the expression <Ta.pj3a.rov

8evTep6irp<i>Tov,e an examination of which allows us, I

believe, to fix the time when the disciples plucked the

ears of corn with no small degree of accuracy. This

"second sabbath after the first" has, it is true, been the

subject of so many and such various interpretations, that

one might almost question the possibility of fixing its

place in the Jewish ecclesiastical year. I should deem it

a thankless task 7 to enumerate all the various and not

1 Joh. x. 41. 8 Matt. iv. 12, Mar. t 14, Lu. it. 14

3 Lu. vi. 1, Mar. ii. 21, Matt. xii. 1.

4 Lu. iii. 1. Cf. v. 20. Cf. p. 182. 6 Cf. p. 166.

6 c. vi. 1. Several MSS. omit SeurepiiirpuToc, and thus prove them

selves, as is now almost universally admitted, defective in this very

point. The omission may have arisen either from a mistaken principle

of harmonizing Luke with Matthew and Mark, who do not give the

difficult expression, or from exegetical incapacity.

7 For the history of the exegesis of this word, see Wolf, Curie in loc.

Eocher, Analect. in loc. Salomon v. Til, DUeert. de Sabbat. Deuteroprot.
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unfrequently marvellous views that have heen taken of it.

I shall however give the most important, with the view

of comparing them with that which I deem the correct

one, and then leave the decision to the reader.

The difficulty of ascertaining the meaning of o-dftflaTov

bevrtpoTrptoTov is much increased by the fact that this is the

only place in which it is found ; and we must therefore

pay proportionably greater attention to the connection

in which it occurs. This, perhaps, has not as yet been

sufficiently done. Looking at the context, we find that

the disciples " plucked ears of corn " to eat, and that they

were already ripe, for they were able to " rub " them " in

their hands " with the view of getting at the grain they

contained.1 This note of time leads us so decidedly to the

period of Nisan, that almost all expositors place this

"second sabbath after the first" at earliest at the end of

Adar, the month which immediately preceded Nisan, and

at latest in Ijar,2 the month next after Nisan. By far the

majority, however, place it in Nisan itself. We desire, how

ever, to arrive at a more precise date. If then we enquire

whether this sabbath fell before or after the Passover, it

appears to be at present unanimously agreed to place it

after, a view which, if I am not mistaken, has been adopted

on the authority of Scaliger. For before his time opinions

were still very much divided, and Scaliger himself bitterly

complained that nobody would listen to what he said. In

support of this view, the following plausible arguments

have been adduced by Van Til, Eeland,8 and others. It

is expressly forbidden, Lev. xxiii. 14, to eat ^>p^3, i.e. as

the Eabbins interpret it, " Spicam virentem," before the

16th of Nisan. Now since the Gospels indicate that the

vera et juslo tempore, Opp. Analyt, Tom. m. Lampe, Comment.

Evangel. Joan. n. p. 5. faulus, Comment. «. Ezeg. Handb. in loe.

Liibkert, Stud. u. Krit. 1835, ill. p. 664 sq. Winer, B. W. B. Sabbath.

Hitzig, Ostern und Pfingsten, p. 19 sq.

1 This is expressly observed by Luke, vi. 1, in the words i)/^xl"'T£S

rats x*P&'1.

2 The Jesuit Maldonatus placed it still later, fancying strangely

enough that the corn did not ripen much earlier in Palestine than

here. Van Til opposes his view, u. e. p. 76 sq.

» Antiq. Sacr. (Ed. 4), p. 258 sq.

,
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objections of the Pharisees were based, not on the pluck

ing the ears simply, but on its being done on a sabbath,

it is evident, they say, that it must be fixed after the 16th

of Nisan. The meaning of this bo")?, however, is very far

from certain. It is very evident from 2 Kings iv. 42, that

it does not necessarily mean standing corn. Besides,

there would be an important difference between something

forbidden for ordinary use, and something exceptionally

permitted for satisfying hunger, in which category the

permission to pluck the ears of com must certainly be

placed. Lightfoot remarks with perfect correctness,1

" De ipsa re non litigant quia licita, sed de re patrata

sabbato," since in Deut. xxiii. 26, the plucking the ears of

corn was permitted without any restriction. While then

there is nothing in the text of the Evangelists to render

it necessary that we should place this crd/3/3aT. ScvTepdirp.

after the Passover, it follows from a simple synoptical

combination that it must have been before it. A short

time afterwards, according to the Synoptists, the feeding

of the five thousand occurred.2 That this was so we may

determine with the help of the parallel passage,3 according

to which it occurred a short time before the Passover,4 unless

indeed we are disposed to adopt the view of Paulus, that

eyyvs 6 is to be understood of the period immediately

following the Passover ; an expedient which, however, has

been already thoroughly refuted by Lucke on John v. 1.

It follows then that the sabbath in question, which occurred

a little earlier, must at all events be placed before the

Passover, and after Purim,and thus a sentence of condemna

tion is passed upon all those views which place this sabbath

after the Passover. As, however, these are still very

prevalent, and with the view of supporting the synoptical

combination given above, I propose to examine the chief

of them in detail, for the purpose of shewing that even

when viewed independently they are subject to very serious

objections.

1 Matt. xii. 2.

2 Lu. ix. 10—17, Mar. vi. 30—44, Matt. xiv. 13—21.

* John vi. 1—15.
4 John vi. 4, THv 5e iyyus rb 7rti<rxai V coprif twv 'lovHaiuv.

» Ibid.
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Paulus, with whom Olshausen concurs, interprets it of

a sabbath first in relation to a second, i.e. the first of two

successive sabbaths.1 In a mere verbal point of view the

explanation of Theophylact, and other Fathers, which is

in other respects similar, is to be preferred. They under

stand by this " second sabbath after the first " an actual

second sabbath, i.e. irporyyyj(rap.ivrj% akX.rj's ioprrjs koL o-a/?/?a-

tov. But they did not give proper weight to the fact that

this second sabbath is also to be regarded as " a second

first sabbath." Besides, it is not only unproved but even

per se thoroughly improbable, that a phenomenon of such

frequent occurrence as the meeting of two sabbaths, in the

above-mentioned sense, should have received a special

name in the Jewish Calendar. Olshausen appears to feel

this, in his hypothesis that the predicate oWrepoVpcurov may

have been coined by Luke. The term, however, in its

short enigmatical form, evidently sounds like a terminus

technicus. For the accidental circumstance that this is the

only place in which this word is preserved can prove

nothing against this view, and if Olshausen's view were

correct, the less reason Luke had for supposing that the

narrative would lead his readers to this meaning, the more

clearly would he have expressed it. The objections we had

to urge against the view of Theophylact and others, on

philological grounds, have been acutely met by Hitzig,2 in

the latest interpretation of the a-a/3/3. Hevrcpoirp. He under

stands it of the 15th of Nisan, which, at any rate according

to the erroneous interpretation of the Jews prevailing in

our Lord's days, is actually, as Hitzig supposes, designated as

a sabbath in Lev. xxiii. 11. Assuming then that the 14th

of Nisan, from the first as well as in our Lord's days,

regularly fell on a Saturday, he maintains that there were

two first sabbaths immediately succeeding one another,

with which the feast of the Passover at that time regularly

commenced, of which the second first, i.e. the 15th of Nisan,

is here intended. His own words, pp. 24, 25, are as follows :

1 Chrysostom took this view, Horn. XL. in Matt. : i 8e AoukZs tyi\aw iv

ffafrfi&Tip SeurepoirpwT^' rl Se 4ffTt 5evTfp6npwrov ; Sraf StirKij tj apyla

Kol row (Taj3/3(£Tov rov Kvplov #ca2 ircpas koprris SmSexo^ieV^s* trdfifiaTov

yho kKatiTt\v bpylav KaKovatv.

' u. s. p. 19 sq.

0
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" This day (the 15th of Nisan) may however derive its

name from the fact that coming immediatelyafter the irpwrov

o-a.f3fia.Tov of the feast, it was itself, according to ordinary

reckoning, a irptarov a-apfiarov. We have thus, in contra

distinction to one last, two first sabbaths, the second of

which, just as in our own German usage, is styled the

' second first.' " It is a pity that an exposition displaying

so much philological acuteness should be destitute of

historical foundation, for its essential premiss is, that the

15th of Nisan fell regularly on a Saturday, which however

was not the case, either in our Lord's days 1 or at an earlier

period. On the other hand, the merit, and that no slight

one, is due to Hitzig of having been the first to point

out the true philological import of this enigmatical ex

pression.

On the other hand, scholars of no mean celebrity, Van

Til, Wetstein, and others, understand this expression of

the first sabbath of the second month, i.e. Ijar. But where does

the idea of the second month spring from ? It is true that

in Hebrew it may be said, leaving out the word for month,

fityinn ri3E?a, " on the first sabbath of the second—sc.

month." But we cannot see how in the Greek translation

a second first sabbath can be derived from this, for in that

expression the predicate of the month, Sevrepos, would be

blended with that of the sabbath, wocutos.

We come then, in conclusion, to the view proposed by

Scaliger,2 which, as far as regards its historic basis, un

questionably deserves to be preferred to all we have

hitherto mentioned. And this is certainly the reason

which has obtained for it the greatest recognition from

modern writers, not, as Hitzig asserts, " the haut gout

which relishes a good downright improbability almost as

much as a well-seasoned falsehood." Its philological

element, however, is very weak ; and yet not more so than

that of all the views hitherto mentioned, with the ex

ception of that of Hitzig, of which however the historical

basis, again, is proportionably more insecure. The keen

1 For detailed information on this point, vide the history of the last

Passover
a De emendat. temper, p. 557. Canon. Isagog. I. 3. p. 225.
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eye of Scaliger perceived that since the sabbath is

numbered by its predicate, SevrtpoTrpwrov, the numbering

must commence from a certain terminus, from which it may

be proved that the Jews were accustomed to reckon in

other cases. Now since he makes it fall after the Passover,

he discovered such a terminus a quo in the second day of

the Paschal Feast, i.e. the 16th of Nisan (natPn irrop),

from which the Jews were commanded to reckon the seven

weeks to Pentecost.1 This day is called in the Talmud

"IDJJ, from the sheaf of first-fruits which, according to

Lev. xxiii. 10, was wont to be then offered, and he tells us

that the period intervening between this day and Pentecost

was very usually designated, " the first day in Omer,"

"the second day in Omer," etc. This is the essential

foundation of Scaliger's combination ; starting from which

he interpreted cr6.f3(3. Sevrepoir. as the first sabbath after the

second day of the Passover, or the first sabbath in Omer. He

has endeavoured to establish his view, philologically, in

the following manner : " Prima hebdomas, quee putatur ab

oblatione Omer dicitur l/3Sop.as 2 oeuTepoVpwi-os, secunda

SevrepoSevrepos, et sic deinceps." And immediately after

wards he proceeds, " Eodem modo fi(a oWrtpoVpwi-os est

feria Solis prima post festum Paschatis, Ttrpas Scui-cpoVpuTos

feria Mercurii post Sevrepav Paschatis. Quare et o-a/J/Jarov

SevrepoTTptaTov est primum Sabbatum, quod proximo rr)v

Sevrtpav tov Ilao-^a sequutum est." The word then,

according to his view, means " the Saturday in the second

first week, i.e. the first week in Omer." The abbreviated

form of the expression, o-a/?/3. Sevrfpoirp. for o-df}(3a.Tov t»;s

1/SSop.aSos SevrepoTrpdyrov might pass without objection :

indeed, Horace's " hodie tricesima sabbata"8 might be

appealed to in support of it, if this were to be understood

of the sabbath of the thirtieth day, though it is certainly

the thirtieth sabbath which is there meant. But the

supposition that e/38op.as San-cpdVpurros is identical with

1 Lev. xxiii. 15.
a This interpretation is evidently based on the fundamental passage

of the Pentateuch, in which certainly seven weeks and not seven

eabiaths are reckoned from the 16th of Nisan.
a Sat. i. ix. 69.
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c/JSo/ias Trptorr) Trj<s Sevrepa';, or even with e/?8. irpwrq Trjn

Stvripai rwv div/juav, on verbal grounds I consider absurd.

Besides, Scaliger's hypothesis, which, as far as regards its

historical side, must be considered as exceedingly ingenious,

stands in closest connection with his entire chronological

system, and cannot be duly estimated except as forming a

part of it. Scaliger assumes that five Passovers 1 really

occurred during our Lord's ministry, and that His cruci

fixion did not take place till the day before the fifth

Passover after His public ministry commenced. The

modifications which Scaliger's hypothesis has undergone

in process of time are, generally speaking, no improve

ments to it. As, for instance, when it has been said that

the o-a/3/3. Sevrepowp. was " the first sabbath counted from

the 16th of Nisan, which, reckoning from the 15th of

Nisan, the Festal Sabbath, is rather the second ; " a theory

in which not only the force of one predicate, as Hitzig

remarks, is destroyed by the other, but Scaliger's historical

basis is entirely deserted, since the period of Omer began

from the 16th, and not from the 15th of Nisan. I may

hope then that the statement of our synopsis, which

demanded a place for this " second sabbath after the first "

a short time before the feast of the Passover, will not have

been weakened by the foregoing survey of the antagonistic

opinions.

We now come to the interpretation, which, although

at the present day almost entirely unnoticed, appears, in

my judgment, the best and simplest, not only in this class,

but generally of all that have been proposed : viz. that by

o-d/3/}. Sevrepoirp. is signified the first sabbath in the year,

i.e. in the month Nisan. This view is adopted by Capellus,

and Khenferd, and after them by Lampe, in his Commentary

on St. John.3 This I deem8 the correct view, though not

1 The first Passover, Joh. ii. 13 ; the second, Joh. v. 1 ; the third,

before Lu. vi. 1, parall. ; the fourth, Joh. vi. 4 ; the fifth, that of the

Passion.

2 Ton. n. p. 5.

* The only other interpreter of this class I shall name is Bengel,

'Ordo temp. pp. 222 sqq. He considers the second-first sabbath to have

been the first of two successive sabbaths, and identifier it with the last

day of Veadar, which in that year (29 a.d.) fell upon a Saturday (?).
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in the acceptation, and on the basis in which it has

hitherto been advanced. For its supporters had recourse

to the double commencement of the year ; in the Autumn,

i.e. in Tisri, for the civil year ; in Spring, i.e. in Nisan, for

the ecclesiastical year. " -There were," they say, " two first

sabbaths in the same year, one in Tisri, and the other in

Nisan ; the latter of which, to distinguish it from the

other^ was called the second-first sabbath, or <ra.fif3a.Tov

SevTipoTTpwrov." The following objections may be urged

to this interpretation. At the outset it appears strange

that these two sabbaths should be called " first " with a

totally different reference ; that in Tisri, in relation to the

commencement of the civil year ; that in Nisan, in relation

to that of the ecclesiastical year, and yet that they should

be distinguished from one another, as if they belonged to

the same class, as a "first" and a "second." There is

however another reason why this view appears untenable,

viz. that the first sabbath in Nisan would thus be unduly

cast into the shade in comparison with that in Tisri,

although it was the most sacred sabbath of the year.1

Besides, in a passage from the K^pvy/xo Uirpov, found in

the Stromata of Clemens Alexandrinus,2 of early date and

of the greatest importance in determining the arrange

ment and nomenclature of the Jewish feasts,3 we find the

Besides, he argues in this place, as he does generally, like the older

chronologists, from the Parshioth and Haphtharoth, which are

supposed to have been read on the particular sabbaths ; while the

present distribution of Parshioth and Haphtharoth is of later date

(Zunz, I.e. pp. 3 if.) ; and we have at any rate no certain knowledge of

their form in the time of our Lord.

1 On this account it alone bore the name of Vnan roa^ which the

Sabbath never otherwise received, except when it coinoided with a

festival : v. Carpzov. Apparat. Sistorico- critic, p. 384.

! vi. 5, p. 760.

3 Cf. Gal. iv. 10, 'Hpepas iraparriptiffBt /col firivas Kol Kaipovs kcH

iviavrovs, and Col. ii. 16, iv fiepei koprrjs fl vtofit)vlas f) trafSpdruv. In the

first passage xaipobs denotes the seasons of the year—there is an

evident gradation, day, month, season, year—and points to the very

anxious care they paid to the correct determination of the Tekuphoth

of Nisan, since on the 16th of that month the wave-sheaf had to be

offered. For this an acquaintance with the Hay 11D, " the secret of

the intercalation " (before Nisan) was requisite. The word ivtmroit,

however, refers to the sabbatical year.
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expression cra/3/?aT0V to irpmrov, not SevrepoTrpwrov, for the

first sabbath in Nisan. The passage is as follows: M^8e

Kara 'lovSaiovs crefte&Or Kal yap Ikuvoi p.6vov olo/itvoi t6v

Otbv yLyvoxTKtiv ovk imoravrai, XaTpivovres dyye\ois Kal ap^ay-

ye\ois, /J.ijvl Kal o-eA.jjnj,1 Kal iav fir) (rekyvrj <pdvrj, vafifiaTov

ovk ayovcn to Xcyo/ievov irpZrov, oi8i veopvqviav ayowiv ovre

at,vp.a ovre ioprqv ovre p.eydXr]v r)p.epav. The last sentence

may be thus rendered : " And if the moon does not shine,

they do not celebrate the so-called first sabbath, nor do

they then celebrate the new moon, neither the Passover,

nor a feast,2 nor the day of expiation." The sabbaths as

a class are placed in contradistinction to the new moons

and feasts, as is also indicated by the double use of the word

ayovo-i, and among them one only is mentioned as specially

distinguished, the so-called first sabbath,8 because this was

the only one which it was necessary to celebrate when the

moon was shining. That the first sabbath of Nisan, not

of Tisri, is intended, follows partly from the fact that this

was the only sabbath of the year which was regarded as

1 There is certainly a reference here to Col. i. 16, 18.

4 We must not understand topr-li here as meaning any particular

festival exclusively, neither Pentecost (Bengel), nor the Feast of

Tabernacles (Hitzig)—not the latter, since the chronological arrange

ment of the words would require p.ey&\r\ fi/xtya to be placed before

ioprqv—but as referring to both these feasts, and probably including

1 those of Purim and the Dedication, which would otherwise have been

entirely passed over. For at least the last two days of the eight days'

festival of the dedication fell at the beginning of the month of Thebet,

and therefore at the full moon. Nor can it be regarded as a valid

argument against this view, that immediately afterwards a particular

feast, peydKn yuepa, is mentioned, since it usually appears under this

name, along with the class of special festivals, from which it was

distinguished as a more strictly-observed day of humiliation. Cf.

Eeland, Antiqq. pp. 246 sqq.

3 Credner, Beitrag. z. Einleit. ins N.T. I. 357, is of opinion that by

<r<J/3i8. irpdiT. all sabbaths that occurred at the time when the moon was

shining were intended—in the text, however only one particular one is

spoken of—and that all these were regarded as specially holy, as

npona, from their excellence; this, however, is another unproved

hypothesis. And yet on theBe premisses he founds the following

new interpretation of craftS. Sevrep. (in which, however, no attention

is paid to the force of upSnov in composition), " A sabbath occurring

when there was no moonlight, and on that very account was esteemed

less holy." Against this view see De Wette on Luke vi. 1.
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especially holy,1 partly because of the three festivals

arranged chronologically 3.£vpM stands first ; and therefore

the festival of the month Nisan is regarded as the com

mencement of the year, so that the first sabbath in the

year must be identical with the first sabbath of that month.

Apart altogether however from what has already been

adduced, the following arguments would seem to prove

the correctness of the interpretation which explains the

o-a.fi/3a.Tov hevrtpoirpurrov of the first sabbath in Nisan.

The use of the adjective SevrepoTrpoyrov proves that the day

is to be reckoned from some definite point. Just such a

point is given by the commencement of the year, because

that is an absolute starting-point, while that of Scaliger,

for example, is only relative, and without express mention

is more difBcult of comprehension. Besides, the fact that

this sabbath had received a special appellation 2 points to

it as one of special sanctity, and therefore as the first

sabbath in Nisan, and this apart altogether from the

unmistakable reference which'the word SevTepoTrpiorov, even

from its sound, has to irpayrov. On these grounds we decide

that the interpretation of o-afifi. Sevrepo-n-p., given by the

above-named writers, as the first sabbath in Nisan, points

out the real meaning of the expression with perfect

correctness, even though they have been unable to explain

the full force of oevVepov in the compound word ; and

further, that we must adopt and maintain this interpreta

tion, even if we were no longer able to ascertain why the

o-dfifiarov irpwTov had, at that time, become a <ra.fil3a.Tov

hevTtpoTrpurrov. This, however, I hope to shew to be quite

possible.

1 See last page.

2 It is possible that by Horace's much-controverted "tricesima

sabbata," Sat. I. ix. G9, the sabbath of greatest sanctity in Nisan may

be intended. For if we reckon from Tisri, the first month of the civil

year, we obtain for the months Tisri, Marchesvan, Kisleu, Thebet,

Shebet, and Adar, six times four sabbaths, and for the extra days in

the separate months one sabbath more, i.e. twenty-five sabbaths

altogether. Now, if we suppose that the four feast-days in Tisri, the

new moon, the day of atonement, the first and last days of the Feast

of Tabernacles, which, as wo have seen, are described as sabbaths in

the fundamental passage of the O. T. were included, or that any

intercalary month was added, the thirtieth sabbath would exactly

correspond to the first sabbath in Nisan.
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Hitzig remarks,1 and that -with perfect correctness on

philological grounds, that " a ' second first ' sabbath oi

this nature would require that several sabbaths were

ordinarily spoken of as * first sabbaths.' This is the first

point to be proved." Let us then try to prove it. Now

the very fact of the existence, at the time of our Lord, of

the seventh, or sabbatical year, which must from the

nature of the case have ceased afterwards, as the Jews

were no longer masters of Palestine, proves beyond all

question that in the ordinary life of that age each seven

years was gathered up into a week of years, exactly as

each seven days was gathered up into a week of days.

This proposition is expressly proved by the well-known

prophecy in Daniel of the seventy weeks of years,2 as well

as by the Book of Enoch, the fourth Book of Ezra, and the

Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, which, if not actually

belonging to our Lord's age, must be placed very little

later,3 in which the reckoning is by "great weeks," jubilees,

and sabbatical, or hebdomadal years, and the writings of

the Talmud, where the calculation by sabbatical years

recurs perpetually. We read " in the first, second, third,

etc., year," meaning " in the first, second, third, etc., year

of the cycle of seven years." This mode of dating was so

familiar, that we find, it not merely in purely Jewish

writings like the Talmud, but it even passed over into the

decrees of the Roman Emperors, as is evident for our

Lord's days from the decree of Julius Cassar,4 explained

above.5 In the seven years of the cycle there were on the

whole seven first sabbaths, which would be distinguished

according to their sequence as "first-first sabbath," or rather

" first sabbath " simply, " second-first sabbath," " third-

first sabbath," etc. ; and so naturally enough the names

arose a-6.ppo.Tov irp(OT07rp(OTov, or more probably irpuiTov,

crdftftaTov oevTcpoTrpwTov, TpiToirpwrov, etc. This interpreta

tion of o a.pfta.Tov SevrtpoTrpiDTov, if I am not mistaken, solves

the necessary problem, on which the attempts hitherto

made have been wrecked, inasmuch as resting on an

1 I. e. p. 21. 2 Ban. ix. 24 sq.

8 See my Beitrag. mr Apocalypt. Litterat. p. 203 sq.

4 Joseph. Ant. xiv. 10. 6. 5 pp. 92, 93.
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historical basis, it, on the one hand, at once furnishes us

with a definite idea, and on the other, makes Sew-cpov

merely a closer definition of irpurrov, while, according to the

ordinary interpretations, one predicate destroys the other,

i.e. renders it impossible. Nor ought it to be urged

against the correctness of this view, that we cannot

adduce any other exactly corresponding example to estab

lish this use of the o-a/?/2. SeurepdVp., for every explanation

might be attacked on the same ground, since o-a/3/3.

Sevrepoirp. is confessedly a airag Xeyo/xevov. Some con

sciousness of the meaning here assumed is perhaps

indicated by the otherwise meaningless reading given by

Schulz from Ambrose and some cursive MSS., h> &eurep<p

wpw™ o-dfifi., " on a second first sabbath," since according

to this the "first sabbaths" seem to have been really

numbered : though, perhaps, the reading may have been

no more than an ill-understood philological elucidation of

the expression.

It would serve to establish the correctness of our inter

pretation if we could shew that the first sabbath of the

year, in which, according to our preceding investigations,

the narrative of Luke must be placed, i.e. 782 a.u.c, was

actually a o-a/J/3. SevrcpoVp. in the above sense. And

happily this can be done : we have shewn 1 that the

sabbatical year immediately preceding this fell between

the Autumn of 779—780 A.u.c., consequently the first

sabbath of the second 2 year of the next seven-year cycle

fell in Nisan, 782 A.U.C. Conversely, we are entitled to

say, that since by the " second-first sabbath " only the first

sabbath of 782 a.u.c can be intended,—for we are equally

precluded from thinking of the preceding second-first

sabbath, in 775, or that immediately following, in 789

a.u.c,—it follows that, according to Luke, the plucking

of the ears of corn occurred in Nisan, 782 a.u.c, and con-

1 p. 203.
2 Considering the evident analogy between the week of years and

the week of days, the second year of the cycle, together with the fifth

and seventh, would have had a special degree of sanctity attached to

them ; i.e. provided we could assume that the directions of the Talmud

for the celebration of the second, fifth, and seventh days of the week

by synagogue meetings, were observed in Palestine as early as our

Lord's days.
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sequently the imprisonment of the Baptist, which he places

a little earlier, happened in the same year.

There are still two arguments in favour of the correct

ness of our interpretation of o-a/3/J. oWrepoVp., as the first

sabbath in Nisan, and these, we must observe, of so

peculiar a nature as at the same time to guarantee the

correctness of the date, 782 a.u.c. (1) If the " second-

first " sabbath is the first sabbath of the year 782 a.u.c,

since the 15th of Nisan fell that year on Monday, April

18th, it would correspond to the 6th of Nisan of the

Jewish, or April 9th of the Julian calendar. Exactly

three weeks would then intervene between Purim, the

14th of Veadar, March 19th, and the sabbath in question.

And we actually find that Luke mentions only two

sabbaths, ch. iv. 16, 31, neither more nor less, between

ch. iv. 14, where he speaks of our Lord's return from the

Feast of Purim, and this a-6.fifi. oWrepoVp. in ch. vi. 1. Our

Lord must therefore have set out for Nazareth, which was

about three days' journey off, immediately after the Feast

of Purim, so that he could have arrived there at latest by

the succeeding sabbath ; 1 which agrees admirably with

the independent conclusion from John's Gospel.2 (2) All

three Synoptists annex the healing of the man with the

withered hand to the narrative of the plucking of the ears

of corn on the sabbath. The chronological connection of

the two narratives is given in Matthew, ch. xii. 9, by the

participial clause /xeraftas tKeWev, in Mark, ch. iii. 1, by

vdXiv, in Luke, ch. vi. 6, by iv ercpu) <ra/3/3aTO>. Now, if all

three are regarded as correct, the healing in question must

have occurred on " another sabbath," and that of such a

nature that the day before it was the sabbath when the

ears of corn were plucked, i.e. the first sabbath of Nisan.

Now, in 782 a.u.c. it was actually the case that a festival

recurred on the day immediately following the " first

sabbath." For, according to the express declaration of

Ezekiel,3 the seventh of Nisan was kept as a festival,4

1 Lu. iv. 16. 8 Cf. p. 219.

3 Ezek. xlv. 20.

* Probably as the last day of the sacred new moon of Nisan. Ewald

too, die prophet, dee Alt. Bund. n. 389, understands Ezek. xlv. 18—21

of the new-year's festival alone.
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while the only case in which a sabhath could occur again

immediately after the first sabbath of Nisan was when

this happened to fall on the 6th of Nisan, and when

therefore the 15th of Nisan fell on a Monday, as was the

case in 782 a.u.c.

(5) According to the three Synoptists 1 John the Baptist

was put in prison by Herod Antipas because, " without

respect of persons," he had reproved his unlawful union

with Herodias, his half-brother Philip's wife. Now, it is

most probable that this rebuke was uttered by John

immediately after this illicit connection had commenced,

since his indignation on this account must have been then

the most vehement. If, then, we could ascertain the date

of this marriage, we should be able to fix that of the

Baptist's imprisonment with tolerable certainty. This

belongs to that class of data in which profane history 2

touches on the field of the Gospel history, for Josephus

records 8 this connection between Antipas and Herodias, as

well as the imprisonment and execution of the Baptist.

This passage of Josephus therefore has always been

regarded as a most welcome confirmation, and in some

degree as a complement of the Gospel narratives. It was

natural, too, that it should also be employed for a chrono

logical object, and the less men knew how to avail them

selves of the copious materials in the Gospels, the greater

was the weight they were wont to give to it, thereby

often giving rise to fundamental complication in the New

Testament chronology. We will first consider the mis

application of the passage, and then determine its true

application.

Its misapplication consists in this, that some writers,4

influenced principally by this passage of Josephus, are of

opinion that our Lord was not crucified until several years

subsequently to 30 a.d. = 783 A.u.c, or even, as Schrader

1 Lu. iii. 19, 20, Mar. vi. 17 sq., Matt. xiv. 3 sq.

8 The best treatise on this point is that of Salomon van Til, in his

Dissert, de tempore incarcerationis Johannis Baptistss, ex Herodis Antipas

itinere Bomano eruendo, among his Dissert chronolog. theolog. selectiores,

p. 87 sq. Cf. Anger, I. e. p. 195.
s Ant. xviii. 5. 1 and 2.

4 e. g. Schrader, der Apostel Paulus, v. 1. p. 36 sq.
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holds, not till 35 a.d. His arguments, as far as they

belong to this subject, are as follows.1 Josephus makes

the war undertaken by Antipas' father-in-law, Aretas,

king of Arabia, on account of the repudiation of his

daughter, contemporaneous with the death of Philip the

tetrarch, in the autumn of 34 a.d.2 It is probable, then,

that Aretas' daughter may have been sent back to her

father's house in the spring of the same year. Con

sequently the Baptist's imprisonment cannot have taken

place before the Passover of 34 a.d., nor our Lord's

crucifixion before the Passover of 35 a.d. This reasoning

is based on a number of erroneous premisses. Among

these is the assertion that the war with Aretas broke out

in 34 a.d., while, on the contrary, according to Josephus,

it must be placed two years later, about 36 a.d. For

Vitellius, the Governor of Syria, sent immediate informa

tion of the defeat of Herod to Tiberius, on which the

emperor, being exceedingly enraged, wrote back that he

must make war on Aretas, and deliver him into his hands

alive or dead,3 The historian further informs us * that

Vitellius proceeded to put the Emperor's command into

execution, but while still on his march was surprised in

Jerusalem, during the celebration of a feast, by the news

of Tiberius' death. This took place March 16, 37 a.d. Is

it, then, probable that the Governor should have delayed so

long to put the commands of the enraged Emperor into

execution? In this case it would indeed be very surprising

if Josephus still made that war contemporaneous with the

death of Philip. This notion is entirely grounded on the

words,6 'Ev tovtu) ( = at " this time," a little before is

the account of Philip's death) Sc o-Tao-id^ovo-iv 'Aperas re 6

JTerpatos /Jao-iAevs xai 'HpoUS^s, and on the fact that this

account of the hostility between Aretas and Herod comes

1 Cf. in refutation Anger, I. c. and Wurm, XTber die Zeifbestimmungen

im Leben des AposteU Paulus. Tubing. Zeitsch. 1833, part I. p. 28 sq.

Anger is most convincing. Wurm certainly refutes with good success

the positive side of Schrader's view in several particulars, but the

fundamental chronology of the life of Christ on which he builds his

theory is somewhat insecure.

1 See in refutation of this, p. 172.
s Ant. xvm. 5. 1. 4 lb. xvm. 5. 3. 5 I. o. § 1.
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immediately after that of Philip's death. But it is evident

how indefinite the words lv rovno are, while Wurm has

abundantly shewn how little is to be proved by the mere

position of the account. And even if the greatest possible

precision were allowed to iv rovrto, Sohrader's view would

not receive any support ; for o-Tao-idfrvo-iv does not signify

" to make war," but " to quarrel," " to live in etimity."

At Philip's death Aretas and Herod were certainly already

living in enmity, since the latter had, some considerable

time before, repudiated the daughter of the former.

Besides, the war with Aretas, and his daughter's repudia

tion, are put by Josephus only in a causal, not in a temporal

connection. The repudiation was the first cause of the

war, but, as Josephus expressly adds, there was a sub

sequent one, arising from a dispute about the boundaries

of the province of Gamala. All we can say then is that,

according to Josephus, the intercourse of Antipas with

Herodias took place at least hefore the outbreak of the

war in 36 a.d. ; how long before, Josephus gives us no

direct information. But it may be objected, that Josephus

does certainly tell us . that some of the Jews viewed

Herod's defeat as a divine judgment for having commanded

the Baptist's execution, from which it follows that it is

impossible for the one to have taken place a considerable

time, i.e. some years, before the other. But such a possi

bility can be illustrated by other instances ; e.g. when

Josephus1 speaks of the destruction of Jerusalem as a

divine punishment for the murder of Jonathan the high-

priest, and other contemporary deeds of blood ; though

there was a still longer interval between the facts thus

brought into connection than in the above-mentioned

case.2

If, then, Josephus has in this passage furnished no direct

date of the connection between the tetrarch Antipas and

Herodias, it may still be possible to derive this indirectly

by putting various passages together. This course has

been adopted by Van Til, and to some extent by Anger,

in the following way. Josephus informs us, in the life of

that monarch,8 that Agrippa I., who was at the time in

1 Ant. xx. 8. 5. » Cf. p. 203. 5 Ant. xviu. 6. 1—3.
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the court of Tiberius in Eome, was obliged to leave the

city, in order that the emperor's grief might not be con

stantly renewed by the sight of one who had been an

early friend of his son Drusus, who had been poisoned by

Sejanus. On his reaching Judea by sea, his wife applied

to her sister Herodias, 'UpwSrj ™ rerpap^ o-woinovo-av, with

the request that she would procure from her husband a

provision for his brother, who was entirely destitute of the

means of support. In consequence of this application

Tiberias was assigned to him as a place of residence, and

a certain income was appointed for his maintenance.

These amicable relations, however, between Agrippa and

Herod did not last long (oi prjv ye e-jrl irXeiov ye HpcoSijs

ivepAive toIs ScSoy/AtVois), whereupon Agrippa betook himself

to Flaccus, the governor of Syria. Now we know that the

above-named Drusus died before 33 a.d.,1 and that Tiberius

cared, or appeared to care, little for his death at the time.2

Nor was it until he was informed by Sejanus' wife, Apicata,3

a few days after her husband's execution (xv. Kal. Nov. 31

a.d.1), of his son's violent death at the hands of his per

fidious favourite, that sorrow and indignation at having

been deprived of him by so abominable a crime took

possession of his mind.5 It must therefore have been at

this time (in the autumn of 31 a.d.), or, on account of the

difficulty of sailing at the beginning of winter, not until

the spring of 32 a.d., that Agrippa left Rome. From the

state of matters at the time, and from the fact that, as

1 Tacit. Annal. rv. 8.

* Sueton. Tiber. 52. Cf. Tacit. Annal. I. e. and IV. 13. " Alterius

(sc. Drusi) vitiia infensus : nam Drusus animi fluxioris remissiorisque

vitro erat. Itaque ne mortuo quidem perinde affectus est, sed tantum

non statim a funere ad negotiorum consuetudinem rediit, justitio

longiore inhibito. Quin et Iliensibus legatis paullo serius consolan-

tibus quasi obliterati jam doloris memoria irridens : se quoque,

respondit, vicem eorum dolere, auod egregium civem Hectors

amisissent."

3 Dio, Lvni. 11.

* Tacit, rv. 8, vi. 25.

6 Suet. Tiber. G2. " Auxit intenditque ssevitiam, exacerbatus indicio

de morte filii sui Drusi ; quern cum morbo et intemperantia periisse

existimaret, ut tandem veneno interemtum fraude LivillaB uxoris atque

Sejani cognovit, neque tormentis neque supplicio cujusquam pepercit :

soli hide cognitioni adeo per totos dies deditus et intentus," eto.
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Josephus expressly adds, Agrippa was in the sorest straits

for money, the former supposition is more probable.1

When Agrippa reacted Judea he found Herodias already

married to Antipas. We consequently get as our extreme

" terminus ad quern " for this marriage the spring of 32

A.D., or probably the autumn of 31 a.d. = 784 a.u.c. With

this the statement of Josephus agrees, according to which

Agrippa, after having dwelt a short time in Tiberias,

which had been assigned him as a residence, betook himself

to Flaccus, the governor of Syria, who was already dead at

the close of 33 a.d.2

A second computation has been employed by Salomon

Van Til, and that with no little ingenuity, which appears

to warrant still more definite conclusions. His line of

proof is so striking that we can adopt it with a few

perhaps not unessential modifications. I shall at once

give it in its more precise form, which appears to mo

the more suitable for the purpose. Josephus informs us 3

that it was on a journey to Eome on business,4 having on

his journey paid his step-brother Herod a visit, that

Antipas first conceived the idea of his connection with

Herodias. The bargain was struck between them that

Herodias should join him immediately after his return.

Now, if we could determine the date of this journey, we

should be able also by it to fix, with considerable proba

bility, that of their unlawful union, and consequently

that also of the Baptist's imprisonment. Now, an indepen

dent, and reliable " terminus ad quern " for this journey

may be obtained in the following way, adopted by Van

Til. Among the specific charges brought against Antipas

by Agrippa I. before the Emperor Caligula, was that he

had joined. Sejanus in a conspiracy against the government

of Tiberius. Now, since this conspiracy could only have

taken place through personal intercourse, and that at a

time when Sejanus was in the enjoyment of high favour

1 When the fast, vitarela—the day of atonement on the 10th of

Tisri—was already past, Paul, as we know, Acts xxvii. 9, was still on

the open sea.

2 Tacit. Annal VL 27. Of. Eekhel, Doctr. Numm. m. pp. 279 sqq.

3 Ant. xvin. 5. 1.

4 Aiairptt|(£jMi/os iy rp 'Pd/ty i<p' Sirep (araKro. [Cf. Greswell, Dissert.

1.230,312.]
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with Tiberius, i.e. at the time of Antipas' journey to

Rome, mentioned by Josephus, we shall have to place

the extreme " terminus ad quern " of this journey

before Sejanus' death, i.e. before October 31 a.d. It

appears that its extreme " terminus a quo" must be 29 a.d.,

since it was with this year, i.e. with the death of the

Empress-dowager Livia, the emperor's mother, which,

according to Tacitus, took' place in the consulate of the two

Gemini, the power of Sejanus began to grow j1 Livia

having previously 6tood in his way.2

There are, however, other reasons which make it ad

visable to fix Antipas' journey in 29 a.d. For if we look

through the years 29, 30, 31, a.d., to find a motive for it,

the most suitable, and, as far as extant history informs us,

the only suitable one, appears in that year. At that time

the powerful Livia was dead, and almost incredible honours

had been decreed her by the Senate, besides those ordered

by Tiberius.3 Now, certainly Herod Antipas had very

good reasons for offering his condolence. He indeed it was,

who, to do honour to the Empress, had, at an earlier period,

of his own accord given the name of Julias 4 to Beth-

aramphta in Persea, after he had enlarged and decorated

it. Moreover, it is almost self-evident, even if we had

not the express testimony of Josephus to the point, that

he was pursuing* a plan of self-interest. For such a plan

a very favourable moment had arrived; how could he

have let it slip ? They would not easily refuse anything

to so devoted a servant of the deceased Empress. Perhaps

his object was to endeavour to acquire the inheritance, now

left without an owner, which the Empress had possessed

1 Dio, Lvm. 2 sq.

* Tacit. Annal. v. 3. " Incolumi Augusta erat adhuc perfugium ;

quia Tiberio inveteratum erga matrem obsequium, neque Sejanus

audebat auctoritati parentis anteire."

* Dio. Lvm. 2.

4 The town was also oalled Livias. Hug, in his Outachten in the

Freiburg Zeitschr. vol. n. part I. p. 32, remarks on it, "The name

Julia was not so much known, because it was not given to the

Emperor's wife till after his death, in consequence of the will by

which she was adopted into the Julian family." Sueton. Aug. 101.

On this " Julias," or " Livias," in Perfea, see Beland, Patest. p. 869,

and Battmer, Paldst. unter " Beth-Haran," p. 171.
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in the kingdom of his father Herod the Great,1 and partly

in the immediate vicinity of his own tetrarchy. At any

rate, that in his journey to Eome he had his own intere&t

in view, is expressly told us by Josephus 2 in the words

Sia7rpa£a/j,£vos iv tq P<l>p.y airep (cttoXto, " after he had

accomplished in Kome the object of his journey thither."

Moreover it is certain that at this time he received tho

fortress of Machaerus in the south of Perasa ; for Josephus

relates that the lawful wife of Antipas, the daughter of

Aretas, on the report of his arrangement with Herodias

which had preceded his arrival, and while he was on his

way home («m cTravc^mpct), departed to Maohasrus, the

frontier town of the kingdom of Antipas and Aretas,

which then belonged to her father (tote irarpl avrjjs

v7roTtAiy), with the view of thence betaking herself to

his protection, by the help of a o~rpan/yos of his stationed

there. Josephus further relates that the Baptist, on

account of the boldness of his language, was imprisoned

and put to death by Antipas in Machsei us ; and to prevent

any one imagining the existence ofmore than one Machaerus

he adds, to irpouprjixivov tppovpwv. How coii-ld Antipas

have imprisoned the Baptist in a foreign country, and

especially in the territory of Aretas, whom recent circum

stances had not only rendered personally hostile to him,

but also placed under personal obligations to the prisoner,

and that on the very ground of his imprisonment ?

We can certainly hardly embrace the bold idea of Hug,8

that Josephus had been wrongly informed as to the place

of the Baptist's imprisonment, especially since we should

still have to explain how Josephus himself failed to notice

so obvious a contradiction. Nothing else remains for us

then but the simple- hypothesis, in connection with the

expression Siairpaid/Acvos, that at the time of the Baptist's

imprisonment, and in consequence of that journey to Borne,

Machaerus had really come into the hands of Antipas. It

1 This included Jamnia, Ashdod, Phasaelis, and Archelais, which

had been left by the will of Herod the Great to his sister Salome, and

had been bequeathed by her to the Empress. Ant. xvn. 8. 1 ; 5. 5 ;

xviii. 2. 2. De Bell. Jud. n. 9. 1.

1 Ant. xviii. 5. 1.

3 Observations, I. e. pp. 32 33.
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is at once intelligible, especially in the circumstances in

which, he was then placed, why in the event of any attack

from Aretas, the possession of this strong hill-fort, sur

passed in strength, according to Pliny,1 by Jerusalem

alone in the whole of Palestine, and the key of Peraja,

should have been of such importance to Antipas.

Now, if we assume that Antipas, immediately after

receiving the news of the death of Livia in 782 a.u.c, set

out for Home, a new light will be thrown on the odious

imputation brought against Antipas by Agrippa, of having

conspired with Sejanus against the rule of Tiberius. If

Agrippa was anxious to hasten the overthrow of Antipas,

it was essential for him to cast suspicion on the most pro

minent proofs of devotion to the imperial house which had

been given by him. Among these were the naming of the

towns Tiberias and Julias, after the emperor Tiberius and

the Empress-mother. Caligula could hardly have had

such personal grounds for indignation at any dislike shewn

to the name of Tiberius, as at any dishonour done to the

jiame of Livia, his grandmother. For Tiberius had

poisoned his father, banished his mother, and only re

cognized him as his successor on compulsion, while he had

been brought up in Livia's house, and after her death had

delivered her funeral oration.2 How deeply, then, must he

have been wounded, if the journey undertaken by Antipas,

apparently to do honour to the memory of the deceased,

proved to have been only a preconcerted plan with the con

spirator Sejanus. A calumnious charge of this kind would

not only fix the stamp of opposition to the name and person

of the Emperor on this journey, but also brand it with

the character of the most shameful ingratitude to the

Emperor's revered grandmother. And so every memory

of the past, which might have pleaded for Antipas in

the Emperors heart, would be rooted out at one stroke.

It results from this line of argument, that we may, on

the one hand, regard it as fully proved, that the fatal

journey of Antipas to Eome took place, according to the

account of Josephus, at any rate before the death of

Sejanus, i.e. before the autumn 784 a.u.c, and, on the other

1 v. 16. a Suet. Calig. 10.
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hand, that we may consider it as exceedingly probable

that it was undertaken immediately after the death of

Livia, in 782 A.u.c. The second of these conclusions, how

ever, cannot be looked on as fully proved until we view

it in connection with the fundamental date given in the

Gospels, viz. that the Baptist's imprisonment took place

about the 19th of March, 782 a.u.c. We must, however,

assume that Livia died before the commencement of that

year, which certainly, so far as I know, is nowhere ex

pressly stated, though it is nowhere expressly denied.

On the contrary, when Tacitus 1 places her death in the

consulate of the two Gemini, this will agr^e perfectly well

with our hypothesis, since at that time 2 the Boman consuls

entered on their office on the first of January.8 If, then,

Antipas hastened his journey home as much as possible,

that he might at the earliest moment taste the sweets

of his illicit union, he might easily enough—since a prince

travels rapidly—reach his home before the feast of Purim,

i.e. March 1 9th. His evil report had anticipated him, and

the unpopularity of his act was enhanced by the flight of

his lawful wife. John, the preacher of repentance, as we

shall see immediately, was in his neighbourhood, and the

boldness of his rebukes very soon, even by the Feast of

Purim, conducted him to prison.

(6) In conclusion, the statements made by the Evange

lists and by Josephus, as to the place of the Baptist's

imprisonment, either lead us to the same date, or, at any

rate, may be readily harmonized with it. As far as regards

the scene of the closing labours of the Baptist, we learn

from Luke that the period of activity which ended in his

imprisonment took place in the wilderness of Judah 1 (b>

1 Annal. v. I. 5 Ideler, Handbuch der Chronolog. i. 148^

3 With this agrees the fact that, according to Eckhel, Doctr. Numm.

ii. 6, p. 157, the last coin struck in the lifetime of Livia was in the

30th year of the Tribuneship of Tiberius, i.e. 781, 782 a.u.c. Cf.

Drumann, Gesch. Moms, I. part 2, p. 183.

4 It is certainly not expressly stated by Luke that it was in the

wilderness of Judah. This, however, is at once understood from the

internal connection of his Gospel, since he states expressly that

the Baptist was born in a city of Judah, and among the Judean hills.

Luke i. 39, 65. According to the Gospels, the Baptist's ministry only

extended to Persea and Judea.
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rfj eprjfjup), and that lie betook himself from the wilderness

into the mplxppos tov 'lopSavov.1 while this sojourn of his

in the wilderness appears identical with that at Aiv&n* near

to SaXei/i., of which we read in John.2 At any rate, I have

no doubt 8 that by the Aiiw iyyvi tov 'SaXdp., in John, we

must understand ]% and D'p^B',1 towns in the wilderness

of Judah, mentioned in the book of Joshua. The LXX.

according to the Cod. Alex, render these names by 2eX«€t/i

Kal Aivwv : according to the Cod. Vat. they only give the

former, rendering it SaXiJ, while they throw later, v. 61,

and render it as in John by Atvwv. This is again

mentioned 6 as belonging to the tribe of Simeon, but thi6,

as we know, received its inheritance within the boundaries

of Judah. The identity of the fj? in the two places, apart

from the similarity of the names, is clear from its associa

tion in each case with Rimmon,6 the position of which in

the southern borders of Judah confirms the position we

have assumed for JEnon. Certainly the traditional view

places the Salem of John and the neighbouring ^Enon

eight Roman miles to the' South of Scythopolis, and con

sequently in Samaria : which, however, has nothing to

support it, but the authority of some of the fathers. The

tradition that the Baptist carried on his ministry in

Samaria belongs altogether, if I am not mistaken, to the

same class as that which asserts that he suffered martyr

dom in Samaria, i.e. in Sebaste,' and, in perfect consistency

with this view, makes Herod a son, or at an}- rate a

successor, of Archelaus, and therefore ruler of Samaria.8

But if we take our stand on the text of the Gospels, the

above-mentioned view agrees with Joh. iii. 26 (cf. i. 28),

so far as it leads us to look for these localities, at any rate,

1 Luke iii. 3. s Joh. iii. 23.

3 This is also the view of Bleek, de Libri Geneseos origine, p. 21.

Liicke, too, inclines to it.

4 Jos. xv. 32. 5 Jos. xix. 7.

6 For Kimmon, see Winer, B. W. B., and Kaiimer, Palastina*

7 Malala, Chronograph, p. 305,

8 See Eusebius, Chronicon, and Epiphanius, Advert. Hseres. xx. Cf.

Nold, de Vita et Gestis Herodum, p. 253 sq. Was the mistake

originally caused by the i av\iov 2«aV, Judith iv. 4, or by Matt. iv. 12 1
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to the west of the Jordan : though the same indications

are equally suitable to Judea, and we may very reasonably

enquire how John, the champion of the Covenant, came

to go to Samaria? The Evangelist indicates plainly

enough that his iEnon is to be looked for in Judea; for

after having said, ch. iii. 22, that Jesus and his disciples

had baptized in the land of Judea (iv rfj 'IovSata yfj), he

immediately proceeds 8e ko.1 'IwavvT/s (iairrUfin' iv

Alviov iyyvs tov SaXet/i. Now it is certainly most natural

to refer the comparison here indicated by ko.1, not merely

to the act of baptizing, but for baptizing in the land of

Judea : there was no need of this clause to inform us that

John baptized. Further, the Evangelist, ch. iii. 25, men

tions a dispute which John's disciples had with a Jew (/tera

'lovSaiov, as we must read . after the MSS., instead, of

'IouSatW) on their master's right of baptism. What brings

the Jew,1 who besides probably belonged to the orthodox

Pharisaic party, to John and his disciples, if at that time

they were sojourning in Samaria ? The Evangelist tells

us,2 that the Baptist was sojourning in " iEnon near to

Salem," because there were many springs there (on v8a.ro.

iroXAa r/v wet). Exactly. For \]]) signifies a spring, and

D'n^ too, like the well-known spring r6t^,3 derives its

1 The connection of this pregnant narrative appears, according to

the meaning of the Evangelist, to have been the following : A Jew, i.e.

as is probable a priori from John's usual mode of designation, a

Pharisee, ia disputing with the Baptist's disciples about their master's

right to baptize. In this he acted precisely in the spirit of the other

members of his party, John i. 24, who aro certainly designated as

Jews, v. 19, who, when John confessed that he was neither " the

Christ," nor " that Prophet," asked rl olv jBairr^eir ; v. 25, and in his

dispute, rested, in all probability, on the Baptist's own words as then

spoken. At any rate the disciples of John, when, after the termination

of the dispute, they betake themselves in uncertainty to their master

for a decision of the question regarding the lawfulness of his baptism,

and its relation to that of Christ, evidently refer to the public

testimony borne by him to Christ at that time. John iii. 2G, hs

\irrh. ffov iripav rov 'IopScii/ou, $ p.t^iapTVfyqKas. Cf. ch. iii. 28.

Their master, however, confirms all that he had previously said to

them concerning Christ and His superior dignity, vv. 27—36. The

Pharisees therefore were, as indeed they could not' fail of being, un

ceasing and keen observers of the ministry not merely of Jesus, but

also of the Baptist. Cf. ch. iv. 1.

1 Joh. iii. 23. 3 Cf. the etymology, Joh. ix. 7.
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namo from the gushing forth of water. The more critic

ally correct reading SaAei/x, not SaXrj/x, also points to a

plural form, such as D,n';>e'. The word dV.B' would be

expressed in Greek by SaX^.1

From iEnon, then, in the wilderness of Judea, John

came, everywhere preaching repentance, into the irept'xwpos

Toy 'lop&iivov* i.e. the district lying on either bank of the

Jordan, enclosed on either side by a wall of mountains,

stretching from the Lake of Tiberias to the Dead Sea.8

In his wanderings, therefore, he visited the Persean

■n-epi'xtopos, which belonged to the kingdom of Herod

Antipas, and there he must have had that dissension with

the tetrarch, who previously "heard him gladly,"4 in con

sequence of which he was imprisoned. If now we look into

Josephus we shall find that he agrees admirably with this

hypothesis, for he states expressly that the Baptist was im

prisoned in Maehaerus, in the southern boundaries of Perasa,

where also he was executed. Indeed, we are even able to

determine with great probability the very place where

Antipas must at that time have been sojourning. It was

Julias (or Livias), which, lying in that part of Perasa not

far from Machaerus, belonged to the Trepixiopos, and was, as

its dedication to Livia suggests, alternately with Tiberias

the residence of Antipas ; perhaps his summer residence,

since the climate of Tiberias was hot and unhealthy.

From this place, too, protected by the fortress of Machserus,

he could most effectually overlook and repel the hostile

measures of the deeply wounded Aretas, whose territories

here adjoined his own. The narrative of the Baptist's

death, however,6 which took place some weeks after his

imprisonment, may be deemed decisive. For the place

where Antipas was then sojourning is determined by the

two following marks. It was a place where he was

celebrating his ytvto-ia, and to which he had summoned all

the chief wen of his kingdom : 13 this indicates a place of

1 Cf. LXX. Geu. xiv. 18, xxxiii. 18, Judith iv. 4, Heb vii. 1, 2 ; the

form 'lrjpovcraATiti, etc.

2 Ita Hebrew name is J3T?lI "b? ! Greek name n4ya vtSlov and

au\iiv. Cf. Reland, Palsest. p. 452 sq. Rauraer, Paliistina, p. 49 sq.

3 Luke iii. 3. 4 Mark vi. 20.

» Mark vi. 17, Matt. xiv. 3. 6 Mark vi. 21.
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residence in which there was a large castle. Again, the

daughter of Herodias1 was able to ask the tetrarch that

she might have the head of the Baptist given her while

still in the festal-chamber (JlSs) " on a charger," at the

close of the feast." This again indicates a place which, if

not Macheerus itself, was yet sufficiently near it for the .

fulfilment of her request. These marks taken together

exclude Tiberias, which was not only not in Perwa, but

also was too far from Macheerus, and, as I believe, indicate

Julias, and Julias alone, where, as Josephus, De Bell. Jud.

II. 4. 2, repeatedly states, there was a royal residence.

CHAPTEE III.

THE SUCCESSION OF EVENTS IN THE THIRD SECTION.

The initial and terminal points of this third section 8 are

known to us, and are furnished with satisfactory chrono

logical marks. The mutual relation of the text of the

Evangelists to one another has been already shewn, and

we have seen that the section John i. 19—v. 47 is to be

inserted in the synoptical narrative between the history of

the Temptation and the return of our Lord to Galilee

after the imprisonment of the Baptist, and that the

narrative, Luke iii. 1—20, is nearly contemporaneous with

that given in John v. 1 sq. We have therefore, before we

give a connected arrangement of the events in the present

1 That Herodias had a daughter is also mentioned by Josephus.

Her name was Salome, Ant. xvni. 5. 4.

2 Fritzsche expresses his opinion, Comment, c. Evang. d. Matth. in loc.

that the text of the Gospel does not necessarily lead us to infer that

the Baptist's head was brought on the actual day of the feast. In

opposition to this, cf. Strauss, i. p. 418, who agrees with De- Wette

and others in fixing the place of the feast at Machserus. Hug,

GhitacM. Freib. Zeitschr. vol. n. pt. I. pp. 31, 32, had already imagined

that it was held at Julias.

3 Luke iii, 1—iv. 13, Mark i. 1—13, Matt. iii. 1—iv. 11, John i.

19—v. 47.
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section, only to enter on an independent and detailed

investigation of the facts narrated by John.1

In the above section of John's Gospel we find three

fixed chronological data, by which the rest of the narrative

can be easily adjusted.2 (1) The Passover of 781 a.u.c.

for which Our Lord went up to Jerusalem 8 (in this year

the 15th of Nisan fell on the 30th of March). (2) Our

Lord's return to Galilee through Samaria,4 four months5

before the Passover of 782 a.u.c. (this was a leap year, in

which the 15th of Nisan fell on April 18th, so that this

journey must have been made in December, 781 a.u.c).

(3) The feast of Purim on the 14th of Veadar, i.e. March

19th, 782 a.u.c, for which Jesus again went up to Jeru

salem."

All the events therefore related in Joh. i. 19—ii. 13,

took place before March 30th, 781 A.u.c. How long before

cannot be determined in days, since the length of Our

Lord's residence in Capernaum7 is not given with the

necessary precision. The following may be regarded as

a probable approximation. The narrative8 certainly in

cludes three days, as we see from the twice-repeated t-p

i-n-avpLov." The account of Simon Peter's call to the

discipleship 10 in all probability gives us a fourth day, or

evening of the third day, the same in which his brother

Andrew and the unnamed disciple (the Apostle John)

accompanied Jesus home : a view, however, which is pretty

clearly refuted by v. 39, " and they abode with him that

day," in which the whole of the day seems to be intended ;

while the supplementary clause wpa i>s BeKarrj, only

seems to point out the initial point of their connection

with Christ, the moment in which that call of our Lord,

" Come and see," which could never be forgotten by those

1 Joh. i. 19—v. 47.

a Cf. Bernhard Jacobi, Uber die data zur Chronologie des Lehens

Jem in dem JSvangelium des Jbhannet. Stud. u. Krit. 1838, part 4,

pp. 850—867.
3 Joh. ii. 13. 4 Job. iv. 1—44.

5 Cf. Joh. iv. 35. « Joh. v. 1.

7 Kol 4k€i efieivap ov iroAA&s Tlfiepas, Joh. ii. 12.

8 Joh. i. 19—40. » v. 29 and v. S5.

10 Joh. i. 41—43.

 

Peter was called on tho
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who heard it, first sounded in their ears. The remainder

of the chapter occupies another day,1 on which Jesus

originally intended to return to Galilee, r]&l\-q<rtv i£c.\ddv,

but was hindered, as it seems, by His anxiety for the

spiritual welfare of the two disciples Philip and Nathanael,

who became His that day. The whole passage, Joh. i.

19—52, includes therefore four, or rather five, days. The

events of these five days are most probably to be placed in

February, scarcely any earlier, since at that time Nathanael

was already able to sit under a fig-tree,2 which we must

therefore suppose to have been then in leaf. Three days

later (for to keep up the congruity of the narrative it

appears necessary to reckon " the third day " 3 from the

inavpLov*), we come to the narrative contained in Joh. ii. 1—

1 1 . On the third day after the call of Philip and Nathanael,

on the seventh after the mission of the deputation of

the Sanhedrim to the Baptist, and his public testimony

respecting himself and our Lord, and thus at the close of

this period of eight days, so important in the history

of Jesus (which seem on account of this significance to be

specified by their succession in days), there was a marriage

at Cana in Galilee. Now if we assume, as the tenor of the

narrative renders probable, that the marriage began on

the third day, and that it lasted seven days,6 we have,

counting the journey to Capernaum 6 to have occupied

a single day, seven days more. Consequently, from Joh. i.

19, up to the arrival of our Lord in Capernaum, ch. ii. 12,

thirteen, or probably fourteen, days elapsed.

To this succeeds an interval which cannot be exactly

1 Joh. i. 44, rij lirzvpiov.

* Joh. i. 49, 51. It is to be remarked, however, that the climate of

the shores of the lake of Tiberias was one of the mildest in Palestine.

Josephus remarks of this district, de Bell. Jud. m. 10. 8, Taparfivei Si

rfyv revvqcrap dptbvvfios x^Pa Oavfuurrij tpvtrtv re koL k&KKos. Even the

fig-tree, which, as the historian had said a little before, prefers a

milder climate, bears fruit here for ten months of the year, to /iev ye.

jStOTtAiKcSraTa, <rTa<pv\T]v re Kal crdtcov, 5e/ca fxijalu oSioAetirTwy x0PVyf^'

rouy Se \onrous Kapitovs 5t' trovs o\ov TrepiyTipiffKovTas avro7s. Cf. Crome,

Geogr. Histor. Beschr. des Landes Syrien, part I. p. 335 sq., who has

there collected much from the accounts of different travellers on the

climatic conditions of this district.

3 Joh. ii. 1. * Joh. i. 44/

6 Cf. p. 109. « Joh. ii. 12.
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defined, viz. the oi woXXal ^cpai, spent by our Lord in

Capernaum. "We may, however, fix its termination with

some degree of precision. For we may assume that our

Lord, according to the Jewish custom, reached Jerusalem

by the 10th of Nisan 1 at latest, and that, three or four

days being reckoned for the journey, he left Capernaum at

latest on the 6th of Nisan = March 21st. Our Lord's

residence in Capernaum appears therefore to have occupied •

the earlier portion of March, and to have even reached

back into February, since when we bear in mind the

evident purpose of the Evangelist to depict our Lord's

ministry in Galilee at that time as transient and frag

mentary as contrasted with that in Judea, we are justified

in the supposition that that statement of time conceals

a longer rather than a shorter interval. And even if all

that has been said here with a view to the closer deter

mination of the ov ttoXX. fjixip. were devoid of any solid

foundation, still, such is the transparent clearness of the

other chronological determinations, that the date fixed

thereby, taken generally, is perfectly plain.

The section of John's Gospel, ch. ii. 13—iii. 26, embraces

a residence of our Lord for about nine months in Judea,

i.e. from the period of His going up to the Passover on

March 30th, 781 a.u.c, up to His return to Galilee four

months before the Passover of 782 A.u.c, i.e. in December,

781 a.u.c. Our Lord's ministry at this period was divided

between Jerusalem2 and the land of Judea;8 the latter,

though little is expressly stated on the point,4 having

certainly been of by far the longer duration. It is true,

that it seems impossible to derive any closer definition of

1 According to Exod. xii. 2. It was the usual custom for men to

reach Jerusalem on the 8th of Nisan, as appears from Josephus, de

Bell. Jud. VI. 5. 3, aQpoi^ofjLtvov rov \aov irpbs rty rwv aty/jAii* kopriiv,

oyS6ri Se aavdwov (in Josephus Xanthicus is synonymous with

Nisan) in\v6s. On this day, seven days before the feast, the ornaments

of the high-priest, kept in the castle of Antonia, were (Ant. xvm. 4. 3)

delivered up by the Koman commandant. Our Lcrd reached

Bethany (John xii. 1) six days before his last Passover, by which

time " much people of the Jews " had already come up. Joh. xi. 55,

xii 9—12.

2 Joh. ii. 13—iii. 21. 3 rJj 'lovSala, Joh. iii. 22—36.

4 Cf., however, Joh. iv. 1.
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time from the general formula, pera ravra, with which it

is introduced, but all the more may be derived from the

mode in which the ministry of our Lord in Jerusalem is

described, from which we may gather that it was limited

to the time of the celebration of the Passover. In Joh. ii.

23, the Evangelist only speaks of our Lord's remaining at

Jerusalem during the Feast ; 1 and it is to this that the

formula //.era tovtol employed in the Evangelist's sense

appears to point. Besides, a longer or more protracted stay

in Jerusalem after the purification of the temple, Joh. ii.

14—21, would, as our Lord himself perceived, vv. 24, 2;>,

have involved considerable personal danger. Indeed, the

feelings of the chief council towards Him must have been

quite clear to our Lord by the conduct of one of its

members, the "ruler of the Jews," Nicodemus, who did

not venture to come to Him except by night.2

In conclusion, the period between our Lord's journey to

Galilee in December 781 a.tj.c. and that to the Feast of

Purim, March 19th, 782 a.u.c. is given us in Joh. iv.

1—54, from which, if we subtract about a week for the

journey through Samaria to Galilee, and his two days'

sojourn in the Samaritan city of Sychar,8 i.e. Sichem,

1 I would translate the verse, " Now when Ho was in Jerusalem, at

the Passover, at the Feast (lv rfj eoprri), etc.," i.e. our Lord was not at

Jerusalem during the whole Paschal celebration (perhaps from the

apprehension alluded to above), i.e. during the whole of the seven or

eight days, called the Passover—this wide signification of wicrxa is

even customary with John, cf. ii. 13, vi. 4, xi. 55, as we shall see more

fully in the history of the Passion—but only at the Feast of the Pass

over, i.e. on those days of the Paschal week in which the feast

culminated. These were the three ordinary feast days of the Passover,

the 15th of Nisan with the evening of the 14th, the I6th, and 21st, and

in that particular year, 781 A.u.c, the 19th, as the weekly Sabbath.

The prevailing interpretation which makes no distinction between the

extent of the notions conveyed here by irdaxa and koprii, and there

fore does not consider lv rij ioprij as a more exact definition of iv rip

nia-xa, must be regarded as untenable, because it only tells the

reader what he knew very well already, that the Passover was a feast.

The above is the only way in which I believe we can evade the

exegetical difficulties brought forward by Paulus.

8 Joh. iii. 2.

3 The name 2ux<ip is well known in the attacks on John's gospel,

since some have drawn from it proofs of the Evangelist's want of

acquaintance with the best known localities in Judea; others, of his
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eh. iv. 40, there remain about two or three months for His

residence in Galilee, Joh. iv. 45-—54.

foreign extraction. Its actual meaning is not quite so well known.

Liicke, whose careful arrangement of the different views on this point

should be referred to, says in the Appendix to his Commentary, vol. I.

p. 658, " In the want of all certain data it is as difficult to abstain from

hypotheses as to determine on the right one." I wish, however, to be

allowed to submit a new hypothesis to the reader's judgment, which

however, to some considerable extent, has been already anticipated by

Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. p. 938 sq. In the first place, there can be no doubt

that by Zi>xfy> Sichem is intended. This is plain, not merely from its

position in Samaria, but more particularly from the fact that Joseph's

burial-place, which had been purchased by Jacob (Joh. iv. 5), the spring,

v. 6, and the well, v. 11, of Jacob were in its vicinity, which, as we see

from Gen. xxxiii. 19, Jos. xxiv. 32, Gen. xlviii. 22 (where theLXX. render

DDE* by Si'ki/ik), points decidedly to Sichem. On this point there is no

dispute among the interpreters ; but while d?» is represented in Greek

by 2(kim«» 2ikV, 2u/teV (Acts vii. 16), such a rendering as 2ux«P is

altogether without precedent, not only in this word, but generally.

The ScirQanip of the LXX. for dsp, Numb, xxxiv. 10, 11, which is

adduced, is held even by Liicke as not altogether analogous. The

examples brought forward by Credner, Eirileit. L 264 sq. pbpnT for

pfc>BT apyairriT6s (in the Palmyra inscriptions) for ayairQT6s, belong

certainly to a different class. For in them the n or y stands at the

beginning before the tonic syllable, and is either originally dageshed,

or to be so considered. It results, therefore, from the form of the word

alone that in 2ux<£p we have another name for Sichem. And this is

really so. 2i>xap is the -did of the Talmud, as Lightfoot at first

conjectured, and the "did ]'J) of the Talmud = the well of Sychar, is the

vvyii tov 'Iaicii/3 of Joh. iv. 6. This assertion may be proved historical

from what the Talmud says of its Sychar. Cf. the passages quoted by

Lightfoot, I. c. Bava Kama, fol. 82. 2, " Erat cum adduceretur manipulus

(primitiarum) pons nuj.lD a Gaggoth Zeriphin et duo panes (offerendi

a summo Pontifice) id d ]'j> nppnD a valle fontis Sychar." Sychar,

therefore, was once in sacrificial connection with Jerusalem, and was

even especially honoured, among the other towns, in the same way

that Hebron was. The especial honour paid to these two places was

without controversy due to the fact that they were the two burial-

places of the patriarchs. On Hebron, see Lightfoot, I. e. pp. 92, 93.

There is a Rabbinical legend which closes thus, " Maledictus sit

quicunque alit porcos, maledictus sit qui docet filium sapientiam Grse-

corum. Et eo ipso tempore petitus est manipulus primitiarum a

Gaggoth Zeriphin et duo panes a valle Ein Sychar." In this passage

the bringing the sheaf of the first-fruits from Gaggoth Zeriphin, and

the two loaves from Ein Sychar is represented as equally abominable as

the keeping of swine or the study of Greek philosophy. Cousequently

these two places were regarded as lying in Samaria. They must,

however, have had a mystical meaning, for they cannot be proved to
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These preliminary investigations will enable us now to

give the following general view of the text of the section,

as a whole.

The first public appearance of the Baptist (taking place

in the wilderness of Judea, probably in the Autumn of

779 A.u.c.) and his later ministry,1 Mark i. 1—8, Matt iii.

1—12.

Jesus, about thirty years old, is baptized by John in the

Jordan, in the spring or summer of 780 a.u.c, Luke iii.

21—23, Mark i. 9—11, Matt. iii. 13—17.

Immediately afterwards, our Lord's forty days' tempta-

be historical. This is also expressly pointed out, in an allegorical

form, in another legend adduced by Lightfoot, Menachmoth, fol. 68. 2.

At the time that the two loaves were to be offered, a dumb man comes

and makes himself understood by pantomimic signs, by laying one

hand on his eye, and the other over the hole of the bolt of the door.

|.T = fountain, has, as is well known, the other significations of ei/eand

opening (perforatio). Then said Mordecai to the others, " Is there a

place too called Ein Sychar, or Sychar Ein 1 " They looked for it and

found it. That is, this mystical name is certainly historical only it is

not stated where it is situated. It is characteristic that in this legend

Mordecai, the national hero of the Feast of Purim, the enemy of all

Gojim and Samaritans, is the speaker. As Sichein is intended by

"niDj'p. so also I'm ni;: = tectatuguriolorum, stands for Shiloh, where

at an earlier period the Tabernacle stood for a considerable time, Jos.

xviii. 1, xix. 51, 1 Sam. i. 3, ix. 24, xiv. 3. Since the Samaritans

could not be deprived of their property in these two places—their

special pride—the Jews, to spite them, refused at any rate to pronounce

their real names. To the same category of religious and national

jealousy belongs the assertion, made so positively that even Eusebius,

Jerome, and others of the Fathers believed it (cf. Keland, Falsest.

p. 503, sq., Lightfoot, p. 936 sq.), that the mountains Gerizim and

Ebal, situated near Sichem in Samaria, mentioned Deut. xi. 29, xxvii.

12, 13, Jos. viii. 33, are to be looked for in Peraea. It was another

consequence of this national jealousy and hatred (cf. Joh. iv. 9) that

the Samaritans claimed to have the graves of all the patriarchs in

Sichem, while the Jews asserted that they were all in Hebron (cf.

Meyer, Acts vii. 16). The name nam, derived from ~OQ=~Oi>, to buy,

means " the bought," [rather " the buyer ; " tod. = " bought,"

" hired."—Tb.], i.e. perhaps with a reference to Ezr. iv. 5, [" and

hired " argen " counsellors against them."—Tb.], the piece of land

which Jacob bought at Sichem, Gen. xxxiii. 19 ; and since this served

as a burial-place for individual patriarchs (Jos. xxiv. 32), the Rabbins

could render it (cf. Lightfoot, I. c.) by sepulchrum. If this interpreta

tion of is correct, it appears to prove that the Evangelist was a

Jew by birth, not a Greek or a Samaritan.

] Matt, iii.l.
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tion in the wilderness (of Judea?). Mark i. 12, 13, Luke

iv. 1—13, Matt. iv. 1—11.

Then a longer interval, from five to six months, in the

life of our Lord, of which nothing is recorded.

The testimony of the Baptist with regard to himself and

his relation to Christ, before the messengers of the San

hedrim, John- i. 19—27, most probably in February, but at

latest at the beginning of March 781 A.u.c. At this time

John was baptizing in Bethany1 in Persea, Joh. i. 28, cf.

x. 40, which is not to be confounded with Bethany near

Jerusalem.4

The next thirteen or fourteen days bring us to the

arrival of Jesus in Capernaum in Galilee, Joh. i. 29—ii.

11, where he tarried ov 7roAAas 17/u.epas, ch. ii. 12.

Our Lord takes His journey to Jerusalem for the Passover

(March 30th), and tarries there and in Judea till four

months before the 15th of Nisan, i.e. till December, 781

A.u.c. Joh. ii. 13—iii. 36.

The return of our Lord 8 through Samaria, occupying

about seven days, Joh. iv. 1—44, and His residence of two

or three months in Galilee, w. 45—54.

1 Origen's correction iv BriBaPapa ('"™J? n'3=the ferry-house) has

been exhaustively discussed by Liicke, John i. 28. With this BTjflajSapiy

the rna n>3. Jud. vii. 24, is perhaps identical. (Cf. Eeland, Pal.

p. 632.) As regards the etymology of BijSoxfo, I consider that given
by Simonia, Onomast. n'Jj>. i"P2=" locus depressionis," the best, (even

if we do not follow Hitzig in interpreting n*??., Is. x. 30, of a distinct

place, and that our Bethany), since in fact, it suits both Bethanys, i.e.

if, as is commonly assumed, the Bethany near Jerusalem stood on the

southern slopes of the Mount of Olives. For the different etymologies

of the word, see Winer, R. W. B. "Bethany."

! Cf. John xii. 1.

3 The harmonizers of the present day, e.g. Hug, Neander, Paulus,

Krabbe, Ebrard, etc., generally identify the journey from Jerusalem to

Galilee, John iv. 43, with our Lord's return thither, recorded Luke iv.

14, parall. A principal reason for this appears to be the view of

John iv. 44, which regards it as parallel to Luke iv. 24. (See, how

ever, p. 40.) The result, however, was most unfavourable for the

construction of any synoptical arrangement, for it was impossible to

interpolate the frequent journeys of our Lord to Judea mentioned by

John into the parallel text of the first three Evangelists. Since

nothing is said there of any such interpolation, the expedient was not

unfrequently adopted of denying this text any precise chronological

character.
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Chir Lord's journey to Jerusalem for the Feast of Purim,

i.e. the 14th of Veadar = March 10th, 782 A.uc, and His

hasty retreat to Galilee1 after the imprisonment of the

Baptist, Joh. v. 1—47.

Between this journey of our Lord through Samaria in

December 781 a.u.c, and His return journey to Galilee,

immediately after the Feast of Purim, 782 a.u.c, must be

placed the narrative Luke iii. 1—20, which closes with

the Baptist's imprisonment.

It follows, then, that from our Lord's baptism by John

1 At the time of the Feast of Purim we find recorded, John v. 2,

the healing of a sick man at the Pool of Bethesda (^ISrj n'3= house

of mercy) by the sheep-gate (irpoj8aTiKi)=irpo/5aTiic)) itiKt), LXX.

]ttsri Neh. iii. 1, 32, xii. 39). Where was this pool situated?

We learn from Nehemiah, u.s. that the sheep-gate was near the towers

Meah and Hananeel, and to the west of them. Where then were these

towers? My opinion, to which tradition also points, is that they were

in the north-eastem quarter of the old city, though, to avoid prolixity,

the views as to the position of the individual gates of Jerusalem being

so diverse, I am not able to confirm my opinion in greater detail.

Under this hypothesis we may venture to identify the " pool of

Bethesda " with that mentioned by Josephus, Ant. v. 11. 4, under the

name 'Api'rySaXov, which indeed was situated /cai-a frSpetov x\l/j.a. Lamy

has already attempted this, but by means of a thoroughly insufficient

etymology: nbtiDn—" magna," " excellens." Liieke proposes "Tower-

pool." I interpret 'AfivySaKov as "I3D= precious gift of God. The

a before fiiyfiaAoi. is euphonic, on which Ottfried Miiller, GStt. gelehrte,

Anzeigen, 1832, p. 112, remarks, "It may be proved that, in the first

place, certain combinations of consonants, especially cnc, trir, <rr, also

/8A, $p, tX, then the liquids, particularly n, and p, and among the

mutes sometimes the k sounds, had an a prefixed to aid the pronuncia

tion." The name would have a still more special reference if its

meaning was b» i:p an. " the precious gift of God is warm," for then

the pool would be expressly pointed out as a warm medicinal spring.

According to this etymology the expressions $ri6taoa and 'Auv-ySaAov

come to nearly the same. Is it possible that the name of the adjoining

tower, btf\i 3 n = " God is gracious," can stand in connection with them ?

Tradition points out the pool of Bethesda, or the sheep-pool near the

present " St. Stephen's gate," which it identifies with the sheep-gate.

And this is quite possible (cf. Kaiimer, Falsest, p. 202), since, according

to our view, the sheep-gate must really have been situated in this

quarter. Robinson, Palestine, n. p. 116, has only shewn that the

modern St. Stephen's gate has been erroneously identified by tradition

with the sheep-gate, not that it has been looked for iu an entirely

mistaken quarter.
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up to His return to Galilee after the Feast of Purim, and

the imprisonment of the l'aptist, subsequently to the

middle of March, 782 a.u.c, there was an interval of a year

and a half, or a year and three quarters, of which only the

latter portion, of about a year's duration, is described in

any detail, and that by John.1 Our Lord's Judean

ministry preponderated during this period, for He tarried

there some nine or ten months ; on the other hand, that in

Galilee was subordinate, His sojourn there only lasting

two or three months.

We have thus succeeded in obtaining for the section

under consideration not merely a thoroughly harmonious

chronological arrangement of the events given by all four

Evangelists, but also,—and this is of infinite importance,

both in considering them synoptically, and also for the

proof of their historical character, and consequently of

their harmony,—it has been shewn that the only reason

why the first three Evangelists pass over our Lord's pre

dominant Judean ministry, given by John at the com

mencement of his Gospel, is that, according to their own

statements and the object they had in view in writing

their Gospels, it was not their purpose to give any account

at all of the period in which that ministry is to be placed,

for they begin with the imprisonment of the Baptist.

Indeed, the following hints (the number of which might

easily be increased) seem to shew that the Synoptists have

presupposed that our Lord was carrying on His ministry

in Judea during the interval passed over by them. In

the ease of Matthew we have already seen this to be so.a

It is only on this hypothesis that we can explain how it

was that, according to Mark vi. 1, Matt. xiv. 1, the name

of Jesus was not known to Herod Antipas till after the

Baptist's death, i.e. two years after His baptism. For up

to this time His ministry in Galilee and Perasa over which

1 Wherever John speaks of the apxh of our Lord's ministry, John

xv. 27, 1 John i. 1 [?], we must, from the point of view of his Gospel,

understand the first public testimony of the Baptist, and the consequent

calling cf several disciples, and of the Evangelist himself among them,

John i. 19. The case is different with the Synoptists, p. 196. Cf.

Mark i. 14, 15, Matt. iv. 12, 17.

2 Matt. iv. 12. Cf. p. 161.
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Antipas ruled, was only subordinate, while, as we learn

from John, His chief activity at that time lay in Judea.

It is Luke, however, who discovers the knowledge of this

historical fact in the most striking way, e.g. ch. xiii. 34, 35.

For up to the time when the words referred to were spoken

by our Lord, which was during the journey to Jerusalem,

mentioned ch. xiii. 22, Luke has only narrated one journey

to Jerusalem.1 But if up to this time our Lord had been

only once in Jerusalem, how could He have said, " How

often would I have gathered thee " ? With this, we must

compare Acts x. 39, and the three years of the parable of the

Fig-Tree, Luke xiii. 7.

1 Lu. ix. 51 sq.

S



SECTION III.

FROM OUR LORD'S RETURN FROM JUDEA TO GALILEE AFTER THE

IMPRISONMENT OF JOHN THE BAPTIST, i.e. FROM THE FEAST

OF PURIM, TO HIS JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM TO ATTEND THE

FEAST OF TABERNACLES.

The text of this section is to be found Lu. iv. 14—ix. 50 ;

Mar. i. 14—ix. 50; Matt. iv. 12—xviii. 35; John vi. 1—

vii. 1. In this period, extending to more than six months,

our Lord was carrying on His ministry out of Judea, and

especially in and around Capernaum (His iSta 7ro'A.is) in

Galilee, where He had fixed his residence, on the eastern or

Galilean, and the western or Pereean shores of the sea of

Tiberias. Judea, as we saw at the end of the previous

section, was already closed against Him by the hostility

of the Pharisaic party.

We will first examine the text of this section generally,

and then in detail, so that we may be able, in the third

and last place, to give a brief resumS of certain general

results of our collective investigation.

CHAPTEE I.

THE TEXT OF THE SECTION AS A WHOLE.

In this division two points demand special investigation:

the harmony of the text as a whole, and the period oc

cupied by the events recorded in it. If we shall succeed

in throwing a sufficient light on these two points, devia

tions and errors in particulars will be less prejudicial to

the fundamental view on which our chronological synopsis

is based.
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(1) In regard, then, to the general harmony of the text,

this can be very readily demonstrated. Indeed, as regards

the text of the first three Gospels it is universally re

cognized, and is clearly shewn in every Synopsis. With

regard, however, to the text of John which we have placed

in parallelism with it, we have already demonstrated that

they both have the same initial point, by proving the

identity of our Lord's journey through Galilee after the

feast of Purim 1 with that after the Baptist's imprison

ment,2 so that all we have now to do is to shew the identity

of their terminal point. This is done in the following

manner.

On the one hand, John's narrative makes our Lord's

wider ministry extend to the opposite districts of Galileo

and Pera?a ; and on the other, just as the record of the first

three Evangelists details a journey of our Lord to Judea

at the close of this Galilean ministry, so also does that of

John tell us of our Lord's having journeyed thither at the

termination of His protracted sojourn in northern Palestine.

Besides, if John subsequently records several journeys to

Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, before that last journey

to the Passover at which He was crucified, here too we

find Luke at any rate running parallel to him. In all

probability, then, we have to recognize a perfect parallelism

between the above-named sections from the Synoptists and

those from John.

We find a very welcome confirmation of our synoptical

arrangement in the narrative Matt. xvii. 24—27. This

depends on the correctness of our hypothesis that the tribute

of two drachmas 3 there mentioned was payable to the

Eoman Emperor. Certainly, the later exegetists, e.g.

Kuhnol, Fritzsche, Meyer, Neander, Krabbe, De Wette, and

others, explain it almost unanimously of the temple-tax,

which it has been shewn amounted to two Attic drachmas,

or half a shekel for every Israelite who had attained the

1 Joh. vi. 1.

2 Matt. iv. 12, Mar. i. 14, Luke iv. 14.

3 That the tax amounted to two drachmas per head is clear, as well

from the name given to its collectors, v. 24, oi rb SlSpaxpa KanBavovrts,

as from the fact that our Lord paid a o-Toriip, or four drachmas, for

Himself and Peter, i.e. for two persons.
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ago of twenty years,1 and was paid in the month Adar 2—

while in former times, not a few referred it 8 to the Roman

census, or to a tax imposed by Herod Antipas, or to both

together.

It seems to me, however, that the arguments for the

former view are not convincing. It is said, in the first

place, that there could have been no capitation-tax paid at

that time in Galilee, because it was not then a Eoman

province ; an objection to which we have already replied

in detail, when speaking of Lu. ii. 1. We must, however,

express our opinion that since no census was taken of

Galilee at the time that Quirinus took that of Judea,4 this

passage, if rightly understood by us, will afford a striking

confirmation of the view we have put forth, viz. that a

census was really taken of the kingdom of Herod the Great

at the time of our Lord's birth, in exact accordance with

Luke's statement. In the second place, it is urged, and not

without some show of reason, that it is a mere hypothesis

that the Eoman poll-tax amounted to two drachms, while it

may be proved, from other sources, that this was the exact

amount of the temple-tax. But the fact that this is the

only place in which it is expressly mentioned, cannot

surely form any valid argument against its reality. The

identity of its amount with that of the temple-tax might

indeed suggest a doubt. And yet, although the Jewish

sovereigns received tithes 6 just in the same way as tithes

were paid to the Temple, no one doubts that both these

equivalent taxes were actually paid. Besides, the 818-

paxjxov is an amount which we may readily account for,

for it is the exact double 6 of the Eoman denarius, the coin

in which the Eoman tax was paid.7 Under these circum

stances we must pay strict attention to the context, to see

whether it helps us to decide in favour of one or the other

view.

1 Ex. xxx. 13, 2 Kings xii. 4, 2 Chron. xxiv. 6, Joseph. Ant. xvm.

9. 1, de Bell. Jud. vn. 6. 6.

! Tract D'^pc i. 3, n. 7.

3 Cf. Wolf, Curie ; Kocher, Analect. ; Kiihnol, Comment, in loc.

4 Cf. p. 106. 5 Joseph. Ant. xiv. 10. 6.

6 Plin. N. H. xxi. 109, " Drachma Attica denarii argentei habet

pondus." 7 7b v6fuoua tov nfoo-ov, Matt, xxii 19.
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Our Lord says to Simon Peter,1 " What thinkest thou,

Simon ? of whom do the kings of the earth take custom or

tribute ? of their own children, or of strangers? " On his

answering, " Of strangers," Jesus said to him, " Then are

the children free. Notwithstanding, lest we should offend

them," etc., and then He paid the tribute for Himself and

Peter. Now, if we understand this of the temple-tax,

there are two explanations we shall have to examine. We

must, however, remark in the outset, that no explanation

can be correct which fails in interpreting IXevdepoi ol viol,

etc. so as to include Peter as well as our Lord. This has

been neglected by nearly all the later commentators, with

the exception of Olshausen and Paulus. The usual view

is thus expressed by Fritzsche in loco, " itaque ergo im-

munes sunt regum," (i.e. as the context proves, " regum

terra "), " filii et nefas est a me, Dei filio, h.e. Idessia, exigi

tributum templi divini aerario persolvendum." But apart

from this consideration, that ol viol would thus be made to

refer to Jesus only, there is not a single syllable in the

passage to shew that our Lord was free from the tax as

Son of God, which, as the point on which the whole hinged,

could not have failed to have been expressed in the

argument. In this case, it must at least have run apa ye

ikevdepoi ol tov ®eov viol, or still more plainly, and to

oxpress his meaning more closely, either apa ye n-oXAcp

p.aXXov eXevOepol eicriv ol tov ®eov viol, or, with Olshausen,

apa ye e\ev6. eltriv Kal ol tov ®eov viol. We arrive at the

same result also, if we extend the idea, " kings of the

earth," so as to embrace Jehovah. This would be done if

we conceived of Him as King of Palestine. For then,

under the term " the children of the kings of the earth,"

the sons of God would be included. This is the view of

Paulus.2 But though Jehovah is spoken of in the Old

Testament as ruling as a king over Palestine as His own

peculiar domain, as theocratical sovereign of His own

1 Matt. xvii. 25—27: Ti <roi So/ce7, Sipav; oi pttaiXtis rijj yijs iirb tIvuv

hMfi&wovfft Te\7], fj kt}v(Tov; airb to>c vitev ai/Tuv % avb rtev aWorpluy;

E«r<Wos St, 'Airb ruv aWoTptwv' e"<prj aurtS & 'lyo-ovs, ''Apa ye ihevdepot

eltriv oi vioi ; 'Iva Se ^ ano.vo'ahiauixiir airovs, «. r. A.

2 Exeg. Hdbch. in he.
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people, yet, according to the Old Testament view, His

dominion over this, His own country, was of a totally

different character from that which any earthly ruler, any

mere man, could have exercised. Nothing, therefore,

would ho more at variance with the spirit of the Old

Testament, to say nothing of that of our Lord Himself,

than the view that Jehovah, as the invisible King of

Palestine, is put in this passage on a level with the other

" kings of the earth," and is included with them under the

same idea. These, however, are the only two views (of

those at least in which there is any fundamental difference)

that can be possibly brought to justify the interpretation

we are calling in question. But there is a further argument

which tells against both of them. Those who maintain

either view, must take the idea ol(3a.a. rrjs y>)s in the most

extended sense possible, which cannot be justified by the

language used. In the first place, the idea of the Krjvo-os

thus loses its force as a specific Roman institution, and is

reduced to the general category of taxes, or, at most, direct

taxes, such as the poll-tax and land-tax. This being

admitted, the Soman emperors, who were certainly at that

time the actual masters of the earth, must, at any rate, .

be intended by " the kings of the earth ; " and whatever is

said generally of the one, must also be applicable to the

other. This, however, is not so. For if, with the majority

of the modern commentators, we interpret ol viol airwv of

the actual sons of kings, and, consequently, the aWorpioi.

of all outside the royal family, i.e. of ordinary citizens and

foreigners, the form of our Lord's enquiry precludes our

thinking of the existing circumstances of the great Eoman

empire; for the Eoman citizens, who must be included

under the aWorpioi, had at that time been for a considerable

period free from taxation.1 If, however, we understand

the viol avrwv of the king's own subjects, and consequently

the iXXorpioi of foreigners, both question and answer will

apply only to the circumstances of Eome. It must also

be considered that amid the great variety of the systems

of taxation then existing, no such general question as that

supposed could have been framed.

i Cf. p. 82.
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These are the reasons which prevent my giving in my

adherence to the view that the payment of the Jewish

temple-tax is here spoken of. On the contrary, I believe

that the reference is to a civil tax ; a view to which we

are immediately guided by the mention of the " kings of

the earth " by whom it was imposed. By these, we must

understand the Eomans ; since at that time they were the

kings of the yrj, " orbis terrarum." The question and the

answers on which the major premiss of our Lord's reasoning

is founded become now, as we have already shewn, perfectly

intelligible, when we take into account the circumstances

of the period. But how does our Lord from this major

premiss arrive at the conclusion that He and Peter are

really exempt from that tax? To make this plainer, I

will give the syllogism in full. Major. " The children

of the kings of the earth pay no taxes." Minor. " We

(you and I) are children of the kings of the earth."

Conclusion. "Therefore we have no taxes to pay." Jesus

therefore refers to the kingly dignity which resided in

Him, and through Him in Peter also, to prove their ideal

exemption from taxation. It is a profound and true

thought, that the true God-fearing and God-taught man is

the rightful king of the earth. This idea recurs repeatedly

in the Old Testament, e.g. Ex. xix. 6. Selden, who in

substance propounded the interpretation which I deem the

correct one, has collected examples of the existence of this

view among the later Jews.1 For instance, a priest, a

rabbi, was regarded as a son and companion of kings ;

and, indeed, as something more than this.2 This view is

spiritualized and glorified by our Lord in the New Testa

ment, e.g. when He declares that " the meek shall inherit

the earth," (tijv ™).s The fundamental principle, that

the priests and their equals should be tax-free, was also

1 Be jure naturali et gentium, p. 809 : " Neque semel oecurrit in

Talmudibus illud E. Simeonis velut vulgari usu atque estimatione

notissimum, on D^bo bai&- hi, ' univerei Israelite sunt filii sen

Hberi regum.' "

2 Cf. the examples collected by Gfrorer, Jahrhundert des HeiU,

I. p. 144 sq.

3 Matt. v. 5. Cf. Matt. xix. 28. 1 Pet. ii. 9. 1 Cor. yi. 2. iy. 8,

Rom. viii. 17. 2 Tim. ii. 10. etc.
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practically recognized by the Jews, and was now and then

observed even by foreign princes.1

If, then, we are correct in interpreting the SlSpaxfiov of

a Eoman census, it follows that this sum of two drachms

was not paid in Adar,2 i.e. March, but in Elul, i.e. September:

for as the temple-tax was collected at the end of the

ecclesiastical year, this civil tax was collected at the end

of the civil year, i.e. at a time when, the harvest being

gathered in, the ability to pay it was the greatest. Besides,

as regards the Eoman fiscal year, we know that it com

menced on the 1st of September, on which account; as is

well known, the cycle of Indiction, or fiscal cycle, dated

from this day.3 Now, if we look at the parallel passage in

John, we find that, immediately after this payment, our

Lord prepared to go up to Jerusalem to attend the Feast

of Tabernacles, (15th Tisri4). Now since this journey

must be placed at the commencement of the next section,

and the payment of the tax recorded by Matthew (in the

middle or end of Elul) at the close of our present section,

we see how evident is the agreement of John and Matthew.

Conversely, however, by virtue of our synoptical arrange

ment and on chronological grounds, we may again arrive

at the conclusion that the 8i8pa.xjj.ov levied in Capernaum,

cannot be referred to the temple-tax. In fact, chrono

logical considerations have already caused not a few

supporters of this view the greatest embarrassment. For

instance, Lightfoot (in he), who in other respects agrees

with us in considering our Lord's next journey to Jerusalem

as that to the Feast of Tabernacles, holds that either

Matthew has misarranged the order of events, or that our

Lord and Peter, having been in some way hindered from

paying the temple-tax at the proper time, paid it then.

Paulus,5 among modern expositors, admits the correctness

1 Cf. Joseph. Ant. xn. 3. 3.

2 Bengel, Ordo temp. p. 227, remarks that Petit, Var. led. cap. 18,

has shewn that the census -was paid in Nisan. But the authorities

cited by Mm contain nothing but the assertion that such was the case,

supported by some utterly untenable synoptical combinations.'

3 Cf. Savigny's treatise on the Eoman system of taxation already-

quoted, p. 80, and Ideler, Ilandb. u. p. 347 sq.

4 Joh. vii. 1 sq.
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of LigJitfoot's second reason, but erroneously identifies

our Lord's next journey to Jerusalem with that to the

Feast of Dedication.1

So far, then, in the first place, as regards the general

harmony of the text as a whole. The next point to be

determined is the length of our Lord's residence in Galileo

indicated by it—a question certainly very easily settled,

for its initial and terminal points are fixed by two certain

dates, the celebration of two Jewish Feasts : the first by

the Feast of Purim (i.e. as we have seen, March 19, 782

a.u.c), immediately after which our Lord set out for

Galilee, the last by the Feast of Tabernacles (o-kiji/ottyj/iV),

i.e. Tisri 15 = Oct. 12, in the same year. Indeed, this

terminal point can be determined with even greater pre

cision, for our Lord, principally as it would appear from

fear of the Jews, did not set out so soon as the generality

of those who were going up to the feast, and yet went up

sufficiently early to be able to go into the Temple in the

middle of the Feast.2

CHAPTEK H.

THE TEXT, IN DETAIL.

Although the terminal points of this section are so firmly

established, it is a work of peculiar difficulty to determine

the succession of the particular events narrated by the

Synoptists. This is not so much the caso, however, in their

relation to John as to one another. In accordance with

our remarks on the chronological character of the four

Gospels, we must base our investigation on the chrono

logical data3 of John on the one hand, and of Luke on

the other. If we find that these two Evangelists, who

1 Joh. x. 22. 2 T7js loprys neffoiarit, Joh. vii. 14.
■, Cf. p. 25. It is, however, quite possible that Mark, and even

Matthew, in cortain individual cases, supply us with more accurate

dates than Luke.
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undoubtedly wrote in perfect independence of each other,

agree in their statements, and even in particulars intro

duced quite incidentally, of which we have already seen

so many striking examples, we can scarcely entertain a

doubt of their accuracy. If, however, Matthew and Mark,

who perhaps throughout this section, or at least in some

particular passages, did not make it their object to write

chronologically, join in corroborating their statements,

we shall have a still surer warrant for the accuracy of the

result arrived at.

Our mode of conducting the enquiry will be as follows :

—first, to compare John and Luke together, and then, by

the aid of the conclusions thereby attained, to arrange the

matter contained in the present section.

A. Relation between John and Luke.

We have a very remarkable reciprocal corroboration

of the arrangement of events in these two Evangelists

in the narrative given by Luke of our Lord's sojourn in

Nazareth, to which He betook Himself immediately on

His return from Judea after the Feast of Purim.1 The

inhabitants of Nazareth address this challenge to our

Lord, oo~a rjKovaa/iev yevojucva tis IZ-aTrepvaov/j., iroiyjcrov koX

<L8e iv rfj iraTpl&i o-ou.2 Our Lord had therefore already

appeared as a worker of miracles in Capernaum, and His

fame had spread to Nazareth. Look now to John's

Gospel, and we shall see that this was so, inasmuch as

our Lord in his last winter sojourn in Galilee 3 had healed

1 Luke iv. 16—30. 2 Luke iv. 23.

3 This was also the first and only miracle wrought by Jesus in

Capernaum up to tho time of his return to Galilee from the Feast of

Purim, Joh. vi. 1 sq. Up to this point John has expressly enumerated

the miracles performed by Jesus in Galilee, with the view of shewing

that up to His formal rejection by the Jews (Joh. v. 16, 18, cf. vii. 1)

His Galilean ministry, and His disposition to reveal Himself there as

a worker of miracles, was altogether irregular. This consideration

also explains why both the miracles wrought by Him at that time in

Galilee—for that case of healing at Capernaum was, as John expressly

states, iv. 54, His seoond miracle (tievrepov ffrj/it.) in Galilee ; His first

being the water turned into wine at the marriage of Cana, Joh. iv. 40,

ii. 11—were done, as it were, by constraint, and as though forced from

Him by the faith of the petitioners. In both cases our Lord expresses,
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the nobleman's son in Capernaum ; 1 and tnns that which

can only be inferred from Luke's relation is formally-

proved by John's supplementary narrative, and in this

manner our Lord's sojourn in Nazareth is shewn to be

a chronological parallel to His residence in Galilee,

Joh. vi. 1 sq. Besides, we learn from Luke2 that our

Lord on that occasion selected from the Old Testament

the passage of Isaiah which speaks of the cViavTos Kvplov

oWros, and added in explanation, " This day 3 is this

Scripture fulfilled in your ears." Now, if this visit of

our Lord to Nazareth is placed on the Sabbath after

Purim, March 26, 782 a.u.c., the interval between it and

the day of His death, Nisan 15 = Ap. 7, 783 A.u.c, is in

fact almost exactly an iviavros. These words of our Lord,

spoken incidentally, also explain why Luke and the other

two Synoptists have given special prominence to the

events of this single year 4 of our Lord's ministry. In so

doing they have only followed His own words, which

expressly pointed out this division of His ministry as

iviavrbv Kvpiov Scktov.

Another conciliatory date is given us in the feeding

of the five thousand on the eastern shore of the lake of

Gennesareth. It is found in John, ch. vi. 1—15, with

the precise date, y\v Sc lyyvs to iratr^a rj ioprrj tu>v 'IotiSa/W,

in Luke, ch. ix. 10—17. Of the identity of the two

relations there cannot be the least doubt, especially if

we take into consideration the parallels in the other two

Synoptists.5 For not only is the fact narrated in a

with sufficient clearness, His original disinclination to help—which,

however, certainly proceeded from no obstinate spirit of consistency,

which would not give way to any circumstances whatever—saying to

His mother, ii. 4, Ti ipol /col aol yivtu ; and to the nobleman, 'Ei» ^

(nitieia /ecu Tepara iStjre ov n^j 7ri(TT€W7)Te ; and on the first occasion adds,

OSirco ijKti fi &pa fiou, Mine hour—i.e. to manifest Myself as a worker of

miracles, as thou desirest—is not yet come. Not long time afterwards,

while He was sojourning in Jerusalem, His hour, beyond all con

troversy, was come, Joh. ii. 23, iii. 2, iv. 45.

1 Joh. iv. 46. 2 Lu. iv. 14.

3 From the earliest times, even as far back as Clemens Alexandrinus,

Stromata, I. p. 339, this expression of our Lord has been employed as

a chronological datum. It was, however, a mistake to make it nearly

contemporaneous with our Lord's Baptism.

* Cf. p. 200. 6 Mar. vi. 30—44, Matt. xiv. 13-21.
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perfectly similar way, even to the number of those who

were fed, five thousand, and the twelve baskets which

were filled with the fragments that remained, but even

the locality is exactly the same—a desert, i.e. a waste

tract, on the eastern shore of the sea of Galilee. It is

true, that in one or two quarters a doubt of the identity

of the miracle recorded by Luke has been expressed.1 For

he mentions the wilderness of Bethsaida as the place of

the miracle.2 Now on the hypothesis of the identity

of the locality, this Bethsaida must be looked for on the

eastern shore of the lake, and must therefore be dis

tinguished from the Bethsaida in Galilee, on the western

shore of the same lake, the birthplace of the three

Apostles, Peter, Andrew, and Philip.3 And remarkably

enough, a second Bethsaida on this eastern shore is really

mentioned not merely by Josephus,4 but also by Pliny.5

• It was in the lower Gaulonitis,6 and was consequently

a portion of the tetrarchy of Philip, by whom it was

beautified, and named Julias, in honour of the daughter

of the Emperor Augustus.7 That this Bethsaida is

intended by Luke is further confirmed by the fact that

it did not belong to Herod Antipas, who at that time

desired to see Jesus,8 but to the tetrarch Philip. For

with an evident reference to the danger of such an inter

view, Luke immediately adds,9 that Jesus "went aside

privately" (iirexuprjo-t) for the sake of security, leaving

on the instant the town in Galilee 10 in which he was at

that time residing, and which was in Herod's dominions,

and went to Bethsaida, which must therefore have been

subject to another ruler. The same Bethsaida,11 on the

1 Cf. Winer, B. W. B. "Bethsaida."

2 Lu. ix. 10, of. 12. An attention to the etymology of the word

nT?i n'?> Irish-house, shews how easily there may have been two

Bethsaidas on the shores of a lake so abounding in fish.

3 Job. xii. 21, i. 45. 4 De Bell. Jud. in. 10. 7.

5 Hist. Nat. v. 15. 6 Jos. de Bell. Jud. a. 9. 1.

' Ant. xviii. 2. 1. « Lu. ix. 9.

8 Lu. ix. 10.

10 Capernaum, cf. Lu. viii. 37, 40.

11 Baiimer, Palustina (Bethsaida); Ebrard, Wissenschaftl. Kritik,

p. 530 sq. The same Bethsaida is probably intended Mar. vi. 45,

although it is generally referred, even by Baiimer and Ebrard, to the
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eastern shore of the lake, is however also intended.

Mar. viii. 22. But not only do the circumstances and

Bethsaida in Galilee. I will not urge in favour of my view that Mark

only mentions Bethsaida once again, and that at a brief interval,

Mar. viii. 22, and that this must certainly be understood of the town

on the eastern bank. On the contrary, I propose to confine myself to

Mark, and the immediate parallels, Matt. xiv. 22—3G, Joh. vi. 16—21.

Immediately before His miraculous walking on the lake, our Lord,

according to Mark, was tarrying in " a desert place " on the eastern

shore of the lake (vi. 31), and as Luke, with greater precision, adds,

in " a desert place belonging to the city of Bethsaida." Now Mark

says, vi. 45, " straightway He constrained His disciples to get into tho

■ship," Kal vpodyeiv eh rb irepav irpbs 3i]6(Tat5aVy ews avrbs airoKutrti Tbv

&X*.ov. Now by this Bethsaida, it is argued, that in Galilee must be

intended, since we have to look for it els rb irepav, i.e. on the western

shore. This interpretation, however, is not the only possible one : for

even if Bethsaida is to be included as the object of the vorb wpoiyeiv,

yet els rb nepav need only give its general direction, and it might be

translated, " Jesus constrained His disciples to go over to the other

Bide, to Bethsaida." In which case rb irepav, on the western shore of

tho lake, i.e. the yri TevvTiaaper, Mar. vi. 53, would be given as the

object of the entire voyage, and Bethsaida as a middle station to which

the disciples were to " go before " Him. This, therefore, would still

have to be looked for on the eastern shore, or at any rate on the

voyage from the " desert place " to the irepav, and therefore could not

be the Galilean Bethsaida, but that in the tetrarchy of Philip. The

following reasons seem to shew that this interpretation is the correct

one. (1) Jesus, remaining behind on the eastern shore, bids His

disciples set sail before Him. He must therefore have fixed a place

on the eastern shore to which they were to betake themselves. If not,

how did our Lord intend to cross the lake ? For even if He then

purposed to walk across the lake, how could the disciples have con

ceived the idea beforehand ? This place is expressly pointed out by

Mark in his graphic manner as Bethsaida, while Matthew, who is less

graphic in external detail, all but particularizes the spot, Matt. xiv. 22.

Besides, in this connection the verb irpo&yeiv contains a reference fo a

middle station of the voyage, to which they were to precede Him.

(2) The narrative itself indicates that the place appointed for the

meeting was but a short distance from that where the 5000 were fed.

Matthew and Mark record that Jesus bid the disciples go before Him

until He had sent the multitudes away. Now this Bethsaida was

close by on the eastern shore. Thither, therefore, (prayer also being

His object, Mar. vi. 46, Matt. xiv. 23, Joh. vi. 15), was our Lord

returning on foot. (3) Mark, further on in his narrative, vi. 53,

mentions as the ultimate object of their voyage, not Bethsaida, but in

general terms the yrj Tewn<rapeT, cf. Matt. xiv. 34. John expressly

names Capernaum, vi. 17, but to go thither by way of Bethsaida in

Galilee, which lay somewhat to the south, would have been a detour.

(4) Now Joh. vi. 21 becomes perfectly intelligible. The place where
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locality of the narrative fully agree, tut the two Synop-

tists, Mark and Matthew, introduce exactly the same

event immediately after this miracle.1 Now if the feed

ing recorded Luke ix. 10—17, is identical with that

Joh. vi. 1—15, it must, in consequence of what is said

Joh. vi. 4, have happened a little before the Passover,

Nisan 15, 782 a.u.c. Now since, on the day after, Jesus

could enter into the synagogue,2 and meetings were not

held in the synagogues except on Sabbaths and feast-days,

it follows that the day of the miraculous feeding must

have been either the 14th or (since in that year the loth

of Nisan fell on a Monday) the 11th of Nisan, inasmuch

as the celebration of the Sabbath commenced on the

evening of the 12th, a Friday. So far then we have, in

any case, discovered a striking confirmation of our state

ment, that our Lord's residence in Galilee3 completely

corresponds to the synoptical section which we have

placed parallel to it.

The further question now arises whether Luke's chro

nology 4 agrees also in its details with that of John, and

whether generally in this section of his Gospel Luke has

observed exact chronological order. Such an enquiry may

rightly and reasonably be started, since we have been able

to fix the initial and terminal points of our section by

strict chronological data : the former, or our Lord's sojourn

in Nazareth, on the Sabbath after Purim, March 26 ; the

latter, or the miraculous feeding, on the 11th or 14th of

Nisan.5 This section of Luke's Gospel must consequently

embrace a period of about a fortnight.

In instituting this comparison we possess a safe resting-

tkey landed to take Jesus on board, 77) els V inriyov, is Bethsaida

Julias. After our Lord, Mar. vi. 51, and Peter with Him, Matt. xiv. 32,

had got on board there, the lake became calm, and they sailed to

gether in safety to Capernaum, on its western shore. It follows,

therefore, that John breaks off his more detailed description of this

voyage after its most important section had been completed ($8t\ov,

v. 21, is certainly to be understood " de conatu"). By this description

a crowd of pretended contradictions between the Evangelists will be

cut off at once.

1 Mar. vi. 45—53, Matt. xiv. 12—34. Cf. Joh. vi. 16—21.

2 Joh. vi. 59.. 3 Joh. vi. 1—vii. 1.

4 Lu. iv. 14—ix. 17. 5 April 14 or 17.
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point in the (rajifiarov Sevrepo-rrpiaTov,1 and the erepov

<ra/3/8.2 For, as we have already seen,3 the one corre

sponds to Nisan 6, i.e. April 9, the other to the following

day, Nisan 7, i.e. April 10. If then Luke, as he himself

says, writes KaOe^, his narrative must, on the one hand,

embrace an interval of fourteen days from our Lord's

preaching in the synagogue at Nazareth, to this second-

first Sabbath ;4 and on the other, the period recorded Lu. vi.

12—ix. 17, i.e. up to the day of the Feeding of the Five

Thousand,—which, as shewn above, cannot have been later

than Nisan 14,—must be placed between the 7th and 14th

of Nisan. The correctness of the first proposition has been

already generally demonstrated; 5 additional light, however,

will be thrown upon it, as well as on the second, by a com

parison between Mark and Luke. With regard to the

second preposition, a preliminary proof of its correctness

may be gathered from the following considerations. Lu.

vi. 12—vii. 10, is one day. On the next day 0 occurred the

events recorded Lu. vii. 11—50. Immediately after

wards, iv t<3 Ka0e£?js, those Lu. viii. 1—21. On one of the

days 7 (ev pna tw ^eptov) those Lu. viii. 22—56. Con

sequently Lu. vi. 12—viii. 56 includes four days, and it is

clear that with seven complete days we have enough for

the requirements of the period.8

This section presents us with a fresh parallel, found in

all the four Gospels, in Peter's decided, joyful confession,

when many were wavering and forsaking Jesus, that He

was " the Christ, the Son of the living God." 9 The period

of this genuine expression of apostolical feeling is given

by all the Evangelists with complete unanimity. It is

1 Lu. vi. 1. ' Lu. vi. 6. 3 p. 234.

4 Lu. lv 14—v. 39. 5 p. 234. 6 iv -rrj e£rjs, Lu. vii. 11.

7 Mark has in the parallel passage, iv. 35, 4v 4i<e'ivri i]fj.4pa otyias

yevofievrjs.

8 Lu. vi. 12—ix. 17.

9 Joh. vi. 68, 69. Cf. Matt. xvi. 16, Mar. viii. 29, Lu. ix. 20. I

should add, that the surname Uerpos was not, even according to

Matthew, first given to Simon on this occasion. He is called by this

name in previous chapters of this Gospel, iv. 18, viii. 14, x. 2, xiv. 28,

and the expression in v. 18 is not ah K\ri8r,a~r! Uerpos, but ah ct ruVpos.

On the contrary, as we learn from Joh. i. 43, he received this

honourable surname on his first call.
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placed after the Feeding of the Five Thousand, the date

of which we have already fixed, and hefore the Feast of

Tabernacles, for which our Lord went up to Jerusalem.1

But since it is not introduced in any of the Evangelists

with any direct 2 determination of time, we shall have

hereafter to investigate whether, and how far, it may be

possible to obtain a more precise date for it from a com

parison of the several Evangelical accounts.

In conclusion, we have another remarkable correspond

ence between the Gospels in their representation of the

mode in which the Apostles were, as it were step by step,

prepared for their office. The apostolical character was no

sudden magical creation. First, we have a record of their

calling, which was brought about by several different

circumstances, especially by the Baptist's directing their

attention to the Messiah, and to Jesus as that Messiah.3

Then, after the Baptist's imprisonment, they were set apart

as the constant companions of Jesus.4 And finally, at a

still later period, not quite eight days before the Passover

of 782 A.u.c., twelve of them were finally chosen Apostles.5

It deserves special notice that in the whole section, Joh. i.

19—v. 47, the Evangelist has not once used any expression

taking the existence of the Apostles for granted, but

instead thereof the more general term, ol /laOr/Tal avrov.

The expression ol SiiSaea, by which John indicates the

Apostles, occurs for the first time, Joh. vi. 67, i.e. in the

section which describes His ministry in Galilee, which

runs parallel with the Synoptists. This is also subsequent

to the Feeding of the Five Thousand, which John has

also recorded, i.e. at a time when the Apostles are Gertainly

mentioned by the Synoptists as already chosen. How

thoroughly undesigned are such expressions, and ygt how

great is the internal unity they display !

1 Joh. vii. 2 sq.

2 ix roirov, Joh. vi. 66, does not signify " at that time," but " after

that." But the parallel passages in Mark and Matthew render it

clear that Lu. ix. 18 sq. must not be joined on immediately to

Lu. ix. 17, but that Mar. vi. 56—viii. 26, Matt. xiv. 22—xvi. 12 must

be interpolated. 3 Joh. i. 35—52.

4 Lu. v. 1—11, Mar. i. 16—20, Matt. iv. 18—22, Lu. v. 27—29,

Mar. ii. 13—15, Matt. ix. 9. 10.

5 Lu. vi. 12—16, Mar. iii. 13—19, Matt. x. 2—4.
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This, then, is the result of our investigation :—Whenever

the Evangelist John in his Galilean section 1 narrates any

thing in common with Luke or the Synoptists (nor does

he record any particular fact in which the points of con

nection with these last cannot be proved), the harmony

between them is remarkable, while by his aid the section

Lu. iv. 14—ix. 17 can be proved to be arranged in chrono

logical order.

B. Arrangement of the Synoptical Narrative of this Section

by means of John and Luke.

The passages of the Synoptists which we have now to

compare and arrange are, as we have already pointed out,

the following : Lu. iv. 14—ix. 50, Mar. i. 14—ix. 50, Matt,

iv. 12—xviii. 35.

A most able treatise on this portion of our subject, which

has not met with the attention it deserves, appeared from

the pen of the well-known critic and philologer Lachmann,

in the Studien und Kritiken for 1835,a under the title De

Ordine narrationum in Evang. Synopt. With all its acute-

ness Lachmann's investigation has failed of the certainty

and precision which we think the subject admits of, if the

synoptical sections are not treated merely by themselves,

but in connection with the chronological systems of the

Gospel history as a whole, and our examination is not

confined to the circle of the Synoptists strictly so called,

but includes the corresponding sections of John's Gospel.

In consequence of the mode he adopted, as well as of

certain settled critical a priori views on the origin of the

Gospels, his conclusions could be expected only to refer to

the succession of the events as they stood in the primitive

Gospel tradition, while our object, here as everywhere,

is to determine their actual order of succession. Ebrard

has given an excellent review of the most important

attempts at the solution of this problem.8 His own solution,

which he proceeds to give, at great length (pp. 76—174),

is open to the objections urged by us above (p. 25), and

therefore naturally proves unsatisfactory.

1 Joli. vi.—vii. 1. 8 Vol. m. pp. 570 sq.

3 Wissenschaftl. Kritik, pp. 70—75.
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The most superficial consideration proves that all the

points of difference in the arrangement of events in the

three Evangelists are to be found in the section preceding

the Feeding of the Five Thousand.1 Now, since this

section, as narrated by Luke, has been already subjected to

a searching chronological examination resulting in the

establishment of its chronological character, not only from

the nature of the Gospel itself, but also from that of John,

which was written in entire independence of it, we may

justly feel ourselves entitled to employ that which is

already known and vouched for, to establish and arrange

the unknown and unvoiiched for, and make use of Luke's

narrative to examine and arrange that of the other two

Synoptists, which furnish such an infinite number of

points of contact. In treating, then, of this most difficult

section, we shall adopt the course of' first completing the

comparative examination between Luke and Mark, as

being the easiest, and then, and not till then, that between

Matthew on the one side, and Luke, or rather, John, Mark,

and Luke, on the other. On the contrary, when we come

to the narrative succeeding the Feeding of the Five Thou

sand, we shall at once proceed to treat of all four Gospels

together.

1 Lu. ix. 10—17, parall.
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Now, taking the preceding tabular view as the starting-

point of our investigation, we will next enquire whether,

and in what degree, the two Evangelists agree in their

arrangement of the several events. And if the result of

this investigation should be that the succession of events

in Mark is essentially the same as that in Luke, it will

follow that his Gospel is also arranged chronologically,

and we shall perhaps be enabled by his help to fix the

chronology of the present section with still greater pre

cision.

On comparing the narratives of the two Evangelists, we

find that their agreement is as complete, both as to facts,

time, and place, as could fairly be expected from two dif

ferent narrators. The variations are only such as furnish

supplementary particulars, or more minute details, and

are not therefore contradictions, but welcome amplifica

tions of the historical ground-work of facts. For example,

the following passages of Luke, which are found in his

Gospel alone, either absolutely, or when compared with

that of Mark, are of a supplementary character. (2) Our

Lord's sojourn in Nazareth immediately after His return

from Judea.1 (9 6) The sermon on the mount after the

selection of the twelve.2 (10) The healing of the centu

rion's servant. (11) The raising of the widow's son at

Nain; the Baptist's enquiry; the Sciirvov at the house of

Simon the Pharisee. So also these in Mark. (12 a) An

addition given by Mark alone.3 And (16) A sojourn of our

Lord at Nazareth, given by him in common with Matthew,

Mar. vi. 1—6. Matt. xiii. 51—58. All these narratives

can be introduced into the other Gospel respectively

with perfect ease, as indeed has been already done in the

foregoing table, without in the least disturbing the ruling-

arrangement of events. As regards statements of time or

place in one which give greater precision to the narrative

of the other, we find such in Luke in 2, 11, 12 a, 19; in

Mark in 3 a, 5, 6, 12 a, 13, 16, of the foregoing table. And

yet, with this general agreement on the whole, there are

one or two passages which seem to present some real

1 Lu. iv. 16- 30. * Lu. vi. 20^9.

» Lu. iv. 26—29.
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difficulty. There are, first, those passages of Mark which

are differently placed by Luke in this section : (3) Mar. i.

16—20. Cf. Lu. v. 1—11. (126) Mar. iii. 31—35. Cf.

Lu. viii. 19—21. (2) and (16) Mar. vi 1—6. Cf. Lu. iv.

16—30, if, as some maintain, the reference is to the same

sojourn of our Lord in Nazareth. And then, secondly,

those which Luke does not, or seems not to present till

after the close of this section (i.e. after Lu. ix. 17): viz.

Mar. iii. 20—30. Cf. Lu. xi. 14—23. Mar. iv. 30—32.

Cf. Lu. xiii. 18, 19.

First, as regards Mar. vi. 1—6 : 1 if, as we justly may,

we attach no special weight to the fact that on each

occasion our Lord entered into the synagogue on the

Sabbath-day, and there met with opposition, though cer

tainly in a very different degree, there is absolutely

nothing in favour of the identity of this sojourn of Jesus

in Nazareth with that recorded Lu. iv. 15—30, beyond

His having on each occasion applied to Himself the proverb

of a prophet having no honour in his own trarpU.2 But

why was this unlikely, since on each occasion the perfect

propriety of its application was proved by the circum

stances? It is, however, in fact, somewhat modified the

second time of its use, Mar. vi. 4 ; where besides the mo-pi's,

the (xvyyevci's and the oUla avrov are mentioned, as if it was

our Lord's purpose at the same time to account for the

extraordinary fact that even His brethren, who on this

account are only mentioned in this place,8 did not believe

on Him.4 It is true that our Lord, on the occasion of the

sojourn at Nazareth mentioned by Luke, was threatened

with death, and was compelled to flee to Capernaum ; but

why should that forbid His renewing the attempt to preach

there after three weeks so full of important events ? How

frequently did our Lord visit Jerusalem, where the danger

was infinitely greater ! Everything else speaks most

decidedly for these being different events, while, as we

have already remarked with regard to Luke's aocount of

His visit to Nazareth,6 their notes of time harmonize in a

1 Cf. Matt. xiii. 54—58.
• Mar. vi. 4, Matt. xiii. 57. Cf. Lu. iv. 24.

» Mar. vi. 3, parall. * Mar. iii. 21, 31. Cf. Joh. vii. 5.

« p. 267.
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remarkable manner with the chronology of the Gospels.

And lastly, Matthew himself1 speaks not only of an earlier

hut also of a later sojourn at Nazareth,2 and that at the

precise time that Luke places the one recorded by him.

We will now consider the apparent contradiction between

Mar. i. 16—20 and Lu. v.' 1—11. In the passage just

discussed we have seen that there is in fact no discrepancy

between the two Evangelists, since they are really relating

two separate events. This mode of solution, however, will

hardly apply here. I, at least, am convinced of the

identity of the two narratives, inasmuch as they record on

the whole the same fact, Luke being only somewhat fuller,

and that fact, no less than the call of some of the leading

Apostles and their admission to permanent companionship

with our Lord, a fact which from its very nature could

scarcely be repeated in relation to the same persons, m

the same place, and at the same time. But even if we

were to allow a more real discrepancy, the difference in

the argument would be very trivial, for it would be no

more than this, that the call placed by Mark immediately

before3 our Lord's preaching in the synagogue at Caper

naum, and the healing of Peter's wife's mother which

succeeded on the same day, would perhaps, according to

Luke, have to be placed just after these events, and there

fore from one to two days later. However, since Luke

has not added any express note of time to his narrative,4

we may very readily imagine that, with the view of con

trasting more directly our Lord's preaching in the syna

gogue at Capernaum with that at Nazareth, and their

diiferent results, he has narrated that at Capernaum first,5

appending to it our Lord's visit to Simon's house,6 and then

has gone back to the call of Simon and the other Apostles

1 It is possible that in the words of our Lord, wewXiiparai S K<up6s,

Mar. i. 15, we have an allusion to those uttered by Him at that time

in the synagogue of Nazareth, oiinepov TreirMjptoTai ri ypatp^i oDtij Iv

toIs Italy bfi&v, Lu. iv. 21. At any rate, the date and the meaning of

both expressions are pretty nearly the same.

3 Matt. iv. 13.

8 edeiai, Mar. i. 21. * Lu. v. 1.
c Lu. iv. 31—37. Mark could not do this, as he has entirely omitted

our Lord's visit to the synagogue of Nazareth.

« Lu. iv. 38—43.
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who were called with him,1 in order finally to proceed

with his narrative with Lu. v. 12 ff. ; so that, chronologi

cally, Lu. v. 12 comes immediately after ch. iv. 43. This

connection also appears to be indicated in the text of

Luke,2 if we compare Lu. iv. 43, 6Vi kol t<us iripais iroXea-tv

tvayyeXlo-acrdai fie Sil ttjv /3a<ri\. t. 6eov,3 with V. 12, kcu

iyivtro iv ti3 tlvai avrbv iv fiia tSjv iroXtwv. For in the latter

passage our Lord does no more than carry out what in the

former He had declared to be His intention. This, too, is

certainly the connection between Mar. i. 38 and ii. 1. But

there will be still less room for doubting the correctness

of this method of accommodation, if we accept the primi

tive tradition that Mark was a disciple of Peter's. For if

he really stood in this close relationship to Peter, his

express statements as to the precise relation in which his

call stood to the circumstances immediately connected with

it—circumstances, be it observed, in which Peter was

specially concerned—would demand our greatest deference.

But what is the case with the last narrative aifected

by the arrangement of events in this section ? (Mar. iii.

31—35. Cf. Lu. viii. 19—21.) The difference between

the Evangelists is here, too, very slight ; indeed no more

than that according to Mark the mother and brethren of

our Lord came to seek Him, and led to the utterance of

His figurative words immediately before He began to

speak in parables,4 according to Luke immediately after.

Now, if we assume (which indeed is expressly confirmed by

Matthew,5 iv rrj rjfiipa iKtLvy) that the coming of His mother

and brethren and the delivery of these parables took place

on one and the same day, even this discrepancy is done

away. The reason of Luke's postponing his mention of

the coming of our Lord's relations till a later period,

though without expressly defining the time, appears to he

that he omits to record in this place the discourse of our

Lord which was interrupted by their arrival, and with

I Lu. v. 1—11.

II The introductory passage, Lu. iv. 15, appears to indicate that the

different occasions of our Lord's ministry in the synagogue have been

intentionally brought together by Luke.
3 Cf. Mar. i. 38. •> Mar. iv. 1—25.

* Matt. xiii. 1.
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which Mark and Matthew both connect it,1 the motive

for this omission being that it is found later on in his

Gospel.2

This brings us to the second point, that within the

limits of the present section Mark has two passages con

taining discourses which are not found in Luke till after

ch. ix. 17. Now, I have no intention of denying that the

chronology of our Lord's discourses, and indeed of all

individual discourses, is very difficult to settle : indeed

the problem, taken in perfect strictness, is one which on

account of the nature of the Gospel narrative which has

reached us, especially that of Matthew which contains the

largest number of these discourses, it will perhaps be im

possible ever to solve. And this admits of a very easy

explanation : for their authors, when communicating these

discourses generally, must have deemed it far less im

portant to give the exact time when, and the place where

they were uttered, than to give their internal connection,

and to express each member of the thought, and the

thought as a whole, with the utmost truth and fidelity.

Indeed, it would have been possible for them, as certainly

no reasonable man would a priori deny, to have given us

an adequate and faithful representation of the thoughts,

views, and principles enunciated by our Lord in His dis

courses, even though they furnished us with no materials

for the accurate arrangement of His words recorded by

them, according to the time and place of their delivery.

These remarks, however, scarcely affect the present case,

for the discrepancy between Mark and Luke in their

arrangement of our Lord's discourses is in reality of next

to no moment ; for Mark gives but few of them. When

we come, however, to compare the parallel passages of

Matthew and Luke it will assume greater importance, and

be more fertile in results.

With regard to the two discourses which we have

spoken of as arranged differently by the two Evangelists,

the discrepancy admits of a very easy solution if we

assume that in the first case 3 the passage is arranged by

1 Mar. iii. 20—30, Matt. xii. 22—32.

2 Lu. xi. 14—23. Cf. xii. 10.

» Mar. iv. 30- 32. Cf. Lu. xiii. 18, 19.
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Mark according to the connection of events, and by Luke

according to order of time, and that in the second case,1

though the form of expression has apparently been assimi

lated, the words were in substance uttered by our Lord on

two different occasions. Certainly the occasion of this dis

course, the charge brought against our Lord by His enemies

among the, Pharisees, that He cast out devils by Beelzebub,

was one which must frequently have recurred in the life

of Jesus. Matthew, indeed, himself records it twice.2

Having thus minutely discussed the relation of Mark

and Luke in the present section, and firmly established

the chronological character of the former, we will proceed

to combine the chronological statements supplied by them

both, in order on the one hand to prove their harmony in

particulars, and on the other, to determine in this manner,

it may be, even the very day and hour when certain pro

minent events took place. Language of this kind may at

first sound somewhat bold, but those who have acquiesced

in our line of proof up to this point will hardly feel sur

prised at our employing it. For this is no more than the

necessary consequence of the results we have arrived at

concerning the chronological nature of the narrative in

the present section, as given by Luke and Mark, that is,

of its initial and terminal points. For as we have seen

that the section commences with our Lord's preaching in

Nazareth3 on the Sabbath after the Feast of Purim, i.e. the

21st of Veadar = March 26, and closes with the Feeding of

the Five Thousand,4 at latest the 14th of Nisan = April 17,

the entire section includes no more than about three weeks.

But the more closely the events are packed in the section

now under consideration, and the briefer the section itself,

and the more fully it is provided with notes of time, the

more plainly will it indicate whether Luke and Mark

have here adopted a chronological order of arrangement,

and also whether we have interpreted its chronology

correctly. Besides, this rapid and close succession of

events will be at once intelligible, if attention is paid to

the following considerations—-first, that this portion of our

i Mar. iii. 20—30, Lu. xi. 14—23. • Matt. ix. 34, xii. 22 sq.

» Lu. iv. 15. 4 Lu. ix. 10—17.
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Lord's ministry coincided exactly with the few days imme

diately preceding the Passover, a time when, on account

of the peculiar susceptibility of the people from so holy a

festival being near at hand, we may imagine that He exerted

Himself to the utmost,—and secondly and chiefly, that just

at this time one of the most important of the Saviour's

works took place, viz. the appointment1 and sending forth3

of the twelve Apostles. This must certainly have not

only caused a period, already of the deepest significance,

to gain' in a very marked degree in significance and in

richness of events, but also, since we must regard these

same Apostles as the chief transmitters of the Gospel

history,3 and that with feelings of most thankful remem

brance, must have ensured the lasting continuance of a

deep interest in the events of this section in the Christian

Church. We may remark in passing, that the fulness of

detail in the narrative of the first call of several of the

Apostles4 may be explained on the same, and the minute

account of our Lord's Passion, on, at any rate, similar

grounds. And with these preliminary observations we

will proceed to the execution of our design.

We divide the present section,5 subsequently to the

definitely fixed crayS/Sct/rov Setn-tpoVpioroi/,6 i.e. the 6th of

Nisan = April 9th, 782 a.u.c, into two parts, one corre

sponding to Lu. iv. 16—vi. 5, Mar. i. 16—ii. 28 ; the other

to Lu. vi. 6—ix. 17, Mar. iii. 1—vi. 64.

Now, if we take a closer view of the period contained in

the first division, we find both the Evangelists mentioning

the occurrence of another Sabbath 7 on which our Lord

taught in the synagogue at Capernaum and healed the

epileptic. This was therefore on the 28th of Veadar = April

21. A little before, i.e. at the close of the Jewish eccle

siastical year, He had called the four Apostles,8 on the Lake

of Gennesareth.9 On this same Sabbath also, He healed

the mother-in-law of Peter in his house at Capernaum.10

1 Lu. vi. 13—16, parall. * Lu. ix. 1—6, parall.

8 Lu. i. 2. 4 Job., i. 19—ii. 11.

5 See the Table, No. 7. 6 Lu. vi. 1.

' Lu. iv. 31, Mar. i. 21. > Cf. p. 279.

» Mar. i. 16—20, Lu. v. 1—11.

10 Lu. iv. 38, 39, Mar. i. 29, 30.
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When the sun went down,1 i.e. about six o'clock in the

evening, the sick were brought from all parts to Jesus, and

He healed thern.2 On the following day, Sunday, April 3,

very early in the morning, our Lord betook Himself to a

solitary place, and formed the resolution of journeying to

the neighbouring villages, and making known the Gospel

there.8 On this journey He healed the leper.4 Then,

after some days,5 He returned to Capernaum, where the

occurrences recorded Mar. ii. 1—12, Lu. v. 17—26 took

place. Then by the side of the lake,0 He called the custom

house officer Levi, surnamed Matthew, the son of Alpheeus,

and dined at his house.7 This took place shortly before

the "second-first" Sabbath on which the ears of corn were

plucked, i.e. a little before the 6th of Nisan = April 9th.8

We have now arrived at the second half of our section,9

which includes the time from the " second-first " Sabbath

to the " Feeding of the Five Thousand." The time of the

next recorded event, the healing of the withered hand on

"another Sabbath,"10 may be determined, at least as far as

the day is concerned. This " other Sabbath " corresponds

with the 7th of Nisan = April 10th.11 All, then, that is

recorded by Luke and Mark between this healing and the

Feeding of the Five Thousand, must be placed between

the 7th of Nisan = April 10th, and the 15th of Nisan = April

18th; since the "Feeding," according to Joh. vi. 4, took

place before the Passover (15th of Nisan), and only a short

time before it (eyyus to ■Ka(T\a).

In this period of our Lord's ministry there can only

have been one Sabbath. And it is the fact that in this

portion of the evangelical narrative only one Sabbath is

recorded, viz. that on which12 our Lord taught for the

1 Lu. iv. 40, Mar. i. 32, " at the going down of the sun : " because

the Sabbath was then over, the "rest " of which might not be broken

by such " work."

2 Lu. iv. 40, 41, Mar. i. 32—34.

8 Lu. iv. 42—44, Mar. i. 35—39.

4 Mar. i. 40—45, Lu. v. 12—16. 5 Si' finepuv, Mar. ii. 1.

8 Mar. ii. 13. ? Mar. ii. 13—22, Lu. v. 27—39.

8 Lu. vi. 1—5, Mar. ii. 23—28.

9 Lu. vi. 6—ix. 17, Mar. iii. 1—vi.44.

10 Lu. vi. 6—11, Mar. iii. 1—6. 11 Cf. p. 234.

" Mar. vi. 1—6.
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second time in the synagogue of Nazareth, His paternal

city. This must be placed on the 13th of Nisan = April

16th. Then too, and that suitably enough, as it was a

Sabbath, and shortly before the feast, our Lord sent forth

the twelve to exercise their ministry independently.1 At

that time Herod Antipas sought to see Jesus,2 because He

was continually hearing more and more of the fame of His

ministry, and believed that in Him the Baptist had risen

from the dead.8 On the return of the Apostles, which

must have happened on the 14th of Nisan = April 17th,

towards evening, about the time when the Paschal lamb

was eaten in Jerusalem, our Lord fed the five thousand on

the eastern shore of the lake near Bethsaida.4 Again, we

find John expressly agreeing with our conclusion that the

" Feeding " took place on the 14th of Nisan, where he

states 6 that our Lord delivered a discourse in the synagogue

at Capernaum on the day after the " Feeding," 8 i.e. the

15th of Nisan. For this day, which was regarded as a

Sabbath, was celebrated out of Jerusalem by an assembly

of the people in the synagogue.7 Supposing our conclusion

is correct, that our Lord's discourse in the synagogue at

Capernaum was delivered on the first day of the Passover,

a welcome light would be thrown on the words there used

by Him, which treat of eating His flesh and drinking His

blood.

We have now only the events of the portion Mar. iii.

7—v. 43, Lu. vi. 12—viii. 56, to fix chronologically.

What has gone before will shew that these must be placed

between the other Sabbath, the 7th of Nisan = April 10th,

and the Sabbath on the 13th of Nisan = April 16th, when

our Lord was in Nazareth. We have already seen that

this portion embraces about four days.8 The distribution

of the several days must have been as follows. On the

fourth day before the 13th of Nisan, i.e. on the 9th of

Nisan = April 12th, our Lord ordained the twelve,9 delivered

1 Mar. vi. 7—13, Lu. ix. 1—5.

5 Lu. ix. 9. » Lu. ix. 7—9, Mar. vi. 14—29.

4 Lu. ix. 10—17, Mar. vi. 30—14. 6 Joh. vi. 22—59.

6 rrj tiravptov.

7 Ex. xii. 16, Lev. xxiii. 6, 7, Deut. xxviii. 18.
8 Cf. p. 234. • Lu. vi. 12—19, Mar. iii. 9—19.
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the so-called " Sermon on the Mount," 1 and healed the

centurion's servant.2 On the following day8 He went to

Nain, raised the widow's son, received the message of the

Baptist, and dined with Simon the Pharisee.4 Immediately

after this,' He departed with the twelve, entered into a

house" by the lake.7 And here and on the lake, on the

11th of Nisan = April 14th, occurred all that is recorded."

On the evening of this day9 He passed over the lake

during a storm, healed the possessed in the district of the

Gadarcnes, and after having returned back again over the

lake healed the woman with an issue of blood, and raised

Jairus' daughter.10 These events took place partly on the

12th of Nisan = April 15th, a Friday, and it is certainly

remarkable enough, though quite what might be expected,

that we find our Lord the next Sabbath, on the 13th of

Nisan, in the synagogue at Nazareth.

It results from this calculation that the execution of

the Baptist is to be placed in the month Nisan, and some

days before the Passover. This conclusion may, however,

be arrived at also in the following way, from the narratives

of the event contained in the Gospels,11 and thus receive

fresh confirmation. According to Mar. vi. 21, Matt. xiv. 6,

the Baptist was beheaded at a festival, the yevt&ia of

Antipas. Now if we could fix the date of this yev«na, we

should also know the day of the Baptist's death. All here

depends on the right understanding of the term yeve'o-ia.

The expositors are divided into two classes, the one, as

Fritzsche, De Wette, Meyer, Olshausen, Kflhnol, interpret

the word of the birthday—the other (at present, only

Paulus), of the day of Antipas' accession. We are un

acquainted with the day of Antipas' birth; that of his

accession may be determined, since we know the date of

the death of his father and predecessor Herod the Great.

I Lu. vi. 20—49. * Lu. vii. 1—10.

3 iv rij ejijs, Lu. vii. 11. 4 Lu. vii. 11—50. >
5 iv r'if KaflejTjs, Lu. viii. 1. • Mar. iii. 20—31.

i Mar. iv. 1. Cf. Matt. xiii. 1.

8 Mar. iii. 20—iv. 34, Lu. viii. 1—21.

9 iv ittt'ivais tius Tjfiepau tylas ytvo}itvrist Mar. iv. 35.

10 Mar. iv. 35—v. 43, Lu. viii. 22—56
II Mar. vi. 17—29, Matt. xiv. 3—12.
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To prove that the birthday is here intended it is asserted

that this is the only signification of yevco-ia which can be

justified on philological grounds. But if we look to

classical usage 1 there is no question that the birthday is

not called yev«na, but yeviOkia. Ttvicria had, on the con

trary, the signification of an anniversary of a death; a

meaning, if we regard the etymological force of the word,

based on the view of death as a second birth. This dif

ference of usage in two words, which originally had nearly

the same meaning, " belonging to birth or origin," can

only be deduced from the necessity of distinguishing be

tween the celebration of birth in a real and a figurative

sense. Thus the celebration of physical birth came to be

called yevl9kia., that of the spiritual birth in death yeviaia.

In later writers, however, yiviaia. certainly appears as the

festival of natural birth. Thus the LXX. translate DV

m?.H,2 by rj/iepa yeve'crcios, and Josephus,3 rj yeveatos ij/^tpa.4

The word yev«ria itself5 appears in the same sense in

Alciphron,6 a writer at the commencement of the fourth

century, A.r>. On the other hand, the birthday of Antiochus

Epiphanes in its true sense is called y yeye'&taos y^epa. 1 f,

then, yeveo-ia was not originally employed according to

Greek usage in the exclusive meaning of a birthday feast

in its ordinary natural sense, and if, on the contrary, it

1 Cf. Stephan. Thes. sub voc. yevtaia. Pbryn. p. 113 : yevtoia ovk

\4ysiv oi Sei toj ytved\lous rjfiepas,.fl yeve6\ia, ubi Lobeck : eodem

modo apud Suidam Etymol. et Graram. MS. in Bibliotb. Coisl. p. 470

(add. Schol. Plat. p. 388). revcd\ia 7j Si1 iviavrov 4irupoiTU(ru tov

TexQfVros topTij, yepeVice 8e 7] 8t' iviaurou 4iritpoiTU(Ta tov ts-)(Q4vtos

(death regarded as a second birth) ^rtip-ri, nisi quidem in Etym. in

secundo articulo tov Tex64vTos omittitur, etc. Cf. Bahr, Herodot. IV. 16
2 Gen. xl. 20. a Antiq. xn. 4. 7.

4 In Philo, de Opific. Mundi, p. 21, according to the MSS. we should

read yeye&\iotr,

5 Of the examples adduced from Dion Cassius, that at any rate from

xlvii. 18 appears to be to the point, according to which Osesar's yeveVia

was celebrated during his lifetime. But even here the idea is that of

the festival of one departed; since, as appears a little before, even

during Csesar's lifetime he was in a spirit of adulation regarded,

according to the pagan notion of the worship of genii, as one departed,

as a spirit of a higher order.

6 III. 18 and 55.
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came to be used of a birthday in the spiritual sense, i.e.

of the anniversary of a death, we do not see why it may

not have come to be used for the anniversary of an accession,

which was really regarded as a new birth, just as well as

for that of a physical birth (yevtdXia), to which it was

later applied. Indeed, this last named sense would really

be more in accordance with the classical usage than the

former, since yercVia would still have a symbolical mean

ing. Besides, it may be easily proved that the accession of

a king was regarded as a second birth. Even in the Old

Testament the anniversary of this day is called UJTJp DV.1

The image of a birth of this kind underlies the well-

known passage Ps. ii. 7, where the Messiah is con

templated as the Son of God by virtue of His anointing.

The Eomans also celebrated the day of their Emperors'

accession, which, to ~ distinguish it from other " natales,"

(e.g. " adoptionis," and those of natural birth,) was de

signated " natalis imperii." 2 Even Fritzsche, who is the

most thorough supporter of the opposite view, does not

deny that yevio-ia could have been employed for the anni

versary of the accession, but he thinks that in this case

somo such addition as t^s /Jao-iAeias must have been made,

since the reader would otherwise naturally think only of

the birthday of Antipas. This objection, however, starts

from the unproved premiss that Antipas celebrated several

" natales," which had to be distinguished from one another :

while on the contrary, we can produce a thoroughly

analogous example which proves just the reverse. Pliny,3

addressing Trajan, speaks of " natalis tuus," meaning 4 not

as this canon of Eritzsche's would lead us to presume,

Trajan's birthday, but the day on which he entered on his

joint rule with Nerva. We see from Cod. d, where we

find yevtOXwis, that the use of yeveVia by the Evangelists

in the sense of birthday festivals had excited some objec

tions. But perhaps, after all, since a festival celebrated by

1 Hos. vii. 5.

3 Mamertin. Genethliac. Maximian. Aug. c. 1. Spartian, vita

Hadriani Ctesaris, c. 4. Bumen. in Panegyric. Constantin. Aug. o. 2.

Cf. Tacit. Hist. n. 79. Plin. Epist. x. 61. On this use of natalis cf.

Schwarz, Plin. Panegyr. p. 474 and 570.

3 Panegyr. c. 82. 4 Cf. Schwarz' discussion, I. c
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the Jews is in question, a consideration of the usus loquendi

of Jewish writers will supply the most decisive argument.

Now Paulus in his Exeg. Hdbch. cites several passages from

the Talmud in which yev«ria is expressly mentioned, one

:hrVDi"TDV1 mbn "And these are the festivals of the

Gentiles, the Kalends, and the Saturnalia, and the day

of accession to power,2 and the day of a king's accession,

And the anniversary of a birth, and of a death." The

anniversary of a king's accession is mentioned here to

gether with the birthday, m^Tl W, yevlOXta, but is specified

as K'CUJ Di\ yev«ria. I believe, therefore, that on philo

logical grounds alone we must understand the yev«na of

Antipas of the anniversary of his accession to the throne.3

We will now proceed to the proofs supplied by the facts

of the case. Now, since our only choice is whether we

will interpret the ycvcaia of Antipas of the anniversary of

his birth, or of his accession to the throne, we must give

the preference to that, the observance of which would, from

its novelty, give the least offence to the Jews of the time.

That a dynasty such as 'that of the Herods, new, foreign,

and at no time popular, should have paid the utmost

possible regard to the prepossession of their subjects,

especially in the arrangement of festivals, is at least a

priori probable. This motive will explain many of the

actions of the crafty Herod the Great, e.g. his restoration

of the Temple at Jerusalem. Besides, the fox-like character

of Antipas is brought prominently forward by our Lord

Himself,4 and it is expressly said,5 that in the matter of the

Baptist," he feared the people." Now, the writings of the

1 Avoda Sara, i. 3.

2 Pliny, I. c, furnishes vis with an example of the celebration of such

a day in the life of Trajan.

3 [Wieseler, in his Beitrage, gives a quotation in confirmation of hia

identification of ywtoia with the day of accession from the Gemara

(fol. 10. 1). "Quid sunt yeyeVio? Eespondit B. Judas per huno

intelligi diem quo constituunt seu creant regem." The latest and best

authorities interpret ytviaia of Herod's birthday.—Te.]

of which 1 is fully sufficient

 

« Lu. xiii. 32. 5 Matt. xiv. 5.
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Old Testament placed the anniversaries of kings' birthdays

in the worst light in the eyes of the Jews. Pharaoh, the

detested king of Egypt, celebrated his yevefttaa.1 Many

centuries later, Antiochus Epiphanes, the no less detested

king of Syria, compelled the Jews, in spite of the most

desperate resistance, to celebrate his birthday.2 While

on the other hand, native kings of Israel had in earlier

times celebrated the day of their accession.8 Nay, what

is still more to the point, Herod the Great 4 had quite

recently renewed the celebration of this day, so that if

Antipas celebrated the anniversary of his accession he was

doing nothing but what the people were already accus

tomed to.

If, then, we are to interpret yeve<ria of the festival of

Antipas' -accession, we shall have in fact a remarkable

proof of our previous synoptic combination, which led to

the conclusion that the Baptist was beheaded a short time

before the Passover. If we assume that, from the distance

between the place of the Baptist's imprisonment, and that

of our Lord's sojourn at the time, the news of his death did

not reach our Lord's ears for some days, we may fix the

Baptist's decapitation somewhere about the 8th of Nisan5=

April 11th, 782 A.u.c. : and it was just about this time that

Herod the Great died, and Antipas succeeded him as tetrarch

of Galilee and Peraea. The Baptist's imprisonment, there

fore, which, as we have seen, took place about Purim, em

braced on the whole about three weeks.

1 Gen. xL 20. 2 2 Mace. vi. 7. 3 Hos vii. 5 sq.

4 Joseph. Ant. xn. 4. 7. The expression " dies Herodis," Pers.

Satir. v. 180, has been erroneously explained by many earlier com

mentators of the festivals celebrated by the partisans of Herod, the

so-called Herodians occasionally mentioned in the N. T. The reference

is really to the Sabbath, as appears partly from the rite observed on

these days, the lighting of lamps, partly from the expression in the

context, " recutita sabbata " (cf. Plum, in loc.). " Herod " stands here

as the representative of the Jewish people, just as " Apella" does in

the well-known line of Horace, "credat Judreus Apella."

5 The incorrectness of the 29th of August, as the date of the

"Festum decollations S. Joannis" (a festival, however, which was

not observed by the Church till a somewhat late period), is thus

proved. The idea of Malala, Chronogr. p. 305, that the Baptist was

beheaded on the 25th of May, is certainly nearer the truth.
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This section of Matthew's Gospel, of which tho initial

and terminal points are identical with those of the table

of parallel passages in Luke and Mark already given,

records substantially the same events with them ; and yet,

as may be seen by a glance at the numbers affixed, to a

great extent in a totally different order. This must be

admitted, even though, on the one hand, we feel convinced

that the following portions, which we have arranged

according to Mark's order—viz. the independent narra

tives Matt. iv. 18—22, and Matt. xii. 46—50, of which

vv. 22—45 form part (cf. Matt. xiii. 1—30)—have been

arranged correctly, and without establishing any real

contradiction to Luke's arrangement ; and if, on the other

hand, particular portions1 have been correctly placed in

direct connection with one another. So that even in the

unchronological arrangement we cannot overlook a degree

of striving after the true chronology.

If then we consider that Matthew, like the other two

Evangelists, has in other parts written in chronological

succession, and that consequently the unchronological, or

at least semi-chronological, arrangement of this section

presupposes an exceptional departure from his prevailing

chronological method, we cannot but conclude that in the

composition and arrangement of this section he allowed

himself to be governed by some rule not his own, and for

some reasons unknown to us determined in this portion

of his Gospel to make use of some original document lying

before him, the work of another author, which wa3 not

arranged in chronological order, and to incorporate it with

his own work unaltered. Indeed, the existence and

chronological character of the present section affords,

among many others, a striking confirmation of the state

ment of John the Presbyter, preserved to us in a fragment

of Papias,2 that the Apostle Matthew had done no more

than make a collection (in the Aramaic tongue) of the Adyta

rov KvpCov. A collection in which, naturally enough, only

subordinate attention was paid to the time and place at

which the individual sayings were spoken ; while, on the

1 e.g. Matt. ix. 1—8, 9—17, xii. 1—8, 9—17, etc.

1 Euseb. Hist. Eccl. in. 3. 9.
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other hand, special weight was given to the arrangement

and grouping of those discourses, the subjects of which had

an internal likeness which mutually explained or supple

mented one another. And in truth, the existence of larger

collections of discourses is a peculiarity of the first Evan

gelist, when compared with the other Synoptists, which

appears especially in the present section. This phenome-

nbn will be more clearly displayed, and more plainly

recognized, if we compare the three larger collections of

discourses of the section, which must have formed part of

the Aramaic original,1 with the parallel passages in Luke.

(1) The parallel passages to Matt. v. 3.—vii. 27, con

tained in Luke, are as follows :—

Matthew. Luke.

v. 3—6 vi. 20, 21.

11, 12 22, 23.

13 xiv. 34. (?)

18 xvi. 17.

25, 26 xii. 58, 59.

32 xvi. 18.

39 42, 44—48 vi. 27—30, 32— S6.

vi. 9—13 xi. 2—4.

19—21 xii. 33, 34.

22, 23 xi. 34—36.

24 xvi. 13.

25—34 xii. 22—31.

vii. 1, 2 .
• vi. 37, 38.

3—5. ■■■ ■■• 41, 42.

7—11 xi. 9—13.

12 vi. 31.

13 xiii. 24.

.6—21 vi. 43—46.

22, 23 xiii. 25—27.

24—27 vi. 47—49.

An inspection of this table at once proves the truth of

our assertion that Matthew has here collected a number of

our Lord's sayings of a similar import, without attention

to the time when, or the occasion on which, they were

1 Matt. v. 3—vii. 27, x. 5—42, xiii. 3—52.
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spoken (particulars which, on the other hand, are, as a

rule, stated by Luke), and this undoubtedly with the

view of presenting a systematic view of a certain defined

portion of our Lord's teaching. Indeed, he carries this

systematizing principle so far as to convey the idea that

the whole collection of sayings, in spite of the different

times and places at which they were really spoken, was

delivered at the same time and in the same place, viz. on

the mountain which lies on the western shore of the sea1

of Galilee.2 And why on this mountain? Doubtless

because the largest portion of the collection was really

delivered there, immediately after tho selection of the

twelve,3 as is clear from the parallel, Lu. vi. 20—49. But

why does Matthew place this discourse so early, and

indeed immediately after the call of the first four Apostles?4

It may be that this arose simply from its importance, and

the desire to present as early as possible a general view of

the high moral bearing of our Lord's teaching, from the

1 In the course of our Lord's ministry out of Judea, at least two

mountains stand prominently forward, which must be distinguished

from one another as carefully as possible. One was situated on the

western shore of the sea of Galilee, not far from Capernaum. It was

here that the so-called " Sermon on the Mount" was delivered, Lu. vi.

12, cf. vi. 1, Mar. iii. 13, cf. iii. 7 (which proves that the mountain was

on the " sea of Galilee," Matt. I. c.) ; and here, too, our Lord, in all

probability, shewed Himself to His disciples for the last time in

Galilee, Matt, xxviii. 16. The other mountain was on the eastern

shore, in Persea. Our Lord was here when he fed the " five thousand,"

Joh. vi. 3, cf. vi. 1, 15, Matt. xiv. 23, Mar. vi. 46 ; and here, too, it is

probable that His "transfiguration" took place, Matt. xvii. 1, cf.

xvi. 13, xvii. 22—24, Mar. ix. 2, cf. viii. 27, ix. 30, Lu. ix. 28, cf. ix. 10.

It may be considered proved by the above passages that the " trans

figuration " took place in the tetrarchy of Philip, to the east of the

lake, and not, as an erroneous tradition asserts, on Mount Tabor in

Galilee.

2 Matt. v. 1, cf. viii. 1.

8 It is plain, also, why the author of the first Gospel does not, at a

later period, expressly describe the ordination of the twelve apostles.

For since he was aware that the most important portions of the collec

tion of discourses (Matt. v.—vii.) were not delivered till after the

appointment of the twelve, he might very naturally be indisposed to

make special mention of this circumstance, but only of their mission

(Matt, x.), on which occasion he suitably enough gives the names of

those who had been already chosen as Apostles,

4 Matt. iv. 18—22
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pen of an Apostle. If, as appears probable, chronological

reasons concurred to produce this result, it was because,

according to Lu. v. 1—4, our Lord did actually deliver a

discourse at that time, and nearly at the same place,

several portions of which, particularly those to which

Luke supplies no parallel, may have been transferred by

Matthew to his collection.

(2) In Luke we have the following parallels to

Matthew x. 5—12.

Matthew.

x. 7—11.

12, 13.

14.

15.

16.

19, 20.

24.

26—33.

34—37.

Luke.

ix. 2-4.

x. 5, 6.

ix. 5.

x. 12.

x. 3.

xii. 11, 12.

vi. 40.

xii. 2—9.

51—53.

This comparison with Luke shews us that we have here

again several discourses of our Lord combined by Matthew

in his peculiar way ; and in particular the instructions

given to the " Twelve," and to the " Seventy," which

would naturally have many points of similarity. We

need only compare the introductory clause Matt. ix. 37, 38,

with that Lu. x. 2.

(3) Matt. xiii. 3—52, and the parallels in Luke.

Matthew. Luke.

xiii. 3—11, 13. viii. 5—10.

12 18.

16, 17 x. 23, 24.

18—23 viii. 11—15.

31, 32 xiii.' 18, 19.

33 20, 21.

Matthew, besides giving us in this place several parables

which we find differently placed in Luke, supplies us with

some additional ones (xiii. 24—30, 36—52), peculiar to

himself; and thus we have another instance of his fond

ness for bringing together passages of a similar character.
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On the whole, then, the arrangement of this section by

the first Evangelist leads to the conclusion that he con

sidered the apostolical document on which he based his

Gospel, though not arranged in chronological order, of

such importance that in order that he might adopt it with

out alteration he resolved to depart, to a certain extent,

from the chronological method observed by him elsewhere.

Not, however, that we are to imagine that he was ignorant

of the true chronological relation of the events, or that,

consequently, if he had desired to adopt a strict chrono

logical arrangement in this place he was unable to do so.

And yet in this case alone should we have had any right

to impute to the Evangelist a deficiency in essential know

ledge of facts, or any real discrepancy with the other

Evangelists in the chronological arrangement of this

section. While, then, this arrangement has been firmly

established by the other Gospels, we are indebted to the

first Evangelist for a systematized report of several of our

Lord's discourses, vouched for by apostolic authority. And

we may therefore thankfully accept them both.

It is far from being my purpose, on the present occasion,

to give a full and satisfactory demonstration of the relation

in which the existing "Gospel of St. Matthew" stands

to the original Aramaic Adyta rov Kvptov. This demon

stration, which would now lead us much too far, can only

be given in connection with a treatise specially devoted

to the investigation of the original sources and authorship

of the first Gospel. To this, therefore,—which, as I have

already remarked, it is my intention to undertake as soon

as possible,—I must direct my reader for the completion

and confirmation of what has been here stated. The

chronological question which is the main object of the

present work is set at rest, since it has been shewn that

the section of Matthew which we are now treating of is

destitute of any definite chronological arrangement, and

cannot, therefore, be employed as a basis of any chronolo

gical investigation: while, at the same time, the credibility

of the Evangelist is guaranteed by the circumstance that

the variations in his arrangement of events are to bo

accounted for, not by any deficiency of chronological

knowledge, but by an intentional dependence on an
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original document, proceeding from another source and

not arranged in chronological order, which he introduces

here, and of which we may prove that he availed himself

by arguments which we cannot here further develop. At

the same time, although we are sure that his peculiar

arrangement is due to the insertion of these Xoyta, yet we

can form no conclusion from this as to the mode in which

the Evangelist may have dealt with this arrangement in

particular cases. However, since the present work is

principally devoted to the arrangement of the Gospels, it

cannot he superfluous if we attempt to determine by what

principles the Evangelist may have been guided in arrang

ing the events of this section. I must, however, expressly

premise that even if, as is quite possible, our explanation

of this difficult phenomenon proves erroneous, the pheno

menon itself1 which demands explanation remains the

same, and with it also the general conclusions on the

chronological question deduced therefrom.

The preceding remarks will have shewn the reader that

I consider the so-called " Sermon on the Mount," Matt,

v.—vii. ; the collection of discourses comprising the in

structions for the twelve and the seventy, Matt. x. ; and

the collection of parables, Matt. xiii. 3—52, original com

ponent parts of these \6yia. I am, however, far from

maintaining that no other portions of these same Adyia are

contained in Matthew's Gospel except those in this section,

or that these three collections of discourses followed one

another in the Adyia in the order indicated above. These

collections of discourses, made with special reference to

their internal connection, included elements of discourses

1 Schleiermacher, in his acute treatise On the Testimony of Papias

concerning the first two Gospels, Stud, und Krit. 1832, IV. p. 735 sq.,

was the first to maintain that the Aramaic \6yia of Matthew were

interwoven in the narrative of the first Gospel, a view which has since

been recognized by critics in an ever-increasing ratio. It is clear,

from the present chronological investigation, that this theory affords

the only grounds on which a defence of this Gospel can be based. It

becomes, therefore, above all things important (as I have already

noticed in my Beitragen z. apocalypt. Litterat. p. 182) to separate the

constituent parts of these \iyia from the work of later hands.

Hitherto no one has succeeded in this ; indeed—with the exception of

Schleiermacher—hardly any one has attempted it.
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delivered at different times, and were therefore of course

arranged unchronologically. The necessary conclusion is

that a complete chronological arrangement of our sec

tion must be given up. And, in perfect harmony with

this- conclusion, we find the strict chronological arrange

ment ceasing exactly where the first collection commences,

Matt. iv. 23, and beginning again where the last termi

nates, Matt. xiii. 54.1 The remaining portions of narrative

given by the Synoptists must, therefore, be inserted in

suitable places between these two collections, which, how

ever, cannot be done exactly in the order required by

chronology. Chronological succession, however, is so far

observed, that the events2 introduced are really to be

placed between the call of the four Apostles and the

mission of the Twelve.

Let us now examine the Evangelist's mode of dealing

with particulars. Since the arrangement of the present

eection, in consequence of the introduction of these collec

tions of discourses, is governed by the principle of the

connection of subject-matter, this is also adopted with

perfect consistency in the arrangement of events. It is

this endeavour to bring all into system, which causes all

the miracles of the section, Matt. viii. 1—ix. 34, to be

grouped together. In the arrangement, the call of the

tax-gatherer and Apostle, Matthew, ch. ix. 9— 17, and the

cure of the withered hand on the Sabbath, xii. 9—14,

form exceptions ; for since the latter is a miracle, and the

former is not, the two ought to have changed places.

However, these are but apparent exceptions. As regards

the call of Matthew, to say nothing of its close connection

with ix. 1—8, it was necessary that it should be placed

before the preparation and instruction of the twelve

1 See the tabular view, p. 291.

2 If the fact recorded Matt. ix. 32—34 is the same with that

Lu. xi. 14 sq., we should have another exception. This, however,

cannot be assumed off-hand (ante, p. 281), since in both of these

1 assages we find only a Knxpbs Smfiovitfuevoi, but, on the other hand,

in Matt. xii. 22, a tiaifwvitfuevos ru<f>\bs koI /toxjxis. The insertion of

th s fact in this place may be explained by the consideration that the

emuing collection of discourses Matt. x. 5 sq. contains several elements

of discourse which, according to Luke, belong chronologically to the

same section in which it is recorded by him.
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Apostles, of whom Matthew had become one, and there

fore before ch. x. And, on the other hand, the healing of

the withered hand was to be viewed, not so much as a

simple cure, but as a cure on the Sabbath-day, and there

fore as an example given in word and deed of the dis

approbation felt by our Lord for the rigid ordinances laid

down at that time regarding the sanctity of the Sabbath.

Nor, in consequence of the precise similarity of its purport,

could it have been introduced till after the narrative of the

plucking of the ears of corn on the Sabbath, xii. 1—8, with

which it was also most closely connected in order of time.

The chronological arrangement of the several miracles

having been once abandoned the topographical takes its

place, which affords a very simple explanation of the

partially different order of succession, in Matt. viii. 1—ix.

8. Here too we have, as the tabular arrangement proves,

clearer statements as to the place of the miracles, which

generally are in most happy accordance with the synoptic

parallels.1 The message of the imprisoned Baptist to our

1 The only difficulty relating to the determination of a place in the

present section relates to that where the one, or, according to Matthew,

the two demoniacs, were healed (Matt. viii. 28), which however, in the

present position of the investigation, is in fact only a critical one.

The locality of the cure must, according to the unanimous statements

of the Evangelists, be looked for on the eastern shore of the Sea of

Galilee, Lu. viii. 26, 33, Mar. v. 1, 13, 21, Matt. viii. 28, 32, ix. 1.

This decidedly supports the reading TaSap^vwy as opposed to

Tepairiiv&v. Cf. Eeland, Falsest, p. 773 sq. The reading Tfpyetralwv,

which has very little manuscript authority, seems to rest on the

authority of Origen. (Cf. the excellent demonstration in Winer, and

Raiimer, «. v. " Gadara.") Its proximity to the sea, and consequently

the reading Gadara in preference to Gerasa, is also supported by the

chronology of the section, which does not admit any long journey of

our Lord's at this time. Lachmann's edition, therefore, does not give

the original text cf the Synoptists in reading Tcpcuri\vuv instead of

ToSaprivuv. The critical difficulty, however, lies in explaining the

origin of the various readings, if VaSapi\vwv, which seems to offer no

difficulty, were the original reading. Now, as I have no fondness for

having recourse to the idea of an error of the copyists (the reading

Ttp-ytvalSiv, after what Origen, its voucher, has said about it, certainly

requires no further explanation), I am therefore inclined to derive the

reading Ttpatrnvuv from the fact that the names of the cities of

Decapolis, of which, according to Mar. v. 20, this place must have

been one, were differently given by different authorities (cf. Winer,

B. W. B. s. v. " Dekapolis"), and that those who made the correction
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Lord was introduced in order that His reply, in which He

lays the greatest stress upon the miracles already wrought

by Him, Matt. xi. 4, 5, might receive additional confirma

tion and proof, as from a commentary, from the previous

collective account of His miracles. And, finally, the

Evangelist brings this section to a very appropriate close

by describing the mode and the deportment with which

our Lord, in fulfilment of the prophecies of the Old

Testament, performed all His miracles.1 From this point

Matthew again adopts a strict chronological method in the

arrangement of the remaining narratives, as is clearly

shewn by the more precise notes of time he henceforward

adopts, e.g. xiii. 1, iv rg fip-ipq. iKcivr).

Upon the whole, therefore, if it was the intention of the

Evangelist to introduce a principal portion of the apostolic

koyia in this place, and if, therefore, he had neither the

power nor the desire to arrange the events which fall

within our section in strict chronological order, he could

scarcely have performed the office of a " redacteur " more

ably, and more in accordance with the sense of the original

than he has actually done. ,

2. Relation between the Events in the Sections Lu. ix. 18—50,

Mar. vi. 45—ix. 50, Matt. xiv. 22—xviii. 35. Cf. Joh.

vi. 16—vii. 14.

The initial and terminal points of this division are very

precisely determined. The initial point, or the "Feeding of

the Five Thousand," fell shortly before the Passover (cyyus

y)v to iraa-ya), or, as we have seen,2 still more precisely, on

the 14th of Nisan = April 17th. The terminal point is

given by the journey of our Lord to the Feast of Taber

nacles,8 on the 15th of Tisri = October 12, 782 A.u.c. Our

Lord's journey was so arranged as to enable Him to visit

the Temple, rftq rrj<s iopTrjs /Aeo-oixnjs.4 This was a Sabbath-

day. For since the Feast of Tabernacles embraced eight

Tepac7)vS>i>, excluded Gadartu and therefore changed its name for that

of some other city, of a very similar sound, which, according to their

view, really did belong to Decapolis.

1 Matt xii. 15, 21. 2 p. 285.

8 Joh. vii. 2. * Joh. vii. 14. Cf. p. 265.
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days, reaching from the evening of the 14th to that of the

22nd of Tisri,1 the " terminus," 7/877 /xeo-ovo-T/s r. iopr. corre

sponds to the 18th of Tisri. Now the 15th of Nisan = April

18th, fell that year on a Monday, and consequently the

15th of Tisri = October 12, on a Thursday ; and the 18th of

Tisri = October 15, on a Saturday. Thus the very day

itself explains the reason why our Lord went then to the

Temple and instructed the people from the Scriptures,2

and also why He then alluded to the charge of breaking

the Sabbath, which had been already brought against Him

at an earlier period.8

The several events are arranged in order on the fol

lowing page :—

1 Ob the 22nd was msp, the Qifrov of the LXX.

» Joh. vii. 14, 15. * Joh. v. 16, 18.
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The arrangement of the combined text supplies few,

if any, difficulties. The following remarks may suffice.

Mark and Matthew supply the fullest account ; John and

Luke enter less into detail. Neither of them, however,

furnishes any data of time or place which can exclude or

even throw suspicion on the fuller accounts of the two

former.

For the first seven sections Luke is entirely silent. He

enters again with No. 8,1 where, however, there is an entire

absence of anything to determine whether his narrative is

to be placed in immediate chronological connection with

what precedes it. John too, as it were to authenticate the

complementary narrative of the other two Synoptists, is in

complete parallelism2 with its opening portion (No. 1).

How long a time our Lord spent on His journey " through

the coasts of Tyre and Sidon " cannot be precisely deter

mined. • Thence He returned "through the coasts of

Decapolis," i.e. the district on the east side of Jordan,

bordering on the sea of Galilee (Mar. vii. 31, Matt. xv. 29),

where 3 lie healed " one who was deaf and had an impedi

ment in his speech," 4 and performed other cures.5 After

this He again fed Four Thousand persons, who had been

with Him three days, and after dismissing the crowd,

" took ship and passed over into the coasts of Magdala," 6

or " Dalmanutha." 7 Magdala, therefore, must be placed

on the western shore of the lake, and Dalmanutha, a name

which does not occur elsewhere, in its immediate neigh

bourhood. The meaning of this name is probably " Cliffs,"

"Peaks," (niiTW from yyi, to be pointed), i.e. in Greek

1 Lu. ix. 18.

2 It appears probable that the events recorded Mar. vi. 53—vii. 23,

Matt. xiv. 34—xv. 20, are to be referred to the same day as

those Joh. vi. 22—65, i.e. the day after the Feeding of the Five

Thousand, on the 15th of Nisan. This is supported by the expression,

Mar. vi. 54, Qi\66vtoiv airruv 4k tov n\oiov (Mat. Besides, our Lord

is disputing with the Pharisees and Scribes from Jerusalem in

Mar. vii. 1—13, just as with the 'lovSalois of the synagogue in

Joh. vi. 41—52.

3 Matthew xv. 29 gives t!> ipos as the place, which must therefore

be looked for on the east coast of the lake, cf. p. 294.

4 Mar. vii. 32—37. * Matt. xv. 30, 31

6 Matt. xv. 39. ^ Mar. viii. 10.
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Aapf3avov6d, or, for euphony, AaX/iavovda.,1 an etymology

which is supported by the position of Magdala, which lay

at no great distance from a range of cliffs.2 Here He again

encountered the Pharisees, who in vain demanded a sign,8

crossed the lake,4 and went to Bethsaida,5 which therefore

lay on the western shore of the lake,8 where He cured a

blind man.7

From this point (No. 8) forwards, we find Luke and

John taking up the thread of the narrative. If either of

the two had furnished us with a more precise note of time

(for John's Ik tovtov, " after this," cannot be regarded as

such), we should have been able to determine with greater

accuracy the date of the following events, which are

calculated by so many days after our Lord's words recorded

in No. 8. This we cannot now do. Mark and Luke, how

ever, do inform us where they were spoken, viz. " on the

way," in the neighbourhood of Cassarea Philippi. . " After

six days," as stated by Matthew and Mark, or, which comes

to the same thing, " about " (wo-ei) " eight days after," our

Lord was transfigured on a mountain in the presence of His

favourite disciples, Peter, John, and James. The next day,

rg ef^s -fj^pa, on their way down from the mountain,8 He

cured a lunatic child. While travelling through Galilee after

this He again speaks of His death (No. 11). On His reaching

Capernaum, the collectors of the tribute-money demanded

payment of Him and Peter, which He, the Son of God,

does not refuse.9 And yet, in the same town, iv im-tvy tjj

&pa.,10 our Lord is compelled to rebuke the ambition and

1 Other etymologies are given in Lightfoot, Sot. Seb. pp. 555, 556.

2 Cf. Winer, s. v. 3 Mar. viii. 11, 12, parall.

4 Mar. viii. 13—21, parall. 5 Mar. viii. 22.

10 Matt, xviii. 1. The perfect correctness of Matthew's singularly

precise note of time, iv ixflvri tj? Spa, apart from the enquiry as to

what could possibly have led the Evangelist to speak with such

precision, if he was not certain of his fact, is evident from the parallel

passage in Mark. We see from Mar. ix. 33, 34, that the disciples had

"disputed by the way to Capernaum who should be the greatest."

It was therefore certainly as soon as our Lordfiad reached " the house,"

v. 33, that He rebuked them for it. So also the enquiry about the

"tribute" was put to Peter by the way, Matt. xvii. 24, and the

conversation between him and our Lord took place immediately after

6 Ante, p. 268.

8 Lu. ix. 37.

7 Mar. viii. 22—26.

9 Matt. xvii. 24—27.
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want of love displayed by His disciples (No. 13). The

collection of the tax took place in September,1 and imme

diately afterwards, our Lord started for Judea ; a journey

which took place at the time of the Feast of Tabernacles.2

CHAPTER -III.

GENERAL RESULT OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE SECTION.

The result of our examination of this section is that not in

Luke only, but also in the parallel portions of Mark and

John, we find a narrative arranged with strict attention to

chronology. This has never been questioned as far as "

John is concerned. Matthew, on the other hand, at least

in the division iv. 23—xiii. 54, is an exception ; though,

as we have seen, his only reason for not having arranged

this portion of his narrative in accordance with strict

chronological order is that he made it an object to intro

duce the apostolic Aoyia which were not thus arranged.

It cannot, therefore, be said that the first Evangelist did -

not as a rule write chronologically, still less that he was

unable to do so ; but only that in this particular section

he has not adopted such an arrangement, and that for a

special purpose. Not only, however, have all the Evan

gelists—Matthew in the portion mentioned above is the

only exception—given the events they report in chronolo

gical order, but they afford a remarkable confirmation of

the truth of this order by the agreement in their several

statements. They supplement one another, and that in

such a way that it would be a mistake to assert that any

one of them, e.g. Luke, supplies us throughout with the

" he had come into the house," v. 25. Both these conversations must

have been almost contemporaneous. I seem, however, to discover an

evidence of our Lord's wisdom in dealing with this matter of the

" tribute money " first, that so He might practically, and by His own

example, teach them the moral nobility of self-denial and humility, in

thus submitting Himself to an ordinance existing by the will of God.

1 Ante, p. 264.

3 Joh. vii. 2, 10, 14. For more exact details, see ante, p. 300.
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most definite statements, even though it must he granted

that several of the most important portions of the Gospel

history are presented to us by Luke and John with the

sharpest chronological outline, so that in arranging the

Gospel events they must always remain our chief guides.

We may also notice how the Evangelists mutually supple

ment one another in their statements of locality ; and this

is demonstrable here, where the harmonizing of the narra

tives of the different Evangelists, even at the first glance,

offers no difficulty at all. It must, however, be acknow

ledged, as indeed was to be expected from the nature of

the case, that in proportion to the stress laid on the trans

mission of the Discourses of our Lord is the disregard

shewn to statements regarding time and place.

In conclusion, it is interesting to observe what long

intervals sometimes occur with but comparatively few

events recorded. We find a remarkable example of this

in our present section (putting John out of the question

for the moment), viz. Lu. ix. 18—50, where within the

limits of thirty-three verses we have the history of

nearly half a year of our Lord's ministry. But if we

examine the matter thoroughly we shall see that there is

no reason to conclude, without further proof, that the

Evangelist was unacquainted with the exact details of this

period. On the contrary, it is evident, unless other

motives connected with the object of the Gospel were

also at work, that the copiousness of the narrative stands

in an intimate relation, to the copiousness and importance

of the several events of the period described. It is only

in this way that we can explain the disproportionate

minuteness of detail in the Synoptical narrative of the

period between the plucking of the ears of corn on the

second-first Sabbath and the Feeding of the Five Thousand,

comprising no more than nine days;1 or, again, the full

and particular account we have of our Lord's Transfigura

tion and the events connected with it, of the Passion, and

other similar portions.

The fundamental laws of the construction of the Gospel

history, developed in this section, will receive further

demonstration in the subsequent sections of our work.

1 Lu. vi. 1— ix. 17, paralL



SECTION IV.

FROM OUR LORD'S JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM TO KEEP THE FEAST

OF TABERNACLES, TILL HIS LAST KINGLY ENTRY INTO THE

CITY.

The text of this section is found in Lu. ix. 51—xix. 28.

Mar. x. 1—52. Matt. xix. 1—xx. 34. Joh. vii. 2—xii. 11.

For the larger part of it, we do not find our Lord exercising

His ministry any longer in Galilee : but we have His last

journey to Jerusalem up to the time of His last public

entry into the city, and previously to this several other

journeys to Jerusalem or Judea, and sojournings in Judea,

Perasa, and Samaria, consequent upon them. Our Lord

appears at last to have been no longer safe in Galilee.

The initial and terminal points of the section are so

chosen as to allow of their date being accurately fixed

without any difficulty. The initial point we already know.

It is given by the journey of our Lord to the Feast of

Tabernacles, the celebration of which commenced in the

year 29 A.D., on October 12th, and must therefore be placed

a little before that day, after our Lord's brethren had set

out for the feast.

The terminal point we derive from Joh. xii. 1—12. We

see from Joh. xii. 1, that our Lord came to Bethany wpo

rjfiepwv tov iracr^a, i.e. since the Paschal Feast began on the

14th of Nisan, on the evening of the 8th. That evening

and the following day were spent by our Lord in the

family of Lazarus, on which occasion the " supper,"

described Joh. xii. 2—8, took place. " The next day,"

iiravpwv, Joh. xii. 12, i.e. the 10th of Nisan ( = April 2nd,

the 15th of Nisan corresponding to April 7th), He entered

Jerusalem amid the acclamations of the crowd. Jn the

ensuing section we shall afford further proofs of this date,

when investigating that of the day of our Lord's death.
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This section will, on the whole, embrace a period of about

six months.

The narratives of Matthew and Mark, the close similarity

of which is shewn in every harmony, must be styled

meagre in comparison with that of Lnke, for while they

supply a remarkable parallel to the portion from Ln. xviii.

15 to the close of the section, all between Lu. ix. 51—

xviii. 14 is entirely omitted. No unprejudiced person who

notices this remarkable fact will have any difficulty in

attributing this omission merely to Matthew and Mark

having intentionally passed over those journeys of our Lord

beyond the limits of Galilee which preceded His last

journey to Judea. That there is any contradiction between

them and Luke he will be the less disposed to imagine,

since the Gospels themselves prove that this is not the

only place where the Evangelists have passed over a con

siderable period of our Lord's life unnoticed.

A reference to John's Gospel affords a striking proof of

the correctness of this mode of explanation. For he, as

well as Luke, tells us of several other journeys before that

last one where the other two Evangelists take up the

thread of the narrative again. Nay, even the number and

date of these journej's correspond : and this agreement is

all the more remarkable, from the perfect independence

of the two narratives. We will, therefore, endeavour to

discover more exactly the relation in which John stands to

Luke.

John, in perfect accordance with the spirit of his Gospel,

has given special prominence to our Lord's journeys to

Judea and Jerusalem during His public ministry, and has

given in fuller detail the events occurring during His

various sojourns there, on which account we may reason

ably take him as our guide in this investigation. Now

we learn from him, that between the epoch at which we

have now arrived, and our Lord's last eventful journey to

Jerusalem, He visited that city as well as Judea twice.

The first journey, and our Lord's protracted sojourn in

Judea, is detailed Joh. vii. 10—x. 39.1 At that time He

1 If there is reason for assuming that our Lord's ministry extended

beyond Jerusalem, before Joh. x. 22, this must be understood of a
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went to Perasa, " unto the place where John at first bap-

tized," i.e. to "Bethany, beyond Jordan."1 He was then

recalled to Bethany in Judea,2 in the immediate vicinity

of Jerusalem, that He might henl Lazarus, who was sick:

while to avoid any possible confusion between the two

"Bethanys" this is expressly defined as "the town of Mary

and her sister Martha," where Mary anointed the Lord.3

In obedience to this call our Lord came to Bethany ; 4 but,

in consequence of the measures of decided hostility taken

by the Pharisaic party in the Sanhedrim5 He did not visit

Jerusalem, but withdrew " into a city called Ephraim," 6 a

town of Judea,7 eight Roman miles to the north of Jeru-

ministry within Jndea. Cf. Joh. iii. 22. If it had extended beyond

the limits of Judea, John would certainly, according to his usual

manner, have expressly said so. Cf. Liicke, De Wette, Tholuck, in loc.

Jacobi, u. s. p. 870.
1 Joh. i. 28. a Cf. Joh. xi. 7, iyafiev cis tV 'lovtalav.

3 Joh. xi. 1, 2. Cf. xii. 2—8. * Joh. xi. 1—45.

6 Joh. xi. 46—53. « v. 54.

7 We are indebted to Eusebius, Onomasticon. for the information that

Ephraim was 8 Roman miles to the north of Jerusalem. The Latin

translation of Jerome gives in error 20 Eoman miles. Cf. Roland,

Palxst. pp. 490, 491, 765. It is plain, from Josephus, de Bell Jud.

IV. 9. 9, that it lay more to the south than Bethel, which, according to

Eusebius, was 12 miles from Jerusalem. Josephus is there speaking

of an expedition of Vespasian, in which he made himself master of

two toparchies, T-fjv re FotpviTtK^y Kal t^v 'A/cpaj8aT7]j/V KaKovfievrtv, after

which (/i€0' as) BridTjKare Kal'F.<ppatfj. iroAfx^'a, °^s (ppovpobs cyKaTcuniiffas

fte'xpis 'UpoaoKi^iav iVirofeTo. Now since it is plain, partly from the

other localities mentioned, partly from the closing words of the

historian, that Vespasian, on this his victorious march, was continually

approaching nearer to the gates of Jerusalem, Ephraim, the last-named

town, must have been the nearest to that city. Ephraim. in our Lord's

time, belonged to Judea, and not, as some have maintained, to Samaria.

This is indeed intimated by John. For the %iipa in which Ephraim

was situated, Joh. xi. 54, is again mentioned in the next verse, v. 55,

and must of course have the same meaning in both places. In v. 55,

however, it cannot be Samaria, but the province of Judea, because the

Samaritans did not go up to the Passover. Besides, this statement of

the Evangelist is confirmed in another way. We know that at this

time Bethel belonged to Benjamin, Ezr. ii. 28, Neh. vii. 32, Joseph.

Ant. xiii. i. 3, having originally fallen to that tribe, Jos. xviii. 22. Cf.

Winer, R. W.B. "Bethel." Must we not therefore conclude that

Ephraim, which lay further to the south, belonged to Judea? Indeed

all the places in our quotation from Josephus belonged at that time to

Judea (Jos. de Bell. Jud. m. 3. 5). In the passage just referred to,
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salem, "near to the wilderness," and not far from the

Samai itan border. From this place onr Lord started on

that last journey, which is narrated by the Synoptists with

the fullest detail. We see then that in the present section

John gives us no more than two journeys of our Lord to

Judea, before His last journey to the Feast of the Passover,

the second of which, however, did not bring Him further

than the gates of Jeruhalem.

How is it, then, with Luke in the corresponding section,

ix. 51—xix. 28 ? If we look at the parallel passages in

Mark and Matthew, we can scarcely feel any doubt that he

begins his narrative of our Lord's last journey, ch. xvii. 11.

Before this he, too, has two journeys of our Lord to Jeru

salem—neither more nor less—of which he specifies the

commencement ix. 51 and xiii. 22. We must, therefore,

maintain that in the present section, the portion Lu. ix.

51—xiii. 21, runs parallel with Joh. vii. 10—x. 42;

Lu. xiii. 22—xvii. 10, with Joh. xi. 1—54 ; and lastly,

Lu. xvii. 11—xix. 28, with Joh. xi. 55—xii. 11. Of the

many arguments in support of this synoptical combination

I propose only to adduce the most convincing.

We have decided that Lu. ix. 51—xiii.- 21 runs parallel

with Joh. vii. 10—x. 42, so that our Lord's departure

Lu. ix. 51, corresponds to that related Joh. vii. 10. John,

it is true, does not tell us which ro;id our Lord then took

to Jerusalem, and we can only conclude that He took the

nearest, though not the customary route for those who

were travelling from Galilee to the Feast, viz. that through

Samaria,1 inasmuch as we learn from John that He delayed

'AvovdS, according to Eusebiua, only 15 Roman miles from Sichem, is

mentioned as the most northerly town of Judea. Thus we see how it

came that one of the northern gates of Jerusalem was called at the

same time the " Ephraim " and " Benjamin Gate," 2 Ki. xiv. 13,

Zech. xiv. 10, since Ephraim belonged to Benjamin. Further, the

Ephraim here spoken of is also intended, 2 Ch. xiii. 19 (in Ketib I'll??

in Keri I'"1??) when it, together with the neighbouring towns of

Bethel and Jeshanah, was wrested from Jeroboam, the ungodly king

of the Israelites, by the victorious Abijah.

1 The longer route through Perea was that usually adopted, so as to

avoid passing through the country of the Samaritans, who were

especially hostile to those who were going up to the Feast at Jerusalem.

It is evident from Joh. vii. 10, r6re ml airbs avifii) eis Tijv io/nty, ou
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a little before He set out, That this was the route

actually taken by our Lord is expressly stated by Luke, ix.

52, although he does not make us acquainted with the

motive (supplied by John) which either solely or conjointly

determined Him to adopt it.

The exceedingly inhospitable reception which, accord

ing to Luke, our Lord met with at His entrance into

Samaria, admits also of a very easy explanation, if the

inhabitants of the village from which He was driven out

had reason to conclude that He was travelling to Jeru

salem to the feast, and were therefore actuated by religious

fanaticism ; for we learn from Luke, that on other occa

sions, our Lord was wont to be very well received in

Samaria.

From John we learn that our Lord had reason at that

time to fear for His safety, and in the context, Luke has

preserved to us an expression of our Lord's1 which also

manifests how great His apprehensions were. In John we

also find" that about this time Jesus was styled a

Samaritan by His opponents among the orthodox Jews,

which appears to point to a leaning on His part towards,

or intercourse with, that people so hated by the Jews, no

very long time previously.3 According to Lu. x. 38—42,

Jesus at that time visited the Bethany in the neighbour

hood of Jerusalem where Mary and Martha resided, which

will at once remove any surprise which might bo felt at

His being so intimately known by that family at a later

period, and indeed before He set out to restore the sick

Lazarus*

Further, our view that the section which speaks of a

second journey of Jesus to Judea, Lu. xiii. 22—xvii. 10,

is parallel to Joh. xi. 1—54, is supported by the fact that

the marks which characterize this journey in John appear

also in Luke. For this latter Evangelist also intimates,

what John expressly states, that our Lord did not enter

<pavepS>s iXX" is Iv KpvTTa, that our Lord did not on this occasion adopt

the ordinary foot-road to Jerusalem.
1 Lu. ix. 58. a Joh. viii. 48.

s Cf. also in this same section the parable of the good Samaritan,

Lu. x. 30—37.

* Joh. xi. 1 sq.
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Jerusalem. It is true that it might appear that He did so

from the words used Lu. xiii. 22, Tt-optiav iroiovfievos «ts

Icpovo-aArJju.. But it is evident from the narrative that

immediately succeeds, Lu. xiii. 31—35, that the preposition

€is simply gives us the direction, and not the final goal of»

His journey : and indeed it is possible that the expression

cis 'Itpovvakrjji. was chosen with the view of bringing out

an external conformity with the corresponding passages

Lu. ix. 51, xvii. 11. The conversation of our Lord with

the Pharisees related here occurred on the same day that

He set out,1 and at a place three days' journey from His

final goal,2 i.e. as John shews us, from Bethany. At this

time, i.e. at the beginning of His journey to Judea, our

Lord expressly declared His purpose not to visit Jerusalem

again before the next Passover in the words Lu. xiii. 35,3

" Ye (inhabitants of Jerusalem) shall not see me until the

time come when ye shall say, Blessed is He that cometh

in the name of the Lord," which was the Paschal saluta

tion to those who were going to the Feast. He kept

His word. For when at the next Passover He was enter

ing the gates of Jerusalem, the Jews received Him with

this very salutation, only adding, to bring into prominence

His Messianic dignity, "Blessed be the King that cometh

in the name of the Lord."4 Further, our Lord, according

to John,5 was in the Persean Bethany or some place in its

neighbourhood when He set out for Judea, which again

agrees very well with the statement of Luke6 that He had

then three days' journey before Him. It is possible, also,

that in the beautiful parable of the " Rich man and Laza

rus,"7 that name was chosen because even before their

1 Lu. xiii. 31, itf ainr} ry yfxtpa.

2 8e? fxc ai\iiepov teal otipiov Kal Trj 4xo^vy iropetfetrflcu, V. 33.

3 The passage Lu. xiii. 34, 35, is repeated Matt, xxiii. 37—39. This

is, however, merely a spurious clause, adopted from Luke by an

ancient transcriber, as Credner (Einleit. I. pp. 67, 136) has already

decided from a comparison of its style with the rest of Matthew's

Gospel. Irrespective of this consideration, the clause in this place

affords no sense. For subsequently to His last entry into Jerusalem,

the people never addressed Him in the words, " Blessed be He," etc.

4 Lu. xix. 38, parall. 15 Job. x. 40—42. Cf. xi. 6.

6 Lu. xiii. 33.

> Lu. xvi. 19—31.
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arrival their grief had been excited by the death of the

dearly loved friend.1

We will now proceed to the narrative of our Lord's last

journey to Judea as given by Luke, commencing ch. xvii.

11. To reach Jerusalem Jesus travelled "through the

midst of Samaria and Galilee." First through Samaria,

and then through Galilee ! Does not this indicate plainly

enough that our Lord had been sojourning on the southern

boundary of Samaria, i.e. as John declares, confirming and

supplementing Luke's account, in Ephraim. Prom this

place He set out for Jerusalem, through the midst of

Samaria and Galilee (and Persea), evidently with the view

of visiting once more the places where, and persons on

whom, He had exhibited His redeeming power for a con

siderable period, before the death which He knew lie was

about to suffer at the Passover. As therefore He was

travelling by the ordinary road through Galilee He had

the less reason to apprehend that on this His last journey

to a feast, during which it was His purpose to manifest

His Messianic dignity in Jerusalem, He should create any

a priori prejudice against Him in the minds of the Jews

then assembled there.

In this way, checking the account of one Evangelist by

the other,2 we see that the narratives of Luke and John,

though composed in perfect independence of one another,

can claim historical credibility, and supplement one another

in the most satisfactory manner. As regards Luke in

particular, we see, as might indeed be anticipated from his

expressed intention of writing Ka6e£r}<;—that in the present

section also he has written chronologically.

If now from this point we look back to the witness

borne by Luke himself to the mode and arrangement

adopted in his history, it appears hard to comprehend how

even his apologists have been led to maintain that this

section is not arranged in chronological order. For in

1 Joh. xi. 11—16.

1 By this means the whole of the objections here brought by Strauss,

n. p. 276, against the harmony of the Gospels, are obviated. It would

indeed be rather too much to maintain that the agreement of John and

Luke, not only in the fact of these three journeys, but also in their

characteristic details, was due to mere accident.
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bo doing they have brought against him an indirect accu

sation of inability to realize that which is 6tated by him

self as the leading fundamental idea of his Gospel, an

idea, moreover, which presupposes nothing less than a

remarkable cultivated intellect—viz. that of chronological

arrangement. Quite irrespective, however, of the per

plexities of the apologists, which perhaps have not unfre-

qucntly had a considerable share in leading them to adopt

such an opinion, this idea appears to have arisen from the

following reasons,1 which certainly have a degree of

plausibility.

The ordinary interpretation of the words Lu. ix. 51,

iyevtro Bi iv T(3 crv/j.irkr]pov&6a.i ras tj/s ava\.rjipeo>s

avrov, k.t.X.. " and it came to pass when the time was come

that He should be received up," i.e. " into Heaven " (De

Wette, Meyer, Olshausen, etc.), is at once calculated to

lead us astray. Fo^r it is scarcely possible that these

words can introduce anything but the description of our

Lord's last journey, the final termination of which was

His ascent into Heaven. But if we explain the words

thus, we not only ascribe to Luke a gross chronological

error, since this was the commencement of our Lord's last

journey but two, not of His last journey to Judea, but also

the words, taken by themselves, cannot bear the significa

tion put on them. For (1), dvaAiji/as airov, "His being

received up " is neither per se nor in this context identical

in meaning with His "being received up into Heaven."

Just the words which would indicate the idea of " ascen

sion into heaven," ets rbv ovpavov, are wanting. In this con

text, too, who would a priori look for any mention of such an

ascension here ? The " usus loquendi " for avaXafifiavto-daii''

has been appealed to (the substantive dvaXiji/fis not occur

ring elsewhere in the New Testament), but quite without

1 These and similar reasons have led Schleiermacher, Essay on St.

Luke, p. 168 [English Transl.] to the hypothesis that Luke has here

interpolated, without correct knowledge of the matter, a journal in

which the two last journeys ot Jesus, viz. that to the Feast of Dedica

tion (?) and the final Passover, were blended together. This

hypothesis has been substantially adopted by Neander, Olshausen, eto.

On the other hand, De Wette (Lu. ix. 51) strongly condemns it.

2 Acts i. 2, 11, 22; 1 Tim. iii. 16.
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any sufficient reason. For we either have the additional

clause eh rbv ovpavov,1 or d<£' rjixSiv, "from the midst of us,"

" from the earth," 2 or ev So^r;,3 (in all of which passages

the context points out most decidedly the true meaning of

avaXap-ftdvearOai) or where it stands alone4 it is defined as

avaAap./3dveo-6ai dt rbv ovpavov, both by its immediate con

text, and also by the close of " the former treatise," 5 to

which the reader is expressly referred6 (where it is ex

plained as an dvatpepcffOai ets rbv ovpavov), as well as by

what follows, v. 11, cf. tw. 9, 10.7 (2) Even if avdkrjij/is

avrov could by itself indicate our Lord's ascension, it could

not do so here, since it stands connected with the plural i-as

ij/uepas. Certainly no one of the Evangelists tells us that

our Lord ascended on several days, but only on one day, viz.

the last of His earthly sojourn. And on this account,

Luke neither speaks, nor could speak anywhere of the days

of our Lord's ascension, but " the day," rj^ipa. rj avckrjtpOr).3

For the same reason Luke says—nor could he do other

wise—iv t<3 o-vfj.7r\r]povo-6ai rrjv rj/j.epav (in the singular, not

rds ttjs Trevrr]Koo-Trjs, since " the fiftieth day " (after

the first day of the Passover) or the Feast of Pentecost was

celebrated on a single day only.

The true meaning of Lu. ix. 51 is plain at once, if we

only render the words faithfully. " It came to pass when

the days of His reception were being accomplished," which

naturally signifies, " when the days were being accom

plished, or were drawing to a close, when His Person could

still be received on the earth, or a definite portion of the

earth, and by men." The reception of Jesus by men is

the subject both of what precedes ip.c Several, v. 48, and

what follows, ovk ZSctjavTo avrov, v. 53. The meaning of

the passage must therefore be either, " in the evening of

His life, at the close of His protracted ministry, in con

sequence of which He had reason to hope that He had

secured a favourable place in the hearts of His fellow-men,

it was yet to happen that Josus was not received by the

inhabitants of a Samaritan village," (ovk eSc'^avro avrov)—

1 Acts i. 11. Cf. Mar.xvi. 19. 2 Acts i. 22.

» 1 Tim. iii. 16. * Acts i. 2.
s Lu. xxiv. 51. 6 Acts i. 1,

7 So too in 2 Ki. ii. 11, Ecclus. xlviii. 9. 6 Acts i. 2, 22.
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or " When the days were drawing to an end in which He

met with reception," (the context shews "in Galilee,")

"He journeyed towards Jerusalem to work there." This

latter interpretation I consider the correct one. Luke tells

us immediately afterwards,1 that His influence in Galilee

was less than it had been, and in the parallel passage in

Joh. vi. 66—vii. 3, we read of the falling away of His

disciples in that district.2

It has also been observed that in this section several

portions of discourses of our Lord's appear which Matthew

presents in another place. But supposing he has not

observed chronological order, does it follow this must have

been also the case with Luke ? How can we come to such

a conclusion as this, when it is on tbe one hand directly

contradicted by the author himself, and on the other the

difficulty can be satisfactorily removed by a recognition

1 Lu. x. 13—15, cf. ix. 58.

3 [It is much to be regretted that Dr. Wieseler has encumbered his

treatise with so untenable an interpretation as that he has here

propounded of ivdMp^is. This, together with his interpretation of

narpis, pp. 44—48, yeveaia, p. 286, his identification of our Lord's

journey to Galilee, Joh. vi. 1, with that of the Synoptists, Matt. iv. 12,

parall. ; his reducing the Baptist's imprisonment to a month ; and

other novel views which have been almost universally rejected by the

soundest scholars, have, as Bp. Ellioott remarks, Hist. Led. p. 244,

given an erroneous estimate of his otherwise able work, and led

"hasty readers to rate it much below its real merits." It may be

well to read the remarks of Tischendorf, who has based his valuable

Synopsis Ecangelica almost entirely on Wieseler's researches and

deductions, on this point, pp. xxxvii, xxxviii : " Nova Wieseleri

opinione de voce avaxiui-tyews difficultatem loci tolli posse baud credo :

avdKnntyis enim vix aliud notare potest quam Jesu de his terris

assumtionem, quae ultima muneris ejus pars ac perfectio erat." His

view of the meaning of the words ffvfnr\. t. ^uep. ttjs avaK-hfity. is,

with little doubt, the correct one : " Lucam iis verbis hoc tantum sibi

voluisse puto, ab eo inde tempore—brevi ante primum proedixerat ao

paullo post repetierat quern exitum habiturus esset—mentem Jesu

totam jam occupatam fuisse cogitatione exitus sui et Hierosolymas

ubi extremto eum res manerent. Hinc jam non amplius versabatur

in Galilaea circa quam tantopere versatur omnis Synopticorum narratio,

sed abiit Hierosolymam, neque magis ea relicta in GalilsBam rediit,

sed post varia circum itinera iterum as tertium Hierosolymam tetendit "

So also Euthymius, Tjfiepas ttjj avaXfyevs avrov rbv naiphv rov

cupopurOevra fitXP1 T^s avaX-fj^/eus avrov tt}s &irb yrjs els ovoav6v. See also

Meyer, in Joe.—Tbt]
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of the imperfectly chronological character of Matthew's

Gospel, which, in modern times, is becoming more generally

recognized, while also the chronological Mark furnishes a

warrant for the accuracy of Luke's arrangement as opposed

to that of Matthew.

Lastly, it lias been noticed that Luke himself in this

section furnishes remarkably few indications of time or

place, while on the other hand, he the more frequently

uses the formula of simple external connection, eA.«ye Sc,

etire Se, etc. However true this may be, yet he has defined

the commencement of the three journeys to Judea with

sufficient sharpness,1 and by introducing the facts to be

communicated in their proper places has given a general

indication of their position in the life of Jesus. The

paucity of indications of time and place may also be

explained by the fact that, with the exception of the

selection and sending forth of the Seventy,2 when both

1 Lu. ix. 51, xiii. 22, xvii. 11.
a Lu. x. 1—17. The time when the Seventy were appointed ia

pointed out by perk ravra, Lu. x. 1, i.e. as we see from the context,

immediately after the commencement of our Lord's last journey to

Judea but two, and as John informs us, immediately before or during

the Feast of Tabernacles. The place is Samaria, Lu. ix. 51—53,

whence He "sent them before His face, into every city and place

whither He Himself would come," Lu. x. 1, 17. The time, place, and

number are not without significance. This is generally acknowledged

as regards tho number: for as " the Twelve " were messengers to the

twelve tribes of Israel, thus representing the primary destination

of the Gospel for Israel, its destination for the Gentiles, who

were comprehended by the Jews at that time under the number

Seventy (which, by tho way, accounts for the traditional origin

of the Hellenistic version of the O. T., the Septuagint), was in-

indicated by " the Seventy." Tho Twelve received the injunction,

Matt. x. 5, 6. " Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and into the way

of the Samaritans enter ye not ; but rather go to the lost sheep of the

house of Israel ; " while, on the other hand, the very place where the

Seventy wero first sent forth was that very Samaria into which

" the Twelve " were not to enter. Their original reference there

fore was, in exact opposition to that of the Twelve, to tho Gentile

world, to which even the Samaritans were reckoned by the Jews in

our Lord's days (Joh. iv. 9, 22). As regards time, " the Seventy"

were sent out later than " the Twelve," the one at the time of tho

Passover, the other at the Feast of Tabernacles ; and thus our Lord

gave a practical proof of His intention that His messengers should

first go to the people of Israel, and then to the Gentiles. And on this
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time and place are indicated, he records nothing but

discourses, and that in proportion to their importance, on

account of their original character as discourses invested

with a definite purpose, the less essential was it that they

should be recorded with their local and temporal accidents.1

Not that even in this section has Luke broken his promise

of writing chronologically, or Ka6t$rjs. For to write

chronologically in this sense, and to furnish the whole

narrative with special notes of time, are evidently two

perfectly different things, and the latter may, for special

general principle our Lord Himself acted, directing His ministry first

to the inhabitants of Judea and Galilee, and not till the evening of

His life and His ministry to the Samaritans. The Apostles in

Jerusalem followed His example and instructions ; so did Paul, who

writes, Rom. i. 16, " to the Jew first and also to the Greek," and whose

missionary plan in Gentile cities we see from the Acts consisted in

preaching first to the Jews in the synagogue, and to the Gentiles only

when the Gospel had found no admission among them. No doubt was

ever felt or raised among the Apostles either as to the fundamental

principle, or the fact that the Gospel was to be preached to all nations

of the earth. Their only hesitation was on what conditions the Gospel

was to be offered to them, and whether the Jewish ritual law was to

be enforced or not. On the first point they were sufficiently instructed,

partly by the O. T., partly by the words and example of our Lord, and

in particular by the separation and sending forth of the seventy

disciples in such a place as Samaria, which was looked on as on a par

with the Gentile world.

The inner relation of the selection and mission of the " Seventy " to

that of the " Twelve," which has been repeatedly taken for granted in

the previous discussion, is a point which can scarcely be called in

question, since it is not only as clear as day, but is also expressly

pointed out, Lu. x. 1, ku.1 erepovs (where see Meyer). So far, indeed,

is there from being any reason for calling in question the historical

character of the mission of the Seventy, after what has been said of

the inner connection of their call with the time, place, and number

selected, that we may boldly affirm that the character of our Lord's

ministry on the one side, and the mode of missionary operation

adopted by the Apostolic Church on the other, almost necessitated such

a measure on our Lord's part as the call of the Seventy in addition to

that of the Twelve. The only difficulty which can be, and indeed

often is, brought forward, viz. the omission of it in Matthew and Mark,

is removed by the fact arrived at in our chronological investigation

that these Evangelists have not described this period at all. For

John, who certainly does describe it, has, in pursuance of the plan

of his Gospel, among many other facts with which he could not

but be well acquainted, entirely omitted the appointment of the Twelve.

1 Cf. pp. aOo, 306.
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reasons, be disregarded, while the former is closely ad

hered to.

Luke's omissions, however, may, to a considerable ex

tent, be supplied by the help of the parallel passages in

John. Our Lord's last journey but two to Judea, together

with the ministerial journey connected with it, are narrated

Joh. vii. 10—x. 42. The parallel passages in Luke are

ix. 51—xiii. 21. Our Lord left Galilee at the time of the

Feast of Tabernacles, 15th of Tisri = October 12th,1 later

than His brethren, v. 10, but not so late as to prevent His

teaching in the Temple at Jerusalem in the middle of the

feast,2 v. 14, after having passed through Samaria, and sent

forth the Seventy. On this day, the Sabbath which

occurred during the feast, the facts recorded Joh. vii. 14—

36, appear to have taken place, and those w. 37—53, on

" the last day, that great day of the feast" (22nd Tisri = Oct.'

19th), which again was peculiarly holy (being as well as

the first day of the feast regarded as a sabbath'*), and is on

that account here styled peydXr]. In Joh. ix.' 14 we have

another Sabbath mentioned, on which Jesus cured the man

who had been born blind.

On this Sabbath occurred all that is recorded Joh. viii.

1, 2,4 12—x. 21, as is clear from the connection of the text

of the Gospel (cf. viii. 30, ravra avrov \a\ovvros, ix. 1,

Trapdywv compared with viii. 59, ix. 13, x. 1 (the vfiiv are

the same addressed, ix. 41, as v/j.u>v), x. 215). This would

be the first Sabbath after the Feast of Tabernacles, 782 a.u.c,

1 Joh. vii. 2.
a 15th Oct. Cf. p. 300. » Lev. xxiii. 35, 36.

4 I agree with the conclusion that the Section relating to the

"Woman taken in Adultery," Joh. viii. 3—11, is an interpolation not

from the hand of John. See my work, De Christiano capitis parnas vel

admittendse vel repudiandse fmidamento, p. 26 sq. However, 1 consider

Joh. vii. 53—viii. 2 as genuine, on the ground that otherwise avroTs,

Joh. viii. 12, has no antecedent to refer it to. So, too, we find many

MSS. which mark this Perikope either as unauthentic or suspicious.

See Schulz, and Liicke in loc.

5 Against these express statements the objections of Jacobi, p. 870

sq., who thinks a longer time necessary for these discourses of Jesus,

appear trifling. Indeed, his ground of objection, that too many

discourses are related for so short a time, may be at once practically

refuted, if we refer to John's narrative of the last night spent by our

Lord with His disciples.
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i.e. the 25th Tisri = Oct. 22nd. At this time many of

those who had come up to Jerusalem to the feast were

still tarrying in the city, and immediately afterwards, Joh.

x. 21, our Lord appears to have withdrawn from Judea,

as He had done at an earlier period after the Passover, iii.

22, on account of the danger which threatened His followers

as well as Himself. However, on the ensuing Feast of

Dedication (which from the time of the Maccabees 1 was

celebrated for eight days from the 25th of Kisleu) He

again appeared at Jerusalem,2 and being once more ex

posed to persecution, v. 39, departed immediately for

Bethany in Persea, v. 40.3 John does not tell us exactly

how long He stayed in Persea, but it cannot have been a

veiy short time, since " many " iroWol believed on Him

there, Joh. x. 42.4

Joh. xi. 1—54 5 treats of our Lord's last journey but

one to Judea, with its termination, His sojourn in Ephraim

on the southern boundary of Samaria. We have no exact

knowledge of the initial point of this journey, nor of the

length of time passed by Him in Ephraim ; we only know

that in consequence of the hostility of the Pharisaic party

in the Sanhedrim,6 our Lord remained only a very short

time in the Bethany near Jerusalem, and a longer period,

but at most not more than from four to six weeks, at

Ephraim. The 15th Nisan, 783 a.u.c, fell on April 7th,

and as our Lord reached Bethany six days before the

Passover,7 after a long circuit from Ephraim through the

midst of Samaria, Galilee, and Pereea, He must have com

menced His last journey to Judea some considerable time

previously.

We shall now, in conclusion, examine how far the

accounts of our Lord's last journey given by the Synoptists

harmonize Lu. xvii. 11—xix. 28, Mar. x. 1—52, Matt. xix.

1—xx. 34. We shall commence, as before, by giving the

relation of the text in a tabular form.

In this section Matthew inserts some discourses out of

their proper places (e.g. No. 7, and No. 1 a), which, as we

have already seen, is accounted for by the nature of his

1 1 Mace. iv. 56. a Joh. x. 22. 8 Cf. Joh. i. 28.

* Cf. Jacobi, u. s. p. 881. 5 Cf. Lu. xiii. 22—xvii. 10.

6 Joh. xi. 47, 53. * Joh.xii. L
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Gospel. In other respects, the agreement of the synoptical

arrangement is so great as to leave us nothing to discuss

save the notices of place in No. 1, and No. 6 a.

We learn from Luke xvii. 11 (No. 1), that our Lord set

out for Jerusalem through the midst of Samaria and

Galilee. We should, therefore, at once conclude that he

did not return through Samaria, but continued his journey

to Judea through Perasa, and we should be confirmed in our

view by finding that at a later period 1 He visited Jericho.

This conclusion drawn from Luke is expressly affirmed by

the other synoptists, who tell us2 that our Lord did

actually travel from Galilee to Judea through Peraea. On

the other hand, it seems that we must recognize a real

contradiction—unimportant though it be—since (No. 6)

the same miraculous cure of a blind man appears to be

placed by Luke and Mark on different sides of Jericho.

faith at all in the credibility of the Evangelists, by

assuming two cases of cure, one on either side of the city,

which will appear all the more tenable when we consider

that neither of the Evangelists was bound to record all the

miracles of this nature, while each of them has recorded

that which had an importance for him according to the

connection prevailing in his Gospel. The main point with

Mark was to record that the miracle was performed in the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem.8 Luke, on the other hand, in

consequence of his introducing the narrative of Zacchseus,

which we find in him alone,4 wished to shew that our Lord

had made a considerable impression on the people before He

entered Jericho,6 with a view of explaining how it was

that Zacchasus and others were attracted to the spectacle

of His entrance. That this mode of harmonizing the

narratives is no mere idle attempt, we may almost infer

from Matthew, who actually records the cure of two blind

men, though in obedience to his comprehensive plan, he

makes them both happen in the same place.

1 Lu. xix. 1. 2 Mar. x. 1, Matt. xix. 1.

8 Mar. x. 52, xi. 1. ' Lu. xix. 1—10.

5 Lu. xviii. 43, Kal iros 6 Kabs 18o>v tSwutv aXvov t£ Qey, a clause

peculiar to Luke.

 

solved, if one has any



SECTION V.

FROM OCR LORD'S LAST KINGLY ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM TO HIS

DEATH AND BURIAL. PASSION WEEK.

The text for this period of six, or if we reckon from our

Lord's arrival at Bethanj', seven days is given, Lu. xix. 29

—xxiii. 55, Mar. xi. 1—xv. 47, Matt. xxi. 1—xxvii. 61,

. Joh. xii. 12—xix. 42.

Considering the deep importance that has always been

given to the passion and death of Christ, both by the

Christian consciousness, and in the proclamation of the

Gospel, we might anticipate that this section would be

treated with peculiar care by the Evangelists. And yet,

even here, the discrepancy between tbem must be acknow

ledged, which, if real, would certainly be productive of

important results, especially in a chronological point of

view. In regard especially to the central point of the

whole, the day of our Lord's death, the most contrary

views have been entertained by expositors.1

1 [Wieseler's conclusions are not accepted by Tischendorf, who

interpreting John's words, xiii. 1, xix. 14, 31, 42, in their plain and

most natural Bense, decides that our Lord's Last Supper with His

disciples was not the legal Paschal Supper. His brief summary

of the arguments against Wieseler's view may be consulted with

advantage. Synopsis Evangelica, xlv. xlvi. His conclusion is thus

stated : " Apparet igitur errasse Synopticos quod ccenam Jesu ultimam

non distinxerunt a legitima ccena paschali." Wieseler's view has

been ably controverted by Bleek, Beitrage zur Evangelien-Kritik,

1846, pp. 107—156 (cf. pp. 33—39), which has appeared so convincing

to Ebrard as to lead him to revoke his former decision on the point.

Wissenschaftliche Kritik, pp. 505—517. Weitzel has come to the same

conclusion. Die Christliche l'asmfeier der ersten Jahrhunderte, 1848.

See also Winer's pamphlet "Ataryoy Joann xiii. num w&axa

quseritur."—Te.1
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We shall do well, then, first to clear up this main point,

with the view of afterwards arranging and deciding on the

others.

CHAPTER L

THE DAT OF OUR LORD'S DEATH.

Three questions here propose themselves. (1) On what

day of the week was our Lord crucified? (2) Did His

crucifixion take place on the day before, or the day after

the evening on which, in accordance with the law, the

Paschal Supper was eaten, i.e. on the 14th, or 15th of

Nisan ; and did the institution of His supper, the " Ccena

Domini," take place on the occasion of this Paschal

Supper ? (3) In what year, and on what day of the Julian

calendar did our Lord suffer ? The warmth with which

the chronology, and arrangement of the events of Passion

week have been contested from the very earliest times,

renders it the more essential that these questions should

be separately discussed.1

§ 1 . On what day of the week was our Lord crucified f

The unanimous answer of the Evangelists is "on a

Friday." Luke, after speaking of our Lord's burial, which

followed immediately on His death, says 2 " it was the

TapacrKtvrj," i.e. " it was Friday." And what he imme

diately adds, " the sabbath drew on," agrees with this.

Besides, the day following the wapao-Kevq, on which the

women who had been present at our Lord's burial rested,

is called the " Sabbath," i.e. Saturday,3 and 4 it was " on

1 For the literature of this controversy, comp. Thiess, Krit. Com-

mentar. I. 363. TJsteri, Comm. in qua Evang. Joan, genuinum esse ex

comparatis 4 Evang. narrationibus de Ccena ultima et passione J. C.

ostenditur. Turici, 1823, p. 13 sq. Sieffert, Ursprung des Kanon

Evang. p. 127 Bq. Lttcke, Joh. xviii. 28. Tholuck, John xiii. 1.

Hase, Leben Jesu, p. 171 sq. Winer, R. W. B. " Pascha."
* Lu. xxiii. 54. " • Lu. xxiii. 56. « Lu. xxiv. 1.
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the first day of the week," i.e. on Sunday, " very early in

the morning," that they came to the sepulchre. In Mark,

too, the day of our Lord's death is called Trapao-Kevrj, which

is explained by the universally intelligible addition o eVi-i

Trpoo-aftfiaTov. When the sabbath was over, that is on

Saturday evening, the women brought spices. " Very early

in the morning, the first day of the week, they came unto

the sepulchre." 1 Matthew defines the day succeeding

that of our Lord's death with still greater precision by

adding, i?tis eo~ri /jl^to. rrjv TrapauKev^v ; 2 and describes the

hour of the day of resurrection when the women were

hastening to the sepulchre, as' rrj imcpu>a-Kov(Tr] eh p-lav

cra/3/3aT(ov.a John, too, agrees with the Synoptists. He also

places the day of crucifixion on a irapa<rnivrj 4 which is

followed by a sabbath, v. 31, and it is on Sunday morning

that Mary Magdalene visits the grave of Him who had

risen.5 All four Evangelists, therefore, agree in naming

Friday, or the irapacrKtvtf, as the day of our Lord's death.

This is the case, also, in the passage so often and so

seriously misinterpreted, Joh. xix. 14, yjv Se TrapturKew] toC

7racrxa. The word Trapao-Kevr/ taken in connection with

Joh. xix. 31—42, where it is used of Friday, leads to the

same conclusion (adopted by Clausen,6 Tholuck, Olshausen,

Hengstenberg7), viz. that Friday is specified as the day of

our Lord's death. The greater number of expositors, how

ever, (De Wette, Lticke, Krabbe, Winer, Meyer, etc.) regard

this as untenable on philological grounds. Uapao-Kevrj,

they say, by virtue of the addition of tov iraa-yfa, can only

imply the day of preparation for the Passover, i.e. the day

of preparation preceding the 15th of Nisan, or the 14th

Nisan;8 from which it would follow, that, on the one

1 Mar. xvi. 2. Cf. v. 9. 2 Matt, xxvii. 62.

8 Matt, xxvii. 1. 4 Joh. xix. 31, 42. 5 Joh. xx. 1.

6 Quatuor Evang. tabula Synopticse. Havnise, 1729, p. 148.

' Evangelische Kirchenzeit. 1838. No. 98—102.

8 The day of preparation, or work-day immediately preceding the

PaBeover, was the 13th of Nisan, since, according to the practice then

observed by the Jews, the 14th was already counted as belonging to

the feast, Matt. xxvi. 17, Mar. xiv. 12, Lu. xxii. 7. But if we

interpret wapcurx. r. nasx* in this way, the still more startling con

tradiction will arise that our Lord, according to John, had already

eaten His last meal on the 12th of Nisan, and was crucified on the
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hand, our Lord suffered before the Paschal Supper was

eaten by the Jews, on the evening of the 14th Nisan, and

on the other, that nothing is stated in this passage about

the day of the week when the crucifixion took place. If

the Friday during the Paschal Feast were intended, it is

asserted that irapao-K. tov <ro.pfia.Tov tov iracr^o, or irapacrK.

iv t(3 irdo-xa must have been the words used. The premiss

on which this objection is founded is, that the meaning of

irapao-K. tov irdo-y^. may, nay must be " the day of prepara

tion for the Passover." But, which of itself ought to be

decisive, not one single example can be brought to prove

this usage. At any rate, then, till this is done, we may

safely consider the exact reverse of this view as philologic-

ally established. For, on the other hand, there can be no

doubt that Trapao-Kevrj without the addition of tov o-a.f3f3di.Toy

was an ordinary expression of the Jews who spoke Greek

to denote our Friday.1 Even in ecclesiastical writers

wapao-K£vri very usually stood for this day.2 From constant

use the original meaning of the word was lost sight of,

just as among ourselves, when using the word " Sunday,"

no one thinks of its etymology as " the day of the sun : "

nor can the phrase be deemed incomplete or indefinite,

unless we think of our own German " preparation day,"

which is with us no immediate synonym of " Friday^"

But why might not John speak as justly of a -irapao-Ktvr)

tov 7rd(rxa,3 i.e. "a Friday in the Paschal week," as Ignatius,4

of "a Sabbath in the Paschal season " (o-d.f3f3a.Tov t. irao-xa),

and the ecclesiastical historian Socrates,5 of " a Sabbath of

the Feast " (o-df3(3. t. eopr>)s), Hippolytus in his Easter-

13th, while, according to the Synoptists, He ate His Paschal Supper

with the Jews, and was crucified on the day following, or the 15th

of Nisan.

1 Cf. Lu. xxiii. 54, Mar. xv. 42, Matt, xxvii. 62, Joh. xix. 31, 42,

Joseph. Ant. XVI. 6. 2 : fyyuas t€ ipoKoytiv auroiis iv odfifiaaw fj Tfj

Trpb TatSrTjj napaa-Kevp iwb SSpos ivvdrns (employed here in an imperial

decree), and (in illustration of the passage in Mark) Judith viii. 6, a

passage of great importance for the names and meaning of the Jewish

feasts. The Friday is also styled, Joseph. Ant. m. 10. 7, ii irpb tou

(Ta/3/9aTov, i.e. the irpoadpfiaTov. 2 Suicer, sub voc.

8 The use of irdax". to denote the whole of the seven days of

the Paschal Feast is thoroughly characteristic of John. Comp.

Joh. ii. 13, 23, vi. 4, xi. 55, xii. 1 (?), xiii. 1. See p. 251.

* Epiet. ad Philipp- o. 13. 6 Hist. Eccl. v. 22.
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table, " of the Christian Easter Sundays " (al Kvpiaxal rot

iraxrxa KaT' «T°s \)> e^c. ? De Wette allows the force of the

arguments we have brought against his interpretation

" preparation for the Passover," but believes that he can

justify it by an appeal to Talmudic usage: he says,

" irapoLo-Ktvi) corresponds to the Hebrew any, and as any

nDSn is the evening before the Passover, so irapao-K. t.

Trdcrx- is the preparation for the Passover." There is no

doubt that nosn 3TJJ, " the Passover eve," indicates the

14th of Nisan, and yet, the conclusion drawn therefrom

may be erroneous, because its premiss, that irapa<TKtvrj

corresponds to a-iy, is false. For how can it be imagined

that a-iy, "evening," standing by itself, can mean " Friday"

in the same way that Trapao-Kuvri does ? The Talmudic

N)"iia~iy answers to this latter expression, so that an ex

ample of this use of the word ought to be adduced. We

must, therefore, conclude that ira.pa.o-K. t. ttcEo-x- by itself,

and on philological grounds, specifies Friday in the Passion

week, as the day of our Lord's death, and that those

expositors who understand it of the day of preparation

1 The name itapaa-Ktv-fi, "day of preparation "=" Friday," appears

to have been formed with special reference to the word von, Exod.

xvi. 5, which, when taken in connection with vv. 22—29, may be

considered one of the fundamental passages for the ordinance respect

ing the peculiar nature of the sixth day. It therefore denotes the

day on which the provisions were to be prepared, so as not to break

the rest of the following sabbath, which is certainly characteristic

of the sixth day." Besides, the Talmudic expression for Friday,

(trrmp, i.e. the day when the was made (on which comp. the

Tract n'nnp), refers to this fundamental passage. Tlapaaicevii, " pre

paration," =" day of preparation," is to be interpreted in the same way

as riDB, virepficuns, Passover, for " the Feast of the Passover," or the

Lamb, in the sacrifice and eating of which the feast culminated, or

as ra Sfu/na, " the unleavened " for " the feast of unleavened bread,"

etc. When once the above interpretation of irapcuricevfi is recognized

as the true one, it is plain even a priori that irapaaK. cannot be taken

for any eve of a feast. Which is indeed a priori improbable, since the

Bixth day of the week dirfered in several essential particulars from

the eve of a festival. So this day of the week received the particular

name of TrpoaafSfSaTov, Judith viii. 6, which, according to Mark xv. 42,

answers to our Trapacrxevii. On the other hand, the eve of a feast

would, according to analogy, be called irpoeSprtos or irpoiopTos, as

indeed Philo calls it.
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before the Passover, as even De Wette immediately after

wards intimates, must appeal to other expressions in John's

Gospel, according to which the day of our Lord's death is

represented as occurring before the Passover. These

objections we shall subsequently examine.

It deserves notice, that some exegetists have fixed our

Lord's crucifixion on another day of the week than Friday.

Among modern writers, we may name Schneckenburger,

in his Contributions to an Introduction to the New Testament,

in the treatise " On the Chronology of Passion Week,"

p. 1—15. His opinion is, that our Lord was crucified on

Wednesday, the 15th of Nisan; rested in the grave for

three days, and rose on the fourth day, Sunday, the 19th

of Nisan. To say nothing of the confusion this chrono

logical arrangement makes in the narrative of the Synop-

tists, its fundamental error consists in identifying the

■n-apao-Ktvri in John with the 16th of Nisan, or the " feast

of the wave-sheaf." Two proofs are alleged in support of

this ; Philo, De Septenar. et /est. § 21,1 and Origen, Contra

Celsum, viii. 22.2 But even if we pay no regard to John's

ordinary mode of expression,3 these passages, of them

selves, prove nothing. For as regards Philo, it is taken

for granted, that his wpoe'opros is the same as Trapao-Kev^,4

a point which, after what we have seen above, may well

be doubted. But, admitting these premisses, John must

in that case have spoken of a irapao-Kevr) t>}s TrevnjKoo-njs,

not as he does of a napao-Kern) tov vao-)(a Or trapao-Ktvri

simply. Equally groundless is the assertion that Origen,

in the above-quoted passage—certainly of considerable

importance in determining the antiquity and origin of the

Christian festivals,—" designates the Passover the irapao--

Keurj for the irevrrjKoo-rq as a xvpioucij." For the position of

the words, the construction of the sentence, and immediate

1 Ed. Mangey, Tom. n. p. 294 : ruo-auras exm0~a itpoyo^las fi ftrl r<f

SpiyfiaTi iraviyvpis (the feast of the wave-sheaf) irooeoorSs itrriv erepas

ioprijs ind(ovos- iurh yip inelvris rijs ri/icpai nfyrnKoa-rii ipifl/ueiTai.

2 I. c. iav $4 tis npbs ravra av8viro<ptpri t& irepl t&v trap' Tiiitv KvpiaKwv

ft TrapaffKevutv ff tov vdaxa $ t?Js irevTrtKotnrts Si* y]p.tpG>v yiv6peva, k. t. A.

3 Comp. Joh. Alb. Bengel, Proof that Christ died not on Wednesday,

but on Friday. 1746.

4 Bahr, Symbolik, n. 648, gives the right interpretation of vpotopTos.
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context, all shew Origen is speaking of four different

ecclesiastical festivals ; the weekly recurring Sundays

(KvpianaC), and Fridays (jrrapaaKevai), which commemorate

the death and resurrection of Christ, on the one hand,

and the yearly festivals, Easter and Pentecost, on the

other. Tlapao-Kcvq has, therefore, here also the usual

meaning of a Friday, on which day of the week Christians

were already accustomed to fast.

On the whole, then, it seems to me beyond a doubt that,

according to the collective testimony of the Evangelists,

our Lord was crucified on a Friday afternoon, and rose

from the grave early on Sunday morning. The Church,

therefore, is right in regardiug and keeping (Good) Friday,

as the day of our Lord's death.

§ 2. Was our Lord crucified on the fifteenth or fourteenth

of Nisan f

After having determined that our Lord was crucified on

a Friday, we have next to enquire whether this day was

the fifteenth, or fourteenth of Nisan, and consequently,

whether the meal of which our Lord partook with His

disciples the evening before His sufferings and death, and

at which He instituted His " Supper," was the Paschal

Supper or not. As the following argument is based on a

certain definite view of the celebration of the Jewish

Paschal Supper, and the most various opinions are enter

tained as to the day when this was observed, this must be

the first point discussed. In doing this it appears to me

that we must not depend so much on the statements of the

Old Testament as on the form of celebration prevailing in

Palestine in our Lord's days, so far as we can discover it

from the nearly contemporaneous writings of the New

Testament and of Josepbus, and (though here some caution

is required), from those of Philo on the one side, and of

the Talmud (though partly of a later date) on the other.

At the same time, it may be assumed a priori that the

later usage was in the main regulated by the fundamental

passages of the Old Testament ; so that in throwing light

on the one, we render the other more clear. This examina

tion is all the more necessary since every new arrange
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nient < f the history of our Lord's Passion proceeds upon a

new view of the Old Testament ordinance. It will, at the

same time, he of course essential for us to he guided by the

notes of time given in the Pentateuch.1

The fundamental passages of the Pentateuch are, Ex. xii.

1—8, xiii. 1—10, Lev. xxiii. 5—14, Numb, xxviii. 16—25,

Deut. xvi. 1—8, comp. Ex. xxiii. 15, xxxiv. 18. The

time and duration of the feast is perfectly plain from

Ex. xii. 1, xiii. 10. "Seven days" was unleavened bread

to be eaten, Ex. xii. 15, xiii. 6, 7, from the 14th day of the

month Ahib or iNisan, even to the 21st day of the month

at even, v. 18. The feast began by the killing of the

Paschal lamb on the 14th Nisan, between the two evenings

DUIVH pa. It is perfectly clear that by this we must not

understand (according to our mode of expression) the

evening of the 13th Nisan, as is done by some writers of

whom we sball speak hereafter. And this, partly from the

circumstance that at the Paschal Supper unleavened bread

was already eaten,2 partly from the fact that the departure

of the Israelites which followed immediately upon this

supper,3 of which the Passover was in memorial, took place

in the night between the 14th and 15th of Nisan,4 imme

diately after midnight,5 and therefore, very early in the

morning of the day following the Passover nDSn rnnsp.

All this is in accordance with the statement Lev. xxiii.

5—14, that the Passover should begin on the 14th between

the evenings,8 and that seven days counting from the 15th,

i.e. to the evening of the 21st, were reckoned for the feast

of unleavened bread.7 The language here adopted draws

a distinction between the " Feast of the Passover " npg,

and that of " unleavened bread " (nitft?n 'JO, ioprrj tuiv

1 Wo have little concern with the nature of the mode of celebrating

the festival, hardly any with the difference between it and the so-

called Pascha JEgyptiacum, and the Pascha sequentium setatum. On

the whole subject, see Bahr, Symbolik, n. 643 sq. Winer, -B. W. B.
" Pascha." a Ex. xii. 8.

3 Ex. xii. 31. * Ex. xiit. 4 ; Numb, xxxiii. 3.

6 Ex. xii. 29. 6 Comp. Ex. xii. 8.

7 See also Numb, xxviii. 17, 25 ; ix. 3. In a similar way the so-

called "second Passover" was observed on the 14th of the second month

(Ijar) between the evenings. Numb. ix. 10. Comp. 2 Chron. xxx.
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afruficw, rot a£u/ta), because there was a real distinction

between the facts on which they were historically based.

For the same reason, the flesh of the Paschal lamb killed

between the evenings of the 14th of Nisan, might be eaten

only in the night between the 14th and 15th, for with the

morning of the 15th, the Passover proper was at an end.

In conclusion, the entire festival, with reference to its all

important initial point, is styled the Passover,1 Deut. xvi.

1—8, just in the same way as in verse 4, the whole, in

cluding the Passover, strictly so called, receives the general

name of " the feast of unleavened bread," and a period of

seven days is assigned to it.2

During the Paschal season, in addition to the ordinary

weekly sabbath, which fell during its course, three days

were observed as special feasts, viz. the first, second, and

seventh ; i.e. the 15th of Nisan, including the evening of

the 14th, the 16th, and the 21st. On the first day two

separate festivals were kept, at the commencement, i.e. in

the evening, the festival of the Paschal Lamb, lasting far

on into the night, and in the morning3 the feast of un

leavened bread in a stricter sense.

The Paschal lamb was to be slain at the holy place, and

according to the technical expression DJ3"i5Jn J^,4 for which

the bare 3TJJ3, is found Josh. v. 10, a time more precisely

fixed, Deut. xvi. 6, by " at the going down of the sun, the

season thou earnest out of Egypt." The meaning of this

technical expression has been a subject of much contention,

and that from very early times : the Karaites and Samari-

1 This is regularly the case in the Talmud, and the Gospel of John.

And it corresponds with this when we find the 15th of Nisan, including,

according to the Jewish mode of viewing it, the evening of the 14th,

on which the Paschal lamb had to be brought in (whence the name)

called in its stricter sense Pascha (Jos. v. 11, and Talmud passim);

and also the Chagiga, which had to be brought in on the morning

of the 15th Nisan (and exceptionally on the evening of the 14th),

eaten at the same time with the Paschal lamb. 2 Chron. xxv. 1—17,

Tract dtidb, ch. 6, § 3.

* Comp. Ezek. xlv. 21—24 ; Josh. v. 10 ; Ex. vi. 19—22 ; 2 Chron.

XXX. XXXV.

3 We find from Numb, xxviii. 23 that the public sacrifice peculiar

to the festival had to be offered besides the daily morning sacrifice.

4 Ex. xii. 6 ; Lev. xxiii. 5 ; Numb. ix. 3, 5.
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tans on the one hand interpreting it of the period between

sunset and dark (6—7 o'clock), and the Pharisees and

Babbins on the other, of that from the gradual declining

of the sun till its actual setting (3—5 o'clock). At the

present time nearly all the world has decided for

the former view. The following arguments appear to me

decisive. First, every interpretation is erroneous which

makes it depend exclusively on its use in connection with

the Paschal Supper. For it is a term employed to fix the

time in other cases ; e.g. that of the evening sacrifice,

Ex. xxix. 39, 41, that of the daily lighting of the lamps,

xxx, 8, that of eating, xvi. 12. Secondly, the general

meaning of the phrases D*3"ijffi ]*3 and 3}$?3 must be the

same, since they are interchanged when speaking of the

same subject, e.g. Ex. xii. 6, comp. Deut. xvi. 6, Ex. xvi. 12,

comp. v. 13, the only difference being that the fuller ex

pression "n "3 has a more precise and definite meaning than

the bare y$2- Finally, we can scarcely be wrong in re

garding the preposition Ji3 as referring not to a point but

to a space of time. Indeed this meaning has always been

attached to it by the contending parties.1 The phrase

literally translated is "between the two evening glooms."2

Its use presupposes a double evening, an earlier and a

later, among the ancient Hebrews, the interval between

which appears to have been intended. We have an

authentic explanation from which we may see how the

limits of the two evenings may be interpreted in Deut.

xvi. 6. In this passage instead of describing the time

when the Paschal lamb was to be slain as D?3Tyn J'3, 31V.3

is simply used with the addition, " at the going down of

the sun." This gives us the mean time of the wider and

Less definite expression 'n '3, and we must therefore under-

1 It is by these Canons that we must examine Hitzig's view, Ostern

und Pfingsten, pp. 17, 18, that D'mpn pa is to be regarded as an

exempt point of division between the evenings of the 14th and 15th,

(besides, if a point of division were intended, the preposition 3 would

not have been omitted before pa), which was regarded as thus exempt,

because the 14th of Nisan was always a weekly sabbath.

2 For the etymology of any, see Maurer, Commentary on the Psalms,

p. 146.
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stand by it the time of sunset, including a short time

before and a short time after, i.e. from 5 to 7 o'clock. Both .

of the contending parties were, as is frequently the case,

partly in the right ; the one being correct as to the be

ginning, the other as to the end of the true period. The

truth, however, as we have seen, lies more on the side of

the Karaites and Samaritans. The Pharisees in their

anxiety to justify from the Scriptures the ritual which in

later times necessity had forced them to adopt, were driven

to do violence to the passage in question. We find an

instructive parallel to our explanation1 of D?3"T5? in the duals

employed to denote times of the day, D^nK> " two dawns,"

DJinV " two brightnesses," i.e. the limits of the greatest

brightness of the day. This latter expression was at that

time employed for the period lying between two boundaries,

i.e. our " mid-day," including about an hour before and

after. In former days when men had no clocks they had

to be content with such and such like modes of fixing the

time of day, which already admitted of some degree of

precision.

The first day of the feast of unleavened bread was looked

on almost as a sabbath,2 and on this account was even

called by that name.8 On this and on the seventh day

(21st Nisan) " a holy convocation " was to be held and "no

servile work" done.4 On the second day, 16th Nisan, the

wave-sheaf of the first-fruits was to be brought, after which

the harvest legally commenced, and the eating of the new

corn was permitted.5 The date of this ceremonial is ex

pressly stated, w. 11, 15, to be the next morning after the

festival sabbath (15th Nisan) nSB'n rnnop, for which the

1 The LXX. generally render roipn pa with perfect correctness

npbs etrirepav. or ae&fitffov rS>v iairtptvwv. With this may he compared

the Se(Xi) rrpaita and tyla of the Greeks and our iwilight.
a It was regarded nearly as a sahbath, since the purchase and

preparation of provisions which was forbidden on a true sabbath, was

allowed, as on all other festivals, with the exception of the great Day

of Atonement, a strict fast-day, unless they coincided with a weekly

sabbath. <Ex. xii. 16, Tract rfon, ch. 1, § 8.)

* Lev. xxiii. 11—15.

4 Ex. xii. 16; Lev. xxiii 7, 8; Numb, xxviii. 17—25; Deut. xvi. 8.

6 Lev. xxiii. 10—14.
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corresponding terminus riDgn rnnsp is found, Josh. v. 11.

From this date, the morning of the 16th of Nisan, seven

full weeks were counted, so that on the fiftieth day from it

" the feast of weeks " (TrevD/jKoo-nf) was celebrated.1 This

statement will prove the perfect harmony of all that is said

in the Old Testament with reference to the time of the

the Paschal Feast, and also that the seven days' feast of

unleavened bread did not commence till the 14th of Nisan,

This arrangement remained in all essential points un

altered in our Lord's days. At that time but few varia

tions deserving attention had been introduced, for which

the most trustworthy authority is the historian Josephus,

who it must be remembered was also a priest, whom we

shall depend upon in the following investigation.

The passage of the chief importance is Ant. in. x. 5. 6.

Here Josephus, as in Lev. xxiii. and Numb, xxviii.,

distinguishes the Passover (on the 14th of Nisan,

D?3"iJ?n, comp. -Ant. n. 14. 6—:15. 2) from the feast of un

leavened bread to which he assigns a duration of seven

days, from the 15th to the 21st of Nisan. On the 16th of

Nisan the wave-sheaf was offered, and on the fiftieth day

after this the Feast of Pentecost was celebrated. So far the

agreement is perfect. Now succeed some differences which

are not without importance for our enquiry. In the Mosaic

ordinance special importance was laid on the injunction that

during the seven days no unleavened bread was to be

found in their houses. The Pharisees, however, in their

spirit of over-scrupulosity, laid down that on the previous

morning, 14th of Nisan, search should be made through

the houses for anything leavened, that it might be carried

away. This was ordained in the same scrupulous spirit in

which they reduced the forty stripes commanded by the

law for certain offences, to "forty stripes save one,"2 thus

rendering it more certain that even if with all their caution

a single blow was left uncounted, the letter of the law,

permitting no more than forty stripes, would not be

1 Lev. xxiii. 15—22 ; Deut. xvi. 9—12.

2 TttraapaKovTa irapk play, 2 Cor. xi. 24.
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broken. Josephus who, following the Mosaic ordinance,

■usually reckons no more than seven days to the feast, yet

in a single passage expressly indicates a change in the

religious observance of the Jews as having already taken

place in his day, remarking of the eoprt] tS>v d^v/xw, Ant.

II. 15. 1, that it lasted eight days (i<f> rjfitpas oktco) i.e. from

the morning of the 14th to the evening of the 21st of

Nisan. This, too, is evidenced by the express statement of

the Talmud,1 that the search for leaven in the houses must

be made in the night preceding the 14th of Nisan in

order that it might be put away by mid-day, and nothing

leavened eaten afterwards. Testimony to the same effect

is borne by the Synoptical Evangelists when they say

that Jesus set out for Jerusalem on " the first day of un

leavened bread " (tt; Trpiarrj tS>v a£,vfuav) for the purpose of

eating the legal Passover, according to the law, on the

evening of that day,2 for it is evident from these passages

that the day before the Passover was made ready was

reckoned as belonging to the feast of unleavened bread.

Another deviation had also been introduced as regards

the time when the Paschal lamb was to be slain. The

time ordained by the law, D;3"!Jfn J'3, which properly de

noted from 5 to 7 o'clock in the evening, was thus under

stood to mean the space from the 9th to the 11th hour, i.e.

from 3 to 5 o'clock in the afternoon, which, according to

Josephus,3 had been introduced also into the ritual of the

temple.4 Philo agrees with the above, naming three

distinct feasts, to Trdcrxa on the 14th Nisan, to. &(v/xa on the

15th, and to Spay^a (the wave-sheaf) on the 16th, and fifty

days subsequently, the Feast of Pentecost.6

1 Tract DTtDD, ch. 1, § 1—5.

s Mark xiv. 12 sq. ; Matt. xxvi. 17 ; Luke xxii. 7.

3 De Bell. Jud. VI. 9. 3. 'Ev<rrd<rr)S foprrjs (irdVxa Ka\tirai) Had' V

ftiouffi nh air!) ivvirr)s Spas A»e'xf" ^"8«KaViji. So Philo, de Septenario,

p. 292, apfaucrai Kara pe<rrifi[Splav Has etnre'pas. (The day, in the after

noon of which the Passover was killed, is immediately afterwards called

the 14th of Nisan.) So also the daily evening sacrifice, the time for

offering which is designated by Mipn p in the Old Testament, was

at that time, Ant. xiv. 4. 3, offered irepl ivv&r-qv &pav, and Tract

□tide, ch. 8,'§ 1, regularly between half-past eight and half-past nine

4 Comp. Tract dtob, ch. 5, § 1—3.

6 u. 8. 292—294.
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From what has been said it is sufficiently evident that

the hypothesis of Kauch1 and Schneckenburger,2 which

places the eating of the Paschal lamb on the evening of

the 13th of Nisan,3 is quite untenable, whether we look at

the ordinances of the Old Testament, or the ritual and

tradition prevailing in our Lord's days.

The uniform result of our investigation up to this

point has been, that the several days of the Paschal season

were connected only with certain definite days of the

month, between the 14th and the 21st of Nisan. We must

now examine two other views, according to which certain

definite days of the week were assigned to them. If these

are correct we must at once return a negative answer to

the enquiry whether our Lord partook of the Paschal

lamb, according to law, on the evening before He suffered.

The former of these maintains that the 21st of Nisan, and

therefore also the 14th, i.e. the day on which the Paschal

Lamb was eaten, must have always been a Saturday ; the

latter, that at any rate in our Lord's days, it never could

have been a Friday. The former has been lately main

tained by Hitzig in two treatises.4 The latter is attempted

to be grounded partly on the Old Testament, by a new

1 Studien und Kritiken, 1832. Part m. p. 537.

2 Beitrag. z. Einleit. p. 14.

3 Ebrard, in his work quoted above, p. 20, even assumes that the

Passover was eaten by one half of those who came up to the feast on

the evening of the 13th, and by the other half on that of the 14th of

Nisan, i.e. on two different days I The objection drawn from Joseph.

de Bell. Jud. vi. 9. 3, that the attendants were too numerous for the

killing of the Paschal lamb to be performed in a few hours of the

afternoon has been already met by Haverkamp on the passage.

(Comp. Tract dtidb, ch. 5, § 5—7.) The assumption that the priests

had to kill the Paschal lambs is also erroneous. (Comp. Winer,

B. W. B. " Pascha.") Carpzovius, Apparat. Critic, p. 430, follows

several ancient writers in assuming a double legal Passover—one

on the 13th, after the true or astronomical new moon, and another

on the 14th. after the first appearance of the moon's orescent,

and that the Synoptists speak of the former, John of the latter. But

this is evidently a complete mistake, originating from a desire to

harmonize the various accounts. Nothing is more certain than that

the Jewish feasts were celebrated entirely in accordance with the

phases of the moon.

4 Ostern und Pfingsten, Sendschreiben an Meier, Heidelb. 1837; and

0. und P. Sendschreiben an Schweizer, Heidelb. 1838.
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interpretation of Lev. xxiii. 5—22, partly—as indeed is

absolutely necessary for the matter we have in hand—

from Josephus and the New Testament for the usage in

our Lord's days. The following is the substance of the

argument as far as regards the Old Testament.

Hitzig interprets the Jiat^n rnnt2>p 1 of a day following

the weekly sabbath, i.e. of the 22nd of Nisan, assuming

that the 21st always fell on a Saturday. From this 22nd

of Nisan, the seven ninas? = weeks,2 which always closed

with an ordinary sabbath, were to be counted so that the

Feast of Weeks, or Pentecost, might be kept on the fiftieth

day, or Sunday. Hitzig's objections to the ordinary in

terpretation of rnnsp nat^n, which understands nats>n of

the 15th Nisan, whether it were a Saturday or not, are

entirely philological, and rest on the use of the word natjj .

He argues that in this place nae> can mean nothing but a

Saturday, and also that ninatJ> can only be used for

if the weeks meant close on each occasion with an ordinary

weekly sabbath. Now as to the first point, the word r\3S[

signifies etymologically " day of rest," so that Josephus is

perfectly correct in interpreting it dva-n-avo-is o.tt6 iravrbs

epyov. Inasmuch as God rested on the seventh day from

His work of creation,8 man, His image, ought also to rest

on the seventh day from his daily work.4 There is there

fore no a priori exclusive reference to the seventh day of

the week in the meaning of the word. On the contrary,

there is an evident distinction drawn between the idea of

" the seventh day of the week " and " the sabbath " in

such passages as those where we read " on the seventh day

there shall be a sabbath."6 Although therefore the seventh

day was ordinarily termed the sabbath, par excellence, it

was only so because that even in relation to the other

" feast days " it was the most perfect " day of rest," so

that the idea of the sabbath received in it its most com

plete realization. It is therefore self-evident that other

1 Lev. xxiii. 11—16. a Lev. xxiii. 15.

3 Gen. ii. 1. 2. * Gen. i. 2, 3; Ex. xxxi. 13—17.

6 Ex. xxxi. 15, xxxv. 2 ; Lev. xxiii. 3.

Z
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less complete days of rest commanded by the law, might

in accordance with the fundamental meaning of the word

be called sabbaths, especially when this term was simply

used as a predicate of another otherwise well-known day,

and thus all ambiguity avoided. But we need not restrict

ourselves to arguments ; we can prove our position by

facts. The new moon of the month Tisri is called j1

so also the first and eighth day of the Feast of Taber

nacles 2 ; while the Day of Atonement, which as regards

cessation from work stood the nearest to the seventh day

of the week, is even called firQK" riBB* 8 (per prcedicatum),

and in the first quoted passage, immediately afterwards

nSE*, without the intervention of the copula. It is there

fore only reasonable for the Talmudists to draw a distinc

tion between a " Sabbath of the creation " (so called from

Gen. ii. 1 —3), i.e. an ordinary weekly sabbath, and a

" Festival Sabbath." So that we, in opposition to Hitzig,

deem it at least possible that natS'n, which, as we see from

the article,4 refers to a day already defined by the context,

may be interpreted of a Festival Sabbath. Hitzig argues

thus : " It must be evident from some other verse what

day is intended by the sabbath.6 Now the seventh day

which is always (?) elsewhere called a sabbath, is actually

mentioned in v. 8. This verse brings us as far as the

seventh day, the last day of the feast, and in regular order

of sequence the day after the sabbath is treated of. What,

then, can be more simple than the view that that seventh

day is the one spoken of here as nat^n ? " In this line of

argument there are two fundamental errors. First, that

which makes the " seventh day" mentioned v. 8 the seventh

1 Lov. xxiii. 24. * Lev. xxiii. 39. 8 Lev. xxiii. 32, xvi. 31.

4 The occurrence of the article is at once, irrespective of the parallels

of the Old Testament and the traditional statements, a refutation of

the idea of the Baithosseans (the Essenes) [Sadducees ? Tr.]v which

in other respects decidedly favours Hitzig's hypothesis, that rnETi in

this place is to be interpreted not of the seventh day of the festival,

but of a Saturday falling on that occasion in the Paschal season.

Ideler, Hdbch. tier Chronol. n. p. 613. However, the controversy be

tween them and the Pharisees again only presupposes a fixed day

of the month for the Passover.

« vv. 11—15.
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day of the week, while it is evidently merely the

seventh day of the feast which is intended ; and, secondly,

that which identifies the day afterwards called nat^n with

the seventh and not with the first day of the feast. The

first error puts the day of Pentecost on a wrong day of the

week, the seoond on a wrong day of the month. Besides,

must we not necessarily think of the seventh day of the

feast when we read vv. 6—8, " Seven days ye must eat

unleavened bread. In the first day ye shall have a holy

convocation, ye shall do no servile work therein. But ye

shall offer an offering made by fire unto the Lord seven days:

in the seventh day is a holy convocation"? Whether

therefore natS'n is to be consideied the predicate of the first

or the seventh day, it nrast be regarded simply as a day of

rest, and not at the same time as a definite day of the week,

since both the first and seventh are viewed here simply as

days of the feast, on which no work was to be done, and

not at the same time as days of the week.

Now if either the first or the seventh day of the feast he

held to have been at the same time the seventh day of the

week, its pre-eminence over the other—for only one of the

two could have been a Saturday—in its character as a day

of rest, must have been marked,1 which is certainly not

the case ; nay, the preparation of food, which was forbidden

by the law on the sabbath properly so called, is permitted

on both the days.2 Besides, Hitzig, in making the 22nd,

and consequently the 1st of Nisan, fall regularly on Sunday,

is obliged to maintain that the form of the Jewish year

was such that it would usually close with an incomplete

week, which is not only an hypothesis not admitting of

proof, but also a priori improbable when we remember the

sanctity of the division of time into weeks in those early

days. If then Hitzig's view that the 21st of Nisan always

fell on a Saturday is questionable, it will scarcely derive

much support from his remark that according to v. 15

seven full sabbaths were reckoned from the morning after

the 21st to the morning of Pentecost. It is indeed true

1 In the same chapter the seventh day of the week is expressly

called pi-iae? roe*.

" Ex. xii. 16."
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that, as is usually done, he understands these seven rilT13B>

not of seven separate days, but of seven weeks,1 to which,

as is justly remarked, we are led by the addition of the

clause2 niD'On, since this cannot merely indicate that no

more than five or six sabbaths should be reckoned, an

error which the numeral yatj> of itself obviated. He

asserts, however, that nae? can only signify a week closing

with a real weekly sabbath : otherwise we should have

y-Ut?. But then the ri3E>n, from the day after which the

seven weeks were reckoned, must have been a weekly

sabbath. We may dismiss this assertion with the simple

remark that as the conclusion drawn is evidently erroneous,

so also the premisses must be on which it is founded.

Besides, we may appeal to the parallel passage, Deut. xvi.

9, 10, which interprets the ninaa* of the same number

niyat:', and accordingly calls the Feast of Pentecost the

Feast of Weeks. Hitzig is here obliged to assume a formal

contradiction between Deuteronomy and the fundamental

Mosaic ordinance. But is this so trifling a matter?

Besides, the contradiction would go still deeper. For in

Numb, xxviii. 26 the reckoning is also by mere T\S]l2W, and

in Ex. xxxiv. 22 the Feast of Pentecost is called niyaB'n 3n,

or the feast by which the weeks were reckoned. But the

selection of the expression rtnatj' for niyDB', Lev. xxiii. 15,

appears to have been made with special reference to the

object. The latter expression was not in fact sufficient to

express the idea to be conveyed. The seven times seven

1 It is perfectly analogous to find d;:e? rats' for a period of seven

years, Lev. xxv. 8, though generally standing fcr a particular year,

the seventh or sabbatical year. The use of aififiaroy or aa&^a.Ta for

weeks is well known from the New Testament, Mar. xvi. 2, 9 ; Lu.

xxiv. 1 ; Joh. xx. 1, etc. This appears also in Syriac, and in the

Talmud. Comp. Ideler, Edbch. I. 481; Winer, K. W. B. " Woche."
s The Rabbins are not agreed as to the meaning of this clause.

(Seep. 136.) What it intends is that the forty-nine days were to

be reckoned from the morning of the 16th of Nisan (n3»n'mnOD) not

merely to the evening, before, but to the morning of the Feast of

Pentecost, 'pa»n naeri mnoD ip.
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days, with the Feast of Pentecost on its concluding fiftieth

day, stand forward as the higher power of the simple seven

days' interval, which, usually called y-13t?, ended with the

festival of the seventh day, or the sabbath, and conse

quently took this name. Just as after seven sabbatical

years the fiftieth year was celebrated, so after seven

sabbatical days, the fiftieth day or Pentecost was observed.

This relation of these fifty days to the sabbath—which

has been admirably developed by Bahr from the nature of

the Law—is, as I believe, indicated in the fundamental

passage by what is said of the fifty days, being made up

of seven sabbaths and the closing festival. And thus it

may be explained why this niriSB' is found only in Leviticus

and not in the parallel passages in the other books of

Moses ; since it is in this book alone (and indeed in the

next chapter but one) that the view of the year of Jubilee

in connection with the seven preceding sabbatical years,

which so fully corresponds with this, is brought forward.1

If then Hitzig's view of the nae>n JTirjSO and the seven

ninac*, in so far as it determines the day of the week of the

Feast of Pentecost, has a degree of plausibility on philo

logical grounds, in consequence of which it was brought

forward in early times ; yet this must be altogether denied

to his identification of naB>n with the seventh day of the

feast, or the 21st of Nisan, by which the Feast of Pentecost

is placed on a wrong day of the month. Indeed Bahr has

already remarked, in refutation of this view,2 that it was

impossible that the feast of the wave-sheaf could have been

celebrated on the 22nd of Nisan, since its correct position

must have been post festum. He quotes also Jos. v. 11,

where the first eating of the new fruits, which was

subsequent to the offering of the wave-sheaf, is placed on

the 16th of Nisan. Besides, it is a priori natural that when

two days of rest, the first and seventh day, are mentioned,

we should at once identify n3B>n with the first and most

important day. Besides rratS'n rnns)? is taken of the 16th

of Nisan in all the versions, in the Talmud, Josephus, and

1 Lev. xxv. 8 eq. ' Symbolik, n. 621.
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Philo, the latter writer informing us that this view of

the expression was the basis of the Temple ritual in our

Lord's days.

Still it may he thought that all these decisive data do

nof; make Hitzig's case absolutely desperate. Hitzig him

self thinks that a great mistake is made in bringing

forward Philo and Josephus in support of the view that

the Passover was not at that time connected with any

fixed day of the week. Indeed he manages to avail him

self of their decidedly different statements in support of

his interpretation of o-dftfiarov hevrepoTrpwrov. He thinks

that at a later period n3B>n mPUSD may have come to be

falsely understood of the 15th Nisan, which thus became

a weekly sabbath or Saturday, and. since according to

Hitzig the 14th of Nisan fell always on a Saturday, was

identified with the much controverted <rdft/3aTov Stvrepo-

vpoiTov. And then, to prove that at this time the 15th of

Nisan fell regularly on a Saturday, and that according to

the festal reckoning of the time, Pentecost fell on a

Sunday, he adduces a thoroughly inconclusive passage

from Josephus»

It is on these premisses that Hitzig's chronology of

Passion week rests, which, after rejecting that of the

Synoptists, he gives in the following words : " On the

contrary, the correct arrangement of the days of Passion

week, as given in John, is as follows : (12th Nisan). Our

Lord's Last Supper. (13th). Friday, day of the irapao-Kevq.

(14th). The weekly Sabbath. Passover Eve. (15th).

%d(3f3a.Tov SevrepoTrpoiTov. (16th). The first day of the

week. Day of the Resurrection." Hitzig's entire work

may be looked upon as a clever but unsuccessful attempt

to explain the difficult expression a-a.pPa.Tov Sevrepoirpwrov,

as well as to justify a priori the assumption that according

to John the 13th of Nisan fell on a Friday. He must,

however, have felt it an evil omen that to support his

hypothesis he was obliged to assume that two Saturdays

immediately succeeded one another. For one would

naturally expect that if the 14th of Nisan were a Saturday,

the 15th would have been the first, and the 16th the

1 Ant. xin. 8. 4.
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second day of the week, and consequently the 50th day

therefrom the second day also. In other words, if Pente

cost fell on Sunday, only the 15th of Nisan, and not the

14th also, could fall on Saturday. But to support his

view it is absolutely essential that this should have been

a Saturday also.

Now though we have proved that the 15th of Nisan was

never at any time, and least of all in the time of Christ,

restricted to one particular day of the week, yet it is

asserted that at that time it could never be a Friday.

This is the second previous enquiry to which we must

now turn. For if this is true generally, and therefore for

the year of our Lord's death, the Synoptists are again

wrong from the very beginning, in placing the crucifixion,

as they appear to do, on Friday the 15th of Nisan. The

most learned champion of this view is Ideler,1 to whom

chronology in general, and that of the Old Testament in

particular, is so much indebted, who has been followed by

later commentators. The only argument, however, which

he brings forward in support of his view is that the modem

Jewish calendar is so arranged that the 15th of Nisan can

never be a Friday. On the other hand, he argues most

learnedly2 that this calendar, which he- admits to have

been repeatedly altered, did not receive its present

permanent form till about the middle of the fourth

century after Christ. What, then, can its statements on

particular points, especially since each of these is most

closely connected with the whole, prove for- the time of

Christ? Certainly, according to this calendar, the 15th of

Nisan can never fall on a Monday, Wednesday, or Friday.

And Ideler's view is probably this, that no one of these

three days could in the time of Christ coincide with the

15th of Nisan: otherwise we should require a separate

proof for the Friday, and more especially since, as we

have seen, the Jewish festivals were merely connected

with particular days of the month. Now we have already

proved, p. 217, that in our Lord's days the 15th of Nisan

might still fall on a Monday. That it could also fall on a

Wednesday is plain from Acts xx. 6 sq. where we read

Handbuch der Chronologie, I. 519. a Ibid, p. 578.
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that Paul journeying from Philippi after the feast of

unleavened bread (22nd Nisan) occupied five days in

reaching Troas, where he tarried seven days, and on the

last day of his sojourn there, the 12th of his journey,

a Sunday (Iv rfj /jlCo. rZv cra/}/3.), " the disciples came

together to break bread." It follows, therefore, that the

first day of Paul's journey from Philippi, or the 22nd of

Nisan, was a Wednesday, and consequently the 15th must

have been a Wednesday too.1

If, then, the modern Jewish calendar is at variance with

the custom in our Lord's days in its statements with regard

to the two other days Monday and Wednesday, we can

scarcely see sufficient grounds for believing that only

with regard to the third day mentioned, Friday, it was

in accordance with it. But the fact is, we have express

testimonies to the contrary. Among these, we reckon the

first three Gospels, in which, as is almost universally

admitted, the 15th of Nisan of the year of our Lord's

crucifixion is made to coincide with a Friday. For we

suppose that we are not to consider the Gospels, apart from

the fact that they contain the life of our Lord, as utterly

valueless as authorities for Jewish history. On the con

trary, the Synoptists are the very writers against whom

the objection is continually brought of too great a leaning

to Judaizing ideas : so that we may conclude, that these

writers, who were either native Jews, or the intimate

associates of Jews, could not have been altogether un

acquainted with the most familiar portions of the Jewish

ritual. The question remains quite an independent one,

whether the 15th of Nisan in the year of our Lord's death

was a Friday or not. To these testimonies we are justly

entitled to add the statements of the Mishna. In this,

Tract QiriDS, ch. 7, § 10,2 it is enjoined that the bones,

sinews, and whatever else remained of the Paschal lamb

should be burnt on the 16th Nisan. But when this day

was a sabbath, they were to be burnt on the 17th, because

they were not to venture to break either the sabbath or

the feast-day by this work. Now, if the 16th Nisan fell

1 For fuller details, see Excursus.

1 ibi»' naeo nerb ivy n»e> hn -my rwtsa mum p-nm mnxpn

jib by riN t6) rn»n riN »h pirn pwo1? -my npnea
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on a Saturday, the 15th must have been a Friday. In

Tract lUMn, ch. 2, § 4,1 a passage which also contains one

of the reasons why, at a later period, the festal calendar

was so arranged that the 1 5th of Nisan no longer fell on a

Friday, the disciples of Hillel lay down with regard to

Pentecost, that if it fell on a sabbath, the killing of the

sacrifice must be postponed till the next day ; only on the

latter day the high-priest was not to wear his festival

garb (as a sign that it - was no feast that was being

celebrated), and mourning and fasting were permitted, to

prevent any confirmation' being given to the opinion of

those (the Baithos»ans) who said that Pentecost must

always fall on the day after the sabbath. If Pentecost

fell on a Saturday, the 15th of Nisan must have been a

Friday. Once more, the tract nin;D, cap. 10,2 discusses at

considerable length what was to be done with the sheaf of

the first-fruits if it had to be offered on a sabbath. Now

since this was offered on the 16th of Nisan, it presupposes

that at that time the 1 5th might fall on a Friday.

Since, then, what we have now to investigate is, whether

the Evangelists who unanimously place our Lord's cruci

fixion on a Friday (which, as we have seen from what

precedes, may certainly have been the 15th of Nisan)

have placed it in the same, and that also a correct, relation

to this particular day, we must in the first place enquire

what the several Evangelists themselves say on this

subject. And in pursuing our enquiry, we must base our

investigation on the accounts given by the first three

Evangelists, which not only by themselves, but also in the

present state of Scriptural exegesis, are the least liable to

misconception. Now these three Evangelists unanimously

agree that in the course of the first day of unleavened

bread8 Jesus went to Jerusalem to eat the Paschal Lamb.4

So that there can be no doubt6 that this was the 14th of

1 psi ru» im nine dv» rows nvn^ Sn am (Hillel's disciples) nmai

-™ rrap-onDiNn -izi tfpb vbwrnyroi isdi-d prim yhsa ashrta rni jro

„ .me>n
a .'in B3»3»«3 rpmcipn,

8 Mar. xiv. 12, Matt. xxvi. 17, if -npirji tuv ^iijiaiv, defined by Lu.

xxii. 7, as fi/xepa t. a£i5yua>c iv J tSti fltWeeu rb iraax", Mar. as lipiipa 3t6

Tii 7ra(rxtt edvoy. * Lu. xxii. 8, 11, 13.

5 Comp. our discussion of the chronological determination of tho

several days of the Paschal Feast, p. 335.
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Nisan, on the afternoon of which the Paschal lamb was at

that time killed between three and five o'clock : and con

sequently, that the supper which our Lord ate with the

Twelve, 6i//4as yevo/j.tvrjs,1 at which he instituted His

Supper, must have been the Paschal Supper in its stricter

sense.2 But since our Lord was apprehended in the

following night, and in the course of the next day was

crucified and buried, it follows, that according to the

Synoptists, the day on which He suffered and died was

Friday the fifteenth of Nisan. This is the opinion ol

almost every commentator of the present day, so that it

appears superfluous to cite authorities in support of it.

In earlier times, however, with a view of proving a sup

posed harmony with the Gospel of John, writers were

wont to avoid this conclusion in two ways, either by

assuming that, even according to the Synoptists, our

Lord celebrated an ordinary meal, or, since a Paschal

Supper was too plainly indicated in the text, that either

by his authority as Messiah, or by some legal authority

or other, e.g. by a more correct calculation, He anticipated

a day, so that not merely were the Synoptists able to call

it a Paschal Supper, but John too, on the next day, could

speak of the real Passover of the Jews as still to come.

Absurdities like this, so at variance with the text,8 and

1 Mar. xiv. 17, Matt. xvi. 20.

2 Comp. Lu. xxii. 15.

3 In support of this supposed anticipation of the Passover the use

of the word £5fi (Lu. xxii. 7) has been appealed to, and has been

interpreted either "a necessity was laid on Jesus (on account of His

death, which followed the next day), for the Passover being killed by

Him (as Messiah) at that time,"—the incorrectness of which is proved

by tho general reference of St. Luke's words,—or " on this day the

Passover ought to have been killed (by the Jews), but was erroneously

not killed by them, on which account our Lord, whether alone, or

with a certain party among the Jews, was perfectly right in antici

pating it." As if a separate Passover was killed by separate parties

in the courts of the Temple I Besides, the current day, in the evening

of which the Synoptists inform us the Supper was eaten, is already

called v^epa t. a£ifiav (Lu.) or vpiirri r. if. (Matt., Mar.), so that it is

impossible that the 13th of Nisan can be meant. And, finally,

when Mark expressly adds (ch. xiv. 12) to his irpdr. fi/i. r. a(. the

words 8te rb irdaxa *W| " when they killed the Passover," who can

imagine that he means to refer to the practice of a particular party ?

For a classification and refutation of the several erroneous views, see
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evidencing so great an ignorance of chronological science,

might now be fairly left for histories of exegesis. And

it cannot but appear surprising that even Einck, in his

oft-quoted work,1 should have recurred to this view.

But it is maintained that John's Gospel places the day

of our Lord's crucifixion on the 14th of Nisan, since it was

not till the evening of this day, that, according to him,

the Passover was eaten, and consequently our Lord's Last

Supper must have been an ordinary meal. We have

therefore here a direct contradiction between John and

the Synoptists : and this, too, one which must be admitted

to possess considerable plausibility, since writers who

would naturally be by no means disposed to favour it,

have felt themselves forced to adopt it. And they have

acted quite rightly if no sufficient arguments can be

brought forward to refute it ; since a mere assertion that

there is no contradiction, while the contrary is quite

apparent, cannot satisfy any independent enquirer. But

what arguments do they adduce for their assertion ? If

we direct our attention simply to the direct statements

in St. John's Gospel, they are substantially these : (1) The

day of our Lord's death is described as TrapaaKevr) rov

ird<rxa in Joh. xix. 14, i.e. the preparation for the Passover.

(2) We read in Joh. xviii. 28, that the Jews refused to

enter the judgment-hall at our Lord's trial, " lest they

should be defiled, but that they might eat the Passover "

(tva <£ay<oo-i to irao-xa). This expression it is believed must

be interpreted of the eating the Paschal lamb, which was,

therefore, still to take place on the evening of the 14th of

Nisan.2 The passages Joh. xiii. 2, where the Suttvov is at

any rate not expressly asserted to have been the Paschal

Supper, and xiii. 29, where the ioprrj is certainly spoken of

as still future, have also been interpreted as having a

subordinate, but still a real significance for our enquiry.

Now, supposing we acknowledge the discrepancy between

the Synoptists and John as an exegetical fact, we must

still go on to enquire whether the truth lies with either of

Carpzov., Apparat. Critic, p. 429 ; Winer, B. W. B. " Pascha ; " Strauss,

Leben Jem, n. 408, etc.

1 Die Angefochtenen Erzahlungen in dem Leben Jem, p. 113.

2 Cf. Lu. xxii. 8, 11, 15, Mar. xiv. 12, 14, Matt. xxvi. 17.
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them, and if so, with which. To this question three (if

not four) replies may be given reflecting so many views

with regard to the mutual connection of the four Gospels.

(1) That of Strauss, that it is impossible to tell where the

truth lies, and perhaps it is nowhere. The corresponding

extreme would be the categorical decision that the truth is

nowhere. (2) " John is right, and the Synoptists wrong,"

which is the view of the later positive criticism which,

questioning the authenticity of the Synoptists, lays the

greatest stress on the apostolic credibility of John. (3)

" John is wrong, and the Synoptists right." And that

is one of the most striking proofs that John is not to be

placed above, but below, the Synoptists, and that he is not

the Apostle. This is in reality a reaction against the

excessive praise bestowed on John at the expense of the

Synoptists, which, however, at present proceeds usually

from a conscious or unconscious spirit of opposition to the

Gospel history.

Of course those who have pronounced so decidedly in

favour of one or other of these views of the mutual

relations of the Gospels might be expected to adduce the

grounds of their decision. Now, as of late days the decision

has usually been given in favour of John, the greatest

weight has been laid on the fact that inasmuch as he was

not only an Apostle, but also " the beloved disciple " of his

Master, he could not but have had the fullest knowledge

of the facts. This is certainly a very striking argument

as long as it is admitted that the Gospel was written by

the Apostle John, but a very precarious one as soon as

ever this began to be doubted.

It has been further alleged that other particulars of the

day of our Lord's crucifixion, and the preceding day,

render it very improbable that this could have taken place

on the high feast-day of the 15th Nisan. On such a day

the Jewish ritual would hardly have allowed a judicial

trial, still less an execution to take place. In considering

this objection it must be borne' in mind, what is generally

quite overlooked, that both the law and tradition of the

Jews assigned to every weekly sabbath a far higher degree

of sabbatical rest than even to the highest feast-day, unless

it coincided with a sabbath: and also that after the
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destruction of the temple, when the stricter school of

Shammai got more and more the ascendancy over that

of Hillel, the ordinances with regard to the sabbath, as

well as the feast-days, were made considerably more

stringent ; so that it is always necessary to subject them

to a critical examination to see whether they also suit the

days of our Lord. We know, however, that a trial of

Jews by Jews was not unfrequently held on a sabbath.

Instances are given of a larger room being chosen for the

court of judgment, on account of the large concourse of

people on that day.1 We read, also, not unfrequently in the

New Testament of official and judicial business being

carried on, and of people coming together for the purpose

of putting another to death,2 on a sabbath, and still more

on a feast-day.8 To prove that no trials were permitted

on the sabbath and on feast-days the Tract nVO, cap. 5,4 is

adduced. " The following discretionary business is not

permitted on the sabbath. No trials are held, espousals

made, etc." Here, as is plain from what follows, the

stricter view has come in : but even in this passage, drawn

from traditions of a later date, every kind of trial is not

excluded. The only question was, whether it was to be

looked upon as discretionary or not. Even in later times,

when this theory 6 continually gained greater ascendancy,

practical requirements, . as in the case of very odious

criminals whose speedy death was desirable, rendered

frequent executions necessary. Besides, we are sure from

astronomical calculations based on the eclipse of the moon

which occurred the night afterwards, that it was on the

12th of March, 750 a.u.c, that Herod the Great caused

1 Tholuck, Comment, on John xiii. 1 (Clark's Ed. p. 316).

8 Lu. iv. 16, 29; Matt, xxvii. 62—66; Joh. vii. 30, 32, viii. 59, ix.

13—35.

8 Jqh. vii. 44—52, x. 31, 39 ; Mar. iii. 6.

4 ui ptnpDK^i pi mm m»a jn Atn.

8 We find a further development of the theory (cf. Tract pnmo,

cap. 4) in the fact that the Gemara forbad every "judicium capitale"

on a Friday m» my, and festival eve 310 nv any, and even a " judicium

pecuniarium," according to some on a Friday. If then we date this

theory back as far as the days of Christ, who was certainly executed

Dn a Friday, and at any rate on a festival eve, it would follow that

He would not have been brought before the Sanhedrim at all.
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Mathias (Theudas) and several of his party to be burnt

alive. Now, since that year the 15th of Nisan fell on the

full moon of the 12th of April, the 12th of March must

have coincided with the 13th of Adar, on the Feast of

Purim. If, then, we assume that no sentence of death can

have been passed or carried out on a feast-day, we shall be

compelled in consistency to maintain with Block,1 in

complete contradiction to all history, that the death of

Herod did not take place at the time of the Passover,

750 a.u.c. Nay more, it may be proved that the festival

season, and indeed the most frequented festivals, were

specially chosen for the punishment of notorious criminals,

that it might serve as a warning to the crowds then

assembled. Of this we have an example in the execution

of Theudas and his accomplices on the Feast of Purim.

Besides, it is said, Tract jmrUD,' ch. 11, § 4, " Such an one

(who says anything against the Scribes) is not to be put

to death either by the court in his own town, or by that

at Jabne, but he is brought up to Jerusalem, and kept till

the feast, ^jn, and put to death then, because it is written,8

'And all the people shall hear and fear and do no more

presumptuously.' So saith Eabbi Akiba" (who lived in

Adrian's time). Our Lord was certainly included in the

class of those who attacked the words of the Scribes. By

" the feast," ^ji, we must understand one of the three great

festivals for which all pious Israelites were bound to visit

Jerusalem, viz. the Passover, Pentecost, and the Feast of

Tabernacles. Now, if in accordance with the injunction

all the people were to hear and fear, in the case of so great

an offender the day when the people gathered together

to keep the feast would be selected, i.e. in the Feast of

Passover, the 15th of Nisan. For at the close of this day

many of those who had come up to the feast were wont to

1 See his work, Das Wahre Geburttjahr Christi, noticed above, p. 126.

The coincidence of this execution with a festival is the main reason

for his placing Herod's death, not in April, 750 A.u.c, but in October,

739 A.u.0.

' -rj> ini» fbya »h» many p rvaa i-ryatr p rraa vh m* prnsD r>«

.M<pj)<n nai -r\y p-rr *6i wm ijjety Dj?n ^oi idwp iniN jtmsdi hnn

3 Deut. xvii. 13.
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leave Jerusalem, which they were permitted to do by the

term of the law.1 Again, Herod Agrippa, after having

executed James the son of Zebedee, was minded to have

brought out the Apostle Peter for death on the loth of

Nisan. He put him in prison 2 in " the days of unleavened

bread," i.e. according to the usage of Luke and the other

Synoptists,3 between the morning of the 14th and the

evening of the 21st of Nisan, and, since it was before the

Passover,4 during the 14th, on the evening of which day

the Passover was eaten. He intended " to bring him forth

to the people after Easter," /itra. to 7rao-^a (an expression

which evidently points out a special feast within the r/fiepai

t. a^v/juov mentioned just before), i.e. since to 7rdo-^a, as a

definition of a particular feast-day in its strictest sense,

was employed as well of the 14th of Nisan (from evening

to midnight) as of the 15th, including the preceding even

ing, either on the 15th or 16th of Nisan. Both of these

days were celebrated as high festivals during the season

of unleavened bread,5 so that at any rate the possibility

of a criminal court on a feast-day is established. However,

when we consider the usus loquendi of Luke and the other

Synoptists we must come to the conclusion that the 15th

is specified as the day of trial. For in them 6 to Trw^a

always stands in its strictest sense for the evening of the

14th of Nisan,7 which alone is consistent with their mode

of regarding the whole festival season as " days of un

leavened bread ; " for then the feast of unleavened bread

on the 15th of Nisan must have been specially mentioned

in contradistinction to the Passover on the preceding even

ing, as is actually done in Mark xiv. 1. But when on the

other hand, as is the case through the whole of John's

Gospel, the entire period from its commencement is called

Deut. xvi. 7. s Acts xii. 3.

8 e.g. Lu. xxii. 7, paral. 4 Acts xii. 4.

5 Seep. 335.

6 Lu. ii. 41 is the only exception, where eoprii r. -kAux* appears from
■TtXtunaivrav ras r]fxepai (in the plural) in v. 43, to comprise more days

than one. However, an objection to our interpretation of Acts xii. 4

can scarcely be founded on this particular passage, since the view

of the festival period, as r)h*p. r. &(viiuv, which we find Lu. xxii. 7,

immediately precedes it.

7 Lu. xxii. 1, Matt. xvi. 2, cf. Lu. xxii. 7 sq., paral.
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to 71-ao-xa,1 this expression when used to designate a

particular feast ' can only be interpreted of the 15th of

Nisan, including the preceding evening. From this it

follows that the night of Peter's escape from prison was

that between the 14th and loth of Nisan : which affords a

very simple explanation for the fact that in the middle of

that night he found many people gathered together pray

ing in Mary's house : for it was enjoined that on that night

there should be a pernoctatio." To conclude, it is recorded

by Hegesippus,4 that James the Lord's brother suffered

martyrdom before the assembled people on the 15th of

Nisan, or, as he says, riv-epa (in the singular) tov Tracr^a.

Now, whether the date here given is correct or not, it at

any rate proves that the Jewish Christians, on whose

writings it is based, found no difficulty in the idea that a

person might suffer martyrdom at the hands of the Jews

on the feast of the 15th of Nisan.

As the result of this investigation it may be considered

perfectly clear that, since we have the choice between the

14th and 15th of Nisan for our Lord's death, the regula

tions we have shewn the Jews adopted with regard to

trials, do not, to say the least, contradict the view that it

took place on the latter day. Indeed, as is expressly

affirmed Joh. xviii. 28, the Jews did not enter the heathen

judgment-hall (prsetoriurn), that they might not be defiled,

and before the commencement of the celebration of the

feast in the temple, i.e. before the morning sacrifice, about

nine o'clock, which was followed by the offering of the

Chagigah, our Lord's trial was ended.6 The actual

crucifixion, on the other hand, was carried out by the

Romans.

Again, it is alleged as an objection to the view that our

Lord was crucified on the 15th of Nisan, that no one was

permitted to leave the place where the Paschal Supper was

1 See p. 331.

2 Sty opinion is that Iv t$ irdffxa, Joh. xviii. 39, must be understood

of a particular feast-day, i.e. of the 15th of Nisan. The release of the

criminal before the assembled people corresponds to his condemnation

before them.

3 See Lightfoot on Mar. xiv. 26. * Euseb. H. E. u. 23.

6 Mar. xv. 25
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celebrated before the morning,1 while our Lord left the

house with His disciples for Gethsemane during the night,

and the officers also hurried thither with the traitor,

Judas Iscariot, in order to apprehend Him. Those, how

ever, who have made this objection have not attended to

the distinction between the " Pascha ^Igyptiacum " and

the "Pascha sequentium eetatum." In the passage of

Exodus referred to above the festival is described as it

was celebrated in Egypt, which was peculiar in many

respects. The prohibition to leave the house where the

Passover had been eaten was connected with the fact that

without the Angel of Death was passing by to slay the

first-born. To guard themselves from destruction the

posts of the house in which they sojourned were also to be

sprinkled with the blood of the Paschal lamb. As, then,

these two features were necessarily wanting in the later

celebration of the Paschal rite, it is natural enough to

expect that the injunction to tarry within the house in

which they had assembled for the Paschal Supper, which

is only to be explained by a reference to them, should be

omitted also. And that which naturally follows from the

difference between the two Passovers is expressly stated in

the Talmud.2

A further difficulty is found in the purchase of pro

visions in the night before the 15th of Nisan, the possi

bility of which is contemplated, Joh. xiii. 29, but which

the rules of the feast prohibited, or at any rate regarded

as unbecoming. In reply to this we have only to adduce

what is laid down in the law itself with regard to the

hallowing of the 15th of Nisan.3 But if the preparation

of food was even expressly sanctioned by the law on that

day, how much more " those things there was need of for

the feast " when the crowds who came up to it were so great ?

1 Ex. xii. 22.

2 The following passage from Tosapht in Pesach 8, has been quoted

by Lightfoot, Minister, templi, p. 727: "In potestate iEgyptiaca

dicitur—Nemo vestrum limine sedium suarum exibit ad matutinum

tempus—sed sie non fait in sequentibus generationibus. Ubi comede-

bant pascha in jEgypto, ibi etiam pernoctare debnerunt, sed pos-

terioribus temporibus comedebant in uno loco et pernoctabant in alio."

3 Ex. xii. 16. See p. 334, and Tract ns'3, c. 5.

2 A
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Besides, we read1 that tho women returning from the

tomb on the same day, which according to this Evangelist

is certainly the 15th of Nisan, a little before the beginning

of the sabbath,2 purchased " spices and ointments." This

last passage, however, perhaps belongs to a new clasa

of objections, to which we now pass.

In conclusion, it is maintained3 that the Synoptists

themselves4 prove that our Lord's Last Supper was not

a Paschal Supper, and consequently that the day of His

death was not the 15th of Nisan. They tell us that two

days before, the Sanhedrim had decided not to apprehend

and kill our Lord " on the feast-day," eV rfj eoprrj, " lest

' there should be an uproar of the people." 5 But it is

pretty plain from the object of this decision, the use of tho

words avv SoXco and the parallel passage, Lu. xxii. 2, that

the words iv rrj ioprjj do not signify the feast-day, but the

place where the festival was celebrated,6 just as wo say,

" Have you been to the fair ? " 7 But even if we admit

the other interpretation, we can see no good reason why

the Sanhedrim may not have changed . their plan. The

fact is that the original plan was prompted not by any

feeling of indulgence towards our Lord, but through fear

of the people. And when, by an unexpected piece of good

luck, tho treachery of Judas, which was not presented to

their notice till later, relieved them from this apprehension

By delivering our Lord into the power of the Sanhedrim

without any disturbance, it became an object of the first

importance to hurry forward their plan for His prosecution

and death as rapidly as possible.

I trust I have shewn that of the various arguments

adduced in favour of the correctness of the fourth Gospel,

which take for granted a chronological contradiction in the

1 Lu. xxiii. 56.

8 In Mar. xvi. 1, we find spices purchased at the end of the sabbath,

i.e. on the evening of the 16th of Nisan.

3 We have already considered the objection that in our Lord's days

the 15th of Nisan could never fall on a Friday (see supra, p. 342), an

objection which, if well founded, would certainly be decisive.

4 Theile, Neues Krit. Journ. n. 165 sq.
s Matt. xxvi. 2—5, Mar. xiv. 1, 2.

0 This was not Gethsemane. The celebration of the feast had.

already begun the preceding night. 7 Cf. Job. vii. 11.
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history of the Passion, the only one of any weight is that

which rests on its authority as the work of the Apostle John.

And how precarious is this if there be any reason for

questioning its authorship ! And if no other convincing

argument can be brought forward, may we not set against

one Evangelist, three Gospels recognized by the Church,

written at the same if not an earlier period, and yet which

can scarcely be said to represent one single original ? It is

clear from this alone, setting aside every other reason, that

the critical, decision must incline towards the Synoptists.

We have yet to mention a leading argument brought

forward by the opponents of the authenticity of St. John's

Gospel, Bretschneider,1 Strauss, and Schwegler,2 and

which, if we once admit this want of harmony between

the four Gospels, can hardly, I think, be met. The argu

ments on which it rests have therefore usually received

particular attention from the defenders of the Gospel

harmony.3 About the middle and towards the end of the

second century, the so-called Paschal controversy 4 between

the Christians of Asia Minor and those of the West, which

rested on a diversity of very long standing in the date

of the celebration of the Christian Passover, attracted

attention. It related partly to the duration of Lent,

partly, which is the only point with which wo are now

concerned, to the day on which Easter was to be observed.5

1 Probabil. pp. 109, 110.

2 Montani&m, and the Christian Cliurch of the Second Century, 1841,

p. 191 sq. The history of the Paschal controversies, on the one side,,

and the assumed discrepancy of the four Evangelists, with regard to

the day of our Lord's death, on the other side, have been so completely

taken by Schwegler as the basis of his critical investigation of the

writings of St. John, that when once the erroneousness of these

premisses has been proved, the greater part of the conclusions arrived

at—one of which is that St. John's Gospel was composed about 170 a.d. !

—must be at once given up.

3 A most complete defence of the harmony of the Gospels with

reference to the day of Christ's death, has been given by Hengstenberg,

Evang. Kirchen'zeit. 1838, No. 98—102.

4 See the Church histories of Gieseler and Neander, and Rettberg's

treatise on the Paschal Controversy, Ittgent Zeitschr. f. histor. Theol.

1832, Vol. n. pp. 2, 91.

5 Irenseus ap. Euseb. H. E. v. 24 : ovSi yap fi6pov irepL Trjs r)/iepas iaTiu

r) a[t(pi(TflTiT7](ris uMa «al trep\ rov eXBovs avrov T7)s yrjaTeias,
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Tho Christians of Asia Minor agreed with the Jews in

placing the commencement of their feast on the fourteenth

day after the new moon (about the time of the vernal

equinox), so that tho Feast of the Eesurrection did not

necessarily fall on a Sunday, since the 14th was not

necessarily a Thursday. The Western Church, on the

other hand, though making their celebrations depend on

the 14th of the moon, made them fall regularly on fixed

days of the week, commemorating the Eesurrection on

a Sunday, the Crucifixion on a Friday. Before .this, as we

learn from Ireneeus,1 Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna, a disciple

of the Apostle John, had had a controversy on this subject

with Anicetus, Bishop of Bome. The dispute came to no

issue, both parties having ancient tradition to appeal to,

while Polycarp could adduce the authority of the Apostle

John, and the other Apostles with whom he had associated.2

The two bishops however parted in the most friendly

spirit. Still later, about 171 A.D., the controversy broke

out afresh at Laodicea.3 At this time writings were inter

changed. Melito, Bishop of Sardis, wrote two books on

the side of the Asiatics, which unhappily have not reached

us. In opposition to him, Apollinaris of Hierapolis, and

still later Clement of Alexandria, entered the lists, of

whose writings we have only some fragments remaining.4

Prom these it is clear that the question in dispute was

debated on exegetical grounds. The opponents of the

Asiatic usage, hard pressed by the passages of Holy

Scripture brought against them by their adversaries,

endeavoured to prove that, according to the Gospels, our

Lord in fact did not eat a Paschal Supper with His

disciples before Ho suffered ; and that they therefore could

not be bound to observe it. To prove this they were

obliged to shew that our Lord was crucified on the 14th

1 Euseb. H. E. iv. 14.

2 Euseb. u. 8. : Ovrl ykp & 'AvIktjtos rbv Tlo\VKapirov irtiffai iSitvaro

Tripuv (j«A^^s t^v TtaffaptffKafiitKd.T'qv) fire fiera 'lutav'vov rov fiafhiTov

rod Kvpiov rj/xwy Kal rSty Konr&v b.-KOVT6Kw1 ols trvvSUrpt^ify Ac2

TeT?7pi]K($Ta, otire fiijv & Ho\vKapiros rbv >AWk?jto*' «rei<re r^peiy, Keyovra

tV ovviiBtlati tov irpb avrov irptafjintpuv ocpetAciv KOTtxcif. This is

given on the authority of Irenseus, a disciple of Polycarp.

3 Euseb. H. E. iv. 26. * See Eettberg, «. t.
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of Nisan, and before the commencement of the Passover.

And from this arose their misunderstanding of the Gospels,

which afterwards became traditional. Their opponents

appealed to the first three Evangelists, or since these at

ally rate agree with one another, to the first of them,

Matthew, as the one who expressed their view the most

clearly. On the other side the Gospel of St. John was

appealed to, with whom, as far as possible, the Synoptists

were brought into harmony. On this subject wo derive

much information from a fragment1 of the work of

Apollinaris, in which he brings the following chargo

against the Asiatics. Keyovo-iv oti t# iS7 to irpofiaTov /j.€to.

tu>v /j.a6r]TU>v tyayev 6 Kvptos, tq Sk p.eydX.r] ijfiepa. ru>v d^vfjMiv

(15th Nisan) airos eiraOtv, nai Sirfyovvrai Mardalov ovrto

kiyeiv, (is vevorjicacrtv' o9ev dtrv/x^wos re vo/ia> fj vorjcru avrtov

Kai <TTacnd£eiv Sokci kclt avTOvi to. euayyeAia. Two arguments

are here brought forward against our Lord's death having

taken place on the 15th of Nisan.2 (1) " It does not agree

with the Mosaic law." An objection based on the same

idea which lay at the bottom of the Western mode oi

observing the feast, viz. that Christ was slain in the place,

of the Paschal lamb, which the law commanded should

be offered on the 14th of Nisan. (2) " It seems (Soxei) to

follow from this view that the Gospels are at variance with

one another, i.e. the Gospel of St. John with the Synop

tists." s It deserves remark that Apollinaris lays almost

the whole weight on his typical argument, and introduces

his exegesis of the Gospels with a timid Sokci. To support

this view it was at that time universally assumed by tho

Western Church that our Lord's Last Supper was not a

Passover but an ordinary meal on the 13th of Nisan, with

1 Chronicon Paschale, ed. Du Fresne, p. 6.

2 This idea is shortly afterwards expressed by Apollinaris himself: 'H

(5' rod a\j}divov tov Kvplov iratrxa, q Ouffia fieyd\i]t 6 ami tow afivov Ileus

©eou, k. t. A.

3 It is strango that Schwegler should argue from these words of

Apollinaris that he was unacquainted with St. John's Gospel, while, on

the contrary, they clearly demonstrate that he was acquainted with it.

For how could the. Synoptists, by themselves, be at variance with one

another on the point of question ? His remarks, too, on the meaning of

aTaaidCeiv, in support of his view, evidence no very deep philological

knowledge.

-
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special reference to the Passover of His death on the 14th,1

a mode of interpretation which we have already classified

among the harmonistic attempts.2

Towards the close of the second century the controversy

raged still more vehemently, when Victor was Bishop of

Borne. It was shewn that the whole Christian Church

agreed with the" Bomansin their celebration of Easter,

with the single exception of those of Asia Minor.3 Great

weight was also at that time laid on the fact that the

scholars of Alexandria, the ablest calculators and the

masters of the science of their day, supported the side

of the Western Church.4 At the head of the Asiatics was

Polycrates, Bishop of Ephesus, who had grown grey in his

Lord's service. Eusebius5 has preserved some fragments

of a synodal Epistle written by him at the commission of

his brother bishops to Victor of Eome. After having

indirectly at least reproached his opponents with altering

the original institution of our Lord, while they neither

added anything to it, nor diminished anything from it,

he adduces in favour of the Asiatic custom observed by

.him, the authority of the Apostles Philip and John, of

Polycarp, Thraseas, Sagaris, Papirius, and Melito, and of

seven of his kinsmen who had been bishops before him.

1 Hippolytus, in a fragment, Chronicon Faschale, I. c. Ae'yei (the

champion of the Asiatic custom) ovtois- iiroir)cr€ riiroo-xad Xpurrbs r6re

rfi rjixepa ical eira(?€, 8tb Kafxe Set %v rp6trov 6 Kvptos iirolria^v ovrw iroieif

iriirXavnTaL 5e ^ yiyv&aituv '6ri iv $ naip$ i-wairx^ <5 Xpurrbs ovk Ztpaytv

rb Kara vofibv iraffxa. Ouros yap %v rb vpoKCKTjpvyfleyoy not re\€tovfi4yoy

tij &pur/i4yn iiiiepa (14th Nisan). So too Clemens Alex. : rots niv oiv

TrapeKuXvQoaiu trto~tv rb 6v6fxevov irpbs 'lovSatwv tfo-9ifv toprdfav 6 Ktyios

irdaxo.' direl 8^ 2/cfipufcv aiirbs wv rb nti&xa & afivbs rov 0eoD us irp6fiaTov

iirl vpayfy hyd^vos, avrlKa idiSa^e piv robs fiaSrjras rov r6nov rb

livcrrripiov rfj iy' k.t.a.. Clement, we sec, supposes that our Lord's

object was by means of the Supper on the 13th to instruct His disciples

as to the true symbolical import of the Passover of the O. T., which He

was about really to fulfil on the 14th. The analysis of the Easter

tables of the early Christians at once plunges us into the midst of the

Paschal controversies. Hippolytus' period of 112 years, carried back

to a.d. 29, the year assumed by the Latin Church for our Lord's death,

does not allow the day of His crucifixion (Friday) to fall earlier than

tho fourteenth of the moon (25th of March). The Latin Easter cycle

of 84 years does the same. See Ideler, Hdbch. i. 421.

2 See p. 345. ' 3 Euseb. H. K v. 23.

* Ibid. v. 25. 6 Ibid. v. 24.
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Still farther the Asiatic Bishop appeals in favour of tho

custom of his Church, not only to tradition, but also to

the Gospel,1 and asserts that he had examined every part

of Scripture (jrao-av ayiav ypa<j)rjv SieXrjXvOas) with this

object. He bases his view, however, not merely on the

first three Gospels, excluding the fourth, but on "the

Gospel " simply ; not on one single Gospel, as the fourth,

but on every part of Scripture; these last words having

an indisputable reference to his opponents, in so far as

they justified their view, and that only apparently, from

the Gospel of St. John alone. Fully convinced that the

custom he defends is in perfect accordance with Scripture,

he concludes with the words, " we must obey God rather

than men." The Bishop of Rome, with whom the external

unity of the Church was everything, wished to excommu

nicato the Asiatics : a step which was prevented by the

protest of the other bishops, and especially by the authority

of Irenosus. The Western custom received (Ecumenical

authority at tho Council of Nice, and thenceforward the

Quartodccimani were regarded as heretics.

It will follow from this statement that the Asiatic

Church, from the very commencement, regarded their

mode of celebrating the festival as in unison not with the

first threo Evangelists only, but also with John. This

traditional interpretation of St. John's Gospel on the part

of the Asiatic Church is all the more deserving of attention

on exegetical grounds, since its existence can be traced

back to tho very earliest times in the very district in

which the Apostle lived and worked. We utterly deny

that the double mode of observing Easter had its origin

in any discrepancy in the tradition, or even in the narra

tive of our Lord's death as given by the Evangelists.

The diversity admits of a very simple explanation. The

Asiatic usage may be traced to the view taken by them

of Easter as a real Passover, though one penetrated with

a peculiar Christian spirit, and its connection by them, as

among the Jews, with a fixed day of the month, arising

from the fact that the events on which it was based

1 Kuseb. IT. 2*7. v. 24 : oZrot irdvres ir-tipyfav T7/v Tjfiepcw rrjs Tcir<rap€<r-

lUuXeKdTijs tou irdtrxu Kartl t i> ei> 077 4 A l 0 v.
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coincided in the first instance with an actual Jewish

Passover. The Western usage, maintaining only a general

agreement with the date of the Jewish Passover, connected

Easter with fixed days of the week, viz. those on which the

fundamental facts of redemption, our Lord's Death and

Resurrection, occurred ; which may probably be connected

with the custom that had so long prevailed of celebrating

our Lord's resurrection on the first day of the week,' or

Sunday. The Asiatic usage might the more readily be

looked upon as an immediate continuation of the Jewish

Passover, since it was on this that the charge of Judaizing,

so usually brought against them, was founded. This

being the case, it follows, as the history of the controversy

proves, that in proportion as the form of the Jewish

Passover fell into the background, the peculiar ideal of

the Christian consciousness, the thought that Christ waa

the true and ever-efficacious Passover, came into promi

nence.1 The Asiatic usage being thus immediately

connected with an historic fact, its adversaries have gone

wrong in seeking to prove that it was to be rejected and.

the correctness of their own acknowledged, merely on

exegetic grounds.

If on the other hand we assume that the supposed

discrepancy between the Synoptists and John is to be

admitted, and that consequently the ancient exegetical

tradition which maintains their harmony is devoid of

truth, the history of these Paschal controversies must

certainly even menace the authenticity of the Gospel of

St. John. For it does not admit a question that the

Asiatic usage is only to be explained on the hypothesis

that our Lord partook of the Paschal Supper together with

the Jews on the 14th of Nisan, and was crucified on the

15th. Now, if not only the rest of the Apostles and other

ancient witnesses but also the Apostle John joined in

observing and allowing this usage, how can he have

written the fourth Gospel, which it is held proves the

very basis of that usage to be erroneous ? Even supposing

that he found it existing on his arrival in Asia he must

have altered what was erroneous in it, which as an Apostlo

1 Joh. xix. 3G, 1 Cor. v. 7.
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and an eye-witness of our Lord's life lie certainly had the

power of doing.

But putting this on one side, we shall now go on to

enquire how the case may have been with regard to this

usage, if John found it already existing on his arrival in

Asia. The mode of celebrating Easter before John's

arrival can hardly have been established by any but the

Apostle Paul and his fellow-labourers, by whom the con

gregations of Asia Minor were founded. But among these

fellow-labourers were two of the Evangelists, Mark and

Luke, by whom the institution of the Lord's Supper is

certainly represented as coincident with the celebration

of the Jewish Passover. Now, since we must, even apart

from other reasons, consider it probable that they agreed

with their great teacher on this important point, it seems

certain that there is a discrepancy between John and the

Synoptists with regard to the day of our Lord's death ;

and that Paul gives his apostolical decision in favour of

the latter. Liicke indeed endeavours to bring forward the-

Apostle Paul as a witness in favour of John against the

Synoptists.1 In proof of this he alleges that our crucified

Lord is styled our Paschal Lamb.2 But could not this

have been unless He was offered on the very same day

and hour as the real Paschal lamb? This name could

surely have been given to Him even if the dates were

still farther apart. There is another passage in the same

Epistle to the Corinthians,8 which, if not decisive, at any

rate bears strong evidence in favour of the Synoptists.

St. Paul there calls the cup in the Lord's Supper "tho

cup of blessing " (to Trorrfpiov t>}s euXoytas), the reason un

doubtedly being, as the commentators remark, that the

cup at the Paschal Supper bore the same name. Whenco

this name? May we gather from the context that it

merely stands in the same relation to the Paschal cup,

as is evidently the case with to irdo-xa rmuiv, 1 Cor. v. 7 ?

I should be the more ready to admit this were it not for

the addition of o evkoyov/xtv. Now, if this clause is not

entirely superfluous, to Tvor-qpiov t. evAoy. must be regarded

1 Comment. I. p. 113; Gult. gehlirte Anz. 1834, p. 20 sq.

* 1 Cor. v. 7, Joh. xix. 30. 3 1 Cor. x. 16.
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as St. Paul's technical expression for the cup of the Lord's

Supper, so that it bore this name irrespective of its being

blessed or not in the ritual of that age. It follows, there

fore, that it must have been identified with the Passover

cup, either from its original institution, the term used by

St. Paul being selected with this reference, or from its

having been a long-established custom, which on account

of the analogy in the Asiatic churches is perhaps prefer

able. If the Christian cup of blessing were placed in

contradistinction to that of the Jews, we must have found

Tjfr.eis before cvXoyoC/xcr—" the cup of blessing which we

—in contradistinction to the Jews—bless." And accord

ingly in 1 Cor. v. 7 we find to Trao-^a fjuSsv. Now, if we

take into consideration the relation borne by the two

Synoptists Mark and Luke to the Apostle Paul above

adverted to, as well as that Luke's Gospel is to a consider

able extent of a Pauline character, and especially the close

resemblance between the words of institution of the Lord's

Supper as given by Luke1 and Paul,2 which is also

recognized elsewhere, we must certainly maintain that

in the Paschal controversy the Apostle Paul is decidedly

to be ranked on the side of the Synoptists. And we then

have credible grounds for asserting that the author of the

fourth Gospel, through the whole of his narrative of our

Lord's last days, is in direct opposition to several Apostles,

and especially to the Apostle John. He can therefore have

hardly been an Apostle at all, still less the- Apostle John.

I go further. If we first take away all apostolical

authority from the fourth Gospel and give it to the

Synoptists, it is self-evident that the truth is with them.

We may add another argument which might of itself be

conclusive. Throughout the whole of our work we have

been endeavouring to prove that our Lord was crucified

30 a.d. Now in this year, the 15th of Nisan - April 12,

fell on a Friday. Since, then, all the four Gospels agree

that our Lord's death occurred in the closest proximity to

the Passover, and on a Friday, it follows that He suffered

on the 15th Nisan, and that the Last Supper which He ate

with His disciples the evening before, must have been a

1 Lit xxii. 19—21. 2 1 Cor. xi. 23—25.
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Paschal Supper. The synoptical account is, therefore, in

any case, true.

But is it alone true ? What then becomes of the fourth

Gospel? Shall we say that this hook, which may be

demonstrated to be apostolical, by so many internal and

external proofs, did really not proceed from the Apostle

John? I certainly think it did. If so, we are at once

led to infer that the ground, which it appears to me is

the only incontrovertible basis for such a conclusion, viz.

the discrepancy between the narrative of St. John and the

Synoptists, may be only apparent. Besides, a discrepancy

appears to me a priori inconceivable, and that on this

account. We have been examining the whole of the four

Gospels with reference to their chronology, and have

nearly reached the end of our work. We have found their

authors, and specially the author of the fourth Gospel,

possessed of the fullest information. Can we then suppose

that a discrepancy exists just in the most important section

of our Lord's history, that of the Passion ; which, as is

well known, was the first and chief subject of the narratives

and sermons of the early Christians ; and that too, in the

midst of apostles and apostolic men, at the very time of

the composition of the Gospels, when it was impossible

that it should take root, especially as the institution and

celebration of the Lord's Supper kept up in the Church

a continual observance of that all-important Paschal

Supper?1 We shall have, therefore, now to undertake a

careful investigation of the passage containing the supposed

contradiction, viz. St. John's narrative of the Passion, and

that by itself, without consulting the harmonies, either

friendly or hostile, and with reference to the entire

context, our object being to determine whether this dis

crepancy, which our preceding remarks shew to be all

but impossible a priori, really exists or not. We should,

however, have at once to admit it, if it could be proved

that John does not place the day of our Lord's death on

the 15th Nisan. If this were so (to mention this by the

way), and if we should have to decide in favour of John,

it would certainly seem to be a necessary consequence

1 TUoluck, Comment, on St. John, p. 305.
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that we should have to adopt a somewhat modified view

of the import of the Lord's Supper. And yet it has been

maintained by several recent writers, in the manner we

have here attempted, and which, as we have shewn above,1

is the only allowable one, that there is no discrepancy

between the four Gospels. I allude to the authors quoted,8

to whom Paulus and Guerike are to be added.3

We now proceed to subject to a closer scrutiny the

following passages: Joh. xii. 1, xiii, 1, 2, 29, xviii. 28—

89, xix. 14, 31.

The first passage, Joh. xii. 1, pretty decidedly favours

tho idea that John considered the 15th of Nisan as the day

of our Lord's death. There we read : " Jesus came to

Bethany irpb fj/iLepaiv tov Trdcrxa." This can only mean

" six days before the Passover." The commencement of

the Passover fell on the evening of the 14th of Nisan.

Our Lord came therefore to Bethany on the 8th of Nisan.

Now, if wo suppose that John agroed with tho Synoptists

in making the Friday, on which he also tells us our Lord

was crucified, the 15th of Nisan, it will follow that the 8tli

of Nisan was a Friday, on which day, before the commence-

nient of the rest of the sabbath, our Lord entered Bethany.

But if, on the other hand, we follow the opponents of the

synoptical view, and make the day after the crucifixion the

15th of Nisan, that would be a Saturday ; and consequently

the 8th, on which Jesus reached Bethany, also a Saturday.

This theory would oblige us to suppose that our Lord either

transgressed the Mosaic law, which ordained that the

seventh day of the week should be held as a sabbath, or

a day of rest, and in particular strictly forbad travelling

on that day, or that He passed the siVbbath in the neigh

bourhood of Bethany, with the view of completing the

remainder of His journey in the evening. Both of these

suppositions, even apart from the fact that, as we shall

subsequently see, they do not agree with the chronology

of Passion week, may at once, as a preliminary step, be

stamped as impossible. Our Lord, so far as His life is

1 See p 347. s See p. 325.

3 See Paulus' well-known works on the Gospol and the Gospel

history, and Guerike, Versuch einer Vereinigung der Evangelischen

lielationen iiber die letzte Mahlzeit Jem, Neu. Krit. Journ. in. p. 157.
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made known to us, never was guilty of any such breach of

the sabbath as this. It is evident that this cannot bo

placed in the same category as the acts of healing on the

sabbath day : and we might well feel surprise if our Lord

had committed this violation of the Law, which would

have subjected Him to the punishment of death,1 and that

His enemies who were lying in wait for Him in every

place,2 anxiously seeking for colourable pretexts to satisfy

their revenge, neglected to charge Him with it on His

trial. On the other hand, the view that our Lord would

have arranged His journey so as just to arrive at its goal,

Bethany, before the sabbath began, seems a priori to com

mend itself. The house of Lazarus in that village, was

indeed our Lord's head-quarters during Passion week,

from which Ho went to Jerusalem, and to which He re

turned.3

We now come to the second passage, Joh. xiii. 1, 2. It

is granted 4 that the Last Supper here recorded is identical

with the Paschal Supper of the Synoptists. The only

question is, whether the notes of time in John indicate

the Paschal Supper on the evening of the 14th, or an

ordinary meal on that of the 13th of Nisan. This entirely

depends on the meaning and construction of Joh. xiii. 1.

The first step in our investigation must be to refute the

erroneous view that irpb can express the day immediately

preceding the feast of the Passover. This both in clas

sical Greek, and also in the New Testament, must have

been expressed by irpo p.ia.% x»)s iop-rrjs tov iracr^a =

" One day before the Passover." 5 On the contrary, the

words can mean nothing but (as irpo tov 7rao-^a, Joh. xi.

55), that something happened before the Passover. They

do not contain a syllable to indicate how long before :

whether hours, days, or years, can only be determined by

the context.0 A further question arises, whether irpo rijs

1 Ex. xvi. 29, xxxi. 14, xxxv. 2, Numb. xv. 32.

2 Joh. xi. 57.

3 Joh. xii. 1—9, cf. xi. 1—46, and Lu. x. 38—42 ; Mar. xi. 11, 12,

Matt. xxi. 17, cf. Mar. xi. 19 ; Lu. xxi. 37, Mar. xiv. 3—9, cf. Matt,

xxvi. 6—13.

4 Strauss, n. p. 404. 5 Cf. 2 Mace. xv. 36.

6 Itis.singular that Olshausen, Comment, iv. 132 (Clark's transl.), at
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eop-nji tov iru.<T)(a is to be regarded as fixing the date of the

Selm/ov, v. 2. This question is all-important. For if it be

answered in the affirmative, the supper mentioned by John

oannot have been a Paschal Supper but must be placed

be/ore the Passover.1 The construction which would

connect v. 2, by kcu with the principal clause of v. 1, eh

tc'Aos rjyd.Trr]cr€v amovs, allows the possibility of this re

ference, but only under one condition, viz. if irpb Tr)<s ioprrji

tov Tracrxa either did not refer at all, or not exclusively to

the participial clause eiScos or dycwnjo-as, but to the principal

clause. This, however, is not the. case. It is evident that

these words point to eh t«Aos ; " having loved His own

before (he feast of the Passover," finds its correlative in " He

loved them unto the end." It is impossible to understand

these two notes of time in other than this antithetical

relation. Consequently, the former refers entirely to the

participial clause formed by aya-rrrjo-as, which is still

more closely defined by the clause with etScos : 2 the mean

ing being, that our Lord's " love to the end," includes the

whole of His love before the Passover, which began with

the timo contrasted with the time before the feast, i.e. the

commencement of the feast. After these preliminary remarks,

tho passage appears to me perfectly clear, and I would

translate it as follows, " Jesus, having loved His own,

which were to remain in the world, before the Feast of the

once lias recourse to the different modes of calculating the civil day

among the Jews and Greeks to explain npb tjjs eopr. t. itaax- The

festival on the evening of the 14th of Nisan was called Pascha both by

Jews and Greeks, and it was from the evening forwards that it had

that name.

1 I cannot but deem Hengstenberg's view (Evang. Kirchenz. 1838r

p. 787) erroneous, who regards the word Stinvov, Joh. xiii. 2, as

signifying the Paschal Supper, but seeks to defend the chronological

character of irpb TrjsJopTTjs r. irdffxa by assuming that it fixes the time

of our Lord's washing His disciples' feet before the Paschal Supper.

Was it, then, before the Paschal feast ? and is it not described, v. 4, as

an integral part of that feast ?

2 The clause uS<is, k-t.x., which indeed is equivalent for our enquiry,

limits irpb t. copras t. irdffxa to the last days before the Passover. It

is only with reference to these that the language could be used 4\-fi\v6iv

ri &pa avTov : otherwise, instead of the perfect, we must have had

the future tteierertu. On the other hand, Olshausen and others refer

the words irpb t. (opr. to the whole of our Lord's life before His last

Passover.
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Passover,1 knowing that His hour was come that He should

go to His Father, He loved them (from that time, i.e. from

the Feast of the' Passover—onwards) to the end. And

supper having begun, etc." It seems to me clear that the

language used by John forces us to the conclusion that

such a Supper as this, the attendant circumstances of

which were to he an example of the love of Jesus to the

end, could not occur at any other time than that of the

Paschal Feast. If, therefore, John subsequently speaks of

the events which followed this Supper as occurring before

the Passover, he must contradict himself. Here, then, we

have a remarkably clear confirmation of the conclusion

already arrived at from Joh. xii. 1, and it appears to me

that the defenders of the unity of the Gospels have not as

yet attached sufficient importance to this passage.

The words " buy those things that we have need of

against the feast," ad festum celebrandum, Joh. xiii. 29, can

hardly be deemed so decisive. But they are certainly not

entirely without weight, as Tholuck has already re

cognized.2 For the supposition of the disciples that our

Lord had bidden Judas Iscariot to make the necessary

purchases for the feast during the course of the night, is

only intelligible on the idea that the next day, as was the

case with the loth of Nisan, was, from the morning on

wards, one of so much sanctity through its Sacrifices and

Convocations, that such purchases, which it might be

necessary to attend to during the day, though allowed by

the law,3 would have caused an interruption to the celebra

tion of the feast which would have been painful to a pious

Israelite.4 Besides, the idea of almsgiving (xiii. 29) was

specially suitable for this festal night, since on the follow

ing day every Israelite was if possible to eat the Chagigah

with the utmost festivity attainable.

This passage, therefore, is also more in favour of, than

opposed to, the synoptical view.

But what are we to say to Joh. xviii. 28, the passage on

which, as we have seen above, the greatest weight is wont

1 On account of the emphasis on irpii t. kopr. r. irdtrxa, as an

antithetical clause, it stands first.

2 Commentary on St. John, p. 312 (Clark's transl.).

3 See p. 853. * Keh. x. 32.
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to be laid as the very seat of the contradiction ? At the

trial of Jesus, which took place on the early morning (r/v

Be Trptota), the Jews " went not into the prsetorium, lest

they should be defiled, but that they might eat the Pass

over " (Jva <f>ay(i>a-i to Trdcrxa). Here certainly it seems

that the Paschal Supper (to <j>ay. to irdo-xa) is still in the

future, and not to be celebrated till the evening of the

current day. Everything here depends on the meaning of

the words cfiayeiv to irao-xa. Our opponents limit it to the

celebration of the Paschal Supper on the 14th of Nisan.

The advocates of the Gospel harmony on the other hand

endeavour to show that it can be used for the celebration

belonging to the following feast-day, i.e. the eating of the

Chagigah on the 15th of Nisan. The only mistake com

mitted by these latter is in holding that the Chagigah is

here meant to the exclusion of the Paschal Supper 1 strictly

so called. The meaning of <j>o.ytiv is naturally determined

by what is contained in and comprised by to iracrxa. The

word nps (from HDS " to pass over," which here refers to

the destroying angel passing over the Israelites, when he

slew the firstborn in Egypt) indicates " passing over,"

" sparing," " delivering," " setting free." Its first meaning,

therefore, is the feast in commemoration of that de

liverance, celebrated on the evening of the 14th of Nisan ;

and then, the lamb which was killed that same day, and, as

at the original institution, eaten in common. Now if jrao-^a

is employed in this strictest sense, faytiv to irdo-xa can

mean nothing more than eating the Paschal Supper of the

14th of Nisan. We find, however, that the idea of the

"Passover" was enlarged, and that in a twofold sense.

The evening of the 14th of Nisan, when the Passover had

to be offered, was viewed as the eve of the 15th. This is

the case in all those passages where the feast is spoken of

as lasting seven days.2 The Passover proper formed the

commencement of the 15th of Nisan, so that this day,

including of course its eve, could itself be called the

Passover.8 In this case to 7rao-xa had again a double sense,

indicating not only the festival from the evening of the

1 Seo Lightfoot, on Joh. xviii. 28. 5 See p. 330.

3 See Jos. v. 11, and the Talmud, passim.
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14th -to that of the 15th of Nisan, but also the sacrifices

and the food customary at this feast ; and then <f>ayeiv to

irdcrxa- will specially refer to a participation in the Supper

on the 14th and the Chagigah1 on the loth, hut of course

not the latter to .the exclusion of the former. In conclusion,

it is well known that the whole period of the feast,

especially in St. John's Gospel, was also called after the

one conspicuous day, "the Passover." And so, too, the

legal sacrifices and food proper to the whole feast re

ceived the same name.2 <£aye<V to irao-)(a. in this sense, is

therefore synonymous with the celebration of the Paschal

season, by a participation in the particular food (ret

Hvfi-a) and meals appointed by the law. In like manner,

we read 2 Ch. xxx. 22, of the Passover, " they did eat the

feast " [A. V. " throughout the feast "] " seven days."

Where it deserves notice that this " eating " is specially

referred to eating the Chagigah, the participial clause

D'O^t? <0?T D'n^Tl? being appended immediately to the

principal clause.8

1 By the Chagigah, according to the Talmudists, we understand the

free-will offerings called in the Old Testament a*nh& tijj which the

pious Israelites, in obedience to the injunction, Deut. xvi. 16,

Ex. xxiii. 15, xxxiv. 20, were in the habit of offering in large numbers,

at the great feasts. At the Passover they were regularly offered on

the morning of the 15th of Nisan, after the morning sacrifice, i.e. in

our Lord's time about 9 a.m. These offerings were to be fully

consumed, in obedience to Lev. vii. 16, 17, xix. 6, 7, within the space

of two days, and the intervening night. Tract, ores, ch. 7, § 4.
a Cf. Deut. xvi. 2, where rce is immediately explained by 1p3l )Sjt

and continually in the Talmud. We find another somewhat different

use of dtidb. 2 Chron. xxxv. 7—9. It seems there only to stand for

" the small cattle," the kids or goats, offered, forming the Chagigah,

in opposition to the bullocks Tpa offered at the same time. For the

actual riDs was one of the "small cattle," a kid or a lamb. This

extension of the idea is therefore scarcely identical with that referred

to above, and Tholuck is mistaken when he exchanges them.

3 We find an analogous instance in the various meanings of the

word ifupa, which, in the most restricted sense, is only used of the 15th

of Nisan, in the widest, of the whole period of the feast, including the

Passover on the 14th. The analogy holds further, for it stands at

the same time for the feast, and the food proper for the feast, the

leavened bread, and the feast of unleavened bread. The context

alone can prove what is meant in each particular instance.

2 B
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Which, then, of these three meanings of 71-acrYa are we

to adopt in the passage under consideration ? Certainly

not the first. St. John's " usus loquendi " is against this.

Besides, as we have already seen, the whole context of the

Gospel abundantly evidences that we have already reached

the 15th of Nisan ; this is indeed so plain that it does not

even require to bo assumed as known to the readers, which,

however, would involve no difficulty. We must, therefore,

adopt either the second, which appears to me the most

probable, or the third interpretation. Neither of these, of

themselves, excludes the Passover on the 14th of Nisan in

the strictest sense, though they do so in the passage under

consideration. Now, if the Jews refused to enter the

prastorium on the morning of the 15th of Nisan, after the

commencement of the Passover, with the view of " eating

the Passover," it follows, as a matter of course, that these

words refer only to what remained of the Passover, i.e. the

Passover excluding the 14th of Nisan, or, in other words,

the partaking of the Chagigah. For example, if on Easter

Sunday morning a preacher were to call on us to keep

Easter, should we not understand merely what remained

of the Easter festival, excluding what was already past ?

The only case in which the clause Iva (^aywo-i to Trao-^a

could create any difficulty, which would indeed then be

inextricable, would be, if it could bear no other meaning

than the eating of the Passover on the 14th. This, how

ever, is evidently not the case.

Besides, it has been already correctly pointed out by

Lightfoot, in loc, that the uncleanness entailed by entering

the house of a heathen only lasted till the evening,1 and

consequently could form no hindrance at all to the eating

(<£ayeiv) of the Paschal lamb, because this did not take

1 It is hardly possible that there should be any reasonable doubt

that the pollution contracted by entering a heathen's house lasted only

till the evening. (See Hengstenberg, u. s. p. 802.) Maimonides, who

was very familiar with the Jewish ordinances, remarks (Bynseus, De

Morte J. Christi, m. p. 9), that a heathen was looked on in the same

light as a man with an issue. This also is plain from Tract abpV,

ch. 3, § 1. We see, however, Lev. xv. 5 sq., that the defilement caused

by touching such a person, or anything connected with him, lasted

only to the evening. The corresponding practice is evidenced in Judith

xii 7—9.
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place till the evening, while the killing (6ve.iv) in the course

of the afternoon might be performed by others ; while, on

the other hand, the Jews were really hindered from eating

the Chagigah, which commenced in the course of the day.

The imperial governor Pilate makes mention1 of the

custom of releasing a malefactor to the Jews at the Pass

over (iv Tta iraa-xa), i.e. at all events' during the Paschal

Feast (commencing with the 15th of Nisan, and including

the preceding evening), and probably on the 15th itself.

Now since he released Barabbas on the day of our Lord's

crucifixion, if we suppose that this is placed by John on

the 14th of Nisan, he would have anticipated this custom,

which is neither probable per se, nor from the terms of the

narrative.

We have already shewn that the much controverted 7rapa-

o-Ktvr] tov irao-^a,8 Joh. xix. 14, stands for a Friday during

the Paschal festival, and consequently at earliest the 15th

of Nisan.

In conclusion, the sabbath or Saturday immediately

following the day of our Lord's crucifixion is called " a

high day," /^eyaAr;.4 But there is nothing in this to hinder

our identifying it with the 16th of Nisan. On this

day, indeed, that year there fell not merely the ordinary

sabbath, but also the presentation of the wave-sheaf.'

When then this sabbath is called " a high day " it can

naturally mean nothing more than that it was not a

1 Joh. xviii. 39.
s See, on the expression tv r$ irdirxa, p. 352.

3 The view of some harmonizers, that the 14th and not the 15th of

Nisan is meant by the riDDn mya, on which, according to the Babylo

nian Gemara, Sanhedr. VI. 6, Jesus was stoned (?) and hung to a tree,

is opposed to the Talmudic usage. Nothing more follows from this

than that a tradition and an interpretation of the Gospels existed at

that time, according to which our Lord was represented to have died

on the 14th, a view which, as we have seen (p. 356) has been accepted

by far earlier and better-informed ecclesiastical writers. The additions

to this tradition, e.g. that Jesus was condemned by the Jewish

Sanhedrim alone, and was stoned, after a herald had been sent forth,

to no purpose, for 40 days, to challenge any one to come forward for

His defence, are evidently mere foolish fables, and give a clear proof

that the Talmudic legends had not their immediate origin in the New

Testament. The foundation of such fables may be easily guessed.

4 Joh. xix. 31. 5 See p. 334.
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simple ordinary sabbath, but that, on the contrary, its

celebration was contemporaneous with that of some other

festival. It is true, that if John had employed the ex

pression fj rifiipa tu>v atvfujtv fj /xeydki], the terminology of

the Jewish festivals would have obliged us to identify it

with the 15th of Nisan; but in no other case would this

have been so. Besides, a more profound quiet and greater

sanctity already belonged to this day as the regular, weekly

sabbath, than to the first day of the festival. The true

relation is readily misconceived by us Christians, while we

imagine that the Jewish sabbath exactly corresponded to

our Sunday, while with us [Germans] the great feasts are

considered more holy, and observed with more of the rest

belonging to the sabbath than ordinary Sundays.

After all that has been said, I think that every un

prejudiced enquirer will feel himself perfectly warranted

in maintaining the fullest agreement between John and

the Synoptists, in their account of our Lord's death. And,

unless I am greatly mistaken, the root of this supposed

discrepancy lies at the present time—at the present time, I

say, because in the first ages of the Church, as we have

already seen,1 their interpretation of St. John's Gospel was

influenced by ritualistic considerations—mainly in the

mistake which has been committed in at once identifying

the " eating of the Passover" in St. John with the ^ayeiv

to rao-xa of the Synoptists, without paying sufficient

attention to the connection and the urns loquendi of the

Evangelist.

§ 3. The Tear and Bay of Christ's Death.

As the result of our previous investigations, we must

adopt 30 a.d. = 783 A.u.C, as the year of our Lord's death.

This is a point on which no doubt can be thrown when

once what we have said on the year of Christ's birth, the

time of the commencement of His public ministry, the date

of the Baptist's imprisonment, etc., or indeed any one of

these particulars, is accepted as proved. We now propose

to enquire whether it cannot be established independently,

i p. 355.
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and consequently be employed in confirming the before-

mentioned dates ; and in conclusion, to take a short critical

review of the traditional statements on this point, varying

as they do so materially from one another.

Some writers, to aid them in ascertaining the year of

Christ's death, have attempted to make use of the state

ment of the Evangelists,1 that the sun was darkened during

the last three hours of our Lord's death-struggle, i.e. from

12 o'clock to 3 p.m. This attempt was first made by the

Fathers. With Eusebius at their head, they appealed to

a passage in the writings of Phlegon of Tralles,2 an

historian of the second century, who mentions a very

considerable eclipse of the sun, in the course of the 202nd

Olympiad, occurring at the sixth hour of the day, and

accompanied in Bithynia with an earthquake. Now, since

this eclipse was visible in Palestine, and several of its

features, e.g. the earthquake, the hour of the day, and ou

the whole, the date, agreed with the miraculous darkness

described by the Evangelists, it was natural enough to

identify the two. But they overlooked the fact that

1 Matt, xxvii. 45, Mar. xv. 33, Lu. xxiii. 44.
s The passage, as given in Syncellus, p. 324, ed. Paris, runs thus :

Tpd(pti Bf ko} $\4ywv d ras 'OKv/xwidSas (crvv&ywv ) wep\ rSiy auruv (the

eclipse of the sun in the reign of Tiberius) riit' t£8' frei rrjs <r/8' (202)

'OKvfjMrtdhos eyeVfTO €/f\€iipis 7j\lov fieylffrit rwv iyvupitrp.evuj' vpSrepov,

leal pu£ fipa cktt; rijs Tj/xepas iyevero, &(Tr* leal affripas iv obpayqi (pavijvaf

<Teifffx6s re p.eyas Kara BiQvviav ra iroAAa NlKCtlas Kare<Trpe\paro. Though

there can be no doubt as to the Olympiad, there has been no small

controversy as to the particular year intended, as we find in ancient

authors sometimes the second, and sometimes tho first mentioned.

(See Anger, de Temp, in Act. Apost. ratione, p. 29.) If the question

depends merely on the original reading in Eusebius, it must be the

fourth year of 01. 202 that is meant, inasmuch as he makes the eclipse

coincide with the 19th year of the reign of Tiberius (August, 785—

786 A.U.C.), saying, Chronicon : '\r\aovs eirl t!> lrdBos itporjet erous id' rov

Ti&tplov $ouri\€ws, Kaff hv Kaipbv Kal h> aWois fiey 'EWqviKois imo/xv^jLtaffty

edpofiev iffropovfxeva Kara \4$tv ravra. b H\\los i^eKiirev, Biduvia iffetffdrt,

Nucabu ra iroAAa eweaev. In Jerome's translation we find tho 18th year

of Tiberius, a year agreeing neither with the second nor with the

fourth year of the 202nd Olympiad, which began about July 29 a.d.,

782 A.u.c. ; the reason evidently being that he is merely giving, in an

unsuitable place, his view with regard to the year of our Lord's death.

The confusion with regard to the years of the Olympiad, the second or

the fourth, has its root in the different views entertained by the

ancients about the year of our Lord's death
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Plilegon was speaking of an astronomical darkening of the

sun, an licAen/ris, while nothing of the kind can have been

intended by the 1<tkotL<j&t) 6 ^Axos, or the ctkotos of the

Evangelists. An ordinary eclipse can only happen at the

tinie of new moon, never at the full moon, when the Jewish

Passover was celebrated. There is much more reason,

according to the calculations of Wurm,1 with whom Ideler

agrees," to identify the darkness mentioned by Phlegon

with the great eclipse of the sun on November 24th, 29 a.d.,

visible in Western Asia. Phlegon, therefore, must have

written the first year of the 202nd Olympiad = July

29 a.d.—July 30 a.d., ajid those ancient writers who first

identified the eclipse mentioned by him, of which neither

the month nor the day of the month were mentioned, with

the darkness at our Lord's death, probably placed this

event quite correctly in a.d. 30.

The well-known testimony of the historian Josephus,"

the original text of which has been cleverly restored by

Gieseler,4 furnishes unfortunately no more than the general

date, that our Lord was crucified by the command oi

Pontius Pilate, the Eoman governor.

No question, however, is of greater importance in our

enquiry than on what day of the week the 15 th of Nisan

must have fallen in the year of our Lord's death. For

since this day always fell on the day of the full moon, we

shall be able by the help of lunar tables to determine the

year. Our exegetical investigation has proved that the

15th of Nisan fell in the year of our Lord's death on a

Friday. Now the only year between 29 a.d. and 33 a.d.

(the period in which the year of our Lord's death must at

all events be placed) in which the 15th of Nisan fell on

a Friday was 30 a.d. Consequently our Lord must have

died on the 15th of Nisan, 30 a.d. ; the very year which

we have been led to by many other reasons as the year of

our Lord's death. In this year the 15th of Nisan corre

sponded to the 7th of April of the old Julian Calendar ;

1 Bengel's Archiv, vol. II. p. 304, " The eclipse was total in a large

portion of ancient Babylonia, and Chaldea, and of Western Persia,

nearly total at Nicea. The greatest darkness about 11 a.m."
• Ideler, Hdbch. u. 417. 3 Ant. xvm. 3. 3

4 Bcel. Hist. vol. I. p. 63 (Clark's translation).
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and therefore it follows that our Lord was crucified on the

7th of April, 30 a.d.

Our Lord's crucifixion is placed by Tertullian 1 and

other Fathers in the 15th year of the reign of Tiberius,

and if they ever mention the consuls of the year they as a

rule name Rubellius Geminus, and Fufius Geminus.2 In

this latter statement, however, which assumes 29 a.d. as

the year of Christ's death, we cannot recognize any in

dependent tradition. On the contrary, the consulate was

determined out of the year of Tiberius' reign, and that out

of Lu. iii. 1. Strange indeed is such an interpretation of

these words of St. Luke,3 which refer to anything rather

than the date of our Lord's death. Others again assign

other years : e.g. Eusebius, who at the same time assumes

a duration of nearly four years 4 for our Lord's ministry.'

The date he gives is the 19th of Tiberius = 33 a.d., which

has been again corrected by Jerome to the 18th year.

The day which has been usually assigned as the date of

our Lord's death is the eighth of the Kalends of April

= March 25, the vernal equinox of the Julian Calendar.6

The purely ideal ground of this assumption is perfectly

clear.7

Ideler8 in reference to this last view brings forward

prominently the fact that on the 25th of March, 29 a.d.,

the moon was in her last quarter, and that consequently

the Passover could not have been held at that time. In

1 Advers. Jud. 8 ; Clemens Alexandrinus, Stromata, i. p. 339 ; Julius

Africanus, in Jerome, in Dan. c. 9 ; Lactantius, Instit. iv. 10, etc.
a e. g. Tertullian, u. s. : " Quae passio perfecta est sub Tiberio Csesare,

Coss. Bubellio Gemino et Fufio Gemino, mense Martio, temporibus

Paschae, die vu. Cal. Apr. die primo azymorum, quo agnum ut

occiderent ad vesperam a Moyse fuerat prseceptum . . . Hujus (Tiberii)

quinto decimo anno passus est Christus, annos habens quasi xxx cum

pateretur."

3 This tradition of the Latin Chnrch, as it may be called from its

chief maintainers, has been defended in the most scientific manner by

Abbe' Sanclemente in his Exereitatio Chronologica.

4 ou5' 5\or rerpaertjs tt}s tow XarTjpos 7}pA>v $iticurK\las xpoVos.

6 Hist. Eccl. I. 10.

6 Tertull. 1. c. ; Augustin, De Trinitat. vi. 5. See also the Paschal

table of Hippolytus, and the 84 years Paschal cycle of the Latin

Church, if traced back to 29 a.d. See p. 358.

7 See p. 128. a Mdbch. n. 421.
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all this we have so many striking proofs, that in enquiries

of this nature we must not look to tradition, but to its

original sources. Starting from these we shall find our

conclusions, corroborated by tradition ; for Clemens Alex-

andrinus,1 who places the date of our Lord's crucifixion in

the 15th year of Tiberius, mentions that according to some

accurate calculators it took place in the 1 6th year of his

reign.

CHAPTEE n.

THE EVENTS OF PASSION WEEK, ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THEIR

SEVERAL, DAYS.

Having thus accurately fixed the central point of Passion

Week, the day of the Crucifixion, and discovered that it

was a Friday, 30 A.D., being according to the Jewish

Calendar the 15th of Nisan, according to the Julian

April 7, we may proceed to determine the events of the

several days of the week. In this we are undertaking a

problem in the solution of which the above conclusion as

to the day of the Crucifixion ought to be again confirmed.

And we have a striking proof of the harmony of the

Evangelists in the fact that if, on the authority of St. John,

we place our Lord's entrance into Jerusalem on the 10th

of Nisan, all the data furnished by the Synoptists bring us

to the evening of the 12th of Nisan for the events recorded

Mark xiv. 1, cf. Matt. xxvi. 2, where we are expressly told

that it wanted only two days to the Feast of the Passover,

i.e. to the evening of the 14th of Nisan. This gives a

clear proof of their perfect agreement not only in the date

of our Lord's death, but also in all their notes of time from

His entry into Jerusalem to that event. A combination

of all the details in all four Gospels will render this

portion of our Lord's history not merely more full and

complete, but also more clear and intelligible.

1 Stromata, I. p. 340.
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Before we proceed to arrange the present section, com

mencing with our Lord's entrance into Jerusalem, there is

one event to which we must direct our attention, viz. the

Supper at Bethany, in the course of which our Lord was

anointed.1 It is evident that one and the same event is

recorded by all three Evangelists, and this is now pretty

universally allowed. A difficulty, however, appears to

arise from the circumstance that John records it before

the triumphal entry, while the Synoptists relate it after

wards. But it does not follow because it is related

afterwards that it really occurred afterwards. On the

contrary, the Synoptists do not give us a single syllable

to fix the day when it happened. Mark says only,

ch. xiv. 3, Kai ovtoi avrov iv Bi/da/up : Matthew, xxvi. 6,

tov 8e 'lrjaov yevo/j.evov iv Br)0avia, SO that there is nothing

in what they say to forbid the view that the narrative is

put after its true place by the Synoptists, while its true

chronology has happily been preserved to us by John.

Eeasons indeed are not wanting why, in accordance with

their purpose, the two Synoptists may have selected this

very place for the introduction of the narrative. Not

. having informed their readers of our Lord's earlier visits

to Bethany, they bring Him on this occasion also at once

into Jerusalem, without speaking of His having stopped

at Bethany on His way. John was naturally obliged to

adopt a different plan. Now, if the Synoptists had

expressly mentioned this sojourn at Bethany, it might

indeed have surprised us if they had not at the same time

related the Supper there ; but not otherwise. Besides, by

introducing the narrative in the latter place they had an

opportunity of giving a striking example of the character

of Judas Iscariot, from which his betrayal of his Master

and greatest Benefactor might develop itself.a Indeed, in

the Synoptical arrangement this narrative introduces the

act of betrayal.3 The fact that it stands recorded among

the events of Passion Week supplies a tolerably accurate

date of the event. And it may be noticed that even if

1 Joh. xii. 1—8, Mar. xiv. 3—9, Matt. xxvi. 6—13.

8 Mar. xiv. 4, Matt. xxvi. 8. Cf. Joh. xii. 4—6.

8 Mar. xiv. 10, 11, Matt. xxvi. 14—16.
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any are inclined to pass an unfavourable verdict on the

chronology of this narrative, yet since it is not introduced

till after Mark xiv. 1, Matt. xxvi. 2, our remarks on the

length of the period under consideration 1 will not be in

the least invalidated.

We learn from Joh. xii. 1 that our Lord entered Bethany

on Friday, the eighth of Nisan. He remained there over

the sabbath, and partook of the supper in question in

the house of Simon the leper,2 to which he had therefore

been invited together with Lazarus. It was not till the

following day, rg iiravptov, that He set out for Jerusalem.

Sunday, the 10th of Nisan = April 2nd.

Jesus enters Jerusalem amid the acclamations of the

crowds who welcome Him as the Messiah, and strew palm-

branches in His way, and cover the ass on which He is

riding and the road with their garments.8 He presents

Himself to be publicly recognized as the Messiah, riding

on an ass and applying to Himself the prophecy Zech.

ix. 9.4 His recognition by the crowds awakens in the

minds of the Pharisees feelings of hatred, envy, and fear.6

It is expressly stated by Mark, whose chronology is "here

the most precise,6 that after Jesus had entered Jerusalem

and visited the temple, in the evening, oi//tas 7/817 ovo-r/s

Trjs Sipas, He returned to Bethany with the Twelve.

It was doubtless intentionally that our Lord did not

shew Himself in Jerusalem till the 10th of Nisan, the day

on which the Paschal lamb was to be set apart.7 No one,

however, but Himself knew that He Himself was to be the

true ever-efficacious Passover.

We see, therefore, that the Church is right in keeping

our Lord's entry into Jerusalem as the Messiah on Palm

Sunday

1 See page 376.

! Mar. xiv. 3, Matt. xxvi. 6.

8 Joh. xii. 12—19, Mar. xi. 1—11, Lu. xix. 29—44, Matt. xxi. 1—11.

4 Cf. Matt. xxi. 5, Joh. xii. 14, 15.

5 Joh. xii. 19, Lu. xix. 39.

6 Mar. xi. 11.

1 Ex. xii. 2.
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Monday, the 11th of Nisan = April 3rd.

Mar. xi. 12—19. Matt. xxi. 12—17. Lu. xix. 45—48.

On the following day,1 i.e. on the Monday, Jesus returns

from Bethany, and on His way curses the fig-tree.2

Arrived at the temple He cleanses it of the buyers and

sellers, and money-changers, even as we learn from Joh.

ii. 14—22 He had already done at the Passover two years

before. This then was His first and last work of reforma

tion at the temple. Even the children raise their

hosannas in honour of the Son of David.8 The high

priests and scribes plan how they may best compass His

condemnation.1 When even is come He retires again to

Bethany.6

Tuesday, the 12th of Nisan= April 4th.

This is of all the closing days of our Lord's life, with

the exception of the two feast-days, the 14th and 15th of

Nisan, the most full of action, and specially rich in our

Lord's discourses with His disciples and disputes with His

enemies.6

In the morning of this day7 our Lord returns from

Bethany to Jerusalem with His disciples. On the way

they see the fig-tree that had been cursed the day before,

dried up,8 and Jesus takes occasion to speak to His

disciples on the . power of faith and prayer. Matthew

gives us the same event,9 but, according to his usual

habit, in a summary form, placing it on the same day

1 Ttj iiraiptov, Mar. xi. 12.

9 Mar. xi. 12—14. On the Mount of Olives were a great many fig-

trees, as the name of the village BqBQayi) (njb its, " house of figs ")

indicates.

3 Matt. xxi. 14—16.

4 Mar. xi. 18, Lu. xix. 47, 48.

5 Mar. xi. 19, Matt. xxi. 17. Cf. Lu. xxi. 37.

6 Mar. xi. 20—xiv. 2, Matt. xxi. 18—xxvi. 5, Lu. xx. 1—xxi. 38,

Joh. xii. 20—36, 37—43.

7 Mar. xi. 20, Matt. xxi. 18; Luke xx. 1, gives only the vague

geneial expression iv /jud twv VeP«>'- Of. Lu. xix. 47.

8 Mar. xi. 20—26.

9 Matt. xxi. 18—22.
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on which our Lord took advantage of it to instruct His

disciples.

Arrived at Jerusalem He repairs to the temple—it was

the last time He visited it,—and many of the discourses

and conversations which took place there are given us by

the Synoptists.1 Part of them were delivered within the

enclosure of the temple,8 part outside, to His disciples

alone.8

On entering the temple the Pharisaic party of the San

hedrim (specified as " high priests, scribes, and elders of

the people ") 4 come to Him in an official capacity to

enquire " by what authority " He had done " these

things,"5 i.e. the cleansing of the temple the day before.

A similar question had been put to Him on a like occasion6

when they enquired, " What sign shewest Thou unto us,

seeing thou doest such things ? " Our Lord foils them by

the enquiry as to the origin of the baptism of John, whom

the people held in the highest honour.7 He then openly

attacks them in two parables, the former of which is given

by Matthew alone,8 the latter by all the Synoptists.9

Although they clearly recognize His meaning, they do not

venture to lay hands on Him in the presence of the people,10

but "left Him and went their way."11 Matthew here adds

a parable,12 which had been already, with the exception

of the feature of one of the invited guests not having on

a wedding-garment, given by Luke 13 in its. true historical

place.

After this the Pharisees together with the Herodians

put the insidious enquiry about the tribute money.14

I Mar. xi. and onwards, parall.

3 Mar. xii. 44 sq., Lu. xxi. 4 sq., Matt, xxiii. 39 sq.
• Mar. xiii. 1—37, Matt. xxiv. 1—xxvi. 2, Lu. xxi. 5—36.

• Cf. Matt. xxi. 45.

6 toCto, Lu. xx. 2, Mar. xi. 28, Matt. xxi. 23.

6 Joh. ii. 18.

7 Mar. xi. 27—33, Matt. xxi. 23—27, Lu. xx. 1—8.

8 Matt. xxi. 28—32.

8 Matt. xxi. 33—44, Mar. xii. 1—11, Lu. xx. 9—18.

10 Matt. xxi. 45, 46, Mar. xii. 12, Lu. XX.-19.
II Mar. u. t. 12 Matt. xxii. 1—14.

13 Lu. xiv. 16—24.

14 Mar. xii. 13—17, Matt. xxii. 15—22, Lu. xx. 20—26.
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The same day, iv exeiVg rrj ^tepa,1 an attempt is made .

by the Sadducees to perplex our Lord with regard to the

doctrine of the resurrection.2

A lawyer from amopg the Pharisees, encouraged by the

defeat of the Sadducees, puts a question to Jesus about the

chief commandment of the law.8 After our Lord had,

even in the judgment of the audience, given him a true

and excellent answer, no one durst ask Him any more

questions.4

On this our Lord questions the assembled Pharisees on

the reas-on of the apparent contradiction between the titles

of the Messiah in Holy Scripture, " the Son of David "

and the " Lord of David." 6 . Had they but known these,

had they but known them in their deep inner mean

ing, they would not have rejected Him who put the

question.

After this our Lord, in the presence of the multitude and

His own disciples, publicly reproves the corruption of the

scribes and Pharisees.6 The length of this discourse in

Matthew is due to his having worked in with it another

of nearly similar purport recorded Lu. xi. 39—52.

Sitting before the alms' chest, which stood in the Court

of the Women,7 our Lord commends the charity of the poor

widow.8

Then, quitting the magnificent temple buildings for

ever, Jesus foretells to His disciples the evil times which

were to come, the destruction of the City and Temple, His

Coming, and the Last Judgment.9 Here, again, Matthew

is particularly rich in discourses. He has, however,

collected several sayings of our Lord, which we learn

from Luke had been spoken earlier in His ministry.10

1 Matt. xxii. 23.
a Mar. xii. 18-27, Matt. xxii. 23—33, Lu. xx. 27—39.

s Mar. xii. 28—34, Matt. xxii. 34—40.

4 Mar. xii. 34, Lu. xx. 40. Cf. Matt. xxii. 46.

* Matt. xxii. 41—46, Mar. xii. 35—37, Lu. xx. 41—44.

8 Mar. xii 38—40, Lu. xx. 45—47, Matt, xxiii. 1—39.

' Winer, B. W. B. " Tempel."

8 Mar. xii. 41—44, Lu. xxi. 1—4.

9 Matt. xxiv. xxv., Mar. xiii., Lu. xxi. 5—36.

» Matt. xxiv. 37—41. Cf. Lu. xvii. 26 sq., Matt. xxv. 14—30.

Cf. Lu. xix. 12—27.
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When our Lord had ended all these sayings, i.e. towards

the evening of the 12th of Nisan, He said to His disciples,1

" Ye know that after two days is the Feast of the Pass

over, and the Son of man is betrayed to be crucified."

This note of time affords a striking proof of the chronolo

gical unity of the Gospels, since the Passover fell on the

evening of the 14th of Nisan, i.e. two days after the even

ing of the 12th.

On the same evening the Sanhedrim 8 held a sitting with

the view of getting Jesus into their power and putting

Him to death.8

A day so full of events as the 12th of Nisan is the most

suitable for inserting the circumstances recorded in Joh.

xii. 20—30. An additional argument in favour of this

appears to lie in our Lord's having spoken of His death as

at hand, as He did Matt. xxvi. 2. A more decisive reason

is given by the close of the section in St. John,4 koI a.Trt\6a>v

iupvfiri air airiav. Jesus now retires from Jerusalem in

order that He may pass the closing days of His life un

disturbed with His disciples. The place of His retirement

may with tolerable certainty be fixed at Bethany, on the

Mount of Olives. It is plain that He was sojourning out

side the city, from the fact that He sends two of His disci

ples (viz. Peter and John, Luke xxii. 8) into the city to

make preparations.6

The epoch in our Lord's life which commences with the

evening of the 12th of Nisan is suitably enough employed

by John for making some general reflections.6

Wednesday, the 1 3th of Nisan = April 5th.

During this period, spent by our Lord in retirement and

in calm affectionate communion with His disciples, He is

betrayed to the Sanhedrim by one of their number, Judas

1 Matt. xxvi. 1—2.

* Cf. Mar. xiv. 17, Ijv Si rh iri<rxa fa! rh H^vfia yueTet Svo jifupat.

8 Matt. xxvi. 3—5, Mar. xiv. 1, 2.

* Joh. xii. 36.

5 Mar. xiv. 13, Lu. xxii. 10, Matt. xxvi. 18.

« Joh. xii. 37—43.
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Iscariot.1 It is possible that a portion of our Lord's dis

course with His disciples at this period is preserved to us

Joh. xii. 44—50.

Maundy Thursday, the 14th of Nisan = April 6th.

Lu. xxii. 7—30, 31—39. Mar. xiv. 12—25, 26—31.

Matt. xxvi. 17—29, 30—35. Joh. xiii. 1—32, 33—38;

xiv.—xvii.

On the 14th of Nisan2 Jesus sends His two disciples, "

Peter and John, to prepare the Passover in an upper

chamber in the city.8

In the evening, dfias yevofievrisf about six o'clock, as is

indicated by the words ore eye'vero r) wpa 6—the Passover

being killed between three and five in the afternoon—

Jesus sat down to meat with the Twelve,6 thus proving

the correctness of the Church's view which places the

institution of the Lord's Supper on a Thursday.

The essential identity of the circumstances of this

Supper as recorded by the Evangelists admiis of easy proof.

With the exception of Matthew and Mark, however, who

agree, the order of events is different in the different

1 Lu. xxii. 1—6, Mar. xiv. 3—11, Matt. xxvi. 14—16. (Cf.

Lu. xxii. 1, %yyi& 5e y tofnij r£>v aCv/J-av 7] vb(rx<*0 'H *0PT^,

k. t. A. should certainly be translated, " the feast-day of unleavened

bread which is called the Passover," not simply " the feast of un

leavened," etc. For apart from Luke's usage of rb ndaxa, in the most

restricted sense, if the words signified the entire period of the feast,

the additional clause ri Key. irdax- would be perfectly superfluous.

While, on the other hand, if y ioprli signifies a single feast-day, it

stands quite in its place, to- fix the day as tho 14th of Nisan. So also

Lu. xxii. 7. This, however, is a mere critical remark, the correctness

or incorrectness of which has no influence whatever on the chrono

logical question. For the Paschal festival began on the evening of

the 14th of Nisan. And when we read " the Passover," on the 14th of

Nisan, " was drawing nigh," the day indicated must have been the

13th.

2 7j 7]fi4pa t. &£ttju. iv fi eSct BietrBat rb ird&xa, Lu. xxii. 7. Tp irpdirn

fifx. t. &(vp. 8t€ Zdvov t. irdffxa, Mar. xiv. 12. 5e nourv rSay a£vju.

Matt. xxvi. 17.

* Lu. xxii. 7—13, Mar. xiv. 12—16, Matt. xxvi. 17—19.

4 Matt. xxvi. 20, Mar. xiv. 17.

5 Lu. xxii. 14.
• Cf. Joh. xiii. 2.
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The following Table shews their relation toEvangelists,

one another.

Matthew and Mark.

Reference to the

traitor during the

Supper. Mar. xiv.

18—21. Matt.xxvi.

21—25.

Institution of the

Lord's Supper.

Mar. xiv. 22—25.

Matt. xxvi. 26—29.

Our Lord's declara

tion that Peter

would deny Him

thrice in that very

night, on the way

to the Mount of

Olives. Mar. xiv.

26 — 31.1 Matt,

xxvi. 30—35.

Luke.

Introduction to the

Supper. Lu. xxii.

15—18.

Institution of the

Lord's Supper,

after the meal. vv.

19, 20.

Our Lord points out

the traitor during

the meal. vv. 21

—23

Dispute of the disci

ples which should

he the greatest, vv.

24—30.

Our Lord's declara

tion that Peter

would deny Him

thrice, vv. 31—38.

John.

The washing of the

disciples' feet, after

the commencement

of the Supper, as a

symbol of humility

and love. John

xiii. 2—11.

Jesus sits down at

table again, ex

plains the sym

bolical action, and

during the meal

refers to the traitor,

who goes out. vv.

12—30.

Our Lord's declara

tion that Peter

would deny Him

thrice that night.

vv. 31—38.

Discourses before our

Lord's setting out

to the Mount of

Olives, cc. xiv.—

xvii.

In arranging these events we may proceed on the as

sumption that it was not Luke's intention, as indeed he

intimates himself, to observe strict chronological succession.

On the contrary, he makes the institution of the Lord's

Supper so completely the centre of his narrative that he

gives the precedence to all that relates to it. For, in the

first place, though he agrees with St. Paul in placing the

institution of the Lord's Supper immediately after or at

the close of the meal,2 he does not mention the pointing

out of the betrayer till a later point in the narrative,8 and

1 It is Mark alone who states that Peter was to deny our Lord thrice

" before the cock should crow twice," xiv. 30. The others say before

" the cock crows." On this difference we will remark hereafter.

* /t6T& to Scnmjo-w, Lu. xxii. 20. Cf. 1 Cor. xi. 25. 8 vv. 21—23.
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that although his own words, " the hand of him that

betrayeth Mo is with Me on the table,"1 shew that it

must have occurred during the meal. It follows, there

fore, that Luke has placed these two events, in spite of

their different position in the Gospels, in the same chrono

logical relation with Matthew and Mark. Secondly, the

dispute of the disciples about precedence is recorded by

Luke still later.8 And yet if we compare the admonitory

words of our Lord in Luke,8 " I am in the midst of you as

One that serveth," with the account given by John, we

can hardly doubt that the symbolical act of washing the

disciples' feet, in consequence of which the words recorded

Joh. xiii. 12—17, which so entirely correspond with them

in meaning, were spoken, must have been suggested by

this contention. From which it would follow that this

also must have taken place during the meal before the

traitor was pointed out. Indeed, Luke seems to intimate

that his narrative is not here arranged in strict chronolo

gical order by the use of the loose connecting particle rat,4

" and there was also a strife among them," etc.

This, then, appears to me to be the arrangement of the

events. Our Lord had just set Himself with His Apostles

at table, when there arose a dispute among His disciples as

to precedence,6 probably arising from their dissatisfaction

with their places at table, and their relative nearness to

their Master. On this, Jesus rose from table 6 and com

menced the foot-washing. Then, taking His place again

at table, He discoursed on humility and love, and told

them that they must not seek to be more than their Master,

and in the course of His remarks He pointed out the

traitor, who then went out. Then, after the departure of

Judas Iscariot, at the close of the whole meal (/aei-a to

Beiirvrjo-ai) He institutes the Feast of Love 7 in commemora-

1 Cf. Mar. xiv. 20, Matt. xxvi. 23, Joh. xiii. 26. 2 vv. 24—30.

3 v. 27. * v. 24. 6 Cf. Matt. xx. 21, Mar. x. 37.

6 iyelperat 4k rod Sefirrou, Joh. xiii. 1.

7 The institution of the Lord's Supper is not recorded by John,

either during our Lord's Last Supper, nor in any other place. But

of course we cannot conclude anything from this as to his ignorance

of it. For, as he declares, Joh. xx. 30, it was not his intention to

record everything ; and even on the supposition that he was not the

Apostle, and wrote at a far later period, he must have been acquainted

2 o
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tion of His death. On this followed the prediction that

Peter would deny Him thrice that night, and finally the

discourses, Joh. xiv.—xvii. There is, however, one unim

portant chronological difference relative to the prediction

about Peter, which is placed by John and Luke before,

and by Mark and Matthew during their walk to the

Mount of Olives. Is it possible that our Lord may have

alluded to this twice, so that it may have been recorded

with nearly equal justice in both places ?

Good Friday, or the 15th of Nisan = April 7th.

Joh. xviii. 1—xix. 42. Lu. xxii. 40—xxiii. 56. Mar.

xiv. 32—xv. 47. Matt. xxvi. 36—xxvii. 61. The history

of this day may be divided into four sections. (1) Our

Lord's agony at Gethsemane. (2) His trial and condemna

tion before the judges. (3) His crucifixion and death on

Golgotha. (4) And finally His burial in the garden of

Joseph of Arimathea. The Church is right in com

memorating our Lord's death on a Friday.

(1) Our Lord's agony and apprehension at Gethsemane.

In the night between the 14th and 15th of Nisan—the

hour is not specified—our Lord goes with His disciples over

the brook Kedron1 to the garden of Gethsemane.2 Arrived

there our Lord, in anticipation of His approaching death,

betakes Himself to prayer to God, while His disciples,

wearied out and expecting nothing evil, fall asleep. After

this, Judas arrives with the officers and betrays Him with

a kiss.8

with the existence of the Lord's Supper, from its existence in the

ritual of the Church. I discover an express reference to the Lord's

Supper in 1 Joh. v. 6, where I interpret Si' BSotos of Baptism, and

Si' afoaTos (which is there its most natural sense) of the Lord's Supper.

These two Sacraments, in their objectivity, being administered to the

congregation, by the Spirit, so that " these three agree in one." St.

Paul, 1 Cor. xi. 23, asserts the institution of the Lord's Supper " in the

same night that the Lord Jesus was betrayed."

1 Joh. xviii. 1.

* Mar. xiv. 32, Matt. xxvi. 36. Gethsemane=Oilpress, a farm on

the Mount of Olives, Lu. xxii. 39, Mar. xiv. 26, Matt. xxvi. 30. See

"Winer, B. W. B. "Gethsemane."

- Joh. xviii. 1—11, Mar. xiv. 32—52, Matt. xxvi. 36—56, Lu. xxii.

:U/-53.
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(2) Our Lord's trial and condemnation.

Our Lord's first hearing is before the Jewish authorities.

As they were at once accusers and judges, the result of the

trial could not be doubtful.1 The personal and local details

furnished by St. John are the clearest and most exact in

the report of the trial. Our Lord was first led to Annas,

Joh. xviii. 13. It was he who in his capacity of Nasi,2 or

President of the Greater Sanhedrim,8 held the preliminary

examination of Jesus in his own house, w. 15—23. This

was probably done in order that, when the Sanhedrim

assembled in its full numbers, the case might be presented

to them suitably drawn up. The Court met, as we learn

from the Synoptists, in the house4 of the High Priest

Caiaphas, to which Annas (v. 24) had sent Jesus bound.

On the other hand, it is maintained by Lucke, De Wette,

Tholuck, Meyer, etc., that all that is recorded w. 15—23

must have occurred in the house of Caiaphas. In support

of this view, besides appealing to the clause commencing

with ydp they lay great stress on t(3 apx^pti, «. 15, which

in this connection must point out Caiaphas, since he alone

1 Joh. xviii. 12—27, Mar. xiv. 53—72, Matt. xxvi. 57—75, Lu. xxii.

54—71.

2 It is plain that ydp, Joh. xviii. 13, cannot give the reason why

our Lord was specially led to Annan. Indeed, this was altogether

en regie, inasmuch as he was the president of the Sanhedrim before

which Jesus was to be tried. On the contrary, this introduces some

thing to specify that president more accurately. It is intended to lead

the reader from his knowledge of the feelings of the step-son Caiaphas,

already evidenced by his acts, to conclude what those of his step-father

were. If this were not the intention of the clause, v. 14 would be

almost superfluous.

3 See p. 185.

4 Did the Sanhedrim in our Lord's time assemble, regularly in the

high-priest's house, or, as appears more probable, only at the feast-time,

to guard the more against any possible pollution ? Winer (B. W. B.

"Synedrium") is of opinion that this was permitted only in cases of

emergency, but this is contradicted by Matt. xxvi. 3, where we see the

same occurring two days earlier, on the 12th of Nisan. At any rate

they did not at that time hold their sittings any longer in the original

session-chamber, the rvnn mwh of the Talmudists (see Lightfoot, Sor.

Hebr. p. 456), which we learn from them lay in the southern part of

the temple court (Tract nnn, ch. 5, §§ 3, 4 ; Tract hne, ch. 3, § 6 ;

Tract piraD, ch. 11, § 2). Josephus, too, makes mention of the frovX-i\

{de Bell. Jud. v. 4. 2) or Povtevrtipiov (vi. 6. 3), at the south-west corner

of the court of the temple near the xystus.
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is called apxitpevs, v. 13.1 But Annas is mentioned a few

verses previously as decidedly the chief personage, and it

is to hiui that our Lord is taken, ». 13, while Caiaphas is

introduced quite parenthetically, vv. 13, 14, and only in

his relation to Annas. Now, after the close of the

parenthesis, v. 14, the reader would expect that the

narrative should revert to the principal person, especially

as there has not been a single word to intimate that Jesus

had been already conducted to Caiaphas ; on the contrary,

o-wcurrjkOe, v. 15, appears expressly to refer to the avrjyayov,

v. 13. Besides, had any change of place occurred it would

have been all the more necessary to have specified it, since

irpuiTov, v. 13, i.e. the first removal, points expressly to a

second. And if Annas is called apxiepevs, he has the same

title Lu. iii. 2, Acts iv. 6,2 a fact which could not have

been unknown to the readers, or at any rate might have

been inferred from the context. To this may be added

that it is expressly mentioned (v. 24) that Jesus was sent

by Annas to Caiaphas. This verse is regarded as a gloss

by Tholuck ; a view which is not only at variance with

the MSS. and the context, but also, as Liicke has already

remarked, with irpSrov (». 13). Liicke, with whom Meyer

and De Wette substantially agree, considers v. 24 as a

supplementary clause, and understands it " for it was

Annas who had sent Jesus bound to Caiaphas." These

much esteemed writers however have hardly been led to

this conclusion by St. John's Gospel alone, but by reference

to the Synoptical Gospels also. For we find that Matthew

and Mark 8 place Peter's threefold denial in the house of

Caiaphas. For it is ODly by adopting their view that

John can be made to place it there also. This discrepancy

between John and Matthew I must agree with Olshausen *

in allowing. This, however, in truth depends on the fact

that Matthew, as.we have often seen to be the case, com

bines the whole of our Lord's trial before the Jewish

1 See Joh. xi. 49

* See p. 189.

3 Or rather only Matthew. See the express statement, Matt, xxvi

57. The testimony of Luke and Mark I intend to treat of separately.

4 Commentary, iv. 193, Clark's transl. I cannot, however, concur

in what ho says of the other two Evangelists, especially Luke.
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authorities into one, and places it in the Louse of

Caiaphas, because that was really the principal sceue

of the trial.

Now, since Peter's first denial appears, at any rate

according to John, to have occurred in the house of Annas,1

the question arises whether the other two denials recorded

w. 25—27 were conceived by John as occurring in the

house of his step-son Caiaphas. This, among others, has

been maintained by Hug.a But while other discrepancies

between the Gospels are brought forward by him, he,

strangely enough, does not say a word as to those which

arise from adopting his view as to the locality of the denial.

I must however hold that John's language gives no warrant

for this view. It is true that our Lord's leading away

to Caiaphas has been already mentioned (v. 24). But this

is only done for the purpose of carrying the narrative of our

Lord's trial, commencing v. 19, continuously to its close,

while in v. 25 the narrative is taken up from v. 18, i.e.

from where Peter was standing (in the house of Annas)

and warming himself. The place and position of Peter

remains the same, nay, the selfsame thought is resumed in

the selfsame words (v. 18, rjv Si ko.1 6 Herpot /x«t avrutv

taro)S kcu depfj.aivo/jievo'S. Cf. V. 25, r/v Si %Cfia>v Tlerpos cotot

koX 6ipfi.aiv6fx.e.voi). On the opposite view the language

used must even per se, still more in this context, have been

something of this kind : rjv Si ko.1 iv avXrj tov Ka'id<f>a

St/u-<ov IleTpos «ar<i)s ko.1 0ep/x(uvd/£«vos. We may add that

John himself represents Peter's presence at the judicial

examination of our Lord in the house of Annas as some

thing extraordinary, and due to the circumstance that " the

other disciple," i.e. John himself, " was known to the high

priest." Surely a similar explanatory clause must have

been looked for in v. 25, if it was intended to assert that

he was present at the trial before the superior court in the

house of Caiaphas. At the sittings of the great Sanhedrim,

especially one so full of momentous issues, the presence of

witnesses not specially summoned could certainly only be

• Joh. xviii. 17, 18.

* Gutachten iiber da8 Leben Jem von Dr. Strauss, in the Freiburg.

Zeitschrift fur Theolog. vol. ix. part 1, pp. 45—49.
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permitted exceptionally. We see, then, that the sense

requires the immediate connection of v. 28 with v. 24.

Nothing is recorded of the trial in the house of Caiaphas,

even if we determine to transfer w. 25—27 to another

locality : nor can we be surprised at this if we bear in

mind the character of John's Gospel. The result of this

trial is, however, plainly indicated by our Lord's being

immediately conducted from Caiaphas to the praetorium

(v. 28) where it was neces-sary that the sentence of death

should receive its confirmation from the Roman Governor.

Luke agrees with John. He clearly divides our Lord's

hearing before the Jewish authorities into two acts.1 The

latter decisive one, at which the whole Sanhedrim assem

bled, and gave its verdict, is represented as having taken

place in the house of Caiaphas. On the other hand, Luke

places Peter's three denials in the first act, which must

have taken place in the house of Annas. This is clear

from the following reasons. We read Luke xxii. 54 that

our Lord was led eis oIkov rov dpxiepews, i.e. according

to the usus loquendi of the Evangelist,2 not the high priest,

whom he always names 6 tepevs, but the Nasi of the day,

Annas, Lu. iii. 2. And indeed, even if this usus loquendi

was not so consistently observed in Luke, and on the other

hand 6 dp^iepcvs implied in his writings sometimes the

High Priest, yet in a passage where the highest judicial

functions are treated of, it could mean nothing but the

President of the supreme Jewish tribunal, i.e. the Nasi, an

office filled at the time not by Caiaphas but by Annas. We

have also another indirect confirmation of our view. St.

Luke tells us, xxii. 61, that " the Lord turned and looked

upon Peter." They were therefore in the same place.

Now Peter, as we learn from our investigation of the

passage in John, did not enter with our Lord into the

house of Caiaphas. And therefore his third denial also is

represented by Luke as having taken place in the house of

Annas.

Further, if for the above reasons we understand Mark's

words irpos rov apxiepia 8 of the Nasi of the day, it follows

1 Lu. xxii. 54—65, and 66—71.

1 See p. 186. 3 Mar. xiv. 53.
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that this Evangelist also places the triple denial of Peter 1

in the house of Annas. He does not however expressly

name the place in which the Sanhedrim subsequently

assembled with their Nasi, viz. the house of the high

priest, Caiaphas ; for the words v. 53, kcu avvepxovTai

do not signify " they come together to his house," but

" there come with him all the high priests and scribes

and elders." The place where they assembled is not

mentioned. Eeaders who were acquainted with Jewish

arrangements would understand that of itself.

If we proceed to enquire further as to the time when our

Lord's trial before the Jews took place, we shall find that

it occupied the last part of the night and the first part of

the morning. The hour we can only approximate to, as

follows. Part of the trial was contemporaneous with

Peter's denial, which occurred at cock-crowing. This may

have been about 3 o'clock in the morning, or perhaps a

little earlier. " Cock-crowing," oWtKTopoiptovta, was the

third of the four s three-hour watches into which the Jews

1 Mar. xiv. 54, 66—72. If we are to believe that Mark was a

disciple and interpreter of Peter, it is at least scarcely probable that

he should have made any mistake on a point relating to Peter

himself. [It is a simpler and more satisfactory mode of removing the

discrepancy to suppose that Annas and Caiaphas occupied a common

official residence.—Tk.]

2 The Jews originally divided their night into three watches of four

hours each. The first was called rinptste eten (LXX. opx&s ^vKaxfjj),

Lam. ii. 19 : the second, or middle watch rrfowi rnbefK (LXX. <puKcucii

/uifo-t)), Jud. vii. 19: the third and last npian rneete (LXX. <j>v\an}i

eufliy^), Ex. xiv. 24, 1 Sam. xi. 11). The Talmudists generally

maintained this division, and laid down the rule that " the watch

was the third part of the night (see Lightfoot, Hot. Sebr. p. 364),

which appears also to have been always observed in the temple ritual.

At any rate the time of the morning sacrifice, which was offered

apx°M^s Wl>asi J°9- Attt. m. 10. 1 (cf. Tract TDn, ch. 3. § 2) or more

accurately at the third hour=9 a.m., at which hour prayer was wont

to be made, Acts ii. 15 (see Lengerke, Comment, in Daniel, p. 281),

is called by Josephus {Ant. xiv. 4. 3) rpat, which, on the other hand,

is evidently used by Mark (xiii. 35) for the fourth watch of the night.

In the passage referred to, Mark gives us the names for all four

watches. It is evident from Acts xii. 4 that the Jewish army had

at that time adopted the Roman division of the night into four
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of that time, following the Roman custom, divided the

night,1 i.e. the period between sunset and sunrise. Conse

quently, putting out of view the variable nature of the

hours by which the ancients reckoned, it corresponded to

the period from midnight to three in the morning. At

any rate the trial concluded at the time of the wpujia,2 or

the fourth watch of the night,8 i.e. at the time of the

vernal equinox, between 3 and 6 o'clock a.m. of our reckon

ing. Luke tells us, xxii. 66, that Jesus, " as soon as it

was day " (<I»s iycvero 17/xepa), was led to the council of the

Sanhedrim.

Now it was during the irpwta that our Lord was brought

to the Roman governor Pontius Pilate, the reason being

that since Judea had been a Roman province it was

essential that every capital sentence passed by the Sanhe

drim should be confirmed by the imperial authorities.4

We find the narrative Joh. xviii. 28—xix. 16. Lu. xxiii.

1—25. Mar. xv. 1—20. Matt, xxvii. 1, 2, 11—32. The

scene of this trial was the prsetorium, into which the Jews

refused to enter 6 because of the feast, lest they should be

denied. It is most probable that the prastorium was a

portion of the castle of Antonia,6 which was situated at the

north-west extremity of the temple mount, and was

occupied by Roman troops, and also included the iraptfj.-

/60A77 to which Paul was carried when taken prisoner, over

looking the temple and all that went on there.7 Our

view of the site of the prsetorium may be confirmed by

the following considerations. It is evidently in an open

place in front of this prsetorium (for John says expressly 8

watches ; for we see that Peter, when in prison, was given in charge

to four quaternions of soldiers, who relieved one another at the end

of each watch. The expositors on this passage may be referred to,

and, on the subject generally, Winer, B. W. B. Art. " Nachtwachen."

1 Mar. xiii. 35, vi. 48 ; Matt. xiv. 25 ; Jos. Ant. v. 6. 5.
a Matt, xxvii. 1 ; Mar. xv. 1 ; Joh. xviii. 28.

3 Mar. xiii. 35.

4 Cf. Joh. xviii. 31 ; xix. 19, 20 ; and Lucke, I. e.

5 Joh. xviii. 28.

6 See Baiimer, Palast. p. 260. For other views as to the position

of the Prsetorium, see Winer, B. W. B. Art. " Eichthaus."

* 7 Acts xxi. 37, xxiii. 10 ; Jos. de Bell. Jud. v. 5. 8.

8 Joh. xix. 13.
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Tfyayev Ifio (i.e. out of the prsetorium) tov 'Iqarovv ftai IxaOtcrev,

k.t.A.) that we must look for the XiOoa-rpuiTov,1 " called in

Hebrew Gabbatha ; " and the fact is that Josephus does

really mention a Aidocrrpanw just between the castle of

Antonia and the western angle of the inner temple.2 Nay,

the very rock on which the castle was built was covered,

both for ornament and protection, from its foundation

upwards with smooth slabs of stone (irAafi kzkoXvttto

Xetats XiQm/)? We now see the reason why the place was

called in the Hebrew yo.ppa.6a, t?n3| from the Hebrew 33,

(the back). For it was the back, the surface of the temple

mount. It was here, within sight of the' temple and the

crowd of Jews who were speedily about to keep the feast

in the temple, that Pilate after long delay ascended the

judgment-seat, /Jij/xa,4 to pronounce sentence of death on

Jesus Whom he himself considered guiltless.

The time when this occurred is fixed by John, &pa rjv

w<T€i Ikthj. This is the only note of time for the trial

before Pilate with the exception of that of its commence

ment.6 It is therefore of great value to us. And yet it

appears directly to contradict Mar. xv. 25, which places

our Lord's crucifixion at the third hour. The difficulty

arising from a comparison of the two passages was felt in

the earliest times, and it gave rise to the various readings

of Codd. D. L. 72, 88, 123, o>s or u>o-ei rpi-nj, instead of cki-j/.

Modern expositors have recognized the discrepancy and

decided in favour of John : imagining that in so doing they

were but giving up Mark for the Gospel of an actual

Apostle. But if we examine the matter more accurately

we can hardly be satisfied with the correctness of this

conclusion. Mark's account is so closely interwoven with

1 For the different opinions on this MSoo-rpmrof, see Winer, B. W. B.

Art. " Lithostroton."

2 De Bell. Jud. vi. 1. 8. and 3. 2. 3 lb. v. 5. 8.

4 The "judgment-seat," Prjfia, of the Eoman officials in the

provinrcs was a "portutile," and in the present instance was set

upon the KMimpwTov : for, according to the Eoman custom, it was

not allowable to pronounce judgment " de piano." See, for the case

of the Governor Florus, Joseph, de Bell. Jud. II. 14. 8, firjua trpb auray

5 Mar. xv. 1, Matt, xxvii. 1, Joh. xviii. 28.
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those of the other two Synoptiste that their credibility also

stands or falls with his. The same note of time, wpoita,

is given both by Matthew xxvii. 1 and Mark xv. 1 for the

beginning of the trial. Then again, in the account of the

crucifixion, all three Synoptists narrate substantially the

same events, and sometimes in the very same words.1 At

the same point of their narrative all three mention the

same " great darkness," 2 and at the same time " from the

' sixth to the ninth hour," and also place the death of

Jesus at the same hour, the ninth. And even if in support

of John's account we assume in opposition to Mar. xv. 25

that this darkness, which lasted from the sixth to the

ninth hour, had already begun with the beginning of the

crucifixion, we should still be as far as ever from having

produced harmony between John and the Synoptists.

For if, as John asserts, it was not till about the sixth

hour that Jesus was condemned, far too much time would

be required for what succeeded, the scourging and

mocking of our Lord, the various preparations for His

crucifixion, and the tedious procession to Golgotha which

lay outside the city, to allow Jesus, even if we interpret

the Synoptists in this sense, to have been nailed to the

cross by the sixth hour. If, then, we take for granted that

their mode of reckoning time is identical, it follows that

John's statement, xix. 14, is irreconcilable not merely with

Mark, but also with both the other Synoptists.

If we assume that the statements are irreconcilable,

John's narrative has against it not merely the weight of

testimony, which might be merely accidental, but also

internal probability. Considering the haste with which

our Lord's trial was conducted, and that, as all the

Evangelists agree, He was brought to Pilate very early in

the morning, it is scarcely conceivable that Pilate should

not have pronounced sentence of death until noon, which

would correspond with the sixth hour of the Synoptical

reckoning. This argument has been specially developed

by Eettig8 and De Wette in loc. To this we must add

that since, as we have seen, John also agrees in placing

1 See Matt, xxvii. 32—44, Mar. xv. 21—32, Lu. xxiii. 26—43.

2 Matt, xxvii. 45, Mar. xv. 33, Lu. xxiii. 44.

» Stud. u. Krit. 1830, No. 1, p. 101.
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our Lord's death on the 15th of Nisan, the most unsuitable

hour possible would have been selected for passing sentence,

since the sacred festal season would have commenced three

hours before—at the time of the morning sacrifice—and

with it the time of the Chagigah. Besides, it is incon

ceivable that the Apostle John, the eye-witness, who

stood beneath the cross of the Eedeemer in deepest

sorrow,1 could have forgotten, or given an erroneous state

ment of the ever-memorable hour of His public condem

nation. Now, since the reading Iki-t] stands critically

unassailable, we are driven to assume that John has here

reckoned his hours from another initial point from that

adopted by the Synoptists. This mode of reconciliation

has long since been attempted, but the narrative is not

equally favourable to all the different attempts.

The hypothesis of Eettig, who has been followed by

Olshausen, Meyer, Tholuck, etc., that John intended

Eoman hours, which were calculated exactly as with us

from midnight to midnight, so that the sixth hour

corresponded to our 6 o'clock A.m., appears probable

enough. Indeed, if we adopt it, all discrepancy between

John' and the Synoptists is at once removed. For if we

suppose that Jesus was condemned at 6 o'clock a.m., plenty

of time is left for the scourging and mocking, the various

preparations for the Crucifixion, the tedious procession to

Golgotha beyond the walls of the city, and He might, as

Mark records, have been really crucified at Golgotha at

9 a.m. I am, however, of opinion that this hypothesis has

not yet received a perfectly satisfactory demonstration.

Eettig appeals in support of his view to Aulus Gellius a

and Pliny,8 by whom it is certainly stated that the

Eomans calculated their day from midnight to midnight.

Censorinus4 says the same when comparing the Eoman

mode of calculating the day with that of other nations.

1 Joh. xix. 26.

« Noct. Att. m. 2. » Nat. Sitt. rr. 79.

4 De die Natali, c. 23. " Hujusmodi dies " {i.e. " dies civilis,"

according to Censorinus' definition, "tempus quod fit uno cceli oir-

cumactu, quo dies verus et nox continetur, ut cum dicimus aliquem

dies triginta tantum vixisse; relinquitur enim etiam noctes intelli-

gere.") " ab astrologis, et civitatibus quatuor modis definitur. Baby
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This does not however prove, on which everything here

depends, that the Eomans also calculated their hours

constantly, or even generally, from midnight. Nay, the

very reverse is the case. The passages quoted by Hug 1

from Cicero s to establish his view that this mode of

calculating the hours was regularly adopted in the Boman

Forum, so far as I can see prove the exact contrary. The

same may be said of the passage from Josephus,8 a passage

which, indeed, is an additional proof of the custom already

discussed 4 by us of the Jews having held public assemblies

even on the sabbath. Certainly no difficulty would be

caused by the assumption that John employed the Roman

mode of reckoning. Even the Jews had at that time

adopted in civil life the Roman division of the night into

four watches, which, as it appears, had an internal con

nection with it. And Pliny appears to indicate wide

spread adoption of the Roman day, when, following an

usus loquendi at variance with that of Censorinus,6 he

lonii quidem a solis exortu ad exortum ejusdem astri diem statuerunt.

At in Umbria plerique a meridie ad meridiem. Athenienses autem,"

and so also the Jews " ab oecasu solis ad occasum. Cseterum Eomani

a media nocte ad medium noctem diem esse existimaverunt." Other

authorities are given in Ideler, Hdbch. I. 80.

1 " Critical and Exegetical Remarks on the History of our Lord's

Passion and Death ' in the Freiburg. Zeitschrift, No. 5, p. 91.

' Orat. in Verr. vn. c. 17. 37, 38, Ernst, ad Divers, vn. 30, rx. 26,

IV. 12.

» Vita, o. 54.

4 p. 349. Josephus relates (Vita, c. 53 ad fin.) that being at that

time governor in Tiberias he was insidiously requested to leave the

town, because the next day was the sabbath, Sib t!> tV imoitrav finepcw

eTvai crafifiaTov. Josephus, trusting to the oaths taken, goes (c. 54) to

Tarichea. The next day, as is expressly recorded, koto tV imovaav

rififpay, and therefore, on the sabbath, the whole population gather

together in the irpoatvxh, because that would contain the largest

numbers, and several demagogues harangued the people to excite

them against Josephus. They, however, refused to believe them,

and a tumult would have been raised, as Josephus adds, ti pi) tJ)»

ffivodov 8if\v{Tev ivfAdovaa fKrr] &pa, KaB* rois (ra&fSaatv apiaroiroitiaBtu

vilufUv (<rriv tiiuv. The context thereforo makes it plain that the sixth

hour is not to be understood of the commencement of the sabbath,

6 p.m., but of our mid-day. The reckoning is, in fact, very usually

from the rising of the sun.

5 " Ipsum diem alii aliter observavere : Babylonii inter duos solis

exortus; Athenienses inter duos occasus; Umbri a meridie in meri
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speaks of the "civil day" simply, which, considering the

dominion then exercised by the Komans over the orbis

terrarum, is natural enough. It may of course be inferred

from Joh. i. 40, that the Evangelist used the Eoman mode

of reckoning, but it does not necessarily follow from this

passage that, as Eettig asserts, he calculated his hours

from midnight. Eettig's argument is as follows :—" The

words, Joh. i. 39, « And they abode with Him that day,'

must, from the context, indicate more than one or two

hours. Now, if we fix the time of the arrival of the two

disciples, <Spa Bexarr], according to the Jewish mode, it

answers about to our 4 o'clock p.m. The Jewish day ended

at 6 r.M. The tenth hour must therefore have been

10 a.m."1 But nothing necessarily follows from this but

that by rj/xtpa we are not to understand the Jewish but the

Roman, or as Pliny says, the civil day, which did not

terminate till 12 o'clock at night. The enronologer, Ideler,

whose opinion on such subjects demands the utmost

respect, remarks, bringing a crowd of passages in proof:—

" The case was entirely different as regards the hours with

ourselves and the ancients. However much the Baby

lonians, Egyptians, Greeks, and Bomans differed from one

another in the commencement of the civil day, they all

reckoned their hours in the same manner. They divided

the natural day 1 as well as the night into twelve houvs all

diem ; vulgus omne a luce ad tenebras ; sacerdotes Eomani et qui

diem definiere civilem, item iEgyptii et Hipparchus a media noote

in mediam."

1 Eettig also understands the Spo cktij of Joh. iv. 6 of 6 a.m.

Indeed, he interprets all St. John's calculations of hours, including

of course iv. 52, in a similar manner. He does not, however, lay any

great weight on the context in the first-quoted passage.

8 By the expression " natural day," as opposed to the artificial or,

as Censorinus says, the civil day, including both day and night, we

understand the time from the rising to the setting of the sun ; or, in

Pliny's words, " vulgus omne a luce ad tenebras." Since the length

of the day and night are constantly varying, it is plain that the twelve

parts or hours into which both are divided were continually varying

also. The length of the variable hours of the day and night must

therefore have been separately calculated for every degree of latitude,

and every day of the year. At the time of the equinoxes, and there

fore at the time of the Passover, the sixth hour would correspond

nearly to our 12 noon. It is the natural day that is intended

Joh. xi. 9, for the artificial day had always twenty-four hours.
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through the year, reckoned from the rising of the sun to

its setting, and again from its setting to its rising, so that

mid-day corresponded with the beginning of the seventh

hour of the day, and midnight with that of the seventh

hour of the night." There is no doubt that the fact that

even those nations who commenced their civil day at mid

night reckoned their hours by the rising and setting of

the sun, is connected with the imperfection of the measures

of time then in use, which for a long period could only

hava been employed for the determination of the variable

hours, the &pai Kaipixai, which were fixed by the length of

the natural day, or the time from sunrise to sunset, and

also by the circumstance that various expedients were

adopted to supply the deficiencies of those measures, the

whole of which, however, were calculated by the length

of the natural day. The use of hours of variable length

was not generally laid aside until the invention of

mechanical clocks, in the 12th century. Some time, how

ever, before the birth of our Lord hours corresponding to

the twenty-fourth part of the civil day became generally

known. It was only at the time of the equinoxes (and

therefore at the 15th of Nisan), that those hours exactly

corresponded with the variable hours. And therefore at

that time the hours of the civil day could be counted from

midnight, without interfering with the methods usually

adopted for measuring time. This is what John must

have done in the passage in question. And he did so all

the more readily as the feast he was about to speak of, viz.

the 15th of Isisan, as distinguished from the Passover of

the preceding evening, began in obedience to Ex. xii. 29,

exactly at midnight. It was then, at midnight, that the

flesh of the Paschal lamb became PUS.1 Other historical

reasons may have existed with which we are at any rate

unacquainted. That the hours are reckoned in this way

by John will be plain to every reader of his Gospel, if not

from his acquaintance with the Evangelical narrative, yet

from the relation the fact therein stated bears to the

celebration of the festival then kept, the 15th of Nisan.

The case is the same with the expression ^yu.epa, Joh. i. 40,

1 Tract dtidb, oh. 10, § 9.
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xi. 9, as with <5pa in this passage. There the Eoman, here

the natural day is intended, but this is only to be seen

from the context.

The sending of Jesus to Herod the Tetrarch of Galilee

forms a short break in the trial before Pilate.1

Early in the morning, after having seen his Master con

demned by the Sanhedrim, Judas Iscariot puts an end to

his life.2

(3) Our Lord's crucifixion and death at Golgotha.

Joh. xix. 17—30. Mar. xv. 21—41. Matt, xxvii. 32—

56. Lu. xxiii. 26—49. The place of execution named

Golgotha (i.e. arbf?? = Kpaviov, " a skull," 8 and thence " the

place of a skull " Kpavwv toVos), certainly lay outside 4 the

gate of Jerusalem, near the city,6 by the roadside.6 The

progress to it, however, as is always the case at executions,

must have been slow, especially as our Lord, like all con

demned to crucifixion, had to carry His own cross,7 which

so overpowered Him in His exhausted state that Simon of

Cyrene was obliged to carry it for Him.8 Our Lord hung

on the cross six hours before His death, from the third'

to the ninth hour,10 i.e. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

(4) Our Lord's burial.

This took place before the beginning of the sabbath at

6 p.m.,11 in a garden hard by,12 belonging to Joseph oi

Arimathea.13

1 Lu. xxiii. 4—12.

2 Matt, xxvii. 3—10, Acts i. 16—20.

3 Lu. xxiii. 33.

* 'EfikSev, Joh. xix. 17 ; Qtpxintvov, Matt, xxvii. 32 ; Xl/iuva—

ipX&nwov air' aypov, Mar. xv. 21, Lu. xxiii. 26.

6 Joh. xix. 20.

6 Of Trapairopevif/iei/oi, Mar. xv. 24, Matt, xxvii. 39. Tradition still

points out "Mount Calvary" to the N.W. of the ancient city.

Raiimer, Palast. p. 261.

7 Joh. xix. 17.

8 Lu. xxiii. 20, Mar. xv. 21, Matt, xxvii. 32.

9 Mar. xv. 25.

10 Mar. xv. 33, Matt, xxvii. 45, Lu. xxiii. 44.

11 Lu. xxiii. 54, Matt, xxvii. 57, Mar. xv. 42.

'» Joh. xix. 42.

13 Joh. xix. 31—42, Mar. xv. 42—47, Lu. xxiii. 50—56, Matt, xxvii.

57—61.



SECTION VI.

FROM OUR LORD'S BURIAL ON THE 15TH OF NISAN = 7TH APRIL,

TO HIS ASCENSION.

In this section, for which we must refer to John xx. xxi. ;

Mar. xvi. 1—8, 9—20; Lu. xxiii. 56, xxiv. 53 -,1 Matt,

xxvii. 62, xxviii. 20, we have two periods, the first while

Jesus lay in the grave, the second at the beginning of

which He rose from the dead, and at its olose ascended into

heaven.

CHAPTER I.

OUR LORD IN THE GRAVE.

After our Lord's hurial, between 3 and 6 p.m. on Friday

afternoon, He reposed in the grave the remainder of Friday,

and the whole of Saturday, the 16th of Nisan, that He

might rise again at the beginning of the first day of the

week, the 17th of Nisan." He rose, therefore, as He Him

self had promised, on the third day,8 though He had not

lain in the grave forty hours in all.*

During the sabbath, i.e. from the evening of the 15th to

the evening of the 16th of Nisan, the disciples rested

acc irding to the commandment of Moses.6 The members

1 Cf. Acts i. 1—12.

2 Joh. xx. 1, Lu. xxiv. 1, Mar. xvi. 2, Matt, xxviii. 1.

3 1 Cor. xv. 4.

4 The disciples might learn the time of our Lord's resurrection,

partly from the watch, partly (and that the most certainly) from

Himself.

8 Luke xxiii. 56
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of the Sanhedrim alone assembled before the Eoman

governor to demand a watch for the grave of Jesus.1 The

note of time in v. 62, tq <5e €Travpwv j/tis iarl fiera rrjv

irapcurKtvrjv is remarkable. It is true the context shews

plainly that Saturday is intended, and indeed the words

can mean nothing else ; for the day after the Trapao-Kevrj a =

Friday, can only be Saturday. Still the singularity re

mains that we have here the more important designated

by the less important, the Sabbath by the Paraskeue,

while on the other hand, that day is elsewhere rightly

enough named by its relation to the sabbath, and called

Trpoo-af3(ia.Tov. Why is it that we do not find here the

more simple expression 771-ts cart cra.f3f3a.Tov instead of ^tic

Jerri pera. t. irapao-K.? Most expositors pass over the clause

I am of opinion that the reason why the word o-a/J/Jarov

was avoided was that in this case it was possible it might

be misunderstood, since the preceding day, the loth of

Nisan, might also be called a sabbath in accordance with

Lev. xxiii. 11—15. When we see that Matthew found it

necessary to use such an expression, we discover in it an;

additional proof that he too represents our Lord's cruci

fixion as having taken place on the 1 5th of Nisan.

When the sabbath was past (&iay€vop,€vov tov <T(ifi[$6.TOv)i

after 6 o'clock in the evening of the 16th of Nisan, the

women brought spices to anoint the body of Jesus.8 We

can at once reconcile this passage with Lu. xxiii. 56

(cf. xxiv. 1), by the assumption, probable enough of itself,

that the women had not been able to complete their

purchases on the evening of the 15th, before the com

mencement of the sabbath. Two of the number, Mary

Magdalene and Mapia 'Iwcrrjfp, could hardly have been abla

to attend to their purchase that evening, since they had

been present at our Lord's burial.4

1 Matt, xxvii. 62—66.

* The word irapao-icwli in this passage was one of Schneckenburger's

grounds for assuming the existence of a special festival during the

Jewish Passover under the name of jrapa<ncei/i), see pp. 327, 328.
s Mar. xvi. 1.

4 Mar. xv. 47, Matt, xxvii. 61.
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CHAPTEE EL

OUR LORD'S RESURRECTION—HIS APPEARANCE DURING

FORTY DAYS—HIS ASCENSION.

Joh. xx. xxi. Mar. xvi. 2—8, 9—20. Matt, xxviii. 1—20.

Lu. xxiv. 1—53. Acts i. 1—12.

In the examination of this portion I take for granted,

in common with the majority of modern critics, that

Mar. xvi. 9—20, Joh. xxi. are later additions, not proceed

ing from the Evangelists themselves.1 I am, however,

as far as possible from deeming them on that account

untrustworthy; while, on the other hand, if this view

should prove incorrect, our investigation would require

very slight alteration.

We have the most decisive evidence of the reality of

our Lord's resurrection in the nature of His appearances

after His death. Those who deny the reality of the re

surrection, have therefore endeavoured to make these pass

for mere visions, creations of the imagination. They say

that the report, which we can well believe was spread by

the Pharisees,' that our Lord's body had been stolen from

the grave (by whom ?), was the origin, first, of the con

jecture, and then, of the belief, that He had risen from the

dead. This belief, however, was so powerful, that those

who entertained it, by a happy effort of imagination,

while wide awake, saw Christ, who was really moulder

ing in the earth, near them and about them, while in

consequence of it the faint-hearted became courageous,

and the mourners glad and open preachers of the Gospel.

On such an illusory belief as this, they imagine, the

Church of Christ was founded, and on this those multi-

1 This view has been supported by me in a dissertation, in which

I have also specified the literature of the passage, entitled, Indagatur

num loci Mar. xvi. 9—20, et Joh. xxi., genuini sint, necne, eo fine tit

aditus ad historiam Jesus Christi ex mortuis redivivi rite conscribendan.

inveniatur, 1839. The conclusion with regard to Joh. xxi. is, that it

was appended, after the Apostle's death, by an eye-witness of the

evangelical history, and, in my opinion, by John the Presbyter, who

outlived him. * Matt, xxviii. 13.
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tudes of martyrs, who sealed their testimony with the;r

blood, reposed, when in death they, renounced themselves

and the world. Strange, most strange ! Nor less strange

when we read the accounts in the Gospels themselves. Is

it at all in unison with the nature of subjective visions for

the same form to appear repeatedly ; for it to be seen by

eleven men and upwards at once, nay, as St. Paul asserts,1

by above five hundred brethren, of whom the greater part

were still alive when he wrote? Or are illusions of the

fancy woven of such coarse materials as to have flesh and

bones, wounds, and nail-prints, to take food like us, to eat

and drink? Was not even a Thomas compelled to grant

that His Master was there in bodily presence, when he

was able to handle the beloved Form with his own hands,

and put his fingers into the wounds and prints of the

nails? But, it is objected, the narratives in the Gospels

contradict one another, and especially the details of time

and place prove their unhistorical character, their mythical

origin. And 3'et if we can shew that even one single fact

of the above kind can be proved incontrovei tibly, our op

ponents' objections will fall entirely to the ground. Let

us then examine them a little more closely.

But before we proceed to the accounts given in the

Gospels, we must examine one main testimony borne to

the appearances of Jesus after His death, I mean that of

the Apostle Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 4—8. The Epistles to the

Corinthians have been on all hands, even down to the most

modern times, acknowledged as the genuine writings of

St. Paul, and no one has ever maintained, still less proved,

that this passage has been interpolated. Critics, however,

are found to maintain that Paul himself by those appear

ances meant nothing but visions : a view which no

exegetist has as yet taken the trouble to refute. It is

strange that while these writers have lacked the courage

to deny the genuineness of the Epistles to the Corinthians,

as they have done on similar grounds with the Gospels,

they could yet imagine that a man like St. Paul could ,

have had such incorrect information about the closing

days of our Lord's life on earth.

1 1 Cor. xv. 6.
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We, on tbe contrary, shall proceed at once to enquire

what are the appearances recorded in tbis passage and in

what order they stand. We read, m. 3—9, " I delivered

unto you first of all that which I also received, how that

Christ died for our sins, according to the Scriptures ; and

that He was buried, and that He rose again according to

the Scriptures, and that He was seen of Cephas (Peter),

then of the Twelve : after that He was seen of above five

hundred brethren at once; of whom the greater part

remain unto this present, but some are fallen asleep.

After that He was seen of James, then of all the Apostles,

and last of all (the Apostles) He was seen of me also, as of

the one (of them) born out of due time. For I am the

least of the Apostles." We will preface our enquiry with

two remarks. First. By the words dbroo-roAois Tracriv, we

see from St. Paul's usus loquendi, the peculiar object of the

Epistle, and the context, that none but Apostles in the

strictest sense can be meant. Secondly. The " James " who

is here named simply, together with those Apostles, can

have been no other than the Apostle of that name, the

well-known James the son of Alphseus.1 The following

six appearances are therefore mentioned by St. Paul. Two

to the Twelve ; one to Peter ; one to James the son of

AlphiBus ; one to the five hundred ; and lastly to himself.

We cannot, however, conclude from this, that if to do so

would have been in accordance with his object, he could

not have mentioned other appearances also.

We have next to enquire whether it was St. Paul's

intention to give the appearances in chronological order.

The words tlra and hrura which he employs can be under

stood either as denoting the order of time, or as simply

introducing each particular instance. The latter view is

in my opinion the correct one, even irrespective of the

comparison between this passage and the accounts in the

Gospels. For since it is St. Paul's object to maintain the

reality of our Lord's resurrection, as he had already done

in his public teaching at Corinth, it could be of no import

ance to narrate the appearances of the risen Lord in

1 I have developed my views on this passage, as given above, more

fully in a treatise, Ueber die Briider des Herren in ihrem Unterschiedt

von den SShnen Alphai, Stud. u. Krit. 1842, p. 96.
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chronological succession, but simply to bring into pro

minence tbe truth of the several instances in which He

appeared, and especially of those , which he thought the

most suitable as proofs. If, then, the chronological element

were pressed, the instructive tendency of his words would

unduly fall into the background. Besides, if he had

considered the chronological point of view of primary im

portance, he would have indicated it by appending to

the introductory clause, w<f>6r) Ki)<f>a, some such words as

vparrii) or ev apxo I while he really asserts no more than

that Christ did appear to Peter, but leaves the time quite

undefined. In conclusion, the hrx^Tov Se Travrmv, v. 8, can

hardly be appealed to. The word mnmiv points to the

wn-oa-ToXoLi irafriv that immediately precedes. And, as we

see from the context, St. Paul is only informing the

Corinthians how the appearance vouchsafed to himself

stood in order of time to those vouchsafed to the other

Apostles, not how it stood in regard to all the before-

mentioned appearances. He has also a special reason for

remarking with regard to the time, that it was " the last "

with reference to all the Apostolical appearances. The

same, indeed, which leads him immediately afterwards to

call himself "the least of the Apostles." We may, then,

conclude that in this passage St. Paul records several

appearances of our Lord after His death, but not the

temporal relation in which they stand to one another. To

determine this we must not depend on Paul, but on the

narrative furnished by the Evangelists. Nor can any

charge of discrepancy be urged, if we find the several

appearances of Christ arranged differently in the Evan

gelical accounts.

But what is the state of the case as regards the har

mony of the Evangelical accounts within their own

province?

It certainly cannot be denied that the Gospels in general

must here be generally divided into two classes ; the one

referring to or narrating appearances of Jesus in Galilee,1

the other detailing appearances of Jesus in Judea.a

1 Matt, xxviii. 16—20, 7, 10, cf. xxvi. 32, Mar. xvi. 7, of. xiv. 28.

1 Lu. xxiv. 13—53, Joh. xx.
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Nothing more, however, can be inferred from this than

that, as everybody has long since known, each Evangelist

furnishes us with no more than a selection from the many

facts in our Lord's life to suit the idiosyncrasy of his

Gospel. Nor can we conclude anything more than that

Jesus appeared both in Judea and in Galilee. Besides, the

first two Evangelists record by preference the events in

Galilee, John those in Judea. Luke, who usually occupies

a kind of central position, was unable to pass over the last

appearances of our Lord in Judea, inasmuch as it was his

purpose to write the Acts of the Apostles, and it was

necessary that the one should fit in immediately to the

other. Even in the present section, however, this har

mony between the Gospels themselves is indicated. For

while Matthew records only one appearance in Galilee,

xxviii. 16—20, he also narrates one in Judea, w. 9, 10.

While on the other hand, the 21st chapter, appended to

the Gospel of St. John by an eye-witness, treats again of

an appearance in Galilee. And in the ancient supplement

to Mark's Gospel, xvi. 9—20, we find several appearances

in Judea. But on the other hand, if a real contradiction is

to be proved, the several appearances must by their data

mutually exclude one another, in such a way that if the

one is true the other must be false, and conversely.

A contradiction of this kind has, it is thought, been

drawn from Luke's Gospel. It is stated expressly,

Lu. xxiv. 49, that the Apostles were to tarry in the city

of Jerusalem, until they were endued with power from on

high. This did not take place till the gift of the Holy

Ghost on the day of Pentecost. The disciples would not,

therefore, according to Luke's account, have left Jerusalem

before that time : while this is positively contradicted by

the fact that according to the other two Synoptists, Jesus

appeared to them in Galilee.

Now, even if Luke had really said what he is represented

to have said, it would be possible that he alone was in

error, and that only in this single point. But has he really

said this? I think not.

It is a generally acknowledged law of interpretation

that an author is his own best interpreter, and that ob

scure and ambiguous passages are to be interpreted and
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understood by those that are clear and plain, if such

there be.

In the present case, the question turns on the time

when, according to his own shewing, the words recorded,

Lu. xxiv. 49, were spoken. If they were not spoken till

after our Lord's appearances in Galilee, they would, instead

of contradicting, harmonize most admirably with the

Synoptists and the opening events of the Acts. Its place

is between two notes of time, divided by a considerable

interval, the evening of the 17th of Nisan, or the first

Sunday after our Lord's death1 and the day of His

ascension, vv. 50—53,a which happened forty days after

wards.3 The question therefore arises, whether these words

are represented as having been spoken on the same day

with those recorded Lu. xxiv. 36—43, or those vv. 50—53.

The first case is the only one in which Luke would be at

variance with the other Synoptists. If there is any one

who still entertains any doubts, we would remind him of

the general rule of interpretation given above, and consult

Acts i. 4, 5, where Luke, after having expressly referred

to his Gospel at the beginning of the chapter, represents

Jesus as warning His disciples, on the day of His ascension,

not to depart from Jerusalem, but to wait for the promise

of the Father which they had heard 4 from Him. " For

1 Lu. xxiv. 36—43, cf. vv. 1, 13, 21—24, 33.

2 We can have no reasonable ground for doubting that the day of

our Lord's ascension is intended in Lu. xxiv. 50— 53, as well from the

tenor and import of the passage, as from the express statement in

Acts i. 1, 2, except on the hypothesis that the author of the Acts was

not the same with the author of the Gospel. This is a point, however,

to which criticism has not yet arrived in its destructive progress.

Nor indeed will the evident connection between Acts i. 1 and Lu. i.

1—1 permit it. However, it is compatible with this that some critics

have assigned a very late date for the composition of the Acts, without

expressly asserting it of the Gospel also.

3 Acts i. 3.

4 Our Lord had often spoken to His disciples of the sending of the

Holy Ghost, and especially the night before His passion and death,

see Joh. xiv. 16—20, xv. 26, 27, and compare m fuKp6v, xiv. 19, with

ou peril iroAAos fi/iepas, Acts i. 5. De Wette and Meyer are in error

in taking our Lord's words, introduced by Sri, Acts i. 5, as if He had

already spoken them at an earlier period, Lu. xxiv. 49. Meyer says

"-the indirect construction changes into the direct as the narrative

becomes more vivid." Our view does not require any such solution.
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John truly baptized with water, but ye shall be baptized

with the Holy Ghost not many days hence." It is there

fore decided by Luke himself, when recapitulating the

close of his Gospel, that what is recorded xxiv. 44—49,

occurred on the same day as that recorded w. 50—53.

And it follows that there is not tbe smallest discrepancy

between Luke and the two other Synoptists in their

narrative of the last appearances of our Lord.1

Eveiy appearance of contradiction, however, would

vanish if the several fragmentary portions of the narrative,

given by the different Evangelists with the most evident

independence of one aaother, were capable of being

arranged in one uniform historical whole, proceeding

regularly, and free from discrepancy ; we will endeavour

to effect this with reference to persons, time, and place,

referring at the same time to the parallel passage, 1 Cor.

xv. 4—8. We see from what has been already said, that

the best way of arranging our Lord's appearances after

His resurrection is according to the localities in which

they took place. Judea—Galilee—and once again in

Judea.

1. Our Lord'8 appearances in Judea,.

Our Lord's first appearances were to His disciples in

Judea, in and about Jerusalem, where He had left them

for His crucifixion, and where they were still gathered

together for the Feast of the Passover.

Of the appearances in Judea the first was to the women

who came very early in the morning to the tomb to anoint

the body of Jesus.2 This was on the first day of the

week, on a Sunday,8 the third day after His death, i.e. the

Besides, trvvtKdivrts, v. 6, evidently refers to o-vvaki(6ncvos, v. 4. This

last meeting of our Lord with His disciples took place, therefore, on

the day of His ascension.

1 Another reason for believing such a contradiction inconceivable

exists for those who believe that St. Luke was acquainted with St.

Mark's Gospel.

2 Joh. xx. 1—18, Lu. xxiv. 1—12, Mar. xiv. 2—8, Matt, xxviii. 1—10,

cf. Mar. xvi. 9—11.

3 -rrj piS t&v o-afrfSaTivii, Lu. xxiv. 1, Mar. xvi. 2, Joh. xx. 1. Some

difficulty is involved in the expression tyi Si rraj8f)aTa>< rfj 4irt(poi<TKoi<rri

tis utav ira$0aTay, Matt, xxviii. 1. The first aafi^aTtnv can of itself, as
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1 7th of Nisan = April 9th, 30 a.d. Now if we first look at

the Synoptists by themselves, they appear, though agree

ing in placing the resurrection of Jesus on that day,

directly to contradict one another; for while Luke and

Mark (Mar. xvi. 9—11 being a later addition) say that

our Lord did not shew Himself to the women, Matthew

on the other hand, represents Him as appearing to them.'

And yet the additional paragraph in Mark at once gives

us a hint that we must assume a double visit of the women

to the grave, an earlier one in which Jesus did not appeal,

and a later one in which He did. Now if we compare

John's Gospel we shall find this hypothesis fully con

firmed. For he expressly states that Mary Magdalene

went twice to the tomb. The first time she sees only

the empty grave, and does not see the Lord, Joh. xx. 1, 2.

But when she returns the second time, she beholds the

Lord Himself, w. 11—18. The general correspondence

between Joh. xx. 1—11 and the narrative Lu. xxiv. 1—11

is so complete in all essential particulars that there can

be no doubt as to their identity. For as we find in Luke a

that Mary Magdalene went to the grave accompanied by

several women, it is evident from the words of Mary,8

" We know not where they have laid Him"—and that

quite incidentally*—that John was well aware of the fact,

that Mary had not gone thither alone. Again, John repre

sents the women informing the disciples of what they had

is well known, bear two meanings, (1) the seventh day of the week, or

(2) the week itself. In this context it is with perfect correctness

understood in the sense of " week," especially as it undoubtedly occurs

immediately afterwards in this sense. 'Ctye (see Passow, Lexic.)

tra$p. therefore means " towards the close of the week." 'Ewupda-Kav

(derived from <j>as, "light") used for either evening, or, as in our

passage, morning twilight. With iirujwiTKoiap we must supply either

<pu\a.Kij (" watch of the night ") or &pa. If the latter, we must render

it " in' the twilight of Sunday morning." It is perfectly clear that it

cannot signify Saturday evening, since Matthew again and again takes

for granted that our Lord rose on the third day.

1 Matt, xxviii. 9, 10.
s Lu. xxiv. 9. 3 Joh. xx. 2.

4 A very striking proof that it was not the purpose of the Evangelists

to record even those events which they admitted into their Gospels, in

all the minute details of circumstances and persons with which they

were familiar.
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Been,1 and so also does Luke.3 And once more we read in

Luke 8 that Peter, in consequence of what He had heard,

runs to the grave, but does not see the Lord ; the same

fact is recorded in John, save that as an eye-witness he

gives a more detailed narrative.4 In John we read, "Peter

and that other disciple," and we see, from Luke xxiv. 24,

that Luke was also aware that Peter did not visit the

sepulchre alone. In conclusion, Matt, xxviii. 9 corresponds

to Joh. xx. 11—18.6 According to Matthew, ch. xxviii. 9,

cf. v. 1, Jesus did not appear to Mary Magdalene alone,

but also to another Mary.6 And if John mentions Mary

1 Joh. xx. 2. 5 Lu. xxiv. 10. 3 Lu. xxiv. 12.

* Joh. x. 3—10. 5 Cf. Mar. xvi. 9—11.

6 Who was this other Mary ? The Fathers thought Mary the

mother of our Lord, which is impossible ; for had it been so, Mary

Magdalene could not have been spoken of as the chief person. In the

present day she is commonly believed to have been Mary the wife of

Cleopas or Alphssus, Joh. xix. 25, the mother of the Apostle " James

the son of Alphseus and Joses," Matt, xxvii. 56, Mar. xv. 40. The

reason alleged being, that in the parallel passages, Mar. xvi. 1,

Lu. xxiv. 10, a certain Mapla rj 'laK<i$ov is mentioned who certainly

can scarcely be deemed to be any other than Mary the mother of

James the son of Alphseus. We have, however, seen that in this

place Matthew does not furnish us with any actual parallel to the two

other Synoptists. Besides, even on the first visit to the grave, more

women were present, as we learn from Mark xvi. 1, and particularly

from Luke xxiv. 10. It follows, therefore, that the argument derived

from the parallels adduced cannot in any way be deemed decisive.

The " other Mary " is mentioned once again by St. Matthew,

ch. xxvii. 61. All depends on the presence or absence of the article.

If the article is genuine, some Mary already mentioned must be

intended, and this can only be Mary the mother of James the son of

Alphseus (Matt, xxvii. 56), and yet tho very passage referred to may

have led to the interpolation of the article, which indeed we find

omitted in certain MSS. e.g. A. D. But if the article is wanting, SaAti

Map/a must be conceived of as one unknown to the readers ; and at any

rate cannot have been mentioned in the passage immediately preceding,

and cannot therefore be the Mary introduced in the second place.

Matt, xxvii. 56. If we could regard Mar. xv. 47 as an exact parallel

to Matt, xxvii. 61, we should have a more decisive conclusion. For in

Mark, instead of the SAAi; Mapla of Matthew, we have either with B., M

77 'IwcrijTos, or with A., M. fi 'Iwaiiip. For the various readings given

by Schulz, 'laxuifSov, or " Jacobi et Josephi " (which originates from

the reading fi 'Ia><74)<f)) or 'IaKt6/3ou ko! 'IwariTot p-Mvyp (pointing to

the reading 'IaxnjTos) immediately betray themselves as emendations

made with reference to Mar. xv. 40 and xvi. 1. Now the reading of

Cod. B., ri 'IawrijTos is considered by some the correct one, and
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Magdalene only, this is just as far from establishing any

contradiction as when he speaks of her alone in ve. 1, 2,

consequently they identify the Mary here mentioned with the mother

of Joses, as well as with the Mary called the mother 'lax&Pov t.

fiixp. Ka\ 'iuariTos. And yet it would be very surprising that this

Mary should be called the mother of Joses, and not, as is the case,

Mar. xvi. 1, Lu. xxiv. 9, of the far better-known Apostle James, who

on the very account takes the precedence, Matt, xxvii. 56, Mar. xv. 40.

It is still more surprising that in the very next verse, Mar. xvi. 1,

the mother of the Apostle James appears again as Mapi'a t\ 'IclkwPov.

Must we not, then, consider these two Marys to have been two different

persons? We must certainly conclude that even if we are to read

with B., fi 'Itoff^Tos, a different Mary is to be understood from Mary

the mother of James the son of Alphseus. There can, however, be

scarcely the least doubt that the true reading is j\ 'laafo, which has

been altered into ^ 'Iwo-^tos by the same mistaken endeavour after

identification which has given rise to so many various readings in

this passage. And if this be so, an entirely different Mary is in

tended; which was unquestionably the opinion of those who origi

nated the additional clause found in some Codd. xal Kapla 'Ia/c(u/3ou.

The signification of the genitive '\wl\<S> is, however, of itself very

wide. Who is this " Joseph's Mary " ? To determine this, we must

first know who this Joseph is. If we could identify him with the

father of our Lord, "Mary, Joseph's wife," would be our Lord's

mother. If this were the case, we should necessarily have to bring

the parallel passage in Matthew into harmony with it—which would

require the article before SAA.17 Mapia, contrary to what has been said

above—and we should have to suppose that his object was to intro

duce a very well-known Mary, " Mary Magdalene, and the other well-

known Mary." Certainly a little strange. In support of this view

it may be specially urged that the mother of Jesus, who naturally

occupies so important a place at the crucifixion, Joh. xix. 25—27,

would not otherwise appear at all in the history of His burial and

resurrection. But we must remember that the Synoptists do not

mention her at all at the crucifixion, and if we imagine that she is

obscurely alluded to in the passages in Matthew and Mark, she would

be retiring into the background, more than was right, even according

to the spirit of these Evangelists, as compared with Mary Magdalene.

That, however, which throws the most suspicion on the matter is that

even John and Luke have made no mention of her in their narratives

of the burial and resurrection. Was the reason perhaps that she was

so much overwhelmed with the death of her beloved Son that she had

neither the power nor the inclination to be present ? In conclusion,

and this is indeed a principal argument—Would not the mother of

Jesus have been designated as such, and not as Joseph's wife ? Not

that she was not really so ; but any one who considers the deep love

and reverence breathing in the Gospels for Jesus, the Messiah and

Saviour, will deem such a description—even apart from the general in

significance of Joseph in the Gospel history—as clearly impossible,
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while, as we have seen, he was fully aware that she did

not go to the grave by herself.

It is, however, well worthy of remark, that in Matthew's

narrative the paragraph xxviii. 2—7 can evidently only

refer to the first visit of the women to the grave.1 This

accounts for many expositors regarding Matt, xxviii. 1—

10, as an exact parallel to Mar. xvi. 1—8, Lu. xxiv. 1—12,

and then assuming a double appearance of our Lord to the

women, first that mentioned Matt, xxviii. 9, 10, and then

that Joh. xx. 10—18. On this assumption the events are

arranged as follows. Very early in the morning Mary

Magdalene accompanies the other women to the sepulchre.*

Then occurred what is related Lu. xxiv. 1—12, Mar. xvi.

1—8, Matt, xxviii. 1—8. On their return Mary Magdalene

outran the rest to inform the Apostles of what they had

seen. Then occurred the events recorded Joh. xx. 2—10,

Lu. xxiv. 12. The Lord, however, manifested Himself to

the women who remained behind.8 Mary Magdalene

knowing nothing of this, hastened back to the sepulchre,

where our Lord also appeared to her.4 Very ingenious,

since this Mary, whenever there was occasion to define her more closely,

is always called the " mother of Jesus." Since, therefore, the reader

is precluded from thinking of Joseph the father of our Lord, the next

person of that name who would occur to him would be Joseph of

Arimathea. He is expressly mentioned for the first time two verses

before, Mar. xv. 45. It was he (the councillor) who had begged leave

from Pilate to bury the body of Jesus, v. 43. In his grave Jesus was

buried, v. 46, and it was natural for one of his family, either his wife

or daughter, to be present at the burial. Was she possibly the same

with " Mary the mother of Mark," Acts xii. 12 ? A possibility I will

Dot further enlarge on.

From the earliest times the most opposite views have obtained in

the Church as to the Jameses mentioned in the New Testament : and

the same is true with regard to the Marys. In conclusion, I will state

my own view for examination. I find five or perhaps six different

Marys : (1) Mary the mother of Jesus ; (2) Mary the wife of Alphseus

or Cleopas, the mother of the Apostle James the son of Alphrous, and

of Joses; (3) Mary Magdalene; (4) Mary of Bethany, the sister of

Lazarus and Martha ; (5) Mary of Jerusalem, the mother of Mark the

Evangelist, who may perhaps, but scarcely, be identified with the

sister of Lazarus, and who, in conclusion, is the same as (6) Mary the

daughter or wife of the counsellor Joseph of Arimathea.

1 Cf. Mar. xvi. 2—7, Lu. xxiv. 1—8.

* Lu. xxiv. 10, Mar. xvi. 1, Matt, xxviii. 1.

8 Matt, xxviii. 9, 10. 4 Joh. xx. 11—18.
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but also very far-fetched—and the whole to be traced to

the once popular acceptation of the passage in Matthew.

But the hypothesis required by this view, which are not

few, are flatly contradicted by the text itself. According

to Matt, xxviii. 1, the other Mary accompanied Mary

Magdalene. Now, had the same visit been intended by the

Synoptists, Mark, at any rate, who had mentioned her in

the preceding verse, Mar. xv. 47, would certainly have

named her again. Further, Luke xxiv. 9 (parall.) seems

utterly opposed to the hypothesis of Mary Magdalene's

having run on before. Again, it is stated by Luke in a

subsequent passage,1 that these women generally, and not

merely one of their number (for before the disciples set out

for Emmaus they had all returned into the city and brought

their tale), had not then seen the Lord. It follows from

this hypothesis that Mary Magdalene was not present at

the appearance recorded Matt, xxviii. 9, 10. And yet

according to Matt, xxviii. 1, she was the only one who

could have been present, with the exception of " the other

Mary," who, however, is not mentioned in the supposed

parallel passages of the other two Synoptists. In con

clusion, it must be assumed almost of necessity, that our

Lord did not shew Himselffirst to Mary Magdalene, but to

the other women, because it was on their first visit that He

appeared to them ; while we find a direct contradiction to

this in the words of the early addition to Sfc. Mark, i<f>avr)

irpSrrqv Mapia rrj MaySaA^vg.

We may, however, get rid of all these hypothesis,

artifices, and forced interpretations by the assumption that

Matthew has combined in his account the occurrence of the

two visits, and represented them as all taking place on the

last, which was the most important, as being connected

with the appearance of Christ. Such combinations, which

somewhat diminish its chronological and topographical

value, are not unfrequent in his Gospel. And in this we

have another example of the truth that it is only when

viewed in connection with his entire idiosyncrasy that an

Evangelist can be rightly understood.

The appearance of our Lord to the women has not been

1 Lu. xxiv. 22, 23.
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mentioned by St. Paul in the passage from the Corinthians.

This may have been either because in the propagation of

the Gospel any testimony borne by women would bave

been little regarded both from the position then occupied

by the female sex, and also in this case from the very

nature of the event, or because it was his purpose to men

tion only the most important of the appearances of Christ.

When the Sanhedrim receive the report of the watch,

they spread the tale that our Lord's body had been stolen

from the tomb.1

On the day of the resurrection (which the Church there

fore celebrates with perfect correctness on a Sunday) our

Lord shewed Himself again several times to His followers.

Among them to His two disciples on their walk to Emmaus,

60 stades = 1| German [nearly 7 English] miles from Jeru

salem.3

Who were these two ? We can gain no certain informa

tion from the e£ aiiw, v. 13, which refers to tois cvScxa ko.1

iraa-i tois Aoi7rots, v. 9. One of them was certainly not an

Apostle, for he was named Cleopas, v. 18. The other may

certainly have been an Apostle, but v. 33 does not enable

us to come to any conclusion on the point. It appears to

me, however, very probable that Cleopas is the same name

with Clopas, or Alphasus, and that he was accompanied by

his son the Apostle James the son of Alpheeus. This is

favoured by the assertion 1 Cor. xv. 7, that James was one

of those to whom our Lord appeared, and also by the frag

ment of the Evangelium secundum Hebraeos found in Jerome

de vir. Must. c. 2.

On their return to Jerusalem, they learn that the Lord

had also appeared unto Simon, v. 34 : but when this

occurred, whether previously or subsequently to His

appearance to them, is not stated. This Simon must be

understood of Simon Peter, for we can hardly identify him

with the brother of our Lord of that name, for we read,

1 Cor. xv. 5, that our Lord did appear to Simon or Cephas,

and Luke makes no mention of Simon the Lord's brother.

1 Matt, xxviii. 11—15.

2 Joseph, de Bell. Jud. vn. 66; Winer, B. W.B. Art. "Emmaus;"

Lu. xxiv. 13—33, of. Mar. xvi. 12, 13.
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Finally, Jesus appeared the same day ovcnji oi/tos, Joh. xx.

19, to the eleven, and tois <tvv avrois, Lu. xxiv. 33, with

the exception of Thomas, Joh. xx. 24.1 This seems to be

alluded to in 1 Cor. xv. 5, by the words elra tois owSc/ca.

Eight days afterwards, i.e. on the next Sunday, the 24th

of Nisan = April 16, Jesus appeared again to His disciples,

but this time Thomas, the doubter, was with them.2 One

might be disposed to regard eTra tois d-n-oo-ToAois iracrtv,

1 Cor. xv. 7, as parallel to this, though another interpreta

tion, which I shall shortly mention, appears to me more

probable. This would have greater probability if tois

airom. iracrw stood immediately after tlra tois SoSScxa, and if

the words could be translated " the twelve with the ex

ception of Thomas." For then iracriv would indicate that

at another appearance Thomas was also with them. But

as it stands iracriv is contrasted with the appearance to the

Apostle James alone.

With this the first appearances in Judea close. The

feast of the Passover was completed on Thursday the 21st

of Nisan. The disciples remained over the approaching

sabbath, on the 23rd of Nisan, and also the 24th, as the

day which commemorated their Lord's resurrection. After

this, there was nothing more to prevent their leaving

Jerusalem, and therefore they obeyed their Lord's command

to go into Galilee." The first appearance in Galilee4 fell,

as we shall see, later than the last appearance in Judea,

which indeed is expressly stated by //.era Tavra, v. 1, cf.

v. 14."

1 Joh. xx. 19—24, Lu. xxiv. 36—43, cf. Mar. xvi. 14. Everything

in this passage supports the view that our Lord's first appearance

to the Eleven is intended. He upbraids them (in the plural) for

their unbelief, and not Thomas only. It was while they were at

table, avatteifievois airo7s (cf. Lu. xxiv. 42, 43) that He appeared. But

even if we were unable to discover a more perfect harmony in this

passage, and indeed in the whole section, xvi. 9—20, with the other

Gospels, we should not, therefore, establish any contradiction between

Mark and the other Evangelists, since Mark is not to be regarded

as its author. The credibility of this passage, of the author of which

we know nothing definite, must be established by its connection with

the other Gospels, not the converse. 2 Joh. xx. 24—29.

8 Matt, xxviii. 7, 10, Mar. xvi. 7. 4 Joh. xxi. 1—23.

6 By these words, ftfrh ravra, the author of Joh. xxi. connects his

narrative with Joh. xx. 24—29.
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2. Our Lord's appearances in Galilee.

Two appearances of our Lord in Galilee are recorded.

One Joh. xxi. 1—23, the other Matt, xxviii. 16—20. Cf.

Mar. xvi. 15—18. The former on the Sea of Galilee while

the disciples were fishing ; the latter on a mountain. The

nature of the discourse uttered by our Lord on the second

occasion, which sounds like a parting word to his followers

in Galilee, as well as the express declaration 1 that the

appearance on the Lake was the third important one—an

enumeration which passes over appearances to individuals,

as that to Mary Magdalene—evidently prove that the first-

mentioned was the earlier.

There were seven persons present when our Lord shewed

Himself at the Lake of Tiberias : a Simon Peter, Thomas,

Nathanael, the two sons of Zebedee, and two other of His

disciples. One of the two not more particularly mentioned

was, according to my opinion, the eye-witness who added

his subscription, w. 24, 25, John the Presbyter.8 It was

certainly not without significance that our Lord appeared

to them on the Sea of Galilee, and as He had done

previously to the two pairs of brother Apostles, while they

were engaged in fishing.4 For how deep must have been

the impression made by an appearance of Jesus under such

circumstances, especially on the two chief persons of the

narrative, Simon Peter and John !

The last and most important assembly which Jesus

favoured with His presence in Galilee, was that on the

mountain.6 Not merely the eleven Apostles,6 but in all

" five hundred brethren " 7 were present. Nor can we

wonder that, in such a number, "some doubted," oZ Se

1 Joh. xxi. 14.

2 Joh. xxi. 2.

8 See my dissertation referred to above, p. 402.

4 Matt. iv. 11—22, Mar. i. 16—20, Lu. v. 1—11.

6 Matt, xxviii. 16—20, Mar. xvi. 15—18.
• Matt, xxviii. 16.

7 1 Cor. xv. 6. The greater receptivity of the Galileans for the

Gospel seems to be shewn by the "five hundred brethren," 1 Cor.

xv. 6, compared with the "hundred and twenty" in Jerusalem,

Acts i. 15.
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eourrao-av.1 At the beginning and end of our Lord's

ministry a high and sacred mountain in Galilee comes

forward prominently, on which our Lord is always sur

rounded by a great multitude. There can be no doubt

that it is one and the same mountain. Matthew, as his

manner is, indicates it with little precision, by the clause

ov irdtjaTo avrot's 6 'Irjcrovs, " where Jesus had appointed

them."2 If the parallel passage in the second Gospel had

been really written by Mark, who delights so much in

detail, he certainly would not have omitted a more precise

definition.

3. Our Lord's last appearance in Judea.

Towards the end of His sojourn on earth, our Lord

appeared once again to His disciples in Judea, on the day

of His ascension.3 All the Apostles were present,4 who

are specified by name, Acts i. 13. The appearances of

Jesus had completed their cycle, in which they bad pre

sented the counterpart to His public ministry, first in

Judea, then in Galilee, then again in Judea. Here in

Jerusalem the Lord had been crucified, and here His

disciples were to tarry, waiting for the outpouring of His

Holy Spirit, which took place on the day of Pentecost,

Acts i. 4—8, ii. 1—4.

Both the time and place of the ascension are highly

significant. The place was Bethany,6 on the Mount of

1 Matt, xxviii. 1.

* Cf. Matt, xxviii. vv. 7, 10.

3 Acts i. 2—13, Lu. xxiv. 50—53, of. Mar. xvi. 19, 20.

4 Acts i. 2.

8 Lu. xxiv. 50. St. John, from whom we learn that Bethany was

" fifteen furlongs " from Jerusalem (Joh. xi. 18), also indicates that

it was " a sabbath-day's journey " from the city. For though it was

the sabbath—on which day we have, we believe, proved the supper

recorded Joh. xii. 1 sq. to have taken place—many Jews came to

Bethany to see our Lord and Lazarus (Joh. xii. 9—11). Now how

does this tally with the statement of the Babbins and other writers

that a sabbath-day's journey (see Winer, S. W. B. " Sabbathsweg ")

was from six to seven stades, i.e. from 1800 to 2800, or, on an average,

2000 paces 1 Certainly only on the hypothesis that for some reason

or other the distance was not calculated immediately from the walls

2 £
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Olives, near Jerusalem, a sabbath-day's journey off.1 The

time was forty days after His resurrection. And since

this occurred on the 9th of April, a Sunday, it was

Thursday the 18th of May that our Lord ascended to

heaven. The very same place, and the same day of the

week, which six weeks before had witnessed His agony in

the approach of death, were now to see His glorification

which had been attained by His death. This carf scarcely

have been accidental, especially as we have already seen

several examples of the wisdom with which our Lord

selected the most appropriate times and places even for

His less important appearances. On the other hand, the

ideal relation contained in the forty days, which is not at

all indicated in the narrative, warrants us in asserting that

of tho city. This admits of proof. While our Lord was on His

way from Bethany to Jerusalem, He met with the ass on which He

made His entrance into the city. The precise place was Bethphage,

Matt. xxi. 1, parall., which must consequently have been on the

way from Bethany to Jerusalem, and nearer to the city. Now

Lightfoot, Hot. Hr-br. p. 73, quotes a host of passages from the

Talmud, which make it plain that the Jews regarded Bethphage

as if it lay within the walls of Jerusalem. The boundaries of

the walls of the city were therefore conceived as carried forwards,

so that Bethany could still be within a sabbath-day's journey for

the dwellers at Jerusalem, though it was not less than 15 stades

from the walls of the city. Lightfoot has misunderstood the passages

from the Eabbins in saying that Bethphage was a district, close to

Jerusalem, between it and the Mount of Olives.—[The difficulty which

Wieseler has been attempting, not very successfully, to meet, dis

appears if in Lu. xxiv. 50 we adopt the reading of X, B, 0, las irpos

(for ias els of the textus receptus) Br]6aylay, i.e. " He led them out in

the direction of Bethany," not into the village itself. The place of the

ascension would thus be, in Dean Stanley's words, " the secluded

hills which overhang the village on the eastern slope of Olivet"

{Sinai and Palestine, p. 454), and thus what Meyer calls " the unde-

monstrable hypothesis that the sabbath-day's journey is to be

reckoned from Bethphage," would be rendered needless. Wieseler

is also in error as to Bethphage, which is certainly to be understood

not of a village, but of a district. If it were a village, the collocation

of the words Matt. xxi. 1, Mar. xi. 1, Lu. xix. 29 would fix it to the

east of Bethany, not intermediate between Bethany and Jerusalem.

See Caspari, Chronolog. and Histor. Introduction, p. 189 (Engl. Trans.),

for the authorities which he considers prove that by Bethphage we

are to understand the whole district of the Mount of Olives from the

eastern wall of Jerusalem as far as Bethany.—Tb.]

1 Acts i. 12.
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no so-called round number, and therefore devoid of

historical accuracy, can lie concealed therein.

Was St. Paul acquainted with our Lord's appearance to

his disciples at His ascension ? Did he teach an ascent

of our Lord to heaven ? This might be conjectured a

priori from his well-known relation to the Evangelist Luke,

which, as we have already seen, is reflected in several

common accounts of other appearances of the risen Saviour.

The fact, however, is actually declared 1 Tim. iii. 16, Eph.

iv. 8—10, Rom. x. 6. It is also intimated in his teaching

as to the personality and corporeality of our Lord in such

passages as Eom. vi. 9—10, Phil. iii. 21. It lies at the

foundation of his doctrine of the glorification of individual

Christians, as Phil. iii. 21, 1 Thess. iv. 17, 1 Cor. xv.

Indeed, this doctrine, in its innermost meaning, is hardly

anything but the history of the resurrection and ascension

of Christ, conceived in its idea. We may, therefore, con

clude that he has mentioned the appearance of our Lord

immediately preceding His ascent into heaven in 1 Cor. xv.,

and must look for it in the words eira tols diroo-roXois

iraa-Lv.1 This interpretation is also one to which we are

led by the words tcrxaT0V vavratv which immediately

follow.

The Church is right in celebrating the Feast of the

Ascension on a Thursday.

1 Of. Acts i. 2, 13.



EXCUKSUS

ON THE

FORM OP THE JEWISH YEAE AT THE TIME

OF CHEIST.

The nature of the existing festal calendar of the Jews,

which, according to Ideler,1 was not introduced till the

fourth century after Christ, has been sufficiently elucidated

in the excellent work of Ben David,2 and in Ideler's con

vincing treatise based upon it. But our acquaintance

with this calendar does not afford us any clearer insight

into the arrangement of the Jewish calendar at the time

of Christ. This, however, is all we have to do with.

We have already discussed the relation between the two

calendars,3 and have adduced examples both from the

New Testament and the most ancient Talmudical writings

to prove how considerable were the variations between

this later calendar and that in use in our Lord's day.

The whole construction of the later calendar is connected

with the special problem it had to solve, viz. to prevent

particular feast-days from falling on particular days of

the week,4 e.g. the 15th of Nisan on the second, fourth,

and sixth day of the week ; while in our Lord's time any

feast, in accordance with the original intention of the

lawgiver, might fall on any day of the week, and was

only bound to a particular day of the month. Hence

1 Handbuch der Chronologie, I. 578.

2 Zur Berechnung und Geschichte dee jiidischen Kalenders, Berl. 1817.

» p. 343 sq.

4 The Rabbins call this the exception, Ui, designating the days of

the week by Hebrew letters, and then, as they were often in the habit

of doing for convenience' sake, forming one memorial word of them.
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arises the necessity for submitting everything stated in

the Talmud with regard to the nature of the Jewish

calendar to a careful scrutiny, to determine to which

stage of its development it belongs. Through neglect

of this kind of criticism, a pretty widely spread suspicion

of the Talmud and almost all its statements has again

found admission among Christians, while, if only due

judgment and circumspection were used, we should be

able to obtain much accurate information relating to our

Lord's time. The statements of the Talmud, however,

will, in accordance with a fundamental principle of

criticism of universal application, have to be regulated

by the New Testament, the composition of which belongs

to an earlier time, as well as by the almost contem

poraneous writings of Josephus and, Philo.

In this Excursus I shall state nothing with regard to

the form of the year in our Lord's days but what I believe

I may venture to speak of as absolutely certain, or at least

highly probable. Still, in the course of our investigation,

everything will be brought forward which is found

essential at least for the full establishment of that form

and arrangement of the Jewish calendar which has been

taken for granted in the preceding investigations con

cerning the life of Christ. We shall leave many questions

still unresolved, and, indeed, scarcely touched on. These

may be reserved for other abler men, chronologists by

profession, or, so far as strength permits, for subsequent

investigations of my own. After the hypotheses of Scaliger

and others, which, though destitute of the necessary

historical basis, not unfrequently displayed great acute-

ness, had been justly rejected, there arose so great a

distrust of the possibility of the solution of this question,

in the stricter sense here intended, that it seemed advisable

to approach the complete solution gradually, and by a way

which may, step by step, be established by examples.

The only aim of our investigation is to contribute some

thing towards this solution, and especially by furnishing

the scholar with certain fixed historical resting-points,

by the help of which he may arrive at a more perfect

insight into the nature and construction of the Jewish

calendar in the time of Christ. After the accurate in
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vestigation of this point, we shall be able, by the help

of the knowledge thus acquired, to ascend to the earlier,

and so to the earliest times, where the sources of in

formation are far more scanty.

What is here said of the imperfection of our knowledge

of the earlier Jewish calendar is only true, however, when

the question proposed is to reduce any particular date

whatsoever of the Jewish calendar to the corresponding

date in the Julian calendar. On the other hand we are

perfectly acquainted with the general character of the

Jewish year. We lay down the following general princi

ples on the subject,1 partly for the benefit of some of

our readers, partly on account of its connection with

what follows, and with reference to the time of Christ.

(1) The Jewish year was a lunar year of twelve months

of alternately 29 and 30 days, which was again adjusted

to the solar year by the intercalation of an entire month

of 30 days. This adjustment of the lunar to the solar

year was determined by the ordinance of the lawgiver,

according to which it was necessary that the corn in

Palestine should be sufficiently forward in the first month

of the year (Nisan) for the wave-sheaf to be offered on. the

16th of that month.

(2) The beginning of the month, or new moon, was not

determined by the astronomical or true new moon, but by

the first appearance of her disk.

(3) As the ordinary year contained 354 days,8 it was

1 In addition to the works of Ben David and Ideler, I would direct

special attention to the treatise of the astronomer Wurm, to which

reference has so continually been made, Astronomische Beitriige zur

genaherten Bestimmung des Geburts und Todes Jahres Jem, Bengel's

Archiii, vol it. pp. 1—39, 261—313 ; and to Anger, l)e temp, in Actis

Apostol. ratione, pp. 29—38.

1 Cf. Galen. Comment. I. in Hippocratis Epidem. ed. Kiihn, Tom.

XVII. p. 23 : . Tots Kara TldKaio-Tlvi)v api&jxovoi ol SditieKa prives api6/uihs

THiepuv ytvovrai rvb' (354). 'EirefSij yap d airb ffvv6Sov rijs irpbs 9j\tov

aurr/s xP^vos Tro.ff7js ovv6Sov irpbs ras 9' koI ttKoatv 7]fj.4pas in Kut

&AAo fitpos fifiurv irpoo-\afifia'i'€ii 8iek rovro Kat robs Zvo fiyvas ysvopivovs

6' koX J (59) Tfixvovaiv (Is avian fitpri rbv p.lv irepov airrus \' fiptcpuv

ipya^6fi.(V0i rbv V (T(pov 0* Kol 'AvayKd^ovrat roiyapovi/ ol O0TWS

&yovr(S tovs pvfivas 4[ifi6\ipi6v riya not(7y, oray irpSiTOV aOpotaBri rb toov

t^vpoffOfp iviavTuv (Wdfi/ia Kal ylvi)rai xp^vos tvbs /j.rji'ds. While, then,

the Jewish calendar at that time appears to have had only two years
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about 11 J days too short when compared with the solar

year. The intercalary month of 30 days was therefore

usually introduced every three years, and sometimes in

the second year.1 It was always intercalated after the

first Adar.2

(4) Without seeking to determine whether or not the

Jews had any fixed cycle of years, either discovered by

themselves or borrowed- from other nations, for the

purpose of correctly adjusting their lunar year tc the

solar year, at the close of the cycle, by means of inter

calation, we are able to determine with some degre8 of

accuracy what was the method of intercalation adopted

in the years before and after the seventh, or sabbatical

year, which they celebrated as long as they were masters

of Palestine.3 Since they were permitted neither to sow

nor to reap during the sabbatical year, there was no inter

calation that year, so as not still further to curtail the

time of labour and harvest. For the same reason the

intercalation did not, as a rule, take place before the Nisan

of the following year. It follows, then, that the inter

calation must have been made before the Nisan of the year

immediately preceding the sabbatical year, and before

that of the second year after it. This rule, which the

nature of the case required, is however expressly confirmed

by the Talmudists.4 As we have already seen, the year

29 a.d. affords an example of an intercalation of this kind

before the Nisan of the second year.6

(5) The beginning, or first month6 of the Jewish festal

of different lengths, the ordinary year of 354 days and the intercalated

year of 358 days, it now has six years of different lengths. Cf. Ideler,

I. 540.

1 This rule is confirmed by the Talmud. There is only one teacher,

Kabbi Akiba, who speaks of two intercalated years following in

succession, and that only " propter necessitatem." Cf. Anger, p. 32.

5 Supra, p. 205 ff.

3 This was no longer the case when the present calendar was

constructed and adopted. See p. 203.

4 Anger, pp. 32, 33. 5 See p. 204.

6 Joseph. Ant. III. 10. 5 : T$ Si jurjy! Tip aavSiny bs NitSc Trap' yiiiv

KaKtLTai Kat tou £tou? 4<tt\v &pxh Teff&epaicailieK&Tr} Kara {TtXyvqv iv

Kpi$ tou i)kiov KaBeo-rayros, k. t. A. Nisan is here simply mentioned

as the commencement of the year. With this we should compare

Ant. I. 3. 3. In this passage Josephus, after identifying " the second
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calendar, was Nisan. In this month the new year's

festival was also celebrated at that time.1 When once

the first of Nisan of any given year has been correctly

determined, all the succeeding days of the Jewish calendar

are also known. With regard to the festivals the rule

holds good that the 15th of Nisan falls on the same day

of the week with the fast on the 9th of Ab, which was

not instituted till after the destruction of the temple by

Titus; the 16th on the same day of the week with

Pentecost and the first day of the Feast of Dedication ;

the 17th with the new moon of the month Tisri, the

present new-year's day, and the first day of the Feast

of Tabernacles; the 18th on the same day of the week

with the new moon of Adar; the 19th on the same day

of the week with the Day of Atonement ; and the 20th

on the same day of the week with the preceding Feast

of Purim.8

(6) The Passover was always celebrated after the vernal

equinox, which at that epoch fell on Mar. 23.3 It was not

till about this time that the coin, the first-fruits of which

had to be offered on the 16th, began to ripen in Palestine.4

This is also supported by the Talmud.6 But we have

other and more decisive testimony to this point in the

statements to the same effect made by Philo and Josephus,

the Jewish writers who came nearest to that age. Jose-

phus, on the one hand, makes the month Nisan correspond

exactly with the month Xanthicus of the Syro-Mace-

month," Gen. vii. 11, in which the flood began, with Mareheavan, the

rainy month, and stating that the date of the commencement of

the year with the first of Tisri, here presupposed, coincides with

that observed by the Israelites during their sojourn in Egypt, he

proceeds : Mwi)(T7}r 8e rbv Nurav 6's cVti Uavdinbs ixriva irpunov 4tI roiy

koprais Stpiffe, Kerri tovtov 4£ AlydnTov robs ''Efipaiovs vpoayaydv oZtOs

5* avT$ Ktd irpbs airdffas Tits €ts rb Betoy Tipas ?jpx*y- 4ttI fievroiyc

vptiffeis Kol cwvekf Kal t^v &\\i}v Sioik-qgiv rbv npurov K6fffiov (of calcu

lating the year from Tisri 1) $ie<piKa£c. The existing calendar, on

the contrary, begins the year with tbe first of Tisri, as Josephus tells

us was the case with the Israelites during their bondage in Egypt.

1 See p. 233.

2 Ideler, I. 562, adduces a rule, slightly modified from that already

given, applicable to the present Jewish calendar.

3 Ideler, I. 78. 4 See p. 212 and 141.

« Cf. Anger, p. 31.
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donians (which, according to Ideler,1 answered precisely

to April of the Julian calendar), and, in one passage, with

the Egyptian month Phurmuthi2 (reaching, accoiding to

Ideler,8 from Mar. 27 to Ap. 25), and, on the other hand,

remarks4 expressly that the Passover was celebrated by

the Jews when the sun was in the sign of Aries. This is

also asserted by Philo, in his works on The Decalogue,6

and The Life of Moses? We have, however, the earliest

and important evidence in a fragment of the Canon

Pasehalis of the learned Anatolius, Bishop of Laodicea, in

the third century, preserved by Eusebius.7 The words of

Anatolius are as follows : 'IouSaiois St iyivwo-Kcro rots iraXat

fcai irpo XpioroC ecpuXaVreTO re rrpbs avrSiv p.aXio"ra. Maxell' 8'

eo~riv €K tu>v irrb $iWos, Icucn^rov, Movcraiou, Xeyopevwv kcu

ov povov Tovrtav dXXa kcu tGv tri ira\a.ioripu>v, apeportpwv 'AyaOo-

/3ovX<ov to)v irriKXrjv 8i8ao"KaXcoy, 'ApicrTofiovXov tov rravv, os iv

tois ift&oprjKovTa KaTeiX.cyp.tvos toIs ras Upas kcu #«as 'E/Jpaccov

ippt]v£vo~aai ypacpas IlToXep.aia> Tcp <&i\.a&e\<fHp Kal t<3 tovtov

irarpX Kal /3i/3Xous efr/yen/cas ToC Mcovcre'cus vopov toIs avrois

Trpocrt<pwvr]o~£ y3acrtXevcriv. Ovtoi ra £r)Tovpeva Kara rrjv ttjoSov

imXvovres tpacrl $tiv ra SiaySanjpta Oveiv iirLO~q<s arravrai pera

lorjpepiav iapivr/v, pco-ovvTos tov irpiaov prjvos- tovto 8e

evpto-Kto-6ai, to rrpSnov Tp.rjp.oi tov rjXiaKov r), cos Tivti avrwv

wvopacrav, £ioo<f>6pov kvkXov Siefiovros tov rjXiov. 'O 8«

'ApioroySouXos Trpoo-TL0rjo-iv, cos €ir) c^arayKijs rrj t£>v 8ta-

fiaTr/puDv lopTrj pr) fiovov tov rp\iov io-qpepivbv Starropeveo-Oat,

Kal tt]v ctXrjvrjv 8c. TSv yap lo~rjp.epivC>v, Tpr/pdrtov ovrtov Svo,

tov piv iapCvov, tov 8e peTorroipivov, Kal SiaptTpovvriav aXX^Xa,

Sodiio-rj's re tj)s tu>v Sia/Jar^picov ^p.cpas rjj TtccraptcrKaiSeKarg

tov prjvbs p.e6 iarripav, ea-njfcrai p.\v o-tkrpn\ rrpi ivavriav kcu

Sidperpov tco r/Xuf o-Tacrcv cuenrep ovv i£to-rw iv rais iravcreX-^voii

1 l p. 430. s Ant. n. 14. 6.

8 J6. l 143. « lb. m. 10. 5.

5 Tom. H. p. 206, ed. Mangey: 'EPSopASi Si t&s peyiaras ko!

iro\vT}fjt.4pous copras (the Passover and Feast of Tabernacles) rrpoaivufxt

(so. Moses) Kcrrct ras rov irovs itrn/xeplas iaptv^v KaL fiieroirajpivfiv, K.r.K.

6 Tom. II. p. 109 : ri]V apxty riis iapivris l(rqpLcpia.s -npunov Q,vaypd<ptt

pyjya MwDcr^s iv rols ruv ivtavruv irepi6Sois ava8ets, k-t.A. A little

further on he proceeds : t$ 5tj rourtp irtpl Tto~ffa.peo~KaiSiKa.rnv

ripipav fx4\\omos rov fft\itviajcov kvk\ov yivca9ai rrKi\aaptxovs ttyerat Tek

Stafiar-fipia STiiio<pa.v))s loprii, rh XaXSaiarl Aeyipfvov iracxa-

7 Hist. Eccl. VII. 32.
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bpdv ecrovrai 8t 6 pev Kara to iapivbv Icrrjpeplvbv 6 ^A.tos rprfji%

r/ &i i(aydyKr]i 1 Kara to <p6ivoTra>pivbv icrrjptpivbv rj (Tekrjvrj- otSa

7rXu(TTa Kal aAAa irpbs avrwv \ey~opeva tovto piv ■jri^ava toSto

Si Kara Tas Kupiaxas diroSti^cts Trpotovra, 8t aiv •n-aptorawiv

iretpGvTai Tijv toC Trac^a Kai t£>v d£iyta)j' iopTr/v Seiv iravrm

p€T Itrrjptpiav aytdOai.1

It is worth notice, that one of the authorities, Aristo-

bulus, who speaks so decidedly on the absolute necessity of

celebrating the Passover after the vernal equinox, and

from whose Commentary on the Pentateuch it is expressly

stated that Anatolius made extracts, lived in the time of

Ptolemy Philadelphia, about 250 b.c.

From the foregoing propositions, it is easy to deduce the

following theory to enable us to discover the Jewish Pass

over of any given year in our Lord's time. I will give it

in the very words of Wurm.* " We must calculate from

our astronomical tables for the meridian of Jerusalem, the

true astronomical new moon, which immediately precedes

the spring full moon, i.e. the full moon next after the

vernal equinox, i.e. in the first century, Mar. 23. To the

date of the true conjunction, i.e. the first new moon, when

found, we must add from about twenty-four to forty-eight

hours, or on an average 8 a day and a half, and we shall

then have determined the ancient Jewish first of Nisan.

after the phasis, i.e. after the first appearance of the moon's

disk. If to this first of Nisan fourteen more days are

added, we shall reach the 15ih of Nisan, or the day of the

Jewish Easter Festival."

Starting on the hypothesis, of which there can be n<

doubt, that Christ was crucified after the beginning of

" the 15th year of the reign of Tiberius, August 28 a.d. fa

1 On the astronomical correctness of this remark, see Wurm, p. 279

He remarks further, that, according to Sozomen, II. IS. vn. 18, tlv

Samaritans also held the opinion that it was not allowable to celebrate

the Easter before the vernal equinox, S<rre dfcu'ayicTjs (piaveiv rijy 4v t.

fipi itrrmiplav. 5 u. «. p. 279.

3 Wurm has entered into very elaborate calculations respecting tt

difference between tho time of the astronomical new moon, and th

first appearance of its disk, the result of which has been given abovi

We have, however, perhaps more decided proof of his correctness tha

is afforded by his calculations in the fact that it may be proved b

examples.
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August 29 a.d. (Lu. iii. 1), and before April 37 A.D., at

which time the Eoman Governor Pilate had been recalled

from Judea, this meritorious astronomer, "not," as he

modestly remarks, " with the view of deciding positively

on any year, but only to render it easier for those interested

in chronology to take a survey of the astronomical notes

of certain years between which we have to choose," has

gi ven a table, in which the 15th of Nisan is calculated in

accordance with the fundamental principles given above

for the years 28—36 a.d.

As we have had the table printed /verbatim,1 to render

it more inetlligible we append the introductory words of

its author. " The time of the new moon is Jerusalem

mean time. The difference of longitude between Jerusalem

and Paris being, when reduced to time 2h 12' 0' E. M.

for morning (from midnight to midday). E. for evening

(from midday to midnight)."

The 1 5th of Nisan for the years 28—36 a.d. of the ordinary

reckoning conjecturally determined.

Time of the true
New Moon.

1st of
accordin
true

New Moon.

Nisan
g to the

15thDayofNisa
Week acco

n, and Day of the
rding to the

A.I> Phasis. true New Moon. Phasis.

28 15 Mar. 2h. 16' M.

13 April 4h. 10' E.

2 April 7h. 42' E.

22 Mar. 8h. 8' E.

15 Mar.

13 Apr.

2 Apr.

22 Mar.

16 Mar.

15 Apr.

4 Apr.

24 Mar.

29 Mar. M.

27 Apr. Tu.

16 Apr. Sa.

5 Apr. W.

30 Mar. Tu.

29 Apr. Th.

18 Apr. M.

7 Apr. F.

29

30

1

31 12 Mar. 12h. 56' M.

10 April 2h. 0' E.

29 Mar. lOh. 57' E.

19 Mar. lh. 16' E.

17 April 9h. 30' E.

12 Mar.

10 Apr.

29 Mar.

19 Mar.

17 Apr.

13 Mar.

12 Apr.

31 Mar.

21 Mar.

19 Apr.

26 Mar. M.

24 Apr. Tu.

12 Apr. Sa.

27 Mar. Tu.

26 Apr. Th.

14 Apr. M.32

33 2 Apr. Th. 4 Apr. 8a.

1 May F. 3 May S.

34 9 Mar. 9h. 2' M. 9 Mar. 11 Mar.

i) Apr.

30 Mar.

18 Mar.

16 Apr.

23 Mar. Tu.

21 Apr. W.

11 Apr. M.

30 Mar. F.

29 Apr. S.

25 Mar. Th.

35

86

7 April 6h. 42' E.

28 Mar. 6h. 19' M.

16 Mar. 5h. 53' E.

15 April 5h. 15' M.

7 Apr.

28 Mar.

16 Mar.

15 Apr.

23 Apr. F.

13 Apr. W.

1 Apr. S.

30 Apr. M.

1 I have allowed myself to make but one change in the table, by

correcting the manifest oversight of placing Ap. 24, a.d. 31, on the
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I have especial reason for congratulating myself upon

this table, and that the more as it was not drawn up by

myself. Had it been so, it might have been imagined that

I had adjusted the general principles on which it is based,

to support the conclusions I had already arrived at by

another method. As it is, however, the matter stands

thus : an astronomer,1 recognized as a cautious, intelligent

enquirer, a priori, puts forth a table relating to the

commencement of a succession of years, based upon well-

authenticated data, without any special object but that of

impartially giving the notes of time of those years, and

without any expectation," still less any belief that his

calculations could be made to harmonize with the reality.

If, then, it can be demonstrated that Wurm's method is in

accordance with several, nay, as far as my acquaintance

with history goes, with all the instances belonging to our

Lord's epoch, or a little sooner or later, one may be well

warranted in asserting that theory and fact in this instance

fully support one another, and that the one is verified and

confirmed by the other.

We have now, therefore, to enquire whether Wurm's

theory can be fully supported by undoubted examples.

The want of these was the only reason for the author's

doubting his ability of arriving at satisfactory proof.

Besides this, it had escaped his notice that, as we have said

above, the thirteenth or intercalary month was as a general

rule not introduced in the sabbatical year.8

The writings of Josephus were naturally the first quarter

from which to look for examples. The passages quoted

below 4 have, however, been erroneously regarded as such,

fourth, instead of the third day of the week, and Ap. 26 on the

sixth instead of the fifth. This error has been already noticed by

Anger, p. 195.

1 Even Ideler, Sdb- it. 413, bestows the highest praise on him and

his treatise.

2 Warm has been unable to point out a single undoubted example

in support of his theory. This arose from the peculiar difficulties of

the chronological marks which belong, as we shall presently see, to

the particular data investigated by him. 8 See p. 423.

4 De Bell. Jud. V. 3. 1 : ttjs Ttov a^iifiwv 4ytTTd(r7]s 7]/xtpas reffffepa KaiSe

k<£tj) HavdiKov nr)v6s, ivf SoKovaw 'lovSoloi airaWayr/fat AiyvTrrlav, k-t.X-

lb. VI. 5. 3 : aQpoifrfi&ov rov Kaov irpbs t^v twv &.£ip.wv iopr-fiv* oy56ij 5'
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and have for this reason been mentioned by Wurra.1 The

second passage has been already explained.2 Merely for

the benefit of his Grecian reeders Josephus has employed

the Syro-Macedonian name Xanthicus, which here, and

generally in his writings, stands for the Jewish month

Nisan, to which on the whole it corresponded. For no

other reason could he in his calendar of Jewish feasts have

remarked, without further explanation, that the Passover

fell on the 14th of Xanthicus (Nisan), the Day of Atone

ment on the 10th of Hyperberetseus (Tisri), and the Feast

of Tabernacles on the 15th of that month. And thus, too,

he was able to speak of the same day 3 as the 25th of

Kisleu, and immediately afterwards as the 25th of

Apellseus, etc. But, apart from this usage of Josephus,

the above-quoted passages would prove nothing, since

naturally the time when the people gathered together for

the feast was not necessarily coincident with the feast

itself. Scaliger, without due regard to the mode of

specification adopted by Josephus throughout the whole

of his work, has employed the first-quoted passage to

support his theory that the Jews at that time employed

the Kalippic Cycle. Interpreting Xanthicus of the Syro-

Macedonian month of that name, which at that time

exactly corresponded to April of the Julian calendar, he

deduced that in the year of the destruction of Jerusalem,

to which the datum belongs, i.e. 70 a d., the 14th of Nisan

must have fallen on Ap. 14. But even if Xanthicus were

really to be interpreted of April, it is more probable that

Ben David4 would be correct in deeming that according to

1 pp. 304—306. 2 See p. 250.

8 Ant. xii. 7. 6. For other instances, see Ideler, I. 430 ; Anger,

pp. 16, 17. The following list gives the corresponding month of the

Jewish and Syro-Macedonian calendars :—

Nisan =Xanthious. Tisri = Hyperberetseus.

We can thus immediately supply the corresponding Jewish name for

a month when we find Josephus merely giving the Syro-Macedonian.

4 u. s. p. 39.

Ijar = Artemisius.

Sivan =I>8esius.

Marchesvan =Dius.

Kisleu = Apellajus.

Thebet = Andynaeus.Tammus= Panemus.

Ab = Loiis. Shebet =Peritius.

Adar =Dystrus.Elul = Gorpiseus.
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Josephus the 15th of Nisan—the day on which also, accord

ing^ Josephus, the Jews were delivered from Egypt—

corresponded in 70 a.d. to Ap. 14. Only the premiss

with regard to Xanthicus is erroneous, and consequently

Ben David's conclusion built upon it, that at the time of

the destruction of the temple the present Jewish calendar

(which would certainly make the 1st of Nisan of that year

fall on Mar. 31 of the Julian calendar) was in use. We

see then, from the investigation given above, that we

learn nothing bearing on our question from this passage of

Josephus, beyond that which is universally known, that

the Jewish Passover was kept on the evening of the 14th

of Xanthicus or Nisan. It is true that, apart from our

enquiry, we also see that Josephus reckoned the civil day

from midnight to midnight,1 for he could not otherwise

have said that the Day of Unleavened Bread, on which the

Jews believod that they had been delivered from Egypt

(i.e. the 15th of Nisan including the evening of the 14th),

fell on the 14th of Nisan.

In the following investigation we shall only adduce

those passages which can really serve as authorities for the

arrangement of the Jewish calendar in our Lord's days :

by which, therefore, we may be enabled to test and confirm

the truth of the principles on which the table given above

is founded.

(1) We have a passage of considerable importance in

Josephus.2 The high-priest Hyicanus, we read, had

accompanied the Syrian king Antiochus on a campaign

against the Parthians. On the march, according to the

historian Nicolaus of Damascus, whose words Josephus

quotes, he begged that the army might be allowed to halt

for a couple of days on account of a festival on which the

Jews were not permitted to travel. With reference to this

festival mentioned by Nicolaus, Josephus remarks : 8 koI

1 Ant. xm. 8. 4. This observation appears to me to free this

much -controverted passage from all difficulty. The rendering of

IvaTaans by " instabat," which perhaps Scaliger also had in his mind,

is not merely at variance with the sense (eVorao-tis, the aorist, not

itn<TTafiivi\^, the present), but also fails in supplying us with any

sufficient reason for Josephus having added " on the 14th of Nisan."

2 Ant. xm 8. 4.

8 The manner in which this observation is introduced favours the
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ravra fj.iv ov i^evSrrcu \tyw ivicrrr) yap rf irevrr)KO(TTr) loprr)

//.era to crd/SfiatTOV ovk i&Tiv oe rjp.iv ovt€ iv rols (rdfiftaaiv

ovtc ev ttj loprfi oSeveiv. The Feast of Pentecost, then,

which immediately followed a sabbath, must in that year

have fallen on a Sunday, and consequently the 16th of

Nisan must also have been on Sunday. Now, if we were

able to determine the year referred to more accurately, we

should be able to see whether our theory coincided with

the truth in this case or not. This year has certainly been

a point of no small controversy. Some maintain that it

was 130 b.c, others 131 B.C. To arrive at an accurate

conclusion we must extend our remarks to some consider

able length.

Special appeal has been made in this controversy to the

First Book of Maccabees, where we find the regnal years of

the Syrian rulers of that era, as well as those of the Jewish

princes of the house of the Maccabees given in the most

authentic forms. Now we know that in the two Books of

Maccabees the era of the Seleucidas is employed, which is

defined, 1 Mac. i. 10, as the era " of the kingdom of the

Greeks." It is also perfectly evident that that era is

reckoned from a different initial point in the two books.

It admits of dispute, however, which of the two adopted

the true commencement. The epoch usually adopted for

the era of the Seleucidse is the autumn (Tisri) of 312 b.c

Ideler,1 however, who, as far as my knowledge goes, is

followed by all modern writers, endeavours to prove that

the author of the first book reckoned from Nisan, 312 B.C.,

idea that Josephus, the priest, had reckoned backwards to the Feast

of Pentecost, which occurred some 200 years before the writing of his

history. For if not, we may readily enquire, as Hitzig does, Ostern

u. Pfingsten, " How came Josephus to know the day of the week on

which this Pentecost fell, since he does not mention any other source

of information ? " There may, however, in spite of the appearance

to the contrary, have been such a source, though not expressly men

tioned, and we have therefore limited our conclusion from this passage

of Josephus to the assertion that it favours the idea of such a cal

culation : and yet, even with this limitation, it claims attention, espe

cially from us, as we believe that we are able in another mode to

point out that at that time there existed regular and legal means of

arranging the Jewish Calendar. This is indeed supposed in the ex

pressions used by Aristobulus and Agathobulus, quoted above, p. 425.

1 Mandbuch, i. 533.
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that of the second, as is usually done, from Tisri, 31 1 B.C.

It admits of proof that the former does not reckon from

Tisri, 312 B.C. The tenth chapter adduced by Ideler is

decisive on that point. For we see from v. 1 that it was

not until 160 iEr. Seleucid. that Alexander took Ptolemais ;

and that Demetrius, who was then king of Syria, on

hearing of this collected a host against him, and wrote to

Jonathan the high priest of the Jews to dispose him in his

favour. After this occurred all that is narrated w. 7—20.

And yet it is said, v. 21, that Jonathan, in the same year,

in the seventh month, at the Feast of Tabernacles (15th of

Tisri), put on the robes that had been sent him as a

present by Alexander, who also desired to secure his

friendship. Now, if the author had reckoned his 160th

year from Tisri, the whole of this must have happened

within a fortnight, which, is incredible. Again, the

subject of the sixth chapter is the accession to the throne

of Antiochus Eupator, the son of Epiphanes. From v. 20

onwards, the expedition undertaken by him in that year

against Judas Maccabeus is recorded. That, as is clear

from vv. 53, 57, was a sabbatical year. But it is easy to

shew 1 that this corresponded to the interval between the

autumns of 164 and 163 B.C. If, then, the year 150 Mr.

Seleuc. had been reckoned from the autumn of 312 B.C., it

would not have begun before the autumn of 163 B.C. ; that

is, not until the sabbatical year occurring at that period

had already come to an end. But though I agree with

Ideler in thinking that the writer makes the era of the

Seleucidse commence at all events before Tisri, 312 B.C., yet

I cannot believe that he does not make it begin till the

Nisan of that year. On the contrary, I maintain that he

must have made it begin in January, at the same time with

that, of Rome,2 the mistress of the world, from which, as

Ideler himself shews, the Syrians also received the

calendar they then employed. My reasons are the

following.

According to 1 Mac. xvi. 14—16 the high-priest Simon

was murdered in the eleventh month, Shebet, of the year

' See pp. 202, 203.

1 See the panegyric on the Eoman sway, I Mae. viii. 1.
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117 Mr. Seleucid. If the author reckoned this era from

Nisan, 312 B.C., this date could not be placed before the

beginning of the spring of 135 B.C. But Josephus tells us1

that the sabbatical year began in the ensuing autumn.

This reached from the autumn of 136 B.C. to that of 135 B.C.

If we adopt Ideler's view, these two statements, it is clear,

directly contradict one another. But if, on the other hand,

we suppose that the author of the First Book of Maccabees

made the era commence with January, 312 b.c, Shebet of 177

Mr. Sel. will fall in the spring of 136 B.C., and all follows

regularly. Ideler is further obliged to have recourse to a

second hypothesis, far from probable in itself, that the

author of the Second Book of Maccabees dated the Seleucid

Era from Tisri of 311 B.C. For he brings forward a letter,

written in .the reign of Antiochus Eupator, by the Syrian

general Lysias, dated 24 Dioscorus, 148 Mr. Sel., and two

other letters, one from Eupator himself, and one from two

Boman senators, dated ISthXanthicus, 148 Mr. Sel.2 Now

since the first-named month, Dioscorus, came at all events

before Xanthicus (Nisan), Ideler, as we shall presently

see,3 is right in understanding it of the second Adar: it

also, on the view that the author of the second book took

as the epoch of the Seleucid era the ordinary date of the

autumn of 312 B.C., came before Nisan, 164 B.C. But the

author of the first book does not place the death of

Antiochus Epiphanes 1 before 149 Mr. Sel., i.e. according to

Ideler's views, not before Nisan, 1 64 B.C. To do away with

this apparent contradiction, we need not, as Ideler does,

have recourse to the notion that the era adopted in the

second book has been dated backwards by a year ; but it

is far simpler to transfer the era of the first book from

Tisri at once to Thebet (January) instead of to Nisan.

For in that case we have an anomalous mode of dating in

the one book only, and the apparent contradiction is

likewise removed. Ideler's view also soon gets entangled

in another fresh contradiction. The death of Nicanor is

placed" on the 13th of Adar, 151 Mr. Sel., i.e. according to

' Ant. im. 8. 1. 2 ; cf. 7. 4.
• 2 Mac. xi. 21, 33, 38.

* 1 Mao. vi. 16.

» 2 Mac. xv. 37. Cf. xiv. 4.

8 Hdb. L 399.

2 p
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Ideler, in the spring of 160 B.C. But in the first book 1

we read that Nicanor died on the 13th of Adar, (according

to my view) 152 ^Er. Sel. ; but, as Ideler cannot but hold

(for it is not till 1 Mac. ix. 3 that the first month (Nisan)

152 Mr. Sel. is mentioned), in 151 Mr. Sel., i.e., according

to his reckoning, in the spring of 161 B.C. ; while, according

to my view, both these dates fall in the same year, 161 B.C.

Besides, the covenant which Eupator made with Judas

Maccabeus a took place, as we have seen,8 in the sabbatical

year which closed in the autumn of 163 B.C.4 This

covenant is placed in the year 149 iEr. Sel.5 Now, if the

Seleucid era were dated from Tisri, 311 B.C., that year

would correspond to the period between the autumns of

163—162 B.C., and consequently would begin when that

sabbatical year ended. We shall therefore have established

that the First Book of Maccabees dates the iEra of the

Seleucidss from Thebet = January, and the Second from

Tisri, 312 B.C.

I have already expressed the same view with regard to

the epoch of the Mia, of the Seleucidas, in the First Book of

Maccabees, in an earlier work,6 and that simply as the

result of my interpretation of the Book of Daniel. I found,

that according to Daniel, Epiphanes died in Shebet,

164 B.C.1 Now, since his death is placed in 1 Mac. vi. 16,

in the 149th year of the Seleucid era, I came to the con

clusion that this era must be dated not from Nisan, as

Ideler states, but from Thebet=January, 312 B.C., since

otherwise the above-mentioned year would not begin till

Nisan, 164 b.c The date of the death of Epiphanes may

be fully established from the Books of Maccabees, and in

1 1 Mao. vii. 43, 49.

* 1 Mao. vi. 56—61. * See last page.

4 This same covenant is mentioned 2 Mac. xiii. 23, as is plain from

a comparison of 1 Mac. vi. 57, 58 with 2 Mac. xiii. 23, and 1 Mao. vi.

49 with 2 Mao. xiii. 22.

8 2 Mac. xiii. 1.

8 Beitr'dge zur Auslegung u. Kritik, p. 110 if.

7 The correctness of this date is also confirmed by the ancient

Jewish calendar given by Selden, De Synedr. nr. _ 245. This places

the death of Epiphanes on the 29th of Shebet. It is probable that on

this day the intelligence of his death reached Judea, for according to

the Book of Daniel it took place in the first half of the month.
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its turn vouches for the corresponding calculation in the

Book of Daniel. According to 1 Mac. vi. 16, Epiphanes

died 149 2Er. Sel., i.e. at earliest in Thebet, 164 B.C. After

his death his successor Eupator had already written a letter

to the Jews in Xanthicus, 148 iEr. Sel., i.e. in Nisan,

164 B.C.1 The month Dioscorus, between Thebet and

Xanthicus, mentioned 2 Mac. xi. 21, must, therefore, as

Ideler and others have already on good grounds conjectured,

have been the second Adar, and not the second Tisri of the

Syrians, and Epiphanes must have died between the month

Thebet and the second Adar of 164 B.C. In the following

investigation with respect to the Chronicle of Eusebius and

similar authors, who are evidently in error with regard

to the just-quoted passages, I observe the fundamental

principle of criticism, that where we possess the original

native and far older sources of information, the others, and

particularly Eusebius, especially in the present state of

the text of the MSS., require to be used with caution. We

now return to the quotations from Josephus.

The first question relates to the time when Antiochus

VII., Sidetes, and the high-priest Hyrcanus were in the

enjoyment of their power. John Hyrcanus succeeded to

the office after the death of the high-priest Simon,2 i.e. as

we see from v. 14, after Shebet, 177 Mr. Sel., or3 in the

spring of 136 B.C. His rule lasted thirty-one years from

that time* to the year 105 B.C. Antiochus ascended the

throne in 174 Mr. Sel. =139 b.c.4 Many of his coins have

come down to us, and the earliest that bear his image 0

have in fact the date 174, and thus attest the commence

ment of his reign from 139 b.c Porphyry in Eusebius7

assigns him nine complete years ; consequently his last

year corresponded to 130 b.c, when, according to Porphyry,

he lost his life in an engagement with Arsaces. king of the

Parthians, " instanti hieme." This conclusion is confirmed

by the coins of Antiochus. The latest that bear his image

1 2 Mac. xi 33.

* 1 Mao. xvi. 19 ff. 1 See p. 433.

* Ant. xm. 10. 7. 5 1 Mac. xv. 10.

* Mionnet, Description des M(dailles Antiques, torn. v. p. 73; torn.

viii. p. 42, etc.

7 Chronic. Armenic. ed. Aucher, pp. 349, 350. ■
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are of the year1 183 Mr. Sel., which begins with the

autumn of 130 B.C. It follows, therefore, that the Feast

of Pentecost, mentioned by Josephus, which occurred in the

beginning of that Parthian war, must have fallen in the

year 130 B.C.

We arrive at the same result by an examination of the

regnal years of Demetrius II. Josephus records [I. c] what

has hitherto been overlooked, that Arsaces, king of the

Parthians, released Demetrius from his imprisonment at the

same time that Antiochus invaded his dominions.* This

was done, doubtless, with the view of disturbing the enemy

in his own land. The context proves that this enlarge

ment of Demetrius must be placed in the spring of 130 b.c. ;

and the question now arises whether this date can be

arrived at independently. Porphyry furnishes two notes

of time for this release, viz. (1) the second year of the 162nd

Olympiad, and (2) after Demetrius had been ten years in

prison. The Pentecost of this Olympiad falls correctly in

130 B.C. Let us now pursue the enquiry as regards the ten

years of the imprisonment. Demetrius undertook the

march into the kingdom of Parthia on which he was taken

prisoner in 172 Mr. Sel., i.e. 141 B.C.3 He must, however,

have been placed in confinement in the course of the

summer, and at any rate before the autumn of this year.

For Miunnet adduces a coin4 of Antiochus without his image

of the year 171 ./Er. Sel., which was drawing to its close

with the autumn of 141 B.C. Antiochus also6 at this time

styles himself " king," although we see, from the First

Book of Maccabees, that he did not obtain real sovereignty

1 Mionnet, «. 8. He even mentions a (doubtful) coin with the head

of Antiochus of the year 184, for which he proposes to read 181. In

asmuch as coins of Antiochus are even to be found for the years 181—

186, Eckhel, Doclr. Numm. m. 236. contrary to all historical testimony,

assumed that Antiochus was not killed in the Parthian war, but hav

ing returned from it with Demetrius II., reigned over some parts of

Syria. The fact, however, has been overlooked that these coins do

not bear the head of Antiochus. This phenomenon is accounted

for by Niebuhr, Kleine Ilistorische u. Philolog. Schriften, i. 251, in a

treatise on the general worth of the Chronicle of Eusebius in connec

tion with the publication of the Armenian translation.

2 Ant. XIII. 8. 4 : Kaff hv %p6vov 'Avrioxos cis t3?c Xlap6vitn)v &re/3aAer.

8 1 Mac. xiv. 1. 4 Tom. mi. p. 56.

6 1 Mac. xv. 1. Cf. 1 Mac. xiv. 27.
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till two years afterwards. Now, if we reckon ten complete

years from the summer or autumn of 141 B.C., or even from

the Pentecost immediately following, we reach the spring

of 130 b.c. Further, Porphyry 1 remarks, that Demetrius

reigned four years after his return. Now, we have coins

of his with his image up to the year 186, and without his

image even to 187. Consequently, he would have returned

in the spring of 182 Mr. Sel. or 130 B.C.

Finally, our view of the passage is confirmed by its im

mediate context.4 Josephus is speaking of an expedition

made by Antiochus VII. into Judea. The words run,

'AvTto\os St .... cis ttjv 'IouSatar ivifiaXt TtTapru) piv Irei tijs

/JacriAttas airov 7rpu>Ta> Sc rrji "YpKavov ap^ji OAu/«rta8os

exaToa-TM Kal i$yjKO(TTU> xat Sevrepw. The present text is

evidently corrupt. Neither the fourth year of Antiochus,

nor the first of Hyrcanus, could have been identified by

Josephus, who elsewhere defines the time of their reigns

with perfect correctness, with the 162nd Olympiad.

Besides, it would be impossible to speak of the 162nd year

of an Olympiad, but of the 162nd Olympiad. I cannot

1 It is remarkable that while Porphyry, as a rule, gives the length

of the reigns of the Seleucidse, and many separate dates from them,

with perfect correctness, he is not unfrequently in error with regard

to the beginning and end of their reigns. His error has been partially

adopted (indeed much aggravated) by Eusebius, though much may

be attributable to his transcribers and readers. (Cf. Niebuhr on this

point.) This strange contradiction, however, becomes intelligible

when we consider that the correct dates rest on extraneous authorities,

the erroneous ones on a misconception of the era of the Seleuoidse in

the books of Maccabees. For Porphyry, though a heathen philosopher,

paid earnest attention to the Books of the Maccabees, as his commen

tary on Daniel proves. When once this is understood, it will be

almost practicable to restore the original chronology from Porphyry.

For example, in the present instance he makes the reign of Antiochus

VII. last altogether nine years, from the fourth year of 01. 960, " in-

stante hieme," to the fourth year of 01. 162. Now, since he does not,

as a rule, calculate from the actual commencement of the reign, but

from the first complete year of a sovereign (of. Niebuhr, p. 249), he

means from the latter part of the summer of 138 b o. to the winter of

129 B.c , one sees that he is exactly a year in advance of the true

date. His mistake arises from his acceptation of the 172nd year Mr.

Sel. mentioned 1 Mac. xv. 10, which he reckons from Tisri, 312 b.c. Cf.

my remarks on his statements regarding the reign of Antiochus

Epiphanes, Seitrage zur Apokolypt. Litterat. p. 113.

' Ant. xni. 8. 2.
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question that we ought to read rerdpTto «-« tt)s ySao-iXcias

Trj>s 'YpKavov irpuma OX.vp.irt.dSoi cKaTocrr^s Kal iir]Koo~rrjs ko.1

Sevrepas.1 Now all is as it should be. The expedition

took place in 132 B.C. Since Jerusalem capitulated at the

ensuing Feast of Tabernacles, its close must be placed in

Tisri of that year. Now, those who place the invasion of

Parthia by Antiochus VII., on which he was accompanied

by Hyrcanus as an ally, in the spring of 131 B.C., lay great

stress on this 162hd Olympiad. And yet there is not a

word in the context of Jot-ephus a to tell us that the latter

expedition followed the former in the very next year, but

the contrary is rather implied. Josephus concludes § 3 by

stating that Antiochus had, on certain terms, to which

Hyrcanus agreed, given up the sii ge and returned back

(rrjv iroXiopK.ia.v Averas dve^diprjcrev). In § 4, he proceeds to

relate that Hyrcanus took a mass of silver from the tomb

of David, which he had opened, and by its means, for the

first time among the Jewish rulers, maintained a force of

foreign soldiers. Yet this does not sound as if it were a

matter of several months. He goes on to say that he had

also made an alliance (<£iA.iav kcu a~uppa.\iav) with Antiochus

—the time is not expressed—and that on his second coming

he received him with his army in the most friendly manner

in the city, and then accompanied him on his campaign

against the Parthians. In this campaign the two days of

rest occurred at the time of Pentecost. The indirect note

of time supplied by Josephus, that Demetrius was set at

liberty simultaneously with the commencement of this

Parthian campaign, has been already made use of by us in

its proper place. As yet we can conclude no more from

the immediate text of Josephus than that this campaign

took place after the autumn of 132 B.C., and at any rate

not several years after. We obtain a closer definition in

the following way. Josephus tells us 3 how Hyrcanus

found means to employ the news of the death of Antiochus

for the advantage of his country and kingdom. Among

1 The datea are usually given by letters ; in the present instance,

therefore, we should find 'OAujuirniSoj p|3'. The alteration proposed

above is not, therefore, to be regarded at all as a conjecture, but

merely as another interpretation of the numeral letters.

2 Ant. xm. 8. 3. 8 cap. 9.
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other things, he had made application to Rome,1 partly with

the view of regaining the possessions and rights lost to

Antiochus in the peace of the autumn of 132 B.C., and

partly to assure himself of the protection of Eome for the

immediate future. For the new ruler of Syria, Demetrius,

threatened to invade his country in return for the aid he

had afforded to his enemy. Josephus has also given us the

letter of the Praetor Fanius, composed by commission of the

senate, which tallies in both respects. In this it is ex

pressly mentioned that the senate met with reference to

this matter eight days before the Ides of February, under

the presidency of the consuls Lucius Manlius and Cains

Sempronius (irpb 6ktu> eiSuiv Qefipovaptoiv, irapovros Aovklov

Mcutiou AovKioii vlov Mcirtva ko.1 Fatov %ep.Trpoviov Taiou vlov

4>aA.Epv2), i.e. on Feb. 6, 129 B.C. It is evident how

admirably this notice agrees with our former conclusion,

that Antiochus died in 130 B.C. " instante hieme."

We may now certainly safely affirm (and on this indeed

all the succeeding papulations entirely depend), that the

Pentecost which we have to determine more accurately

occurred in 130 B.C. We may congratulate ourselves also

that we can adduce the authority of such men as Niebuhr a

and Anger 8 in support of this view. Wurm, without

wishing, in the midst of such variety of opinion, to declare

decidedly in favour of any particular year, has according

to the method adopted in his calculations, arrived at 15th

of Nisan, 131 B.C., the year in which Eiccioli among others

has placed the Pentecost in question. He found the true

new moon4=Mar. 21, the 1st of Nisan after the phasis=

Mar. 23, and the 15th of Nisan=Ap. 6. This last day in

the given year fell on Sunday, and consequently, Wurm

concludes, May 25 is the date of the Feast of Pentecost ;

50 days subsequently was also a Sunday, i.e. kop-n) fitrb.

1 §2.
2 This acute scholar, notwithstanding the small data at his

disposal, has defined the year of the death of Antiochus VII. with

perfect correctness by the three following data: the third year of

Ol. 162 ; 623 a.u.c ; 183 Mr. Sel. The years of Borne are calculated

according to Cato.

3 Anger refers, in support of his view, to Livy, Epitome, Lib. lix.

and Orosius, v. 10.

4 More exactly Mar. 21, llh. 46' evening.
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o-a/3/JaTov. An error has here slipt in, of which, however,

too much is not to be made in the case of an astronomer

who is not also skilled in the exegesis of the Old Testament.

Wurm has reckoned the 50 days of Pentecost from the 15th

of Nisan, while they ought to be reckoned from the 16th,

the Feast of the Wave-sheaf. Now, if the 15th of Nisan

fell in that year on a Sunday, Pentecost would have fallen

on a Monday, and was not therefore an iofynj /tera o-dftftaTov.

We have therefore fortunately to find the Pentecost for the

following year, 130 B.C.

Anger 1 has calculated the two new moons at the time

of the vernal equinox of the last-named year. The former

of the two fell on Mar. 11,1 h. m., the latter on Ap. 9, 4 h. e.

Now, if we apply Wurm's method to the former, the 1st of

Nisan after the phasis=Mar. 12, and the 16th=Mar. 27.

Now, since the 14th of Nisan could not have occurred before

Mar. 25,* it follows that, in accordance with our previous

remarks,8 the Passover had not yet been celebrated. But

if the 1st of Nisan was determined by the later new moon,

this after the phasis, according to Wurm's method,=Ap. 11,

and the 16th Nisan=Ap. 26. But Ap. 26 in 130 B.C. fell

on a Sunday, and consequently the Pentecost of that year

also fell, as Josephus states, on a Sunday, and was therefore

really iop-rq /xera o-a/3/?aTov.

(2) An ancient liturgical tradition of the Jews, which

we have already examined and established,4 makes the 8th

of Ab in 70 a.d. to have been a sabbath, i.e. a Saturday.

Wurm from other data calculates the new moon of Nisan

in that year, and finds that it fell on Mar. 30, the 1st of

Nisan after the phasis on Ap. 1, and the 15th Nisan on

Ap. 15. The 15th of Nisan =Ap. 15 in that year was a

Sunday, and consequently the 8th of Ab was, as it should

be, on Saturday.

(3) An inscription of the senate of the Jewish town of

Berenice has been preserved to us.6 It contains a thankful

1 p. 36.

* Julius Csesar, as is well known, placed the vernal equinox in

45 b.c. or Mar. 25.

» See p. 424. * See p. 134.

5 Mus. Veron. p. ecoxxv. The town meant is Berenice, mentioned

by Josephus, Ant. vra. 6. 4, situated on the Red Sea. In earlier times
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acknowledgement of the humanity displayed by the Eoman

official, Marcus Titius (Mapicos Tittios 2e£rov vws) towards

the Jews of the place. The date given in it is erovs vi

<j>a<a<t> ke ori <rv\\oyov rrji arKrjvoirrryia.%, i.e. " in the 35th year,

the 25th of Phaoph, on the day of the assembly for the

Feast of Tabernacles." Since we have here a Jewish date

immediately connected with an Egyptian one, which may

be determined independently, we can readily understand

the attention that chronologists have always bestowed on

this inscription, as yet, however, without due success.1

Those who have examined it have usually started with

the hypothesis, that by " the day of the assembly for the

Feast of Tabernacles " we must understand the last day of

the Feast, known as JV$f$|, i.e. the 22nd of Tisri of the

Jewish calendar. By the era mentioned, but not more

particularly defined, of which it was the 55th year, the

era of Augustus is commonly understood. Indeed, on a

superficial view, everything seems to lead to this, for Egypt

was at that time a Eoman province, and the monument

was erected to a Eoman functionary.

Wurm has subjected the interpretation of Petavius,

Vignolles, Hervart, etc., to examination. These chrono

logists take the month Phaoph mentioned in the inscription

for the corresponding month of the variable year of the

Egyptians, and moreover place the commencement of the

Alexandrine era of Augustus five years later than is usually

assumed, viz. on the 1st of Thoth = Aug. 29, 25 B.C. On

these suppositions Wurm finds this date at harmony with

his method. For in 30 a.d., which would then correspond

with the 55th year mentioned in the inscription, the 25th

of the variable Phaoph fell on Oct. 9, and the 22nd of Tisri

also on that day. Wurm, however, clearly saw that the

fundamental hypothesis, the comet determination of the

year, was untenable, and abandoned this interpretation

without substituting any better for it.

this belonged to the Jewish kingdom, and even in later days a con

siderable number of Jews, as indeed its position would lead us to

believe, must have settled there. That its position must be looked

for in Egypt is also clear from the employment of the name of the

Egyptian month Phaoph.

1 Wurm, pp. 287—291, and Ideler, Handb. n. 615, have treated of it.
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Ideler starts correctly enough with the supposition that

by the 25th of Phaoph we must understand that day of the

month of that name of the fixed Egyptian year which, was

most intimately connected with the introduction of the

Alexandrine era of Augustus, i.e. Oct. 22. " If the 22nd

of Tisri," to quote his own words, " corresponded to the

25th of Phaoph, the 1st of Tisri fell on Oct. 1 of the Julian

Calendar." But since he dates the era of Augustus from

Aug. 29, 30 B.C., while the 55th year, or 25 a.d., does not

furnish the proper notes of time, according to Wnrm the

22nd of Tisri this year fell on Oct. 3. He winds up with

the remark, "the year specified in the inscription must

therefore refer to some local era, the epoch of which can

scarcely be determined."

This last view appears to me a priori improbable. At

any rate the use of the era of Augustus had, as we learn

from Dio Cassius,1 been even established by law soon after

his victory before the gates of Alexandria (Aug. 1, 30 B.C.),

and for the purpose of spreading his glory in Egypt. Now,

since this inscription was set up to a Roman official, it is

the less probable that the senatus consultum promulgated on

this point was infringed. Besides, Ideler's decision rests

entirely on the supposition that the 55th year of the

Egyptian era of Augustus corresponded to 25 a.d., and that

again on the hypothesis that the era of this inscription was

calculated from the 1st of Thoth, 30 B.C. Let us then

investigate these two hypotheses.

Ideler, with a far greater knowledge of the facts than I

have at command, has himself shewn 2 that the inhabitants

of Alexandria endeavoured to carry the purport of the

senatus consultum into execution so far as to make the 1st oi

Thoth, with which they commenced the next year (from

Aug. 29, 30 B.C. to_the same date 29 B.C.), the epoch of the

Augustan era thus enjoined. In interpreting the inscrip

tion he has overlooked the fact that it related to a carrying

out of this injunction on the part of a Jewish body corporate

1 ll 19. It is there recorded that the Roman senate in 30 b.c,

among several other testimonies in honour of Augustus, decreed, rt)r

re THLtpav fj 71 'AA-e^avSpefa ed\at aya6t)v re elvai Kal 4s Ta eiretTa

&pxhv TVS anaptB/j/fi^ews avruv (sc. rwy Atyvirrtwv) yo^i^etrdai.

2 Handb. L p. 155 ff.
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in Egypt. If the- Jews of that country desired to carry

that senatus consultnm into effect, they would not have taken

the 1st of Thoth for the epoch of the Augustan era, for that

was not the day on which they commenced their year, but

either the first of Nisan, or, with the Eomans, the 1st of

January.1 In either case the epoch of this era adopted by

them coincided with 29 B.C., and the 25th of Phaoph of the

55th year answered to Oct. 22, 26 a.d.

After having in this way discovered, as I believed, the

year in question, fully expecting thereby to confirm Wurm's

theory, in order that I might proceed in my calculation

with certainty, I requested the astronomer of this place,

Dr. Stern, to do me the favour of calculating the astro

nomical new moon falling at the time of the vernal equinox

of the year above named, 26 a.d. According to his calcula

tions the two following new moons occurred at this period,

the earlier in Mar. 7, 9h. 17m. e., the latter Ap. 6. 6h.

41m. m. Now, since a sabbatical year happened in the

autumn of 26 a.d., or 779 a.u.c.,2 an intercalation would

be made before Nisan in accordance with the rule given

above." Consequently the second new moon would have

fixed the "new moon" of Nisan. The 1st of Nisan there

fore fell in this year on Ap. 7, the 15th on Ap. 21, the 15th

of Tisri on Oct. 15, and consequently the 22nd of Tisri

actually on Oct. 22, or the 25th of Phaoph.

(4) The writer of the Acts of the Apostles has, from the

point where he for the second time became a companion of

the Apostle Paul, i.e. from Philippi, in which town he

celebrated the Passover occurring at that time,4 described

the Apostle's last journey to Jerusalem with so much

accuracy as to enable us, by the help of some combinations,

to determine the very day of the Passover.6

We see from Acts xx. 6 that Paul set out from Philippi

after the days of unleavened bread, i.e. after the 21st of

1 We have pointed out an instance of the Jews calculating an era

from January from the First Book of Maccabees, p. 434. There is this

difference, that the era used was originally Koman, and ordained by

the Romans.
s See p. 203. » p. 422. * Acts xx. 6.

5 Anger has also given a very thorough investigation of this subject,

pp. 106—113
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Nisan. He spent five days on his passage to Troas, and

there remained seven days. Twelve days in all had there

fore elapsed before he left Troas. The last day of his

sojourn there was a Sunday,1 from which it follows that he

must have left Philippi on a Wednesday. On account oi

the unusual haste with which he travelled (for notwith

standing his "forebodings of approaching death,8 he did not

even visit his beloved Ephesus, but appointed the elders of

the Church of that place to meet him at Miletus, " for he

hasted if it were possible (« Sward? r/v aircS) to be at

Jerusalem the day of Pentecost," v. 16) he must have left

Philippi one, or at most two days, after the 21st of ivisan.

On this hypothesis the 15th of Nisan would at that time

have fallen on a Wednesday,* or one day earlier, on Tues

day.

It may, however, be shewn that of these two possible

days the latter was the true one. For by the help of the

narrative of the Acts, we can reckon with perfect accuracy

the number of days which elapsed between the Apostle's

departure and the succeeding Pentecost, and since this was

50 days after the 16th of Nisan, we can in this way, of

course, determine also the 15th of Nisan.

As far as regards the interval between the departure of

Paul from Troas, and his departure from Csesarea for Jeru

salem, I am entirely at one with Anger. It must have, at

least, occupied 27 days. Four of these days must be taken

for the journey to Miletus.4 The voyage from Trogyllium

in the island of Samos to Miletus being so short," Paul

1 Acts xx. 7. 8 Acts xx. 25, 38.

8 I have assumed (supra, p. 343, where however I have referred to

this Excursus) that the 15th of Nisan fell on this occasion on a

Wednesday, and have made use of this passage as a proof that there

was nothing in the arrangements of the Jewish calendar in our Lord's

days to prevent its falling on that day. This is Anger's view. I am,

however, delighted to see that, as I shall proceed to shew, this passage

only affords a proof of the correctness of Wurm's theory of the calcu

lation of the phases of the moon in its strictest acceptation, according

to which the 15th of Nisan must have occurred a day earlier, i.e. on

Tuesday. The whole bearing of this Excursus goes to prove that

the 15th of Nisan could not at that period fall on a Wednesday. Of.

however Tract roiD, ch. 4, § 3, ch. 5, §§ 7, 8, etc.

4 Acts xx. 13—15.

6 [ " The distance is about 17\ nautical miles. If the vessel sailed
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might have arrived in that city by noon on the fourth day.

Now, if he sent the message to Ephesus,1 which was about

nine German miles distant,8 soon after his arrival, the

elders of the Church, if they set out soon after receiving

the intelligence, might have reached Miletus and held

their interview with Paul on the second day. We con

sequently obtain two more days to be added to the above-

mentioned four days for Paul's stay at Miletus. From

thence, we see from Acts xxi. 1, he required three days to

reach Patara. From Patara to Tyre wo have to reckon

five days,3 while in Tyre itself he stayed seven days, that

is entire days, as is plain from the word i^apria-ai. From

Tyre he went to Ptolemais, which, as Anger remarks, "tarn

parum distabat, ut ante meridiem hanc urbem intrare

possent." Here tney remained one day, v. 7. We shall

only reckon a single day for the journey to Ptolemais and

his stay there. On the next day, i.e. the twenty-third

from leaving Troas, they entered Caasarea,4 where they

remained, v. 10, 17/itpas 7rAc«ws, an expression which mutt

point out at least a three-days' halt. And therefore Paul

could not at the very earliest have set out from Caesarea

for Jerusalem before the 27th day after leaving Troas.

But Paul cannot have set out on this day, and these rj/xcpai

n-A.€tov€s, as indeed prima facie appears more likely, must

point out a sojourn of at least four days. For since,

according to Acts xx. 7, the last day of his stay at Troas

was a Sunday, the 27th day after he left Troas must have

been a sabbath. Now it is in the highest degree improbable

that Paul should have set out on his journey to Jerusalem

in the midst of a Jewish province on a sabbath, since the

punishment for such a violation of the sabbath in the case

from Trogyllium at 6 a.m. she would easily be in harbour at 9."

Conybeare and Howson, n. 220, note 3.—Tr.]

1 v. 17.

1 [According to Dr. Howson, Life and Epistles of St. Paul, it. 220,

the distance between the two cities was "hardly thirty miles," and

they were connected by a good road.—Tr.]

3 This is the time given by Chrysostom, who was intimately

acquainted with the localities in question, Homil. in Act. 45. He

is followed by Anger. Hug reckons six days. [Dr. Howson thinks

48 hours amply sufficient, n. 233—34.—Tr.]

* Acts xxi. 8.
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of a Jew was death. Besides, this is also expressly excluded

by the terms of the narrative. Tor not only is there no

mention at all of any such breach of the sabbath in the

accusation brought against him by his bitter enemies

among the Jews, but Paul himself repeatedly asserts his

freedom from guilt as regards the law of Moses.1 We must

therefore allow at least twenty-seven days between the

Apostle's leaving Troas and the end of his sojourn at

Caesarea. So far I perfectly agree with Anger. Hence

forward I must go on my way alone.

Between the Apostle's leaving Caesarea for Jerusalem

and Pentecost, three or, if the feast be included, four days

elapsed. The journey to Jerusalem, between 13 and 14

German miles ' distant, must have taken, even if made as

rapidly as possible, nearly two days. The day after his

arrival, rfj i-movcrr) rj/j-ipa, i.e. on the third day, Paul " went

in unto James." * The next day, i-jj i-^oixivg rjixipa., i.e. on

the fourth day, which was the day of Pentecost,* Paul was

apprehended in the temple.

We have therefore the following notes of time. From

the 16th of Nisan (inch), from which irevTrjKocrrq was

calculated, to the day of Paul's leaving Philippi (a

Wednesday) there elapsed, since he started certainly after

the close of the Easter Feast,6 at least six days. Between

his leaving Troas and the end of his stay in Csesarea at

least twenty-seven days; the twenty-seventh being &

Saturday, i.e. a sabbath. Between his leaving Caesarea

1 Acts xxiv. 12 ff. Cf. xxiii. 6 ff. Phil. Hi. 6.

* The Itinerar. Sierosolymit. gives 68 Roman miles, i.e. about

13 German miles. Josephus, Ant. xm. 11. 2, De Bell. Jud. i. 3. 5,

600 stadia, or 15 German miles. Variations of this kind, especially

in the distances of places further off from one another, are of every

day occurrence. •

3 Acts xxi. 18.

4 The note of time, Acts xxi. 27, as fpeXXov at ItttA Ti/j.tpcu o-umi-

\tioBai, which, as far as my knowledge goes, is universally misunder

stood, I take, as will be more fully shewn below, as referring to the

Feast of Pentecost. The context of the narrative, which in other

respects is so precise, and the reference to it, Acts xx. 16, lead us

a priori to look for an express mention of this feast. Who on readins

the whole, is not inclined to enquire, "With all his haste did Paul

really get to the Feast of Pentecost or not ? "

* Acts xx. 6.
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and Pentecost (incl.) four days. Now 6 + 12 + 27 + 4 make

49 days. We are therefore still one day deficient to make

up the fifty days required for Pentecost ; and this we see

from our above investigation must be inserted either

between the end of the Easter Festival and Paul's departure

from Philippi, or immediately before his journey from

Caesarea to Jerusalem. But since Wednesday was certainly

the day of his leaving Philippi, the 15th of Nisan in that

year fell in the first case on a Tuesday, in the second on a

Wednesday. Thus much, then, is at any rate already

made clear, that in that year the 15th of Nisan must have

fallen either on a Wednesday or a Tuesday, which, as we

saw above,1 was a priori probable.

Let us examine the second alternative proposed, viz. that

this single deficient day is to be inserted immediately

before Paul's journey from Caesarea. This would take for

granted that Paul had continued in Caesarea over the 28th

day after his leaving Troas. This was a Sunday. It may

appear reasonable enough that Paul, after haying tarried

in Caesarea for the sabbath, set out with his immediate

companions on the first day of the week to Jerusalem, with

the view of reaching the city a little before the feast. But

this probability is no strict proof. This, however, I hope

to be able also to supply.

We have seen that the last day of Paul's sojourn in

Caesarea must have been either a Saturday or a Sunday,

and we have now to enquire whether the latter is not

perhaps the more probable. In this case Paul set out for

Jerusalem on a Monday.

Now we read in Acts xxiv. 11* that Paul when a

prisoner, in his defence before Felix against the Nasi

Ananias, who with his party had followed him to Ceesarea

to accuse him there, reckons twelve days from the day that

he went up to Jerusalem, a<p' ave/3-qv irpoo-Kwrjo-wv iv

'Icpova-aX^/j., cf. Acts xxi. 15. The day of Paul's leaving

was therefore the thirteenth day from his leaving Caesarea.

The point in question being his departure from Caesarea,

the Apostle, to prove the veracity of his statements, very

1 p. 444.
s Avyafievou ffov (Felix is addressed) lirtyvwvai ftrt oil irteioyes tlffi fwi

rifUpcu SexaSvo, aip' fls twefbriv irpotrKvy^auv in 'UpouaaKiifx.
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suitably makes this addition, that Felix might know its

precise day : for since the trial was being held in Ceesarea

itself, nothing could be easier than to make this enquiry.

These twelve days mentioned by Paul may be made good

from the narrative. Two days for his journey to Jeru

salem : the third day his interview with James : 1 the

fourth day (ttcvt-^koctt^), the apprehension of Paul in the

temple, which he had entered for the purpose of offering

sacrifice : 1 the fifth day the meeting of the Sanhedrim : "

the sixth his dayjourney to Csesarea : * the seventh day his

arrival at Csesarea, and his being placed in " Herod's judg

ment-hall : " 6 the twelfth day, i.e. five days afterwards, the

journey of Ananias from Jerusalem : 6 the thirteenth day,

Ananias' arrival in Cfesarea and Paul's hearing before

Felix.7 The chronology of this section, which is so plainly

traced out in the passages already discussed, has been mis

conceived, simply from a fancied necessity of interpreting

" the seven days " mentioned in Acts xxi. 27, of a seven-

days' Nazaritic vow undertaken by the Apostle. Now, to

bring out the twelve days on this hypothesis, we must

either, contrary to Acts xxiv. 11 (cf. xxi. 15), make Paul's

arrival in Jerusalem, or with Anger even the next day,

the terminus a quo from which they are calculated. We

must interpret the seven days as five days, reckon the five

days, Acts xxiv. 1, in violation of the natural connection,

from another terminus than the Apostle's arrival in

Csesarea, and besides, make them end with Ananias'

arrival in Caesarea, etc.8 All this is very natural. For

the seven days and the five days added together make up

the twelve days required. And yet it furnishes a signifi

cant hint, that the seven days can hardly have been in-

1 Acts xxi. 18—25. « w. 21, 22, 29.

* Acts xxii. 30—xxiii. 11.

* Acts xxiii. 12—31. « vv. 32—35.

6 Acts xxiv. 1: Mera Si ittvre ti/itpas KarefiT) 5 apxicpfbs 'Ananias,

"And after five days Ananias the high priest descended" from

Jerusalem to Csesarea. Here too it has been overlooked that if

Ananias started from Jerusalem on the fifth day, he could not have

been in Csesarea and accused Paul on the same day.

7 Acts xxiv. 1—23.

8 Cf. the summary of the different views given by De Wette and

Meyer in loe.
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tended by the author to signify a seven-days' Nazaritio

vow, at the close of which the period of his imprisonment

commenced.

The notion of Paul's having undertaken a seven-days'

Nazaritic vow,1 which appears to have very little per se

in its favour, had its origin in the difficulty felt in giving

a suitable explanation of the seven days set down without

any further specification, and since a little before,3 "the

days of purification " were mentioned, these seven days

were at once interpreted of them, and so Paul's seven-

days' Nazaritic vow was obtained. A seven-days' Nazaritic

vow? This, as Do Wotte has already remarked, is quite

out of all rule. The shortest period mentioned in any

part of the Talmud8 for a Nazaritio vow is thirty days,

while a man might be a Nazarite for his whole life. The

fundamental passage in the Pentateuch also certainly gives

a period of this length as at any rate the shortest measure

of the vow.4 For we there find that if a Kazarite's vow

was interrupted by a specified pollution, a seven-days'

purification was imposed on him, at the close of which

be had to recommence his vow ab initio. It appears out

of keeping that this interruption of the vow should last

as long as the vow itself. Besides, the hair, the mark of

a Nazarite, could not havo grown to any length in seven

days. And further, there is no intimation in the narrative

that Paul took a Nazaritio vow upon himself. The

" purification," ayvi&crOai,6 is to be understood of that

which, according to the law, preceded all religious duties,

especially the celebration of a festival,0 and oven the

ordinary meals.7 The words of James that immediately

follow, Kcd Sairdvrjaov «r* avTois tva £vpr)<ru>VTa.i ttjv Kc^uXr/v,

" be at charges with them 8 that they may shave their

1 Cf. tho passages of the Law, Numb, vi. 1—21, and the Tract TIJ

Biihr, Symbol*, n. 41G ff., 430 ff., Winer, Ii. W. 3. "Naziraer."

9 A(j(;g XXi. 26.

3 Cf. Tract -nj, oh. 1, § 3. ' 4 Numb. vi. 9.

5 Acts xxi. 24—2G, xxiv. 18.

6 1 Sara. xvi. 5, 2 Mac. xii. 38, Ex. xix. 10, Job. xi. 55.

' Mar. vii. 2—4.

8 Tho Jews considered it a meritorious act to undertake the

necessary expenses for the Nazarites. These consisted not merely

in the necessary sacrifices and gifts, but also in free-will offerings,

2 o
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Leads," express no more than the counsel that Paul should

incur the Nazaritic expenses for others. On the following

day, rg Ixopivri yp-epa, Paul adopts this advice.1 He takes

the four men commended to him by James, purifies himself

■with them in the above-named tense, and enters with

them into the temple, SiayytWuiv Trjv iKirkr/pwriv rtov r)/j.ep!!>v

rov ayvitrp-ov, !<os ov 7rpoo~r)vl)(6r) virip ivos Ikolo-tov avrwv rj

irpo(r<f>opa, " to signify the accomplishment of the days of

purification, until that an offering should be offered, for

every one of them." Therefore the day after James had

given him this counsel, the Nazaritic vow of these four

men was accomplished, and the sacrifice connected with

the cutting of their long hair was offered for them,

with which, as was well known, the vow terminated.

It was Paul who " signified the accomplishment " of their

vow, because it was he who " was at charges with them."

Now, if his name was not made known to the priests, the

whole proceeding missed its aim. It appears also to be

involved in the very nature of the case, that the part

taken by the person who underwent the necessary expenses

on each occasion, by that very act constituted such an

announcement. We cannot conceive that Paul took no

part in the transaction, for if so, why should he have gone

into the temple at all ? The words «W ov evidently refer

to darjeL cis to tepov. Paul went into the temple to remain

there only until the necessary offerings were made for

each of the four Nazarites. When this was completed, he

would leave it again. This, however, unhappily did not

oome to pass. Therefore we read, v. 27, " When the seven

days were almost ended, the Jews which were of Asia,

when they saw him in the temple, stirred up all the

people, and laid hands on him." I trust I have made it

already sufficiently plain that " the seven days " are not

to be understood of the days of the Nazaritic vow either

of Paul or of the four men for whom he made the offerings.

It is also expressly said, Acts xxiv. 17, 18, that Paul's

which were looked upon with satisfaction, Numb. vi. 21. If Paul

was not disposed to take part in the Old Testament offerings for

himself individually, he could only do it in the form of contributions

to the offerings for others.

1 Acts xxi. 26.
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apprehension and this offering took place on the same

day,1 to which also, as we have seen, the whole context

leads. This further teaches us, that the termination of

the seven days which was in process of being accomplished,

must give the special reason why even Jews from Asia

saw the Apostle at that time in the temple. These seven

days must therefore certainly indicate the period of a

feast, in this place therefore the Feast of Pentecost ; a con

jecture the a priori probability of which we have already

deiluced from the general connection of the passage.

We must therefore understand tho "seven days" of

six da\s of preparation before Pentecost, the feast itself

forming the last concluding day. We have sufficient

historical warrant for the existence of these days of

preparation before the three great feasts, and the day

of atonement.2 According to Tract they preceded

the day of atonement. According to Josephus 3 the people

gathered together on the eighth of Xanthicus ( = Nisan)

before the feast of unleavened bread. It is also plain that

this time belonged in a certain sense to the feast of

unleavened bread, from the fact Josephus immediately

continues, " At the same feast, Kara Ttjv avrrjv ioprrjv, this

and that happened." In this reference the fact mentioned

by Josephus 4 has very great weight, that the high priest

seven days before the feast received the (ttoXt/ kept in tho

castle of Antonia, to return it one day after it. That is,

the high priest received his official attira one day before

he had to use it, to send it back again one day after tho

festival period in which it was used. It is added, k<h tovto

iTTpa(T<TtTO rpioiv coprais CKajTOV irovi Kal rrj vt]<niLa. By

1 However, therefore, the eirrct ij^tpai may be interpreted, our

interpretation of the twelve days mentioned Acts xxiv. 11 will not

be disturbed. «~

2 Otherwise one might venture on the conjecture a! iirrh tfiSojuoSes

or td i^o^dSes. 'E&tioiiities might be easily altered into fi/Upm, if the

time which was specified as terminated was understood to refer to

the Nazaritic vow of the four men, or of Paul's. For in the preceding

verse the subject was days, iipjpas, not weeks of ayi/ur^is. The

admissibility of a conjecture in this passage is increased by tho

existence of various readings, although in my opinion a satisfactory

sense can be elicited from eura r)p.4pas.

3 De Bell. Jud. vi. 5. 3. 1 Ant. xvni. 4. 3.
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the three festivals, the Passover, Pentecost, and the Feast

of Tabernacles are meant. At a subsequent period, when

the 9th of Ab was celebrated as a holy feast-day, the period

immediately preceding this day was also distinguished as

holy.1 A seven- days' celebration of Pentecost, which is to

be explained in the sense above given, is also recognized

in the Talmudical tradition.2

But whatever sense we attribute to "the seven days"

which cause so much difficulty, so much appears established,

that by the day on which they were to come to an end, we

are to understand Pentecost or the Feast of Weeks. The

phrase avvTcXtuTBai suits this admirably. %vijm\r)povcr8a.L

is also used of the Feast of Pentecost in Acts ii. 1. And

in conclusion, it is in harmony with this that the vow

of these four men came to end exactly on this day. For

the three high festivals,8 the Passover, Pentecost, and the

Feast of Tabernacles, were, on very intelligible grounds,

a usual period for the termination of a Nazaritic vow.

Having now, as we believe, firmly established the

chronology of the section Acts xxi. 15—xxiv. 23, and

that on the view that the twelve days mentioned by Paul 1

are to be counted from his leaving Csesarea, and that Paul

was apprehended in the temple on the fourth day after

that, and on the second after his arrival at Jerusalem,

being the Feast of Pentecost, we revert to the argument

which was interrupted at p. 447. We were then desirous

of investigating whether Paul did not remain a day longer

in Cassarea after that sabbath, and therefore may not

perhaps have left that city for Jerusalem till Monday.

Now, if we assume this, the accusation of Paul by the

members of the Jewish Sanhedrim before a heathen tri

bunal, which took place on the 13th day after his departure

from Ciesarea, must be placed on a sabbath, and Ananias

with his companions must have set out on their journey

on a Friday, to finish it after the commencement of the

sabbath. The former may excite a suspicion;6 the latter,

1 Tract royn, oh. 4, § 7.

2 Of. Tract pp njne, ch. 3, § 6, and on this the Gemar. Hierosolymit.

3 Tract DTD, ch. 8, §§ 8, 9. * Acts xxiv. 11.

5 On religious grounds a Jew shrunk from being tried before a

heathen tribunal on a sabbath, a scruple to which, at the time of the
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on account of the sanctity of the sahbath, especially in

the eyes of a Nasi of the great Sanhedrim, who would

have laid special stress on its due observance, is altogether

impossible. But if, on the other hand, we assume that

Paul left Cassarea on Sunday, Ananias commenced his

journey on Thursday, and Paul's trial would have been

held on Friday, which is quite en regie. Now if Sunday

is the only day, neither sooner nor later, on which Paul

can have left Caesarea for Jerusalem, it follows that this

one day which remains over of the fifty days of Pentecost,

must be interpolated between the end of the Paschal Feast,

and Paul's departure from Philippi. From which it

follows,1 of absolute necessity, on the one hand, that the

fourth day after the Apostle left Ctesarea, irivrriKoo-rq, was

a Wednesday; and on the other hand, that the 15th of

Nisan in that year was a Tuesday.

I cannot, without being prolix, enter on the proofs of

the year of the Apostle's imprisonment having been 58 a.d.

I must refer my reader for this to the work of Anger. On

the other hand, the agreement of the astronomical and

chronological datum here investigated by us must, if the

correctness of our theory be allowed, furnish a decisive

confirmation of it.

If we assume that the year 58 A.d. was an ordinary

year, the astronomical new moon which determined the

1st of Nisan was on Mar. 13, 6 p.m., the 1st of Nisan,

according to the phasis on Mar. 14, and the 15th of

Nisan on Mar. 28, and this last day was really, as Luke

represents in the Acts, on Tuesday.*

(5) and (6). The last two years of our Lord's public

ministry, 29 a.d. = 782 A.u.c. and 30 a.d. = 783 a.u.c, have

all the astronomical and chronological notes which ought

Homan dominion, proper attention was paid. It was another thing

for a Jew to be tried before his own tribunal on a sabbath, or when

he was driven by necessity to appear before a heathen judgment-seat.

1 From this we obtain a new proof of the very great caution with

which the Apostle's journey to CsBsarea was effected. For he started

after the beginning of the sabbath, at the third hour after sunset,

Acts xxiii. 23.

2 We are now able to determine the other facts in the portion of the

Acts under consideration with case. Paul, e.g. was apprehended on

the day of Pentecost, May 17, 58 a.d., a Wednesday.
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to distinguish them according to the Table on p. 427. In

the year 29 a.d. the 15th of Nisan really fell on a Monday.

For on no other supposition could the Feast of Purim have

fallen on a Saturday,1 nor could the interval between

Purim and the first sabbath of the Jewish year have been

long enough (three weeks) to bring in all that is related

by the Synoptists in the corresponding passage,2 nor could

this first sabbath have fallen on the Oth of Nisan, so that

the next day, 7th of Nisan, was again a feast-day,3 or the

13th, on a Saturday, assumptions that appear to be

rendered necessary by the text of the Synoptists arranged

in chronological harmony with the Gospel of John :* nor

finally, could the 18th of Tisri have been a Saturday.5

Besides, the 15th of Nisan in 30 a.d. fell really on a

Friday, for it was in this year, and on a Friday, that our

Lord was crucified.6 These two dates, however, we may

remark, have all the more weight, since they relate to two

years immediately succeeding one another; so that the

correctness of the one date vouches for that of the other,

and conversely.

These are the instances which enable us to determine

the day of the month and week of the 15th of Nisan

for six distinct years, in the period shortly before the

destruction of the second temple. I have been unable

to discover any more, in spite of the very considerable

care and labour I have bestowed on the search. Perhaps

no more are to be discovered, unless the investigations

now so diligently carried on in Egypt and Palestine bring

to light fresh inscriptions with fixed notes of time in which

a Jewish date is made to synchronize with a foreign one.

This, however, is a chronological determination which,

from the nature of the case, will very seldom occur. Still

I must acknowledge myself convinced that Wurm's a priori

theory for determining the 1 st of Nisan in the Jewish year,

which rests on the general character of the year as deter

mined by historical testimony, and is entirely independent

of the above examples which he was either unacquainted

with, or was unable to fix their proper year, has exactly

1 Joh. v. 9.

4 Cf. p. 283.

' Cf. pp. 234, 282. 3 Cf. pD. 234, 235.

0 Cf. p. 319. « p. 325.
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hit the mark. For the whole of these examples, collected

from the most different parts of the period in question,

agree most remarkably in confirming it. Even if the

Talmud, which was not composed till a later peiiod,

furnished a real or apparent contradiction to this theory,

it would be necessary in the first place to prove the

existence of this contradiction more carefully than has

ever yet been done, and if, after all, its existence could be

demonstrated, the question would arise, with what degree

of justice the statements of the Talmud on the form of the

Jewish year in earlier times, which have only reached us

by tradition, should be exempted from all and every form

of historical criticism, to which we deem ourselves not

only entitled but obliged.to subject its statements on other

matters belonging to our Lord's days and earlier times.

Moreover, it appears an established fact that the later

Jewish year, which was fixed during the period of the

composition of the Talmud, proceeded on essentially

modified principles, and we have, we think, proved this

from what is stated in the Talmud itself.

It cannot be doubted that in our Lord's time the Jews

must already have had a period of years by which they

endeavoured to make their lunar year correspond more

perfectly with their solar year. My wish, however, as has

been already remarked, has been to furnish no more than

the necessary materials for the establishment and closer

determination of this period. Let this hint, then, suffice.

It appears in keeping with the Jewish spirit that at any

rate before the destruction of the temple, when the

sabbatical year and the sabbatical cycle were still in

practical use, they should have employed the sabbatical

cycle as the foundation of such a period. " Comformably to

this conjecture, the employment by the Jews of a period of

84 years, made up of the number 7, and 12 the number of

the Jewish tribes, subsequently to the time of tho

Maccabees, can bo proved by documentary evidence.1

Now, whether Wurm's theory in its strictest acceptation

can lay claim to universal acceptance or not, so much,

however, I think may be proved by the help of the Gospels,

1 CT. Ben David, p. 31 ff.
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that it is confirmed at least for the years 29 and 30 A.D.r

and that consequently those two years must have been the

last two years of our Lord's public ministry.

If we consult the Table at p. 427, for the new moon of

Nisan, setting 34 a.d. entirely on one side as decidedly too

late, the only two years besides that adopted by us, 30 a.d,

which can come into consideration as those in which the

Passover immediately preceding the death of Christ can

have been celebrated, in accordance with their astronomical

notes of time, are the years 31 a.d. or 33 a.d. : the year

31 a.d. if it was an intercalary year, 33 a.d. if an ordinary

year. The former year has been adopted by several

modern investigators, e.g. Anger and Paulus. Eusebius 1

among others makes the latter year that of our Lord's

death.

Let us first investigate whether it is possible for our

Lord to have been crucified in 31 a.d. This presupposes

that it was an intercalary year. The astronomical new

moon which determined the 1st of Nisan fell on April 10,

2 p.m., the first of Nisan after the phasis on April 12, and

consequently the 1 5th of Nisan on April 26. This, however,

was a Thursday, not a Friday. At any rate, it was so

according to Wurm's theory, verified by all the examples

which have come down to us of the form of the Jewish

calendar in our Lord's days. But if we assume in favour

of the year in question that the 1st of Nisan of that year

did not occur till the third day after the astronomical new

moon, the loth of Nisan would have fallen on a Friday,

and certiiinly not on a Saturday.

Irrespective of any theory on the subject, the idea must

bo rejected that the 1st of Nisan could have fallen on the

fourth day after the astronomical new moon. For in this

case there would have been months sometimes of from 31

1 Evidently as favouring tho Western side of the Easter Controversy,

whose later champions (ef. p. 356) started on the hypothesis that Jesus

was crucified on the 14th of Nisan, a Friday. Eusebius is otherwise

well known as a supporter of this side. For in 34 a.d, if it was

an ordinary year, tho 14th of Nisan was really a Friday, and. in

connection with this tho Alexandrine Easter Table, given by Ideler,

li. 199, cf. 282 ff., probably proceeding from Eusebius, which is carried

back as far as 34 a.d., gives Sunday, Ap. 5, as the date of tho festival

of tho resurrection of Christ.
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to 32 days, and again, others of from 27 to 28 days, while,

especially for our Lord's days, nothing is more certain than

that the Jewish months never contained less than 29, nor

more than 30 days. Anger,1 therefore, cannot be justified

when, although he makes 31 a.d. to have been the year of

our Lord's death, he nevertheless expresses the opinion

that He was crucified on the 14th of Nisan, and that as far

as the astronomical and calendaric notes of time are con

cerned, it matters nothing whether He was crucified on the

14th or the 15th. On the contrary, as Eusebius clearly

perceived, it necessarily follows, if we pay attention to the

calendar, that if our Lord was crucified on the 14th of

Nisan, and on a Friday, His death must be placed in 33 a.d.

Irrespective of the day of the week of the 15th of Nisan,

the assumption of 31 A.d. is opposed by every one of the

conclusions we believe we have established with regard to

the time of the Baptist's imprisonment, and of our Lord's

protracted ministry in Galilee that followed thereupon ;

with regard also to the strict synchronism of the four

Evangelists which displays itself generally in our Synopsis,

and the o-d/3fia.Tov SevrepovpuiTov which, on the one hand, fell

in the year preceding our Lord's death, and, on the other

hand,2 in the second year of a sabbatical cycle ; and finally,

by the fact that the 15th of Nisan of the last year but ono

of our Lord's public ministry, 30 a.d., did not, as the

Gospels seem to require, fall on a Monday.

As regards the year 33 a.d. as that of our Lord's death,

the 15th of Nisan of the preceding year, 32 a.d., certainly

fell on a Monday. The notion, however, which might

have given, nay really did give rise to the decisive opinion

in favour of this year, that our Lord's death took place in

a year in which the 14th of Nisan fell on a Friday, is

founded on the hypothesis of a discrepancy between the

Evangelists a3 to the year of our Lord's death, which we

cannot admit. But the hypothesis that our Lord was

crucified on the 15th of Nisan, and on a Friday, would not

accord with the idea of 33 a.d. having been the year of our

Lord's death, while the other chronological data of the

Gospels would prove even less favourable to 33 a.d. than to

i p. 30 8 See p. 232.
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31 a.d. For instance, it -would then follow from John's

Gospels, that our Lord had passed at least six Passovers

during his public ministry. For, as was proved above,1

the first Passover mentioned by John, ch. ii. 13, must, in

accordance with v. 26, have occurred in 781 a.u.c, 28 a.d.

The only alternative left, therefore, appears to be that

our Lord was crucified in the year 30 a.d., 783 A.u.c,

4743 Per. Jul., on the 15th of Nisan, a Friday.

Table of Jewish Festivals from 1 Nisan 28 a.d., 781 a.u.c. to

21 Nisan 30 a.d., 783 a.u.c.

A.D.

Day of Month. Day

of

Week.

Festival

Jewish Calendar. Jultan Caknd.

28 Nisan ■ 1 March 1G Tu. New Year's Day (beginning

of Jewish Year).

5

7

<U

\21

30

20

22

29

Sa.

M.

M.l

M.j

W.

Th.

W.

Th.

P.

W.

Sa.

S.

S.

M.

Tu.

W.

W.

Th.

Sa.

Th.}

W.j

Th.

F.

End of New Year's Festival.

fi/itpiu 1 t»c a^i^uov.

Ijar 1

14

April 5

14

15

28

New Moon.

Second Passover.

29 May 13

14

19

Sivan 1

C

30 Juno 12

13

New Moon.

Pentecost.

Tkainmuz 1

29 July 11

12

New Moon.

-Ab 1

30 Aug. 10

11

New Moon.

Elul 1 New Moon.

29 Sept. 8

9

18

Tisri 1

10

New Moon.

Day of Atonement.

/is 23

29

30

Feast of Tabernacles.
\21

22

30 Oct. 8

End of Feast of Tabernacles.

1 pp. 166, 167.
2 Passover on evening of 14th, first feast-day on 15th, wave-slie:<;

oa 16th.
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Table of Jewish Festivals, continued.

28

Day of Month. Day

op
Jewish Calendar. Julioii Calend. Week.

Marchesvan 1 Oct. 9 Sa.

29 Nov. 6 Sa.

Kisleu 1 7 S.

25 Dec. 1 w.

30 6 M.

Thebet 1 7 Tu.

2 8 W.

29 Jan. 4 Tu.

Shebet 1 5 W.

30 Fob. 3 Th.

Adar 1 4 F.

30 Marcb 5 Sa.

Veadar 1 6 S.

13 18 F.

11 19 Sa.

29 April 8 S.

Nisan 1 4 M.

6 9 Sa.

7 10 S.

fl4 17 S.\

121 24 s.|

30 May 8 Tu.

Ijar 1 4 W.

11 17 Tu.

29 June 1 W.

Sivan 1 2 Th.

6 7 Tu.

30 July 1 F.

Tbammuz 1 2 Sa.

29 30 Sa.

Ab 1 31 S.

30 Aug. 29 M.

Elul 1 30 Tu.

29 Sept. 27 Tu.

Xisri 1 28 W.

10 Oct. 7 F.

/15 12 W.l

121 18 Tu.)

22 19 W.

30 27 Th.

Marchesvan 1 28 F.

29 Nov. 25 F.

Kisleu 1 26 Sa.

Festival.

New Moon.

New Moon.

Feast of Dedication.

New Moon.

End of Feast of Dedication.

New Moon.

New Moon.

New Moon.

Day of Nicanor.

Purim.

End of Jewish year.

(Leap Year of 384 days).

New Year's Day.

adfifSaTov hiVTep6vpwTov.

End of Now Year's Festival.

f)fi4pm t. a(v/iav.

New Moon.

Second Passover.

New Moon.

Pentecost.

New Moon.

New Moon.

New Moon.

New Moon.

Day of Atonement.

Feast of Tabernacles.

End of Feast of Tabernacles

New Moon.

New Moon.
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Table of Jewish Festivals, continued.

Day of Month. Day 1

A.D. OF Festival.

Jewish Calendar. | Julian Calend Week.

29

30

Kisleu 25

30

Dec. 20

25

26

27

Tn. Feast of Dedication.

New Moon.
S.

Thebet 1

2

29

M.

Tu. End of Feast of Dedication.

Jan. 23

24

M.

Shebet 1

30

Tu. New Moon.

Feb. 22

23

W.

Aflar 1

13

14

Th. New Moon.

Day of Nicanor.

Puriin.

March 7

8

23

Tu.

W.

29 Th. End of Jewish Year.

(An ordinary year of354 days)

Nisan 1

2

7

(li

\21

24

25

30

F. New Year's Day.

Sa. adfi&aTOV rpiT6irpuTov.

Th. End of New Year's Festival.

April 6

13

Th.\

Th./

The preceding Table gives the form of the Jewish year

in our Lord's days on which the whole of our investigation

is based. My reason for selecting the last two years of

our Lord's public ministry has been, parity my belief that

the more accurate determination of this most momentous

period would prove a welcome contribution to many

readers of the Gospel history; and paitly my conviction

that having here the Evangelists to check me, I could not

go wrong. The Jewish date is compared with the

corresponding date in the old Julian calendar, and the

day of the week on which it fell is added. In addiiion to

this the most important festivals, with their dates, have

been given ; only omitting some few of the less important,

to save space ; e.g. several fast-days mentioned by Zecha-

riah viii. 19 (cf. p. 52), and the Xylophoria, on the 14th

of Ab (Joseph. Be Bell. Jud. n. 17 6).
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Comparative View1 of the Dates assigned by Ancient and

Modem Chronologers to the Birth, Baptism, and Death

of Christ.

Etisebius

Jerome

Baron i us

Scaliger

Lamy

Ussher

Petavius

Calvisiua

Pearson

Bengel

Vogel

Suskiud

Hug

Sanclemente

Ideler

Paulus

Schrader

Anger

Wieseler

2 B.C. 6 Jan.

3 B.C. 25 Dec.

3 b c. 25 Deo.

( 2 B c. end of j

< Feb. or begin- >

( ning of Mar. )

4 b c. 25 Dee.

5 B c. 25 Dec.

5 B c. 25 Dec.

) 3 b c. begin- >

\ ning of Oct. J

1 B C.

4 B.C. 25 Dec.

3bc.

13 B c. end of

Feb. or begin

ning of Mar.

1 B.C. Feb.

7 B.C. 25 Dec.

\ 7 B.C. before

\ close of year.

3 B.C. Feb.

29 A.D.

29 A.D.

29 a.d. 6 Jan.

29 a.d. 6 Jan.

30 a.d. 8 Nov.

30 A.D.

29 A.D.

29 A.D.

27 a.d. 8 Nov.

28 A D.

29 a.d. end of

Feb. or begin

ning of Mar.

29 a.d. Feb.

25 a.d., close.

25 a.d. close, or

beginning

26 A.D.

r 29 a.d. end of

1 Feb. or begin

(. ning of Mar.

3}

j 4 B.C. before )

I April. 1

4 b.c. Feb.

29 a.d. beginning.

< 27 a.d. spring )

? or summer. (

33 A.D.

32 A.D.

32 a.d. March.

33 a.d. 3 Apr.

33 a.d. 3 Apr.

33 a.d. 3 Apr.

31 a.d. 23 Mar.

33 a.d. 3 Apr.

33 A.D.

30 a.d. 7 Apr.

31 A.D.

32 A.D.

29 a.d. 25 Mar.

29 a.d. 15 Apr.

31 a.d. 20 Apr.

35 a.d.

31 a.d. 27 Apr.

30 a.d. 7 Apr.

1 See also the tables of Gosehen, Stud. u. Krit. 1831, iv. 706 (which

also include the history of the Apostle Paul), which, with some

trifling exceptions, have been elaborated with great care. There is a

more detailed table, for the determination of the year of our Lord's

birth from the point of view of the earlier chronologers, in the preface

to J. J. Hotlinger's nevras, Dissertutiimes Biblico-Clironol. 1723, drawn

up, in common with the preface generally, by Lampe, who edited the

work. This places our Lord's natal year at earliest in 34 b.c. (!) and

at latest in 8 a d. This shews us how wide have been the deviations

from the truth in the attempt to answer this difficult question. At
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the present time we find a far greater unanimity, which we may

regard as a favourable token of a perfect agreement at last The

chronologers, whose views we have given above, fix the year of our

Lord's birth at earliest 7 years before, and that of His death at

latest 35 years after the epoch of the era of Dionysius, which, from

the nature ef the case, appear to be the outside limits of Christ's life.

Those who are familiar with the facts of the case will readily notice,

how difficult even the ablest investigators have found it to free them

selves from the fetters of a more or less fully attested tradition.
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PAGE

Ex. xii. 1—8 330 ff.

16 353

22 »6.

xiii. 1—10 330 ff.

Lev. xxiii. 5—14. ... 330 ff, 337 ff.

Numb. ix. 10 330

xxiv. 17 61

Deut. xvi. 1—8 330 ff.

7 351

Josh. v. 11 331

xv. 32 244

61 -. ib.

xix. 7 ib.

Jud. vii. 24 254

2 Cliron. xiii. 10 210

xxv. 1—17 331

Neh. iii. 1, 32 255

xii. 39 j. ib.

Isai. x. 30 254

Ezek. xlv. 20 234

Hoe. ix. 7 288

Zech. xiv. 10 310

Judith viii. 6 326

St. Matt. iv. 12 161, 221

13 279

v. 5 263

viii. 28 299

xii. 9 234

xiii. 54—58 278

xiv. 3 235

6 286

13—21 267

22—36 269

xvi. 16 271

xvii. 24—27 259

xviii. 1 304

xix. 28 .263

St. Matt. xxii. 17—19 93

19 260

xxiii. 37—39 312

xxvi. 5 354

17 335, 345

xxvii. 56 410

61 ib.

62 400

xxviii. 1 408

St. Marki. 16—20 279

i. 16—ii. 28 283

iii. 1—vi. 44 284

1 214

31—35 280

v. 1 2'J!)

vi. 1—6 278

17 ff 235

21 286

30—44 207

45—53 270

viii. 22 269

29 271

xiii. 35 392

xiv. 1 354

12 335,315,347

53 390

xv. 25 393

40—47 410

xvi. 1 ib.

9—20... 402, 415

St. Luke i. 2 197

5 133

56 151

ii. 2 105—113

4 103

8 138

39. 153
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Acts. xiii. 25 197

xx. 6 443

xxi. 26 449

xxi. 27 446,450

37 392

38 187

xxiii. 1 186

1—5 190

xxiv. 11 447

xxvii. 9 239

Kom. i. 16 318

PAGE

ICor. v. 7 360

1 Cor. x. 16 361

xi. 23 386

25 384

xv. 4—8 403

2 Cor. xi. 24 334

! Gal. iv. 10 229

! Col. ii. 16 ib.

I 1 Pet. ii. 9 263

I Uoh. y. 6 386

2 ft





INDEX.

A.

Abia, course of, 134.

Adar and Veadar, 204.

Mnon, 244.

JEra, Egyptian, of Augustus, 441.

Dionysian, 50.

Seleucid in 1 and 2 Mace,

432.

Amygdalon, Pool of, 255 n.

aviKrityis, meaning of, 314, 316 n.

Ananias, High Priest, 187.

avaxvpetv* meaning of, 37.

Ancyra, Monument of, 87—89.

Annas, High Priest, 185—190.

Nasi, 189, 387.

Antiochus Epiphanes, date of

death of, 433.

Antonia, Tower of, 392.

Apostles, call of, 283.

Archelaus, Ethnarch, banish

ment of, 55, 159.

'Apxieptvs, different meanings of,

in New Testament, 184—190.

Aretas, King of Arabia, 23G.

3!.

Baptism of Christ, date of, 165—

171, 200.

Barcochab, 61 n.

Berenice, inscription at, 440.

Bethabara, 254 n.

Bethany, 309, 417.

Bethesda, 254 n.

Bethlehem, 102.

Bethphage, 379, 418.

Bethsaida in Galilee and in

Peraa, 268.

Blind men, cure of, at Jericho, 322.

C.

Caiaphas, 183, 387.

Calendars, Jewish and Syro-

Macedonian, 429.

Gapemaum, 169.

Census of Palestine at the time

of our Lord's birth, 72—117;

objections to, 72.

of Quirinus, 105—117.

of the Roman Empire,

75, 82.

Chagiga, 369.

Chinese observations of a new

star, 67—69.

Christ, birth of Christ at Bethle

hem, 33—49; visit of Magi to,

57—71 ; flight into Egypt, 155

—159 ; age of, at His baptism,

117—125; Baptism, 165—171,

200; return to Galilee after

Purim, 204 ; Galilean ministry,

259; visits to Nazareth, 278;

transfiguration of, 304; last

journey to Jerusalem, 308;

heals two blind men at Jericho,

322 ; kingly entry into Jeru

salem, 323 ; day of His death,

324 ff. ; year of His death, 372,

457 ; trial and condemnation,

386; denied by Peter, 3S8;

crucifixion, hour of, 393, 399;

burial, 400; resurrection, 402;
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appearances in Judea, 408, 417;

in Galilee, 416; ascension, 417.

Cleopas, 414.

Consuls in our Lord's days, 242,

375.

r>.

Dalmanutha, 303.

Day, natural and civil, 395.

commencement of, among

different nations, 397.

Dedication, Feast of, 320.

AfSpaxAtop* 259.

Dioscoros, Syrian month, 435.

Disciples, Seventy, mission of,

317.

Drachm, value of, 259.

E.

Egypt, flight into, 155—159.

Emmaus, 414.

Ephraim, 313.

Epiphanes (Antiochus), date of

his death, 433.

Epiphany, Feast of, 130.

Eusebius, his testimony to the

Gospels, 163.

F.

Feasts, Jewish, according to the

phase of the Moon, 230, 422.

Fig Tree, parable of, 200.

cursed by Christ, 200,

379.

Five Thousand, Feeding of, 284.

Flaccus, Governor of Syria, 238.

Flocks and herds, when driven

out to pasture, 138—142.

Friday, Christian fast-day, 329.

G.

Gabbatha, 393.

Gadarenes, 299.

Gate, Sheep, 255; of Ephraim

and Benjamin. 310 n.

revtVia of Antipas, 289.

Gethsemane, 386.

Golgotha, 399.

Gospels, general characteristics

of, 153.

of St. Matthew, character

istics of, 292—294.

Good Friday, events of, 386.

H.

Haphtaroth, 229 n.

Harvest, season of, in Palestine,

213.

Hebron, 252 n.

Herod Antipas, date of aooession,

174.

of marriage

with Herodias, 236; birthday

of, 289.

Herod the Great, date of his

death, 51—57.

High Priest, not always Pre

sident of the Sanhedrim, 185.

received his official

dress seven days before the

feast, 250 »., 451.

High Priest, list of twenty-eight

from the time of Herod, 187 n.

Hours, how reckoned, 396 ; vari

able and equal, 398.

Hyrcanus, 430, 435.

I.

Intercalated year, 204.

month, name and

position of, 206.

J.

James, son of Alphaeus, our

Lord's appearance to, 404, 414.

John the Baptist, commencement

of his ministry, 202 ; date of his

imprisonment, 243; place of

the same, 243, 245 ; date of his

execution, 286.

Jubilee, year of, 340.

Jupiter and Saturn, conjunction

of, 62—71.

Jutta, supposed home of Zacha-

rins, 152.
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K.

Keppler, his calculations of the

star of the wise men, 63—66.

L.

Lamy's theory of a double im

prisonment of the Baptist,

221 ».

Last Supper, 323 n., 346, 384.

M96ffrpuTopt 393.

Lysanias, Tetrarch of Abilene,

174—182.

M.

Machwrus, Castle of, 241, 246.

Magdala, 304.

Magi, arrival of, in Jerusalem, 71.

Mary, Virgin, not an heiress,

104.

Marys, the, named in New Testa

ment, 412 n.

Matthew, surnamed Levi, call of,

284.

wrote \6yta. in Aramaic,

292, 296.

arrangement of his

Gospel, 296.

characteristics of his

Gospel, 292—294.

Matthias, insurrection of, identi

cal with Theudas, 98-104.

Monumentum Ancyranum, 87—

89.

Morning sacrifice, 352.

Mount, Sermon on the, date of,

286, 294.

Mountains, celebrated, in New

Testament, 294 n.

N.

Nasi, the, 169—190.

Nazareth, the original home of

our Lord's parents, 35, 102 ;

Christ's visits to, 279.

Nazaritic vow, 449.

Night watches, 392.

O

Offering, daily, 335, S52.

Omer, 227.

Osiridis Inventio, Feast of, 130—

132.

P.

Palestine, climate of, 140—142,

249 n.

Palm Sunday, 378.

Xlapao-Ktvii, meaning of term, 325,

Paschal controversy, 335, 455.

Passion Week, events of, 376 ff.

Passover, regulations of, 329; in

our Lord's days not restricted

to any fixed day of week, 344..ajgyptiacum et sequen-

tium setatum, 330, 353.Second, meaning of

word, 330 ».

iroTpls ISla, meaning of, 44—48.

Paul, St., his imprisonment at

Csesarea, 446; did not take a

Nazaritic vow, 449.

wcpixupos tov 'loptidvov, 244.

Peter, denials of, 388.

Philip the Tetrarch, date of,

173.

Pilate, Pontius, date ofhis govern

ment, 173.

Pra;torium, 392.

Priests, orders of, 133.

Priests, age of, at beginning of

their office, 122.

Prophets, Galilean, 40 ».

Purim, Feast of, 204—212 ; of two

kinds, the greater and lesser,

205; occurred on a Saturday,

198, 454 ; identified with copri),

Joh. v. 1, 210, 217 ; description

of, 219.

Q.

Quirinus, taxing under, 105—117.

Zumpt's note on, 143—150;

orthography of name, 143 n.
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E.

Kain, early and latter, 140.

B.

Sabbata trloesima, 231.

Sabbath day's journey, length of,

417 n.

Sabbath, meaning of word, 337,

340.

considered more sacred

than an ordinary feast day,

333, 337, 318.executions might tako

place on it, 348.

Sabbatical year, 203 ; calculation

by, 232.

<rdlB&a.Tov 5evTcp6irpwrovi 222—234.

Salim, 244.

Sanhedrim, meetings of, 186;

place of meeting, 387; pre

sident of, or Nasi, 186.

Seventy, the, mission of, 317.

Simon surnaraed Peter, 271 ; our

Lord appears to, 414.

Star of the wise men, 57—71.

Sun, was it eclipsed at the

crucifixion? 373.

Superlative instead of compara

tive, 112.

Sychar, 252 n.

T.

Tabernacles, Feast of, 300, 319.

Taxes of the Jews, 92 ; poll-ta,

93, 260 ; temple-tax, 264.

Temple, second, date of restora

tion by Herod, 165 ; of destruc

tion by Titus, 134.

Temptation of Christ, 253.

Tetrarch, meaning of title, 182.

Theudas, identified with Mat

thias, 100, 101.

Tiberias, built by Antipas, 242.

Tiberius, date of his accession,

171.

Tyoho Brahe's new star, 67.

TT.

Unleavened Bread, Feast of, 333,

W.

Watches of the night, 392.

Wurm's Table to determine 15th

of Nisan, 427.

Y.

Year, Jewish. (See Excursus.)

regnal, of Jewish Sove

reigns, how calculated, 53.

double commencement o£

228, 424.
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COMPLETE CATALOGUE

OF

BOHN'S LIBRARIES.

STANDARD LIBRARY.

A 0F.RIE6 OF TEE BEST ENGLISH AND FOREIGN AUTHORS, PRINTED

IN POST 8VO.

218 Vols, at 3s. Sd. each, excepting those marked ethertout.

Alfieri's Tragedies, including those

published posthumously. Translated into
English Verse, and edited with Notes and

1 ntroduction, by Eiksab A. Bowsing, C. B.

2 vols.

Sacon's Essays, Apophthegms, Wis-

iom of the Ancients, New Atlantis, and
Henry VII., with Introduction and Notes.
Portrait,

Ballads and Pongs of the Peasantry

of England. Edited by Roheht Bkll.

Beaumont and Fletcher, a popular

Selection from. By Lkigh Hunt.

3eckmann's History of Inventions,

Discoveries, and Origins. Revised and
enlarged. Portrait*. In 2 vols.

Bremer's (Miss) Works. Translated by

Mas."! Howttt. Portrait. In 4 vols.
Vol. I. The Neighbours and other Tales.
Vol. X The President's Daughter.
Vol. 3. The Home, and Strife and Peace.
VoL 4. A Diary, the H Family. *c

British Poets, from Milton to Kirke
Whitk. Cabinet Edition. In 4 vole

Browne's (Sir . Thomas) Works.
Edited by Simok. Wilkin. In 3 vols.

Sutler's (Bp.) Analogy of Religion,
and Sermons, with Notes. Pm-trait

Camoens' Lusiad, Mickle's Transla

tion. Edited by E. It. Hodgks.

Gary's Translation of Dante's Hea

ven. Hell, and Purgatory Copyright
edition, being the only one containing
Cary's last corrections and additions.

Carafas (The) of Maddaloni: and

Naples under Spanish Dominion. Trans
lated from the German of Alfred de
Reuniont.

Carrel's Counter Revolution in Eng
land. Fox'* History and Ixmsdale's

Memoir of James II. Portrait*

Cellini (Benvenuto), Memoirs of

Translated by RoacoE. Portrait.

Cervantes' Galatea. Translated by
Gordon Ovll.

Chaucer's Works, Edited by Robert
Beix. New Edition, improved. With
Introduction by \V. W. Skeat. 4 vols.

Coleridge's < S. T.) Friend. A Series of

Essays on Morals, Politics, and Religion.

(S. T.) Biographia Liter-

aria, and two Lay Sermons.

Conde's Dominion of the Arabs in

Spain, Translated by Mrs. Fostkb. In
3 vols.

Cowper's Complete Works, Edited,

with Memoir of the Author, by Southky.
illustrated with 50 Engravings. In 8 vols.
Vols. 1 to 4. Memoir and Correspondence.
Vols. 6 and 6. Poetical Works. Plate*.

Vol. 7. Homer's Iliad, Plate*.
Vol. 8. Homer's Odyssey. Plate*.

Coze's Memoirs of the Duke of

Marlborough. Portrait*. In 3 vols,
%* An Atlas of the plans of Marlborough's

campaigns. 4to. 10s. 6d.

History of the House of
Austria. Portrait*. In 4 vols.

De Lolme on the Constitution of Eng

land. Edited, with Notes, by Jobs
Waoorkgoh.

Emerson's Works. 2 vols.

Foster's (John) Life and Correspond

ence. Edited by J. E. RtlakD. In 2 vols.

Lectures at Broadmead

ChapeL Edited by J. E. Rtlahd. Id

3 vols.
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B0B1T8 TARI0U8 LIBRARIES.

Foster's (John) Critical Essays. Edited

by J. E. Ryland. In 2 vols.

■ Essays—On Decision of Cha

racter, &c. Stc .

— Essays—On the Evils ol Po

pular Ignorance, Ac.

— Fosteriana: Thoughts, Re
flections, and Criticisms of the late John
Foster, selected from periodical papers,
and Edited by Henry G. Bohh (nearly
600 pages). 5s.

Fuller's (Andrew) Principal Works.

With Memoir. Portrait.

Goethe's Works, Translated into Eng

lish. In ? vols.
Vols. Land 2. Autobiography,20 Books;
and Travels in Italy, France, and
Switzerland. Portrait.

Vol. 3. Faust, Ipbigenla, Torquatc
Tasso, Fgmonl, Ac., by Miss Swan-
wick ; and Gets von Berlichingen, by
Sir Walter Scott. Frontispiece.

VoL 4. Novels and Tales.
Vol. 6. Wilhelm Meiater"! Apprentice

ship.
Vol. 6. Conversations with Eckermann
and Soret. Translated by John
OxENFORD.

Vol. 1. Poems ai d Ballads, including
Hermann and Dorothea. Translated
by E. A. Bowring. C.B

Correspondencewith Schiller-

See Schiller.

Greene, Marlowe, and Ben Jonson,

Poems of. Edited by Robert Bell.
With Biographies. In I 'vol.

Gregory's (Dr.) Evidences, Doctrines,

and Unties of the Christian Religion.

0uizot's Representative Government.

Translated by A. R. Scoblr.

History of the English Revo

lution of 1S40. Translated by William
Hazlitt. Portrait.

History of Civilization, Trans

lated by William Hazlitt. In 3 vols.
Portrait.

Hailitt's Table Talk. A New Edition

in one volume.

■ Lectures on the Comic

Writers, and on the English Poets.

—— lectures on the Literature
of the Age of Klizaheth, and on Characters
of Shakespcar's Plays.

Plain Speaker.

Round Table ; the Conversa
tions of James Northootb, R.A.: Cha
racteristics, Sic

Sketches and Essays, and

Wlntarelow (Essays Written there). New
Edition.

Hall's (Rev. Robert) Miscellaneous

Works and Remains, with Memoir by
Dr. Gbegoby, and an Essay on his Cha
racter by John Foster, Portrait.

Hawthorne's Tales. In 2 vols.

VoL 1. Twice Told Tales, and the
Snow Image.

VoL 2. Scarlet Letter, and the House
with the seven Gables.

Heine's Poems, complete, from the

German, by K A. Bowrinb, C.B. 5s.

Hungary: its History and Revolu

tions ; with a Memoir of Kossuth from
new and authentic sources. Portrait.

Hutchinson (Colonel), Memoirs of.

with the Siege of Latham House.

ItTing's (Washington) Life and Let

ters. By his Nephew, Pierre E. Irving.
In 2 vols.

Life of Washington. Por
trait. In 4 vols.

Complete Works. In 11

vols.

VoL 1. Salmagundi and Knickerbocker
Portrait of the Author.

VoL Z Sketch Book and Life of Gold
smith.

Vol. 3. Bracebridge Hall and Abbots-
ford and Newstead.

Vol 4. Tales of a Traveller and the.
Albambra.

VoL 5. Conquest of Granada and Con
quest of Spain.

Vols. S and 1. Life of Columbus and
Companions of Columbus, with a new
Index. Fine Portrait.

Vol. 8. Astoria and Tour in the Prairies.
Vol. 9. Mahi met vwJ his Successors.
Vol. 10. Conquest of Florida and Ad-

ventures of Captain Bonneville.
VoL 11. Biographies and Miscellanies,

yor separate Work*, see * heap Series.

James's (8. P. R.) Richard Coeur-de-
Lion, King of England. Portraits. 2 vols.Louis XI7. Portraits. 2 vols

Junius's Letters, with Notes, Ad

ditions, and an Index. In 2 vols. *

Lamartine s History of the Girond

ists. Portraits. In 3 vols.

Restoration of the Monarchy,
with Index. Portrait* In 4 vols.

French Revolution of 1848,

with a fine firtmtupiece.

Lamb's (Charles) Elia and Elian a.

Complete Edition.Dramatic Poets of the Time

of Elizabeth ; including his Selections fr< m
the Gartick Plays. ,
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A CATALOGUE OF

Lanxi's History of Painting. Trans

lated by Roecos. Portrait!. In 8 vols.

Lessing's Chief Dramatio Works.

Translated. [In the Press.

Chief Prose Works. Trans

lated. [In the Press.

Locke's Philosophical Works, con

taining an Essay on the Human Under
standing, &c., with Notes and Index by
J. A. St. Johk. Portrait. In 2 vols.

—— Life and. Letters, with Ex

tracts from his Common-Place Books, by

Lord Kmo.

Luther's Table Talk. Translated by

Wilijav Hazlitt. Portrait.

Hachiavelli's History of Florence,

The Prince, and other Works. Portrait.

Martineau's HiBtory of tho Peace,

from 1815-1846. 4 vols.

Kernel's History of Germany. Por

trait*. In 3 vols.

Hichelet's Life of Lather. Translated

by William Hazlitt.

Boman Republic. Translated

by William Hazlitt.

—— French Revolution, with In

dex. Frontispiece.

Signet's French Revolution from

1789 to 1814. Portrait.

Hilton's Prose Works, with Index.

Portraits. In 6 vols.

Hitford's(HaryR.) Our Village. Im

proved EdL, complete. lUustratea. 2 vols

Moliere's Plays. Translated by C. H.

Wall. In 3 vols.

Heander's Church History. Trans

lated : with General Index. In 10 vols.

——— Life of Christ. Translated.

First Planting of Christi

anity, and Antignostikns. Translated. In
2 vols.

— History of Christian Dogmas,

Translated. In 2 vols.

; Christian Life in the Early

and Middle Ages, including his * Light in
Dark Places.' Translated.

Ockley's History of the Saracens.

Revised and completed. Portrait.

Percy's Reliques of Ancient English
Poetry. Reprinted from the Original Edi
tion, and Edited by J. V. Prichabd. In
2 vols,

Ranke's History ef the Popes, Trans
lated by E. Fostbb. In 3 vols.

Ranke's Servia and the Servian Re

volution.

Reynolds' (Sir Joshua) Literary

Works. Portrait. In 2 voir.

Riehter (Jean Paul Fr.) Autobio

graphy and Levana. With Memoir.

Flower. Fruit, and Thorn

Pieces. A Novel.

Roscoe's Life and Pontificate of

Leo X... with the Copyright Notes, and an
Index. Portraits. In 2 vols.

Life of Lorenzo de Medici,

with the Copyright Notes, &c. Portrait.

Russia, History of, by Waltkr K.

Kklly. Portraits. In 2 vols.

Schiller's Works. Translated into

English. In 6 vols.
VoL 1. Thirty Years' War, and Revolt

of the Netherlands.
Vol. 2. Continuation of the Revolt

of the Netherlands; Wallenstetn's
Camp ; the Piccoiomini ; the Death
of Wallenstein ; and William Tea

VoL 3. Don Carlos, Mary Stuart, Maid
of Orleans, and Bride of Messina.

VoL 4. The Robbers, Fiesco, Love and
Intrigue, and the Ghost^Seer.

Vol. 5. Poems. Translated by Edgab

Bowring, CB.
Vol. 6. Philosophical Letters and jEs-

thetical Essays.

Correspondence with Goethe,

translated by L. Dora Schmitz. 2 vols.

8chlegel's Philosophy of Life and

of Language, translated by A. J. W. Mob-

bison.

History of Literature, An

cient and Modem. Now first completely
translated, with General Index.

Philosophy of History
Translated by J. B. Robertson. Por

trait.

Dramatic Literature.
Translated. Portrait.

Modern History.

.Esthetic and Miscellaneous

Works.

Sheridan's Dramatio Works and

Life. Portrait

Sismondi's Literature of the South

of Europe. Translated by Roscoe. Por
traits. In 2 vola.

Smith's (Adam) Theory of the Moral

Sentiments ; with his Essay on the First
Formation of Languages.

Smyth's (Professor) Lectures on

Modern History. In 2 vols.Lectures on the French Re

volution. In 2 vols.
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BOHN'S VABI0V8 LIBRARIES.

Sturm's Horning Communings with

God, or Devotional Meditations for Every
Day in the Year. ,

Taylor's (BishopJeremy) HolyLiving

and dying. Portrait.

Thierry's Conquest of England by

the Normans. Translated by William
Hazutt. Portrait. In 2 vols.

ULrici (Dr.) Shakespeare's Dramatic

Art. Translated by L. D. Schmitz. 2 vols.

Vasari's Lives of the Painters,

Sculptors, and Architects. Translated by
Mrs. Fostks. fi vols

Wesley's (John) Life. By Robert

Sodthet. New and Complete Edition.
Doable volume. With Portrait. Be

Wheatley on the Book of Common

Prayer. Frontispiece.

HISTORICAL LIBRARY,

21 Vols, at 5s. each.

Evelyn's Diary and Correspondence,

Illustrated with numerous Portraits, tfce.
In 4 vols.

Pepys' Diary and Correspondence.

Edited by Lord Biaybrooke. With Notes,
important Additions, including numerous
Letters. Illustrated with many Portraits.
In 4 vols.

Jesse's llemoirs of the Beign of the

Stuarts, including the Protectorate. With
General Index. Upwards of 40 Portraits.

In 3 vols.

Jesse's Memoirs of the Pretenders

and their Adherents. 6 Portraits.

Nugent s (Lord) Memorials of

Hampden, his Party, and Times. 12
Portraits.

Strickland's (Agnes) Lives of the

Queens of England, from the Norman
Conquest. From official records and
authentic documents, private and public.
Revised Edition. In 6 vols.

Life of Mary Queen of Soots.

2 vols.

LIBRARY OP FRENCH MEMOIRS.

6 Vols, at 3s. 6d. each.

Memoirs of Philip da Commines,

containing the Histories of Louis XI. and
Charles VIII., and of Charles the Bold,
Duke of Burgundy. To which is added,
The Scandalous Chronicle, or Secret

History of Louis XL Portraits. In
2 vols.

Memoirs of the Duke of Sully, Prime

Minister to Henry the Great Portraits.
In 4 vols.

COLLEGIATE SERIES.

6 Vols, at 5s. each.

Donaldson's Theatre of the Greeks.

Illustrated with Lithographs and nu

merous Woodcuts.

Keightley's Classical Mythology.

New, Edition. Revised by; Dr. L.

Schmitz. With 12 plates.

Herodotus, Turner's (Dawson W.)

Notes to. With Map, Sc. ,

Herodotus, Wheeler's Analysis and

snmmary of.

Thucydides, Wheeler's Analysis of.

Hew Testament (The) in Greek,

Griesbach's Text, with the readings of
Mill and Schob-, Parallel References;
a Critical Introduction and Chronological
fables. Two fac-simHes of greek MSS.
3s. 6d. ; or with Lexicon, 5?. Lexicon
Separately. 2s.
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A CATALOGUE OF

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY.

11 Volt, at 5s. each, excepting those marked otherwise.

Comte'i Philosophy of the Sciences.

By Q. H. Lewks.

Draper (J. W.) A History of the

Inieilectual Development of Europe. By
Jorn William Dbafeb, M.D., LI..D. A
New Edition, thoroughly Revised by the
Author, la 3 vols.

Hegel's Lectures on the Philosophy

of History. Translated by J. Slbrhe, M.A.

Kant's Critique of Pure Eeason.

Translated by J. M. I). Meiklejohn.

Logic ; or, the Science of Inference

A Popular Manual. By J. IIevey.

Miller's (Professor) History Philoso

phically considered. In 4 vols. 3s. 6d.

each

Tennemann's Manual of the History

of Philosophy. Continued by J. R. Moan.'

BRITISH CLASSICS,

29 Vols, at 3*. 64. each.

Aldlson's Worke With the Notes

of Bishop HcRr>- much additional matter,
and upwards of 100 Unpublished Letters.
Edited by H. G. Bonn. Portrait and 6
Engravings on SteeL In 6 vols.

Burke's Works. In 6 Volumes.

VoL 1. Vindication of Natural Society,
On the Sublime and Beautiful, and
Political Miscellanies.

Vol. 2. French Revolution, he.
VoL 3. Appeal from the New to the

Old Whigs ; the Catholic Claims, &c.
VoL 4. On the Affairs of India, and
Charge against Warren Hastings.

VoL 6. Conclusion of Charge against
Hastings ; on a Regicide Peace, tfec.

Vol. 6. Miscellaneous Speeches, &c
With a General Index

Burke's Speeches on Warren East

ings; and Letters. With Index, In
3 vols- (forming vols. 1 and 8 of the

works),

• Life, By Pkiok. New and

revised Editioa Portrait.

Defoe's Works. Edit©* by Sir Walter

Soott. In 7 vols.

Gibbon's Roman Empire Complete

and Unabridged, with Notes; Including,
in addition to the Author's own, those of
Guizot, Wenck, Nlebuhr, Hugo, Neander
and other foreign scholars ; and an ela
borate Index. Edited by an English
Churchman. In 7 vols.

^ECCLESIASTICAL AND THEOLOGICAL

LIBRARY.

15 Vols, at 5». each, excepting those marked othtnvise.

Bleek (Jr\) An Introduction to the

Old Testament, by Fbiedbich Bleuk.
Edited by Johann Blekk and Adolf
Kamphauskn. Translated from the Ger
man by G. H. Venables, under the
supervision of the Rev. E. Venablbs,
Canon of Lincoln. New Edition. In 2

vols.

Chillingworth's Religion of Fro

teetante. 3c, 6d.

Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History.

With Notes.

Eardwick's History of the Articles

of Religion. To which is added a Scries of
Documents from a.d. 163ti to a.d. 1615.
Together with Illustrations from Contem
porary Sources. By the late C. Hard-
wick, Archd< aeon of Ely.

Henry's (Matthew) Commentary on

the Psalms Wumxrouf Illustration? .

Pearson on the Creed New Edition.

With Analysis and Notes.

Pliilo Jud&sUft, Works of ; the con

temporary of Josephus. Translated by

C. D Yonge In 4 voIh.

Socrates' Ecclesiastical History, in

continuation of Eusebius With the Notet

of Valeslus.

Sosomen's Ecclesiastical History,
from a.d. 324-44 (j and the EcalesUatical

History of Philostorgitia.

Theodoret and Evagrins. Ecclesias

tical Histories, from a.d. 332 *e a.d. 42?
and from *.» aai tn *.t» 5 14

Wieseler's Chronological Synopsis of

the Fuur Gospels. Tfanskted by Canok

Vemablfs. New Edition, revised.
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WHITS VARIOUS LlBnABTEP.

ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY.

31 Volt, at Ss. each.

Beta's Ecclesiastical History, and

the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.

Boethius's Consolation of Philoso-

giy. In Anglo-Saxon, with the A. S.
etres, and an English Translation, by

the Rev. & Fox.

Brand's Popular Antiquities of Eng.

land, Scotland, and Ireland. By Su-Henr?
Ellis. In 3 vols.

Chronicles of the Crusaders. Richard

of Devizes, Geoffrey de Vlnsanf, Lord de
Jolnville.

Early Travels in Palestine. Willi-

b&td, Ssewulf, Benjamin of Tudela, Man-
Seville, La Brocquiere, and Manndrell;
all nnabridged. Edited by Thomas
Wright.

Ellis's Early English Metrical Bo

mances. Revised by J. O. Haluwbll.

Florence of Worcester's Chronicle,

with the Two Continuations : comprising
Annals of English History to the Reign o!
Edward L

Ctesta Romanorum. Edited by Wtn-

maed Hooper, B.A.

Giraldus Cambrensis' Historical

AVorks : Topography of Ireland ; History
of the Conquest of Ireland ; Itinerary
through Wales: and Description of Wales.
With Index Edited by Thos. Wright

Henry of Huntingdon's History of

the English, from the Roman Invasion to
Henry II. ; with the Acts of King Stephen,
SR.

Ingulph's Chronicle of the Abbey of

Croyland. with the Con'Innations by Peter
of Blois and other Writ*™. By H. T.
Rilet.

Keightley** Pairy Mythology. Fron

tispiece by Cruikskank.

Lepsius's Letters from Egypt, Ethio

pia, and the Peninsula of Sinai.

Mallet's Northern Antiquities. By

Bishop Percy With an Abstract of th*
Eyrbiggla Saga, by Sir Walter Snow.
Edited by J. A. Blaokwell.

Marco Polo's Travels. The Trans

lation of Margden Edited by Thomas
Wright.

Matthew Paris's Chronicle. Id 5 vols,

First section : Roger ot Wendover'a
Flowers of English History, from the
Descent of the Saxons to A.D. 1236.
Translated by Dr. Giles. In 2 vols.

Sboond Section: From 12S5 to 1273.
Wlih Index to the entire Work. lr
3 vols.

Matthew of Westminster's Flowers

of History, especially such as relate to the
affairs of Britain ; to A.D. 1307. Translated
by C. D. Tongs. In 2 vols.

Ordericus Vitalis' Ecclesiastical His

tory of England and Normandy. Trans-
lated with Notes, by T. Forester. MJt.

In 4 vols.

Pauli's (Sr. B.) Life of Alfred th*

Great. Translated from the German. To
which is appended Alfred's Anglo-Saxon
version of Crosins, with a literal Transla
tion, and an Anglo-Saxon Grammar and
Glossary.

Boger De Hoveden's Annals of Eng

lish History ; from A.D. 132 to A.D. 1201
Edited by H T. Rilet. In 2 vols

Six Old English Chronicles, vis. :—

Aster's Lite ot Alfred, and the Chronicles
of Ethelwerd, Glldas, Nennins, Geoffrey
of Monmouth, and Richard of Ciren
cester.

William of Malmesbury's Chronicle

of the Kings of England. Translated by
Sharps.

Yule-Tide Stories. A Collection of

Scandinavian Tales and Traditions. Edited

by B. Thorpe.

ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.

83 Vols, at 5t. each, excepting those marked otherwise.

Allen's Battles of the British Havy,

Revised and enlarged. Numerous fins
In 2 vols.

Andersen's Danish Legends and

Fairy Tales. With many Tales not in any
other edition. Translated by Caroline

120 Wood Engravings.

Ariosto's Orlando Purioso. In Eng
lish Verse. By W. S. Rose. JValos fine

Engravings, in 2 vols.

Bechstein'8 Cage and Chamber Birds

Including Sweet's Warblers. Enlarged

edition. Numerous plates.
*,* AH other editions are abridged

With the plates coloured. 7s. 6ci.
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A CATALOGUE OF

Bonomrs Nineveh and its Palaces.

New edition, revised and considerably
enlarged, both In matter and Plates, In
cluding a Fall Account of the Assyrian
Sculptures recently added to the National
Collection. Upward* of 300 Engravingt.

Butler's Hudibrai. With Variorum

Notes, a Biography, and a General Index.
Edited by Hbnbt G. Bobh. Thirty beau
tiful lUustrations.

■ ; or, further illustrated with

62 Outline Portraits. In 2 vols. IOC

Cattermole's Evenings at Haddon

Hall. 24 exquisite Engraving* on Steel,
from designs by himself the Letterpress
by the Baroness De Cauabella.

China, Pictorial, Descriptive, and

Historical, with some Account ot Ava and
the Burmese, Siam, and Anam. Nearly
100 Illustrations.

Craik's (0. L.) Pursuit of Knowledge

under Difficulties, illustrated by Anec
dotes and Memoirs. Revised Edition.
With numerous Portr aits.

Cruikshank's Three Courses and a

Dessert. A Series of Tales, with 60 hu
morous Illustrations by Cruikshank.

Dante. Translated by I. C. Weight,

MJL New Edition, carefully revised.
Portrait and 84 Illustrations on Steal,
after Plowman.

Didron's History of Christian Art

In the Middle Ages. From the French.
Upwards of 160 outline Engraving*.

Dyer (T. H.) The History of Pompeii ;

its Buildings and Antiquities, An account
of the City, with a full description of the
Remains and the Recent Excavations, and
also an .Itinerary for Visitors, Edited by
T. H. Dteu, LLD. Illustrated with
nearly 300 Wood Engravings a large
Map, and a Plan of the Forum. A New
Edition, revised and brought down to

1874. ^s. 6(2.

Oil Bias, The Adventures of. 24

Engravings on Steel, after Smirket and
10 Etchings by George Cruikshank. 6s.

Grimm's Gammer Grethel ; or, Ger

man Fairy Tales and Popular Stories.
Translated by Edgab Taylor. Numerous
Woodcuts by Cruikshank. Zt. 64.

Holbein's Dance of Death, and Bible

Cuts. Upwards of 160 subjects, beauti
fully engraved in facsimile, with intro
duction and Descriptions by the late
Francis Douoe and Dr. T. F. Diedin,
2 vols, in 1. U. 64.

Howitt's (Mary) Pictorial Calendar

of the Seasons. Embodying the whole of
Aiken's Calendar of Nature. Upwards (>'
100 Engravings.

(Mary and William) Storiei

of English and Foreign Life. Twenty beau
tiful Engravings.

India, Pictorial, Descriptive, and

Historical, from the Earliest Times to the
Present Upwards of 100 fine Engravingt
on Wood, and a Map.

Jesse's Anecdotes of Begs. New Edi

tion, with large additions. Numerousfint
Woodcuts after Harvey, Bewick,and others.

; or, with the addition of 34

highly-finished Steel Engravings. It. fid

King's Natural History of Precious

Stones, and of the Precious Metals. With
numerous Illustrations. Price 6s.Natural History of Genu

or Decorative Stones. Finely Illustrated.

fit.

Handbook ofEngraved Gems.

Finrly Illustrated. 6s.

Btitto's Scripture Lands and Biblical

Atlas. 24 Maps, beautifully engraved on
Steel, with a Consulting Index.

—; with the maps coljured, 7*. 6d>

Srumtuacher'a Parables, Translated

fr«m the German. Forty Illustrations by
Clayton, engraved by Dalziel.

Lindsay's Lord) Letters on Egypt,

Edom, and the Holy Land. New Edition,
enlarged. Thirty-six beautiful Engrav
ings, and 2 Maps.

Lodge's Portraits of Illustrious Per

sonages of Great Britain, with Memoirs.
Two Hundred, and Forty Portraits, en
graved on Steel. 8 vols.

Longfellow's Poetical Works.

Twenty-four page Engravings, by Birket
Foster and others, and a Portrait-.

—— ; or, without illustrationsj Ss.Sd.

Prose Works, complete. 16

page Engravings by Birket Foster, &c.

Loudon's Mrs.) Entertaining Natur
alist. Revised by W. S. Dallas, Pl.s

With nearly 600 Woodcuts.

Ilarryat's Masterman Heady; or,

The Wreck of the Padua 03 Woodcuts.

3s. 60.

Poor Jack. With 16 Illus

trations, after Designs by C. StanJUtd
R.A. 3s. &d.

■ Mission ; or, Scenes in Af

rica. (Written for Young People.) Illus
trated by Gilbert and Ualsiei. 3s. 6d
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Marryat's Pirate ; and Three Cutters.

New Edition, with a Memoir of the
Author. With 8 Steel /Engravings, from
Drawings by C. Stanfield, R.A. 3s. &d.Privateers-Man One Hun-

drei Tears Ago. Eight Engravings on

Stiel. after Stothard. 3s. ed.Settlers in Canada. New

Edition. Ten fine Engravings by Gilbert
and Dalziel. 3s. ed.

Maxwell's Victories of Wellington

and the British Armies. Steel Engravings.

Michael Angelo and Raphael, their

Lives and Works- By Duppa and Qua-
tremeke ds Quinct. With 13 Engravings

on Steel.

Miller's History of the Anglo-Sax

ons. Written in a popular style, on the
basis of Sharon Turner. Portrait of
Alfred, Map of Saaoon Britain, and 12
elaborate Engravings on steel.

Milton's Poetical Works. With a

Memoir by James Montgomkby, Todd's
Verbal Index to all the Poems, and Ex
planatory Notes. ' With 120 Engravings
by Thompson and others, from Drawings
by W. Harvey. 2 vols.

Vol. 1. Paradise Lost, complete, with
Memoir, Notes, and Index.

Vol. 2. Paradise Regained, and other
Poems, with Verbal Index to all the

Poems.

Mndie's British Birds. Revised by

W. C L. Mabtin Fifty-two Figures and

7 Plates of Eggs. In 2 vols.

; or, with the plates coloured,

is. 6cL per voL

Naval and Military Heroes of Great

Britain ; or, Calendar of Victory. Being a
Record of British Valour and Conquest
by Sea and Land, on every day in the
year, from the time of William the
Conqueror to the Battle of Inkermann.
By Major Johns, R.M., and Lieutenant
P. H. Nicolas, R-M. Twenty-four Por

traits. 6s.

Kicolini's History of the Jesuits :

their Origin, Progress, Doctrines, and Do
signs. Fine Portraits of Loyola, Lainis,
Xavier, Borgia, Acquaviva, Ptre la Chaise,
and Pope GanganeiH.

Petrarch's Sonnets, and other Poems.

Translated Into English Verse. By varioui
hands. With a Life of the Poet, by
Thomas Campbell. With 16 Engravings.

Pickering's History of the Races of

Man, with an Analytical Synopsis of the
Natural History of Man. By Dr. Hall,
Illustrated by numerous Portraits.

ItMfWUk thep tates cofow ed 7s,6d.

%* An excellent Edition of a work on-
ginally published at 32. 3s. by the
American Government.

Pictorial Handbook of Modern Geo

graphy, on a Popular Plan. 3*. 6d. Illus
trated by 160 Engravings and 51 Maps. 6j.

; or, with the maps coloured,

is. ed.

Pope's Poetical Works. Edited by

Robert Carkdthers. Numerous En
gravings. 2 vols.

I —— Homer's Iliad. With Intro

duction and Notes by J. S. Watson, M.A.
Illustrated by the entire Series of Flaw-
man's Designs, beautifully engraved by
Moses (in thefull Svo. sise).

| — Homer's Odyssey, Hymns,

stc, by other translators, including Chap-
| man. and Introduction and Notes by J. 8.
; Watson, M.A. Flaxman's Designs beau

tifully engraved by Motet.

Life. Including many of his

Letters. By Robert Cabbdthkbs. New
Edition,revised and enlarged. lUustraHons.

The preceding 6 vols, make a complete
and elegant edition of Pope's Poetical
Works and Translations for 26*.

Pottery and Porcelain, and other Ob

jects of Vertu (a Guide to the Knowledge
of). To which is added an Engraved List
of Marks and Monograms. By Henri
G. Bonn. Numerous Engravings.

i ; or, coloured. 10*. 6d.

Front's (Father) Beliques. New

Edition, revised and largely augmented.
Twenty-one spirited Etchings by Maclise.

Two volumes in one. Is. 6d.

Becreations in Shooting. By

"Craves." New Edition, revised and
enlarged. 62 Engravings on Wood, after
Harvey, and 9 Engravings on Steel, chiefly

| after A. Cooper, RJL

Bedding's History and Descriptions

of Wines, Ancient and Modern. Twenty
beautiful Woodcuts.

Bonnie's Insect Architecture. New

Edition. Revised by the Rev. J. Gt.
Wood, M.A.

Robinson Crusoe. With Illustrations

by Stothard and Harvey. Twelve beauti
ful Engravings on Steel, and 14 on Wood.

—— ; or, without the Steel illustra

tions, 3l. 6d.

Borne in the nineteenth Century,
New Edition. Revised by the Author.
Illustrated by 34 Steel Engravings

2 vols.

Sharpe's History of Egypt, from the

Earliest Times till the Conquest by the
Arabs, a.d. 640. By Samuel Shabpe.
With 2 Maps and upwards of 400 Illus
trative Woodcuts, Sixth and Cheaper
Edition. 2 vols.

Southey's Life of Nelson. With

Additional Notes. Illustrated with 64

Engravings.
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Starling's {Via) Hoble Deeds of

Women ; or, Examples of f emale Cnnrage,
Fortitude., and Virtue, /burthen Ittuetra-

Stuart and Revett's Antiquities of

Athene, and other Monuments of Greece
Illustrated ir. ti steel Plata, and au-

merouf Woodcuts

Tales of the Genii ; or, the Delightful

Lemons of Horam. Numerous Woodcuts,
and 8 Steel Engravings, after stothard.

Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, Trann-

lated Into English Spenserian Verse, with
a Life of the Author. By J. H. Wztfer.
Eight Engravings on Steel, and 24 on

Wood, by Tkv.rt*j>r..

Walker's Manly Exercises. Con

taining Skating Riding. Irving, Hunting.
Shouting, Sailing, Rowing, Swimming, kc
New Edition, revised by " C*avkn."
Forty-four Steel Plata, and num-jwi

Walton's Complete Angler, Edited

by Kdwakii Jkssr, Esq. Upwards of

J03 Engravings.

; or, with 26 additional page

Illustrations on Steel, It. 64

WeUington, Life Of. From the ma

terials of Maxwell Eighteen Engravings.

Westropp's Handbookof Archaeology
Ne v Eiiition, revised. Numerous Illus
trations. [Immediately

White's Natural History of Bel-

borne. With Notes by Sir William Jas-
dink and Eowakd Jbssk, Esq. Illustrated

by 40 Engravings.

; or, with the plate* coloured,

is. ed.

Young, The, Lady's Book. A Ma

nual of Elegant Recreations, Arts, Science;,
and Accomplishments, Tieelvt Hundred

Woodcut Illustrations, and several En

gravings on Steel It. ed.

; or, cloth gilt, gilt edges, 9s.

CLASSICAL LIBRARY.

Vols, at 5s. each, excepting these marked otherwise.

fiachylus. Literally Translated intoi Prose by an Oxonian. 31. id.

, Appendix to. Containing

the New Reading.-, given in Hermann's
Swthumoas Bditton of iEschyras. By
SOBGI BURGKS. M.A 3s. ft£

Ammianus HaxceUinui. History of

Rome from Coustanlins to Valeria. Trans-
latedbyO.1). Yon««.B.A. Dble.voL.Js.ed.

Antoninus. The Thoughts of the

Emperor Marcus Anrelins. Translated by

Geo. Long, H.A. 3s. 64.

Apnleins, the Golden Ass ; Death of

Socrates ; Florida , and Discourse o i Magic.
To which Is added a Metrical Version of
Cupid and Psyche; and Mrs. Tigbe'i

Psyche Frontispiece.

Aristophanes' Comedies. Literally
Translated, with Note;, and Extracts from

Frere's and other Metrical Versions, by

W. J. Hioxia 3 vols.
Vol 1. Achamians, Knights, Clouds,

Wasps, Peace, and Birds.
Vol. a. Lyslstrata, Thesmophoriazusfe,

Frogs, Eccteslaansffi, and Plutng.

Aristotle's Ethics. Literally Trans

lated by Archdeacon Bbowttb, lateClassical

Professor of King's College.

Aristotle's Politics and Economics.

Translated by E. Walfobd, MA.Metaphysics. Literally Trans

lated, with Notes, Analysis, Examination
Questions, and Index, by the Rev. Johb
H. M'Mahoh, MJL, and Gold Medallist in

Metaphysics, T.OD.

- History of Animals. In TenUMWHJ V- -
Books. Translated, with Notes and Index,

by RlOBASD CSESSWIIX, M.A.

Organon ; or, Logical Trea

tises. With Notes, ttc. By 0. F.Owkh,M.A

2 Tola, 3s. 6d. each.

Rhetoric and Poetics. Lite

rally Translated, with Examination Ques

tions and Notes, by an Oxonian.

Athensens. The Deipnosophists ; or,

the Banquet of the Learned. Translated

by C. D. Yongb, B.A. 3 vols.

Caesar. Complete, with the Alexan

drian, African, and Spanish Wars. Lite

rally Translated, with Notes.

Catullus. Tibullus, and the Vigil of

Venus. A Literal Prose Translation. To
which are added Metrical Versions by

Lamb, Gkaikues, and others.

piece.
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JBOHN'S VARIOUS LIBRARIES.

Cicero's Orations. Literally Trans

lated by C. D. Yokok, B-A. In 4 vols.

Vol. 1. Contains the Orations against
Verrea, 6lc. Portrait

VoL 2. Catiline, Archiaa, Agrarian
Law, Rablrius, Murena, Sylla, &c.

VoL 3. Orations for his Hoose, Plancitw,
Sextlos, Ccellus, Milo, Llgarins, &c.

VoL 4. Miscellaneous Orations, and
Rhetorical Works; with General In
dex to the four volumes.

on the Nature of the Gods,

Divination, Fate, Laws, a Republic, Ac.
Translated by C. D. Yohgs, B.A., and
F, Babhah.

—— Academics, De Finibus, and

Tnscalan Questions. By C. D. Yonge.
SLA. With Sketch of the Greek Philo.
sophy.

■ Offices, Old Age, Friendship,

Solplo's Dream. Paradoxes, &c. Literally
Translated, bv R. Esmonds. 3«. td.

• on Oratory and Orators. Bj

J. S. Watson. M A.

Demosthenes' Orations. Translated,

with Notes, by C Rann Kbnztedt. In 6
vol imes.

VoL 1. The Olynthiac, Philippic and
other Public Orations. 31. 6d.

VoL 2. On the Crown and on the Em
bassy.

Vol. 3. Against Leptines, Midlas, An-
drotrioh, and Aristocrates.

VoL 4. Private and other Orations.

VoL S. Miscellaneous Orations.

Dictionary of Latin Quotations, in

cluding Proverbs, Maxims, Mottoes, Law
Terms, and Phrases ; and a Collection o'
above 500 Greek Quotations. With all the
quantities marked, & KngliBh Translations, ■

, with Index Verborum. 6s. I

Index Verbomm only, la

Diogenes Laertitu. Lives and Opin

ions of the Ancient Philosophers. Trans
lated, with Notes, by a D. Yonob.

Epictetus. Discourses, with Enchei-

ridion and Fragments. Translated with
Notes, by George Long, M.A.

Euripides. Literally Translated. 2 vols.

VoL I. Hecuba, Orestes, Medea, Hippo-
lytus, Alceatls, BacchsB, HeraclW,
Ipbtgenla in Aullde, and Iphlgenia te

Taurls
VoL 2. Hercules Furens, Troades, Ion
Andromache. Suppliants, Helen,
Electra. Cyclops, Rhesus.

Greek Anthology. Literally Trans

lated. With Metrical Versions by various
Authors.

- Romances of Heliodonu,

Longus, and Achilles Tatlue.

Herodotus. A New and Literal

Translation, by Henrt Cart, MX, of
Worcester College, Oxford.

Hesiod, Callimachus, and Theognis.

Literally Translated, with Notes, by J.
Banks, M.A.

Homer's Iliad. Literally Translated,

Odyssey, Hymns, Jtc. Lite

rally Translated.

Horace. Literally Translated, by

Smart. Carefully revised by an Oxonian

31. ed.

Justin, Cornelius rTepos, and Eutre-

ptns. Literally Translated, with Notes
and index, by J. S. Watsok, MA.

Juvenal, Fersius, Sulpicia, and La-

clliua By L. Evans. MA. With the
Metrical Version by Gifford. Prontispieci

Livy, A new and Literal Translation.

By Dr. Spiixan and others In 4 vols.
VoL 1. Contains Books 1—8.
Vol. 2. Books 9—26.
VoL 3. Books 21—36.
Vol. 4 Books SI to the end ; and Index.

Lucan's Fharsalia. Translated, with

Notes, by H. T. Rilbt.

Lucretius. Literally Translated, with

Notes, by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
And the Metrical Version by J. M. Goon.

Martial's EpigramB. complete. Lite

rally Translated. Each accompanied by
one or more Verse Translations selected
from the Works of English Poets, and
other sources. With a copious Index.
Double volume (660 pages). It. 6d*.

Ovid's Works, complete. Literally

Translated. 3 vols.
VoL 1. Fasti, Tristta, Epistles, be.
Vol. 2. Metamorphoses.
VoL 3. Heroldes, Art of Love, Ac.

Pindar. Literally Translated, by Daw

son W. Turner, and the Metrical Version
by Abbabau Moore.

Plato's Works. Translated by the

Rev. H. Cart and others. In 6 vols.
VoL 1. The Apology ot Socrates, Crlto

Phaado, Gorgias, Protagoras, Phtedrue,
T-ieanetus, Euthypnron, Lysis.

VoL 2. The Republic, Tunatus, &Critlaa.

VoL 3. Meno, Euthydemus, The So
phist, Statesman Cratylns, Parme-
nides, and the Banquet.

VoL 4. Phllebus, Charmldes. Laches,
The Two Alcibiadee, and Ten other
Dialogues.

VoL 6. The Laws.

VoL «. The Doubtful Works. With
General Index.
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Plato's Dialogues, an Analysis and

Index to. With References to the Trans
lation in Bonn's Classical Library. By Dr.

Dai.

Flautus's Comedies. Literally Trans

lated, with Notes, by H. T. Riley, B.A.

In 2 vols.

Pliny's Natural History. Translated,

with Copious Notes, by the late John
Bostock. M.D., F.K.S., and H. T. Rilet,

B.A. In 6 vols.

Pliny the Younger, The Letters of.

Mblhoth's Translation revised. By the
liev. F. C. T. Bosanquet, M.A.

Propertius, Petronius, and Johannes

Secandos, and Aristenaetus Literally
Translated, and accompanied by Poetical
Versions, from various sources.

Quintilian's Institutes of Oratory.

Literally Translated, with Notes, &c„ by
J. S. Watson, MLA. In 2 vols.

Sallust, Floras, and Telleius Fater-

cnlns. With Copious Notes, Biographical
Notices, and Index, by J. S. Watson.

Sophocles. The Oxford Translation

revised.

Standard Library Atlas of Classical
Geography, ftemtM two large coloured
Maps according to tkt latest authorities.
With a complete Index (accentuated),
giving the latitude and longitade of every
place named in the Maps. imp. avo. It. id.

Strabo's Geography. Translated,

with Copious Notes, by W. Falconer,
M.A., and H. C. Hamilton, Esq. With
Index, giving the Ancient and Modern

Names. In 3 vols.

Suetonius' Lives of the Twelve

Cajsars, and other Works. Thomson's
Translation, revised, with Notes, by T
Fobesteb.

Tacitus. Literally Translated, with

Notes. In 2 vols.

Vol. 1. The Annals.

VoL X The History, Qermanla, Agri-
cola, &c. With Index.

Terence and Fhsedras. By H. T.

RlLKY, B.A.

Theocritus, Bion, Hoschus, and

Tyrtu-us. By J. Banks, M.A. With the
Metrical Versions of Chapman.

Thucydides. Literally Translated by

Rev. U. Dale. In 2 vols. 3s. ed. each.

Virgil. Literally Translated by Da

vidson. New Edition, carefully revised.

3i. 6d.

Xenophon's Works. In 3 Vols.

VoL 1. The Anabasts and Memorabilia.
Translated, with Notes, by J. S. Wat-
son, M.A. And a Geographical Com
mentary, by W. F. AntswoBTH, F.S.A. ,
F.R.G.S., Sec

Vol. 2. CyrorJtedla and Hellenics. By
J. 8. Watson, M.A., and the Rev. H.

Dale.

Vol. 3. The Minor Works. By J. 3.
Watson, M.A.

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.

59 Vols, at 5s. each, excepting those marked otheruise

Agassiz and Gould's Comparative

.Physiology. Enlarged by Dr. Wbight.
Upwards of 400 Engravings.

Bacon's Novum Organum and Ad
vancement of Learning. Complete, with
Notes, by J. Devet. M.A.

Bolley's Manual of Technical Analy

sis. A Guide for the Testing of Natural
and Artificial Substances. By B. U. Paul.
100 Wood Engravings.

BBIDGEWATEB TEEATISES. —

——Bell on the Hand. Its Mecha

nism and Vital Endowments as evincing
Design. Seventh Edition Revised

——Kirby on the History, Habits,

and Instincts of Animals. Edited, with
Notes, by T. Rymee Jones. Numerous
Engravings, manyofwhich are additional.
In 2 vols.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES—cont. •

• Kidd on the Adaptation of

External Nature to the Physical Condition
of Man. 3s. 6d.

Whewell's Astronomy and
General PhysicB, considered with refer
ence to Natural Theology. Sf. 6d.

Chalmers on the Adaptation

of External Nature to the Moral and In
tellectual Constitution of Man.

Prout's Treatise on Chemis

try, Meteorology, and Digestion. Edited
by Dr. J. W. Gbtfetth.

Buckland's Geology and

Mineralogy. 2 vols. 16*.

« Boget's Animal and Vege
table Physiology. Illustrated. In 2 vols.
6s. each.
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BOHR'S VARIOUS LIBRARIES.

Carpenter's (Dr. W. B.) Zoology. A

Systematic View of the Structure, Habits,
Instincts, and Uses, of the principal Fami
lies of the Animal Kingdom, and of the
chief forms of Fossil Remains. Rwised
by W. S. Dallas, b'.L-S. Illustrated with
many hundred Wood Engravings. In
2 vote. 6*. each.

* Mechanical Philosophy, As

tronomy, and Horology. A Popular Ex
position. 18S Illustration*.

• Vegetable Physiology and

Systematic Botany. A complete intro
duction to the Knowledge of Plants.
Revised, under arrangement with the
Author, by £. Lakkbstbb, M.D., &c.
Several hundred Illustrations on Wood. 6f.

— Animal Physiology. In part
re-written by the Author. Dptoaras of
300 capital Illustration!. 6s.

Chevreul on Colour. Containing the

Principles of Harmony and Contract of
Colours, and their application to the Arte.
Translated from the French by Charles
Martel. Only complete Edition. Several
Plates. Or, with an additional series ol
16 Plates In Colours, Is. ed,

Ennemoser's History of Magic.

Translated by William Howttt. With
an Appendix*of the most remarkable and

, best authenticated Stories of Apparitions,
Dreams, Table-Turning, and Spirit-Rap
ping, &c. In 2 vols.

Hogg's (Jabez) Elements of Experi

mental and Natural Philosophy. Con
taining Mechanics, Pneumatics, Hydro
statics, Hydraulics, Acoustics, Optics,
Caloric, Electricity, Voltaism, and Mag
netism. New Edition, enlarged. Up
wards of 400 Woodcuts.

Hind's Introduction to Astronomy,

With a Vocabulary, containing an Expla-
; nation of all the Terms in present use.
New Edition, enlarged. Numerous En
gravings. 3S. 6d.

Humboldt's Cosmos ; or, Sketch of a

Physical Description of the Universe.
Translated by E. C. Ottb and W. S.
Dallas, FXJ3. Fine Portrait In five
volB. 3*. 6d. each ; excepting Vol. V., 5*
%• In this edition the notes are placed

beneath the text, Humboldt's analytical
Summaries and the passages hitherto sup
pressed are included, and new and com
prehensive Indices are added.

— Travels in America. In 3 vols.

' Views of Nature ; or, Con

templations of the Sublime Phenomena of
Creation. Translated by E. G. OttA and
H. G. Bohn. With a complete Index.

Hunt's (Robert) Poetry of Science ;

or. Studies of the Physical Phenomena of
Nature. By Professor Hunt. New Edi
tion, enlarged.

Joyce's Scientific Dialogues. Com

pleted to the present state of Knowledge,
by Dr. Grit-tit it. Numerous Woodcuts.

Introduction to the Arts and

Sciences. With Examination Questions.
3s. 6d.

Knight's (Chae.) Knowledge is Power.

A Popular Manual of Political Economy.

Lectures on Painting. By the Royal

Academicians. With Introductory Essay,
and Notes by R. Wornum, Esq. Portraits.

Lawrence's Lectures on Compara

tive Anatomy, Physiology, Zoology, and the

Natural History of Man. Illustrated.

Lilly's Introduction to Astrology.

With numerous Emendations, by Za dkiei .

HantelTs (Dr.) Geological Excur

sions through the Isle oi Wight and Dor
setshire. New Edition, by T. Rupert
Jokes, Esq. Numerous beautifully exe
cuted Woodcuts, and a Geological Map.

— Medals of Creation ; or,

First Lessons In Geology and the Study
of Organic Remains; including Geological
Excursions. New Edition, revised. Co
loured Plates, and several hundred beau
tiful Woodcuts. In 3 vols., Is. 6d. each.

Petrifactions and their

Teachings. An Illustrated Handbook to
the Organic Remains in the British Mu
seum. Numerous Engravings, 6s.

— Wonders of Geology ; or, a
Familiar Exposition of Geological Phe
nomena. New Edition, augmented by T.
Rupert Jones, F.G.S. Coloured Geological
Map of England, Plates, and nearly 300
beautiful Woodcuts. In 2 vols., 7i. ed. each.

Morphy*s Games of Chess. Being

the Matches and best Games played by
the American Champion, with Explana
tory and Analytical Notes, by J. Lowkn-
ruAL. Portrait and Memoir.

It contains by far the largest collection
of games played by Mr. Morphy extant in
any form, and has received his endorse
ment and co-operation.

Richardson's Geology, including

Mineralogy and Palaeontology. Revised
and enlarged, by Dr. T. Whig ht. Upwards
Of400 Illustrations.

Schouw's Earth, Plants,andKan ; and

Kobell's Sketches from the Mineral King
dom. Translated by A, Henfrkt, F.R.S.
Coloured Mapofthe Geography of Plants.
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i (Pye) Geology and Scrip-
; or, The Relatiun between the Holy

Smith1! <

tore; or.
Scriptures and Geological Science.

Stanley*i Classified Synopsis of the

Principal 1'auiters of the Dutoh and Fle
mish Schools.

Staunton's Chess-player's Handbook.

Numerous Diagram*.

■ Cness Praxis. A Supplement

to the Cheos-pLayers Handbook. Con
taining all the most important modern
Improvements In the Openings- Illustrated
by actnal Games ; a revised Code of ChesB
Laws; and a Selection of Mr. Morphy's
Games In England and France. St.

—— Chess-player's Companion.
Comprising » new Treatise on Odds, Col
lection of Match Games, and a Selection
of Original Problems.

Staunton's Chess Tournament of

1851. Numerous lUuttrationt.

Stockhardt's Principles of Chemistry,

exemplified tn"a nertes of simple experi
ments. Based* upon the German work of
Professor Stockbabdt, and Edited by C.
W. Heaton, Professor of Chemistry at
Charing Cross Hospital. Upwards qf 7.10

Illustration*.

Ure's (Br. k.) Cotton Manufacture

of Great Britain, systematically investi
gated; with an Introductory view of Its
comparative state in Foreign Countries.
New Edition, revised and completed to
the present time, by P. L. Sbmmondb. One
hundred andfjty riiustratvmx. In 3 vols.

Philosophy of Manufactures ;

or, An Exposition of the Factory System
of Great Britain, Continued by P. L.

U. 6v*.

Blair's Chronological Tables, Revised

and Enlarged. Comprehending the Chro
nology and History of the World, from
the earliest times. By J. Willooqhbt
Roasic , Doable Volume. 10*.; or, half-
bound. 10s. M.

Clark's (Hugh) Introduction to
Heraldry. With nearly luOO [{lustrations.
181* Edition. Revised and enlarged by J. R .
Planch*, Rouge Croix. 5s. Or, with all
the Illustrations coloured. ISt,

Chronicles of the Tombs. A Collec

tion of Remarkable Epitaphs. By 1. J.
Pkttiorrw. tfR.S.. FAA. 5*.

Handbook of Domestic Medicine. Po-

?ularly arranged. By l>r. Henby Davies.
00 pages With complete iDdex. 5s.

—— -- Games. By various Amateurs

and Proiesaors. Comprising treatises

on all the principal Games of chance,
skill, and manual dexterity. In all,
above 40 games (.the Whist, Draughts,
and Billiards being especially comprehend

live). Edited by H. G. Bohn. lUut-
trated by numerous Diagrams. 5*.

■ Proverbs. Comprising all

Ray*B English Proverbs, with additions;
his Eo-elim Proverbs ; and an Alphabetical
Index. 6i.

Holland's British Angler's Manual.

Improved and enlarged, by Edward Jesse,
Esq. Illustrated with 60 Sngravmgt.

feed.

Humphrey's Coin Collector's Ma
nual. A popular Introduction to the
Study of Coins Biahlyfinished iingrav-
ings. In 2 vols. lui.

REFERENCE LIBRARY.

26 YoU. at various prices.

Index of Dates. Comprehending the

principal Facts in the Chronology and
History of the World, from the earliest to
the present time, alphabetically arranged.
By J. W. Kosss. Double volume, 101 ;

or, half-bound, 10*. 64

Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual of

English literature. New Edition, en-
Urged, by H. G. Bohf Parts L to X. (A
to 2). 3*. 64 each Part XI. (the Ap
pendix Volume). 5a Or the 11 parts m
4 vols., half morocco, 2k 2s.

Polyglot of Foreign Proverbs, With

English Translations, and a General Index,
bringing the whole Into parallels, by H. G.
Bohn. 5s.

Political Cyclopaedia. In 4 vols,

3s. 6d. each,

< Also in 2 vols, bound. 15«.

Smith's (Archdeacon) Complete Col

lection of Synonyms and Antonyms, fit.

The Epigrammatists. Selections from

the Epigrammatic Literature of Ancient,
Mediaeval, and Modern Times. With
Notes, Observations, illustrations, and an
Introduction. By the Rev. Hknby Philip
Dodd, M.A., of Pembroke College, Oxford.
Second . Edition, revised and considerably
enlarged ; containing many new Kpigrams,
principally of an amusing character. 6a

Wheeler's (W. A., M.A.) Dictionary

of Names of Fictitious Persons and Places.

5i.

Wright's (T.) Dictionary of Obsolete

and Provincial English. In 2 vols.
each ; or half-bound 1b 1 voL, lOt. 64.
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E0HN1S VA1U0DS LIBRARIES.

NOVELISTS' LIBRARY.

6 Vols, at 35. 6(J., except:

Manzoni (Alessandro) The Betrothed

(I promessi Sposi). The only complete
English translation. With numerous
Woodcuts. 6s.

Uncle Tom's Cabin. With Introduc

tory Remarks by the Rev. J. Shkem/ n.
Printed in a large clear type. Him ra

tions. 3f. 6d.

Tom Jones ; the History of a Found,

ling. By Hehbx Fielding. Roscoe's

ng those marked otherwise.

I Edition, revised. With Ulusiraticns ly
George Cimhshortk. Jn 2 vols. 75.

Joseph .Andrews. By Henry Field

ing. Rowoe's Edition, revited. With
lllvstrotions by Ceoige Crutkihank. In

1 vol. 3*. fid.

Amelia. By Henrt Fielding.

Itoecoe's Editicn, revised. With Cruik-
shank'a Illustrations. 5s.

ARTIST'S LIBRARY.

5 vols, at various prices.

Leonardo da Vinci's Treatise on

rain ting. Numerous Plates. Ifew Edition,

reviled. 55.

Planche's History of British Cos- ,

tume. Third Edition. With numerous
Woodcuts. 55.

Flaxman's Lectures on Sculpture.

Numerous Mush ationt. 6s.

The Anatomy and Philosophy of Ex

pression as connected wii h the Fine
Arts. Bj Sir Charles Bfll, K.H.
Stventh Edition, revised. With numerous

Woodcuts and 20 Plates. 5s.

Demmin*s (A.) Illustrated History of

Arms siid A i mour 1r< m the EarliestPeriod.
With nearly 2,000 Illustrations. 7*. &d.

BOHN'S CHEAP SERIES.

Eoswell's Life of Johnson, and John

sonian*. Including his Tonr to -be Hebrides,
Tonr in Wales, &c. Edited by the lit.
Hon. J. W. Csokek. Upwards of 50
Engravings. In 6 vols, cloth, 20*.

Carpenter's (Dr. W. B.) Physiology
of Temperance and Total Abstinence, Is.

Franklin's (Benjamin) Genuine Au

tobiography. From the Original Manu
script. By Jaeed Spabks. If.

Hawthorne's (Nathaniel } Twice Told

Tales. First and Second Series, 2 vols, in

one. 2ij cloth, 2s. id. Snow Image and

other Tales, is. Scarlet Letter, is. 6d.

Honse with the Seven Gables. A

Romance. Is. id.

Hazlitt's Table Talk. Parts 1. 2,

and 3. i». each. Plain Speaker.

Parts 1, 2, and 3. Is. each. Lectures

on the English Comic Writers, u.ed.

Lectures on the English Poets. I' M.

Lectures on the Literature of the
Age of Elizabeth, is. Lectures

on the Characters of Shakespeare's
Plays, is- M.

 

Emerson's Twenty Essays, Is. 6d. ;

cloth, 2s. English Characteristics,

it. ; doth, is. id. Orations and Lec

tures, is. Eepresentative Men.

Complete, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Irving's (Washington) life of Mo

hammed. Portrait, is. 6d. Successors

of Mohammed, is. ed. Life of Gold

smith, u.ed. Sketch Book. is. 6d. ;

doth, i».6ii. Tales ofa Traveller, is. id.

Tour on the Prairies, is. Con

quests of Granada and Spain- 2
vols. is. id. each. Life of Columbus. 2

vols. Is. iid. each. Companions of

Columbus. 2s. Adventures of

Captain Bonneville, is. id. Eniek-

erbooker's New York. is. id. Tales

of the Alhambra. is. id. Conquest

of Florida, is. 6d. Abbotsford and

Newstead. is. Salmagundi, is. ed.

Bi aoebridgeHall. is. 6d. Astoria. 2s.

Wolfert's Boost, and other Tales.
is. 6d.

Lamb's (Charles) Essays of Elia. Is.

Last Essays of Elia. is. Eliana,

with Biographical Sketch, if-

Marryat's Pirate and Three Cutters.

is. 6d.
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